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THE CHEMISTRY OF RAINFALL AND SOILS AT
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
The general objectives of this contract were as follows:
(1) to characterize and quantify selected components of the environment;
(2) to select from among the components studied those which would be
appropriate for the detection and assessment of possible
perturbations induced by future NASA operations;
(3) to develop baseline data sufficient to define normal variation (i.e.,
changes not associated with NASA activities) in those selected
environmental components; and
(4) to determine the kinds and amounts of measurements required to detect
and document environmental perturbations that might be caused by
future NASA activities.
The results of a study which was designed to monitor, characterize, and
evaluate the chemical composition of precipitation (rain) which fell at the
Kennedy Space Center, Florida (KSC) during the period July, 1977, to March,
1979, are the subject of the first section of this report. In the second
section results obtained from a soil sampling and associated chemical analysis




Sampl iny and chemical analysis of precipitation were used to determine
acidity, conductivity, and individual ionic species concentrations. Sample
acidity was determined based on dissociated acid concentration (free acidity),
strong acid concentration, and titratable acidity. Concentrations of sodium,
potassium, calcium, magnesium, ammonium ion, chloride, fluoride, nitrate,
orthophosphate, and sulfate were also determined regularly. No attempt was
made to eval uate the composition of atmospheric deposition which occurred by
means other than rainfall. Throughout this text, the term precipitation means
only wet deposition in the form of rainfall, collected by a procedure which
excludes dry deposition.
Objectives of this study were:
1. Determine and characterize the acidity of rain whch fell on Merritt
Island and KSC in a time period prior to the first Space Shuttle
1aunch,
2. Determine concentrations of major contributors to the overall rain-
fall, including sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, ammonium,
chloride, fluoride, nitrate) orthophosphate, sulfate, aluminum, and
vanadiurn.
Once established, these prelaunch ambient data can be utilized in assess-
ing long-term and short-term effects of Space Shuttle launches on the composi-
tion of precipitation. Such post-launch assessment of long-term effects can
be attempted only if a post-launch precipitation monitoring program is opera-
tional. Post-launch assessment of significant episodic changes in precipita-
tion composition depends on the ability to sample and chemically analyze a
portion of the specific precipitation when it occurs.
No attempt was made to identify
measured composition of rain at KSC.
ing existing composition and allowed
to relationships among components in
specific sources which contribute to the
Experimental design emphasized deterrnin-
only restricted conclusions which pertain
the rain to be drawn.
For several years, NASA has been evaluating potential environmental
effects associated with launch of the Space Shuttle. One potential problem
comes from solid rocket boosters (SRB) on the launch vehicle. The SRB propel-
lant is approximately 70% ammonium perchlorate as oxidant, 16% powdered alum-
inum as fuel and stabilizer to control burning rate, 14% po1ybutadiene acrylic
nitrile as binder, and minor constituents (NASA, 1978). The SRB exhaust
prOducts, by weight percent composition are HCl (21.2%), A1203 (30.1%), CO
(24.1%), C02 (3.4%), H2 (2.1%), N2 (8.5%), H20 {9.3%L and FeC12 (0.6%) (NASA,
1978). A diffusion model has been developed and is briefly summarized by
Susko (1979). This model makes it possible to calculate downwind concentra-
tions of exhaust products in the ground cloud. Each launch will generate and
release approximately 105 kg HCl below 4 km altitude. Precipitation during or
irnmediate1y after launch may lead to scavenging HCl and result in acid rain.
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Predictions (Pellett, 1977) indicate that acid rain of pH less than 1.0 could
occur in proximity to the launch site. Acid rain of pH less than 3.0 could
occur at extended distances, depending on meteorology and exhaust cloud
.~ dynamics which occur during and after launch.
Precipitation collection at sites on or near KSC, latitude 80° 44' W,
longitude 28° 38 1 N, began in July 1977. One site on the campus of UCF
(University of Central Florida, latitude 81° 20' W, longitude 28° 33' N), was
also utilized. One aspect of site selection was dictated by requirements to
provide data from samples collected in proximity to a NASA ambient air quality
monitoring network operated by the Booster Exhaust Study Test (BEST). In
addition, several sites were selected in proximity to several locations used
both as part of a soil chemi stry program descri bed in the second part of thi s
volume, and as part of a terrestrial community analysis program (Stout, 1979).
Samples were obtained using collectors open to the atmosphere only during
periods of precipitation. Rainfall was collected at 24-hour intervals Monday
through Friday; exceptions which increased the intervals did sometimes occur.
Samples were generally representative of precipitation which occurred during
24-hour periods ending on Tuesday though Friday, and 72-hour periods ending on
Monday.
Several experiments were carried out to evaluate and account for the
variability observed in precipitation data. Analytical, sampling, and spatial
variability in precipitation data were measured. The quality of chemical
analysis data was monitored routinely using the compositional anion/cation
ratio, measured conductivity/predictive conductivity ratio, and predictive pH.
Predictive conductivity was calculated by surnning the ionic concentration and
equlvalent conductance product for each measured chemical species on a sample
by sample basis. Predictive pH can be calculated from the sum of the anion,
sum of the cation difference when contribution to the cation sum excludes
hydrogen ion. Sample stability, storage conditions, and contamination pro-
blems were also studied.
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Background
ACldlty of precipitation has increased dramatically in some areas in
the past 30 years. Precipitation with a pH less than 5.65 is considered
to be acidic. The C02 - HC03 equi l ibr iun in precipitation is such that
rainwater in equilibrium with the accepted standard atmospheric C02 con-
centration of 316 ppm will contain concentrations of H2C03 and HCOJ which
render it slightly acidic (Reuss, 1975). Precipitation, therefore, is
not expected to have a neutral pH of 7.0 but is naturally somewhat
acidic. The presence of HCOi in precipitation can be extremely important
because it acts as a buffer to prevent significant increases in pH
(Reuss, 1975) to the extent that basic or alkaline precipitation is
rare. The introduction of acidic materials or acid precursors into the
atmosphere and the ultimate incorporation into precipitation must occur
to an extent which will significantly decrease HC03 concentrations
(Reuss, 1975) before acid precipitation will occur.
Until the latter 1960's occurrences of acid precipitation in the
u.s, were not documented extensively. During the past 10 years, several
reports on the collection and chen~cal analysis of acid precipitation in
the northeastern U. S. have appeared (Likens. 1976; Coybi 11 and Li kens,
1974; Likens and Bormann, 1974; Likens, Bormann, and Johnson, 1972).
Only two nationwide sampling and precipitation chemistry programs have
been performed. Each covered relatively short time periods (Junge and
Werby, 1958; Junge, 1963; and Lodge, 1968) during the late 1950's and
late 1960 's. During the past year, the National Atmospheric Deposition
Program became operational (Ganaway and Cowl inq , 1978) with sites "lo-
cated mostly in the eastern u.s. and a few scattered sites in the middle
and western U.S. Many of the original U.s. studies emphasized determin-
ing major chemical species present in the precipitation and assessing the
influence that precipitation would have on nutrient cycling in ecosystem
studies. As the acidity of precipitation has increased, greater atten-
tion has been given to evel uat tnq regional, national, and global sources
of pollution which may contribute to creating acid precipitation. More
recently, expanded interest and effort has been utilized to study the
problem. In the U.S., Federal and state government agencies, private
industry, and universities have participated in studies to monitor the
composition of precipitation in the U.S. (Galloway and Cowling, 1978;
Liljestrand and r~or!:lan, 1978; McColl and Bush, 1978; Valiela, et , ale,
1978; Jacobson, et al., 1976; Richardson. 1976; Cooper and Lopez, 1976;
r~i11er. 1975).
Several aetailed studies have been performed to evaluate methods of
ana1ysis> sample collector des i gn, and samp1e handl i ny (Galloway and
Likens, 1978, 1976; Lewis and Grant, 1978; Slanina. et al., 1978; Volchok
and Graveson, 1976). Because precipitation samples typically contain
chemical species at parts per rat l l i on and Iower concentrations, extreme
care must be exercised in collection. sample storage, and analysis.
Sample storage options have recently been evaluatea (Galloway ana Likens,
1978; Peaen and Skowron, 1978; Galloway ana Likens. 1976). Chemical
analysis methodS involve a variety of techniques. Choice of the appro-
priate techniques has varied for individual programs. Several stuaies to
evaluate individual techniques have been performed (MJlik~ 1978). Recent




relatively rapid and routine analysis of precipitation samples for major
chemical species and for many species present at trace concentrations.
A recent report (Likens, 1976) presents views and summarizes results
of acid precipitation studies in the U.S. and Scandinavia during the past
25 years. As consumption of fossil fuels has increased on a global
scale, the acidity of precipitation has been observed to increase. The
consequences of this increase have far-reaching implications. The gradu-
al erosion of manmade objects constructed from cement and marble has been
occurring at accelerated rates and may be due to increases in concentra-
tions of acidic compounds in the atmosphere and in precipitation. Sys-
tematic and detailed studies to evaluat(~ the interactions and influences
that acid precip'itation may have on sons. rivers, and lakes, and plant
and animal life are in their infancy. It is believed that some of these
natural systems al ready are undergoing stress and gradual change due to
acid precipitat-ion (Likens, 1976). Several years or decades of study may
be required to even partially assess the impact of acid precipitation on
the env ironment.
The effects of acid precipitation on aquatic and terrestrial ecosys-
tems was the subject of a recent literature review (Cornell University,
1976) and an international symposium (Dochinger and Seliga, 1976).
Hornbeck. et ale (1977) analyzed the longest continuous set of precipita-
tion data obtained in the U.S. and evaluated seasonal patterns in acidity
of precipitation and their implications for forest stream ecosystems.
Data for the northeastern U.S. from 1965 to 1973 were utilized. Gorham
(1976) presented an overview of acid precipitation and its influence on
aquatic ecosystems. The papers include extensive bibliographical infor-
mation.
Although acid precipitation is increasing in the U.S., several
European countries have experienced even greater acid precipitation.
Recent reports summari ze results and descri be the magnitude of efforts
which are occurring in Scandinavia, the Netherlands, and England to study
this rapidly growing global problem (Gr-anat , 1978; Vermeulen, 1978;
Martin and Barker, 1978). Acid rain has been studied in Canada (Summers
and Whelpdale, 1976). The southern Ontario region is particularly
susceptible to these occurrences (Dillon, et al , , 1978). Many of these
programs are designed to assess sources for pollutants and transport of
pollutants across national boundaries which cause the problem while
others continue the attempt to assess the impact of increased poll ut i on
on the environment.
Assessment of Precipitation Acidity
Recent studies which have emphasized assessing acidity of prec i pt t e-
tion samples or acidic components in atmospheric aerosols and particles
have varied. Data are typically generated by titration of the sample
while monitoring titration progress through measurement of pH when adding
hydroxide ions. The hydroxide ion ei ther is generated coulometrically
within the sample or added as a di 1ute standard sol ut ion of sodium
hydroxide. In most cases, evaluation of the potentiometric titration
data ts accompl-ished by linearization of selected portions of the titra-
tion curves. The original theory which is used as the basis for this
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approach was introduced by Gran (1952). Liberti, et ale (1972) deter-
mined the nonvolatile acidity of rain water by a coulometric procedure
where the data were treated by the Gran theory. Both strong acidity and
nonvolatile weak acidity were determined. Strong acidf ty is a measure of
the total concentration of the free hydrogen ion, present due to totally
dissociated acids such as HC1, HN03, and H2S04. Weak acidity is a mea-
sure of the total concentration of undissociated acids which are pre-
sent. Weak organic acids such as formic acid and acetic acid may be
responsible. Galloway, Likens, and Edgerton (1976) identified several
weak acidS in precipitation which occurred at Ithaca, N.Y., and Hubbard
Brook, N.H.
Askne and Bros set (1972) determi ned the strong acid component in
precipitation by titratiny samples withO.001M NaOH and using the Gran
plot treatment of data. Krupa, Cosc i o, and Wood (1976, 1976a) eval uated
a coulometric titration procedure for detecting strong and weak acid COI~
ponents in rainwater and presented evidence for multiple hydrogen-ion
donor systems in rain. Galloway and Likens (1979) considered the magni-
tude of error associ ated wi th rneasuri ng acidity and suggested a genera1-
ized procedure for analyzing pH and acidity in acid precipitation sam-
ples. Brosset (1978) evaluated water-soluble sulfur compounds in aero-
sols using a modified Gran plot technique. (NH4)2S04, (NH4))H(S04)2, and
NH4HS04 were identified in the five particle sulfate phases. Jacobson,
et al. (1976), concluded that samples collected in Yonkers, New York, in
1974, titrated as though they contained a monoprotic acid with an equiv-
alence point pH near 7.
Seymour, Clayton, and Fernando (1977) used an iterative calculation
to segment and linearize potentiometric titration curves. Modified Gran
plots were obtained which allow both acid dissociation constants and con-
centrations to be determined for acidic components in the sample. Appli-
cations for the determination of acidic components in atmospheric conden-
sates and rai nwater were shown, Seymour, et ale (1978) then used the
modified Gran plot technique to evaluate variations in the acid content
of rainwater in the course of a single precipitation and concluded that
strong acids, NH4 and dissolved C02 represented the major acid
components. These 1atter developments and refi nements of techni ques
allow a clearer elucidation of specific acidic species in precipitation
although their utilization would seen to be limited to research projects
rather than routine analysis.
Studies in the Southeastern U.S.
Studies to evaluate the composition of precipitation in the south-
eastern U.S. ana Florida have been 4uite limited. The data of Junge
(1963) and Junge and Werby (1958) include results obtained from samples
collected near Palm Beach and Tampa. Florida. During the sumner of 1973,
the Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE) was conducted in south
Florida. The program measurea the effects of cloud seeding on aerial
rainfall. From this program emerged a two-year study (1974 to 1976) of
precipitation composition (Wisniewski and Cotton. 1977). Haines (1976)
reported acidity measurements from rain collected on the Georgia coast in
1975. More recently, a precipitation COllection network of 26 sites
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which extends from the Florida panhandle to the Keys has become opera-
tional (Brezonik and Edgerton, 1979). Most sites are sampled biweekly by
collecting bulk precipitation.
Meteorology
Two recent publications have appeared which attempt to relate meteo-
rological factors and acid precipitation. Both utilize interpretation of
ai r-mass trajectori es (NOM, 1978) whi ch are associ ated with preci pita-
tion which occurred in Ithaca, N.Y. (Mil1er~ Galloway. and Likens, 1978)
and metropolitan New York (Wolff, et al •• 1978). Precipitation composi-
tion was related to air mass movement and location for several days prior
to arrival at the sampling location. Seasonal differences were also
noted.
Seasonal variations in precipitation composition have been observed
in most studies which continued uninterruptedly for at least one complete
year. Acidity is at a maximum during the summer. These maxima al so cor-
respond to increased levels for sulfate and nitrate in precipitation.
The higher temperatures of summer can increase the rate of oxidation of
502 and nitrogen oxide to sulfuric acid and nitric acid respectively.
The more stable summertime air mass results in increased residence time
over the continental U.S. for potential acid precursors. These combined
effects may account for the elevated acidity, sulfate, and nitrate levels
present in preci pitat ion duri ng the summer months.
Existing KSC Air Quality
In a recent report, Thorpe (1978) summarized composition of the SRB
ground cloud, ambient air quality, and monitoring programs in east cen-
tral Florida and pollutant sources near KSC. Several sources may contri-
bute to the composition of rainfall as measured in this study. Thorpe
concludes that there are relatively few significant pollutant sources
near KSC and ambient air quality is good. The major local sources of pol-
lutants include two power plants operated by Florida Power and Light
(FPL) and Orlando Utiiities (OU). These plants are located approx imatel y
22 km southwest of the Shuttle launch pad. Both plants burn natural gas
and fuel oil. The FPL plant burns low sulfur fuel (1%) while th OU plant
burns number 6 fuel oil with sulfur contents between 1% and 3%. The 1976
emission estimates for the FPL and OU plants were 12,000 tons S02 for
each and 13,000 and 36,000 tons N02 respectively (Thorpe, 1978). Other
sources of pollution which may be significant inclUde asphalt and cement
plants. some agricultural burm nq, and local automobile traffic. Combus-
tion of fossil fuels i~ automobile engines can generate NO and N02 which
can be oxidized to HN03. Using catalytic converters to reduce auto
emissions may be increasing H2S04 concentrations near ground level
(Hol cen , 1975).
Typical Chemical Composition of Precipitation
The major chemical species observed to occur in precipitation are
discussed bel ow, Emphasis is placed on ~Jeneral sources of origin
(Granat, 1972; Butcher, 1972) and the contribution that each has to the
composition of precipitation in Florida.
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Free Acidity. The measured acidity of precipitation based on pH is
due primarily to the presence of strong acids such as Hel, HN03, and
H2S04. Sources of these strong acids are described in the following
paragraphs when individual anions are considered.
Sodium. The predominant source is seawater. Sodium enters the
atmosphere as sea spray. Anthropogenic source emi ss i ons may al so i ntro-
duce small amounts. In marine environments, incorporation of sea salt
may have a slight neutral i zi ng effect on preci pitat i on. Sea water has a
pH of about 8.5. Considerable sea salt exists in precipitation at KSC
and at all coastal locations in Florida. Precipitation for all of inland
peninsula Florida should be subjected to moderated levels of sea salt.
Potassium, Calcium, Magnesium. For coastal locations in Florida,
sea spray provides a significant source for these species. Alternate
sources include dust in the atmosphere resulting from soil erosion and
anthropogenic emissions. The latter will contribute little compared to
the other sources at KSC.
Ammonium. Ammonium ions in precipitation are produced by the
reaction of NH3 with hydrogen ion present in precipitation. The NH3 can
be generated by bacterial act i on on nitrogen compounds in the soil
(Junge, 1963). The NH4 functions as a weak acid pka = 9.2 in
precilJitation (Seymour, Clayton, and Fernando, 1977). Several ammoniulll
compounds in the atmosphere have been identified as (NH4)2S04, (NH4)HS04,
(NH4)3H(S04)2 (Brosset. 1978).
Chloride. The predominant source of chloride is seawater. Chloride
enters the atmosphere as sea spray. Anthropogenic sources introduce
small quantities mainly as HC1. This is not, however, a significant
source of chloride at coastal locations in Florida. It has been proposed
(r'1ohnen and Vue, 1977) that HCl in the atmosphere is produced by the
reaction of H2S04 and NaCI. The latter originates in the ocean. This
process simply generates HCl in place of H2S04 and does not change the
total amount of strong acid present. Similarly, the amount of Cl- is not
affected by this process.
Sulfate. There are several potential sources of sulfur-containing
compounds in the atmosphere. Anthropogenic emissions (predominantly
sulfur dioxide), microbial processes in soils which produce sulfate
hydrogen sulfide, and sea spray are all likely to contribute in the KSC
area. Sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide are oxidized to sulfate
throu!:Jh a variety of postulated mechanisms. Sea spray is the predominant
amount of "neutral" sulfate in coastal re!:Jions and is a siynificant
source at KSC. The presence of 504 in prec i pi tat i 011 at concentrat ion
levels in excess of those predicted to be present aue to sea spray
(Granat, 1972) are often associated with the acid rain phenomenon.
Significant excess S04"2 is present in certain precipitation events at
KSC.
Nitrate. Nitroyen oxides enter the atmosphere from a variety of
sources. These include bacterial action and combustion. The internal
combustion engine produces nitrogen oxides by oxidizing nitrogen in the
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atmosphere. Both NO and N02 are oxidized and can result in increased
concentrations of nitrate and nitric acid in precipitation.
Fluoride. Fluoride as HF can be present in the atmosphere.
Combustion of fluorine-containing fuels and certain industrial waste
gases are sources (Israel, 1974). Producing phosphate fertilizers by the
reaction of H2S04 with phosphate rock containing considerable amounts of
Ca5(P04)3(F-, Cl-, or OH-) generates HF. The phosphate industry in west
central Florida is a potential regional source for HF in the atmosphere




Samples were collected with Aerochem Model 201 automatic wet/dry
precipitation collectors purchased by NASA. The collectors are an
improved version of the A.E.C. collector designed by the Health and
Safety Laboratory of the Atomic Energy Commission (Volchok and Graveson.
1976; Galloway and Likens. 1976). The collectors were manufactured by
\~ebco Miami, Inc. The collectors were operated using 12V 7 ampere-hr.
batteries from June 1977 to November 1977. Higher capacity 12V 30
ampere-hr. batteries were utilized for subsequent collections. The
latter batteries gave reliable performance when replaced at two to four-
week intervals with recharged batteries. Precipitation samples were
collected in polyethylene buckets which have (approximately) a 15-liter
capacity. Dimensions are 28.6 em diameter and 23.4 em depth; this yields
a collection surface of 640 cm2•
Precipitation Collection Sites
Fifteen locations at or near KSC were utilized. One additional
collector was located on the UCF campus. The specific location for each
collector was established using a variety of criteria. Operationai sites
were located near some of the reference stands identified for study in
the terrestrial community analys i s program and some were at sites desig-
nated in the NASA/BEST program. In most cases, collectors were located
in remote areas so the potential influence of heavy highway traffic could
be minimized. Collectors were positioned so that no objects projected
above the collector unless they fell below an imaginary 45-degree angle
measured above the horizon in all directions. A map showing the location
of sites and indicating when collector operation was initiated at each
site is shown in Figure 1. A general description of each site follows.
Site 01. The collector was 25 meters west of a large brackish la-
goon and was located in a grass covered opening which was mowed periodi-
cally. The collector was circled by IS-meter high trees which were
typically 20-30 meters removed from the collector. A moderately traveled
dirt road is located within 25 meters of the site. The ocean is approxi-
mately 0.5 km to the east.
Site 02. The collector was located on the grassy roadside of a
moderately travel ed paved road" There are trees approximately 20 meters
west of the site.
Site 03. The collector was located in a sandy field which had a
sparse grass cover 20 meters fr-om the taxiway at the Ti-Co Airport. The
site is 2bout four km north northwest of the Florida Power and Light and
Orlando Utilities power plants.
Site 05. The collector was in a grassy. cleared area encircled by
trees at distances of from 50 to 200 meters. The grass which extends
outward as far as 50 yards is mowed periodically. Mosquito Lagoon, a
large body of brackish water. is 500 meters east of the site. State Road






























Figure 1. Location of Precipitation Collection Sites
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Site 06. The site is near a paved, well-traveled road which pro-
vides a major entrance to the center. The collector sat in a grass-
covered field that was mowed periodically. Bodies of water approach th~·
site from east and west. Considerable industrial activity is present to
the south and east of the site.
Site 07. The collector was located at Dunn Airport, Titusville, in
a grassy area that was mowed regularly and was approximately 750 meters
from the airstrip. There are a few trees approximately 30-100 meters
away. The site is adjacent to the Titusville recreational facility
(Tennis/Handball Courts). The collector was located approximately 20
meters from a parachute club drop zone.
Site 08. There is sparse vegetation and some grass that was mowed
periodically. Trees partially shield the site from the Banana River, 300
meters east. There is some vehicul ar traffic on a paved access road to
and from a nearby radar installation.
Site 10. The site is encircled by 10-meter trees at a distance from
10 to 30 meters away. The distance to the ocean is approximately one km.
The Banana River is about 500 meters west. There is abundant vegeta-
tion; the surrounding grass was mowed periodically.
Site 11. The collector sat on a beach dune about 50 meters from the
ocean. The dune contours are irregular and extend above the collector to
the west. Scattered scrub vegetation is present on the dunes. Access to
the site is by a lightly traveled paved road.
Site 12. The site is on a fire break with palmetto plants extending
outward on all sides for a distance of 100 meters. The plants were below
the horizontal plane of the collector top. Access is by a sparsely
traveled dirt road.
Site 13. There is scrub vegetation and uncovered soil but no grass
in the cleared area where the collector was located. Tree setback is 25
meters on the east side which partially shelters the site from ocean
effects. State Road 3 is 100 meters west and the NASA Causeway is 500
meters south of the site. These paved roads are the major access to the
KSC industrial area from the south, west, and north.
Site 14. This site is located in a sandy cleared area at the north
end of the Shuttle runway. The average distance between the two-meter
high bushes and the collector was three to five meters. The sparse grass
near the collector was mowed periodically. Access is by a lightly
traveled dirt road.
Site 16. The collector was located in a cleared grass covered area
which was mowed periodically. The collector was adjacent to Camera Site
UC1. Four-meter trees to the east shelter the site from ocean effects.
Access is by a dirt road from State Road 3.
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Site 18. This site is located on the campus of UCF. The collector
was located in a sandy grass covered area which was mowed periodically.
The UCF physical plant complex is located within 50 meters. The
collector was located near isolated pine trees which approached the 45°
horizon-vegetation top criteria established for site location. Access is
by a paved road. University service vehicle traffic was moderate within
100 meters of the collector.
Site 19. The collector was 10catE~ in a grassy field and encircled
by trees at distances that ranged from 50 to 200 meters on all sides. A
major body of brackish water is located 200 meters west of the site.
Access is by a dirt road.
Precipitation Collection
The polyethylene buckets used to collect precipitation samples and
all laboratory ware which contacted the precipitation samples was
thoroughly cleaned with dilute Alkonox solution and 3M HN03' Each piece
was then rinsed with deionized water until the conductivity of the final
rinse water was less than 1.0 umho/cm.
Deionized water with a conductivity of less than 1.0 umho/cm was
used during all procedures which involve cleaning operations. This water
was obtained from a deionizing system which also included a carbon fil-
ter. All deionized water utilized for chemical analysis procedures was
obtained from a Culligan SR deionizing system which delivered water with
a conductivity of less than 0.07 umho/cm.
Collectors were typically checked between 8 a.m. and noon Monday
through Friday. Sample pickups were made by UCF personnel on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from July through September 1977, and inter-
mittently thereafter. Beginning in October 1977, NASA/BEST personnel
were responsible for daily pickups. A sample collection log was main-
tained for each day that precipitation collectors were checked. Several
entries were made and included: 1) time of arrival at the site, 2)
weather conditions during site visitation, 3) operation of collector, 4)
visual inspection of the sample bucket, and amount of precipitation. If
precipitation was present, the amount to the nearest 0.1 inch was esti-
mated. Presence of dirt or insects in the sample was noted. A clean
bucket was placed in the collector and the cover from the clean bucket
p1aced tightly on the bucket which had been removed from the collector.
In February 1979, several sites were equipped with standard Taylor
II-inch rain gauges. These gauges have an outer cylindrical funnel
diameter of four inches and an inner measuring cylinder diameter which
allows measurement of rainfall amount from a scale which yields a
ten-fold increase in readability. These gauges measure rainfall to the
nearest O. 01 em.
Sample Identification and Classificatio~
The sample identification was an ll-digit number and was assigned as
foll ows:










Month (01 ••• 12)
Day (01. •• 31)
Year (77••• 79)
Not used
Represents the frequency of precipitation collector ser-
vicing. (0••• 9) values reflect the number of days that
lapse between servicing with 0 indicating daily servicing
Collector Site Number (01 ••• )
Sample Type (0•.••9) This digit is defined as follows and
classification was based on a subjective judgment:
o Clean rainfall precipitation
5 Battery/collector failure left rainfall sample
uncovered and somewhat contaminated, analysis performed
6 Rain sample contaiminated, analysis performed (less
than fi ve insects, etc; )
7 Rain sample contaminated, however, with no visual dis-
coloration of sample; analysis performed
8 Rain sample too contaminated for analysis
To facil itate data reduction, clean samples were those which received
a 110. 11 Slightly dirty samples were those classified as "511 , 116'" or "7."
Procedures for Handling and Chemical Analysis of Precipitation Samples
The contents of the sample buckets were transferred into previously
cleaned plastic graduated cylinders. Each sample volume was measured to
the nearest ml and recorded. A portion of each sample was transferred to
a previously cleaned 250 ml polypropylene or polyethylene bottle for
storage until chemical analysis on the sample could be accomplished.
Conductivity, pH, and titratable acidity were determined on a portion of
each sample separate from that saved for additional analysis. Priority
was given to the measuring of certain chemical parameters in the event
that sample size was insufficient to allow measurements to be made for
all chemical species. A flow diagram which summarizes the various chem-
ical analyses performed is presented in Figure 3. Titratable acidity was
determined only if sample volume exceeded 120 ml which represented about
0.2 cm of precipitation. If sample volume was less than 50 ml, determin-
ation of concentrations of individual ionic species was not attempted
except in select samples where acidity was high and dilution of the
sample would not jeopardize accuracy.
In general. sample volume and conductivity were measured shortly
after samples arrived in the laboratory. Results were recorded directly
onto a data sheet (Figure 2). Samples were refrigerated if chemical
analysis was not performed within 24 hours. Measurement of pH, pHNV (pH
after bubbling nitrogen gas through the sample), and titrations were
typically performed within eight hours. Conductivity was measured to the
nearest 0.1 umho/cm with a Yellow Springs Instrument Model 31 conduc-
tivity bridge. An electrode with a 1.00 cm- 1 cell constant was used.
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+ + K+NH4, l\a,
Emission Spectroscopy
+ +Na , K
Absorption Spectroscopy
Ca+ 2, Mg+ 2
Figure 3. Flow Diagram Showing the Chemical Analysis Sequence for
Precipitation Samples
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Sample pH was measured at ambient room temperature using a suitable
glass and reference electrode pair or suitable combination electrode.
Samples were not stirred when the measurement was made. An Orion Model
901 or Corning Model 130 pH meter was used after standardization with
buffers of pH 7.00 and 4.01. Nitrogen gas saturated with water vapor was
bubbled through the sample for 20 minutes to remove volatile components
prior to measuring pHNV. Nitrogen gas was passed over the sample during
pHNV measurement. Typically, 15 to 30 minutes was required for the pH
reading to stabilize.
If sample pH was less than 4.7 and sufficient sample was available,
a potentiometric titration was performed. A 50.00 ml portion of the
sample used to determine pHNV was titrated with standardized 0.02 N NaOH
under a nitrogen atmosphere. The NaOH was added in volume increments of
5.0 to 50.0 ul. The size of volume increments was selected to allow
approximately 10 additions of NaOH to be made before the measured pH
increased above 5.0. Sufficient NaOH was then added to increase the pH
to above 9.0; 10 additional volumes of NaOH were then added in 20 ul
increments. Titration data were treated by the Gran plot technique
(Gran, 1952; Rossotti and Rossotti, 1965) to determine the strong acid
concentration and total titratable acidity. The strong acid concentra-
tion was determJned from data collected below pH 5.0, using the following
relationship:
-ph
I/; = (Vo + v) 10
where I/; is the Gran function, V is sample volume, v is volume of NaOH
added, and pH is the measured pR upon addition of v. An end point volume
(Vep) in microliters for NaOH was determined by extrapolation of the I/;
vs. v plot to I/; = O. A linear least squares fit to the data was
performed. Results were calculated as follows:
Strong acid (microequiv./1J =~(N NaOH)(1000)
Vo
Total titratable acidity was determined from data collected above pH 9.0
using the following relationship:
-./;'= (Vo + v) 10
Ph
where ~'is the Gran function and other terms are as previously
described. An end point volume for NaOH was determined using 1/;' in place
of I/; (as previously described) and titratable acidity was calculated as
fo 11 ows:
/ 1. ) =Titratable acidity (microequiv. (Vep)(N NaOH)(1000)
Va
where Vep is the aI'function end point volume. A typical Gran plot is
shown in Figure 4. Results were recorded on the Precipitation Chemistry





















































}Jl 0.0200 M NaOH Added/SO. 00 ml Sample
Figure 4. Potentiometric Titration Curve and Gran Plot Functions for a
Precipitation Sample Collected February 3, 1978, at UCF Site 18
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The concentrations for the major anions F-, Cl-, N03, S042 and P043
present in the precipitation samples and for the cations Na+, K+, and
NH4 were determined by ion chromatography (IC). The ion chromatographic
technique was introduced in 1975 and promises to revolutionize chemical
analysis at low concentrations for common ionic species such as F-, Cl-,
N03, and S042 (Mulik, 1978). The application of IC to the analysis of
precipitation samples has been demonstrated (Mulik, 1978) and is of
particular advantage for determining S042 where available methods are not
sensitive enough.
A Dionex Model 14 Ion Chromatograph was used in these studies. The
Model 14 is capable of dual-column operation, allowing both anions and
cations to be determined. The IC was operated according to manufac-
turer1s instructions (Dionex, 1976). Table 1 summarizes conditions used
in routine operation of the IC for determining anions and cations.
Standard solutions for calibrating the Ie were prepared fresh daily
by diluting 1000 ppm stock solutions of each anion or cation. Chromato-
gram peaks were quantitated by measuring peak height; component identifi-
cation was based on retention behavior. IC determinations were typically
completed within one week of receipt of samples.
The anions are best determined from a single chromatogram obtained
using an eluent composed of 0.003 M NaHC03 and 0.0024 MNa2C03. The elu-
tion is normal1y completed in about 18 minutes at a pump pressure of 35
percent. The normal water peak is overcome by preparing each sample and
standard to contain exactly the same concentration of NaHC03 and Na2C03
as the eluent.
The monovalent cations are best determined on a single chromatogram
by employing an eluent of 0.003 MHN03 at a pump pressure of 35 percent;
tile elution is complete in 17.5 minutes.
Prior to injecting the sample, the sample loop was rinsed with
approximately two ml of deionized water. A sample volune of approximate-
ly one ml was required for anions and a sample volume of approximately
two ml was required for cations. Each syringe was previously rinsed with
the respective sample or standard.
When increased sensitivity is requtred, the IC detector attenuation
can be changed from 30 to 10 to 3 micrornho, etc. A limiting factor is
encountered, however, because base-line noise increases. This interfer-
ence was more noticeable in anion chromatograms.
Initially, fluoride and chloride were separated and quantitated
usin!:j an eluting solvent that contained 0.003 MNaHC03' A flow rate of
about 150 ml/hr. was utilized. A dual pen recorder operated to give rel-
ative sensitivity factors of one and two-tenths allowed chromatogram
quantitation with sufficient accuracy ana precision over the 0.01 and 5.0
ppm concentration range when the 10 micomho IC detector range was used.
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Table 1. Ion Chromatograph operational parameters
A. Column Description
Anion CationColumn Dimensions-- Sere No. Dimensions Sere No.
Precolumn (1 ) 6 x 250 mm 3316Precolumn (2) 3 x 150 mm 2878 6 x 150 mm 2727Analytical 3 x 500 mm 2868 6 x 250 mm 2402Suppressor 6 x 250 mm 2372 9 x 250 mm 2523
(1) Located between eluent pump and injection valve










0.01 - 1.50 (2)
0.01 - 2.5 (2)
2.5 - 6.0 (3)
6.0 - 10.0 (3.4)
0.02 - 2.0
0.1 - 25.0 (2)
0.02 - 2.0
0.01 - 10.0 (2)
10.0 - 50.0 (2,4)































(1) Injection volume 250ul. eluent pump 35% which yields an eluent flow
rate of about 150 ml/min. Eluent is .003M NaHC03-.0024M Na2 C03
(2) Utilizes either 100mv or 500 mv recorder scale
(3) Utilizes 1000mv recorder scale
(4) Appropriate sample dilution required
(5) Injection volume 1.0 011, eluent pump 35% which yields an eluent flow
of about 150 ml/min; eluent is 0.003M HN03
(6) 30umho scale
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Phosphate t nitrate t and sulfate were separated using an eluting sol-
vent that contained 0.003 M NaHC03 - 0.024 MNa2C03. Other conditions
were identical to those identified for fluoride and chloride. Beginning
in November 1978t samples were run exclusively with the 0.003 M
NaHC03 - 0.024 MNa2C03 eluent. All samples and standards were spiked
with a quantity of 0.3 M NaHC03 - 2.4 M Na2C03 to match the eluent con-
centration. Phosphate concentrations were consistently below detection
1imits (approximately 0.1 ppm) of the IC procedure used and do not
present a significant contribution to composition.
Base-line noise was found to be minimal for cations. When low con-
centrations of NH4+ were found in the presence of high concentrations of
Na+ t the resolution of NH4+ was greatly improved by a 1:5 dilution of the
sample. The same observation applies to small concentrations of K+ in
the presence of large concentrations of NH4~
Concentrations of the major cations Na+ t K+, Ca+2t and Mg+2 present
in precipitation samples were determined by flawe spectroscopy. This
technique has been widely used for determining these species and is
characterized by suitable accuracy and prec isf on at expected cation con-
centration levels.
An Instrumentation Laboratory (IL) Model 751 Flame Spectrophotometer
was used. Flame emission was utilized to determine Na+ and K+ while
atomic absorption was utilized to determine Ca+2 and Mg+2 concentrations.
This instrument is a dual-channel spectrophotometer which can be used to
simultaneously determine two species.
Sod i urn and potass i urn were determi ned. after sample and standard pre-
treatment to introduce 0.1% wt/wt cesium. Occasional dilution was
required to decrease sample concentrations to within the concentration
range of the calibration curves. The sodium calibration curve was estab-
lished using five standard solutions which contained from 0.1 ppm to 2.5
ppm sodium. Solutions were prepared fresh daily by diluting a 1000 ppm
stock solution. The potassium calibration curve was established using
five standard solutions which contain from 0.05 to 0.5 ppm potassium.
The IL 751 is microprocessor controlled and reduces data to allow direct
concentration read-out based on the entered calibration curve; it oper-
ated according to manufacturer's specifications (IL, 1976). A "redll sen-
sitive R955 photomultiplier tube was required to achieve sufficient sen-
sitivity for potassium.
Calcium and magnesium were determined simultaneously by atomic
absorption. Samples and standards were treated to contain 0.1% wt/wt
lanthanum diluent. Calibration curves for calcium and magnesium covered
the range 0.1 to 1.0 ppm and 0.005 to 0.6 ppm t respectively. Flame con-
ditions were optimized for calcium which acht eved maximum sensitivity for
calcium and still allowed acceptable sensitivity for magnesium. Direct
concentration read-out from both channels was made as previously
described for sodium and potassium. Standard conditions (IL, 1976,
1977a) were used. Flame spectroscopy determinations were usually COfll-
~letea within ten days of sample receipt.
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The concentration of Al and V in precipitation samples is quite low
(Galloway, Likens, and Edyerton, 1976). Therefore, it is not possible to
utilize conventional flame spectroscopy to determine the concentration
for these metals. A flameless atomization source is required to generate
enough high atoms to result in a significant absorption signal when
atomic absorption is used. An IL 555 controll ed temperature furnace
(CTF) was the flameless atomization source for the IL 751; it was oper-
ated according to manufacturer1s directions (IL, 1977b). Several prob-
lems were experienced. Difficulty was encountered when temperature pro-
gram cycles had to be optimized. Extreme difficulty was experienced when
sample drying conditions were set. Erratic behavior was observed.
Ouri n9 the sample atomi zat ion cycl e, hiyh temperatures are requi red for
successful atomization of Al and V. At these temperatures, the
functional lifetime of temperature sensors and the graphite sample
cuvettes was so short that accurate calibration was impossible. Because
of these problems, no meaningful results were obtained for Al and V.
Evaluation of Sample Collection and Chemical Analysis Procedures
Severa1 experi ments were performed to eva' uate the compo sit iona1
integrity of precipitation samples. Factors were evaluated based on
chemical analysis of samples obtained or treated in a variety of ways.
A description of each study follows.
Collection of precipitation in clean containers is required if the
sample composition is to be representative and not influenced by the sam-
pling container. Plastic containers are preferred for collecting precip-
itation samples to be analyzed for major inorganic ions; glass is pre-
ferred for collecting samples if organic species are to be determined
(Galloway and Likens, 1976). A series of experiments was performed to
evaluate the effects of time on sample bucket cleanliness when the lid on
the collector does not open to expose the bucket to the atmosphere.
Although during normal operations of the KSC precipitation network,
exchange of buckets would normally occur each work day, several occasions
arose where selected sites could not be visited for security reasons for
several days. It was beneficial to know whether buckets would become
contaminated to some extent during these extended time intervals. During
February 1978, and again during March 1978, four operational collectors
were utilized at Site 14 and outside the chemistry laboratory adjacent to
the Apollo Warehouse at KSC. Clean buckets were placed in collectors at
staggered intervals so that at the end of a seven-day period, one bucket
at each site had resided in a collector for one, two, five, and seven
days. An identical set of buckets was maintained in the 1aboratory. At
the end of the study period, all buckets were returned to the laboratory
and thoroughly rinsed with 200 ml of deionized water. The rinse water
was analyzed to determine contamination levels by measuring conductivity
and determining major anions and cations.
The quality of generated chemical analysis data was monitored
throughout the study period. While gross errors in procedures could be
recognized in such parameters as anion/cation ratio, the general relia-
bility of data obtained was evaluated separately. Precision associated
with each procedure for measurin9 chemical concentrations can be and was
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evaluated by repeating procedures with several separate portions of a
given sample. The magnitude of errors associated only with measuring
chemical composition is referred to as analytical variability. It can be
evaluated with as few as two analyses for each species in separate por-
tions of the same sample. This was done on a semi-routine basis. In
selected situations, six to ten replicate determinations were performed.
Spike recovery studies can be used to assess the quality and relia-
bility of the methods used to determine chemical composition of samples.
A known quantity of each analyte of interest is added to a portion of the
sample. This addition increases the concentration of each analyte in the
sample. The spiked sample and a portion of the original sample are then
analyzed using the accepted procedure. Results obtained for each analyte
in the two samples are compared and the difference for each analyte is
compared to a value determined from the known quantity of each added
analyte. Systematic errors can be detected in the experimental
procedures or errors introduced by the presence of other chemical species
or physical properties associated with the sample matrix. Steps can then
be taken to minimize these errors. Spike recovery studies were performed
at periodic intervals.
The compositional stability of precipitation samples is questionable
and several investigators have assessed various conditions intended to
retard changes (Galloway and Likens, 1978; Peden and Skowron, 1978). We
also evaluated different sample storage conditions to determine whether
significant differences in stabil ity would be observed. Separate por-
tions of a single sample were analyzed and stored at either room temper-
ature (4°C) or frozen. At periodic intervals, portions of each sample
were removed and subjected to chemical analysis again.
A series of experiments was performed to establish the contribution
that different sources of variability have on determining the measured
composition of precipitation samples. These experiments involved
collecting precipitation samples and an analysis to determine the chemi-
cal composition of each. Analytical variability, as previously described
was evaluated.
Sampling variability, which represents the difference in rainfall
composition between samples collected at the same time in adjacent, iden-
tical collectors, was evaluated using five or six collectors placed
approximately five meters from each other, Data were collected for at
least ten rainstorms to evaluate this variable. Collectors were located
at Site 14 and were used to perform this study during November and
December of 1977, and again during June and July of 1978.
Spatial variability represents the d~fference in rainfall composi-
tion over a widespread area. The evaluation of this parameter was based
on rainfall composition data obtained from samples of the entire
collector network or fr-om a smaller set of collection sites as was
required for comparison purposes.
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Data Management
During the study period, approximately 1500 precipitation samples
were collected; most were subjected to chemical analysis. The data
obtained as a result of these activities were initially summarized on the
Precipitation Chemistry Data Sheet (Figure 2). These data were stored on
computer disk as 80-character card images. Data storage, retrieval, and
archiving were accomplished using a Harris minicomputer with a 256K CPU
memory and a Hewlett-Packard minicomputer. The latter system, which has
a 32K CPU memory, tape drive, disk drive, paper tape punch, printer, and
plotter, is located at KSC and was used most extensively. Original
Fortran IV programming was used in all aspects of data management.
Access was by interactive RS232 type terminals.
A "rain" program manipulated the raw data from the card image for-
mat. The rain program output included raw data tabulation and associated
calculation outputs. Calculation of various parameters was intended to
allow evaluation of data quality and to assess various components of pre-
cipitation. ~
Di sk fil es were created by month and by quarter from the rai n pro-
gram output. Other programs assessed results in individual rain program
disk files. Figure 5 summarizes prominent features of the system.
The utilization of computer outputs varied. For example. anionl
cation. Cl/Na. Na/Mg, acidity/predicted acidity, etc. were utilized to
determine the reliability of the chemical analysis performed on each
sample. In addition, C1/Na, Na/Mg, and calculated sea salt were utilized
to assess the contribution of sea salts to precipitation composition and
more specifically to document Cl input from the ocean. Types of acidity
in precipitation were documented through interpreting pH and titration
measurements. A sample rain program printout is shown in Figure 6. A
brief description for each parameter in the print-out follows.
IIRAIN" PROGRAM LEGEND
RAW DATA
AMT Depth of precipitation (cm) mesured by an independent measuring
device, e.g. rain guage located in close proximity to the pri-
mary collector
VOL Volume of precipitation (ml) in the primary collector
pH Negative logarithm (base 10) of hydrogen ion activity in the
precipitation sample. Measurement is made potentiometrically
with a glass indicator electrode and suitable reference elect-
rode. Accuracy is limited by the value of buffer solutions used
for calibration, typically ±O.Ol pH unit; measurements are made
at 25°C
pHNV The same as pH except volatile weak acids, e.g. carbonic acid
(H2C03), have been removed from the sample by bubbling nitrogen


















1) "RAIN" Parameter vs. Date
2) "RAIN" Parameter vs.
"RAIN" Parameter
(with option - Least
Square Line: m, b, r)
OPTIONS 111..I\T ALLOW SORTING OF DATA BASED
ON SAHPLE ID ARE PART OF EACH PROGRAM.
Figure 5. Data Management Options
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Figure 6. "Rain" Program Print-out









Titratable or total acidity in the precipitation sample
excluding volatile weak acids which were removed prior to
this determination. Determtnat ton is accomplished by
potentiometric titration of the precipitation sample using
standardized 0.02N sodium hydroxide, The potentiometric
titration data beyond the equivalence point is treated by the
Gran plot method to determine the equivalence point. Units
are microequivalents per liter.
Contribution due to strong acids, e.g. sulfuric, nitric, and
hydrochloric, on the total ectdi ty of the sample. The strong
acid contribution is determined by Gran plot treatment of the
titratable acidity potentiometric titration data obtained
prior to the equivalence point. Units are microequivalents
per liter.
Conductivity of the precipitation sample. The conductivity
represents contributions from all ionic species in the sample
including dissociated acids. Units are micromhos/cm.
Measured concentration of each identified chemical species.
Concentration units are micrograms per milliliter or parts
per million (ppm).
DATA and RATIOS
NA••• V Data for each identi fied chemtcal species expressed as micro-
equivalents per liter (UEQ/l)
Tabulates precipitation depth based on volume collected and
640 cm2 collection area
Volume of precipitation that should have been collected in
the wet bucket of the wet/dry collector based on measured AMT
Co11 ector effi ciency as defi ned by:







Sum of the anion concentrations present in the precipitation
sample expressed as UEQ/l
Sum of the cation concentration present in the precipitation
sample expressed as UEQ/L
Ratio of SAN/SeA
Concentration ratio for these two species; ratio of 1.165
(eq/eq) is expected if sea salt represents the only source of
Na and Cl
Concentration ratio for these two species; ratio of 4.4
(eq/eq) is expected if sea sal t represents the only source of
Na and Mg
Sea salt (S5) contribution to the precipitation composition:
if CLINa >1.165, 5S = NA (1.293)




Neutralizing cation component including contributions of Na,
K, Ca, Mg, NH4, or nonacidic cations corrected for sea salt
Defined previously
Predictive conductivity; this value indicates what the conduc
tivity of precipitation sample should be based on the
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determined concentrations of ionic species and the equivalent
conductance of each:
zPCONO::: i(Ci) (Ai)
where Ci is the concentration (microequivalents/liter) and
is the specific conductance (micromhos/cm) of the i th
chemical species; contributions from H, Na, K, Ca, Mg,
NH4,Cl, N03, S04, P04 are included.
COND/PCOND This ratio should equal one if all chemical species which ar2
present have been determined accurately
PACID Acidity (microequivalents/liter) of the sample predicted
based on determination of cations and anions in the



















where Ai represents the anion (Cl, N03, S04, P04) concentra-
tions corrected for that of sea salt origin and Cj represents
the cation (Na, K, Ca, Mg, NH4) concentrations corrected for
that of sea salt origin
Represents predicted pH based on PACID
Hydrogen ion concentrations or sample free acidity as
calculated from the measured pH of the precipitation sample;
units are microequivalents/liter
Hydrogen ion concentration as calculated from the measured




TITRACID minus HNV; an alternate way to express the weak acid
component of precipitation after volatile acids have been
removed; units are microequivalents/liter
HNV minus STRACID and yields any dissociated nonvolatile weak
acid present in the precipitation sample; units are
microequivalents/liter
Strong acid components· contribution to total acidity;
determined by STRACID X (lOO)/TITRACID
Undissociated weak acid contribution to total acidity;
determined by (TITRACID - HNV) (lOO)/TITRACID
Dissociated nonvolatile weak acid contribution to the total
acidity; determined by (HNV - STRACID) (lOO)/TITRACIO
Amount of free acid deposited; units are
microequivalents/640 cm2
Amount of strong acid deposited; units are
microequivalents/640 cm2
koount of total acid deposited; units are
microequivalents/640 cm2
Predicted acidity/free acid ratio
Represents the identified species concentration in excess of
that contributed by sea salt
Predicted acidity calculated by SAN-SCA+H




pproximately 1500 precipitation samples were collected from July
1977 to March 1979 as part of a routine sampling schedule. In addition,
approximately 200 samples were collected during additional studies.
Routine chemical analysis was performed on these samples. The number of
collection sites increased gradually during the program. The first site
began operation in late June 1977 on the U.C.F. campus. In July 1977,
four sites were established at KSC; the number increased as shown in
Figure 1.
The justification and rationale used to locate collectors at spe-
cific sites as shown in Figure 1 has already been discussed. Within the
constraints utilized, it appears that the composition of precipitation at
only a few sites was significantly affected by local environment.
Precipitation Collector Efficiency
The specific design of a rain collector influences the efficiency of
sample collection. For comparison purposes, precipitation amount re-
ceived by the wet/dry collector and Taylor standard rain gauges was eval-
uated. In general, the efficiency of the wet/dry collector was slightly
less than 100 percent compared to the standard rain gauge when small
amounts of prec tp i tet ion were received. The efficiency was close to 100
percent when amounts of precipitation exceeded 1 em. The sensor which
detects precipitation falling on the wet/dry collector consists of a
metal grid with approximately one mm spacing. Rain intensity must be
great enough to accumulate water across the spacing before the collector
is activated and the wet bucket exposed to the rain. Therefore, the
initial portion of a rain event may not be collected. When light showers
occur, the portion of rain not collected represents a significant frac-
tion of the total amount.
Evaluation of Factors Which Contribute to the Determined Com osition of
Samp Tf
-- le methodology used to investigate several factors which may
influence the measured composition of precipitation samples was described
in tne experimental section. The following describes the contribution
which collector operation and sample bucket condition, the chemical
analysis program, and natural variations in composition due to meteorolo-
gical conditions have on the reported concentrations of individual ionic
species.
Contamination. A series of experiments was performed to determine
whether significant contamination of the sample bucket can occur
when the bucket remains in a closed collector for various periods of
time. During the first week of February 1978, and again during the
fi r st week of t1arch 1978, an exper iment (as described in the experi-
mental section) was performed. Chemical analysis of the deionized
water rinse from each bucket confirmed that the wet/dry collector
will satisfactorily preclUde the intrusion of contaminants into the
sample bucket. The ionic composition of the deionized water rinse
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solution was negligibly low and conductivity was below 1.0 umho/cm.
Should circumstances require that a sample bucket not be replaced
with a clean one for an extended period, contamination is unlikely
unless the collector lid opens to expose the sample bucket. The
study periods utilized in this experiment were selected because
strong winds typically occur during these months and might be expec-
ted to cause contamination problems. Significant rainfall occurred
during both study periods and may have helped minimize airborne con-
taminant levels which could have been introduced into the sample
bucket.
Evaluation of the Reliability of Chemical Analysis Procedures. The
results obta1ned 1n the evaluation of analytical var1abil1ty are
presented in the next section where evaluation of sampliny
variability and spatial variability are considered.
Typical results obtained in a spike recovery experiment are sunmar-
ized in Table 2. The recoveries range from 80 to 120 percent. The
magnitude of variability for the spike recovery determinations for
Table 2. Typical spike recovery study on precipitation sample
PPf4
Sample Spike Recovery of Spike* Anal. Var.** % Recovery
Na 0.48 0.46 0.49+0.01 (.02) .02 106
K 0.05 0.27 0.23+0.01 (.. 04) .04 85
Ca 0.16 0.08 0.10+0.00 ( .. 00) .03 125
My 0.056 0.243 0.243+0.006 (.02) .02 100
NH4 0.13 0.18 0.17 94
Cl 0.73 0.71 0.72 101
N03 0.69 0.85 0.99 116
5°4 0.97 2.80 2.56 91
*Mean + average deviation of triplicate determinations. Relative average
deviation is shown in parenthesis.
**Analytical variability from Table 3.
Note: Na and K determined by flame emission, Ca and f"l9 determined by
atomic absorption, and NH4, Cl, N03, S04 determined by ion
chromatography.
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cations is comparable to the variability or preclslon associated
with the analytical methods used to determine concentrations for
these analyses as summari zed in Tab1e 3. These data 1end support to
the hypothesis that errors introduced in the chemical analysis of
samples contribute little to the variability associated with the
determined concentrations of various species in rainfall.
We participated in the lIMAP3S Precipitation Intercomparison Study"
duri ng summer of 1978. The studyi nvo1ved determi ni n9 the chemi cal
composition of eight precipitation samples. Approximately 35 pri-
vate, state, university, federal government, and foreign laborator-
ies submitted results. The program was conducted by the u.s.
Department of Energy. Our results. which were not submitted in time
for inclusion in the interim report (Bogen, et al., 1978), will be
included in a final report from DOE. Our results agreed with those
reported by several other program participants.
Stability of Ionic Comeonents Present in Precipitation. One source
of error in precipitatlOn chemistry is associatea with the ionic
composition instability of dilute aqueous solutions. All procedures
involved in the collection, handling, storage, and chemical analysis
of precipitation samples can introduce contaminants or lead to loss
of certain ionic components in precipitation samples through decom-
position or other chemical processes such as absorption. Maienthal
and Becker (1976) conducted an extensive literature review on samp-
ling and storage of environmental water samples. Batley and Gardner
(1977) critically reviewed sampliny and storage of natural waters
for trace metal analysis. These studies present many conflicting
views. Studies directed specifically at precipition samples have
been cited (Galloway and Likens, 1976, 1978; Peden and Skowron,
1978) •
The contribution of the sampling bucket and collector as a source of
contamination has been described. Contamination introduced through
sample handling is most difficult to evaluate. It is possible to
evaluate the effect that storage conditions have on sample
compositional changes. It is likely that the presence of fine
particulate matter or other debris that may enter a collected
precipitation sample during the actual rain occurrence will
contaminate the sample, will act as a surface upon which absorption
and accompanying chemical change can occur, or can react with other
components in the sample. Unless a precipitation sample can be
obtained and all debris removed simultaneously with the occurrence
of precipitation, it must be assumed that compositional changes are
likely. When sampling locations are remote from the laboratory, it
is not possible to collect samples and analyze in realtime.
Typically. samples were received in the laboratory within 24 nours
of precipitation. Compositional changes which may have occurred
during this time period could not be avoided. Once samples reached
the laboratory, procedures were employed to minimize further
change. Various stUdies were performed to evaluate the ionic
composition stability of samples once they were received in the
1aboratory, For those species which were part j of the routi ne
chemical analysis program, only pH. NO} and NH4 were observed to
chanye concentration by an amount that could not be accounted for' by
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Nov. 77 July 78
Sampling Variability Spatial Variability
Nov.-Dec. 77 June-July 78 Nov.-Dec. 77 June-July 78
5 Sites 5 Sites 12 Sites
em 0.05 0.02 0.62 0.66 0.75
Conductivity 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.54 0.32 0.42
H 0.002 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.39 0.43 0.46
Na 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.42 0.53 0.69
K 0.04 0.51 0.30 0.90 0.38 0.86
Ca 0.01 0.04 0.43 0.15 0.94 0.49 0.57
Mg 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.43 0.52 0.72
NH4 0.07 0.56 0.40 0.28 0.32 0.66 0.93
Cl 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.48 0.55 0.75
N03 0.11 0.04 0.17 0.05 0.63 0.38 0.41
S04 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.33 0.43 0.49
Excess S04 0.08 0.05 0.43 0.51 0.54
w Sum of Anions 0.06 0.03 0.32 0.37 0.52N
Free Acid Deposition 0.09 0.06 0.44 0.64 0.70
Variability is as previously described (Galloway and Likens, 1978). Sampling variability is based on data
from five or six collectors located five meters apart at Site 14. The November-December 1977 Spatial
Variability Study is based on the same 11 precipitation events that were sampled for the Sampling
Variability Study. The June-July 1978 Sampling Variability and Spatial Variability studies are based on
data from 10 precipitation events that occured during late June and early July 1978. Five sites
(01, 12, 13, 14, l?) which cover 200 km2 or 12 sites (01, 03, 05, 06, 08, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 19)
which cover 600 km2 were utilized. Sampling Variability and Spatial Variability were calculated by
summing the standard deviation/mean (relative standard deviation) for each parameter per event then
dividing by the number of events. Analytical Variability is the relative standard deviation based on six
to ten separate measurements.
analytical error. Stabilization of N03 and NH4 concentrations was
accomplished in most cases by storing the samples at 4°C until chem-
ical analysis was complete. This procedure appears satisfactory for
at least 60 days. Long-term stabilization and storage was accom-
plished by freezing the sample. Stabilization of sample acidity or
pH could not generally be accomplished at either 4°C or by freezing
of the samples. Those samples which were quite acidic with pH
4.2-4.3 or below were generally but not always self-stabilizing.
Results of several sample stability studies are shown in Figure 7.
Analytical, samplin~, and Spatial Variability. Since the measured
concentrations of c emical species present in precipitation may vary
due to several factors, factors which can be controlled and mini-
mized were continually evaluated. Three specific factors were docu-
mented: analytical variability, sampling variability, and spatial
variability. These factors have been defined in the experimental
sect i on of tht s report. Every effort was made to insure that
results obtained did indeed reflect the actual composition of pre-
cipitation and were influenced only slightly, if at all, by control-
lable factors. Results obtained for analytical variability,
sampling variability, and spatial variability are presented in Table
3. Specific experiments which were designed to evaluate both ana-
lytical variability and sampling variability were performed durng
November-December 1977, and again during June-July 1978. These time
periods were selected because meteorological conditions would be at
extremes during the two time periods and variability in precipita-
tion composition could, therefore, be significantly different.
Because precipitation composition data were available for the entire
operational network, spatial variability was determined for compar-
able time periods to aid in the evaluation of the major sources of
variability in measured precipitation composition. The results pre-
sented in Table 3 indicate that analytical variability did not
change significantly during the two different time periods and prob-
ably contributed only a small amount to any variations observed in
precipitation composition. Analytical variability was determined
for each chemical species by performing each determination six to
ten times on fresh portions of the sar~ sample.
Sampling variability was determined from samples collected 5 meters
apart at Site 14. Six collectors were used for the November-
December 1977 study while five collectors were used for the June-
July 1978 study. Samples from 11 precipitation events were analyzed
to determine sampling variability in the November-December 1977
study. Samples from ten precipitation events were analyzed to
determine sampling variability in the June-July 1978 study. Varia-
tion in precipitation composition that results from sampling as
determined here also includes analytical variability. However. the
magnitude of analytical variability has been shown to be consider-
ably less that that observed for sampling variability. Only minor
differences in sampling variability were observed between the two
time periods evaluated. The 11 precipitation events which occurred
during November-December 1977 were generated by movement of a cold
front through central Florida and were generally characterized by
strong gusty winds and precipitation which occurred during periods
that ranged from about 1 hour to more than 24 hours of cont i nucus
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Figure 7. Changes in the chemical composition of precipitation samples
with time when stored at room temperature
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rain and mist. The ten precipitation events from June-July 1978
were a result of convective-type weather activity. Strong gusty
winds usually occur during periods of convectional storm activity.
Precipitation usually occurs over a short time period of two hours
or 1esse
Spatial variability associated with precipitation composition which
occurred during the same time periods utilized to evaluate analyt-
ical and sampling variability are also presented in Table 3. Spa-
tial variability inherently includes both analytical varability and
sampling variability. Results obtained for both the November-
December 1977 and June-July 1978 periods show significant variations
in precipitation composition. These variations cannot be accounted
for by a consideration of analytical and sampling variability. The
observed spatial variability in the concentration for each chemical
species, as reported in Table 3, is quite typical of what occurs
even on an event-by-event basis.
Chemical Composition of Precipitation Which Occurred from July 1977 to
t~arch 1919
Precipitation chemistry data were collected for several sites on KSC
and on the UCF campus for a 21-month period. Ionic composition data were
obtained from precipitation samples for the last 17 months while acidity,
conducti vity, and vo 1ume measurements were made duri ng the ent ire
21-month period. In the following narrative, general observations based
on data collected are described. No attempt is made to present all
results available on a site and chemical parameter basis. Instead,
representative data from selected sites which involve only a few of the
more important chemical parameters will be utilized. Trends and varia-
tions in volume weighted average concentrations which occurred during the
2l-month study for several chemical parameters will be considered. The
term "vo l ume weighted averaqe" (VWA) or "we i qhted average II will be used
when concentration data for individual chemical species are to be
reported as averages and when precipitation sample sizes were not iden-
tical. Larger samples exert a greater influence on weighted average con-
centration. The weighted average is determined as follows:
where Ci represents the concentration and Vi represents the volume of the
ith sample. The weighted average for most situations is calculated as
described. However, parameters which are logarithmic functions of con-
centration cannot be treated directly. For example, pH values must be
converted to hydrogen ion concentrations; then the weighted average
hydrogen ion concentration is calculated and used to calculate w~iyhted
average pH.
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Monthly weighted average pH. amount of precipitation. major ion
concentrat ions as rnicroequi va1ents/l iter and total deposit ion amount of
free acid measured as microequivalents/square meter are summarized for
six individual sites located at KSC. the UCF site. and an average of all
KSC sites in Tables 4-12. The values reported in Table 4 include contri-
butions from all KSC sites. The units microequivalents/liter were
selected for reporting of resul t s in preference to units of parts per
mill ion (ppm) because the former allow direct intercomparison of acidity
with other ionic concentrations. Units of ppm are based on weight and
thus do not allow direct comparisons to be made. For example. in a
dilute solution of sulfuric acid, one microequivalent of acid is present
for each microequivalent of sulfate. By comparison, 1 ppm of acid
(hydrogen ion) is present for each 48 ppm sulfate.
Results from both ~clean~ and ~slightly dirty~ samples are included
in the average values reported. Clean samples were those which were
colorless and contained no visible contamination such as dirt or insect
remains. Slightly dirty samples contained dirt, insect remains, or other
foreign matter while the liquid portion of the sample remained colorless.
Results obtained as averages for ~clean on1y~ samples are reported for
comparison purposes in Table 5. The weighted average concentrations
based on clean and slightly dirty samples agree with the corresponding
averages based on results from clean only samples except during the
peri od December 1978, and January 1979. Cl ean sampl es accounted for 1ess
than ten percent of all samples collected during this two-month period.
No clean samples were collected during February and March 1979. The
variations in monthly weighted average pH for all KSC sites based on
clean plus slightly dirty and for clean only samples is shown in Figure
8. The variations apparent in the December 1978, to March 1979. data
have been explained above.
Tables 6 to 12 summarize the monthly averages considered previously
in Tables 4 and 5 for indtvtdual KSC sites 01, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 19,
and UCF Site 18. In all cases, considerable variation between months is
observed for the chemical species measured. Site-to-site variations for
individual chemical species is /lot as great as monthly variations.
Figures 9 and 10 show variations observed when weighted average pH based
on all KSC sites is compared to the UCF site and when weighted average pH
at KSC sites 01, 12, and 14 are compared. The variation in the chemical
compos i t i on of preci pitat ion has been considered previously. The vari a-
tion in measured sample pH based on all samples collected at a single
site within a specified time period is substantial. l~onthly and quar-
terly pH summaries presented as weighted averages are shown in Figure
11. The distribution and variability of sample pH is shown in Fiyure 12
and in Appendix Tables 1-21. Because of the variability in the chemical
composition of rain monthly weighted averages should be utilized with
caution and then only to indicate the relative average composition on a
month-to-month basis.
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vEQ/lITER UEQ/S"f M•~U/'(q PH C"'!PPT H f\lA K CA MG NH4 CL F filL) 3 504 XSS04 55 AiWI H01/77 4.5.s 0.0 29.b ;j • li 0.0 o.\.) V.v 0.0 O.U U.I.I 0.0 0.0 0.0 I).v o.
08/77 4.')7 \I.'; 2b.b \1. V \) .\} 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.U 0.0 0.0 Ci.v 0.0 v.li o.09/77 4.83 0.0 l'1.d t} • J (j.G li.v v.v 0.0 0.0 I).u v.v v.O 0.0 \).11 o.10/77 4.44 0.0 3t). I If'> ~ ';) 2.'i b.i,} 16.'1 9.1 !:H .1 c.... 'J.d .H .1 22.7 89.2- o•
11/17 5.1 1 0.0 c.o 31./ 0.5 1.0 I • 1 1 • 4 35.0 Q. 1 3.() I.t> 4.5 36.5 o.
12/ t t 4.04 U.O 2.).(} 5u • ..) 1 • 1 3.':J 11.7 3.3 52.1 O.b 7.0 2':>.ti 20.5 50.2 o.
o1/7 ~ 4.01 0.0 24.1 53.1 1 • 1 9.'-f 1.). u 1.7 S2.d II • 1 1 O. 1 31.4 2b.O 57.0 o.
iJt!.I7B 4.41 u.O 39.1 4v.l 0.9 5.4 11 .2 b.b 44.5 O.b 9.IJ 30.1 32.0 44.4 o.
03/78 /4.51 0.0 }O./j 34. ,) 1 • 1 10.2 9.0 B.4 39.2 v.t> 17. S 30.!> 26.8 41.0 o.
Ol.ll7d I~ • :>', I.! • IJ 26.4 1:'0.'-1 7.5 47.7 1 1.9 47.1 65.3 3.4 2.3.9 73.b 61.1 71 • e o.
05/18 4.45 O.v :So.'! 3' • u 2.0 16.,) 9. 1 34.~ 42.2 1.4 21 • 1 4.5.d 39.6 45.2 o.Ob/76 t~. ';)2 J.u 30.2 2\J.o 1.2 t).l 4.0 b.3 21.1 0.2 1 1 • 4 27.2 25.0 23.7 O.07/1i; 4.26 (j.t 52.S 21.':> l.u 6.4 S.U q.() 2).0 1 • 1 14.9 42.4 40.1 2S.0 O.08/78 I~. 42. o.\) 50.4 l:J.o 0.9 :>.0 1.4 • 1 2.5 Its.4 0.3 10.0 29.1 21.9 19.3 o.
0417b 4.42 v.v 58.2 4/.c 1 • 4 b.O 1 1.4 4. 7 53. tl 1.2 14. 1 31.1 25.7 57.b o.w 10//6 4.71 0.0 19.'> bel./ 2.0 0.1 1':).2 1.4.1 70.4 O.t.:> 7.2 21.::> 14.4 77.2 o........ 1117ii 4.55 O.v 213.3 140./ 3.6 1J. 1 3 s , / 0.'1 15'>.0 2.3 1 1 • (I 3b.O 22.2 10b.7 o.
12//8 4.90 O. () 1 1. i L7'1.v 4.2 10." '!,l.b 2.7 U;~.2 0.9 ':>.1 2'-1.4 10. 1 20/.0 v.01114 4.70 \).v 11. ~ 5v.2 2.1 9.1 1 1 • I 2.7 54.';, 0.6 5.2 1'1./ 14.1 5'-1.7 o.o>/7 q 4,,50 \) =I) 2L':J 6~.C) 2. i 12=0 15.1 11.b 70.b 2. '.. 14.6 43.4 36.3 7L. 1 I)"05179 4.60 i).v 2').3 Sc.o 1.9 1 1 • e: 1 1 • "I 9.4 54.4 /.i.e 1':>.5 32.7 27.1 60.0 o.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH, Cmppt, and AMTH. The latter represents the amount of
acid deposited (microequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 4. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
Dirty Precipitation Samples Collected at All KSC Sites During 1977-79
UF..Q/L.llE.R UEO/Sl.l(".MO/Y~ PH C'\') P I J r t1 1\1>.\
"
LA Mb NH4 CL F NO.3 SU4 XSSOlt 55 Aio1 H()1/77 il.53 0.u 29.0 d • \0) lI.U 0.0 U.U O.U G.O 0.0 U.li v.O 0.0 v.U o.08/17 .... I~ K I.' • (I .5 s, 1 v , v D.U 0.0 0.0 O.v 0.0 v .. U 0.0 0 .. 0 0 .. 0 v.v 0 ..O'U 17 4.55 lJ • t i 24.r'. \,1. U U • (J \i.u \I.V u ..O 0.0 0 .. \1 V.O 0.0 0.0 o• () o.lUl17 4. ~~ V.IJ Qv.7 ! !.>. e: ~ .. .$ '-1 .. 2- 11 ..b o .. t\ 9b,tI 2 .. "1 1 1 ..o 34.2 24.3 100.:' o.I1F/7 5.11 l.J.U o , () 31 .. 1 U.. S 1 • d 7 • 1 1 .4 35 .. 0 o, 1 3.0 7 .. 0 4.5 3b .. 5 o.121/1 4."'>C 11.0 2.:, • '-1 I.)e.l 1 .. 1 4 .. tJ 12.1 3.4 51.4.0 0 .. '::1 7.7 20 .. 4 21.0 58.3 u.oIII K 4. eLi \) e U 15.') -q .~ U .. l~ b.t:) 7 .1-1 5 ..7 31 .0 O. 1 b .. 3 19.3 1&.2 33 .. 7 o.l)2/78 i.j. q I. u~u :$'1.1 4:>.') V• '-I !J.'i 12 .. 0 5 ..2 4b.O 0 ..5 b.l 3D.3 31.9 47,0 o.03/18 4.51 Ci.O 3,) .. C1 5"s. :) u ..9 6 .. 7 ~.:> 7.2 38 .. 0 O.M 10 ..2 2b.2 24.5 39 .. tI o.(i "41 71:5 i~ • bb o, V 21 • "I Su • ..; lU.4 ~4. 1 lc .. /'l 41.14 44.5 I~ .. 4 20.2 51.1.2 49.0 49 .. 1 o.OS/IR l.j .. 44 O.U j b .. _~ ~o.() 1 • q 13.9 9.1 19.0 40.9 u .. 7 1o , S 4U.b 36.5 44.7 o.\) cd 7 f3 4.5-) O.. u 2':>$:' 4'1. CI 1 ..~ b .. 1 l1 ..S 3.4 54.\) 0 .. 2 9. I eli .. v 20.5 54 .. 1 o.07178 14 .. Sb v .. o 41 • ~ 1 I • :> 0.6 'j .. S .3 .. b 1 e 4 Ib,,2 v"h 11 .0 31.4 29.6 19.6 0"Jljl/t'; 4 .. 4\J v.v ~9 .. '1 14.4 J.K 4. I) !J.b .5 .. II 17.3 0 .. 4 9"cs 31 .. 1 2'1.5 1 7• ~ Q.w (HI If', 4.5q V.V 2t> o d 6v • .) 1 • 7 4.~ 14.:':> ~ .. .3 68.5 1 .. (i 11 ..0 20.3 1~ ..5 730d v.CO 10/7'rl. 4 0 72 \l"O 11).9 60.5 2.v S.. 7 15 ..6 4.1 72 ..3 0 .. 0 6.4 21" 1 13.7 7'1.1 0 ..11/78 4.5b I) .. U 2 I 0!J 1 s , \) 1 .. ~ b .. b 10.0 (l.S 11 .6 4 .. '.;> 1':> ..4 19 .. t> 12.4 7b.7 v.12//8 4.05 i).iJ 64.1 44'+. V 'i .. b 29.1 l Ii I • j 1£+ ..9 474.'::1 4 .. 4 3'::1.9 12u .. 0 71.2 52j.v o.01/19 S.'l1 li.U 100,9 4:>" I .3.2 ~5 ..4 15.5 30.5 43.9 d • .s 53 ..7 121 • 7 117.2 48.4 o.I)c!l79 v .. \J li l,/ • U O. I) ().v D.\) o• I} v.o 0 .. 0 0 .. 0 o.u 0.0 O.. J O.Q v.v o.O~/79 O.Ov u.u V.l.! v.u 0.0 o.. v v.l! O.v 0.0 0 .. 0 0.0 v.u 0 ..0 O.. V o.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH, Cmppt, and AMTH. The latter represents the amount
of acid deposited (microequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 5. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean




I'JiU/YR PH Ct"PPT H i'JA K LA M~ NH~ CL F NiB SU~ XSS04 5S AM Ii
07/77 4 • 4 7 ~.3 34.1 J.ll 0.0 v. II v.v lI.n G.\) u , U v.v v.G 0.1,1 0.0 1484.
06/77 4.50 13.4 H. ~ \J.ll 'l.o o.u u.U 0.0 ti.\) J 1\ 0.0 0.0 o.v v.u 4258..v
09/77 '"' • 7 '1 1').'1 1 b • 1 v • \..1 <l.U v.v v.1i d.O v.o (l.u 0.0 o.v o.v 0.0 ?S I:,J.1 'J 177 4.,6 7.4 41 .. t.) 5'1. t:!. 1 • '.:> I • 1 lc::.t> 9.4 46. '1 4.() 12.2 21j.1 23.9 '>1.7 507b.
11/7 7 s.u':! 10.1 b.e? 31.0 0.0 1.'1 7.2- 1 • b 3b.2 0.2 3.4 b.O 4.S 37.5 1324.
12/ t7 4.Sc 7 • 1 2/.3 .., ( • 1 O.b ~.t.4 b.o 3.b 31 • '> \1.3 7.S 2b.0 24.3 40.S 1931.
G1/18 4.5<;,; 5.9 25.0 30.4 1 • .5 b.5 IIJ.~ 9.5 42.7 0.2 12. 1 31.4 27.1 40.7 1523.
02/78 4.£14 10.3 30.1 6:J.c 1 • () 4.'> 1':>.1 b.O 58.4 0.5 9.6 37.0 31.0 64.4 3729.
u5l18 4.4'1 l'j.2 ,2 . .1. 44.0 1. ,) 10.3 12.2 d.B 41:\.0 1 • () 17 .s :B.2 26.2 52.9 263').
O~/7i'. ... 41 0.5 33. ti b':>.'1 4.1 7v. o ?2.tl 07.1 Btl.1 ~.() 31.0 101.1 92.0 91.1 161.
,)5/7 e 4.46 S.9 .~~ .5 4'1. 1 3.1 20.t::. 1.3.1 39.1I ':)";.1 1.3 25.S 4~.7 36.8 63.0 2040.
06118 4.44 11.2 3':>.'1 lo.u 1 • 1 b.1 4.4 d.4 19.c:' 0.0 1.3.C: 30.7 28.8 21.c' 6102.
\)//7 B 4.30 22.9 41.b -u , oS 1 • .$ b.e (j.3 .3.1 I.l~ • .s iJ • o 12.4 30.4 31.8 49.0 955~.
w 0/3./78 4 • .35 1(J • 1 46.9 1:J.d 1 • 2 b.e 4.b 4.0 21.2 0.2 12.2 35.1 33.2 20.4 Q751.
I,Q u917d 4.31 11 • 1 14~.6 :$'1.\.; 1 • ,) 10.c '1.0 0.':> 44.:S 3.4 }6.3 .31 .1 32.6 47.9 4705.
I J 17 M 4 • 7 1 0.8 1-.f.3 74. 1 2.1 o , 1 17.t> 2.!! 7S.0 O.i.l 0.6 20 • .3 12.0 82.b 1322.
11 II e 4.49 "5.7 32.4 110.:> 4.3 12.i 40.1 0.9 20b.4 2.4 4.0 49.0 2b.c!. c!23.1 11~5.
i er t« 4.t!tl b.b H.4 1/0.0 4.3 to.o ~j.~ 1 • 7 141.5 v.1) 4.'1 2t$.1:j 9.3 209.3 1150.() 11 t» i~ • 7 <.I 20 • .3 lb." su.':> 1.S 0." 1 1 • 9 c.b ':>0.0 0.4 '>. 1 19.3 l~.b 01.6 3"01.
O~I7'f 4.52 2.':) ~o.o 1':> .... c!.o i4.'i i5.:> l I .:' 67.0 i.e ." . " c... It 30.6 94.2 7""1 '"+ • 1 .. J ..... . .." -' .
03/79 4.5~ i..7 2':>.7
'5 o • '. 2.0 14. 1 12.~ 1:>.4 52.'1 b.2 1.3.4 2b.o 23.1 58.3 090.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH. Cmppt, and AMTH. The latter represents the amount
of acid deposited Cmicroequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 6. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
Dirty Precipitation Samples Collected at KSC Site 01 During 1977-79
lJEbl/LIIER UfQ/SQ 'WI.
IIIIU/Yl< PH (.MPPl H NA K CA Mb Nl"f4 CL F N03 SU4 XSS04 55 A'1frl
01117 4 .. ':d 3.4 2'1.5 v.\.i IJ .0 o, (I v.0 O.tl 0.0 0.0 v.O v.O O.U u.v 999.
OUI t t 4.5'4 7.0 c!.u.9 I) • \.J 0.0 \i.v (;.v \).0 (J.G O.v 0.0 v.O 0.0 v.v 2188.
0'//7"7 4. tic!. 9.4 1':>.'s J.iJ v.u \) • \1 v.G O.v O.V o• \/ 0.0 ().O 0.0 \) • (J 1428.
1 o/ tt 4."1 b.6 30. i) C:()C.V 5.d 12 • .) 2:> .... 9.1 175.7 2.6 6.'1 41.9 23.8 193.0 2032.
11/77 ').34 1 :>. S 4. t> '1o.u 1.6 S.u 21 ..... 1.3 110.1 0.0 2.4 13.2 5.J 120.0 110.
12/77 q.71 9 .. il 1'-1 .. 14 1 Sv. 0 2.0 b. \1 31 • c:: 5 .. 4 132.0 2 • 1 "1.7 34.7 21.3 144.0 1814.
01/78 £f.67 '_).6 21 .'-1 .1.30 •• ) 2.0 1M. ('j 32.7 7.8 135. o 0.4 1 L 1 38.1 24.1 149.5 11 9b.
0211e. 4.46 "1.1 ~I". I 9/ • 0 2.'::> 7 .. ~ 35.0 4.6 13b.4 o.{) 9.1 46.7 36.0 115.5 3152.05178 l.1.40 .s • ..} 54 .. ',:, k '..} .. 1 c .. '::> 1':> • I 22 .. ~ 9.2. 105.7 1 .. 1 1':>.6 42.4 32.b 102.d 1129.
04/1H ,~ .. b t} 0.v 2':>.1 d • (} l) .. il o.v 0 .. 0 0 .. 0 O.. \) I) .. \} 0.0 0 .. 0 0.0 0.0 b.
v5/7b q.4b 5.4 ~ (~ .. :) 9~) .. / 3.'1 31,1.0 24 ..~ 34.Cl 97.7 1 • "7 27 ..2 ov.t> 50.5 107.t> 1672.
0/;;>/78 4.55 Ib.S 27.9 :'l.iJ 2.9 b .. ,~ 1 1 • '1 4.~ ':>7 .. 1 0 .. (> q _ 1 31.,0 25 .. 1 62 ..5 4011.Oli7H 4.41 22.iJ ~9.) t!.1.v 1.2 8.'.:> b.l 2.4 27.1 l.i. 12:4 32.9 30.1 3V.4 8035.
.j:>. 013/78 I~. 4 j 1 o .. 1 S7 .. 1 2v.l II • I 4.4 '4.9 2.b 2.5.4 o.. 1 9.3 27 .. ':J 25.2 24.9 5(~8b •
0 0"1178 4.5U 1 o. 7 51. Ii is,:> .. ,:> ~.q 11 • c.' 31 • .5 2.5 170 ..u u.S 12.7 39 .. 3 21.7 189.8 S154.
10/78 4 .. t\ u Iv.5 1'.:>."1 19b.t) 4 .. 4 15.~ 4':>.1 1.? 223.1 0.2 0 .. 9 3:'.5 13.0 241.0 1637.11/78 4.41 1 • 7 50.9 iir).1 9.1) ~2.d 7i.b 1.6 345.6 v.l 1':>.6 b4.tl 29.v 3£)4 .. :) 672.12/7R ':> .. 00 I • S A.I ~P.t::.l 1 1 • tj .52.1 12v.b 2.S b41 • 1 3.3 b.l 78.0 12.2 105.2 b53.01/79 !I.Hi ltl • .? 1S. i) 130.1 .s• .s 41.0 34 ..~ 3.4 154.3 1 • 1 ':>.7 29.:' 13.0 170.2 2730.
02179 4 .. ':>3 3 .. 3 29 .. D 19'1.~) 4.b 16.0 40 .. '1 11. ~ 225.0 2.5 1':> .. ';; 57.0 33.8 24~.9 9b2.0311Q 4.6v 2.3 2':>.1 Abe-.,=> 3.b 1/.0 39.0 0.7 19v.B 3.':> 12.4 42.6 23.b 204.() 589.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH, Cmppt, and AMTH. The latter represents the amount of
acid deposition (microequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 7. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
Dirty Precipitation Samples Collected at KSC Site 11 During 1977-79
)
uEQ/LITER UEQ/S(,i("1.iI.1iJ/yR PH CfV,PPT r1 NA K. CA MG NHLl CL r NU~ SJ4 XSSUl4 S5 AM H07/77 4 .. -j7 5.4 20.9 o.(; I).V O.U li.V 0.0 0.0 D.fJ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 916.
08177 4.",t"> 17. 7 4i .. l v.u iJ.u v.v 0.0 U.0 (j.o (j.O 0.0 v.O 0.0 0.0 771.0.09/77 4 .. b-S ~ 2. .. 1 1/4 .. 7 V. ') ,J .. V \) .. \J v.v (J.ll O.u U.0 0 .. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3251.lUlU '" • .5 ,J 3.0 50 .. 5 b).c. 2.4 b .... 1.) • <-, b.j 57.v l.d 15."7 3tJ.tS 25.1 60.9 lS09.11177 5 .. 11 10.0 6. t~ 11.1 () • 1 1.2 ,+.0 1.4 18.9 0.1 3 .. 3 b.b 4.7 20.8 1089.
1 I!. I 77 4. c) o 7. d ~ 7• l 3'1.1) 1 • lJ 3.3 '1.1 2.b 41. 1 0.'1 9.9 2d.} 21+. 2 44.2 2105.
01/78 i.l .. 5D 0.4 27.b .~ / • 1 0.0 d.4 b • I 7.b 34.2 v.v 10.5 ~O.5 27.1 30.8 1905.
v2/7b 4.42 12. 14 5b.i: 2b.l 0.6 £l.o 7 • 1 b.b 29.9 1.3 9.4 33.7 30 •., 3c..u 1.1730.
o3/1f, 4.5" 1. b 20 • .5 2 ';) • 1 ().'1 d.o 1.3 13.0 30.0 u.~ 11 .. ':> 2d.d 25.3 30.9 2047.04/71'. 4.75 0.4 1 I • '1 51.~ 4.4 ~4.i' 14.";' 55.1 57.1 3.5 29.2 79.1 73.2 b2.b 71.()~/7b I~ .. lj 7 12.9 33. !) 1(1.6 1 • ,~ 9.4 ~.o 22.t\ 19.5 v.1 10. 14 31.U 29.0 21.4 1.1352.00/78 1.I.4l) 1 1 • I 4 a , 1 10.':> 0 ..9 O.u 4.~ 11 • (; 16.'-} 0.1 Ib.9 :B.8 31.9 20.tj 4706.
01178 4 • .B 24.5 I.j o , >1 to. v v.1:'l o.d 4 • .} 3.() 1ti.t> 1.i 14.6 35.b 34.0 20.3 11407.
.j:::> Oo/7'd 14.40 4.0 ';4.5 Q.-> 0 .. 0 3.2 2.3 1.3 8.0 1 • 1 3.':> 24 .. 5 23.8 8.0 13qb.
..... 09/78 4 .. 50 11.4 2b.l 2l}. i:J 1 • () 04.i 0 .. 0 2.':> 35.U 0.2 10.4 19. 7 lb.':> 35.2 2980.
1Jill" 4.7i 13. o 1d.V 4 I • I 1 • 4 i.':> 11. 7 2.1 4 ti. o 0.4 S.9 17.9 le.9 53.13 2~13.
1 1/7 b 4.00 -r; 7 21.0 i!>C:.l 3. 1 1V• ;~ 29.':> U.4 141.4 0.2 K ..v 32.~ 17 .b 155.1:) 1025>.
1217 5 4.'-12 '1.0 12.d J.5v.v 3.':> t\ .. o 31.0 2.0 1Sb.b 1.6 5 .. M 20.'1 10.5 174.:.j 1075.
U 11 19 4 .. ! 1 2u .. ~ 1 . j L1 I{ ~. 0 ::> ;) 4.0 x 9 2 II 42.'1 c , '"' ~ s; t ,) 1 1 if ;.... 47.4 3931.... ~.'- ~ . .~ ,) • \_l V .. V .&. ' • .I. "' .... v02179 it. 5 '/ :$ .3 2':>.7 5->.0 1 • S 1 1 • 2 l~.d 1 1 • 4 50.4 2 • 1 13.2 30.1 30.4 61.7 835.0.;179 (I. 7U :5 • .s 20.2 81 • .s 2.3 14.0 10.C: 7.5 71. o 4. 1 1 7.0 3d.l 30.7 79.0 063.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH, Cmppt, and AMTH. The latter represents the amount of
acid deposited (microequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 8. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
Dirty Precipitation Samples Collected at KSC Site 12 During 1977-79
UEQ/LITER UE.Q/S~fM.fJiUI YR P!i C,·IPPT 11 ''IlM K CA MG NH4 CL F 1'103 SuQ XSS04 5S A"I H07177 v.UtI n.d O.u .) • d ~} • u G.O 0.0 0.0 O. l; () • (J (l.v v.O 0.0 (i • t! o.Odin ').!.IK 1 \J • 7 C'I.q ,) • u iJ.d U "i) v.v lJ.l.I 0.1) 0.0 0.0 v.v 0.0 lJ.O 893.09/11 ':>.02 1 i~ • 1 '1.') ~.J • \) 0.v (j • tj v.v o• l) v.G P.\.! i) • \/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 1329.10/17 Q.2') '4.') :lb.? ~(',~ • <t 1 .d j.o 10.b ,:>.e 5..s.b 1 • .$ 12.0 29.6 24.1 :>9.1 25bO.11117 ':> .. 1 i) 11:\. ~> C).V 10.u 0.2 1.1 .).0 1 .5 1 8. 1 o.v 3.0 1.:' 5.5 19.3 1481.1c/ 77 ~.bb Li .1 c2.U 5 \.'. 1 U.b 2.0 0.6 2.7 31.5 0.3 6.9 21.7 16 ..5 31.+.1 222~.o1//h 4.0t> "l.d 21. I 3> • .> u.5 7.e 7.<4 7.1 3v.c:. 0.0 d.5 25.5 22.8 33. ,$ 104 •02/76 I..!. (~c 12.'i .$6.1 21.'1 0.':> 3.d :>.':> b. :$ 22.lJ u.5 8.1 31.1 28.'1 23.13 4932.03/7" q.!n I • 1 3.S.tI 3i).(~ 0.9 12.v 1 I) • j 1 v. 2 3':>.':> 0.4 21 .8 33.1 29.6 37.3 25qq.04/113 4.li.~ O.i.l PI. C ij,?(~ 4.1 ';9.1 l':>.b 56.0 :>9.6 .3.6 .S! .1 88.2 82.3 63.4 70.OS/71:; 4 .... e 8 • 'j 4d.1 2 ,... ::> 2.5 10.5 b. I 39.3 26.1 1 .1) 2.5.1 5':>.7 52.9 2'1.7 3653.00/713 4.')C l':l.ti 2&.':' l.).c U" 7 10.':: j.U D.2 13.() 0.0 12.5 2.3.2 21.tj 14.3 4157.07/75 ~ • .$c. 21.0 i.lb'OU " .\) V.4 6.':> c. • .$ 2.2 '-1 0 0 1.3 11.4 ~Q Q 38.q 10.3 tOol7.litiilb 4.39 1 o, 1 41 • 1 1 1 • b 1 • 3 b.9 2.~ 4.5 12.2 v.2 11.8 32:5 31.1 13. 1 4141.
'""'"
09/78 4.4/../ t'.• \} 3b.b 20.4 (1.9 b. () I.V '}.b 29.2 u"o 13. I 31.0 28.9 29.4 2<.)44.N lU/7H 4.63 12. 1 23. 7 ':}-s.c: 1 • 3 S.b 12.3 5.\) Sb.l G.t? tl.5 25.1 17 • .3 02.6 2B54.111715 4.5b ~.:' 1..7.1 1 Ii().':> 2.':> b.~ 24.0 () • 'I 109.0 u.~ 1.2.1 29.3 18.1 1211.b 6<.)0.12/7/j ':>.uu 'f.b 1\1. U 1 1 \.J .> 2.d 7.:' 2!>.c:. 2.1 10b.S 1 • .) Ij. d 20.8 9.5 1 19. lJ <,)80.01/79 4 • 7'::> 1'1.4 1 7 • t, 4 I • 1 2.4 4.c lV.3 2.0 4b.4 0.0 0.4 16.0 11 • 9 51.2 3421.02/79 4.51 2.7 lB. 1 bU.'! 1 • 7 12.':> 14. 1 1.$. ':> 07.0 2.0 1':1.4 51."; 45.1 73.iJ 1182.03/19 4.56 2 .. " 21.') 4'-1. '''' 1 • '" 12.~ tv,," b.d 40.0 3.7 18.1 33.5 28.7 51.~ b99.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH, Cmppt, and AMTH. The latter represents the amount of
acid deposited (microequivalents/square meter). AMTHis calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 9. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
Dirty Precipitation Samples Collected at KSC Site 13 During 1977-79
UEQ/LITER UEQ/SfiltM.~U/YR PH CilIIPPT 1"1 l\ik i( CA MG NHLl CL f N03 SULl )(S504 53 AM H07/77 u.vu (l.t) I).U 1.1. V 0.0 ,) • 1I v.v o.u 0.0 t) • () 0.0 0.0 0.0 v.o u.08/77 v.()(j O.v o.u v , tJ D.O U. (J li.O 0.0 0.0 o.l) 0.0 v.u 0.0 0.0 o.09/77 0.0\/ v.v \l.0 Ij .. <I 0.0 0.0 \j • II O.u v.v 1].0 0.0 0.0 U.v O.v O.10/77 I).v i; o• (I V H v.v (J.O v.v v , II I).V O.V 0.0 0.0 ll.U 0.0 v.v o.. '."11/17 5.21 13.0 b.i 1:>.1 O.~ O.H .3 q 0.9 17.c (l.v 2.4 ;'.5 3.B 16.2 807.12/17 4.55 7.2 27.'1 s r .) 1.4 4.1 11: 5 2.0 55.0 0.0 7.2 30.S 2'.>.U 59.1 2015.Ol/lti 4.58 5.7 20.t!. 31.,) 0.5 I.e:. 7.5 0.5 28.(j \J.lI 9.1 29.9 27.1 30.3 1501.02/78 4.40 11.0 '~\).l 2 .... '-+ v.o 4.0 6.c &.0 27.':1 u.s 0.5 34.9 32.1 29.1;) "b3~.05178 4.30 S.q 4.3.1 1 ,~ • .., <1.4 4.5 4.~ 5 • .> Ib.5 0.6 33.5 11.5 15.7 10.0 2S9 •O~/78 '4.04 V.e!. 22.9 41.) 4.6 29.'1 11. 1 47.1 42.0 3.7 19.0 5'>.9 Ll9.0 40.3 54.us/,e i.I.qb 7.2 34.':} 2'''.0 1 • 7 "1.b '::>.1 29.1 23.u 1.2 18.0 30.1 33.8 24.7 ~500.Ob/lb 4 • .59 21~. 4 40.('\ 1 .) .... O.b 5. 4 3.i 1.2 14 • .3 U.5 13./ 30.9 29.5 15. 1 qto.0717rj 4.21 29.5 b~.c 1 ~ • 1 I).b 4."> 2.b 4.9 12.6 0.7 1/.0 47.4 46.1 14.1 18340.
~ u8/75 4. ~q 1.'1 45. 'I le.v U.9 5.1 '>.14 2.3 14.b 0.0 13.4 30.4 34.9 15.~ 3647.(.oJ 09/H~ 4 • lllj ',).4 b'>.'.i 10.'/ O.K 4.0 4.'1 11.4 2.$.~ IJ • '1 1<#.9 54.1 51.9 24.1 44"2.lD/7b 4.'h b.b 11.5 b 1 .0 1 • ~ 'j.~ 15.1 1 • () 09.7 o.~ 4.6 14.0 7.5 10.9 9b4.11/78 i~ .. 7 (J 3.2 19.9 164.1 .... 0 9.7 36.li 0.5 Ib4.7 1 .'~ 0.3 34.:> 17.0 181.3 641.1211b 4.9b b.:> 1 1 • \J l'::>c.'-t ).0 4.1 32.2 5.4 10V.:> 1 .. \) 5.'"1 2o.b 10.3 116.8 917.01/79 4. 13 1 7 • I lb.t) 3 i • '::J 1 • () I~. ~ b .7 2.2 39.~ 0.0 4.7 19.4 15. :~ 43.'1 3197.02/1~ 4.5.) , ~ ". ., 5u.c j • o i 4 •.> is.:> 12.0 0:>.'1 1 • 'f i4.7 40.7 34.0 72.1 1022...>.4 C'1.103179 4.6d 3.1 20.1 ,r:>.4 3.0 12.u 10.e: 19.6 50.b 3.9 17. 1 32.5 27.4 55.0 701.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH, Cmppt, and AMTH. The latter represents the amount of
acid deposited (microequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 10. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
Dirty Precipitation Samples Collected at KSC Site 14 During 1977-79
UEl.l/LlTER U£Q/SQt"'·M,JI YR PH C""PPT 1'1 NrI K CA MG Nrlll CL F N03 SU4 XSSU4 55 AWl rl
I) t r t t 4.02 1 .~ <3 I... '.i lI.V \J.U lI.U v • ~) O. ,.) u.n 0.0 0.0 V.o 0.0 0.0 lU.\H3/77 4.bh 14. I! 1 .s , 1 ,) • v \i. u J. t i v.l! () .(; 0.0 (J.G 0.0 J.O v.v (J.ll 1894.0'1171 4./3 12."1 1b. i iI.V v.\) (I.U 0.0 0.0 v.v U.v 0.0 v.O 0.0 O.u 2j71.1,)//7 4. 7t\ b • ..$ 16.0 biJ.) c ; I~ ') • '-I 1'4.C:: t 2.5 4b.o 1 • 1 4.4 22.2 17.2 53.0 1050.tl/77 S. H 2.$.~ b.') 2. v ;» J .. .s 1 • \} 4.0 1 • ~ 22.0 0.0 i.6 5.9 3.6 24 •.~ lS~l.12/,-' 4.70 9 .. 0 tl.l!. (lY.o o" ~S 2.::> ';).7 2.1) 12/;)."1 0 • .$ 5.3 15.1j t .3. 1 25.7 16 7.01/7H iI.b! '),,4 2q.n '~ t\ • 1 1 • J 9.~ 1 1 .... 7.2 41.4 0.1 9.1) 32.0 27.1 52.2 ~32b.02/7b 4 • .3 'J 12 .. 0 4').tl !>lI.4 U.b b. I I • 'i l.b 30.5 1. o 11. :; 3/.7 3~.b 32.1 774.03/78 4.5.3 2.b 2\.).5 ) '1. s 1 • 2 1.3.4 1 1 • V 9.0 44.4 0.9 15.0 40.7 30.2 49.0 b36.04/78 14.4.5 v. '~ H. i~ 1~::>.1 D.'-/ o 4. ';) 2'/.2 78.1 11 o• 7 'J."1 30.0 111.5 100.6 120.'1 ;05.o,:>l]b 4.':>1 1o, 1 21 .. 1 I~ ~. r::. i. 1 lC:.J 1 u• ... 27.'6 4 '1 .. 4 v.v 17 • () 3.>• .$ 2tl.5 54.1 2 .H.00/75 4.64 2U.u 22. 1 2y~~ 1 .. Cl S.t ).~ 7 .. j co.1 U.5 b.tI 22.2 19.0 26.5 4550.07178 4.24 21. 7 :'0.'1 Lj 1 .. 1 1 .. t! d.b '1.0 2 .. 0 1-I:j.3 ll.7 19.1 41.~ 43.2 t.j9.7 12330.Olj/lt1 4.~b ':>.b 2h e 1 4.) .. I 1. b 7.2- 1 \} • 7 1.9 ':>1.2 0.3 9.7 24.7 19.7 54.3 1~52.
.p 09/"l1j 4.53 1 1 • 1 2'1.':> ~'f.\} 1..$ 5.1 "f.I!.
-' • I) 44.2 v.o 12.9 25.2 20.7 4b.l .J4QO..p lU/7" I~. 57 1 4. 1 20.4 ':l'l.t5 1.5 b.o 1&2 • 7 3.2 t>2.2 o, 5 7.!> 25.5 19.2 67.1 3793.11/7cl 4.01 I!.• Li 24. ':) 1'::d.:> :.j.0 13.0 34.0 0.::> 162.4 U• .$ 10.tl 33.9 17.2 179.1 601.12/7b 5 ..00 7.b 1 II • lJ 15..> • •~ $.4 7.b 31. I 1.4 144.'-+ 0.1 5.7 24.0 9.8 1':><';.2 761.01/79 4.10 I o .. 1 11 • c:. i.. -I.') 5.5 5.9 lJ. .... 2.b 47.~ v.O 6.d 10.5 13.0 52.3 2780.(12179 4.42 2.9 ~~ I • b 61 • ':> 2.6 1S. 1 lb.v 14. I~ 91.0 3.0 J 7 • 0 51.0 41.7 99.2 1084.03/79 4.02 I!..3 c'3./i i.~ V • 7 1 .9 2.0 lU.7 5.1 45.~ 5.':> 12.4 26.3 21.6 50.2 552.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH) Cmppt) and AMTH. The latter represents the amount of
acid deposited (microequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 11. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
Dirty Precipitation Samples Collected at KSC Site 19 During 1977-79
) )
UEQ/LITER UEQ/St.lfM.~u/YR PH CMPPT H NA K CA MG NH4 CL F NO.3 SU4 )(8804 55 AM H01177 4 • .50 1':>.':) 50.3 v.v 0.0 0.0 \). t) 0.0 0.0 v.v 0.0 v.o 0.0 0.0 77tH.vd/77 4.41 25.0 ~o.~ 1..1.1..1 \.I. \1 d.u v.v o.\) v.O lI.v O.v v.v 0.0 v , \} 'h39.V9/77 4.61 ~ 1.2 24.b v.') .J • o 0.1..1 iJ.O O.lJ o.\) (I. i) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5251.10177 4. 4 ~i 1.2 ~9. q \).0 v.v v.v v.v I) • ij 0.0 v.v li.v v.O 0.0 ii.O 459.11/17 4.9c. 6.3 12.2 Ij.j 0 • .5 j • .:t ..$.7 5.2 18.Ll 0.0 0.0 1 1 • 1 9.3 14.'1 706.12/77 4.')2 tI.4 ~ U • \) 1 I • '-f 0.5 t+.,:> 4.5 1 • '1 25./ 0.5 .9. 1 10.5 10./ 2c...c!. 2:)~7.01/713 4.1t> 5.::> 1i .') ~ v. I () • 7 11.1 11. '1 7.6 31.b 0.0 1U.O 23.9 20.7 34.ti 9 1.02.176 4.26 15.9 ':>2.') I • .> V. 'I 4.5 c!..:' 9.1 9.1 0.5 9.9 39.3 38.4 9.4 8354.It.$178 4.47 0.3 ss,« 2c..C!. 1 • ..) 1":.2 s.e 11 • 2 22."1 i , 1 13.6 51.9 49.0 2';).3 2128.U4/113 4.011 1 • 1 21 • 1 2. t!.. i) 2.7 20.1 0.4 3"4.0 21.2 2.1 21.0 41.13 39.6 23.3 220.05/76 1.l.53 1.0 2'1• t, 1 s , ') 5.7 7.2 '•• '1 '5 1 • 1 13.8 1.5 10.5 33.5 31.9 15. 1 2~S5.0617 t> !~.Ll b 1 I. S .B ..c ll. .. C: v .. 9 0 .. 1 2.b b.t' 11 • 9 0.1 12.c!. 29.9 28.7 12.'1 5 90.07/78 ij .51 20.9 20. ,~ 0.1 i).o , 6.l..J 1.b 1.5 S./j 0.3 7.0 16.9 18.3 b.'> 7232.liB/Ie 4.4'-1 9. ,~
.Sc: • 1 1 "' • :> l.u b .. O 14.4 .'>.7 Ib.S u.9 13.0 21.3 19 .. 7 17 • () 300Q.
~ \19/78 4 • .55 IS.6 4'-1.4 4. I 0.5 c.. • .s 1.1.4 b.b S.h 1 • 1 12.3 31 • '4 30.8 ';).9 0918.(.T1 1 0/ t « 4.37 '>.d q~.() b J. .:j 1.5 1."1 13 .... b .. :.s 6.'>.3 o, 7 15.1 10.6 30.2 0'-1.0 2510.11175 4.0" v.l 22.q 1 i • :> 1 .0 10. :) ..).9 4.4 1b • 4 v.l) 31.1.0 IS.b 14.0 17.4 20 •1211e 'i. I·':) 12.0 lQ.q ~ J • '1 0."+ 4.4 1 • 1 2..1 34.b o.~ b.O 22..0 18.S 30.3 21)78.01/79 4.l:lo lb.'::> l.s.h ?c:../ v.lf 12.0 0.0 4.(j 23.1:) lJ.9 0.4 Ib.3 13.9 25.'s 251.48.•• ...., I -., .. ~
"
! ..:. 4.0 ~4.~ _ , 1 ..~ S.6 "}1 ."") 61;).1 20.4 347.9 i • .5 4'>. 1 143.0 109.0 350.5 2114.uc, I '7 '-1 _,J J <- , I • (.1 c.:>.c.O's/l'-1 4.4iJ b • .$ Y-f.4 l!.l.t!. O.M 4. 7 3.c b.O 1d."1 5.1 15.3 34.2 32.5 18.3 2502.
All concentrations are microequivalents/liter except pH, Cmppt, and AMTH. The later represents the amount of
acid deposited (microequivalents/square meter). AMTH is calculated from pH and the amount of precipitation
which occurred.
Table 12. Volume Weighted Average Chemical Composition by Month for Clean and Slightly
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Fi gure 8. Comparison of Monthly Volume Weighted Average pH for All Clean Plus Slightly Dirty













































Figure 9. Comparison of Monthly Volume Weighted Average pH based on All
Samples Collected at KSC ( ) with Samples
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Figure 10. Comparison of Monthly Volume Weighted Average pH for
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Figure 11. Comparison of Monthly Volume Weighted Average and Quarterly Volume
Weighted Average pH Based on All Samples Collected at KSC. Insert
Shows pH for Individual Samples Collected at KSC Site 01 During
September 1978
Monthly Weighted Average pH
------------- Quarterly Weighted Average pH
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Characterization of Precipitation Composition
Results of precipitation chemistry measurements based on monthly
averages were presented previously. The trends in precipitation composi-
tion from month to month are not clearly defined in most cases; signifi-
cant correlations do exist, however, among several of the chemical
species present. Many of these correlations exist on a sample-by-sample
and event-by-event basis as well. The results summarized below will
emphasize those correlations which are useful in defining the composition
of precipitation.
Acidity. The free acidity of samples was determined by converting
the measured pH value to the corresponding hydrogen ion concentra-
tion which has units of microequivalents/liter. The pH of dilute
aqueous samples which contain strong acids such as HN03, H2S04,
and/or HCl is determined by the total acid concentration present
unless acid neutralizing species or partially dissociated weak acids
are present. The actual strony acid acidity can be determined by
titration and Gran plot treatment of the titration data (Galloway
and Likens, 1979). Total titratable acidity can be evaluated from
the same titration data and includes the contribution of all acidic
species (Galloway and Likens, 1979). Rain samples which gave
initial pH readings of less than 4.7 were titrated to determine the
total acidity and strong acid acidity. Figures 13 and 14 show the
relationships that were observed between HNV (non-volatile free
acidity) and strong acid acidity in precipitation samples that were
collected at KSC site 01 and for all KSC samples collected from July
to September 1978. The relationship which exi sts between HNV and
strong acid acidity for samples collected at KSC site 01 and at all
KSC sites indicate that strong acids in the samples account for
sample free acidity once volatile acids have been removed and,
therefore, are responsible for pH values which have been observed.
Similar behavior has been observed during other time periods. Titra-
table acidity for samples collected during July to September 1978,
is compared to sample acidity based on the initial pH measurement in
Figure 15.
The free acidity of rainfall at KSC can be totally accounted for
by the presence of H2S04, and HN03 when monthly averages are con-
sidered. This observation has also been made when only individual
samples are considered. The actual concentrations of free acidity,
N03, and excess 5024 (sulfate not of sea salt origin) in individual
samples collected at KSC site 01 and UCF site 18 during July 1978,
are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively. The additive
concentrations of NO) plus excess 5024 account for the acidity
observed even when sample acidity changed drastically. Concentra-
tions of NH4 were very low in samples collected during July 1978.
The excess SU24 concentrations and N03 concentrations in rain
samples expressed as monthly weighted averages are included in Tables
4 to 12. from Figures 18 and 19, it is apparent that the monthly
weighted average acidity in samples corresponds closely to observed
wei yhted average concentrations for both excess 5024 and N03. Only
during April 1978, do these comparisons not hold. The concentrations
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Figure 13. Comparison of Nonvolatile Free Acid and Strong Acid
Concentrations in Rainfall Samples Collected During July
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Figure 14. Comparison of Nonvolatile Free Acid and Strong Acid
Concentrations in Rainfall Samples Collected During July
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Figure 15. Comparison of Free Acid and Titratable Acidity
Concentrations in Rainfall Samples Collected During
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Fi gure 16. Comparison of Free Acidity (••~-----1•• ) with Excess
Sulfate (4- - - -4) and Nitrate (a------- _.._--.. )
Concentrations for Precipitation Samples Collected During
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Figure 17. Comparison of Free Acidity (e 0) with Excess
Sulfate (.A::-- -.-..J and Nitrate (•.~_-_._._-... )
Concentrations for Precipitation Samples Collected
































































Figure 18. Comparison of Monthly Volume Weighted Average Free
Acidity (•••••••••• ). Nitrate Concentrations (. • .).
and Excess Sulfate Concentration ( ) for




































































Figure 19. Comparison of Monthly Volume Weighted Average Free
Acidity (•••••••••• )t Nitrate Concentration ( ),
and Excess Sulfate Concentration (•••••••• )
for Precipitation Samples Collected at All KSC Sites
58
The excess Sn24 concentrations and NO} concentrations in rain
samples expressed as monthly weighted averages are included in
Tables 4 to 12. From Figures 18 and 19, it is apparent that the
monthly weighted average acidity in samples corresponds closely to
observed weighted average concentrations for both excess S024 and
NO}. Only during April 1978, do these comparisons not hold. The
concentrations of NH4 in precipitation samples from April 1978, were
typically 2 to 50 times greater than those measured during other
months in the study period. No conclusive reasons for this increase
can be given. Atmospheric ammonia neutralizes acids in the
atmosphere and this may account for the fact that acidity did not
increase as in other months in proport i on to the excess SU24 or NO"3
concentration.
When an samples collected at KSC during July to September 1978,
are considered and the dependence of sample acidity on NOj or excess
S024 concentrations is evaluated, evidence as shown in Figures 20
and 21 indicates that both N03 and excess S024 are significant
cEntributors. The correlations of free acidity with N03 and excess
S024 concentrations from individual samples when evaluated on a
month-by-month basis are presented in Table 13.
Figures 22 and 23, respectively, show the dependence of free
acidity in samples collected at KSC site 01 on NO} and excess S024
when monthly volume weighted average concentrations are considered.
The reported correlation coefficients emphasize the existence of a
strong dependence and lead to the conclusion that H2S04 and HNO~ are
indeed responsible for the acidic character of precipitation. When
the influences of excess S024 and N03" are combined with the acid
neutralization by ammonia, an even stronger correlation is
observed--Figure 24. The relationship between free acidity and N03
plus excess S024 minus NH+4 also holds when the average results
obtained from samples collected at all KSC sites are
considered--Figure 25.
Sample free acidity also appears to be dependent upon the
amount of precipitation that occurs. Typical behavior that has been
observed is shown in Figure 26. The total amount of acid deposited
is also related to the amount of precipitation that occurs as shown
in Figure 27 for KSC Site 01. The same general agreement is
observed when the amount of free acid deposited and amount of
precipitation are compared on a sample-by-sample basis. Typical
results for samples collected at KSC from July to September 1978,
are shown in Figure 28. A comparison by month between the amount of
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Figure 20. Comparison of Free Acid and Nitrate Concentrations in Rainfall
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Figure 21. Comparison of Free Acid and Excess Sulfate Concentrations in




Coefficients of Linear Correlation Between Selected Components Present in Precipitation
Collected at KSC
H/excess
No. (Microeg./Ml)/cmMonth/Year No. H/N03
--2Q.4_ H/F SS/H Cl/NA Mi/NA NH4/excess S04
Jul. 77 -,- .945
Aug. 77 41 .694
Sep. 77 43 .789
Oct. 77 17 0.979 0.861 0.572 0.118n 0.979 0.805 0.824 25 0.267n
Nov. 77 29 0.953 0.923 0.695 0.270n 0.991 0.992 0.859 34 0.903
Dec. 77 51 0.587 0.954 0.161n 0.014n 0.985 0.997 0.700 64 0..508
Jan. 78 32 0.943 0.947 0.338# 0.069n 0.997 0.995 0.879 33 0.358#
Feb. 78 34 0.765 0.816 0.050n 0.509* 0.990 0.996 0.117 n 48 0.938
r~ar. 78 45 0.991 0.211 0.102n 0.211n 0.978 0.984 0.862 50 0.348*
0) Apr. 78 17 0.054n 0.133n 0.015n -0.366n 0.965 0.966 0.835 20 0.920N
May 78 52 0.165n 0.595n 0.085n -0.065n 0.982 0.970 0.262n 62 0.928
Jun. 78 95 0.933 0.966 0.330 0.361 0.996 0.693 0.599 99 0.862
Jul. 78 109 0.856 0.966 0.228# -0.179# 0.994 0.968 0.492 113 0.802
Aug. 78 50 0.661 0.928 0.101n -0.388* 0.991 0.989 0.380* 51 0.941
Sep. 78 81 0.865 0.947 0.398 O.l77n 0.994 0.997 0.890 85 0.640
Oct. 78 76 0.616 0.667 0.079n 0.152n 0.994 0.983 0.347* 88 0.544
Nov. 78 63 0.794 0.736 0.230n 0.419 0.993 0.997 0.742 69 0.612
Dec. 78 52 0.826 0.954 0.429* 0.599 1.000 0.999 0.713 56 0.944
Jan. 79 81 0.961 0.964 0.570 0.165n 0.999 0.999 0.934 81 0.910
Feb. 79 46 0.596 0.898 0.748 0.112n 0.998 0.995 0.682 47 0.562
Mar. 79 31 0.200n 0.024n 0.141n 0.190n 0.989 0.989 0.160n 38 0.970
Unweighted
Average 18 .708 .749 .293 .118 .990 .962 .626 21 .733
Std. Dev. .324 .328 .203 .272 .009 .080 .269 .227
Correlation coefficients are significant at Q. <0.001 except as noted: *Significant at Cl <0.01.
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Figure 22. Dependence of Volume Weighted Average Free Acidity on Volume
Weighted Average Nitrate Concentration by Month for Precipitation
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Figure 23. Dependence of Volume Weighted Average Free Acidity on Volume
Weighted Average Excess Sulfate Concentration by Month for
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Figure 24. Dependence of Vol ume Wei ghted Averaqe Free Aci dity on Vol ume
Weighted Average Nitrate, Excess Sulfate, and Ammonium Concentra-
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Figure 25. Oependenc~ of Volume Weighted Average Free Acidity on Volume
Weighted Average Nitrate, Excess Sulfate, and Ammonium Concentra-




















































Figure 26. Comparison of Monthly Volume Weighted Average Free Acidity( •..•.. ) and Amount of Precipitation ( ) for
Samples Collected at KCS Site 01
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Figure 28. Comparison of the Amounts of Free Acid and Amounts of Rainfall









































Figure 29. Comparison of Monthly Amounts of Free Acid Deposited by
Precipitation at KSC Site 01 ( ) and UCF Site 18( ....... ~ .)
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Sea Salts. "Rai nout of pollutants" refers to incorporation of the
pollutant into the rain during formation of precipitation in a
cloud. "Washout of pollutants" refers to the scavenging action of
rain droplets as the travel through a mass of polluted air and dis-
solve or wash the pollutant from the air. Many pollutants exist as
stoichiometric compounds in the atmosphere. The compounds thought
to account for increased acidity of rain include H2S04 and HN0'3.
Variations in sample acidity, whether occurring from rainout or wash-
out of pollutants, should come about due to the presence of specific
compounds, If H2S04 and HN0"3 are responsible for increased acidity,
then the concentrations of 504'2 and N03 in the precipitation samples
should be indirect indicators of sample acidity provided other
nonacidic sources of N03 and S042 do not exist. Sea salt contains
considerable S042 and precipitation collected where the marine
influence is strong will contain considerable nonacidic S042 which
arises from this influence. The $04'2 which exceeds the sea salt
contribution may, therefore, be an indication of acidic S04'2. If
Na+ and Cl- concentrations in precipitation are determined, then the
concentration of excess SOi2 in the sample can be determined
(Granat, 1972). The determination of excess sulfate assumes that
the concentration ratio of S042:Na.+ or S042:Cl- in precipitation is
the same as that in sea water. It is common to assume that the only
source of Na+ in Qrecipjtation is the sea. Therefore, the sea salt
origin of K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, Cl-, and S042 in precipitation can be
determined from the measured Na concentration and appropriate
element:Na+ ratio. For situations where Cl- has no other source
except the ocean it can be used to determine the sea salt contribu-
tion of each element when used in place of Na+ in the previous
discussion. As will be shown later, it appears that sea salt con-
tributes all of the Na+ and Cl " determined to be present in precipi-
tation at K5C. Therefore, either Na+ or Cl- can be used to
determine the sea salt contribution. Because slight variations were
observed in the Cl-:Na+ ratio from sample to sample, all calcula-
tions of total sea salt concentration and excess 5°42, etc. were
based on the sea salt ratio of 1.165 which represents microequiva-
lents Cl-jmicroequivalents Na+. Chloride was used if the ratio was
less than 1.165 which indicates excess Na+ and vice versa. The
presence of sea salt in rain is due primarily to washout. The
concentrations of sea salt in precipitation has been included in
Tab1es 4-12.
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The ionic species which have their origin in the ocean have been
observed to account for a significant portion of the total ionic
composition of precipitation samples collected at KSC. Sea salts
represent about 75 percent of the total ionic composition in all
rain samples collected when pH values are relatively high (low
acidity) and as much as 25 percent to 35 percent when sample acidity
is high. These observations can be drawn from results presented in
Table 4. These same contributions are approximately 90 percent and
40 percent, respectively, Cit KSC Site 11 [on a beach dune (Table 7)]
and are much lower at UCF Site 18 (Table 12). The effect of proxim-
ity to the ocean as it influences sea salt concentrations in the
rain samples is shown in Figure 30, where monthly volume weighted
average sea salt concentrations that were determined for samples
collected at KSC sites 01, 11, 12, and 14 are presented. These four
sites describe a progressively increasing distance from the ocean.
The decrease in sea salt effect is apparent.
The ratios of Cl-:Na+ and Cl-:Mg+2 have been observed to approx-
imate closely the corresponding ratios as they exist in sea water.
These ratios hold when individual samples are considered and varia-
tions typically are less than + 10% from the 1.165 ratio for
Cl-:Na+. Typical behavior is shown in Figures 31 and 32. Agreement
between measured Cl- and Mg+2 with the theoretical ratio of 5.11 is
shown in Figure 33. These observations are important for several
reasons. Because existing Cl- concentrations can be accounted for
by considering sea salt alone, it is apparent that HCl does not con-
tribute to the observed acidity in rain. If no other sources of Na+
and/or Mg+2 exist, then either can be used in determining excess
S042 concentrations and excess Cl- concentrations should the latter
become significant in the future. Terrestrial sources may account
for up to 10 percent of the Mg+2 present in samples.
Correlation Amonfi Species. The coefficients of linear
correlatlon WhlC have been determined for selected pairs of
ionic species from samples collected during the 21-month period
covered by this study are summarized by month in Table 13. The
relationships that exist between selected species from July to
September 1978, have already been described and presented
graphically in Figures 20, 21, 31, 32, and 33. The results
presented in Table 13 show that the pairs, acidity:nitrate,
acidity:excess 5042, Cl-:Na+, Mg+2:Na+, NH4:S042, and the amount
of free acid:amount of precipitation, are generally highly
correlated with few exceptions during individual months and,
therefore, support the discussion presented in the previous
section. For comparison purposes, the linear correlation
behavior between acidHy:F and sea salt:acidity are also
presented in Table 13u These pairs are not significantly
correlated. .
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Fi gure 30. Comparison of Monthly Volume Wei ghted Average Sea Salt Concentra-
tions in Precipitation Samples Coll ected at Sites in Close
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Figure 31. Comparison of Chloride Concentrations and Sodium Concentrations
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Figure 32. Comparison of Chloride Concentrations and Sodium Concentrations in






















































Figure 33. Comparison of Chloride Concentrations and Magnesium Concentrations






Only during April 1978, May 1978, and March 1979, were sig-
nificant correlations lacking for dcidity:N03 and acidity:excess
50'42• Samples collected during these periods tended to contain
yreater quant iti es of forei gn matter and the frequency of
precipitation was much lower. Precipitation only occurred on
two days in April 1978, and three days in March 1979. There
were six days ~hen precipitation occurred during May 1978. The
presence of NH4 in precipitation in amounts proportional to
excess 5042 was observed during these months of infrequent
precipitation. As previously reported (Figures 24 and 25), the
NH+4 is probably the neutralization product of the reaction
between ammonia and acidity, due to HN03 and H2S04' Excellent
correlation was observed between ionic species of sea salt
origin. Specifically, Cl-:Na+ and Mg+2:Na+ correlations (Table
13) and, indirectly, Cl-:Mg+2, are important because they
indicate no significant contribution by other sources of Na+,
Mg+2, or Cl- to the ionic composition of collected precipita-
tion. Deternrination of excess Cl- is feasible based on the
measurement of Cl- and either Na+ or Mg+2 concentrations. More
extensive n~nthly weighted average concentrations, range of con-
centrations, and statistical summaries by month and for individ-
ual sites are presented in Appendix Tables 22-203. Evaluation
of correlations which may exist among various species concentra-




Evaluation of Factors Which Contribute to the Composition of
Precipitation. .
Evaluation of the extst i nq quality of rain which fell during the
time period included for this study can be made based on volume weighted
averaye concentrations for chemical species of interest and the time
interval desired. Before conclusions can be drawn, several factors that
must be evaluated include: 1) Sources of variability in measured
rainfall composition 2) Influence of foreign matter which may be present
in the sample, e.g. insects and vegetation 3) Site selection and biases
introduced 4) Period of time utilized for presentation of results
5) Meteorological conditions. Each of these factors was studied or
evaluated to determine the tnfluence that each could have when results of
sampling and chemical analysis are reported.
Sources of Variabil i ty. The variabil ity associated with measured
rainfall composition can be accounted for by a number of factors.
Analytical variabil ity refers to the precision associated with the
chemical methods of analysis that are utilized to determine indi-
vidual ion concentrations. The analytical precision depends on the
method of analysis ut i l t zed, It also depends on the concentration
of the chemical species to be measured. When methods which are
characterized by relatively poor sensitivity are utilized in
attempts to measure small concentrations or when methods of high
sensitivity are utilized to measure extremely low concentrations
then precision is expected to be poor. When a sample is subjected
to chemical analysis, precision may be good or poor for individual
components based on selection of method and the actual concentration
present for each individual chemical species. Results presented in
Table 2 indicate relatively large ranges in precision for some
individual species. Under the conditions utilized for routine
chemical analysis of precipitation samples, concentrations of 0.01
ppm were typical of the lower concentration limits that were consid-
ered significant; no attempt was made to measure concentrations
lower than this value. Certain species were typically present in
sampl es at l~w concentrations. for example, many F-, K+, Ca+2,
Mg+2, and NH4 concentrations were determined to be less than 0.1
ppm. Typical concentrations for other species were 2 ppm Na+, 3 ppm
Cl-, 0.5 ppm N03, and 1.5 ppm S042• For those species which were
present at less than 0.1 ppm., an analytical variability of 0.01 (10
percent) was common and aceptable based on methodology used to
determine concentration. The analytical variability observed for
determining concentrations of other ions present at higher concen-
trations should be considerably less. These observations were
verified; results are presented in Table 3.
Sampling variability is a measure of variability introduced into
the measured precipitation composition due to the method of sample
collection. This factor was evaluated by placing identical
collectors side-by-side--simultaneously collecting precipitation
from the same event in each and performing routine chemical analysis
on each sample to determine any variability which may be present.
There is no way to physically separate variability due exclusively
to sampling from that introduced by analytical variability. A
qualitative comparison of the magnitude of analytical variability
with that of sampling variability (Table 3) shows that sampling of
precipitation does introduce variation into the measured chemical
composition which cannot be accounted for by the analytical
variability. Only small differences are observed when these
comparisons are made between the two different time periods used to
study these factors.
Spatial variability refers to the differences observed in
measured precipitation composition from samples collected over a
specified area. Evaluation of the magnitude of spatial variability
is presented in Table 3 for time periods which coincided with those
used to evaluate sampling variability. Five sites were utilized for
the initial evaluation of spatial variability which occurred during
November and December 1977. During June and July 1978, the same 5
sites were again utilized as well as a 12-site network. Variations
measured for precipitation composition over the network are only
somewhat accounted for by analytical and sampling variability.
These observations hold for both time periods. Only minor
differences are observed between variability in data from the 5-site
and 12-site networks. Several factors account for the relatively
large spatial variations observed and probably include local,
regional, and long-range origin, meteorology, and transport of
various chemical species. The variations in site-by-site and
event-by-event precipitation composition are real and complicate
assessment of origin and long-term trends associated with
precipitation composition."
Analytical, sampling, and spatial variability have been
evaluated by others (Galloway and Likens, 1978). The analytical
variability for individual chemical species as determined in this
study are similar to those reported previously (Galloway and Likens,
1978). The sampling variability associated with collection of bulk
precipitation (Galloway and Likens, 1978) is similar to results
obtained here for H+, K+, Ca+2, N03, and S024. Sampling variability
associated with the determination of Na+, Mg+2, and C1- in this
study were considerably lower than those previously reported; that
for NH4 was considerably larger. These differences can be explained
when the actual concentrations are considered. KSC precipitation
contains much higher concentrations of Na+, Mg+2, and Cl- because of
proximity to the ocean. KSC+precipitation has generally been
characterized by very low NH4 concentrations.
When comparisons are made between the observed spatial
variability in precipitation composition at KSC with results of
similar stUdies, several conclusions can be drawn. Galloway and
Likens (1978) measured spatial variabilities of less than 15 percent
for precipitation amount, H+, Ca+2, Mg+2, NO), and S024 and up to 90percent variability for other species. From a three- site network
which covered approximately 20 km2, sampling and spatial variability
were essentially the same. They also reported results from an
European stUdy which was based on a 50-site network which
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covered+an area of 7600 km2• Variability for precipitation amount,
Na+, NH4' N03, and 5042 were 33 percent, 61 percent, 87 percent, 32
percent, and 29 percent, respectively, and was attributed to the
much l arqer area covered. Greater variabil ity was observed for most
individual component concentrations in precipitation collected at
KSC.
Analytical, sampling, and spatial variability studies were per-
formed during two dt ffarent time periods. It was initially believed
that seasonal changes in precipitation composition and the different
meteorological conditions which result in precipitation during two
seasons would significantly alter any variability in composition.
This apparently is not the case. Sampling variability was not sig-
nificantly different when results obtained from samples collected
during November-December 1977, are compared with those obtained dur-
ing June-July, 1978. Similar observations were made for spatial
variability. Although the composition of precipitation which occur-
red during these two time periods was dramatically different, varia-
tions due to sampling err-or and variations observed among individual
sites were relatively unchanged. Apparently, complex local and
regional meteorology and the processes which result in precipitation
are extremely variable and result in significantly different preci-
pitation composition even on a relatively small areal scale.
In addition to report tnq sampling and spatial variability for
individual chemical parm~ters or species, Table 2 also includes
results for variabilities associated with determination of excess
5042, SWIl of anions, and amount of free acid deposition. These
three parameters are calculated by incorporating combinations of
previously measured properties. Variability in determination of
these parameters, therefore, reflects on any propagation of errors
which may occur due to measured chemical composition. Excess S042
values were determined from measured concentrations of 50,42 and
either Na+ or C1-. The sum of anions includes the contribution of
all measured anions and "includes F-, Cl-, N03, and 5042. The amount
of free acid was determi ned from measuri ng the amount of pre-
cipitation and the measured sample acidity based on pH. The magni-
tude of sampling variability expressed in terms of its influence on
these three parameters is no greater than that observed for indivi-
dual parameters. Spatial variability for excess 5042 and sum of the
anions is no greater than the variability associated with the
parameters used to cal cul ate each. The spatial variability for
amount of free acid deposited is considerably greater than that
determined for either amount of precipitation or acidity. This
result is expected because of the large observed variations in both
parameters from which amount of free acid is determined.
The chemical analysis and sampling programs utilized have
proved reliable, relatively efficient for handling a moderate number
of samples, and do not contribute significantly to variability of
precipitation composition. The results of the analytical variabil-
ity and sampling variability studies, combined with other studies
designed to evaluate qual i ty of data and results, indicate that data
used for interpretation of precipitation can be used with confi-
oence.
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Sample Contamination. The ~resence of foreign matter in the form of
particulate washout from the atmospheres wind-blown dusts soils veg-
etations and insect or bird droppings will alter the composition of
individual precipitation samples. Samples which were seriously con-
taminated were discarded. Those which contained small amounts of
debris were analyzed. On several occas tons , only a few samples col-
lected from a single event were contaminated to some degree.
Comparisons were made between individual chemical species concentra-
tions in clean and dirty samples. In most cases where contamination
was not severe s differences in concentrations between samples were
small. Monthly volume weighted average concentrations for clean and
dirty samples and clean only samples are presented in Tables 4 and
5s respectively. During most months s 50-70 percent of all samples
collected were clean. However s during December 1978s and January
1979, only 5-10 percent of the samples were clean; during February
and March 1979s no totally clean samples were collected. Figure 8
compares monthly volume weighted pH based on clean and dirty samples
with clean only samples. During the first three months of this
studys clean samples were somewhat more acidic. Clean samples were
somewhat less acidic during the middle months of the study. Because
so few clean samples were collected from December 1978 s to March
1979s compari sons are not justifi ed, When individual compari sons
are made for specific chemical species using results presented in
Tables 4 and 5s small amounts of foreign matter do not appreciably
influence the reported monthly average concentrations in most cases.
Based on these observations s subsequent discussions focus on
results obtained from clean and dirty samples because they provide a
larger and s hopefullys more representative data base.
The compositional stability of precipitation depends on several
factors. As previously describeds the presence of foreign matter
can contribute to composition in several ways. Changes do occur
which influence the concentration of several+chemical species pre-
sent in precipitation. Most notablys pHs NH4s and NO~ values seem
susceptible to change with time as shown in Figure 7. Sample treat-
ment ~nd storage conditions can stabilize some of these changes to a
certain extent. Refrigeration or freeZing of samples is effective
for all but pH.
Vegetation and insect contami~ation has been observed to in-
crease concentrations of K+ and NH4. It is likely that results
presented and discussed here represent a small underestimate of sam-
ple acidity because of time dependent decreases in sample acidity
which may be due to the presence of foreign matter or to other pro-
cesses which neutralize a portion of the acidity.
Site Selection. The selection of individual sites can be important
because localized sources of pollutants may influence composition of
preci pitat ion sampl es, Although this factor may contribute to some
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extent to the observed spatial variability, it appears not to be a
serious problen except at a few sites. The presence of sea salt in
precipitation is tnfl uenced in large measure by proximity to the
ocean and to meteorology. These cause II nat ural ll variations and
should not be considered cl serious problem when site selection is
determined. At least two sites utilized in this study have been
found to yield results for certain species concentrations which can
be considered somewhat different. Site 03, located at Ti-Co Air-
port, showed siynificantly elevated excess 5042 concentrations and
significantly lower pH values than other sites when the low altitude
winds blow from the southeast during precipitation. Under these
conditions, the stack plumes from the FPL and OU power plants will
cover this site. Washout of acidic material from the power plant
pl ume may contribute to the increased acidity. At site 06, located
near Port Canaveral, elevated Ca+2 and Mg+2 concentrations in sam-
ples were sometimes observed along with higher pH values. These
variations may indicate the influence of nearby cement plants.
Other sites including those located near heavily traveled roads do
not show extreme variations in the concentration of the major ionic
species. The overall stte selection plan has been judged to be
acceptable to allow precipitation of representative composition to
be co11 ected,
Presentation of Results. Extreme variations in sample composition
from event-to-event and site-to-site make it difficult to assess
long-term behavior or changes which may occur. Therefore, one month
has been selected as the minimum data resolution period for use in
documenting precipitation composition. Samples collected from
individual events are analyzed and these individual results are used
to calculate monthly weighted average concentrations. This approach
has been used to obtain results presented in Tables 4-12. Selected
portions of these results are plotted for easy comparison in Figures
8-10, 18, and 19. The extreme variations that are observed in event
sample compositions are smoothed by this approach. However, it is
possible to evaluate average seasonal variations in results.
Compositional variability between months and seasons and for
individual events and sites is discussed in more detail in later
sections.
Meteorology. Local and regional meteorology has been observed to
influence the composition of precipitation. The influence of prox-
imity to the ocean is very apparent when concentrations of Na+,
Mg+2, and C1- in precipitation are evaluated. Onshore or offshore
breezes can dramatically influence the concentration measured for
these three species. The anomolous behavior observed for pH and
S042 concentrations in some samples collected at site 03 can be
explained because of the location of site 03 with respect to the
power plants and low altitude wind directions. The effect that
regional and/or 10n9- range atmospheric transport of pollutants pro-
duces cannot easily be analyzed. It is believed that most contribu-
tions to the deteriorating quality of precipitation arise from
atmospheric transport of po11 utants followed by rai nout or washout
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during the precipitation event. This conclusion is partially
supported by results obtained from samples collected at the UCF site
and from results obtained from samples collected in Gainesville,
Florida during the same time period (Brezonik and Edgerton, 1979).
Rainfall is definitely acidic at KSC, Orlando, and Gainesville.
Chemical Composition of Precipitation
General Composition. The composition of rainfall collected at KSC
and on the UCF campus near Orlando, Florida has been presented in
Tables 4-12. Tables 6-12 present the results for individual KSC
sites and the UCF site. The major differences observed in composi-
tion of rainfall at the various sites occurs for Na+, Mg+2, and
Cl>, Sea salts are the pri ncipal source of these species and site
distance from the ocean is very important when sea salt input into
rainfall composition is considered. Appendix Tables 22-203 include
more detailed statistical summaries of rainfall composition by month
combining results from all KSC sites, and treating selected KSC
sites and the UCF site individually.
The composition of rainfall determined in this study is similar
to that determined for precipitation which occurs in other parts of
the U.S. The major differences occur in the acid composition.
Likens (1976) has reported the composition of precipitation which
occurred during 1963-74 at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest,
N.H. Liljestrand and Morgan (1978) reported the composition of pre-
cipitation based on 15 events which occurred during 1976-77 at
Pasadena, Calif. The present acidity of rainfall at KSC is about
one-third that reported at Hubbard Brook and Pasadena. Acidity at
Pasadena is due to H2S04 and HN03 in a 1:2 ratio. At KSC and in the
northeastern U.S., acidity is due to H?S04 and HN03 in a 2:1 ratio.
The concentrations of K+, Ca+ 2, and NH4 are comparable in all
areas. Concentrations of Na+, Mg+2, and Cl- are two to ten times
greater at KSC than at Hubbard Brook or Pasadena. This is due to
proximity of KSC sites to the ocean.
Acidit~. The arithmetic means of monthly volume weighted acidity of
prec;pltation samples collected at KSC and UCF during the 21 months
yield mean pH values of 4.56 and 4.50, respectively. These values
agree closely with pH values of 4.55 reported at Tallahassee,
Florida, for 1974-76 and 4.53 at Gainesville, Florida, for 1976 (see
Likens, 1976). The weighted mean pH for rainfall collected on an
event basis in Gainesville, Florida, during late 1977 and the first
8 months of 1978 was 4.64 while rainfall collected on a weekly basis
in west Orlando during the same time period was 4.62 (Brezonik and
Edgerton. 1979). Wisnewski and Cotton reported the collection of
rain in the Miami. Florida area during the summer of 1973 and
measured pH values near 5.9. Using limited data from the south-
eastern U.S., Likens (1976) concluded that rainfall pH in central
Florida was greater than 5.6 in 1966 and greater than 5.0 in
1972-73.these estimates are correct, then the acidity of rainfall in
central Florida has increased at least three-fold in the past six
years.
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The monthly weighted average pH of rain collected at UCF Site
18 compared in Figure 9 with pH determined as a weighted average for
all operational KSC sites. The variations from month to month are
more severe at UCF Site 18. This may occur because far fewer
samples contributed to the reported value. It is apparent that the
acidity of rainfall in east central Florida undergoes variations
which may be related to seasons of the year. Summertime acidity is
as much as 10 times greater than that measured during early winter.
For example, July 1978, compared to November 1977, yielded pH values
of approximately 4.3 and 5.2 respectively.
Variations in monthly weighted average pH at KSC sites located
relatively close together were most severe during spring and fall,
1978. These variations are compared in Figure 10 for Sites 01, 12,
and 14. These three sites are located on a line which runs
west-northwest from near the ocean (Figure 1). The distance
separating Sites 01 and 14 is approximately 10 km. Site 12 is
located approximately midway between Sites 01 and 14.
Although the use of monthly or quarterly weighted average pH is
convenient when large amounts of data are to be compared for
purposes of evaluating the changing composition of precipitation by
season, it appears that they should be used with caution. Monthly
and quarterly weighted average pH values are compared in Figure 11.
The behavior exhibited stresses the smoothing effect that weighted
averages have on results that are quite variable. It appears that
the only strong seasonal (quarterly) patterns associated with
precipitation acidity during the time period covered by this study
occurs in the last quarters of 1977 and 1978 where pH was relatively
high followed by decreases in subsequent quarters. The monthly
~,eighted average pH for the individual months of October, November,
and December which comprise the last quarter show greater variations
than any other consecutive three-month period with the possible
exception of the September-November 1977, time period. When monthly
weighted average pH is considered, there is a pronounced decrease in
pH which continues from November 1977, through September 1978. This
may be indicative of a yearly cycle. More data are necessary before
this tendency can be verified.
The variability in pH for individual samples collected in
September 1978, at KSC Site 01 is also presented in Figure 11.
These demonstrate the variability associated with acidity of samples
which are used to calculate monthly or quarterly weighted averages.
Individual pH values obtained from samples collected at indi~idual
sites and tabulated by month are presented in Appendix Tables 1-21.
These results can be used to evaluate variability as in Figure 11.
The variability that was observed in individual sample pH is
summarized in Figure 12. The frequency of occurrence for pH values
within a specified range and expressed as a percentage are presented
for individual three-month periods. The pH ranges were selected to




greater than 4.0. These results are based on the sites specified
because these five sites were oper-at toual during most of the 21-
month period. Samples with pH greater than 4.7 (acidity of less
than 20 microequivalents/l) occur with highest frequency in all time
periods and the frequency of occurrence then decreases as pH
decreases. Typically, there are 20-50 percent of the samples that
have pH less than 4.4.
Characterization of Acidity. In attempts to characterize the
acidity of rainfall samples, several measurements that would add in-
sight into acid composition were made on each sample. Measurement
of sample pH was used as an indicator of sample free acidity. If
volatile acids which contribute to sample acidity are present, it is
sometimes possible to effect their removal by bubbling an inert gas
such as nitrogen through the sample prior to measuring pH. Carboni~
acid is a volatile weak acid which behaves in this manner. When the
initial sample acidity is high, any contribution from H2C03 should
be minimal because it is a weak acid; it should not undergo signifi-
cant ionization, therefore. If sample acidity is low, e.g. pH
greater than 5.0, then H2C03 may have a more important contribu-
tion. Reuss (1975) has discussed the effect that varying C02 par-
tial pressures have on pH. When pH is measured after removing C02
from the sample, the pH change compared to initial pH measurement
will depend on the initial sample pH and the C02 partial pressure
associated with the original sample. Initial sample pH was always
measured with the sample at approximately 25°C. No attempt was made
to control C02 partial pressure. Sample pH (PHNV) measured after
purging with nitrogen gas was made under an inert nitrogen atmo-
sphere and hopefully under conditions where C02 removal from the
sample was significant. The difference between the two measured pH
values was small, typically less than 0.05 units when sample acidity
was relatively high; the difference increased significantly in
several cases when initial sample pH was greater than 5.0. It is
felt that the removal of C02 is largely responsible for the differ-
ences observed.
Further characterization of sample acidity was carried out on
many samples which had initial pH values below 4.7. These samples
were titrated as described previously to characterize both the
strong acid component and total titratable acidity which include
strong acids and weak acids which titrate under the conditions
utilized. A typical though somewhat more detailed than usual titra-
tion curve obtained for a sample collected in February 1978, is
shown in Figure 4. The initial sampl e pH was 4.38, while the pH
after bubbling nitrogen through the sample was 4.44. Typical acid-
base titration behavior is observed. It would be extremely diffi-
cult, however, to determine an equivalence point from the titration
curve because of the gradual "break" which corresponds to the equiv-
alence point. This is characteristic of titrations which involve
dilute reagents. Titration data of this ty~ have been treated by
Gran theory (Gran, 1952; Rossott i and Rossotti, 1965). The Gran
functions that were generated from the titration data are also shown
in Figure 4. Comparison of sample acidity based on measurement of
pH, pHNV, strong acidity, and total titratable acidity yield values
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of 41.6, 36.3, 38.4, and 57.0 microequivalents/liter respectively.
The agreement between the first three values indicates that the
acidity of this sample which determines initial pH is due primarily
to strong acids, and the contribution of volatile acids is quite
small. The result for titratable acidity is considerably higher
than the other values. This indicates that undissociated acids are
present in the sample at a concentratioh of about one-half that of
strong or dissociated acids.
Relationships that have been observed between acidity as deter-
mi ned from measured pH, PHNV, and the Gran functions are di sp1eyed
in Figures 13, 14, and 15. Although only data for samples collected
from July to September 197'8 have been included, the results are
typical of what was observed during the entire 21 months of the
study. The slopes of the least squares correlation lines shown in
Figures 13 and 14 are approx tmately 1.00 and the correlation coeffi-
cients approach 1.00 as well. Slopes of 1.00 are expected if the
acidity is of conmon origin. Because data points are approximately
equally scattered and the slope is near 1.00, it is believed that
experimental error in measuring pH probably accounts for most devia-
tions. An error of 0.01 units in the measurement of pH results in
an error of 1.7 percent in acidity determinations. Several sources
that may have contributed to an error of this magnitude have been
described (Galloway and Likens, 1979). Much greater variability is
observed when data obtained as a measure of initial sample acidity
are compared to titratable acidity. Results presented in figure 15,
which compare measured free acid concentration and titratable
acidity, show thi s greater' variabil f ty, Variations from a one-to-
one correlation are apparent and generally range between 10 and 50
percent. These variations indicate the presence of weak acids in
addition to strong acids in the precipitation samples. Several
anions which are conjugate bases of weak acids were determined in
some of the precipitation samples collected. These include fluo-
ride, orthophosphate, formate, and nitrite. No attempt was made to
quantify all these anions in the precipitation samples nor to deter-
mine whether they constituted the full complement of weak acids in
the samples. Ammonium ion titrates as a weak acid in titrations
carried to a pH above 9.0. Rain sample titratable acidity consisted
of approximately 65 percent strong acid free acidity and 35 percent
weak acids. The latter did not contribute to the initial pH value.
Ammonium ion concentrations were not large enough to account for the
weak acid component as reported by Liljestrand and t10rgan (1978).
Good agreement has been observed between acidity val ues deter-
mined from pH, pHNV, and strong acid determinations for individual
precipitation sameles. These results indicate that strong acids·
such as H2S04, HN03, and/or HCl are responsible for the acidic prop-
erties which influence the pH of these samples. It is possible to
assess the importance of each strong acid if detailed measurements
are performed to determine concentrations for NOj, excess 504"2, and
excess Cl-. Excess Cl- levels are of little consequence (to be
discussed later). Concentrations of free acidity, NO§. and excess
S042 are compared in figuY'es 16 and 17 for samples collected at KSC
Site 01 and UCF Site 18 in July 1978. The behavior is similar to
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that observed in Figures 1~ and 19 when monthly volume weighted
averages are utilized. Oata for individual samples are consider-
ably more variable than monthly volume weighted averages. Changes
in free acidity from sample to sample are followed closely by
changes in N03 and excess 5042 concentrations.
When the dependence of free acidity on either NOj or excess
5°42 concentrations is evaluated (Figures 20 and 21 respectively),
some scatter is shown. In data collected from July to September
1978, free acidity is more closely related to excess 5042 concen
trations than to nitrate; the least square line in each case has a
high correlation coefficient significant atCL<O.OOI in each case.
These correl at ions are sumnar t zed by month for individual KSC sites
and the UCF site in Appendix Tables 204-381. Correlations between
free acidity and nitrate and excess 5042 are summarized by month in
Table 13. The free acidity:NO} and free acidity:excess SO~2 ratios
are typically 2:1 and 5:4, respectively. There is sufficient N03 and
excess 5042 present to account for the entire sample free acidity.
The presence of neutralizing cations is obviously important. Their
presence indicates that portions of the NO-3and excess 5042 were
initially present as neutral salts of the neutralizing cations or
were formed by partial neutralization of sample acidity. These
results 1ead to the concl usion that present free acidity can be
accounted for by the presence of HN03 and H2S04 in the samples.
The observed acidity of precipitation is quite variable. This is
particulary true when comparisons are made between individual
events.
The presentation of results as monthly volume weighted averages
tends to smooth the extreme variations to a considerable extent.
However, significant differences have still been observed between
individual months and particularly between seasons. If the presence
of NOj, excess S042, and/or Cl- are verified at concentrations which
exceed those expected from introduction of sea sal ts and if the
neutralizing cation concentrations are too low to account for the
concentrations of excess SO~2, N03, and C1- and the sample is
acidic, it is highly probable that sample acidity is due to the
presence of at least one of the three strong acids. Neutralizing
cations include Na+, K+, Ca+2 , Mg+2, and NH+4 which are present in
the sample and have origins other than sea salt. They can be con-
sidered indicators of basic compounds e.g. CaO, NH3, which have
neutralized some of the initial sample acidity. The Cl- concentra-
tions in precipitation samples are due to the presence of sea salt.
There is considerable excess 5042 and NO§ in samples. If monthly
weighted average free acidity variations are compared to the chang-
ing concentrations of excess 5042 and NO} as shown in Figures 18 and
19, it appears that the monthly changes in free acidity are followed
by similar changes in both excess SO~2 and NO~ concentrations. The
behavior is similar when only samples from a single site (Figure 18)
or when samples from all K5C sites (Figure 19) are compared. For
the time period studied, r~03 concentrations were typically less than
one-half the free acidity concentrations; excess 50~2 concentrations
tended to vary between 70 and 120 percent of the free acidity except
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duriny April 1978, and to a lesser extent, May 1978. During these
two months, the neutralizing cation concentrations and, in
particular, NH+4 concentrations, were quite large and can account
for the deviant behavior observed.
The results presented in Figure 18 for KSC Site 01 are displayed
in somewhat different fashion in Figures 22 and 23. Figure 22 shows
the dependence of free acidity on the concentration of NOj and,
assumably, HNOJ. When data for April and May 1978 are excl uded , the
least square line has a slope of 1.96. This indicates that free
acidity is only partially accounted for by N03. The correlation
coefficient of 0.735 is significant at 4(0.01. Figure 23 shows the
dependence of free acidity on excess SO-24 concentration and, assum-
ably, H2S04. The least square line data fit has a slope of 0.886.
TUis indicates that all free acidity can be accounted for by excess
5024 were it all present as H2S04. The correl ation coefficient of
0.832 i~ significant at 4(0.001. The total amounts of N03 and ex-
cess S024 are more than adequate to account for all free acidity
observed.
The combined infl uence of concentrations of N03, excess S024,
and NH4 on free acidity (where NH4 is considered to be a neutra-
lizing cation) is shown for KSC Site 01 and all KSC sites in figures
24 and 25, respectively. The correlation coefficients are signifi-
cant at 4(0.001 in both cases. The slopes of the least square
lines are greater than 0.8 in each case and indicate that free acid-
ity would generally be overestimated from monthly volume weighted
avera~e N03 + excess S024 - NH4 by about 20 percent.
The lack of any significant excess Cl- in KSC rainfall samples
and the presence of ample N03 and excess S042 can be interpreted to
mean that present free acidity is due exclusively to the strong
a£ids HN03 and H2S04- The relative concentrations of NOj and excess
S024 indicate that these two acids are present in an approximate 1:2
ratio.
Deposition of Acid. In addition+to showing strong dependence on
measured N03, excess S024 and-Nfl4 concentrations, free acidity is
also influenced by the amount of precipitation that occurs. By
either rainout or washout, it would be expected that the initial
ra in will conta in higher concentrations of poll utants. As the pre-
cipitation event continues, the pollutant content will decrease
because rainout and washout will make the atmosphere cleaner. .
Therefore, it is expected that the initial portion of a rain sample
or the entire volume will contain higher concentrations of pollu-
tants when only small amounts of rain are received. Figure 26 shows
the comparison of the free acidity behavior of rain samples with the
total monthly amounts of rain received at KSC Site 01. Monthly
weighted acidity is generally inversely related to total amount of
rain during most months. Exceptions are the sumner months in 1978
where high acidity and large amounts of rain occurred.
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When assessing the long-term environmental impact of acid rain
on soil s and other terrestri al ecosystem parameters, the amount of
acid deposited is probably more important than acidity associated
with individual precipitation events. The total amount of free acid
deposited for each month at six KSC sites and UCF Site IS are pre-
sented in tables 6-12. Total free acid deposited related closely to
the amounts of rain received. The only exceptions to this behavior
occurred in November 1977, when all KSC sites received large amounts
of high pH precipitation. Similarly, UCF Site 18 did not show the
parall el increase in free acid deposited with the very 1arge amount
of rain received in July 1978. The behavior observed between total
amount of free acid deposited and the amount of rain is significant
because it appears that central Florida ecosystem loading with acid
is related directly to the amount of rain received.
Although a small amount of rainfall generally results in a high-
er concentration of poll utants, t he amount of each poll utant de-
posited is also a function of the amount of rain received. Results
that support this observation can be seen in Figure 27 which com-
pares the amount of free acid deposited per month to the amount of
rain received. Individual sample behavior in Figure 28 also sup-
ports thi s observati on. The cepostts of free acid by month at KSC
Site 01 and UCF Site 18 are compared in Figure 29.
Reported deposits are probably underestimated because contribu-
tions from very contaminated samples were not included. The total
acidity deposited due to both strong and weak acids may be as much
as 50 percent greater than amounts reported for free acidity.
Chloride, Sea Salt, and Assessment of Acid Rain. The presence of
many ionic species in rain is not directly related to acidity.
Specific examples include those ions commonly found in sea salt,
including Na+, K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, Cl-, and SO~4. Major terrestrial and
anthropogenic sources of K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, S024, and to a lesserdegree Cl-, have been documented. When the acidity of precipitation
is evaluated, concentrations of the anions S024, Cl-, and N03 becomeimportant. For most studies, sea salts in precipitation are of
little significance. When the assessment and evaluation of Cl-
levels are important, however, Cl- which originates in the oceans
must be carefully determined before the presence of excess Cl- can
be ascertained. The generation of HCl as an exhaust product from
utilization of SRM boosters on Space Shuttle launch vehicles will
provide a source of acid and Cl-. To determine increased concentra-
tions of Cl- in precipitation which are not due to sea salts (a-
greatly variable entity in precipitation) several assumptions and
careful measurements must be made. Determination of total sea salt
concentrations in rainfall were made by assuming that the contribu-
tion of sea salt can be based on the limiting concentration of Cl-
or Na+ compared to the measured Cl/Na ratio in sea water. This
implies that sea water is the only source of the limiting species,
either Cl- or Na", ' The sea salt contribution to total ionic compo-
sition of precipitation then can be assessed. Monthly variations
for sea salt concentrations in rain at four KSC sites are shown in
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Figure 30. Tabulated summaries are presented in Tables 4-12. The
behavior shows considerable variability which can be accounted for
when proximity to the ocean is considered. Diverse meteorology
accounts for month to month variations at individual sites. Any
e~isodic introduction of HCl into rainfall probably will not
increase Cl- levels enough to allow precise determination of excess
C1- to be made when monthly averages are considered. However, as
will be discussed later, it is possible to determine the presence of
excess Cl- on a sample by sample basis, if the assumption is made
that the only Na+ in the precipitation sample is of sea salt origin.
The direct impact that SRM launches will have on the acidity of
rain will be due to the presence of HCl in the exhaust. Should acid
rain occur, increased concentrations of acid and Cl- will be pres-
ent. Present Cl- concentrations in individual samples, if they
originated exclusively from HCl with no other acids present, would
yield acidities of 1-1000 and 5-4000 microequivalents/liter at UCF
Site 18 and at KSC, respectively. These describe pH ranges of
6.0-3.0 and 5.3-2.4 respect tvely. Because of the tremendous varia-
bility associated with Cl- concentrations due solely to sea salt,
sample-by-sample determination of Cl- due to sea salt must be pos-
sible before the acidity of rain in the form of HC1, HN03, or H2S04
can be accounted for. It appears that sea salts provide nearly 100
percent of the Na+, Mg+2, and Cl- present in rain. This conclusion
is supported by ratios and correlation behavior of C1/Na, Mg/Na, and
C1/Mg presented in Table 13 and figures 31, 32, 33. In addition,
Appendix Tables 22-203 and 204-381 include both monthly ratios and
linear correlations based on individual samples.
If increased acidity 'is observed in rain collected after a SRM
firing, it should be possible to determine the Cl- concentration due
to sea salts. Excess Cl- can then be attributed to HCl from the SRM
exhaust if concentrations of NOJ and excess S024 are not elevated
enough to account for the increase in acidity.
Although correlation coefficients (Table 13) which relate the
dependence of Na+, Mg+2, and Cl- are very high, it is important to
consider the ratio of concentrations for individual species. The
sea water ratios (eq/eq) of C1/Na, Mg/Na, and Cl/Mg are 1.165,
0.243, and 5.11, respectively. Actual ratios can be calculated from
results presented in tables 4-12 and also are included for a limited
set of data in figures 31, 32, and 33. Ratios for Cl/Na and Cl/Mg
determined from monthly weighted average concentrations of Na+,
Mg+2, and Cl- are generally somewhat lower than those reported for
sea water. The majority of values for the Cl/Na ratio are 1.0-1.1;
for the C1/Mg ratio, they are 4.0-4.7. Each indicates the presence
of small amounts of Na" and Mg+2 in rain, which may be due to a
source other than sea salt. when excess Cl- is present, the pres-
ence of Cl " due to sea sal t can only be determined by assuming that
the presence of Na+ and/or Mg+2 is due exclusively to sea salt as
follows:
Excess Cl- = total [Cl-J - 1.165 [Na+J or
Excess Cl- = total [Cl-J - 5.11 [Mg+2]
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The error introduced into the determination of excess C1- Inay be
significant when the excess C1- concer.trat ton is expected to be
small. The calculation based on measured Na+ concentration may
yield a value for sea salt C1- which is 10-20 percent higher while
the calculation based on Mg+2 concentration may yield a value for
sea salt Cl- which is 25 percent higher. These errors are probably
only significant when the total Cl- concentration and the Cl- con-
centration due to sea salt are similar.
Typical precipitation concentrations for Na+, Mg+2, and Cl- are
50, 12, and 55 microequivalents/liter (Table 4). Values of 58.2 and
61.3 are obtained when the values for Na+ and Mg+2 are used to cal-
culate the C1- concentration due to sea salt. If a precipitation
event of pH 3.0 due to HC1 (1000 microequivalents C1-/1iter) occurs
and a1 so contai ns sea salt as just described, the excess C1- based
on measured Na+ and Mg+2 is 997 and 994 microequivalents/liter,
respectively. Error of less than -1 percent occurs in the determin-
ations. Even when the concentration for sea salts is ten times
greater than in the previous example, the error introduced into
determination of excess Cl- will be -2.2 percent based on Na+ and
-6.3 percent based on Mg+2. These examples show the utility of
using measured Na+ or My+2 concentrations in individual samples for
deterni ni ng the presence of excess Cl-. Should increased acidity
occur due to the presence of HC1, the acidity can be accounted for
based on excess Cl- (if present), N03, and excess 5042. There is no
evidence to show that existing Cl- concentrations in rain exceed
those due to sea sal t effects. There may be mi nor sources for Na+
and Mg+2 in precipitation in addition to sea salts.
Increases in HCl concentrations in individual rainfall samples
can be determined with very little error. Increases in Hel concen-
trations which may occur during extended tin~ periods (weeks to
months to years) will be much more difficult to determine. Should
increases cause the lowering from existing levels of precipitation
pH by several tenths of a unit, then these increases should be
measurable if accompanied by Hel concentrations which increase tota~




The following conclusions can be drawn from nearly two years of
activity in the collection and chemical analysis of rainfall:
1. A network for the collection of precipitation samples has been
established and demonstrated to be effective and satisfactory.
2. The acidity of precipitation in east central Florida is moder-
ately high; individual rain events can be very acidic. Acidity
cannot be associated with operations at KSC.
3. Extensive day-to-day and site-to-site variation in precipitation
occurs. Analytical and sampling variability do not contribute
significantly to the observed spatial variability in rain
composition.
4. Sulfuric and nitric acids account for the observed acidity of
preci pitat ion at the present time.
5. Sea salt represents a significant portion of the total ionic
composition of precipitation at KSC. Because sea salt contains
high concentrations of chloride, the sea salt contribution to
precipitation composition must be determined and used to eval-
uate increased acidity if the presence of hydrochloric acid
becomes an issue.
6. Use of monthly vol ume I~ei ghted averages for analysi s of general
trends associated with changes in precipitation composition can
be beneficial. However, to evaluate local perturbations which
may influence precipitation composition, event sampling is
necessary.
7. Contamination of rain samples occurs; however, it was not a
severe problem because the usual sampling period was 24 hours.
Sample pickup at less frequent intervals will greatly increase
the likelihood of many samples becoming too contaminated for
meaningful chemical analysis.
8. The chemistry of rain falling in the vicinity of KSC has been






This study was designed to evaluate certain chemical parameters
associated with representative soils collected at selected sites on
Merritt Island and the Kennedy Space Center. The results of this study
will be useful when attempts are made to evaluate effects of SRM exhaust
on the terrestrial ecosystem. The 10 sites utilized were designated as
reference stands in the terrestrial conmunity analysis program (Stout,
1979). Soil samples were analyzed on a routine basis to establish the
concentration of certain elements which are essential for plant growth.
Samg1es were assayed for ~H, Ca+2, Mg+2, Na+, K+, NH4+, Al+3, N03, Cl-,
S042, P, ion exchange capacity, total nitrogen, and organic matter.
Leaching studies were performed on the same representative soil sam-
ples. Dilute solutions of Hel were used to leach cations from the
soils. Total concentrations of leachable cations and concentrations
leached were determined. The extent of acid leaching on the various
soils which support the various plant communities was evaluated from the
data obtained.
Reseach directed toward evaluation of pollution on soils and result-
ing changes in fertility and ability to support and sustain plant life is
a relatively recent activity. The changing acidity of precipitation has
been evaluated in Europe since the 1950·s. Oden (1976) has sunnrari zed
the results of selected studies and presented evidence to show that
movements of air masses across the entire European continent complicate
evaluation of the origin of the acidity. Oden also summarized the acid
impact on surface waters. In general, pH of freshwaters is characteri zed
by random, seasonal, and yearly variations and time trends. Parallel
studies of the acid impact on soils included consideration of ground and
surface water runoff and ultimate mixing in lakes. Increased soil
acidity will lead to exchange of absorbed cations which will leach from
the soil, and base saturation will decrease. Decreases in cation
nutrients can lead in the long-term to changes in the plant community
supported on the soil.
Norton (1978) has evaluated changes in chemical processes in soils
caused by acid preci~itation. These include pH insensitive reactions, pH
sensitive reactions, Eh sensitive reactions, and the relative mobility of
elements. Increased mobility of Al+3 and consequential destruction of
clay materials may decrease ion exchange capacity. In other situations,
ion exchange capacity may increase. The general rate of removal of all
cations including trace metals will increase, and this nutrient flux will
result in increased nutrient concentrations in aquatic ecosystems below
the soil zone.
Frick and Voight (1976) described the nature of acidity and poten-
tial effects of acid precipitation on soils in the humid temperate zone.
As chemical weathering of soils become more complete and Na+, K+, Ca+2,
and Mg+2 are removed, hydrogen and al urninum ions begin to dominate.
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Soil acidity then is controlled by hydrolysis of Al+3 and soil pH can be
represented by
pH =5.0 + pA10H - pAl
and soil s become buffered near pH 5. The rel ati onship between soil pH
and ion exchange capacity also was considered but interpretation is com-
plex. They also described the role that the nitrogen cycle and sulfides
have in production of acids in the soil. Oden (1976) showed a time
sequence which illustrates soil acidification due to biological action,
man-made acidity, and excess mineral acids. Mineral acids which contrib-
uted less than 20 percent to total acidification in the early 1950's,
contributed about 50 percent in the early 1970's.
McFee, Kelly, and Beck (1977) described the effects of acid preci pi-
tation on soil pH and base saturation of exchange sites. Noting the
resi stance of most soil systems to pH change, they conc1 ude that acid
precipitation should not cause rapid soil degradation. They point out
that it is difficult to evaluate these phenomena in the short-term. They
present an example for 100 years of pH 4.0 acid precipitation
(100 cm/year) and conclude that percent base saturation within the top 20
cm of a typical midwestern soil with 20 meq/100g ion exchange capacity
will decrease by 20 percent. A pH decrease of 0.6 units would occur if
no acid neutralizing materials were introduced by other deposition
processes.
Overrein (1972) reported the effect of acid precipitation on Ca+2
levels in a Norwegian forest soil and considered the nutritional status
of forest soils based on 1ysimeter studies. The leaching to Ca+2 from
different soil types increased rapidly when the acidity of precipitation
increased. Soil acidity was dependent on the amount and concentration of
acid added, the nutrient element considered, and soil ion exchange capac-
ity. In general, the leaching of Ca+2 was significantly greater at pH
3.0, compared to leaching at pH 4.3 which showed effects similar to those
of distilled water. Below pH 3.0, greatly accelerated leaching occur-
red. All leaching of Ca+2 was characterized by a time delay of several
days following acid treatment of soil.
The u.s. Environmental Protection Agency has supported studies to
evaluate acid effects on soils. Reuss (1978) performed a simulation
study to evaluate nutrient loss from non-calcareous soils due to acid
rainfall. Amodel which predicts the most likely effect of acid precipi-
tation on the leaching of cations was developed.
NASA has supported studies to characterize soil from a Cape
Canaveral launch complex, post-launch pad debris particulates, and
interaction of soil with aqueous HC1. Pellett, et a1. (1979) will report
results based on Titan III launches from Launch Complex 40 at KSC on
March 11-12, 1975, and August 20, 1977. Soil composition near complex 40
contains considerable Ca+Z and l~g+2, occuring as carbonates from sea
shells. Considerable acid neutralization should be provided in this
soil. Soil slurries, which were titrated with HC1, were shown to consume
considerable acid on a time-delay basis.
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Methods and Procedures
Sampling and Sample Preparation
Collection of soil samples was accomplished during mid-July,
early September, and early December of 1976 and duri ng mid-March of
1977. Samples were collected from sites identified as reference
stands in the Terrestrial Plant Community Analysis Program (Stout,
1979). Each sample consisted of between 30 and 40 cores, 15 cm deep
by 2 cm in diameter, obtained with LaMotte, Hankinson-Hester type
soil sampling tubes (Welcher, 1962). Samples were collected in ran-
dom fashion along transects within each sampling area. The layer of
ground litter was scraped away before each soil core was taken. The
March sampling consisted of four independently collected subsamples,
of 20-30 cores, from each site. Each subsamp1e was processed as a
separate entity. Samples were collected in zip-10k polyethylene
bays for transport to the 1aboratory,
The soil samples were air-dried in the laboratory by spreading
them on aluminum trays. Large clods of air-dried soils were broken
up before samples were sieved through a 2.0 nm nylon sieve. Sub-
samples for all subsequent determinations were obtained by the tech-
nique of coning and quartering. Chemical analyses were performed.
They are summarized in Figure 34, and are described below.
Double Acid Extraction Procedure and Analysis
Determination of Na+, K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, Al+3, and P in the soil
samples was accomplished by using a double acid (O.05N HC1 in 0.025N
H2S04) extraction reagent, followed by appropriate chemical methods
(Soil Testing Lab, 1974). The K+ and Na+ were determined by flame
emission spectroscopy; Ca+2, Mg+2, and A1+3 by flame atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy, and phosphorus by the Vanado-mo1ybdophosphoric
acid colorimetric procedure. These determinations were performed by
the Soil Testing Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville,
under the direction of Dr. H. L. Breland. Air dried and sieved
samples were submitted for analysis.
Organic Matter
Organic matter content of samples was detennined by a gravi-
metric weight loss procedure. Five gram samples were placed in
porcelain crucibles and ignited to constant weight at 900°C by
heating initially for two hours, followed by subsequent heating for
30 minutes. Organic matter was determined from the following
equation:
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Figure 34. Flow Diagram Showing the Sampling and Analysis Sequence Utilized in the Soil Studies.
Soil pH, Chloride, Nitrate, Sulfate ard Ammonia Determinations
Soil pH was determined by tt~ soil Testing Laboratory, Univer-
sity of Florida. The pH was measured potentiometrically in a sl urry
prepared to contain a 1:2 ratio of soil :water.
The Cl-, r~3, S042, and NH4+ concentrations were determined
after extraction of the soils with deionized water. Forty grams of
air-dried soil was extracted by shaking the soil with 200 ml of
deionized water in a 250 ml widemouth polyethylene bottle. Soil and
extracting solution was thoroughly mixed, allowed to stand overnigt:t
then mixed again before gravity filtering through Whatman #42
filterpaper. Separate portions of the extract were analyzed for
each species.
Chloride was determined potentiometrically with a chloride ion-
selective electrode prepared as described by Olson et ale (1974) and
Czaban and Rechnitz (1973). An Orion double junction reference
electrode, model 90-02 was used. The method of standard additions
(Eynon, 1970; Beckman, EC-7633; Beckman, EC-8148) was used to over-
come possible matrix interference problems. A Beckman Expandomatic
pH meter operated in the expanded scale millivolt mode was used.
This procedure was used for samples collected during July, Septem-
ber, and December, 1976. The determination of chloride in samples
collected in March, 1977 was accomplished through use of the
Hg(SCN)2 - FE(III) method (Vogel, 1961).
Sulfate was determined turbidimetrically by following standard
procedures (Standard Methods, 1975). Soil extract turbidity was
compensated for by using a blank which contained all reagents except
the BaC12 precipitating reagent. A spectronic 20 colorimeter,
equipped with 1.17 cm lightpath cells and set to 420 nm, was used.
Nitrate was determined spectrophotometrically by using a method
adapted from the Cd reduction standard procedure (Standard ~1ethods,
1975a). Nitrate was determined by using Hach reagents. The proce-
dure is outl ined in a methods manual (Hach 1975).
A nitrate ion-selective electrode, Orion 93-07, was evaluated
for use in the detennination of soil nitrate concentrations. How-
ever, performance was not reliable even though several applications
have been published (Smith, 1975; Orion, 1975a; Raveh, 1973; Mack
and Sanderson, 1971; Oien and Selmer-Olsen, 1969; Mahendrappa, 1969;
Myers and Paul, 1968; Bremner et al., 1968; Standard Methods, 1975).
Determination of NH!, reported as NH3, in the soil extract was
performed with an Orion 95-10 ammonia electrode. (Orion, 1975a,
McKenzie and Young, 1975; Beckett and Wilson, 1974; Banwart et a1.,
1972).
Ion Exchange Capacity
Ion exchange capacity of soil samples was determined by the
ammonium acetate pH 7.0 procedure (Soil Survey Staff, 1972), except
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that the NH4 present in the NaCl-HCl leachate was determined using
an Orion 95-10 ammonia el ectrode (Orion, 1975a, Busenberg, E., and
Clemency, C. V., 1973).
Total Nitrogen
Semimicro Kjeldahl digestion of samples and measurement of gen-
erated ammonium ion with an Orion 95-10 ammonia electrode (Soil
Staff Survey, 1972a; Bremner and Tabatabai, 1972; Orion, 1975a) was
utilized to determine total nitrogen content of the soil samples.
Determination of Total Cations in Soils
A 3 g subsample of the air-dried and sieved soil sample from
each site was taken for determination of total cations. Each sample
was ground, using an agate mortar and pestle, until a fine powder
was obtained. Separate one-gram subsamples were taken for subse-
quent treatment. Twelve elements were determined to be present in
the soil samples. Sil ica was removed, and each sample was dissolved
by treatment with hydrcflucr tc acid, usually in combination with a
mineral acid, followed by heating to volatilize SiF4 (Dolezal, J. et
ale 1968). Dissolution of silica samples in HF prior to extraction
and atomic absorption spectrophotometry is commonly used (Sanzolone
and Chao, 1976; Fuller and Whitehead, 1974; Fuller, 1973; Fuller,
1972; Ward, 1969). Treatment of soil samples involved ignition of
the one gram samples at 900°C for 2 hours to remove organic matter,
fo11 owed by treatment wi th Hel and HF in 20 ml teflon beakers. The
procedure followed is described by Pawluk (1967).
Initially, the solutions obtained from the HC1/HF treatment of
the soils were subjected to flaroo atomic absorption analysis for
determination of Na+, K+~ Ca+2, Mg+2,Mn+2, and Zn+2• The elements
Al+2, Cu+2, Mo+2, Ni+2, r~n+2, and Pb+2 were determined by flameless
atomization atomic absorption spectroscopy. A Perkin-Elmer 305B
atomic absorption spectrophotometer, operated accordi n9 to manufac-
turer directions, was used. An air-acetylene flame and a Perkin-
Elmer HGA-2100 heated graphite atomization (HGA) sources were used.
Flame absorption results were obtained from calibration curves
generated from standard sol utions and run under identical experimen-
tal conditions. Flameless atomic absorption results were obtained
by using the method of standard additions. Ultimately, all samples
were analyzed by plasma spectroscopy at the Institute of Ecology,
University of Georgia. The 1aboratory was under the direction of
Dr. Frank Golly.
Hydrochloric Acid Leaching of Cations from Soils
Samples of the air-dried and sieved soil samples were used to
assess the extent to which various cations could be leached by HC1.
Five 10 9 subsamples, obtained by coning and quartering, were taken
for soil subsamples from each site. These samples were placed in 25
ml-capacity gooch filtering crucibles with fine porosity fritted
discs. Leaching was accomplished by adding 20 rnl portions of 1.0,
10-1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4 MHCl (pH range 0 to 4) to separate portions
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of each sample. The solution was allow~d to percolate through the
soil using sufficient vacuum to require a minimum of 25 minutes for
the leaching. Additional 20 ml portions of acid were added to each
soil, until a total of 100 ml had been used and a minimum total
leaching time of 2 hours had elapsed. Concentrations of metals in




Ten primary sites were established as part of the Terrestrial
Plant Co~nunity Analysis Program (Stout, 1979). Figure 35 shows the
location of plant communities where soil samples were taken. Site
number designation in Figure 35 is that used for the reporting of
all subsequent soil results. Nearby sites where collection of pre-
cipitation samples was performed are noted. Soil types and descrip-
tions for each of the sites are presented in Table 14.
Results from the Quarterly Soil Sampling Program
Samples were collected from the ten primary areas identified in
Figure 35 in mid-July 1976, early September 1976, early December
1976, and mid-March 1977. Appendix Table 382 summarizes the data
from individual sampl ing sites and sampl ing periods for the deter-
mination of pH, Na+, K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, Al+3, NH3, P, Cl-, NOj, S042,
organic matter, ion exchange capacity, and total nitrogen. The mean
annual concentration of individual soil nutrients, by site, is
presented in Figures 36-49. These results are indicative of changes
that may be occurring for the varous nutrients. However, presenta-
tions of mean and standard deviation are not sufficient for estab-
lishing trends. No attempt has been made to establish any seasonal
trends, because of the limited data available and, in some cases,
because of less than adequate analytical methods for determination
of very low concentration levels for some of the nutrients. Figures
36-49 also show the mean and standard deviation for individual
nutrient concentrations in the soil samples collected during March
1977. These results were obtained from quadruplicate sampling,
sample processing, and sample analysis for the 14 nutrients as out-
1ined in Figure 34. The preci sion associated with the measurement
of concentration for each of the nutrients in the different soils
represent contributions from collection of sample cores, coning and
quartering to obtain subsamples of suitable size for each extraction
and/or determination, and the analytical method itself. Comparisons
based on the annual and March 1977 sampling have been presented for
the 10 primary soils. In a few cases, no information is reported.
This occurs when data for certain nutrients is reported as greater
than a speci fi ed val ue but no actual concentration is reported.
Nutrients involved are Ca+2 and, occasionally, Mg+2, P, and N03.
Site selection resulted in the inclusion of several different
soil types. For purposes of sampling, the single beach site was
subdivided into three separate sections, based on dune profile and
vegetation cover. Designations used are: front dune,middle dune,
and back dune, based on proximity to the ocean. Two sites are
located on Immokalee Sand and a third, the Pine Flatwoods, is of
similar soil type. Three sites are located on Pomello Sand and
three are supported on soi 1s referred to as II Swamps" or II Co pe1and
Complex". The latter are complex soils, and complete description of
soil type has not been attempted. Sites designated as hammocks are
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Figure 35. Locations of Soil Sampling Sites. Site Descriptions are









Immokalee sand -- This is a nearly level,
poorly drained sandy soil in broad areas
in the flatwoods, on low ridges between
sloughs, and in low, narrow areas between
sand ridges and lakes and ponds. It has
a dark-colored, weakly cemented layer
below a depth of 30 inches. This layer is
dark colored because the sand grains are
coated with organic matter. In most years
the water table is within a depth of 10
inches for 1 to 2 months. It is between
10 and 40 inches more than half the time,
and during short, dry periods it is below
40 inches. The soil is flooded for 2 to 7
days once in 1 to 5 years.
Swamp -- consists of nearly level, poorly
drained and very poorly drained areas of
soils that have a dense cover of wetland
hardwoods, cypress trees, vines, and shrubs.
Swamp is in poorly defined natural drainage-
ways in depressions, and in large bay heads.
It is flooded with fresh water most of the
time.
The soil pattern in the swamps is
intricate and varied. The dense vegetation
makes it impractical to map the soils
separately. On Merritt Island are the deep
sandy Anclote, Pompano, Basinger, Terra
eeia, and TOIIOka llOUS.
Plant eo..unity Description
The vegetative cover of the grid may best be
referred to as Flatwoods without pines. The
dominant element in the ground cover is wiregrass
Aristida Stricta. Smaller woody plants include
St. Johns wort Hypericum reductum, Gaylussacia
dumosa, and Vaccinium myrsinites. Taller shrubs
(1-2 meters in height) are Quercus myrtifolia,
~. chapmanii, Lyonia lucida, ~. fruticosa, Hex
glabra, Befaria racaosa, and Serenoa repens.
A smaller oak Quercus minima is also very common.
Large live oaka Quercus virginians var. virginians
are scattered throughout the hammoc~'; Other canopy
dominants include Sabal palmetto, Quercus laurifolia,
red maple Acer rubrlDll; and elm Ulmus americans var.
floridana.~bcanopytrees include hackberry
Celtis laevigata, mulberry Morus~ and lancewood
Nectandra coriacea. Common shrubs are coffee
Psychotria nervosa and !. sulzneri, Myrsine
guianensis, and Ardisia escallonioides.
Table 14. Soil Sampling Site Numbers and name designation» soil type» anct plant community descri~tion for sites















Pamello sand -- This is a nearly level,
moderately well drained sandy soil on
broad low ridges and low knolls. The
water table is 30 to 40 inches below the
surface for 2 to 4 months in most years
and between 40 to 60 inches for more than
6 months. During dry periods, it is below
60 inches for short periods.
Included with this soil in mapping are
a few areas of Myakka and Immokalee soils.
Also included are areas of fine sand,small
sloping areas, and areas on the Atlantic
Coastal Ridge where shell fragments are
mixed with the sand beneath the weakly
cemented, dark-colored layer is within
a depth of 30 inches.
Pomello Sand - See Site 04
Pamello Sand - See Site 04
Swamp - See Site 02
Plant Community Description
A dense shrub cover 1-2 meters in height covers
the area. Essentially no ground level cover is
present, but a heavy litter layer has developed
beneath the shrubs. Rosemary Ceratiola
ericoides forms extensive, almost pure stands.
Three oaks, live oak~~ virginiana var.
maritima, chapman oak. and myrtle oak are
common. Spanish plum imenia alllericana, Lyonia
ferruginea, and saw palmetto are scattered
throughout the grid.
Table 14. Soil Sampling Site Numbers and name designation~ soil type~ and plant community description for sites
selected for use in the soil analysis program and Plant Community Analysis Program. (Continued)
Site No.
09 Rt. 3 Hammock Copeland complex -- This complex consists of
several nearly level, very poorly drained soils
on low flats. In most years the water table is
within a depth of 10 inches for more than 6 months.
In dry seasons it is between 10 and 30 inches.
This soil is flooded for 7 days to a month once in
5 to 20 years. Some areas are underlain by copuina
rock instead of limestone.
The soils in this complex are so intermixed that
it was impractical to map them separately. About 6
percent is Copeland loamy fine sand; 55 percent is a
soil that is similar to Copeland loamy fine sand, but
has limestone at a depth of about 20 inches snd a
subsoil of sandy 108m; about 8 percent is an area
where the black surface layer is underlain by hard
limestone, generally within a depth of 10 inches;
about 5 percent is a Wabasso soil; 10 percent is a
soil similar to the Wabasso soil, but has limestone
beneath the loamy layers; and 16 percent is scattered
spots of Bradenton shallow variant, Chobee, Felda,
Myakka, and St. Johns soils.
Plant eo.munity Description
10 Headquarters Pinelands Immokalee Sand - See Site 01
03 Beach Grid Palm Beach sand - This is a nearly level and gently
sloping excessively drained soil on dunelike ridges
that roughly parallel the Atlantic OCean. It consists
of mixed sand and shell fragments. Slopes are mostly
2 to 5 percent. The water table is at a depth of
more than 10 feet.
Included with this soil in mapping are narrow
areas that have slopes of 5 to 8 percent and lead to
iDeluded narrow low sloughs. Also included are area8
of 80ils that contain only a very few shells in the
upper 20 to 40 inches and that are brownish yellow to
Three obvious zones of vegetation run parallel
with the beach and dune lines. The first zone
and most seaward is covered with ~ea oats
Uniola paniculata, Heterotheca hyssopifolia,
and Ipomoea stolonifera and !. Pes-caprae. Sa.e
14 other species of plants occur in zone I. Zooe
2 is between the beach and the major dune line.
Much of this area is bare sand with clumps of
palmetto Sere~ repens, occessional lIea arape
Coceoloba uvifera, and buckthorn I_lis teux.
Gopher apple Licaaia .ichaudi fot'JllS extensive
Tabl e 14. Soil Sampling Site Numbers and name designation, soil type, and plant community description for sites
selected for use in the soil analysis program and Plant COimnunity Analysis Program. (Continued)
pH
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Beach Grid (continued) strong bravo, a few areas that have a slightly
thicker surface layer, and some areas of coarse
sand.
Plant Community Description
mats in some places. Zone 3, behind the main
dune line, is covered with a dense shrub layer.
Palmetto and sea grape are most abundant, while
wax myrtle Myrica cerifera, buckthorn and
Chiococca alba are common but scattered. Almost
no ground cover exists beneath the shrubs, but






~ Pine Flatwoods Not available
a - According to Soil Survey of Brevard County, Florida, 1974, United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service.
b - Subdivisions of the Beach Grid
Table 14. Soil Sampling Site Numbers' and name designation, soil type, and plant comMunity description for sites
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Figure 37. Comparison of Sodium Concentrations in Merritt Island Soils
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Figure 40. Comparison of Magnesium Concentrations in Merritt Island
Soils
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Figure 41. Comparison of Aluminum concentrations in Merritt Island Soils
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Figure 42. Comparison of Ammonia Concentrations in Merritt Island Soils
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Figure 44. Comparison of cnl or-tde Concentrations in Merritt Island Soils
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Figure 45. Comparison of Nitrate Concentrations in Merritt Island Soil s
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Figure 46. Comparison of Sulfate Concentrations in Merritt Island Soil s
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Figure 47. Comparison of Organic Matter Concentrations in Merritt Island
Soils
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Figure 48. Comparison of Ion Exchange Capacity in Merritt Island Soils
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Figure 49. Comparison of Nitrogen Concentrations in Merritt Island
Soils
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The results presented in Appendix Table 382 and Figures 36-49,
which summarize the routine monitoring of nutrients in soils,
generally are what woul d be expected. tile soil s can be grouped on --<
the basis of concentration levels of several of the nutrients
monitored. Some variabil ity of results is observed. However, the
following parameters qeneral ly are useful for gross differentiation
of soils based on chemical differences: pH, ion exchange capacity,
total nitrogen, organic matter, calcium, SOdium, and chloride. A
summary of the concentrations found for these nutrients is presented
in Table 15. The most logical grouping of sites is: sandy soils, 6
different sites; beach soils, one site; and hammock soils, 3 sites.
The comparison of nutrient results presented in Figures 36-49 are
arranged to reflect this grouping. Large amounts of calcium present
in the hammock and beach soils and the relatively large ion exchange
capacity for the hammocks undoubtedly explai n higher pH val ues
associated with these soil types. The hammocks are quite rich with
respect to most nutrients monitored, while the sandy soils and beach
soil are quite deficient. Figure 50 shows tile observed annual mean
pH at each site, compared to ion exchange capacity and organic
matter content.
Table 16 lists the various analytical techniques and associated
detection limits utilized for nutrient measurements. The detection
limits represent the practical lower concentration limit measurable
with each experimental procedure and analytical technique. Val ues
generally correspond to measurements made at twice the background or
noise 1evel for each measurement.
Table 17 lists the precision of analytical measurements perform-
ed in the UCF laboratories. The degree of precision associated with
the analytical measurements performed in the Soil Testing Labora-
tory, University of Fl cr tda, is not available.
Results presented in Figures 42 for NH3, 43 for P, 45 for
N03, and 46 for SU24 show extremely large standard deviations for
both the mean annual and quadrupl icate l'1arch results. Detection
limits presented in Table 16 show that when measurements are made at
or near these limits, and on a relative basis, more error is likely
for these four nutrients. Measurements for the other nutrients are
made considerably above the detection limits of the various methods
employed, and the deviations that can be attributed, at least in
part, to the analytical method have been minimized.
Total Cation Concentrations of Soils
The total cation concentration for individual metals in the soil
samples based on triplicate determinations are presented in Table
18. In general, these results differ from those obtained initially
by atomic absorption spectroscopy by as much as 100 percent. The
specific reason for these differences is not known; however, several
of the sampl es submi tted to the University of Georgia for Pi asma
spectroscopic determination of metals actually were replicates (same




Summary Results for Selected Nutrients











































Figure 50. Comparison of Selected Merritt Island Soil Sample
pH with Ion Exchange Capacity and Percent Organic Matter.
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Table 16 ..
Practical Limits of Detection Imposed by Sample Treatment
and Analytical Methods in Nutr"ient Monitoring Studies.
Chemical Species Analytical Technique Detection Limit
(ppm unless otherwise noted)
Na Flame Emission 0.3
K Fl arne Emission· 0.2
Ca Atomic Absorption 10.0
Mg Atomic Absorption 1.0
Al Atomic Absorptton 2.0
P Spectrophotometry 0.3





N Ion Selective Electrode 0.003%
Ion Exchange Capacity Ion Selective Electrode 0.006meq/100g
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Table 17.
Precision of Analytical Methods Utilized in Nutrient
Monitoring Expressed as Relative Standard Deviation.
Precision is Evaluated Based on Repetitive Measure-
ments on Standard Solutions.

















Methods Utilizing Spectrophotometric Techniques
ppm Standard Chloride, R.S.D.~ Nitrate,R.S.D.,% Sulfate,R.S.D.,%
1.0 3.7, 6 12.9, 5 76, 8
2.0 9.3, 6 21, 9
3.0 3.0, 6 8.0, 6 18, 5
4.0 7. 0, 4
5.0 2.8, 5 6.1, 7 15, 5
10.0 0.3, 2 18, 5
Note: Precision expressed as 3.7, 6 represents 3.7% R.S.D.
based on 6 measurements.
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prepared in the UCF laboratory. Results obtained from these "control"
samples also showed considerable variation. It should be concluded that
results presented here are, at best, semi-quantitative.
Hammock sites 02, 07, and 09 and beach site 03 consistently show
higher total metal concentrations. Results presented in Table 18 show
how total cation concentrations vary from site to site. Results from
sites which have very sandy soil indicate that the total cation composi-
tion of these soils is similar. Hammock soils which differ significantly
in concentration for individual metals also show significant variation
from hammock to hammock.
Hydrochloric Acid Leachinf of Cations fY'om SoilsResults from the HCleaching experiments are summarized graphically
in Figures 51-59. Appendix Tables 383-4·74 provide a complete record per-
taining to results for total cation and leaching experiments. Figures
51-59 show the leaching behavior of the 9 metals Na+, ~a+2, Mg+2, Al+3,
Fe+3, Mn+4, Ni+2, Zn+2 Co+2, from KSC soils. The leaching behavior of
K+ Cu+2, Cr+2, and Pb~2 has not been presented. Concentrations of K+,Cr~2, and Pb+2 in the HCl leachates were generally lower than could be
measured routinely with accuracy, and Cu concentration in the HCl
leachate was typically 100 percent of the total concentration present.
Limits of detection associated with the analytical methods used to deter-
mine metals are shown in Table 19. Because of the relatively large
deviations in the data, these results should also be interpreted
semi-quantitatively.
Discussion
Two distinct studies were performed to evaluate soil composition
and to assess the effect that HC1 will have as a leaching agent for
cations from soils. Both studies were performed on soil samples that
were collected from reference sites in the Terrestrial Community Analysis
Program (Stout, 1979). The soil composition studies initially were in-
tended to continue for the entire three year contract period. Because of
funding limitations and a NASA decision to emphasize precipitation chem-
istry studies, soil studies were terminated after the initial year of the
contract. Soil composition results have been reported, but because of
the short-term nature of collected data and, in some cases, because of
resource and equipment limitations which restrict the usefulness of the
results, detail ed interpretation cannot be attempted. Results of the
leaching experiments should be utilized in a semi-quantitative fashion.
The reasons for this previously were explained in the results section.
Soil Composition, and Major Nutrients Based on One Year of Quarterly Soil
samplinr·On y limited results are available to use for evaluation of soil
composition. Only the stationary pool of nutrients in the surface 15 cm
of soil were considered. A more complete soil study should include
determination of base-saturation of ion exchange sites and the assay of
soil water based on lysimeter sampling, in addition to those determina-
tions which were performed. The availability of more reliable instru-
mentation and a more frequent sampling program also could provide addi-
tional insight into the total nutrient status of Merritt Island soil s,
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Table 18.
Total Metal Concentrations in Merritt Island Soils.
Average of Triplicate Determinations and Average Deviation, PPM
Site Na K Ca ~ Al Fe
01 80.2 + 5.2 128 + 10 179 + 10 81.7 + 3.9 258 + 8 236 + 7
02 698 37 837 18 50,100 600 123 1 3,100 100 1,210 40
03 652 45 305 54 45,000 3,400 327 19 1,390 360 1,490 360
04 282 47 235 22 302 77 79.7 12.4 1,040 170 1,080 360
05 136 13 293 27 101 3.6 41.9 2.0 497 52 333 53
06 390 36 715 62 295 24 47.4 5.8 1,400 140 530 172
......
N
?'> 07 1,530 87 143 83 19,400 900 884 26 6,750 160 2,520 30
08 263 11 514 4 226 17 59.0 1.3 1,340 40 717 47
09 647 22 910 40 1,960 60 161 1 2,620 60 813 9
10 50.0 3.0 107 17 121 7 35.6 3.7 171 19 97 8
)
Table 19.
Detection Limits by Plasma Spectroscopy and Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
for Soil Total Cation Determinations and Hydrochloric Acid Leaching Experi-
ments. Concentrations are Reported as Parts per Million and Reflect the
Limits for the Various Techniques and Soil Dilution.
Total Cations Leaching*
Metal Wavelength,nm. Plasma SpectroscopY Flame AA HGA-AA Flame AA ffiA-AA
Na 589.0 0.37 0.37 0.1
K 766.5 35. 0.05 0.1
Ca 422.7 0.20 0.5 1.0
Mg 285.2 0.03 0.1 1.0
.....
N Al 310.2 0.25 0.05co
Cu 324.7 0.05 0.25 0.05
Fe 248.3 0.04 0.5 0.1
Mn 279.5 0.011 0.1 0.02
Ni 232.0 0.2 0.25 0.05




* Plasma Spectroscopy Detection Limits for Cation Leaching is 5 Times Lower Than That Reported for Total
Cations.
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Figure 51. Leaching Characteristics of Sodium from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HCl Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Poir.t Based
on Triplicate Determinations is Presented in Appendix Tables 383-474.
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Figure 52. Leaching Characteristics of Calcium from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HCl Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
on Triplicate Determinations is Presented in Appendix Tables 383-474.
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Figure 53. Leaching Characteristics of Magnesium from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HCl Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
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Figure 54. Leaching Characteristics of Aluminum from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HCl Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
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Figure 55. Leaching Characteristics of Iron From Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HCl Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
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Figure 56. Leaching Characteristics of Manganese from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HC1 Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
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Figure 57. Leaching Characteristics of Nickel from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HCl Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
on Triplicate Determinations is Presented in Appendix Tables 383-474.
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Figure 58. Leaching Characteristics of Zinc from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute HCl Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre-
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
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Figure 59. Leaching Characteristics of Cobalt from Merritt Island Soils Due to
Percolation of Dilute Hel Solutions Through the Soil. Curves Repre~
sent a Visual Fit to the Data. Variability for Each Data Point Based
on Triplicate Determinations is Presented in Appendix Tables 383-474.
Soil composition is summarized in Table 15 and Figures 36-49. The
summary results shown in Table 15 demonstrate the variability associated
with soil composition. When the results shown graphically in Figures
36-49 are evaluated~ while simultaneously considering analytical method
sensitivity (Table 16) and precision (Table 17)~ it is difficult to un-
equivocally locate the major source(s) of error or variation. In
general, variation in results is smaller for the quadruplicate March 1917
sampl ing of soil s, Rel ative standard deviations are typically 10 percent
or less~ and reflect contributions due to soil sampling in the field,
sample processing in the laboratory~ and chemical analysis. Relative
standard deviations for the annual mean concentrations based on quarterly
values range from 10-100 percent. Concentrations for Na+, K+~ Ca+ 2,
Mg+2, Al+3~ Cl-~ ion exchange capacity, organic matter~ and nitrogen con-
centration probably remained relatively constant. Sampling and chemical
analysis variability probably accounted for variations observed. The
variability in quarterly concentrations for NH3 (Figure 42) may be real.
Variability in sampling and chemical analysis procedures based on quadru-
pl icate sampl es coll ected in March~ 1977 ~ is considerably smaller than
the variability in quarterly concentrations. Soil handling and treatment
after collection of the sample can result in loss of NH3' Air- drying~
the procedure used in this study~ can result in NH3 loss from soils and
lead to incorrect results. Similarly, p~ N03~ and S042 concentration
variabil ity is extremely 1arqe , Concentrations for these species were
low and approached the lower practical concentration range for meaningful
chemical analysis. This fact~ even in the absence of other sources of
error, could account for the variability observed. The concentrations
reported for P, N03~ and 5042 are not totally reliable for purposes of
interpretation.
Soil pH, Figure 36, is re l ated to other properties of individual
soils. When sandy soils and hanmock soils are constdered, pH is related
to both ion exchange capacity and organic matter content, Figure 50.
Soil pH generally increases as values for these two parameters increase
when hammock and sandy soils, but not the beach soil, are considered.
Total Cation Concentrations
The total concentrations of several cations which are present in
Merritt Island soils are presented in Table 18. Average deviations in
reported lTIean concentrations are presented for each. The reported mean
concentrations were used to determine the extent to which leaching of
each individual cation was achieved by HC1~ as discussed in the next
section.
Hydrochloric Acid Leaching of Cations from Soils and Evaluation of
Leach; ng by Ad d Ra; n from SRt1 Exhaust.
The leaching of Na+ from the soil samples collected and treated as
described in tile experimental section (Figure 51) was generally 'less than
100 percent efficient and showed a strony dependence on HCl concentration
only for the soil sample collected from beach site 03. The leaching
behavior of Na+ closely parallels that of Ca+2 in the site 03 soil, as
will be described later. For hammock soils 10-70 percent of the Na+ can
be lost regardless of HCl concentration, while less than 20 percent of





leachate from samples collected at sites 07 and 09, both hammocks, the
concentrations of K+ were bel ow the reliable analysis sensitivity limit
of 35 ppm and, therefore, provided no data to evaluate.
The leaching behavior observed for calcium, Figure 52, and for
maqnes i us, Figure 53, are similar. Leaching of calcium and magnesium is
nearly 100 percent efficient at the higher HCl concentrations, and
decreases as the HCl concentration decreases. This would indicate that
the cal ci urn and magnesi urn present in the Merritt Is 1and soil s exi st in an
easily exchangeable form in the soils, or they are present as calcareous
material that readily dissolves in mineral acids such as HC1. The latter
reaction was observed readily during sample preparation. A significant
decrease in the fraction of calcium or magnesium leached occurs as the
HCl concentration decreases. For soil samples which have relatively
large amounts of calcareous matter present (Hammocks and Beach) there was
insufficient HCl present when a low HCl concentration leachate was used
to result in 100 percent reaction with calcareous material. These soils
exhibit very large capacity to neutralize added HC1, and the Ca+2 present
in the beach, hammock, and three sandy soils are 100 percent leached as
HCl concentration approaches 1.0 M. However, soils 04, 06, and 08, which
contain 200-300 ppm total Ca+2, lose less than 50 percent of the Ca+2
originally present. Soils from sites 04, 06, and 08 consistently show
greater resistance to leaching by HCl for all cations investigated.
Hammock soi 1 02 and beach soil 03 conta i 11 enough cal careous materi a1,
based on total Ca+2 content, to consume al l the HCl added until the Hel
concentration exceeds 0.25 M. Hammock soil 07 could consume all the 0.1
MHel (pH 1) added in this experiment. The Ca+2 leaching behavior shown
in Figure 52 reflects the acid neutral i ztnq capabilities of these soil
samples.
Aluminum is partially leached from all soils at HCl solution pH of
0.0, and decreases to zero as the HCl solution pH increases to 3 or 4
(Figure 54). Aluminum is known to becorr~ more readily available and
toxic to plants as soil pH decreases. It would, therefore, be expected
that the presence of strong aci~s such as HCl could alter availability of
Al+3 significantly and, consequently, alter plant growth.
In addition to Na"; K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, and Al+3, Fe is the only me tal
measured in this study consistently having a total concentration in
Merritt Island soils greater than 100 ppm. The fraction of Fe leached,
Figure 55, is small, and does not occur to any appreciable extent when
the HCl concentration decreases below 10-2 M (pH 2).
Manganese also is leached by HC1. Results shown in Figure 56 gener-
ally indicate less than 50 percent of the total amount of manganese is
leached. There is no significant occurence of leaching below 10-1 M HCl
(pH 1).
For the metals Ni+2, Zn+2, Co+2, Cr+2, Pb+2, and Mo+2, leaching
behavior becomes more erratic. Leaching characteristics for Ni+2, Zn+2,
and Co+2 are shown in Figures 57-59, respectively. The erratic behavior
probably results because the actual concentrations of metals in the soils
is quite small, and even smaller in leachate samples. Absolute precision
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associated with analytical techniques begins to become more important at
these low concentrations. In addition, the possibility of sample contam-
ination becomes more likely. On a fractional basis, it appears that the
leaching of these metals is similar to that of Fe' and Mn at high HCl
concentrations, but Ni+2, Zn+2, and Co+2 continue to leach at lower HCl
concentrations.
It may be stated that under the experimental conditions util ized in
this sequence of experiments, considerable leaching of metals did occur.
Experimentally, 10 grams of soil was leached with 100 ml of acid added
slowly over a period of two hours. In general, the extent of leaching
was small until the pH of leachate decreased to below 3.0 and occured in
very large volume. Even then, the relatively large amounts of calcareous
material in some soils should be quite effective in neutralizing the
acid, which, in turn, should inhibit the leaching effect.
The results of the leaching experiments can be evaluated to deter-
mine the effect that the occur-rence of acid introduction into the soils
would have on leachability of cations. If an area 1.0 m2 is used as the
basis for discussion, then 109 of scil, the sample size used in the
leaching experiments, will represent a soil depth of 0.000074 em based on
soil density of 1.35 glee. The experimental 100 ml HCl treatment of
soils would correspond to O.OJ. em of Hel solution, distributed equally
over the 1.0 m2 area. This corresponds to the addition of 100 meq, HC1.
If a more convenient soil depth of 1.0 em were considered, then scale-up
of experimental conditions would correspond to 135 equiv. HCl/m2• Exist-
ing deposition of acids due to acid precipitation presently amounts to
.03-.05 eq./m2/yr., based on resul ts presented in Tables 6, 7, 9, and
10. The occurrence of acid rain from an SRM firing might, in a severe
case, produce 1.0 em of pH 1.0 precipitation (Pellett, 1977). This
corresponds to the deposition of 1.0 equiv./m2 of HC1. Therefore,
130-140 an of pH 1.0 precipitation would be required to correspond to our
worst case experimental 1eacht ng experiment, or 1-2 ern of pH 1.0 prec i pi-
tation would correspond to the experimental leaching of 10 g soil with
100 ml of 0.01 M HCl (pH 2).
The yearly background deposition of acid at present is insignificant
compared to that which could potentially be introduced from acid precipi-
tation which might occur during or shortly after a SRM firing. Under the
conditions described above leaching of Na+, K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, Al+3, Fe,
Ni+2, Zn+2, and Co+2 could occur as preViously summarized. Leaching of
most cations decreases significantly when the concentration of HCl
leachate decreased to 0.01 M. This amount of acid more realistically
corresponds to a single worst case acid rain event, and should initially
result in only small amounts of leaching of most cations. Many of the
soils on Merritt Island contain calcareous material which will consume
considerable amounts of acid. The hamnock soil s have relatively high ion
exchange capaci ty and organic matter content as well G Whil e no attempt
has been made to completely characterize these soil properties, it is
possible that they may act further to neutralize or buffer the effect of
added acid.
Summary and Conclusions
1. The leaching experiments were dest qned to evaluate very severe
stress to soils due to the addition of HC1. The mobilization
and subsequent loss of cations from the soils due to interaction
with HCl can occur. Evaluation of leaching,under laboratory
conditions cannot duplicate in situ soil experiments or actual
processes, and probably does-not reflect the complex nature by
which mobilization of ions in soils can occur.
2. No attempt was made to evaluate the role that soil properties
such as organic matter content, or ion exchange capability have
in influencing ion mobility. These considerations, when
combined with the fact that the analytical data are of a
semiquantitative nature in many cases, limit the extension of
these results to interpretation of actual interactions between
Hel and soil s ,
3. Based on experimental observations, projected acid rain
occurrence, and 1imitations cited above which have the effect of
tempering conclusion, leaching should not be severe in the
short-term. Should several rain events with pH 1.0 occur on the
same soil, then leaching, which amounts to greater than 30 per-
cent of the original cation concentrations in the top 1.0 cm of
soil, can occur.
4. It is not possible to predict Mlether the effect of several
cumulative exposures of lower concentrations of HCl to soils
will produce the same effect that a single high concentration
treatment produced in this study.
5. It would only be possible to ful ly measure and understand the
effect of acidification on Merritt Island soils following
several years of exposure to SRM exhaust, if a long-term program
were initiated to continuously study both the stationary and
mobilized pool of nutrients and cations present.
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1I0NTHlY RA!NFP.Ll SUI'lI'1~RY AUG 1977
DA'!'E SITE
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1~ 11 12 13 t 4 15 16 t 7 18 19
Yso 1 77 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0.) 4.05 .000~O27? 4. I 8 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4 . 11 4. 13 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0,) 4.82 4.'53(I.JOS7? 4.% .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5. I 7 4.7S .00 .00 .00 .00 .(lv .00 4.8'1(I,,~ «t r
.00 .O~ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4 .37 4.74 .00 .00 .00> .00 .00 .00 .0003!2,7 4 . Be .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01> .00 .00 .00 4.42 4.ae 4.90 .00 .00) .00 .0,) ... 27 4.82
.)?-15?7 5.06 .01> .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.20 5.27 6.82 .00 .00) .00 .00 <I . S I 5.360::1 18? 7
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.86 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.28 4.630" 1977 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01) .00O~22i'? 4. I I .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. t 0 4 . 11 4.06 .00 .00 .00 .0,) .00 .00032377 5.77 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0') .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . .)1) .0(\0;)2477
.00
.0'" .00 . (H) .00 .00 .O~ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01) .00 .00 .00 .00 4 .33 .00:x> "~25?? .00 .00 .00 . 0 0 .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.46 .00 4 .61 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.04 4.9 JI \)82~77 5.24 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.32 .00 5.35 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.63 5. 42w ()~317? 5.03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.51 6.ao 5.20 .00 ,(1) 00 .00> .00 5. ! <;
YOLTOl 854 S.
o4847.!02H. 6840.
. 16035. 9240 .
HIGH 5.7? .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.51 6.80 6.92 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.04 5. 42
LOU 4. I 1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.10 4.03 4.06 .00 • {'IO .00 .00 4.. 05 4. 53
VilA 4.50 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.54 4.32 5.08 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.41 4.88
R$DH 123. .':'0 .00 .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 95.1 10 l. 145. .00 .00 .00 .00 71.6 67.9
RSDPH II. I .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 • (> 0 .00 .00 11.0 IlL r 18. I .00 .00 .00 .00 7.62 6.56
IlMTH 4258. 2188. 7663. 893. 9633 . IS94.
H 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 6 0 0 0 0 8 8
vut TOl n.
HIGft, LOll, Y&.Itl PH
R Sfl H % RELATIVE STllllDARD DEVIAiIOH
RSDPH % RELATIVE S TAtlDAR D DEVIATIOH
A~lT H IIIeRO I:Q./SQ. !'lETER
Table 3.
1I0NTHl y RA INFALl SUI'lIlARY SEP 1977
(lATE SITE
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
030177 .00 • O~ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 • ~O .00 .00 .O~ .00 .~O ".97 .00(l'1)277 5.56 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.65 5.28 5.36 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.95 5.24
090H? 4.80 .(11) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.'3 4.90 5.97 .00 .00 .00 .00 ".98 .4, ~5
iI:i"'8?? 3.86 .00 .00 .00 .oe') .00 .00 .QO .00 .00 3.60 .00 .4. <02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00(lC)1277 3.93 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.55 4.7i' 3.87 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. i s
:t>o 091677 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .~O .00 .00 .00 4.U .00 .O~ .00 .00 .~~ .00
• 091971 4.93 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.50 4.71 4.n .00 .00 .00 .00 4.65 4.73..f">. (H2O,? 4.72 .(1) .00 .00 .00 .0(1 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.66 4. 48 4.10 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.34 4.78
09217 r .'>0 .00 .00 • OG .<10 .0') .0<- .(1) .00 .00 .00 .~;; .00 .~o .00 .00 .00 . (1) 4.55
OJ2217 4.04 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.93 4.19 4.10 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.69 4.31
o~2677 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.67 4.'0 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.38 4.96(192777 4.12 .00 .00 .00 .00 '.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.31 3.9' 4.42 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.28 4.37
VOL T0 L 10201. 5'%.14123. '005. .13565. 8124.
HIGH 5.5'; .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.65 5.28 5.97 .00 .00 .00 .O~ 4.'9 5.24
LOW 3.86 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.60 3.99 3.97 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.28 4. 19
'!IJ~ 4.79 .00 .O? .00 .00 .00 .O~ .00 .00 .00 4.82 4.83 5.02 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.61 4.73
P,SDH 89.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 130 . 95.3 86. 1 .00 .00 .00 • O~ n.' j'1 .9
.
RSDPH 1 J. 2 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 13.8 S.76 14.4 .00 .00 .00 .00 6.33 7.27
flMTH 2563. 1428. 3251. 1329. 5257. 2377 .
H 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 10 0 0 0 0 9 ')
IIOLTOL tiL.
HICH. lO;l. YIlA. ?H
R,tli-! :: RELATIYE STAIIDARD OEYIATiOH
P,':;(If'H ~~ HUIT I VE STIlllDARD DEVIATION
AIiTH "ICRO EQ./SO.I'IETER
Table 4.
1l011TKLY RAINFALL SIJI'lIlARY OCT lH?
DATE SITE
2 '3 4 5 (, 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
101077 4.89 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.87 4.70 4.76
.0" .00 .00 .O\> . ., 0
.00101177 3.47 '.00 .06 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.55 3.80 3.94 • ¢O
.00 .0(1
.O\> • \>0 J.92I'" 1277 4 _32 .00 .00 . (0)
.00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3. 82 3.99 4.19 .00 .00 .00 .O\> .-.0
.0"1 \11 377 4. I 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.18 3.89 4.26 .0<,)
.00 .00 .0,) 4 .28 4.30):=0 H2477 .00) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .. 00 .00 .\>O .00 . 00 .00 .O\> ..e0 4.4~I 1"2577 4. 52 , 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 4.77 ,'00 4.7Q ,00
.00 .00 ,O\l 5.20 5.20(J1 102677 .00 .00 .00
.0" .00 . 0 0 . 00 .00 .00 . 00 5.7'3 5.08 .00
.00 .00 • 0 0 . 0., 4 . 42 . .,Ii! "31?? .00 .00 .00 .00 .(10
.00 . 00 . 0 0 .00 .00 . 00 .00 . 00 . 0 0 . 00 .00 .O\> 4 . Co 5 .'.>0
'{OL TOL 47<19. 4224. 1919. 2838. 747. 4HS.
HICH 4.89 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 5.73 5.08 4.76 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.20 5.20
LOV 3.47 .00 .00 .0<1 .00 .00 ./)0
.00 .00 .00 3.55 3.90 3.94 .00 .00 .00 .00 4 • ., 5 3.92
VilA 4 ,'39
.00 .00 .0<,) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.51 4.30 4.25 .(0)
.00 .00 .0,,) 4.40 4 •.7e
RStlH 132. .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 . 00 .00 .00 124 . 79.6 as.S .00 .00 .00 • O~ 77.0 91 ,2
RSDPH 12.4 .00 .0(1
.00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 17. S 13.2 8.79 .00 .00 .00 .00 11.0 12,(\
AlnH 3076. 2032. 1509- 2560. 4~9. 1" 50.
tl 5 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 6 5 s 0 (I 0 0 4
"
VOL TO L ML.
H: GH. LOU, VtlA PH
P.SDH ': RELATIVE SBHDARD DEYIATIOHRSDPH l( RELATIVE STAIHIl\RD D(VIATIDII
AnTH lIleRO EQ./SQ.IlETER
Table 5.




5 6 7 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 B
I 104 rr 4.44 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.56 4.49 4.63 .O~ .00 .00 • O~ 4.54 4.41
110??7 4.47 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. '}7 4.H 4.64 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.70 4.57
111671 :l.S9 • O~ .00 (1(1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O{l .00 ?05 ~.S(l .00 .00 .00 .00 .O~ .H .00
11177? 4.39 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.S4 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
! 1227? ~ .31 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
1 ! 2377 '3. 0 2 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.16 5.11 4.97 4.87 .00 .00 .0"' 5.44 4. 'H
~123i7 5.31 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.42 5.30 5.31 5.20 .00 .00 .0"' 4.S6 5.25
:;p.. 1130>77 '5.26 .00 .00 .0(1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5." J 5.41 5.16 5.28 .00 .00 .00 5.03 5.29I
'" YOlTOl 10328. 9903.10230.118H. 8336. 4033.14912.
HICK 5.31 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 7.05 5.41 5.31 5.28 .00 .00 .00 5.44 5.29
LOll 3.88 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.56 3.80 4.63 4.97 .00 .00 .00 ~.54 4.41
VilA :5. 01 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.34 5. Ii' 5.10 5.21 .00 .00 .00 4.92 5.19
RS!>K 106. . oe. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 112 . 158. 56.9 53.7 .00 .00 .00 64.4 85.3
RS!>P II 10.'3 .00 .00 .00 ·.0., .00 .00 .00 '0 0 0 .00 1s , S 12'.6 5.00 4.2S .00 .00 .00 7.H 8.0~
AnTH 1324. 710. 1089 • 1481- 907. 706. 1521.
II 8 0 e 0 0 0 0 e ., 0 6 6 6 3 ., e 0 5 5
YOlTOl ilL.
H leK. LOI/, VilA PH
R:;r, H % RELATlYE STAHDARD D£VIATtOH
RSflPH % RELAToIVE ST~IIDAIU> I>EYIATIOH
A~lT Ii MICRO EQ./SQ.ttETH
"'-.'-'-- .', .. ~._. _.._- ...- --' ..~.:".,,- ..-......_..._'.,._,._~---_.- ---_._-_. --'","--,",
Table 6.
) )
MONTHLY RAINFALl. SUI'Il'IARY DEC 1917
DAH SITE
2 3 ~ 5 £ 7 a , 10 11 12 13 t4 15 11> 17 IS lc}
12~177 .~o .00 .~o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.27
". J3 4.24 .00 .00 · (>0 .00 S.OI
t 20:27? 4 .4 i .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 · O~ 4 .~. B .00
120577 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. OS 3.97 4. 17 .00 .00 .00 3.90 4. 16
!20677 4.70 .00 .00 .0 e .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.77 4.66 4.72 5.06 .00 .00 .00 4.H 4.S8
12'~97? .00 • (1) . I) 0 .Of) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.78 .0<-
121277 -1.33 .00 .00 .00 . co .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.31 4. 61 4.S7 4.44 .00 .00 .. 00 .•'1) 4. 7 ~
;t:. 121377 4 .5 J . ~o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o4.6~ 4.65 4.53 4.66 .00 .00 .0" .00 .00
I ! 214;'7 5.26 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.36 5.30 4.99 5.26 .00 .00 .00 4.96 5.25
-...J
lZtS77 A •• .OV .00 • y c- • VO .vil .iIiI
." Q • Q(1 .00 4. S 9 6.54 4.1''} 4 . 4 1 . 0 0 . 0 0 · 00 .00 5.05"t • ~ tl
121677 4.56 .00 .00 .0(1 .00 ..00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.0 4.7b 4. 60 4.59 .00 .00 .00 4.72 4.47
1219? 7 4.50 .00 .00 .00 .00 :00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.96 4. <13 4.73 4.39 .00 .00 · 00 4.96 4. 7a
1:!2! 7? 4.25 .00 .00 .H .(10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.27 4.22 4.42 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
1222" 4.0S .1)0 . 00 .0"' .00 .00 .00 .00 ; 00 . .00 4. 10 ... 17 4.18 4.25 .00 .00 .00 4.03 4.0(1
IZ2S?7 4.66 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.52 4.59 4.62 4.57 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.58
.... OLTOL 4524- 5981. 5008. 6464. 4623. 54"0. 7443.
HICH 5.26 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.36 6.54 4.H 5.26 .00 .00 .00 ·4.86 5.2S
LOW 4.08 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4 .10 4.0S 3.37 4. 17 .00 .00 .0" 3.~0 4.00
.
VlIA 4.56 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0'0 .00 4.71 4.56 4.66 4.55 .00 .00 .00 4.52 4.6S
RSfJfI 67.3 .0(, .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00 95.2 73.5 7'3.2 53.7 .00 .00 .00 tOS . 100.
RSDPH 7.51 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .. 00 .00 .00 .00 7.26 14.2 6. S 1 7.23 .00 .00 .00 8.28 S.36
!lI1TH 19:; 1. 1814. 2165. 2223. 2015. 2527. 20 32.
tl 11 0 0 0 0 0 (J 0 0 0 , 1.2 12 12 0 0 0 S 10
vn, TOL n...
H; GH. LO v, VUA PH
P'';Clli % RELATiVE SiAIl!)AP.D DE¥'IATf on
?S;'?H % REt,ATIYE SiAHD~RO DEVIATION
l'l~iH XICR'O EG./SO.METER
Table 7.
1'I0NTHLY RAINFAll StJ.MIIARY JAN 1978
"
[lATE SITE
2 3 4 5 (, 7 8 9 to 11 12 13 14 15 H 17 18 19
010378 3.99 .O(l .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. 00 3.'''' 4.05 3.95 .00 .00 .00 4 . 1 1 4.05
010978 4.83 .1)0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.45 4.84 5.09 5.40 .00 .00 .00 5.37 5.04
Ol~370 .00 .00 .00 . eo 0 .~O .00 .00 ,.00 00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.'31 .00
(l11He 4.65 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.76 4.57 .00 4.62 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.88
;p 011873 4.29 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.43 4.31 4.38 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.51 4.53
I (\1197'9 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.55 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00CX'J
0120i'e 4.93 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.98 4.96 4.98 4.80 .00 .00 .00 5.00 4.86
0125;'8 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.93 .00
e 121>78 ".76 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 .00 .00 . 00 <I.e? 4.89 .00 4.85 .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00
VOLTOL JaO~ . 3:178. 4394. 3080 . 36,60. 3547 . 3450.
IiI CH 4.'n .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 5.45 4 . !.l6 5.0') 5.40 .00 .00 .00 5.37 5.04
LOW 3.99 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.00 3.94 4.0S 3.95 .00 .00 .00 4 . 1 1 4.0S
'HI A 4.59 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.67 " . 56 4.66 4.58 .00 .00 . o~ 4.76 4.61
RSDH ')5.8 .Oli .0,0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 1l'3. 105. 101 . 120. .00 . 00 . 00 106 . 108 .
RSDPH 7.95 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,.00 .00 10.4 8.67 10.7 10. 1 .00 .00 .00 '.00 8.43
ArlTH 152J. 1l'36. 1905. 1045. 1501. 971 . 1326 .
H 6 0 0 0 0
°
0 0 0 0 6 6 4 6 0 0 0 6 5
VOLTOL PIL .
HI eN. lOll. VIJA PH
RS~H % RELATIVE STANDARD DE" IATI 011




MONTHLY RAINFALL SUl'lI':AR'I' FEB 1978
.!iATE SITE
2 3 .- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
020178 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.':15 4.02 3.99 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
020278 4.17 .00 .1)0 .(>0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.13 4. 18 4.15 4. 16 .00 .00 .00 4.05 4. 14
020378 4.44 .1)0 .1)0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.58 4.45 4.56 4.42 .00 .00 .00 4.38 4.58
02\l973 4.53 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .(10 .00 .00 .00 4.57 4.55 4.48 4.49 .(\0 .00 .00 4.36 4.48
):> 02(1)78 3. '3a .0'> .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.13 .00 4".00 4. t 9 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.9~I 021678 4.35 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .Oll .00 .00 4.39 4.47 4. 0 7 4.17 .QO .00 .0,' .00 .00\.0. (l217:'e 4.53 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.51 4.43 4.48 4.39 .00 .00 .00 4.33 4.37(l2207B .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
." 0 .00 .00 .00 4.39 4.39 4.40 .00 .00 .00 4.21 4.23
022!?8 4.13 .¢O .00 .00 A" A" ~A AA ~A .00 4.20 4.24 4.35 4.29 .00 .00 .00 4. iJ 4. 1 s.yy .vv .vv .vv .1111
VOLTOL 6600. 5807 . 7928. 8284. 7398. . 10182. 8063.
HIGH 4.53 .00 .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.58 4.55 4.56 4.49 .00 .00 .00 4.38 4.58
LOW 3.98 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. t 3 3.':15 4.00 3 . ':19 .00 .00 .00 4.05 3.':15
\IVA
" .44 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.46 4.42 4.42 4.40 .00 .00 .00 4.28 4.34
RSDH 51.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 45.4 53.9 49.1 39.4 .00 . I) 0 .O¢ 32. 1 49.S
RSDPH 4.98 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . (1) .00 .,00 .00 4.66 4.54 5. 11 3.78 .00 .00 .00 3. 18 5.02
AMTH J 717. 3152. 4730. 4932. 4631. 9354. 5774.
II 7 0 I) 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 7 e 9 9 I). 0 0 I; 7
V,nTO!. tiL.
H:CH, L.OW. VIJA PH
RSO H :: RELATIVE STAHDARD DEVIATION
RSDPH % RELAT I VE STAIIDARD OEVIATION
AMiH IIIeRa EQ./SQ./iETER
Table 9.
MONTHLY RAINFALL 'SUMMARY I'IAR 1978
DATE SITE
2 3 4 5 , 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
03Ql:'8 4.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.'8 4.23 4.18 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.28 4.41
~ OJI)378 4.06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.19 4.32 4.00 3.09 .00 .00 .00 4.67 4.17
I 0306;'8 4.79 .00 .00 .Ot) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.83 4.72 4.75 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
...... OHHS 4.79 .00 .00 .00 .4.77 4.6 ! .00 .00 .00 4.95 4.70 4.73 4.66 4.72 .00 4.83 .00 .00 4.S00 031078 4.61 .00:> . ~O • {/? 4.39 4.89 .O~ • QQ .00 4.39 4. 72 4.67 4.79 4.76 .00 4.63 . (10 4.35 4.61
0316;'8 4.22 .00 .00 .00 4.45 .00 .OC- .00 .00 .00 .00 4.46 .00 .00 .00 4.51 .00 .00 .00
032278 4.48 .00 .00 .00 4.47 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.7b 4. SCI 4.51 4.37 4.59 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
032978 4.34 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. 16 4.41 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
0330,8 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.31
VOlTOL. 5250. 1435. 1250. 1700. 20,~. 4977 . 491') . 3793. 1418 . 405:5. 1915.
HICH 4.79 .00 .00 .00 4.77 4.89 .00 .00 . 00 4.89 4.72 4.83 4.79 4.76 .00 4.83 .00 4.S? 4.80
LOU 4.06 .00 .00 .00 4.39 4.61 .00 .00 .00 4.76 3.98 4. 16 4.00 3.09 .00 4.51 .00 4.28 4. 17
V\J~ 4.4') .O~ .00 .00 ... :50 4.70 .00 .00 .00 4.83 4.46 4.58 4.47 4.36 .00 4.69 .00 4.47 4.53
RSOH SS.4 .00 .00 00 32.4 44. 1 .00 .00 .00 15.7 76.5 53.5 69.7 199. .00 35.0 .00 41.0 52.0
RSDPH 6.10 .00 .00 .00 3.76 4.1 r .00 .00 .h 1. 38 7.35 5.41 6.5'.1 16.6 .00 3.47 .00 4.09 5.57
AtlTH 2635. 708. 3S6. 397. 1129. 2047 . 2599. 2592. 454. 2128. B36.
H S (I 0 (I 4 2 0 (I 0 3 5 8 7 5 0 3 0 3 5
VillTOL "L.
HIGH, LOll t YWA' PH
RSDH % HUH lYE STAnDARD DEYIATIOH
RSDPH % RELAT I ',IE STAHDARO DEVIATIOH
lHITH "I C~ 0 EQ ./SQ .MEiER
Table 10.
)
1I0HTHLY tA IHFALL SUI'lIlARY APR 1979
OATE SITE
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ') 10 11 12 13 14 15. 16 i7 IS 19
(41471) 4.54 4.45 .00 .00 4.59 4.77 .00 .00 .00 4.4'3 .00 4.'30 4.73 4.64 .00 4.64 .O~ 4.OS 4.28
0~19;,g 4." 1 4.62 .00 .00 .00 5.38 .00 . 00 .00 4.58 4.60 4.57 4.76 .00 .00 4.22 .00 4.90 4.'79(142078 . ¢ 0 .00 .00 .GO 4.78 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O!) 4 .70 .00
VOLTOl 316. 773- 468. 220'. 192. 16. 235. 26'3. 150. 25? 6S" . zaa.
HICH 4.'34 4.62 .00 .00 4.78 5.38 .00 .00 .00 4.58 4.60 4.90 4.76 4.64 .00 4.64 .O~ 4 .90 4. '7,}
):>0 lev 4 .41 4.45 .00 .00 4.59 4.77 .00 .00 .00 4.48 4.60 4.57 4.73 4.64 .00 4.22 .00 4.05 " .28I......
......
VIlA 4.47 4.49 .00 .00 4.63 5.12 .00 .00 .00 4.50 4.60 4.75 4.74 4.64 .00 4.57 .00 4. OS 4. <I J
RSDH 21.0 27.3 .00 .00 30.S 85.7 .00 .00 .00 16.2 .00 51.3 4.88 .00 .00 63.5 .00 27.9 74.6
RSDPH 2.05 2.65 .00 .00 2.87 8.50 .00 .00 .00 1.56 .00 4.93 .45 .00 .00 6.70 .00 2.79 7.95
nl1TH 167. 394. 170. 26. %. 6. 71. 76. 54. 109. 226. 16'3.
N 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 3 2
VOLTOl Ill.
HIGH. LOiL '{I! A PH
RSDH % RELATIVE STAlIDARD DEY lIlT I OK
RSDPH ;: RELATIVE STAIlDARD tlEV!ATIOIl
AKTH HICr.O EO./SO .MeTER
•. Table 11.
ItOHTNI.Y RA tNFALL SUI'lItARY IlAY 1'78
DATE SITE
2 J 4 5 6 7 8 , 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 19
050278 4.50 4.33 .00 .00 .00 4.77 .00 .00 .00 4. " 4.88 4.54 " .43 7.00 .00 .00 .00 .H 4.58050478 .00 4.77 .00 .00 4.90 4.84 .00 .00 .00 5.28 .00 5.05 6.79 4.8' .00 5.63 .00 5.U 4.91
OSll578 4.46 4.34 .00 .O~ 4. 31 4.44 .00 .00 .00 4.43 4.44 4.49 4.3$ 4.41 .00 4.31 .00 4.$1 4 . o4Ii
1)50$7'8 4.32 4.2~ .00 .00 4. 55 4.55 .00 .00 .00 4.51 4.47 4.29 4. J 1 4.45 .00 4. !S8 .00 ~ .41 4.62
0)50978 .00 5.53 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.81 4.49 .00 .00 .00 .0>0 .00 .00 .00 .00
:;r... 051078 4.47 4.01 .00 .00 4.16 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.37 4.25 4.48 4.10 4.51 .00 4.29 .00 .00 .00
I 051878 4.51 4.32 .00 .00 4. 04 4.57 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.46 .00 4.48 .00 4.15 .00 .~o 4.56
-'" 051978 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 '4.50 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.23 .00N
052678 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0'> .00 .00 4.22 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
VOLTOL J7SJ. 4083. 2945. 5351. 3643. 3490. 8282. 3120. 4635. 3110. 4873. 6450.
1l1CH 4.51 5.53 .00 .00 4.90 4.84 .00 .00 .00 5.28 4.88 5.05 6.79 7.00 .00 5.n .00 5.U 4.91
LOW 4.32 4.01 .00 .00 4.04 4.44 .00 .00 .00 4.37 4.25 4.29 4.10 4.41 .00 4.15 .00 4.23 4.49
vlln 4.46 4.31 .O() .00 4.2'1 4.56 .00 .00 .00 4.49 4.46 4.47 4.32 4.46 .00 4.31 .00 4.53 4,.57
l!$DH 19.4 67.8 .00 .00 62.8 36.2 .00 .00 .00 ~S.7 44.5 39. J 59.4 60.6 .00 65.8 .00 77.0 31. 1
RSOPK 1.72 11. 1 .0'0 .00 l'.78 3.57 .00 .00 .00 7.18 :S. 10 5.21 21.' 20.S .00 13.1 .00 13.8 3.56
.
AllTK 2040. 311., . 2J7f.. 2381. . rase . 1S72. 4352. 3853. 2500. 2402. 2255. 2731..
H 5 7 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 6 5 7 6 6 0 5 0 4 5
VllLTOL ilL.











MONTH\.Y Ril IHFP.!.L SU~!l'!ARY JUIf 1978
D~rE SI:£
~ :3 4 S 6 r 3 ~. to • f ~2 !3 : ~ ~ 5 16 t? !S 19zr ".
~G')17S .00 .¢O .01> .00 .ot; .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O¢ .00 .00 .0 ¢ .00 .00 • ¢O 3.S3 .00
061)278 3.68 4.H, .00 .00 .00 3.134 .00 3. S¢ .0Cl 3.68 3.56 3.76 3.76 3.S6 • ¢O 3.90 .O~ J.S2 .eo
O~O~78 4.53 4.5~ .00 .00 {. ~5 4.61
· <)0 4.56 .00 4.'3S 4.54 4.47 4.62 4. 58 .00 4 . S" .00 4.90 4.SS
0$(16713 .; .2 S .; . ~ 7 4.25 .00 .O~ 4. ! S .00 4 . I 1 .o<i 4.36 4.35 4.2~ 4.20 4.27 .00 ... 41 .0') 4. S 1 .;. l4
ooni'S 4.3¢ 4. 64 4. ! 9 .00 .00 L21 . 09 4.62 .00 oLH 4.50 4.36 -LS3 4 . III .00 4.49 .00 4.77 .00
., 6 oj!j:- e
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .(>0 .00 .00 : 0 ~ .0<> .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 • ¢Co .00 4.55 .00
061276 4 .60 4 . ~4 4.74 .00 .00 .00 .00 ... S2 :O~ ... 55' 4. S6 .00 4.59 ".4S .00 4 .66 .OV 4.20 4.7?
'. II 1 S1 ~ .00 4 . 1~ • "0 .00 .00 4.28 · 00 4 • 3 t ,H .00 .0 ¢ .00 .00 .00 • ~¢ ." Q .00 .00 4.H
:to> ¢~l67~ .0<) S. 11 .00 .¢(l .00 .00 .00 • (it) ,O~ 4.6" 4 66 4.53 0\ .96 4.77 • vI) . 00 .00 4.~2 .00
I O",~?3 · 0 <- . co .o 0 .(10 .00 4 .91 · ~,() 4. s : ; O~ .00 .00 .Cv .00 .00 .011 .00 .0':> 4.70 5.<)~
--' v;';'':' ~ ,. c '>.84 4. S3 .. vv ..; . 54 5.46 • v0 5.v;3 :-v~ 4 .97 ';.86 4~SO 5. S C '7. r ~ .CO 4.0 V 900 .. ~" .. ".J'",W ~ • ~ ··i ~ • <;;:.tOe,2378 0>' <\. '<,2· 5.00 .¢O -t.7S 5. t ~ .00 5.0? :¢~ 4.90 4.90 4.63 4. 9 9 4.39 .00 4.76 . 00 4.90 :t . ~ (,• v
O~2~7S • ¢ 0 4.49 ."1/ .¢O .00 4'.7 !, .00 4.eS ,o~ .00 .00 .00 .00 3.99 .00 .00 .00 4.55 ' ? e.., ... oJ()G297S .00 .00 4.S6 . ,,¢ .00 .00
.1>" .00 : 0 ~ .00 .00 .00 4.48 .¢¢ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.0; ;..
IIOl.TOL 10987.12077. 6820. 603B.11 "46. . I ¢777 . . !074G.! 0590. 750o.!oi32.!5G19. .10GGS. .1117:1.12320 .
H(t.'iH 'I.e .. 5. 11 S.;)Q • QQ >1.7S 5,H .01,\ ~.O7 : <)~ 4. '>7 >1.9 ¢ 4.130 5.$0 4 • 7"1 .00 4.76 .00· 4.9¢ 5.. ¢ <I
1.0\) :l.;' 9 4.0i; 4.19' .<;1() 'L ~s 3.&4 .liv 1. S.O 010' 3.68 3.56 3.76 3.76 3,IH • "0 3,90 .00 3.62 4. 1 4
\IVA <! .4 t ~.59 >I .:; 2 .00 >1.54 >I , I; 6 ,O¢ -I. ~ e .O? >I.'5~ " •S5 4.4¢ <l.SS <\.39 .<:10 <1.5 ¢ .¢¢ 4. 48 4.64
RS')H 11 S. '1'5. I S3. CJ .co 32.7 lC'3. • 00 1 1., . .O? 137. • rl" 102. 12;. 74 . 1 .00 91.3 .00 111 9 1 .4<l. .....Q.
.~ 5 ~p:--; 9.~S :-.51 G.~6 .00 3.36 11.5 • () 0 5'.06 • C>'~ S.S;) ~.32 7.57 12. t 7. j S .O¢ 6.25 .(l¢ 9.37 6.57
:;r7;'; 6 ~ (,2. ~~3<;. Z~';"$'. 27:>5. 334:. 44: ~. 4847. <161 1. 4(~S. t+ 1sr . ";947 • 5255. 57%. <ISSC'.
I; ~ ,0 6 ~. :: 3 0:- l¢ ¢ S S , ~ '3 0 7 o 11 9
'v'OL iO" JJ~i{, GI{. lO1', ,,~ i{
x'30H % R LA;-' ,. ~ .~: ~ ~ ~ D OE:~1 ~A!! O~~





1I0KTK\.Y RAINFALL SUPlllARY ,JU\. 1978
DATE SITE
2 3 4 5 , 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 19
070578 4.08 3.91 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.66 .00 3.% 3.97 4.12 3.92 4.18 .00 4.21 .00 .00 3.79
0706/8 3.97 4. 15 4. t 8 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.01 .00 3.98 3.91 4.2~ 4.46 4.09 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. 12
0:'0778 .00 3.82 4.06 .00 .00 4.09 .00 4 -, 04 .00 .00 .00 3.97 .00 4.04 '-00 .00 .00 4.17 4.04
071078 4.43 4.07 4.15 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.47 4.06 4.23 4.20 .00 4.51 .00 4.48 4.26
071278 .00 .00 3.92 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .(lQ . (l0 ... es .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
071378 .00 3.79 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.90 .00
071479 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.54 .00 4.50 .00 4.36 .00 .00 .00
071778 4.49 4.74 4.53 .00 4.50 5.24 .00 .00 .00 4.60 4.73 4.52 4.76 4.36 .00 4.55 .00 .00 4.72
1)71878 4.46 4 64 4.75 .00 4.67 .00 .0(1 4.71 .00 4.70 4.82 4.58 4.62 4.76 .00 4.68 .00 4.68 .00
:J> 071979 4.52 4.29 4.28 .00 4.62 .00 .00 4.27 .00 4.3') 4.32 4.60 4.38 4.46 .00 4.63 .00 4.36 4.46
• 072078 4.46 4.36 .00 .00 4.59 4.14 .00 4.16 .00 4.37 4.68 4.39 4.39 4.27 .00 4.59 .00 4.90 4.02
--' 072178 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00. .00 .00 .00 3.97 .00
-<::> 072478 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.31 .00
072678 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.52 .00
072778 .00 4. l' 4.28 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 6.29 4.H .00 .00 .00 4.48 .00
07287fs 4.54 4.5S 4.56 .00 4.46 4.74 .00 .00 .00 4.89 4.84 4.64 .00 4. 14 .00 .00 .00 4.82 4.86
073178 4.37 .00 4.54 .00 4.31 4.53 .00 .00 .00 4.41 4.43 4.40 .00 4.37 .00 4.27 .00 4.42 4.44
VBLTOL 14681.17688.13%6. 8418. 7:540. . 10836 . . 11 742.14071. 15678. 16116 . 18880. .10630 . . 1719 6.123.86 .
HIeH 4.54 4.74 4.75 .00 4.67 :1.24 .00 4.71 .00 4.89 4.84 4.64 6.28 4.93 .00 4.48 .00 4.S2 4.86
LO!ll 3.97 3.7'J 3.92 .00 4.31 4.09 .00 3.66 .00 3 . 9l'> 3.91 3.'7 3.82 4.04 .00 4.21 .00 3.97 3.79
VilA 4.38 4. 15 4.21 .00 4.49 4.29 .00 4.12 .00 4.34 4.41 4.33 4.34 4.21 .00 4.47 .00 4.57 4.21
RSDH 58.4 68.2 57.7 .00 32.4 81.0 .00 74.5 .00 75.:5 87.5 58.6 99.7 47.8 .00 42. I .00 7'. 1 72.7
RSDPK 4.67 7.73 6.04 .00 2.89 10.4 .00 8.36 .00 7.37 7.75 5.39 15.8 6.23 .00 3.89 .00 6.97 8.12
AIITH '552.19421.13566 . 4268. (,053. . 1273J. 84J4. 9635.11467.1'1533.18340. 5662 . 7232.12011.
H 9 1 1 10 0 6 5 0 6 0 11 ') 11 8 13 0 8 0 12 ,
VOL TaL ilL.
HIGH, LOll, VUA PH
RSDH l: RELATIVE S TAIIOARD DEY IAT! ON




1I0HTHLY RAINfALL SUMI1ARY AUC 1978
DATE SITE
2 3 .. 5 6 7 9 , 10 11 12 13 t .. 15 16 17 18 1 ,
090178 4.J7 4.51 4.42 .00 4.56 4.72 .00 4.56 .00 4.37 4.43 4.46 . 4.52 4.44 .00 4.57 .00 4.51 4.46
Q!10278 4.24 .00 .00 .00 .00 .OQ .00 .00 .00 4.25 4.26 .00 4.03 .00 .00 .00 .00 ..») 0 .00
oB037B .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0(1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0(1 3.4 a .00
030278 .00 .¢o .¢O .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0(1 .00 .00 4.09 .00
1>8<>478 .O¢ .00 • (0 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.04 .00 .00 .00
. '0 .00
08Q77a 4.93 .00 4.15 .00 .00 4.73 .00 .00 .00 4.H 4.99 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.94 4.81
060878 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.21 S. 09
081078 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. 6~ .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.63 .00 4.74 .00 4.00 .00
081 I:' 8 .00 .00 .00 .(1) 4.77 • I,)0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .1)0 .00 .00 .00 4.79 .00 .00 .¢O
081478 4.20 .00 4.39 .00 4.43 .00 .00 4.49 • I) 0 .00 4.47 .1)0 .00 4.19 .00 4.28 .00 .0>0 4. 45
08!578 .1)0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01) .00 .00 .01,) .1)0 .01) .1)0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .(10 4.39 .00
»
081(,(8 .00 4.32 .01) .00 .00 .00 .00 .01) .00 .00 .00 .00 4.29 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0<-
• 08177B .00 .00 • Q 0 .00 .1)0 .(1) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . .,0 .00 .00 .00 .1)0 J. 5 6 .00
--' OU18i'8 . .,0 3.87 4. II .00 .00 .00 .1)0 .00 .1)0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .¢O • <) 0 .00(,TI
002178 .01) .1)0 3.91 .00 .1)0 .(1) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . oe .00 .00 . \I <) .YO .ov .00
09227& .01) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.05 .00 .00 4.39 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
032378 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.47 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. 79
082578 .00 .00 .00 .00 .1)0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .(1) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4 ." 4 .00OS317B 4.69 .00 .00 .00 4.68 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.56 .00 4.63 .00 4.95 .00 5.24 .01)
VOLTOL 64H. 4720.10757. 5340. 3290. 5057. ~284.10315. 2588. 6444 . 5087. 6648. 0006. 3561.
HIGH 4.B3 4.51 4.42 .00 4.77 4.73 .00 4.56 .00 4.~J 4.99 4.56 4.52 4.63 .00 4.95 .1)0 5.24 5. 0')
LOll 4.20 3.87 '3.91 .00 4.43 4.47 .Ol> 4.49 .00 4.05 4.26 4.46 4.03 4.04 .00 4.26 .0" 3.48 4.45
V\.iA 4.33 4.38 4.33 .00 4.55 4.72 .00 4.53 . 0'0 4.35 4.43 4.46 4.39 4. J4 .00 4.57 .00 4.o4,} 4.58
RSDH 54.4 78.3 49.2 .00 32.5 36.4 .00 11.4 .00 64 .2 49.7 16.2 51.0 61 .7 .00 65.5 .00 127. S~.2
P.SDPH 6.27 7.76 S.C'4 . (Il) 2.87 3. 17 .00 1 .09 .00 8.57 5.93 1. 57 4.83 6.03 .00 5.46 .0':> 12. " 5.71
IIIITH. 4757. 3074. 7887. 2329. 990. 2329. 6432. 5986. 13%. 4141 . 3647. 2789. 3009. 1452.
H 5 3 5 0 :5 3 <) 2 0 4 4 2 4 5 0 5 0 10 5
'JOL TOl ML.
HIGH, LOll, VII A PH
RSDH ': RELATIVE STAIIDARD DEVIATIOf{
RSDPH % RELATIVE STAH!)ARD OEVIATIOf{
AHTH I'lIC!?O EQ./SQ .HTER
Table 15.
nOHTHLY RAINFALL SUtitiARY SEP 1'78
DATE SITE
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
0~o178 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.'3 .00
0')0579 4.17 4.13 4.05 .00 .00 4.22 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.26 4.13 4.15 4.02 .00 3.98 .00 4.23 4.28
091')678 4 36 4.3S 4.03 .00 3.96 4.36 .00 4.44 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.74 .00 .00 4.07 .O~ 4.Q9 4.51
Ij~(>i'?e .00 .00 .00 .000 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.78 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
091 178 4.71 4.56 4.29 .00 4.58 4.80 .00 5.00 .00 4.95 4.72 4.70 4.58 4.60 .00 4.67 .O~ 4.93 4.69
» 091 478 4.62 .00 .00 . 00 4.74 .00 .'~ .00 .00 4.95 4.47 .00 .0 () .00 .00 4.41 .00 .00 .00I
.";",.,l., 091 579 .00 . 00 4 .06 • CoO .00 3.86 .00 3 .86 .00 4. 1e 3.89 .00 4.13 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. 10
! 0'\ 091978 4.34 4.69 4.41 .00 4.52 .00 .00 4.16 .00 .00 4.64 .00 5.87 .00 .00 4.56 .00 .00 4.60
091978 .00 .00 4.61 .0 CI .00 4.53 .00 ... 44 .00 .00 .0Ct .00 4.97 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.90
0'32278 4.90 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.79 4.79 4.75 .00 .00 .00 4.71 .00 .00 .00
(1")2679 .00 4.7e .0)0 .00 4.78 4.77 .0(\ 4.46 .00 4.92 4.S4 5.06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .H 4.87
092778 4. 15 .00 4.39 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.37 4.58 4.79 4.72 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.41
on078 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.97 .00 .00 .00 4.40 4.2i'
092978 4.12 .00 .00 .00 4.33 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.27 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.58 .00 .00 .00
YOLTO!. 7077. 6367. 3745. 3775. 5385. 4940. 4629. 6838. 7311. 5148. 3465. 5261. 99~3 . 7465.
HIGH 4.90 4.78 4.61 .00 4.78 4.80 '.00 5.00 .00 4.95 4.84 5.06 5.S7 4.60 .00 4.71 • O~ 4.93 4.90
LOII 4.12 4.13 4.03 .00 3.% 3.86 .00 3.86 .00 3.78 3.89 4.13 4.13 3.97 .00 3.98 .00 4.09 4.1(\
YIlA 4.37 4.51 4.15 .00 4.45 4.51 .00 4.52 . ~o 4.72 4.50 4.58 4.44 4.08 .00 4.20 .00 4.35 4.53
RSDH 55.0 £3.8 46.8 .00 85.2 90.7 .00 83.6 .00 120. e7.9 96.8 90. I 58.5 .00 74.3 .00 71. 5 60.9
RSDPH 6. S 7 5.81 5.24 .00 '.78 8.06 .00 8.61 .00 9.86 6.84 7.27 12.3 8.34 .00 6.57 .00 8.21 6. 12
AIITH 4705. 3109. 4169 . 2084 . 2576. 2314. 1381. 3354. 2980. 2944 . 4H2. 5128. 0918. 3440.
II 8 5 7 0 6 6 0 6 0 7 9 5 7 3 0 7 0 5 ,
YOLTOL tiL.
HIGH. LO." YIIA PH
RSV II % RELATIH STAI1DAP.D DEVIATION






1'I0HTKLY RAIHFALL,SUnKARY NOV 1978
DATE SITE
2 3 4 5 , 7 a '} 10 11 12 13 14 ~5 16 17 18 19
! 10178 4.72 .00 4.7 t .00 4.92 4.74 .00 4.5 t .00 4.% .00 4. 87 4.74 4.87 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.7411.0378 4.15 ';.11 .00 .00 4. 05 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.00 4.23 4.62 4.22 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4. 10110HS 4.54 4.63 4.68 .00 4.55 4.S4 .0(1 4.53 ./)/) ~. 59 .00 4.50 4.7 i ... 25 .09 4.44 .0(1 .00 4.6': 1OS7 8 4.82 4.'3 4.6S .00 4.87 4.56 .00 4.99 .00 4.S7 5.1)4 4.92 4.83 5.09 .00 4.76 .00 4.65 4.76):0 111373 4.4' 4.4e 4.37 .00 4.26 3.74 .00 4.40 .00 4. 43 4.47 4.24 4.35 4.23 .0(> .00 .00 .~o 4.31I 111578 4.28 .Ot) .00 .00 .ve .00 .oc- .00 .00 3.89 3.98 4.23 4. 14 .00 .00 4.04 .00 .00 4.31~
co 111678 .00 4.37 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.20 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.38 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00111 rr» 4.72 .00 3.99 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.82 4. a4 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
'10LTOL 2363. 926. n? 1946. 1742. 863. 1998. 1106. 3009. 1594 • 2063. 792. 58 . 157t.
HIGH 4.82 4. ')3 4.7 I .00 4. '32 4.84 .00 4.99 .00 4.% 5.04 4.92 4.83 5.09 . 00 4.78 .00 4.65 4.76
LOll 4.1 s oJ. 11 3.99 .00 4.05 3.74 .00 4.20 .00 3.89 3.H 4.23 4.14 4.23 .00 4.04 .00 4 ... 5 4. 10
VWA 4.H 4.5' 4.59 .00 4.60 4.57 .00 4.60 .00 4.3£ 4.41 4.66 4.56 . 4.70 .00 4.40 .00 4.05 4;61
RSOH 60.4 66. 5 a 4.9 .00 82.S 134- .00 55.3 . 00 102 . 88.3 63.4 57.7 79.3 .00 80.5 .00 .00 62.'
RSOPII 5.44 6.76 6. 83 .00 8.H 11.2 .00 6.42 .00 9.39 9.£0 6.53 6.13 9.47 .00 8.38
.0" ."0 6. 16
I111TH 1195. 316. 370. 758. 737. 339. 1355. 672. 1025. 690. 641. 4'H. 20. 601.
II 7 S 5 0 5 4 0 5 0 7 5 6 7 4 0 3 0 6
VOLTOL ML.
HICH, lOW, VI/A PH
R 3£0 H % RCUHIYE STAIJOARO DEYIAT!OIl
R$[>PH % RELAr'I YE STAIIOARO {)E'(IATIOIl
AnrH MICRO EQ./SQ.METER
Table 18.
I'I01HHLY RAIHrALL .SOI'lIHiRY DEC tHS
DATE SITE
2 3 • 5 6 7 8 'J 10 11
12 1.3 14 15 16 17 13 19
120478 4.71 .00 .00 .00 5. 12 .00 .00 •. 52 .00 4.51 4.56 4.83 4.5' 4.88 .00 5.26 .00 .00 .00
120178 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.~8 .00
t2?47S .00 .00 .00 .QO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .~o 4.27
120678 4.72 4.4') 4.85 .00 4.69 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.112 4.83 4.36 4.63 4.40 .00 4 .34 .00 . ~o .00
120578 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O~ 4.76
.00
121278 3.93 .00 • (I 0 .00 4. 12 4.25 .00 .00 .00 3.n 3.84 .01) .00 .00 .00 3.82 .00 .00 3.e6
l22278 • oj') 4.74 .00 .00 3.9t .00 .00 4.52 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.? 1 .Ot> 2.S3 4.55
>- l ",')? ., 0 4 .77 4, .84 4.9 {I .00 4.97 .00 .00 4.94 .00 4.82 4 ." 0 4.94 4.82 4.&0 .00 4.93
. 0·) 5 . ')4 .00
:. "" Co U I V
I t 2297S 4.96 4.88 S .01 .00 5. 15 5. 11 .00 4.95 .00 5. 10 5.32 5.01 5.09 5.06 .00 s .07 .9" 5.\>'; ;;. lO
-..
<.0
v ot, TOl 5505. 3250. 5'340. 6425. 4293. 4243. 5864. 4792. 5752. 6264. 5456. 5699. 8078. 4see.
KICK 4. ')6 4. sa 5.01 .00 5. IS 5.11 .00 4.'5 .00 5. 1I) 5.32 5.01 5.09 5.06 .00 5.26 .00 5.06 5. 10
1.0\.1 '3.93 4.49 4. a 5 .00 3.91 4.25 .00 4.52 .00 3.76 3.84 4.36 4.59 4.40 .00 3.71 .00 2.138 '3.S~
1/IJ\) 4.87 4. as 4. '17 .00 4.94 5.08 .00 4.93 .00 4.92 5.¢6 4.92 5.00 4.96 .00 4.91 .00 4.7 S 5.00
RSDH 123. 45.0 18.2 .00 11 a . 107. .00 52.4 . 00 145 . 143. 75.0 44.5 71. 8 .00 119. .00) 211. 100.
RSDPH S.61 3.70 1.66 .00 11 .4 13.0 .00 :5 • 19 . -00 . 11 .2 11.7 5.86 4.77 5.83 .00 14.7 .00 20.3 I! .7
nMTH 11 SO. 711. 997. 1159. 553. 7132. 1102. 653. 1075. 980. 937. %1. 2079. 761.
tl 5 4 '3 0 s 2 <> 4 0 5 5 4 4 4 0 6 0 5 4
I:1JLTOL I1L.
Hi CH, LOO! , VI) A' PH
RSt>H % Rn~TIY£ s rAIl 0AP. 0 DEVII'lTIOH






t10NTHlY RAINFALL SU""ARY "AI( 1979
OATE StTE
2 3 4 :5 , '1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
010279 4.33 .00 4.2'J .00 .00 .00 .00 4.42 .00 4.26 .00 4.30 4.56 4.21 .00 4.19 .00 5.71 .00
010379 5.00 5.05 5.06 .00 5.07 .00 .00 5.14 .00 5.08 5.1' 5.02 5.13 5.07 .00 5.26 .00 5.33 .00
01(\SH 4.41 4.51 4.59 .00 4.30
" .4ii .00 " .34 .00 i.41 " .47 4.23 .00 4.33 .00 4.21 .00 4.55 4.47011579 4.85 5.01 4.55 .00 4.93 4.76 .00 5.07 .00 4.84 4.'1 4.81 4.98 4.84 .00 4.91 .00 .00 .U
011279 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O~
" .94 .000115,9 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.S0 4.84
» 0122i'9 4.74 4.72 4.71 .00 4.56 4.99 4.92 4.77 .00 4.82 4.92 4.75 4.25 5.02 '.00 4.90 .O~ 4. S 1 .00
• 012479 4.££ 4.72 4.79 .00 4.42 4.89 4.66 4.83 .00 4.71 4.75 <.73 4.63 4.48 .00 .00 .00 4.03 4.80N 012979 .00 .00 .00 .0() .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.00 .00a
013179 3.93 .00 3.89 .00 3.99 .00 3.'8 3.'8 .00 'L01 3.87 3.96 .00 3.97 .00 4.02 .00 '.17 4.01
VOL TOl 12., a 5. 1 1402 . 11160 . . 102'0. 9380 . 1526.12328. .12573.11652.129'8.12440.10'77. . 10134. .11864.10332 .
HICH 5.00 s , 05 5.06 .00 5.09 4." 4.n :5 , 14 .00 5.08 5.10 5.02 5.13 5.07 .00 5.26 .00 , .17 4.84
LOW 3.'3 4.51 3.8' .00 3. " 4." 0, 3.'8 3.'8 . 00 4 . 0 1 3.87 3.96 4.25 3.97 .00 4.02 .00 4.00 4.01
VilA 4.74 4. '1 4.57 .00 4.77 4.77 4.50 4.89 .00 4.76 4.82 4.71 4.75 4.73 .00 4.82 .00 4.96 4.76
P.SDH 98.0 50.8 104 '. .00 87.1 67.2 110. 103, .00 89.7 136. '0.0 74.0 as.8 .00 88.0 . O~ 130 . '~.8
IlSDPH 7.97 4.70 8,2J .00 !L 95 5.42 10.7 '1. 04 .00 9.1'1 s . 77 8.40 7 .10 '.30 '.00 11.0 .00 13.1 8.48
AI1TH 3707. 2203. 4696 . 2708 . 2516. 751 , 2494 . 3389 . 2730. 3937. 3421. 3197 . 2420. 2548. 2780.
H 7 5 7 0 6 4 :> 7 0 7 6 7 5 7 0 6 0 , 4
VOLTOL ilL.
Ht GH. 1.0\.1, VWA , PH
RSDH % RELATIVE STAnDARO DEVIATION
RSDPH ~ RELATIVE STAI/DARO DElI IATI ON
t=tPlTH IIICRO ElL ISQ ./1ETER
Table 20.
MONTHLV RAINFAll. SUI'lIlARV FEB 1979
O~ TlO SITE
2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 I£> 17 18 19
020679 .00 .00 4.17 .00 4. 06 4.34 4.27 4.22 .00 4.04 4.02 4. 17 4.16 4.24 .00 .00 .00 4.25 .00020779 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.55 .0002067:> .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .¢O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.25020979
" . 12 .00 4.54 .00 .00 4.23 4.45 4.32 .00 4.38 4.49 4.30 4.20 4.23 .00 4.64 .00 • (I 0 4.2802207'3 4.63 .00 4.04 .00 4.73 4.51 .00 .00 .00 4.63 4.79 5.42 4.1 a 4.26 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00021979 .00 .00 .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3. S 1 .00l122t)79 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.43
')22679 4. €I B 4.95 4.97 .00 4.74 4.82 4.91 4.7£> .00 4.93 4.79 5.02 4.78 4.76 .00 4.70 .00 4.08 4.73
YOlTCll 1608. 10400. 2592. 2756. 1 S9S. 2464. 2102. 2144. 2080. 2080. 1756. 2200. 2290. 3053. 1S 3 8.):>
I
N HIGH 4.88 4.95 4.97 .0(1 4.?4 4.82 4.91 4.76 .00 4.93 4.79 5.42 4.78 4,76 .(l(l 4. ?O .00 4.~9 4. 73--'
LOll 4.12 4.95 4.04 .00 4.06 4;23 4.27 4.22 .00 4.04 4.02 4.17 4.16 4.23 .00 4.64 .00 3. 9 1 4.25
\/11 A 4 .52 4.95 4.61 .00 4 .66 4.48 4.71 4.45 .00 4.55 4.53 4.59 4.37 4.53 .00 4.69 .00 4.35 4.42
RSDH 89.7 .00 73.6 .00 96.0 50. 1 61. 3 52.7 .00 83.4 94.1 94.8 H.3 42.3 .00 9.75 .00 95.0 41.6
RSDPH 8.53 .00 '3.43 .00 8.64 5.75 7.26 6.48 .00 3.40 8.04 12.6 6.94 5.92 .00 .91 .O~ 8. '13 4.97
AMTH 755. 245. 1005. 939. 822. 747. 1170. '340. %2. 835. 1182. 1022. 731. 2114. 1·' 8 4.
N 3 4 0 3 4 3 J 0 4 4 4 4 4 0 2 0 4 4
V:JL TOl ilL.
HIGH. LOI'" \111 A PH
R,DH % RELATIVE STA/IDARD DEYIATION
RSDPH % RELATIVE STAHDARD DEVIATIOH
fd1T H MICRO EC./Sa.METER
Table 21.
1I0KTHLY RAINFALL SUlIlIARY liAR 19n
:>tHE SITE
2 3 4 5 (j 7 8 , 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 19
OJ0579 4.18 4.52 4.35 .00 .00
" . 71 4.34 4.70 .00 4. 86 4.43 G.46 4.1' 4.33 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.77
OJ07?9 4.60 ".7? 4.57 .00 4.47 4.60 4.G\) 4.67 .00 4.62 4.62 4.63 4.58 1. 62 .00 4.48 .00 4.38 4.63
03237') .00 .00 3.67 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
032779 4.60 5.27 7.01 .00 4.75 6.34 4.43 5.07 .00 .00 .00 4.93 5. Of, 5.44 .00 4.72 .00 4.60 4.32
VOLTOL t..,.,., 1J09. 21'3. 2190. 1412. 3150. laSi. 1470. 1504. 2105. i 62S. 2372. 2Si O. 40&7. i <iii Ii.'" v Co.
III GH 4.60 5.27 7.01 .00 4.75 6.34 4.60 5.07 .00 4.86 4.62 6.46 5.06 5.44 .O~ 4.72 .00 4.60 4. ?7
:J::. LOW 4.1 S 4.52 3.67 .00 4.47 4.60 4.34 4.67 .00 4.62 4.43 4.63 4.16 4.33 .00 4.48 .00 4.38 4.32;
N VVA 4.59 4.79 4.56 .00 4. SO 4.62 4.53 4.6' .00 4.64 4. 60 4.70 4.56 4.68 .00 4.53 .00 4.40 4.62N
RSI>H 61.0 70.9 135. .00 44 .1 e6'.0 28.7 42.5 .00 38.1 30.5 97.5 89.6 87.0 .00 38.1 .00 35.1 55.3
RSDPH 5.44 7.67 29.8 .00 4.2' 18.7 2.96 4.n .00 3.58 2.97 18.4 '''79 12.0 .00 3.U .00 3.46 5.04
AMTH 6%. 333. 927. 1076. 527. 1457. 594. 524. 5S9. 663. 699. 767. 1336. 2502. 552.
H 3 3 4 0 2 3 3 3 0 2 2 3 3 3 0 2 0 2 3
Y'JL TOL ilL.
BtClI. LOU, Y~A PH
RSL'H :: RELATIVE STAtlDARD DEVIATION












































































































































































































MONTHLY riAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITv IN
COMPuS!TiOf~ AN0 DEPOSITION AMOUNt FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT

























































































CMPPf IN U~Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS rOTAl AMUUNT OF RAIN FOR
frlE 14JNrH
Table 23.
MONTHLY HAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSiTiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SITES OURING 08/77.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW sT.DEV 95XC.L.
PH. 41 4.57 0.00 4.59 &.82 4.03 0.&4 0.20
CONO 41 18.08 0.00 22.37 100.00 0.00 19.92 b.22
C~PPT 41 0.00 63.19 1.5b 7.30 0.03 1.&2 0.51
H 41 2b.bl 0.00 25.54 93.32 0.15 28.&2 8.94
HNV 41 21.88 0.00 21.55 81.28 0.13 25.83 8.07
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 u.OO 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 OeOa 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 CaCO
N03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
> SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~ SCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~ Ale 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S5 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COND/P 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 41 O.GO 16914.~b 414.02 5409.25 0.05 953.73 297.89
AMTHNV 41 0.00 13955.01 340.37 4711.2& 0.04 81~.11 254.91
AMTNA 0 0.00 O.vO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTf 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSu4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXS504 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNe 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES




CMPPI iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of RAIN FO~
THE MUNrH
Table 24.
MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARV INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS1TION AND DEPUSIllON AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC ~IIES DURING 09117.
N IIOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOw ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 43 4.83 0.00 4.32 5.87 3.00 0.52 0.10
COND 43 214.99 o 00 35.58 211.30 0.00 41.01 12.51
CMPPT 43 0.00 74:14 1.72 12.78 0.00 2.b2 0.60
H 43 114.71 0.00 47.43 251.19 1.35 50.22 15.32
HNV 43 12.93 0.00 30.85 199.53 0.00 41."0 12.05
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
illiG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NO.3 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SO" 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00PDq 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)(SS04 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SCA 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
:l:- AIC 0 0.00 0,,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
t CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00Ol 5S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COND/P 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMfH 43 0.00 10940.~9 2~4.57 10~9.00 0.88 ~4~:!~ 3$:l~AM HNY' 43 0.00 9588. 0 2 2.98 114 lI.08 0.00
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH" 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~MTNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBl:-.R OF SAMPLES




CMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESEN1S TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 25.
MONTHLY R.INFALL SUMMAR¥ INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION Of VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SIlES DURING 10/77.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 25 4.44 0.00 4.10 5.73 3.47 0.55 0.23
COND 25 30.00 I) 00 50.89 208.00 11.20 54.17 22.54
CMPPT 25 0.00 27:85 1.11 4.07 0.07 1.14 0.48
rl 25 30.72 0.00 78.89 338.84 1.80 85.58 35.00.
HNV 25 :s..s.81 0.00 75.47 338.84 0.79 84.73 35.25
NA 17 'is.54 0.00 95.04 327.40 8.70 87.87 44.33
K 17 2.89 0.00 3.27 11.74 0.51 3.27 1.05
CA 11 7.90 0.00 11.01 28.94 2.99 7.41 3.74
MG 17 10.90 0.00 18.81 46.07 2.55 12.71 6.41
NH4 17 9.15 0.00 12.59 34.93 2.22 9.93 5.01
CL 17 lit .12 0.00 83.11 279.18 7.90 77.55 39.12
f 17 2.44 0.00 3.31 12.03 0.00 .3.75 !.~'!.
t-403 .., 9.77 o 00 10.57 46.0; 2.74 14.95 1.:;)'11 ,
804 17 31.07 0·00 39.93 122.84 15.41 21.35 13.80
P04 11 1.3b 0:00 2.27 1.90 0.00 2.94 1.48
XSS04 17 ~2.14 0.00 31.59 101.08 11.09 23.68 11.95
SAN 17 125.70 0,,00 145.18 394.27 '10.01 100.16 50.53):... SCA 17 It>2.95 0.00 188.35 480.17 74.20 116.04 58.84Q
l":. A/C 11 0.77 0.00 0.77 1.03 0.50 0.11 0.00
(J) CL/NA 17 0.85 0.00 0.87 l ..bQ O.t>5 0.22 0.11
NA/MG 17 5.b5 0.00 5.05 10.61 0.50 1.99 1.00
SS 17 89.24 0.00 89.40 307 ..94 8.71 84.85 42.80
NC 17 'U.21 0.00 51.32 120.66 lb.13 29.95 15.11
COND/P 17 0.91 \) 00 0.95 ~.29 0.51 0.22 0.11AMTH 25 0.,00 10227:26 409.~9 119 .70 2.12 323.39 134.~3AMTHNV 25 0.00 9414.38 310. 8 1117.76 0.91 312.44 129. 8
AMTNA 17 0.00 23909.90 1410.00 6722.20 112.03 2103.70 1061.29
AMTK 11 0.00 725.51 42 ..08 218.85 6.25 60.21 33.40
AMTCA 17 0.00 1997.45 117.50 1438.69 10 ..64 100.74 50.82
AMTMG 17 0.00 4238.91 249.35 821.80 22.17 242.85 122.51
AMTNH4 11 0.00 2295.79 135.05 543.92 22.09 130.42 b8.82
AMTCL 17 0.00 20350.61 1197.10 7431.53 73.41 H~08.90 912.54
AMTf 17 0.00 011.42 35.97 130.20 0.00 41.66 21.02
AMTN03 17 0.00 2451.66 144.22 423.19 8.50 104.06 52.50
AMTSU4 17 0.00 7794.34 458.49 1580.77 31.56 302.57 182.81
AMTP04 17 0.00 342.06 20.12 134.65 0.00 30.00 18.10
AX8S0l~ 17 0.00 5705 18 335.b3 815.145 18.12 21~.10 10b.53
AMTSS 11 0.00 2238ti:35 131b.9b 8203.60 80.97 199 .31 1007.59
AMTNe 11 0.00 10b39.34 o37.t>1 2176.10 00.95 511.84 291.50
N=NUMBI::.R OF SAMPL.ES
¥OLwTAV=VO~UME wEIGHTEv AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
eUNO,CMPPT AND RATIUSUEQ/8Q.M=MIC~OEQUIVALENTS/SQUARt METER
MEAN=U~~fI~rlrEO AVERAGE




























































































































MONTHLY KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SIrES DURING 11/71.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 34 5.17 0.00
COND 34 8.65 0.00
CMPPT 34 0.00 102.42
H 34 b.77 0.00
HNV 34 5.10 0.00
NA 29 31.67 0.00
K 29 0.48 0.00
CA 29 1.77 0.00
MG 29 7.10 0.00
NH4 29 1.44 0.00
CL 29 35.64 0.00
F ~9 0.00 0.00
N03 29 3.01 0.00
SU4 ~9 7.04 0.00
P04 29 0.09 0.00
XSS04 26 4.49 0.00
SAN 29 46.44 0.00
SCA 29 ~9.10 0.00
AIC 29 0.95 0.00
CL/NA 29 i.i3 0.00
NA/MG 29 4.46 0.00
5S 29 38.49 0.00
NC 26 5.29 0.00
eOND/P 29 1.11 0.00
AMTH 34 0.00 6930.97
AMTHNV 34 0.00 5228.51
AMTNA 29 0.00 32516.67
AMTK 29 0.00 489.23
AMTCA 29 0.00 1809.04
AMT~G 29 0.00 7241.37
AMINH4 29 0.00 1411.05
AMTCL 29 0.00 36305.47
AMTF 29 0.00 01.30
AMTN03 29 0.00 3069.63
AMTS04 29 0.00 7801.09
AMTP04 29 0.00 94.18
AXSS04 28 0.00 4253.06






CMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS rOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MutHH
Table 27.


































































































































































































MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSITiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SITES DURING le/77,
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ,M
PH 00 4,04 0,00
COND 00 11,43 0,00
CMPPT 00 0.00 51,20
H bb 23.05 0,00
HNV bo 20,21 0,00
NA 51 ~O,2b 0,00
K 51 1.09 0,00
CA 51 3,87 0.00
MG 51 11.09 0,00
NH4 51 3.29 0,00
CL 51 52.00 0.00
f 51 0.03 0.00
N05 51 ;.02 0,00
S04 51 25.77 0.00
P04 51 O.b~ 0,00
XSS04 51 ~0.53 0,00
SAN 51 ~b.12 0.00
SCA 51 93.00 0.00Ale 51 0,93 0.00
CL/NA 51 1.04 0.00
NA/MG 51 4.30 0,00
55 51 56.21 0.00
NC 51 13.99 0.00COND/P 51 O.Q1 0.00
AMTH bo 0.00 11803.72
AMTHNV bo 0.00 10345.77
AMTNA 51 0.00 24033.29AMTK 51 0.00 535.05
AMTCA 51 0.00 1690.21
AMTMG 51 0.00 5127.63
AMTNH4 51 0.00 1014 37
AMTCL 51 0.00 25511:33
AMTF 51 0.00 301.01
AMTN03 51 0.00 3735.bl
AMTS04 51 0.00 12b31.52
AMTPU4 51 0.00 314.37
AXSS04 51 0.00 10063.73
AMTSS 51 0.00 27550.73




MEAN=UN~fIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT LN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMUUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
)Table 28.

































































































































































MONT~LY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AN~ DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLV DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSL SITES DURING 01/76.
N VOLWTAV UEU/SQ.M
PH 33 4.61 0.00CONO 33 18.29 0.00
CMPPT 33 0.00 34.33
H 33 24.74 0.00
HNV 33 22.31 0.00
NA 32 53.70 0.00
K 32 1.07 v.OO
CA 32 9.87 0.00
MG 32 12.90 0.00
NH4 32 7.08 0 00
CL 32 52.81 0:00
f 32 0.10 0.00
NO} 32 10.11 0.00
S04 32 31.39 0.00
P04 32 1.42 0.00
XSS04 32 20.00 0.00
SAN 32 95.62 0.00
SeA 32 110.02 0.00
Ale 32 0.87 0.00
CL/NA 32 0.98 0.00
NA/MG 32 4.14 0.00
55 32 57.75 0.00
Ne 32 27.54 0.00
COND/P 32 0.91 0.00
AM1H 33 0.00 8494.72
AMTHNV 33 0.00 7059.40
AMTNA 32 0.00 18419.70
AMTK 32 0.00 367 01
AMTCA 32 0.00 3385:55
AMTMb 3~ 0.00 4440.32
AMTNH4 32 0.00 2635 42
AMTCL 32 0.00 18113:59
AMTf 32 0.00 33.47
AM1N03 32 0.00 3468.40
AMT504 32 0.00 10760.81
AMTP04 32 0.00 481.18
AXSS04 32 0.00 8919.52
AMTSS 32 0.00 19808.59




























































































MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITIO\~ AND DEPOSIliON AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SITES DURING 02178.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ~M
PH 48 4.41 0.00
COND 4~ 22.90 0.00
CMPPT 48 0.00 68.89
H 48 j9.12 0.00
HNV 48 33.93 0.00
NA 34 40.13 ~.OO
K 34 0$89 0.00
CA 34 5.39 0.00
MG 34 11.11 0.00
NH4 34 ~.5b 0.00
Cl 34 44.40 0.00
F 34 0.82 0.00
N03 349.05 0.00
504 34 3b.l1 0.00
PDQ 340.00 0.00
XSS04 34 ~1.97 0.00
SAN 34 90.43 0.00
seA 34 103.18 0.00
Ale ~4 0.88 0.00
CL/NA 34 1.11 0.00
NA/MG 34 3.59 0.00
5S 34 4~~41 u.oo
NC 34 19.74 0.00
CONO/P ~4 O.9~ 0.00
AMTH 48 u~uo 2b9qa.~b
A~THNV 48 0.00 23311~OO
AMl~A 34 0 00 2b185~06
AMTK 34 o~oo 594¢2Q
AMTCA j4 o.ou 3S99~bO
AMTMG 34 0.00 ,4S7.8b
AMTNH4 34 0.00 437~.25
AMTCL 34 OcOO 29~18.00
AMTF 34 0.00 54b~54
AMTN03 34 OgOO 6039.03
AMTSQa 34 0.00 24101.19
AMTP04 34 0.00 0,,00
AXSSU4 34 0.00 21340.58
AMTSS 3~ 0.00 29641.71
AMTNC 34 0.00 13174.32
N=NUMBcR OF SAMPLES
VOLwTAV:vO~UME WEIGHTED AVERAGE.CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN:UN~EI~HTEO AVERAGtCMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE t-lONTH
Table 30.
MONTHLr~.lNfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SITE~ DURING 031l8e
N VOl.WTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH JOW ST.DEV 95XC.L9PH 50 4.51 0.00 4.29 4.89 .09 0.32 0.0COND 50 20.57
" 00 34.22 340.00 7.80 47.95 13.56CM?Pl SO 0.00 44:77 0.90 3.89 0.03 0.79 0.22
H 50 30.78 0.00 50.94 812.83 12.88 112.26 31.75
HN\I 50 29.21 0.00 ~1.75 1000.00 9.77 138.70 39.2~NA 45 34.33 0.00 0.52 220.44 4.78 47.87 14.2
"
45 1.15 0.00 1.89 5.02 0.00 1.6l1 0.49
CA 45 10.17 0.00 17.01 50.89 1.00 10.00 4.77
MG 45 9.58 v.OO Il1.25 57.34 1.lIO 13.05 3.89
NH4 45 8.42 0.00 ~2.68 42.13 1.66 11.54 3.44Cl 45 39.22 0.00 7.68 321.20 5.30 60.64 18.14
f 45 0.78 0.00 0.89 4.74 0.00 1.12 0.33
N03 45 17.48 0.00 37.58 807.15 6.13 118.70 35.39
504 45 .:>0.63 0.00 41.73 139.49 12.70 28.30 8.44
POQ 45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
X5S04 45 26.82 0.00 36·At 133.09 12.02 25.05 7.05SAN 45 88.12 0.00 137. 9 904.70 25.65 155.56 46.38
» SCA 45 94.31 0.00 149.09 947.77 28.71 150 0 03 46 052
•w Ale 45 0.93 0.00 0.92 1.53 0 ..71 0.13 0.04
....... CL/NA 45 1.14 0.00 1.14 1.65 0.69 0 ..19 0 ..06
NAiMb 45 3.58 0.00 3.54 4.b6 2.33 0.55 0.10
S5 45 41.00 0.00 00.36 284.81 5.91 59.59 17.77NC 45 22.60 0.00 36.59 107.13 &.52 30.29 9.03COND/P 45 0.97 o 00 1.00 1· lI6 0.82 0.11 0.03AMTH 50 0 ..00 13783:55 215.61 149 .06 8.69 251.19 12.74
AMTHNV 50 O.Ou 13080.43 201.61 1843.75 &.59 288 ..83 81.69AMTNA 'is 0.00 14010.06 324.80 1633.90 43.72 312 ..04 93.03
AMTK lI5 0.00 491 59 10.92 45.60 0.00 10.05 3.00AMTCA 'is 0.00 4329:07 96.20 303.67 24.17 58.48 17.44
MHMG 45 0.00 4077.21 90.60 421.35 14.63 82.01 24.45
AMTNH/~ 45 0.00 3584.63 79.66 282.05 11.95 60.08 18.09
AMTCl 45 0.00 16697.81 311.06 1731.39 56.71 368.65 109.91
AMTf 45 0.00 332.05 7.38 40.95 0.00 9.01 2.80
AMTN03 45 0.00 7445 13 165.45 1488.17 39.01 221.99 67.97
AMTS04 45 0.00 13039:12 289.77 1059.22 77.61 181.29 54.05
AMTP04 45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 45 0.00 11414.55 2~3.60 881.06 58.16 16~.31 48.09AMTSS 45 0.00 17453.18 3 7.85 1909.72 56.48 38 .15 113.94
AMTNC 45 0.00 9645.lIl 214.34 088.15 71.Ml 118.69 35.45
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES




CMPPT iN U~Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS Of eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMUUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 31.
MONTHLY ~AINfALL SUMMAKY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSiTiON AND DEPUSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
ALL KSt tiIIES DURING 04/76.
N vOuH AV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LUW ST.OEV 95XC.L,
PH 21 4.58 0.00 4.60 5.36 0.00 1.04 0.4
COND 21 34.47 0.00 42.5b 91.50 21.20 18.53 . 8.41CMPPl 21 0.00 5.06 0.24 0.91 0.03 0.19 0.09
H 21 26.36 0.00 25.02 6v.26 0.00 14.00 6.36
HNV 21 19.95 0.00 17.50 51.29 0.00 12.59 5.71
f\lA 17 08.86 0.00 86.17 247.84 20.44 68.48 34.55
K 17 7.51 0.00 9.78 58.21 2.04 15.01 7.51
CA 1" 41.6b 0.00 56.50 131.74 17.4b 31.39 15.83
MG 17 17.94 0.00 21.72 54.37 b.17 13.40 6.7b
NH4 17 "7.0b 0.00 52.80 82.05 24.39 18.15 9.40
CL 17 65.27 0.00 79.18 112.61 21.43 47.41 23.92
F 17 3.38 0.00 3.99 8.95 0.53 2.29 1.16
NOJ 17 23.87 0.00 27.90 39.52 11.01 8.91 4.49
504 17 73.75 0.00 82.80 133.25 43.10 31.57 15.92
P04 17 O.Oij \1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XS504 17 b7.07 0.00 74.69 12b.14 38.06 29.31 14.18
» SAN 11 10b.27 0.00 193.88 339.99 78.37 76.84 38.71>
I SCA 17 215,,45 0.00 251.30 516.79 108.20 118.12 59.59
c..J A/C 17 0.17 o 00 0.11 0.90 0.61 0.08 0.04f'V CL/NA 11 0.95 0:00 0.92 1.25 0.70 0.17 0.08
NA/Ml.i 17 3.84 0.00 3.97 5.54 2.73 0.74 0.37
55 17 11.b4 o 00 86.96 190.67 23.64 52 ..51 26.49
NC 17 117.40 0·00 140.01 330.04 49.08 79.32 40.02
COND/P 11 1.01 0:00 1.00 1.25 0.80 0.~1 0.06AMTH 21 0.00 1333.38 b3.49 321.55 0.00 70. 4 32.20
AMTHNV 21 0.00 1006.90 48.04 249.60 0.00 56.82 26.70
AMTNA 17 0.00 3359.04 197.59 569.59 84.79 135 ..98 1>8.60
AMTK 17 0.00 366 13 21.54 145.52 4.93 32.71 16.50
AMTCA 11 0.00 2325:b2 136.80 329 ..34 bS.49 73.5b 37.11
AMTMb 17 0.00 875.16 51.48 135.94 26 ..03 28.01 14.1b
AMTNH4 11 0.00 2290.91 135.12 241.16 60.07 54.66 27.b8
AMTCL 17 0.00 3184.17 181.30 413.83 94.12 94.b9 41.71
AMTF 11 0.00 165.02 9.71 16.36 1.05 4.14 2.09
AMTN03 17 0.00 1164.86 08.52 111.10 34.48 19.79 9.98
AMTS04 17 0.00 3598.33 211.67 390.57 90.57 91.37 46.09
AMTP04 17 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 17 0.00 3272:41 192.50 370.58 79.93 88.16 44.48
AMTSS 17 0.00 3495.20 205 ..bO 450.46 103.81 104.96 52.95
AMTNC 17 0.00 S72l.b7 336.92 825.10 152.03 170.42 85.91
N=NUMBI:.R Of SAMPLES




CMPPT !~ utQ/Sw.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF c~ AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MiJNfH
Table 32.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNf FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPL~S COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ ~IrES DURING 05/78.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95lC.L.
PH 62 4.43 0.00 4.46 7.00 4.01 0.52 0.13
COND 02 29.61 o 00 40.19 100.40 15.40 17.07 4.34
CMPPT 62 0.00 79:83 1.29 5.00 0.01 1.24 0.31
H 62 36.93 0.00 34.64 91.72 0.10 20.27 5.15
HNV 62 32.20 0.00 30.38 95.50 0.00 19.53 4.9b
NA 52 37.02 0.00 44.88 122.bl 9.51 2b.42 7.33
K 52 2.59 0.00 3.28 9.70 0.51 2.17 0.60
CA 52 16.29 .0.00 25.15 100.80 2.00 23.21 6.4q
MG 52 9.68 0.00 12.29 29.86 2.30 7.18 1.99
NH4 52 34.28 0.00 40.10 130.84 7.21 24.33 b.75
CL 52 42.22 0.00 50.69 117.31 10.43 26.95 7.47
F 52 1.38 0.00 1.53 4.74 0.00 1.04 0.29
N03 52 ll.15 0.00 31.61 89.b8 12.2& 20.05 5.5b
S04 52 'H.78 0.00 55.22 171.5b 21.24 27.41 7.60
P04 52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 52 39.58 0.00 50.15 IbO.79 19.26 26.57 7.37
)::> SAN 52 108.b4 0.00 139.75 3&1.00 48.85 60.13 16.68
I SCA 52 13b.93 0.00 Ib5.35 390.84 72.74 b2.44 17.32
w A/e 52 0.79 0.00 0.85 1 ..10 0.&4 0.10 0.03w CL/NA 52 1.14 0.00 1.13 1.bq 0.8& 0.17 0.05
NA/MG 52 3.83 0.00 3.b5 4.84 2.73 0.49 0.14
55 52 45.21 0.00 54.49 129.40 11.51 30.3& 8.42NC 52 54.bo 0.00 71.21 184.24 13.73 40.57 11.25
COND/P 52 1.08 o 00 1.09 1.46 0,,82 0.15 0.04
AMTH b2 0.00 29483:17 475.53 1853.51 0.03 472.74 120.08
AMTHNV 62 0.00 25706.04 414.65 1811.31 0.00 422.91 107.42AMTNA 52 0.00 29423.23 505.63 380.62 39.47 535.32 148.47AMTI< 52 0.00 20&1.30 39.&4 175.52 3.31 34.25 9.50
AMTCA 52 0.00 12946.00 249.00 1111.52 36.18 255.23 70.79AMTMG 52 0.00 7691.01 ~47.90 b13.15 10,,88 130.01 37.72AMTNH4 52 0.00 27249.00 24.02 1~55.09 24.32 424.15 1}7.04AMTCL 52 0.00 33557.13 045.33 2 87.98 bo.5b 013.98 1 0.29AMTF 52 0.00 1096.50 21.12 115.79 0.00 22.29 b.16
AMTN03 52 0.00 16806.b3 323.24 022.b3 64.0b 173 ..33 48 07
AMTS04 52 0.00 34797.31 &&9.18 1849.40 56.09 453.87 125:88
AMTP04 52 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 S2 0.00 31454:05 604.89 1784.11 50.0& 423.14 lA1 • 5 2AMlSS 52 0.00 35933.06 691.02 3083.51 51.00 b68.88 1 5 ..51AMTNe 52 0.00 43ti39.48 835.37 2880.01 119.7& 028.91 174.43
N:NUMBtR Of SAMPLES






























































































































MONTHLY RAiNFALL SUMMARV rl~CLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
Co~POS!rlON AN~ DEPOSIlluN AMOuNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLlS COLLECTED AT
ALL KSL SITES DURING 00/78.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH ~q 4.52 0.00
COND 99 18.23 0.00
CMPPl 99 0.00 209.73
H 99 30.19 0.00
HNV 99 ~6.06 0.00
NA 95 ~O.57 0.00
K 95 1.19 0.00
CA 95 6.08 0.00
MG 95 4.82 0.00
NH4 95 8.26 0.00CL 95 21.68 0.00
F 95 0.2~ 0.00
N03 95 11.QO 0.00$04 95 27.16 0.00
P04 95 0.00 0.00
XSS04 95 24.95 0.00
SAN 95 60.48 0.00SCA 95 70.99 0.00
Ale 95 0.65 0.00
Cl/NA 95 1.05 0.00
NA/MG 95 4.27 0.00
SS 95 23.69 0.00
NC 95 17.23 0.00CONO/P 95 1.04 0.00
AMTH 99 0.00 63321.29
4MTHNV 99 0.00 54063.10
AMTNA 95 0.00 43091.17
AMTK 95 0.00 2489.70
AMTCA 95 0.00 127Ql.76
AMTMG 95 0.00 10093.99
AMTNrl4 95 0.00 17294.35
AMTCL 95 0.00 45410.63
AMTF 95 0.00 511.14
AMTN03 95 0.00 23810.07
AMTS04 95 0.00 56891.6~
AMTP04 95 0.00 0.00
4XSS04 95 0.00 52271.32
AMTSS95 0.00 49633.04
AMT~C 95 0.00 36080.00
N=NUMBtR Of ~AMPLESVOLWTAV:VOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIV4LENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/sg~~~~Y~~b~Q~~eA~~~f~~SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWlIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT iN UlQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNTH
)Table 34.
MONTHLY HAINfALL SUMMARY I~CLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION 4ND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SITES DURING 07178.
N VOLwTAv UE<USQ.'1 MEAN HIGH LOW STOOEV 95lC.L,PH 113 4.28 0 ..00 4.27 b.28 3.6b 17:~~ 0.0COND 113 21.79 0.00 30.41 106.00 8.00 3.25
C~PPT 113 0.00 261.86 2.37 12.31 0.02 2.09 0.39
H 113 52.40 0.00 53.19 218.78 0.52 38.55 7.25
HNI/ 113 49.09 0.00 49.57 223.87 0.55 38.15 7.18
NA 109 21.48 0.00 29.51 235.66 3.48 32.13 6.15
K 109 0.99 0.00 1.45 15.83 0.00 1.99 0.36
CA 109 6.94 0.00 8.68 34.93 0.00 6.27 1.20
MG 109 5.02 0.00 6.76 40.23 0.99 6.88 1.32
NH4 109 4.01 0.00 5.18 54.33 0.00 7.75 1.49
Cl 109 23.03 0.00 32.01 262.54 3.67 37.79 1.24
F 109 1.07 0.00 1.10 10.53 0.00 1.65 0.32
NOl 109 14.93 0.00 18.37 87.10 3.06 13.54 ~.59SQ4 109 42.43 0.00 42.86 187.38 7.50 29.92 .73
P04 109 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 109 40.11 0:00 39.63 183.87 6.00 30.21 5.79
:l::o
SAN 109 81.46 0.00 94.35 323.64 23.50 57,,06 10.93
•
SCA 109 90.92 0.00 105.53 349.02 30.10 59.31 11.36
w A/C 109 0.90 0.00 0.89 1.20 O.bO 0 ..09 0.0201 CL/NA 109 1..07 0.00 1.06 t 77 0.82 0.15 0.03.... ,. ,
NA/r"'G 109 4.28 0.00 4.37 14.16 1.00 1 ..22 0.23
S5 109 24.97 0.00 34.bo 289.58 4.04 40.76 7.81
NC 109 13.47 0.00 H>.91 75.92 0.88 13.81 2.64COND/P 109 1.05 0.00 1.04 1.37 0.89 0 ..06 0.01
AMfH 113 0.00 1405A6• 3 4 1243.51 5529.06 0.35 1290.49 243.93AMTHNV 113 0 ..00 1314 5.56 1~63.59 5280.21 0.37 1240 028 233.35AMTNA 109 0.00 57481.93 27.36 3900.97 bO.87 522.17 100.03
AMTK 109 0.00 2040.45 24.22 229.05 0.00 21.54 5.27
AMTCA 109 0.00 18581.71 170.47 1134.44 0.00 167.85 32.16
AMTMG 109 0.00 13429.99 123.21 883.39 13.24 119.73 22.94AMTNH4 109 0.00 10743.17 98.50 1680 ..87 0.00 191.~0 36.67
AMTCL 109 0 .. 00 61635.48 565.46 4b38.4b 61.19 602.90 115.49AMTF 109 0.00 2850.52 26.15 299.33 0.00 45 ..65 8.74
AMTNOl 109 0.00 39963.75 360.64 11.l47.26 34.20 285.16 5Q.74
AMTS04 109 0,,00 113563.82 1041.87 4016.95 71.24 1061 ..06 203.27
AMTP04 109 0 .. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSOI~ 109 0",00 107339.19 984 ..70 4026.38 ttJ.79 1045.15 200.21AMTSS 109 0.00 66t;31.05 613.13 5040.05 6 .50 653 ..19 125.13
AMTNC 109 0 000 36045.b8 330.69 2348.68 la.07 333.77 &3.94
N=NUMB~R Of SAMPLES




CMPPT 1~ UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
PiE MONTH
Table 35.
MONTHLY K.INFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPUS1TIO~ AND DEPOSITIUN ~MOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGH1LY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
ALL KSC SIlES DURING 08/76.
N \/OLWTAv UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.OEV 95%C.L.
PH 51 ~.q2 0.00 4.39 5.09 3.67 0.28 0.08
COND 51 19.72 0.00 25.65 73.50 9.40 13.26 3.71CMPPl 51 0.00 119.b2 2.35 11.20 0.02 2.61 0.73
H 51 .58.38 0.00 40.60 134.90 8.13 27.81 7.79
HNV 51 35.22 0.00 36.99 128.83 6.61 21.33 7.65
NA 50 15.80 0.00 37.78 182.62 2.17 40.46 11.44
K 50 0.89 0.00 1.97 16.59 0.25 2.&1 0.74
CA 50 5.03 0.00 8.42 32.43 2.00 6.09 1.72
I~G 50 4.06 0.00 9.13 40.31 1.23 9.25 2.62
Nrl4 50 2.51 0.00 5.17 29.36 0.00 7.16 2.02
CL 50 16.39 0.00 42.88 205.01 2.26 44.68 12.64
F 50 0.27 0.00 0.28 1.58 0.00 0.45 0.13
N03 50 10.04 0.00 14.59 47.10 3.23 10.10 2.8&
S()4 50 29.70 Q.lJO 35.47 109.10 11 =24 2A ~ 11 5~97
P04 50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .00 0.00
XSS04 50 27.90 0.00 31.20 105.99 4.93 21.61 &.11
;J::o SAN 50 58.39 0.00 93.22 278.72 32.(H 54 ..04 15.45
I SCA 50 00.67 0.00 103.68 296.70 37.76 57.49 16.26
w Ale 50 0.88 0.00 0.90 1.06 0.71 Ofl08 0,,02en CL/NA 50 1.16 0.00 1.13 1.49 0.81 0.14 0.04NA/MG 50 3.89 0.00 4.14 6.39 1.76 0 ..95 0.27
SS 50 19.27 0.00 '15.92 226.13 2.49 48.10 13.77
NC 50 9.02 0,,00 16.5b 91.98 2.66 16.94 4.79COND/P 50 1.02 0.00 1 01 1.63 0.62 0.14 0.0£1
AMTH 51 0.00 45904.0tl 900:08 4779.02 4.15 1010.47 262.99
AMTHNV 51 0.00 42129.54 8;6.07 4460.04 2.5b 94; ..57 263.'HAMTNA 50 0.00 18691,,68 3 7.83 1583.02 27.55 34 .04 98.33
AMTK 50 0.00 1064.09 21.28 84.13 1" 44 11 ..86 5.05
AMTCA .50 0.00 6016,,18 120.3b 391.32 7.30 100.37 28.39
AMTMG 50 0.00 £1855,,02 97.10 340.98 5.28 79.30 22.43
AMTNH4 50 0.00 2999 96 60.00 303.53 0.00 78 017 22.11
AMTCL 50 0.00 21988:87 439.76 1777.60 28.18 393 ..72 11~.36
AMTF 50 0.00 320.90 6.42 117.92 0.00 18.48 .23
AMTN03 50 0.00 12005.54 240.11 823.39 6.52 210,,99 59.b6
AMTS04 50 0.00 3551'1.06 710.28 3848.61 15.23 779.61 220.51
AMTP04 50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,,00 0.00
AXSS04 50 0.00 33371.05 bt>7.42 3734.83 12.33 770.29 217.87
AMTSS 50 0.00 23043.78 460.68 1960,,97 31.08 418.04 118.24
AMTNe 50 0.00 10765.15 215.70 860.76 8.39 182.29 51.5&
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES









MONTHLY KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLV DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SITES DURING 09/78.
N lJOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOw STOOEV 95XC.L.PH 85 4.42 0.00 4.3~ , 5.87 3.78 .35 0.08COND g~ 24.96 o 00 33.49 158.00 6.60 24.52 5.32CMPPT 0.00 111: 58 1.31 5.80 0.02 1.26 0.27H 85 38.25 0.00 44.49 165.96 1.35 34.41 7.46
HNV 85 34.86 0.00 39.81 154.88 0.34 31.10 6.75NA 81 47.23 0.00 60.20 &48.72 3.04 109.11 24.25
K 81 1.40 o 00 2.31 13.79 0.25 2.7& 0.01CA 81 6.00 0:00 10.20 128.14 0.50 17.22 3.83
MG 81 11. /H 0.00 19.14 153.00 1.15 25.90 5.15NH4 81 4.71 0.00 b.73 37.14 0.00 7.97 l 77CL 81 53.81 0.00 90.51 748.99 5.92 125.~2 2 :85F 81 1.19 0.00 1.04 25.26 0.00 3. 1 0.78
N03 81 14.11 0.00 18.03 79.3& 4.03 1&.&7 3.70
S04 81 31.08 0.00 39.85 179.b8 7.91 32.18 7.15
P04 81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XS504 81 25.70 0.00 30.80 100.35 4.36 §6.36 5.86
~ SAN 81 100.31 0.00 149.84 1009.18 25.27 1 5.46 34.55
I SCA 81 108.98 0.00 162.95 1027.78 26.81 158.&6 35.26w A/C 81 0.92 0.00 0.92 1.15 0.39 0.11 0.02"'-oJ ('I .I !I.. A lJt 1.14 0.00 1.13 2.13 0.75 0.21 0.05"' .... , P""·~ VI.NA/MG 81 4.14 o 00 q.19 5.71 2.tn 0.51 0.11
5S 81 57.84 0·00 97.19 826.14 3.93 1~5.95 30.21NC 81 12.90 0:00 21.45 153.50 1.28 4.25 5.39CONO/P 81 1.02 o 00 1.01 2.23 0.61 0.20 0.04AMTH 85 0.00 42075·59 502.07 4115.42 3.79 685.90 148.79AMTHNV 85 0.00 38896:02 457.62 4021.74 0.95 647.63 140.49
A~TNA 81 0.00 52016.16 649.56 6279.60 23.91 645.82 187.96AMTK 81 0.00 1559.37 19.25 182.62 1.44 24.83 5.52AMTCA 81 0.00 6679.98 82.47 448.55 0.87 90.23 20.05
AMTMG 81 0.00 12706.19 156.87 1608.34 4.19 2oa·f7 46.35AMTNH4 81 0.00 5242 43 64.72 57~.39 0.00 98. 8 2~.82AMTCL 81 0.00 59950:24 740.13 758 .44 19.77 988.51 21 .67
A~TF 81 0.00 1327.30 Ib.39 431.57 0.00 63.68 14·l5AMTN03 81 0 .. 00 15717.29 194.04 968.62 8.~9 223.71 49. 1AMTS04 81 0.00 34&30.38 427.54 2&40.77 12. 8 484.83 107.74AMTP04 81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSSOq 81 0.00 28632.97 353.49 2604.09 6.48 467.24 103.83AMTSS 81 0.00 64432.35 795.1.J6 8113.24 21.81 1065.32 236.74AMTNe 81 0.00 14371.71 177.43 889.82 5.40 190.41 42.31
N=NUMBt:..R Of SA~PLES




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 37.
MONTHLY r~AINFAlL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS1TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLE COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SITES DURING 10/78.
N VOLwTAV UElil/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW Sf.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 89 4.71 0.00 4.21 5.27 0.00 0.65 0.14
COND 89 19.55 o 00 &4.19 1230.00 0.00 135.37 28.70
CMPPl 89 0.00 l ln:15 1.65 10.94 0.01 2.62 0.5&
H 89 19.55 0.00 &1.65 524.81 0.00 76.40 16.20
HI'4V 89 16.85 0.00 54.46 398.11 0.00 64.20 13.61
NA 76 64.71 0.00 164.57 1778.77 3.91 284.0~ 65.16
K 76 1.90 0.00 6.17 102.63 0.51 13.1 3.02
CA 76 6.11 0.00 16.54 256.99 1.00 31.03 7.12
MG 76 15.24 0.00 42.43 350.02 0.99 64.03 14.69
NH4 76 4.14 0.00 16.28 553.85 0.00 63.13 14.62
CL 76 70.43 0.00 200.38 2005.02 4.51 314.26 72.10
F 76 0.57 0.00 1.67 10.53 0.00 2.16 0.50
N03 76 1.16 0.00 23.62 ~61.14 1.94 24.76 5.68
S04 76 21 ..54 0 ..00 b2 ..42 _45 ..48 7 ..70 11 ..02 17.67
P04 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 '6 14.35 0.00 42.02 339.17 4.22 50.91 ~1.68
:> SAN 76 99.70 0.00 288.08 2717.96 16.92 402.61 2.37
• SCA 16 111.51 o 00 317.10 2590.15 22.31 414.41 95.07w A/C 16 0.89 0:00 0.91 1.10 0.65 0.08 0.02(X)
CL/NA 76 1.09 0.00 1.09 1.40 0.90 0.10 0.02
NA/MG 76 4.25 0.00 4.35 5.72 2.83 O.f.i6 0.11
55 76 77.11 0.00 218.64 22!1.54 4.96 343.58 76.82Nt 76 15.00 0.00 47.14 6 3.38 2.54 88 ..28 20.25
COND/P 16 1.00 0.00 0.95 1.52 0.72 0 ..12 0.03AMTH 89 0.00 28763.07 323.19 2055.05 0.00 315.07 79.51
MHHNIJ 89 0.00 24784.22 278.47 1831.57 0.00 329.58 b9.87
AMTNA 16 0.00 94893.70 1248.60 9740.61 19.10 1444.91 331.48
AM1K 16 0.00 2870.29 37.77 362.41 1.56 51.12 11.73AMTCA 76 0.00 8960.76 111.90 922.5 1.~7 147.74 J3.89AMTMG 76 0.00 22351.93 294.10 2214.08 4. 6 336.53 7.21
AMTNH4 76 0.00 6072.38 79.90 1955.77 0.00 229.69 52.69
AMTCL 7& 0.00 103275.73 1358.86 11684.32 23.15 1654.28 379.52
AMTF 76 0.00 840.01 11.05 297.03 ~.oo 35.88 8.23AMTN03 76 0.00 10501.26 138.17 510.36 1 .58 113• 8 2 26.11AMTS04 16 0.00 31581.44 415.55 1505.68 26.18 3 6.22 77.13
AMTP04 /6 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.go 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 76 0.00 21035.03 276.78 1309. 2 18.25 255.25 58.5b
AMTSS 76 0.00 113152.06 1488.84 12584 ..86 24.68 1800 ..83 413.14
AMTNC 76 0.00 21997.01 289.43 2307.23 7.19 329.61 75.62
N=NUM8tR Of SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=~OLUME wEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT AND RATIUSUEQ/SQ.M=MIC~OEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNwtIGHTED AVERAGE





MONTHLY KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSL SIIES DURING 11/78.
N VOLwTAV UEGl/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 09 4.55 0.00 4 39 5.09 3.74 0.32 0.08
CDND 69 33.98 0.00 39:85 140.50 6.20 28.74 6.92
CMPPT 69 0.00 32.05 0.47 2.34 0.04 0.46 0.11
H 69 28.32 0.00 40.30 181.97 8.13 32.49 7.82
HNV 09 ~6.35 0.00 35.8& 134.90 b.76 27.81 6.70
NA 63 146.74 0.00 156.42 864.82 5.22 173.09 43.61
K 03 3.77 0.00 4.28 21.70 0.25 3.99 1.00
CA 63 10.73 0.00 14.16 57.39 2.00 11.95 3.01
MG 63 53.70 0.00 36.39 204.01 1.40 40.63 10.29
NH4 63 0.91 0.00 1.87 21.07 0.00 4.47 1.1~CL 63 153.57 0.00 Ib2.56 897.32 7.05 176.56 44.4
F 03 2.31 0.00 2.25 20.00 0.00 4.04 1.02
NOl 63 11.01 0.00 18.56 195.17 4.19 25.50 6.43504 63 37.97 0.00 45.01 196.54 5.83 40.88 10.30
P04 63 0.00 0.00 (l.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 63 22.24 0.00 28 32 126.32 4.73 26.02 6 56SAN 63 204.87 0.00 228:38 1140.14 19.54 218.62 55:09):> SCA 03 223.64 0.00 252.11 1265.93 22.10 247.47 62.36I
w Ale 63 0.92 0.00 0.91 1.09 0.77 0.08 0.02
I.D CL!N~ 0.3 1.0S Q.OO 1.04 l c45 0.62 (1",13 0.03NA/MG 03 4.35 0.00 4.30 4.77 0.45 0.54 0.14
SS 63 168.72 0.00 178.93 989.15 6.74 194.82 49.09
NC 63 27.12 0.00 34.18 270.64 1.49 4~.25 11.b5CONO/P 63 O.Q6 o 00 0.94 1.19 0.69 0.10 0.03
AMTH 69 0.00 9249:98 134.06 609.38 14.89 112.66 2~.12AMTHNV 69 0.00 8603 95 ~24.69 551.03 lQ.22 113.40 2 .30AMTNA 63 0.00 46760:57 42.23 4'422.73 12.47 964 018 243.10
AAllTK 63 0.00 1201.20 19.07 95.74 0.61 20.eo 5.24
AMTCA 63 0.00 3Ll19.50 54.28 258.23 8.95 53.42 13.46
AMTMG 03 0.00 10737.82 170.44 989.05 3.24 216.99 54.b8
AMTNH4 63 0.00 290 13 4.61 34 .. 30 0.00 8.48 2 14
AMTCL 63 0.00 48937:72 776.79 4269.48 16.26 1002.96 252:72
AMTF 03 0.00 3~~~·~~ 11.b8 230.49 0.00 35.86 9.03AMTN03 63 0.00 5~.11 243.97 11.22 39 095 10.07AMTS04 63 0.00 12100:96 19 .08 835.03 21.96 195.17 49.18
AMTP04 63 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 63 0.00 7087:31 1~2.50 525.33 10.50 109.12 27.50AMTSS 03 0.00 53767.14 8 3.45 4731.30 16.12 1100.43 277.26
AMTNC 63 0.00 8642.10 137.18 lOl1.t.l2 10.52 200.18 50.44
N=NUMBt.R OF SAMPLES




C~ AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT RAIN FORCMPPT LN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF OF
THE MONTH
Table 39.





































































































































































































MONTHLY KAINfALL SUMMA~Y INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION DF VARIABILITY INCOMPOS1110f~ AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSL &IfES DURING 12/78.
N vOlWTAV UEU/SQ.M
PH 56 4.9b 0.00
COND 56 30.58 0 00
CMPPT 50 0.00 106:81
H 56 11.07 0.00
HNV 56 9.42 0.00
NA 52 17Q.02 0.00
K 52 4.19 0.00
CA S2 10.45 0.00
MG 52 37.83 0.00
NH4 52 2.6~ 0.00
CL 52 168.1& 0.00
F 52 0.87 0.00
N03 52 5.12 0.00
S04 52 29.44 0.00
P04 52 0.00 0.00
XSS04 52 10.14 0 00
SAN 52 224.10 0:00
SCA 52 245.14 0.00
A/C S2 0.91 0.00
CL/NA 52 1.05 0.00
NA/MG 52 4.73 0 00
55 52 200.95 0:00
NC 52 27.22 0.00
COND/P 52 0.95 0.00
AMTH 56 0.00 11823.42
~~f~~V ~~ 8:gg l~g~$~:Jij
AMTK 52 0.00 4465 09
AMTCA 52 0.00 11148:19
AMTMG 52 0.00 40364.88
AMTNH4 52 0.00 2858.05
AMTCL 52 0.00 200748.04
AMTF 52 0.00 930.03
AMIN03 52 0.00 5461 39
AMTS04 52 0.00 31409:29
AMTP04 52 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 52 0.00 10~IS.30
AMTSS 52 0.00 220188.20






CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNIH
Table 40.
MONTHLY ~A1NFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCO~POS1TI0N AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SITES DURING 01/79.
N VOLINTAV UElUS(~.M MEAN HIGH JOW ST.OEV 95tC.LAPH 81 4.76 0.00 4.45 5.26 .87 0.37 0.0COND 81 13.86 0.00 37.55 338.00 b.OO 53.b8 11.;3CMPPT 81 0.00 234.6b 2.90 13.83 0.09 4.1b O. 2H 81 17.45 0.00 35.7b 134.90 5.50 33.31 1.40
HNV 81 10.07 0.00 32.12 131.83 3.09 31.09 6.91
NA 81 50.18 0.00 151.b8 2210.18 12.61 346.08 11.04
K 81 2.07 0.00 3.70 38.29 0.51 5.81 ~.30CA 81 9.09 0.00 21.65 115.71 1.50 26.10 .80
MG 81 11.69 0.00 34.38 482.04 3.13 16.56 17.01NH4 81 2.71 0.00 8.43 52.11 0.55 11.10 2.48CL 81 54.55 0.00 164.83 2497.67 14.6b 382.07 84.90F 81 0.61 0.00 1.94 10.31 0.00 3.45 0.77
NO:> 81 5.18 0.00 ~4.98 70.33 2.26 17.11 3.80S04 81 19.69 o 00 1.44 343.95 8.12 59.96 13.32PQ4 81 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00XSS04 81 14.13 0.00 34.51 171.44 5.39 38.21 8.49SAN 81 80.35 0.00 233.51 2884.79 31.43 436 ..24 90.94~ SeA 81 93.19 0.00 255.59 2926.83 37.06 455.63 101.25I
.p- Ale 81 O.8b 0.00 O.'H 1.06 0.64 0.07 0.02
-l CL/N~ 81 1.09 0.00 1.09 1.48 0 ..80 0 .. 11 0.03NA/MG 81 4.29 0.00 4.41 22.60 1.52 2.12 0.47S5 81 59.71 0.00 181.53 2754.93 Ib.17 421.48 93.66
NC 80 16.08 0.00 38.81 216.49 2.87 44.01 9.84
CONO/P 81 0.85 0.00 0.89 1.05 0.69 0.07 0.02AMTH 81 0.00 4094~.10 505.54 3258.75 36,,83 003.49 134.11A~THNV 81 0.00 37704.68 405.49 3184.58 26.07 576.74 ~28.10AMTNA 81 0 ..00 117747.12 1453.67 19435.76 60.49 2539.15 64.20AMTK 81 0.00 4849.74 59.87 573.63 5 .. 42 109.42 24.31AM1CA 81 0.00 21332.18 263.3b 6428.91 13.6/4 74b.95 10~.99AMTMG 81 0.00 27427.18 338.b1 4921.18 18.56 623.12 13 .47AMTNH4 81 0.00 635(:).39 78.47 282.b6 2.15 67.12 14.92
AMTCL 81 0.00 128007.3b 1580.34 2224+.34 54.86 2874.04 b38.67AMTF 81 0.00 1435.79 17.73 18 .49 0.00 JS ..85 1.97AMTN03 81 0.00 12147.69 149.97 b08 39 15.16 1 2.43 29.43A"'1TS04 81 0.00 40205.73 570.44 3358:79 95.15 636.06 141.35AMTPU4 81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00AXSS04 81 0.00 33145.53 409.20 2593.60 31.15 442.46 96:32AMTSS 81 0.00 140103.76 1729.b8 24532.20 00.51 3160 ..67 702.42AMTNC 80 0.00 37049.17 470.bl 6931.12 l4b.15 859 029 192.14
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES
UNITS MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,VOL~TAvrVOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. ARECUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M:MICkOEQUIVALEN1S/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWElbHTED AVERAGE
C~PPl iN U~Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 41.
l'i1h;rriLr ,<'\Ult-ALL ,~)Uf'HiIAf<Y Ti.,CLuuI,'JG SIA.lfSTlCAL fvALUATlnr'~ DF VARIABILITY IN
CI),vPUSl.fli)" 4i'J;) I.·Ft-'(J0I1T!Ji\f Ai,':iJur~r Fnt~ eLEA;,! MJU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTE.O AI
I\LL K~;l. 0fIF,,) l)II,'.I:,r; Oiliq.
! ,~ 1/ ')L\" r A Ii Ufl~/0().i,i\ i-1FA!\i HIGt1 lOW ST.Ot.V 95%C.L.
PH 47 4.St. v.vO 4.3-9 :l.42 4.0~ o, :n 0.10
COhO 47 c.?'~b 0.00 43.01 180.01) B.40 40.53 11 .Be
(rlllPP f I.• 7 I).Uu 4~.17 0.96 3.91 0.00 0.90 0.20
1'1 Lll c:7.5q (J.uo 40.30 9':). ':)i) 3.HO 25.08 7.4'1
HI,iV 47 ~{~.37 o• U(I 35.1Ll 87.10 3.31 22.74 6.h3
i'.A q6 02.57 v.un 148.42 987. Ln 19.151 220.33 04.97
h !-it> 2. 1 I) 0.00 3.97 20.42 0.77 4.66 1 .36
CA 46 12./:'0 0.UO IB.24 60.37 6.99 13.~6 3. cn
,vlG 4h 15.13 u.oo 33.60 23U.33 5.0~ 46.88 14. ttl
:\iHlj 46 i 1 .65 v.v o 14.40 29.9£j 5.54 5.74 1.69
CL 1.. 0 10.b2 v.oo 102.21 1 13t~.49 23. lq 245.79 72.48
F i.e 2 • 1 () v.OO 3.35 10.00 0.53 2.tiq 0.8'.>
,\:03 '-it:> 12.95 U 00 16.65 41.13 6.77 7eZ q 2.1 ~
sn.. It (, ,H.au u:O(l 03.17 215.'10 11.24 1.12.51 12.54
POLl lIb U.OV U.(JO 0.00 U.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00
,K, S S {'t<~ "I (l .Hi .6b v.OO 47.1"/ 117.9f~ 8.90 26.70 7.87
~ SAi'J !.In 1':3.74 0.00 246.5c 130b.SA 42.8u 280.d5 61.1.5'1
•
SeA 46 LSI .74 v.,JO 259.13 133V.u7 52.45 289.17 85.27
.j:» Ale q6 0.q4 V.vO 0.9:; 1.u6 0.7!:) 0.08 0.02
N CL/\iA !.It> 1. LS iJ.vl) 1.0"/ 1.32 1).85 0.11 0.03
;"l!4,liAi" 46 i"j. 13 O.UO 1l.42 5.89 3.29 0.41 0.12
SS 46 76. 61~ 0.00 177.81 1251.34 25.28 271.52 80.07
;\le 146 27.'57 (J.OD 40.82 113.130 12.35 25.62 7.S5
CO!'JD/P Lit:> 11.59 (j UO 0.91 1 • 1 I:) 0.21 0.15 0.04
A111\ rH 47 G.no 12439:70 264.07 71li.82 6.77 159.58 46.55
A r»i 1HhiV 47 O.OV l1uOb.Uq 234.21 51 1+.94 5.90 1£10.73 al.Oo
AMl r'if, 40 0.00 28229.lJl 613.67 2bR5.57 It>9.35 512.11 1St .01
Ar'J1TK 46 O.Gv 9/.11 95 20.61 hl.14 7.28 13.15 3.85
f;, ;-,,11 C i~ 46 V.OO S172·73 125.49 345.45 23.56 90.09 2&.57
A ~lf MG 4b 0.00 l)o?/:c.7 148./~2 641.62 39.52 12~.73 3b.7'd
A ~i\ 1 ,'·l;i 4 46 O.O\,! 5254.11 114.22 326.38 10.92 71.91 21.21
AiVllCL 4h O.Ov .31059.03 692.60 3145.02 ltl5.39 603.88 118.0i:S
A,"ITF 46 n.oo "'{~b.43 20.57 7~.10 1.A8 15.18 4.45
AMr(\;U3 46 O.O\) 5d Ij 1.94 127.00 338.73 24.13 80.47 25.50
AM 1 SUi~ ~6 0.00 170Sv.75 370.67 tj94.61 1(}t~.78 113.77 51.24
AMTPtJl~ 46 O.O\) 0.00 O.OU 0.00 0.00 0.00 f).OO
AXSSU/~ 46 l).flO Dc:sU.15 3VO.60 741.dP, 50.61 165.~l.j ..8.79
A~i1rSS 46 v .lJ U .s I~ ':J Q .5 • ()1 75?.Oe. 346'1.76 204.4b 6159.15 1911.37
1\ '4 I "Ie qh 1\.0u 1?q~b.l~ 270.39 702.90 17.92 156.25 if6.0e
I~ :: l\i U,\, k LI,' j' ,It S 1~·tP L E:,j
vULl"if A1/ :: V!1L U.'1E wlI...;H1Eu AVERAGf.. UNITS APi:. "'I H>! U t>" til vAU: Nrc; ILl H. R EXCEPT FDR PH,
CiJ 1'1 I) , L 'VIr' j:' 1 r ANi) RAlJUS
UE\,1/ SO. ,vi::;.~11 C K I I [ IJU I VAL F:- IV 1 ~ I S rJUII k E MlH,R
,'1, E AN::;. II h ''\I LIb H I f i.J fl, Vt, !~ 1\ Ct
L~·iPP 1 1 iIi !Jt.. f~ I S t.~ • 'v} C( iLIJI'"'; HAS II f~ r I S OF C lVi A;, i) REPKt SF (,; TS IniAL AMUUi'liT OF RAIN FOR






























































































































MONTHL¥ HAINFALL SUMMAR V INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIA~ILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPUSI1IU~ AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SIrES DURING 03/79.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 38 4.bO 0.00
COND 38 21.~1 0.00
C~PPT 38 0.00 42.50
H 38 25.27 0.00
HNv 38 ~1.b5 0.00
NA 31 52.59 0.00
K 31 1.86 0.00
CA 31 11.22 0.00
MG 31 11.92 0.00
NH4 31 9.37 0.00
Cl 31 54.d7 0.00
F 31 4.16 0.00
N03 31 15.55 0.00
S04 31 32.68 0.00
PD4 31 0.90 0 00
XSS04 31 27.09 0:00
SAN 31 108.29 0.00
seA 31 112.01 0.00
Ale 31 0.97 0.00
CL/NA 31 1.04 0.00
N~/MG 31 q.41 0.00
SS SI 00.02 0.00
NC 31 ~6.94 0.00
COND/P 31 0.96 0.00
AMTH 38 0.00 10741.36
AMTKNV 38 0.00 9200 39
AMTNA 31 0.00 22190:98
AMTK 31 0.00 785.73
AMTCA 31 0.00 4133.22
AMTMG 31 0.00 502d.Z2
AMTNH4 31 0.00 3955 83
AMTCL 31 0.00 23153:13
AMTF 31 0.00 1753.50
AMTN03 31 0.00 6560 76
AMTS04 31 0.00 13192:25
AMTP04 31 0.00 378.44
AXSS04 31 0.00 1143~.15
AMTSS 31 0.00 25326.00





MEAN=UNWEIGHfED AVERAGECMPPT IN UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
Tt1E M(JN TH
Table 43.
MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUS1TIO~ AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SIIE~ DURING 07/77.
N VOLWrAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 7 4.53 0.00 4.36 4.02 4.12 O.2Q 0.22
COND 7 14.22 0.00 21.39 35.20 10.60 11.80 10.93
CMPPl 7 0.00 12.47 1.78 3.71 0.t7 1.47 1.30
H 7 29.76 0.00 43.65 75.86 23.99 23.81 22.05
HNV 7 27.67 0.00 40.07 72.44 22.39 21.89 20.27
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 O.OIi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 U 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 i)·OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
:J> SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I SeA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-t::> A/C 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-t::> CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NAIl'll,; 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S5 0 0.00 0·00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00NC 0 0.00 0·00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COND/P 0 0.00 0·00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 7 0 ..00 3711:94 530.28 999.23 123.89 317.85 294.33
AMTHNV 7 0.00 3451.34 493.05 932.54 112.99 301.09 278.81
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0"00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0·00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTPQ4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSQ4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00A~TNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBlR Of SAMPLES














































































































































































































~UNTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSITION AND DEP05IT!UN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC S11E~ DURING 06/17.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 33 4.48 0.00
COND 33 20.51 0.00
CMPPT 33 0.00 4b.OO
H 33 33.08 0.00
HNV 33 21.80 0.00
NA 0 0.00 O.vO
K 0 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00CL 0 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00
XSSO~ 0 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
SCA 0 0.00 0.00
Ale 0 0.00 0.00CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00
S5 0 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00COND/P 0 0.00 0.00
AMTH 33 0.00 15~81.03
AMfHNV 33 0.00 13344.27
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00AMTNHq 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 OeOO 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNC 0 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES
vOLWTAV:VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALEN1S/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/S~~~~MI~~b~6e~eA~~~f~~SQUARE METER
MEAN=UI~wE J ~H TEO AVERAG£CMPPT iN ULQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS Of CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of ~AIN FOR
TtlE MQNfH
Table 45.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSJ. Tro« AND DEPOSIT IUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ ~ITES DU~ING 09/77.
N vOLWTAV UEW/SQ.M MEAN HIGH lOW ST.DEV 95%C.l.
PH ~2 4.53 0.00 4.18 5.65 3.60 0.45 ¥.20
COND 22 28.10 0.00 37.20 123.90 0.00 38.60 1 .12
CMPPT 22 0.00 11.96 0.54 3.45 0.00 0.92 0.41
H 22 29.22 0.00 66.56 251.19 2.24 57.63 25.5b
HNV 22 24.81 0.00 47.89 199.53 0.00 47.86 21.23
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cl 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 O.vO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00
S04 0 O~()O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
:x:. SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
• SCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
.s::.
~ Ale 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00Cl/NA 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S8 o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00COND/P 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 22 0.00 34~2.91 158.77 657.98 0.88 192.43 85.33AMTHNV 22 0.00 2965.43 134.79 bl1.97 0.00 173.10 76.76
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNrl4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AX8S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNe 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUM6~R OF SAMPLES




AMOUNTCMPPT iN UfQ/SQ.M CULUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL OF RAIN FOR
TdE MUNTH
)Table 46.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SIIES DURING 10/77.
N ~OLWrAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW Sf.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 21 4.39 v 00 4.09 5.73 3.47 0.50 0.25COND 21 34.34 0·00 59.85 206.00 11.20 50.90 25.80
CMPPT 21 0.00 20:09 0.96 2.75 0.07 0.92 0.42
H 21 40.05 u.OO 81.05 338.84 1.8b 90.28 lIO.96
riNV 21 37.79 0.00 77.99 338.84 0.19 89.18 40.48
NA 15 113.10 o 00 103.57 327.40 11.31 89.95 49.93
K 15 3.30 0:00 3.54 11.74 0.51 3.39 1.88
CA 15 9.23 0.00 11.98 28.94 2.99 1.30 1.&.06
MG 15 17.83 0.00 19.30 1.&6.07 2.55 13.49 7.49
NH4 15 8.79 0.00 13.06 34.93 2.22 10.40 5.61
CL 15 90.81 0.00 90.6i.l 279.18 9.31 79.28 44.01
F 15 2.89 0.00 3.61 12.63 0.00 3.91 2.17
N03 15 10.99 0.00 11.52 48.87 3.23 15.52 8.01
S04 15 3'i.22 o 00 41.95 122.84 15.41 28.i.l9 15.62
P04 15 1.81 0·00 2.57 7.90 0.00 3.01 1.07)(SS04 15 24.28 0:00 32.64 101.08 11.69 24.84 1 .19
SAN 15 146.72 0.00 150.49 394.27 i.lo.Ol 101.48 50.33):>- SCA 15 185.99 0.00 200.72 480.17 7i.l.26 118.96 00.04I
.p- AIC 15 0.79 0.00 0.78 1.03 0.62 0.11 0.06
....... CL/NA 15 0.80 0.00 0.88 1.64 0.65 0.24 0.43NA/MG 15 6.35 0.00 5.37 10.61 2.30 1.74 O. 1
55 15 106 ..47 o 00 97,,63 307.94 10.27 80.95 48.27
NC 15 45.85 0·00 53.84 120~ob 1b.~3 31.03 17.23COND/P 15 0.91 0:00 0.93 1.29 O. 1 'J.22 0.12AMTH 21 0.00 8103.08 388.72 1197.70 2.12 324.07 1'67.30
AMTHN\I 21 0.00 7586.11 301 34 1117.70 0.91 307.88 1~9.75AMTNA 15 0.00 21335.55 1422:37 8722.26 112.03 2203.93 12 3.40
AMTK 15 0.00 022 12 41.47 278 ..85 0.25 68.73 36.10AMTCA 15 0.00 174U:85 110.00 438.09 16.04 103.10 51.23
AMTMG 15 0.00 3301.65 224.12 821.80 22.17 239,,88 133.17
AMTNHq 15 0.00 165b 59 110.4L1 351.09 22.09 92.55 51.37
MHCL 15 0.00 18251:10 1216.74 7431.53 73.41 1900.91 1055.25
AMTF 15 0.00 545.60 36.39 130.20 0.00 44.09 ~4.47
AMTN03 15 0.00 2071.52 138.10 423.19 6.56 107.16 '9.50
AMTS04 15 0.00 6450.41 430.03 1580.71 31.50 371.29 20b.11
AMTP04 15 0.00 34~ 00 22.80 134.05 0.00 37 ..62 20.89
AXSSQ4 15 0.00 4577:89 305.19 815.45 18.12 203.40 112.95
Ai'H 5S 15 0.00 20072.51 1338.17 8203.60 80.97 2094.02 1105.22
AM1NC 15 0.00 8644.44 576.30 2176.16 60.95 530 ..80 294.60
N=NOMi:St.R Of SAMPLES




AMOUNT OFCMPPl iN U£Q/S~.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL RAIN FOR
THE MdNTH
Table 47.































































































































































MONTHLY KA!NFALL SUMMARY INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSL ~IIES DURING 11/77.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 34 5.17 0.00
COND 34 8.65 0.00
CMPPT 34 0.00 102.42
H 34 6.77 0.00
HNV 34 S.10 0.00
NA 24 jl.61 0.00
K 29 0.48 V.OO
CA 29 1.77 0.00
MG 29 7.10 0.00
NH4 29 1.44 0 00
CL 29 35.64 0:00
F 29 O.Ob 0.00
N03 29 3.01 0.00
S04 29 7.64 0.00
PO~ 29 0.09 0.00
XSS04 28 4.49 0;00
SA~ 29 46.44 0.00
SCA 29 49.10 0.00
A/C 29 0.95 0.00
CL/NA 29 1.13 0.00
NA/MG 29 4.46 0 00
S5 29 38.49 0:00
NC 26 5.29 0.00COND/P 29 1.11 0.00
AMTH 34 0.00 6930.97
AMTHNV 34 0.00 522~ 51
AMTNA 29 0.00 32316:67
AMTK 29 0.00 489.23
AMTCA 29 0.00 1609.04
AMTMG 29 0.00 7241.31
AMTNH4 29 0.00 1471.65
AMTCL 29 0.00 36365.47AMTF 29 0.00 61.30
AMTN03 29 0.00 3069.63
AMTS04 29 0.00 7801.09
AMTP04 29 0.00 94.18
AXSS04 28 0.00 4253.00
AMTSS 29 0.00 39274.86





MEAN=U~wEIGHTEO AVERAGECMPPT iN UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNfH
Table 48
MONTHLY ~AINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS1TiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT fOR CLEAN SAf-1PLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SIfEs DURING 12/17.
N VOU'HAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L jPH 62 4.62 0.00 4.49 0.54 0.00 0.92 0.2
eOND 62 17.85 0.00 20.87 66.00 0.00 16.18 4.11
CMPPT 62 0.00 46.53 0.75 2.75 0.00 0.65 0.17
H 62 23.9q 0.00 32.21 107.15 0.00 24.13 b.13
HNV 62 21.03 0.00 26.81 100.00 0.00 21.08 5.36
NA 48 52.10 0.00 58.49 321.32 4.35 73.98 21.36
K 1.18 1.09 o 00 1.36 6.64 0.00 1.70 0.49
CA 48 3.90 0:00 6.20 40.42 0.50 7.37 2.13
MG 48 12.12 0.00 13.82 78.15 2.30 17.35 5.01
NH4 48 3./B 0.00 4.11 16.08 ¥.oo 3.89 1.12CL 48 53.90 0.00 59.77 270.36 .90 65.48 18.90
F 48 0.55 0.00 0.34 5.79 0.00 0.97 0.28
N03 48 7.70 0.00 11.04 56.45 1.29 10.00 2.89
504 48 26.41 0.00 3~:g~ 77.03 ~.54 2~:4~ i· 9 9P04 48 0.68 0.00 8.84 .00 .50XSS04 48 20.98 0.00 25.04 73.23 1. 6 8 18.02 .38SAN 48 tS9.30 0.00 102.05 339.21 2 .04 81.33 23.48
» SeA 48 '16.30 0.00 111.30 437.13 29.23 99.84 28.82I
+::0 AIC 4tS 0.93 0.00 0.92 1.24 0.69 0 .. 11 0.03
~ CL/NA 48 1.04 0.00 1.02 1.82 0.79 0.~4 0.07
NA/MG 48 4.30 0.00 4.23 4.81 ~.89 0.b6 0 .. 19S8 48 56.28 O~OO b4.15 304.82 .02 7Z~19 20.84NC 48 14.41 o 00 19.82 123.74 2.10 28.29 8.17
COND/P 48 0.97 0:00 0.90 1.11 0.30 0.12 0.03
AMTH 62 0.00 11140.68 179.69 714.80 G.OO 186.69 47.47
AMTHNV 62 0.00 9784.22 157.81 ob7.09 0.00 172 ..55 43.83
AMTNA 48 0.00 24012.07 500.25 3136.30 15.90 665.79 197.97
AMTK 48 0.00 501.82 10.45 70.21 0.00 15.14 4.~7AMTCA 48 0.00 1823.99 38.00 178.39 5.31 36 ... 57 10. b
AMTMb 48 0.00 5585.10 11b.36 775.37 8.42 160 .. 18 40.24
AMTNH4 48 0.00 1581.19 32.94 213.44 0.00 37.en 10.92
AMTCL 48 0.00 24tH2.48 518.18 3567.30 28.81 08q.47 197.~9
AMTF 48 0.00 252.11 5.25 159.21 0.00 23.34 o. 4
AMTN03 48 0.00 3549.11 73.94 230.06 15.81 49.24 ~4.22AMTS04 48 0.00 12174.29 253.63 b03.12 18.40 192 ... 31 5.52
AMTPOq 46 0.00 :514 37 6.55 150.17 0.00 21.70 7.99
AXSS04 48 0 ... 00 9670:59 201.47 029.31 9.03 lo7.S0 48.35A~TSS 46 0.00 26862.1& 559.63 3934.73 20.54 56.42 218.36
AMTNC 48 0.00 b042.02 138 .. 38 1110.76 7.45 186.13 53.73
N=NUMBl:R OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
C0NU CMPPT AND RATIOSUEQ/SQeM=~lCROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=Ui~wtIGHrED AVERAGE


















































































MONTHLY ~A1NFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSlT10N AND OEPOSIJrUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ ~IfES DURING 01/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 25 4.80 0.00
COND 25 11.80 0.00
CMPPT 25 0.00 29.47
H 25 15.77 0.00
HNV 25 13.5ij 0.00
NA 24 31.43 0.00
K 24 0.37 0.00CA 24 6.58 0.00
MG 24 7.42 0.00NH4 24 5.&9 0.00
CL 24 31.01 0.00
F 24 0.07 0.00
N03 24 6.27 0.00
504 24 19.35 0.00
PD4 24 1.65 0.00
XSS04 24 10.21 0.00
SAN 24 58.35 0.00
SeA 24 07.24 0.00
A/C 24 0.87 0.00
CL/NA 24 0.99 0.00
NA/MG 24 4.23 0.00
S! 24 33.07 0.00
NC 24 17.81 0.00
COND/P 24 0.92 0.00
AMIH 25 0.00 404&.37
AMTHNV 25 0.00 4001.37AMTNA 24 0.00 9252.75
AMTK 24 0.00 108.39
AMTCA 24 0.00 1930.73
AMTMb 24 0.00 2185.12
AMTNH4 24 0.00 1070.63
AMTCL 24 0.00 9129.20
AMTF 24 0.00 19.96
AMTNOl 24 0.00 1846.69
AMT504 24 0.00 5ti90.52
AMTP04 24 0.00 487.18
AXSS04 24 0.00 4111.83
AMTSS 24 0.00 9ql~.07
AMTNC 24 0.00 524ij.17
N;NUMBER Of SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME ~EIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALEN1S/Ll,ER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/sg~~~~~~~b~Qe~eA~~~f~'SQUARE METER









MONTHLY RAINFALL SUM~ARY t~CLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION UF VARIA~lLITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSL SITES DURING 021788
N VOLWTAV UEQ/S(~"M MEAN HIGH LOw ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 34 4.41 o 00 4.28 tot.58 3.98 0.19 0.00
COND 34 22.60 0·00 36.94 162.00 12.00 37.97 13.03CMPPT 34 0.00 57:34 1.09 5.91 0.01 1.11 ¥.S9H 34 39.09 0.00 52.99 104.71 2&.30 22.80 .84
HNV 34 34.30 0.00 43.90 83.18 0.00 20.27 &.95
NA 30 43.03 0.00 79.77 919.00 2.17 204.05 74.51
K 30 0.92 o 00 1.02 13.53 C).OO 2.&4 0.90CA 30 3.&9 0:00 5.82 39.92 0.00 8.08 2.95
MG 30 11.9& 0.00 18.93 198.25 1.07 44.40 10.23
Nti4 30 5.17 0.00 4.49 13.8b 1.00 2.90 1.0&
CL 30 48.00 0.00 10.30 &41.55 2.20 150.54 54.97
F 30 0.4& 0.00 0.31 2.03 0.00 0.84 0.31
N03 30 8.05 u.OO 13.15 08.88 0.00 13.90 5.07
S04 30 30.29 0.00 40.59 208.20 14.99 38.34 14.00
P04 30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 30 31.87 0.00 39.07 142.19 14.32 24.20 8.80
):0. SAN 30 ~2.81 0.00 131.00 920.20 26.80 199.02 7~.90
• SCA 30 104.02 0.00 lbO·A6 1282.11 37.00 210.50 9 .79U1 A/C 30 0.89 0.00 o. 2 1.18 0.65 0.,10 0.04
..... CL/NA 30 1.12 0.00 0.88 1.76 0.70 0 ..28 0.10
NA/MG 30 3.60 o.vo 4.22 5.03 1.51 0.84 0.31
S5 30 47.56 0.00 74.22 707.b~ 2.49 165.25 &0.34NC 30 17.42 0.00 36.40 469.1 1.03 95.96 35.04
COND/P 30 0.93 0.00 0.94 1.12 0.80 0.07 0.03
AM1H 34 0.00 224}9.12 659.40 2134.56 12.50 585,,81 200.93AMTHNV 34 0.00 190 1.2d 578.57 1735.03 0,,00 492.72 169.00
AMTNA 30 0.00 24028.18 820.9'4 4417.02 5.98 1155 .. 82 422.05
AMTK 30 0.00 524 20 11.47 120.27 0.00 21.85 7 96
AMTCA 30 0.00 2221:&7 74.26 399.03 0.00 91.95 35:17
AMTMG 30 0.00 6841.5b 228.25 1809.73 2.94 317.90 138.01
AMTNH4 30 0,,00 2900 16 98.07 347.71 7.02 HO.tH 40.48
AM1CL 30 0.00 27472:t.t9 915.75 6815.13 &.10 1452.93 530.54AMTF 30 0.00 206.04 8.87 95.39 0.00 25.46 9.30
AMTN03 30 0,,00 4607.44 153.58 353.25 0.00 100.82 36.81
AMTSOt.t 30 0.00 20772.79 692.43 2098.95 103.22 &10.91 223.07
AMTP04 30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 30 0.00 16238.11 007.94 1&34.18 102.53 517.6& 189.02
AMTSS 30 0.00 27217.12 907.26. 5001.74 7.39 1280.89 4&9.90
AM1NC 30 0.00 9910.05 332.33 14&0.38 17.19 388.58 141.89
N=NUMBl:R Of SAMPLES
VULwTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT,ANO RATIOS
UE9/SQ~M=MICRUEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UI~WE IGH I ED AVERAGE
TOTAL AMOUNTCMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS OF RAIN FOR
THE MuNfN
Table 51.































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARV INCLUDING STATISTICAL (vALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMO~NT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SIIES DURING 03/78.
N VOLWfAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 38 4.51 0.00
COND 38 20.09 0.00
CMPPT 38 0.00 30.21
H 38 30.93 0.00
HNV 38 ~9.82 0.00
NA 3q 33.49 0.00
K 34 0.91 0.00
CA 34 8.70 0.00
MG 34 9.32 0.00
NH4 34 7.21 0.00Cl 34 38.05 0.00
f 34 0.84 0.00
N03 34 18.1& 0.00
S04 34 28.22 0.00
P04 34 o~oo 0$00
XSS04 34 24.51 0.00
SAN 34 ~5.29 0.00
SeA 34 90.45 0.00
A/C 34 0.94 0.00
CL/NA 34 1.14 0.00
NA/MG 34 3.59 0.00
58 34 39.80 0.00
NC 34 19.83 0.00
COND/P 34 0.96 0.00
AMTH 38 0.00 11205.44
AMTHNV 38 0.00 10801.52
AMTNA 34 0.00 11412.23
AMTK 34 0.00 309.&0
AMTCA 34 0.00 296S.~8
AMTMG 34 0.00 3171.57
AMTNH4 34 0.00 2451.24
AMTCL 34 0.00 12968.10
AMTF 34 0.00 285.19
AMTN03 34 0.00 0199.43
AMTS04 34 0.00 9017.37
AMTP04 34 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 34 0.00 8J53.70
AMTSS 34 o.uO 13565.97













MONTHLY KAINFALl SUMMARY INCLUDING CTATISTICAL EVALUATluN OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SITES DURING 04/78.
N VOLLt4TAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.LJPH 2 4.60 0.00 4.10 4.77 4.6£1 0.09 0.8COND 2 24.27 0.00 28.60 36.00 21.20 10.47 94.05
CMPPT 2 0.00 0.45 0.23 0.36 0.09 0.19 1.68
H 2 21.68 0.00 19.95 22.91 16.9b 4.19 31.67
HNV 2 19.70 0.00 18.01 20.89 15.14 4.01 36.59
NA 2 50.£12 0.00 83.48 140.01 26.96 79.94 1~8.42K 2 10.:n 0.00 20.68 38.29 3.06 24.91 2 3.89
CA 2 34.66 0.00 47.65 69.86 25.45 31.40 282.23
MG 2 12.76 0.00 19.37 30.08 8.06 16.00 143.76
NH4 2 41.37 0.00 50.45 65.97 34.93 21.95 197.30
CL 2 44.52 0.00 65.14 100.39 29.89 49.85 448.03
F 2 4.30 0.00 6.05 8.95 3.16 4.09 36.79NOl 2 20.10 0.00 26.29 36.78 15.81 14.83 133.26
S04 2 54.20 0.00 09.85 96.61 43.10 37.84 340.04
P04 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 2 49.62 0.00 63.15 86:27 40.02 32.71 293.9·3
SAN 2 123.24 0.00 167.34 242.12 91.95 106.61 958.~1):::- SCA 2 171.20 0.00 241.58 361.80 121.31 170.01 1521. 5I Ale 2 0.12 0.00 0.69 0.76 0.67 0.06 0.55U1
w CL/NA 2 0.88 0.00 0.78 1.11 0.12 0.28 2.49
NA/MG 2 3.9S 0.00 4 ..31 4 ..56 3 .. 34 0.86 7.15
5S 2 49.11 0.00 71.85 110.73 32.97 54.99 494.17
NC 2 100.47 0.00 149.79 234.09 65.49 11 9.22 1071.4~COND/P 2 0.90 o 00 0.90 1.00 0.80 0.14 ~ 2AMTH 2 0.00 96:25 49.12 82.33 15.92 46.9b 4·2 :02
AMTHN\I 2 0.00 69 21 44.64 75 ..06 14.19 43.06 386.96
AI'1TNA 2 0.00 228:13 114.07 131.26 96.88 24.31 218.46
AMTK 2 0.00 46 91 23.4b 35.90 11.01 11.60 158_49
AMTCA 2 0.00 156:95 78.48 91.46 65.49 18.36 164. 9
AMTMG 2 0.00 57 74 28.87 28.97 28.10 0.15 1.3~AMTNH4 2 0.00 187:37 93.69 125.52 bl.8S 45.02 404.&
AMTCL. 2 0.00 201.54 100.77 107.42 94.12 9.41 84.57
AMTF 2 0.00 19.74 9.87 ~1.35 8.39 2.09 18.81AMTN03 2 0.00 91.29 45.64 6.81 34.48 15.19 14A· 91AMTS04 2 0.00 245.45 122.72 154.88 90.57 45.48 40 .72
AMTP04 2 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 2 0.00 224· 7t 112.35 143.83 60.88 44.51 400.02
AMTSS 2 0 ..00 222:30 111.15 118.49 103.81 10.38 93.27AMTNe 2 O.Ou 454.80 227.40 235.35 219.45 11.24 101.00
N:NUM8tR" OF SAMPLES




CMPPT !N UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS Of eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
HiE MUN J"H
Table 53.
MONTHL¥ RAINFALL SUMMAkY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIUN 4MOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLt:CTEO AT
ALL KSl.; ~ITE:) DURING 05/78.
N VC)UHAV UE(,l/S(~OM MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 23 4.44 O. 0 4.43 0.79 4.01 0.03 0.27
COND 23 25.27 0.00 40.18 75.00 15.40 17.76 1.70CMPPT 23 0.00 2G.15 0.96 5.00 0.02 1.32 0.57
H 23 30.31 0.00 36 ..90 97.72 0.16 27.54 11 .94
HNV 23 31.54 0.00 33.80 95.50 0.11 26.45 11.47
NA 18 30.61 u.oo 45.73 103.92 12.17 25.28 12.40
K 18 1.43 0.00 2.14 0.36 0.51 1.51 0.74
CA 18 13.90 0.00 21.33 100.80 7.98 27.99 13.72
MG 18 9.00 o 00 12.12 29.78 2.88 6.99 3.43
NH4 18 19.03 0·00 24.39 58.77 13.31 11.08 5.72
CL 18 40.80 0:00 51.20 104.62 10.43 21.42 13.44
F 18 0.68 0.00 0.94 2.11 0.00 0.80 0.39
NO] 18 18.50 0.00 30.17 88.72 12.20 19.19 9.41
S04 18 40.62 v.oo 00.15 171.56 27.90 35.18 17.54
P04 18 0.00 0.00 0,,00 0.00 0,,00 0.00 0 ..00
XSS04 18 30.40 0.00 54.90 160.79 22.01 34.04 10~98
SAN 18 101.03 0.00 144.39 361.00 50.59 71.96 35.26
» SCA 18 1ib.52 0.00 156.84 390.84 74.43 12.91 35.15
• Ale 18 0.87 0.00 0.92 1.10 0.67 0.10 0.05en CL/NA 18 1.12 0.00 1.12 1.09 0.80 0.18 0.09.j:::>
NA/MG 18 4.04 0.00 3.77 4.28 3.35 0.32 0.16
55 18 44.67 0.00 55.73 115.40 11.51 30.~3 15.07
NC 18 ,)5.36 v 00 55.99 184.24 22.66 40. 8 20.09
COND/P 18 0.99 0·00 1.03 1.37 0.82 0.16 0.08
AMTH 23 0.00 801..0:92 349.61 1733.68 0.03 424.71 184.20
AMTHNV 23 0.00 6985.39 30J.71 1285.20 0.02 3r~. 31 147.16AMTNA 18 0.00 8050.31 4£& .57 2271>.99 39 ..41 5 3.13 26&.28
AMTK 18 0.00 313.78 17.43 70.37 3.31 17.53 8.59AMTCA 18 0.00 3058.72 109 ..93 471.55 36.18 133.88 65.64
AMTMG 18 0.00 1993.95 110" tt 547.39 10.88 129 ..90 b3 b8AMTNH4 18 0.00 4188.43 2 2.69 83~.60 24.32 234 ..26 114:85AMTCL 18 0.00 6990.67 499.48 270 .32 06 ..5t> 641.ob 314.56
AMTF 18 0.00 150 00 8.33 40 ..34 0.00 12 }8 5.97
AMTN03 16 0.00 4072:39 226.24 612.94 64.06 175: 5 80.17AMT504 18 0.00 6938.42 496.58 1394.94 58.09 389.32 190. 7
AMTP04 18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSSQ1.4 16 0.00 6023 •.31 445.14 1341.26 50.0t> 350.63 171.90
AMTSS 18 0.00 9629.';>9 546.~9 2941.87 51.00 b99.55 342.9bAMTNC 18 0.00 7781.60 432. 1 1446.33 119.76 389.13 190.78
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES




CMPPT !N UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENT S TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONfH
Table 54.
MONrH~~ kAINfALL SUMMAHY I~CLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIA8ILI1Y IN
COMPOSiTION AN~ DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SITES DURING Ob118.
N vOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH lOW ST.DEY 95XC.l.
PH 22 4.59 0.00 4.34 5.11 3.70 0.40 0.18
COND 22 21.73 o 00 31.85 95.60 8.40 25.28 11.21
CMPPT 22 0.00 14:99 0.08 2.02 0.04 0.54 0.24
H 22 25.53 0.00 46.10 173.76 7.70 52.18 23.14
HNV 22 22.60 0.00 40.05 109.82 7.08 50.35 22.31
NA iO 49.90 0.00 53.85 100.53 15.05 39.30 18.26
K 20 1.53 0.00 2.00 0.04 0.51 1.53 0.11
CA 20 0.68 0.00 12.60 41.92 1.50 12.97 6.03
fII1G 20 11.53 0.00 13.02 41.21 4.03 9.83 4.57
NH4 20 3.95 0.00 8 21 42.69 0.00 12.26 5.10
CL 20 54.04 0.00 59:22 199.37 14.60 47.50 22.09
F 20 0.20 0.00 0.42 2.11 0.00 0.72 0.33
11403 20 9.74 0.00 21.40 92.43 1.45 28.49 13.25
S04 20 25.95 0.00 45.13 158.80 9.37 48.42 22.52
P04 20 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSSOi.i 20 20.45 0.00 39:12 151.92 7.25 47.31 22.00
);0 SAN 20 t)9.93 0.00 126.10 357.57 32.21 98.90 46.00
• SeA 20 99.00 0.00 137.22 379.39 37.18 100.54 4b.75U1 Ale 20 0.91 0.00 0.92 1.02 0 ..63 0.0 0.04U1 Cl/NA 20 1.08 0.00 1.10 1.30 0.88 0.12 0.05
NA/MG 20 4.33 v.oo 4.14 5.10 2.99 0,,50 0.23
55 20 59.08 0.00 04.54 215.15 16.17 ~~:~~ 23.88NC 20 14.50 0.00 25.19 88.59 2.30 11.98CONDIP 20 1.20 0.00 1.12 2.34 0.93 0.29 0.14
AMTH 22 0.00 3825.59 171.8 9 475.18 13 ..83 114.89 5g.95AMTHNV 22 0.00 3380.18 t 5 .92 464.30 7.60 110"14 4 .84AMTNA 20 0.00 7416.73 370.94 1535.16 29.35 370. 1 112.23
AMTK 20 0.00 22"1.43 11.37 35.30 l·91 8 ..32 J.S7AMTCA 20 0.00 993.41 49.07 109.16 1 .78 21.96 1 .00
AMTMG 20 0.00 1114.04 85.70 379.93 7.56 88.76 41.26
AMTNH4 20 0.00 58b.73 29.34 91.02 0.00 25.35 1~.19AMl'CL 20 0.00 8034.22 401.71 1837.98 27.50 442.16 20 .b5
AMTF 20 0.00 29.36 1.47 5.76 0.00 5«?o23 1.04
AMTN03 20 0.00 1448.47 7~ 42 220.53 15.88 . 4 24 25.23AMTSOt.l 20 0.00 3857.44 19 :87 398.51 23.03 103:95 48.35
AMTP04 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 20 0.00 3039.09 151.98 387.95 20.20 87.04 40.48
AMTSS 20 0.00 8183.88 439.19 1983.40 30.33 I.H7.04 222.15
AMTNC 20 0.00 2150.47 107.82 280.20 34.38 62.89 29.25
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES




CMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE M0NIH
Table 55.
MONTHLY AA!N~ALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND OEPOSIT!UN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC JIlES DURING 07118.
N vOLwIAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH lOW ST.DEV 95%C.L jPH qq 4.38 0.00 4.41 4.84 3.79 0.23 ~~¥5COND 44 21.68 0.00 22.07 76.40 8.00 12.45
CMPPT 41.1 0.00 106.49 2.Q2 12.31 0.33 2.149 O·7~
H 44 41.53 0.00 38.93 162.18 14.45 26.93 9:L8HNV 44 38.67 0.00 35.64 147.91 10.23 25.46
NA 41.1 17.25 0.00 20.22 138.70 3.91 25.3~ 7.64
K 44 0.75 0.00 1.32 15.63 0.00 2.3 0.72
CA 44 5.49 0.00 6.67 20.46 0.00 5.19 1.57
MG 44 3.82 0.00 5.89 33.48 1.32 5.98 1.80
NH4 4'" 1.39 0.00 2 63 33.26 0.00 5.08 1.53CL 44 18.20 0.00 28:57 169.20 5.08 30.42 9.11
F 4'~ 0.75 0.00 0.69 5.7c) 0.00 1.28 0.39
N03 44 10.96 0.00 12.72 55.16 3.06 9.06 2.73
S04 411 31.114 0.00 29.66 99.10 7.50 20.10 6.00
P04 411 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00
XSS04 41J 29.59 0.00 26.77 97.59 &.60 19:92 6.01
)::. SAN 1J4 01.34 0.00 71.65 219.89 23.50 44.60 13.45
I SCA 44 70.23 0.00 81.66 212.32 30.10 44.47 13.41
<.n A/C 44 0.87 0.00 0.88 1.01l 0.60 0.09 0.030"1 CL/NA 44 1.06 0.00 1.09 1.59 0.87 0.13 0.04
NA/MG 4/.l 4.52 0.00 4.45 6.2C) 2.97 0.74 0.22
55 44 19.82 0.00 31.04 179.20 5.0b 32.63 9.84
NC 44 8.89 0.00 11.69 57.81 0.88 9.74 2.94COND/P 44 1.05 0.00 1.04 1.14 0.89 0.05 0.02
. AMTH 44 0.00 44221.11 100~.03 5015.87 80.01 1228.91 37$.55
AMTHNV 44 0.00 41179.75 93 .90 4738.63 76.41 1157.84 34 .10AMTNA QIJ 0.00 1 369.96 417.50 1334.14 bO.87 290.61 87.62
AMTK 44 0.00 801 77 18.22 85.78 0.00 16.1~ 4 85
AMTCA 1J4 0.00 5849:32 132.94 11314.44 0.00 190.3 57:40
AMTMG 44 0.00 4064.10 92.38 277.37 13.24 b2.48 18.84
AMTNH4 44 0.00 1481.78 33.68 112.27 0.00 28.71 8.b6
AMTCl 44 0.00 19383.28 440.53 1511.88 61.19 313.26 94.45
AMTF 44 0.00 793.79 18.04 203.94 0.00 37.~8 ~1.24
A~TN03 44 0.00 11666.49 265.15 857.21J 34.20 244. 4 4 04AMTS04 44 0.00 33471.56 760.85 3922.10 71.24 95.12 269:18
AMTP04 4£1 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 44 0,.,00 31510·80 7~6.15 38514.21 50.89 947.56 265.10
AMTSS 144 0.00 21105:82 4 9.68 1667.60 67.50 342.76 103.35
AMlNC 44 0.00 9461.74 215.04 1275.23 14.07 223.85 67.49
N=NUMBl:;R OF $AMPLES
VOLWTAI/=IJOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT fOR PH,
CUNO CMPPT,AND RATIUS
UEQ/SQ.M='ICHOEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UI~WE IGH TE 0 AVERAGE
CMPPT IN UEQ/S(~.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of RAIN FOR
THE MONfH
Table 56.









































































































































































































MONTHLY RAINfALL SU~MARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATluN OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND OEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SIrES DURING 08/78.
N vOL~TAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 27 4.40 0.00
COND 27 20.00 0.00
CMPpr 27 0.00 71.q9
H 21 39.68 0.00
HNV 21 30.68 0.00
NA 26 14.41 0.00
K 26 0.81 0.00
CA 26 4.80 0.00
MG 26 3.82 0.00
NH4 26 3.05 0.00
CL 26 17.25 0.00
F 26 0.44 0.00
NO] 26 9.81 0.00
504 26 31.14 0.00
PDQ 20 0.00 0.00
XSSOQ 26 29.47 0.00
SAN 26 58.63 0.00
seA 26 06.17 0.00
Ale 2& 0.88 0.00
CL/NA 26 1.20 0.00
NA/MG 26 3.77 0.00
55 26 17.91 0.00Ne 26 6.96 0.00
COND/P 26 1.00 0.00
A~TH 27 0.00 28509.69
AMTHNV 27 0.00 26218.50
AMTNA 26 0.00 10295.21
AMTK 26 0.00 575.25
AMTCA 26 0.00 3429.89
AMTMG 26 0.00 2731.32
AMTNH4 26 0.00 2182.74
AMTCL 26 0.00 12324.61
AMTF 26 0.00 312.97
A~TNQ3 26 0.00 7009.53
AMT504 26 0.00 22251.92
AMTP04 26 0.00 0.00
AXSSOq 26 0.00 210&1.96
AMTSS 20 0.00 12799.13






C~PPT iN UEQ/SQQM COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
ThE MONTH
Table 57.
MONTHLY t"(/dNFALL SUMMANY INCL~DING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSi T101<4 AND DEPOSITION AMOuNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SITES DURING 09118.
N VOU'HAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW Sl.DEV 95XC.L9PH 5'1 4.54 0.00 '1.37 5.06 3.78 0.33 ~·g5COND 54 22.82 o 00 35.'14 158.00 b.60 26.65
CMPPT SiJ 0.00 57:25 1.0b 5.80 0.02 1.21 0:33
H 54 28.78 0.00 '12.99 165.96 8.11 37.55 10.22
HNV 54 25.78 0.00 38.27 154.68 7.41 33.55 9.13
NA 50 bO.30 0.00 98.13 648.72 3.04 130.98 37.05
K 50 1.67 0.00 2.19 13.79 0.25 3.19 0.90
CA 50 4.95 0.00 8.48 52.39 1.50 9.33 2.64
MG 50 1'1.49 0.00 23.25 153.00 1.23 31.13 8.81
NH4 50 3.34 0.00 6.31 31.14 0.00 6.48 2.40
CL 50 08.51 0.00 110.40 748.99 5.92 151.09 42.73
F 50 1.04 0.00 1.11 25.26 0.00 4.24 1.20
1'403 50 11.04 0.00 17.34 79.36 4.03 18.11 5.12
S04 50 26.35 o 00 40.55 179.66 8.12 36.b7 10.37
P04 SO 0.00 Q·OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 50 19.1J8 0:00 29.47 106.35 4.36 28.79 8.14
SAN SO 107.12 0.00 169.85 1009.18 25.27 186 ..89 52.86
)::0 SCA 50 113.48 0.00 181.54 1027.78 28.64 190.50 53.88I
01 A/C 50 0.94 0.00 0.94 1 .. 15 0.75 0.08 0.02
co CL/NA 50 1.14 0.00 1.12 1.95 0.83 0.19 0.05
NA/MG 50 4.16 0.00 4.22 5.71 2.47 0.41 0.11
58 50 73.85 0.00 118.93 626.14 3.93 163.85 46.34
NC 50 10.90 0.00 20.04 83.49 1.28 20.36 5.76
CONO/P 50 1.01 0.00 0.99 1.92 0.61 0.17 0.05
AMTH 54 0.00 16414.67 305.09 1593.60 9.55 331.65 91.90
AMTHNV 54 0.00 14756.04 273.26 1453.38 8.51 305.10 8J.04AMTNA 50 0.00 34421.80 688.4'1 6219.60 23.91 1014.92 28 .06
AMTI< 50 0.00 955.69 19.11 182.62 1.60 28.86 8.16
AMTCA 50 0.00 2823.67 56.47 390.93 2.90 61.68 11.45
AMTMG 50 0.00 6271.09 165.42 1608.34 4.19 252.81 71.50
AMTNH4 50 0.00 1904 35 38.09 286.87 0.00 51.89 i"·6 6AMTCL 50 0.00 39109:97 182.20 7588.44 19.77 1193.61 3 7.66
AMTF 50 0.00 594.93 11.90 431.57 0.00 61.00 17.25
AMTN03 50 0.00 6301 31 126.03 520.80 11.04 127.32 16.01
AMTS04 50 0.00 15041:62 300.83 1185.03 12.98 282.83 80.00
AMTP04 50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 50 0.00 11118.36 222.17 11lt2.64 6.48 242.50 68.59
AMTSS 50 0.00 42155.19 843.12 8113.24 21.81 1261.91 362.56
AMTNC 50 0.00 6220.81 124.42 794.42 5.40 142.12 40.20
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
TilE MONrH
Table 58.
MONTHL¥ RAINfALL SUMMARY INCL~OING STA1ISTICAL EVALOATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSL SIrES DURING IO/l8G
N vOLW1AV UEI.USQ.M MEAN H~GH LOW ST.OEV 95lC.L jPH 68 4.~2 0.00 4.20 .27 0.00 0.11 0.1COND b8 19. 1 o 00 72.22 1230.00 0.00 153.82 37.31CM.PPT 68 0.00 114: 30 1.608 10.94 0.01 2.66 0.65
H b8 18.92 0.00 b2.82 524.81 0.00 84.79 20.56
HNI/ 68 16.30 0.00 55.33 398 11 0 .. 00 70.66 17.14
NA 56 06.34 0.00 216.23 1778:77 3.91 320.88 85.76
K 56 2.02 0.00 7.09 102.63 0.51 15.14 4.05CA 56 5.66 0.00 18.13 256.99 1.00 35.90 9.59
MG 56 15.58 0.00 49.66 350.02 0.99 72.39 19.35NH4 56 4.14 0.00 18.63 55~.85 0.00 14.15 19.82CL 56 72.35 o 00 235.10 200 .02 4.51 355.96 95.14
f 5b 0.63 0:00 ~.75 10.53 0.00 2.42 0.65N03 56 6.43 0.00 2 .38 161.14 1.94 26.b9 .7.13
S04 56 21.07 0.00 67.64 545.48 7.70 87.11 23.28
PD4 56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 56 13.69 0.00 In.72 339.17 4.22 56.78 15.18
SAN 56 100.48 0.00 326.87 2717.96 1&.92 457.87 122.31
;;t::o SCA 56 112.42 0.00 358.49 2590.15 22.31 469.98 125.61I
U1 Ale 56 0.89 0.00 0.91 1.10 0.65 0.09 0.02
<.0 CL/NA 56 1.09 0.00 1.09 1.37 0.90 0.10 0.03NA/MG 56 4.26 0.00 4.35 5.72 3.51 0.42 0.11
55 56 19.15 0.00 256.60 22~1.S4 '1.98 369.13 104.00NC 56 14.60 0.00 53.15 6 3.38 2.54 101 ..bO 27.21CONO/P 56 0.99 o 00 o. Ch~ ~.52 0.72 0.12 0.03AMTH 68 0.00 21025:54 318.02 205 .05 0.00 387.26 9~.92AMTHNV 68 0 ..00 18033.38 274.02 1831.57 0.00 338.70 8 .1&AMTNA 56 0.00 75527.09 1348.70 9740.61 39.38 1522.87 407.00
AMTK '56 0.00 2303.07 41.13 3&2.41 1.56 55.99 14.96
A:-1TCA 56 0.00 61463.01 ll5.41 922.53 7.37 146.11 39.05
AMTMG 56 0.00 17733.71 316.67 2214.08 10.05 352.59 94.23AMTNH4 56 0.00 4709 27 84.09 1955.77 0.00 261.22 &9.81
AMTCL 5& 0.00 823&2:10 1470.75 11&84.32 t49.8b 1763 ..89 tl71.42
AMTF 56 0.00 722.90 12.91 297.03 0.00 41.42 11.07
AMTN03 56 0.00 7314 49 130.62 IU 3.89 12.58 101.30 27.01
AMTSQt.t 5b 0.00 23988:56 428.37 1505.#>8 2b.18 332.41 88.8£1
AMTP04 56 0.00 o 00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSU4 56 0.00 15590·28 278.40 1309:82 18.25 249.45 bb.67
AMTSS 56 0.00 90114:22 1609.18 12584.86 50.88 1915.61 511.97
AMTNe 56 0.00 16621.94 296.82 2307.23 7.19 344.81 92.15
N=NUM8t.R OF SAMPLES




eM AND REPRESENTSCMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNIH
Table 59.
























































































































MONTHLV ~AINf_LL SUMMARY INCLUDING STAr19TlCAL EVALUATION OF VARIA~ILITY IN
COMPUSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KS~ SITES DURING 11/78.
N ~OLwIAV UEW/SQ.M
PH 18 4.56 0.00
COND 18 22.67 0.00
C~PPT 18 0.00 0.44
H 18 27.26 0.00
HNV 18 22.86 0.00
NA 17 73.00 0.00
K 17 1.85 0.00
CA 17 6.85 0.00
MG 17 16.75 0.00
NH4 17 0.50 0.00
CL 17 71.57 0.00
F 17 4.47 0.00
N03 17 15.36 0.00
504 17 19.78 0.00
PD4 17 0.00 0.00
XS$04 17 12.44 0.00
SAN 17 111.19 U.OO
SeA 17 125.95 0.00
Ale 17 0.88 0.00
CL/NA 17 0.98 0.00
NA/MG 17 4.36 0.00
S5 11 78.60 0.00
NC 17 20.29 O.~O
COND/P 17 0.98 0 00
AMTH 18 0.00 1755:98
AMTHNV 18 0.00 1472.64
AMTNA 17 0.00 4058.28
AMTK 17 0.00 118.37
AMTCA 17 0.00 437.08
AMTMG 17 0.00 1009.11
AMTNH4 17 0.00 32.00
AMTCL 17 0.00 4567.61
AMTF 17 0.00 285.06
AMTN03 17 0.00 980.06
AMTS04 17 0.00 1261.92
AMTP04 17 0.00 0 00
AXSS04 17 0.00 793:67
AMTSS 17 0.00 5020.03











MQNTH~¥ ~_lNfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING SrATISTI~.L E~ALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSLTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL K5C SIIES DURING 12118.
N vOLrH A. V UEQ/SQ.M ME_N HIGH LOW ST.DEY 95XC.L jPH 12 44.05 o 00 3.98 4.74 3.71 0.37 o 2(OND 12 97.95 0:00 141.67 505.00 11.00 159.13 98:77CMPPT 12 0.00 1.00 0.09 0.43 0.02 0.11 o 07
H 12 89.08 0.00 103.68 194.98 18.20 01.50 38:17
HNV 12 70.77 0.00 88.18 162.18 13.80 52.10 32.33NA 9 443.99 0.00 744.47 3693.03 38.20 1160.40 908.9~K 9 9.60 0.00 10.06 08.16 2.30 21.39 16.4CA 9 29.14 0.00 48.46 19l.J.l1 &.49 59.52 45.83
MG 9 101.31 0.00 169.48 821.78 10.20 263.45 202.8&NH4 9 14.93 o.ao ~O 02 32.16 &.05 8.51 6.55Cl 9 474.46 0.00 7 5:90 3908.52 45.40 1249.52 962.13




0~5.90 0.00 1017.90 4051.07 92.11 1461.58 11~0.03
•
SCA 9 685.94 0.00 1098.08 4941.03 106.10 1558.34 11 9.92
0'\ A/C 9 0.93 0.00 0.93 0.99 0 .. 5 0.04 0.03
-' CL/NA q 1.07 0.00 1.06 1.19 0.82 0.11 0.08NA/MG 9 4 .. 38 0.00 4=J9 4.&3 3.75 0.28 0.21S5 9 523.05 0.00 806. 3 4311.10 49.44 1378.30 10&1.29NC 9 76.13 0.00 131.79 485.99 9.04 150.41 115.82
COND/P 9 0.80 o 00 0.80 0.95 0.57 0.11 0.09
AMTH 12 0.00 950:97 79.25 324.77 10.38 84.81 52.64
AMTHN\i 12 0.00 819 52 08.29 289.45 8.41 75.07 40.91AMTNA 9 0.00 4320:98 480.11 2135.38 40.65 656.83 507.30AMTK 9 0.00 95.44 10.00 39.41 2.4l.J 11.07 8.98
AMTCA q 0.00 283.74 31.53 112.22 11.13 31.86 24.53AMTMG 9 0.00 985.90 109.55 475.09 10.84 14&.09 112.95AMTNH4 9 0.00 145.00 16.18 28.48 0.70 7.25 5.58AMTCL 9 0.00 4017.49 513.05 2259.01 48.24 098.92 538.17AMTF 9 0.00 43.35 4.82 18.03 0.00 5.20 4.01AMTN03 9 0.00 350.23 38.91 94.16 13.98 2&.15 20.14AMTS04 9 0.00 1108.84 129.87 335.10 21.57 108.17 83.29AMTP04 q 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSS04 9 0.00 094 31 77.15 198.&8 15.24 58.43 44.99AMTSS 9 0.00 5090:37 505.bO 2492.35 52.53 770.93 593.62AMTNC 9 0.00 741.34 82.37 280.96 33.62 79.90 01.52
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLiS




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONlH
Table 6l.
MONTHLY KALNFAlL SUM~AR¥ INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION Of VARIABILITY INCOMPUSITION AND DEPUSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
ALL KSC SITES DURING 01/79.
N \lOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH ~OW STaDEV 95XC.L,PH 5 3.97 0.00 3.90 4.01 .87 .00 0.0COND 5 57.79 0.00 60.14 90.50 50.00 17.18 21.36CMPPT 5 0.00 1.40 0.29 0.38 0.20 0.07 0.08
H 5 100.91 0.00 108.87 134.90 97.72 14.82 18 • 4 3tiNV 5 99.24 0.00 101.23 131.83 83.18 18.43 2.91NA 5 45.71 0.00 50.00 188.27 20.87 73.97 91.90
K 5 3.20 0.00 3.63 8.94 2.04 2.97 3.70CA 5 ':>5.43 0.00 57.48 90.32 39.42 19.52 24.21MG 5 13.47 0.00 ' 16.16 51.33 6.25 19.08 24.47NH4 5 30.28 0.00 31.70 52.11 21.17 9.61 12.03Cl 5 43.92 o 00 54.09 185.27 18.05 73.31 91.22
F 5 8.32 0:00 8.63 16.31 2.63 4.96 6.11N03 5 ':>3.73 0.00 54.84 10.33 45.49 9.93 12.35S04 5 121.69 o 00 126.59 190.50 94.52 37.17 46.22
P04 5 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00XSS04 5 117.17 0.00 121.02 171.44 91.97 30.06 37.37
~ SAN 5 227.65 0.00 244.15 Q55.05 112.90 119.09 148.05
I SeA 5 201.00 0.00 279.84 525.86 200.08 138.08 17t.67
o- Ale 5 0.87 0.00 0.81 0.92 0.83 0.03 0.04N CL/NA 5 0.90 0.00 0.97 1.10 0.80 0 ..12 0.14NA/MG 5 3.39 0.00 3.41 3.67 ~.52 0.50 o 0258 5 q8.Q4 0.00 59.66 204.36 1 .91 80.9l 100:6~NC 5 105.65 0.00 111.31 186.61 70.37 44.16 54.9COND/P 5 0.91 o 00 O.9~ 0.92 0.67 0.02 0.03AMTH 5 0.00 1560:33 312.0 402.49 271.60 i3 • 25 ob.21AMlHNII 5 0.00 141.&8.38 289.08 ~93.33 247.10 8.91 73.24AMTNA 5 0.00 bb7.11 133.43 82.42 01.12 1 9.29 113.17AMTK 5 0.00 4b.69 9.34 18.15 6.&2 4.95 6.15
AtvlTCA 5 0.00 !:S09.07 161.81 222 .. 49 117.03 41.98 5§.19AM1MG 5 0.00 190.59 39.32 104.26 16.50 36.53 4 .41AMTNH4 5 0.00 529.49 105.90 119 ..34 eo.o5 15.39 lq 13
AMTCL 5 0,.00 040.99 126.20 37b ..34 54.86 138.89 172:67AMTF 5 0..00 121.48 24.30 42.32 8.31 13 • 22 16 • 43AMTN03 5 0.00 784 16 156.83 213 ..28 138.87 1.65 q 35AMTS04 5 0.00 1176:08 355.22 Q43.35 280.01 62.89 78:18AMTP04 5 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSS04 5 0.00 1710:12 342.02 436.21 213.03 60.37 75.0bAMTSS 5 0.00 701.02 141.40 415,,10 bO.Sl 1~3.20 190.46AMTNC 5 0.00 1542.00 308.40 380.2b 208.92 2.96 90.71
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES
MICROE~UIIiALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FORVOLWTAv=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE PH,
CUNO,CMPPT 6AND RATIUSUEQ/SQ.M=MICROE UIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWtIGHTED AVERAGl
REPRESENTS rUIAl AMOUNT FORC~PPT IN UtQ/Sw.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND OF RAIN
THE MONTH
Table 62.








































































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIA~ILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 01 DURING 01171.
N vOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 2 4.47 0.00
COND 2 14.36 0.00
C~PPT 2 0.00 ~.35
rl 2 34.tO 0.00
HN~ 2 32.07 0.00
NA 0 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 O.UO
CA 0 0.00 o.vo
MG 0 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00
f 0 0.00 V.OO
N03 0 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
SCA 0 0.00 0.00
Ale 0 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00
CONO/P 0 0.00 0.00
AMTH 2 0.00 1484.01
AMTHNV 2 0.00 1395.50
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0*00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00





















































































































































































































MONTHLY ~A1NfALL SUM~AHY iNCLUDING STATI~llCAL EVALUATION OFVARIAdlLITY IN
COMPUS!TI0N AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 01 uURING 08/77.
N VOLWTAV UEW/SQ.M
PH 8 4.50 0.00
COND 8 19.50 0.00
eMPPT 8 0.00 13.36
H 8 jl.8ti U.OO
HNV b 24.47 0.00
NA 0 0.00 V.OO
K 0 0.00 v.OO
CA 0 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00
NHq 0 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00
P04. 0 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 O.UO
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
seA 0 0.00 0.00
A/C 0 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00
CONO/P 0 0.00 0 00
AMTH 6 0.00 4257:07
AMTHNV 8 0.00 3207.53
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 O.QO
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 OeOO 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSSO~ 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00





MEAN=UNWElbHfED AVERAGECMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLU~N HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMUUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTh
Table 64.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SU;"MARY INCLUDING ~TATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION ANO DEPOSI nON AI""OUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 01 OURING 09/77.
N IJOliNTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.OE" 95XC.LqPH 8 4.79 0.00 4.23 5.50 3.8b . 0.59 0.4
COND 8 17.39 0.00 31.00 105.70 0.00 30.81 30.71
CMPPT 8 0.00 15.94 1.99 7.33 0.01 2.73 2.28
H 8 10.08 0.00 59.38 138.04 2.75 52.81 44 .. 11
HNV d 14.1b 0.00 47.22 114.81 0.95 41.51 34.b4
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 v.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.·00 0.00 0.00 0.00
::1=>0 seA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00t
0'1 Ale 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
01 CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00 0.00NA/MG I,) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,,00 0 ..00 0 ..00
55 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COND/P 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 2562.58 320.32 1161.43 15.10 394.97 329.56
~.iYlTHNIJ 8 0.00 225b.40 282.00 1109.1b 0.14 372.71 310.96
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,,00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A""tTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ai'1TCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 0
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AM1SS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNe 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUM8t:.R OF SAMPLES




CMPPT .iN UEQ/SQ.f-'1 COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of RAIN FOR
1 HE MLJNlH
Table 65.
MONTHlt ~~lNfALL SUMMARY INCLUDIN~ STATISTICAL EVALUATION UF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSlT10N AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT














































































































































































































































VULWTAV=VOlUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,~MPPT,ANO RATIUS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICKOEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNwEIGH1EO AVERAGECMPPl iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
HiE MON lH
Table 66.
















































































MONTHLY R~rNFALl SUMM~RY 11~CLUOING STATISTICAL evALUATION OF VARrA~lLITY IN
COMPOS~TION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FUR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 01 oURlNG 11/778
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 8 5.09 0.00
COND 8 8.40 0.00
CMPPT 8 0.00 16.14
H 8 ~.20 0.00
rtNV 8b.07 0.00
NA 7 jl.78 0.00
K 7 0.57 0.00
CA 7 1.93 0.00
MG 1 7.1b 0.00
NH4 7 1.83 0.00
CL 1 36.19 0.00
F 7 0.21 v.OO
N03 7 3.44 0.00
S04 7 8.03 0.00
P04 7 0.00 0.00
XSS04 7 4.54 0.00
SAN 7 q7.87 0.00
seA 7 51.34 0.00
Ale 7 0.93 0.00
CL/NA 1 1.14 0.00
NA/MG 7 .4.44 0.00
53 7 ~1.50 0.00
NC 7 5.78 0.00COND/P 7 1.09 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 1323.01
AMTHNV 8 0.00 980 37
AMTNA 7 0.00 5122:82
AMTK 7 0.00 91 05
AMTCA 7 0.00 311:31
AMTMG 7 0.00 1153.71
AMTNH4 7 0.00 295.00
AM1CL 1 0.00 S~32.69
AMTF 7 0.00 33.62
AMTN03 7 0.00 55q 03
AMTS04 7 0.00 129Q:28
AMTP04 7 0.00 0.00
AXSSQ4 7 0.00 731.05
AMTSS 7 0.00 0043.28






CMPPT lN utQ/S~.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN fOH
FiE MUNfH
Table 67.

















































































MONTHLY RAiNfALL SUMMARY INCLU~rNG 3TATrSTICAL EVALUAT10N OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSIIIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SllE 01 UURING 12/71.
N vOLwfAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 12 4.50 O.UO
COND 12 10.82 0 VO
CMPPT 12 0.00 1:01
H 12 27.29 0.00
HNV 12 24.11 0.00
NA 8 j7.11 0.00
K 6 0.80 0.00
CA 8 3.40 0.00
MG 8 8.b2 0.00
NH4 8 3.79 0.00
CL 8 37.54 0.00
F 8 0.21 0.00
N03 e 7.50 0.00
SOq 8 28.04 0.00
P04 8 1.50 0.00
XSS04 8 c4.27 0.00
SAN 8 14.80 0.00
seA 8 80.28 0.00
A/C 8 0.93 0.00
Cl/NA 8 1.01 0.00
NA/MG 8 4.30 0.00
SS 8 40.49 0.00
NC 8 13.24 0.00
COND/P 8 0.97 0.00
AMIH 12 0.00 1931.04
AMTHNV 12 0.00 1105.07
AMTNA 8 0.00 2557.51
AMTK 8 0.00 5S.30
AMTCA 8 0.00 234.37
AMTMG 8 0.00 594.35
AMTNHq 8 0.00 261.32
AMTCL 8 0.00 2581.12
AMTf 8 0.00 18.50
AMTN03 8 0.00 511.10
AMTS04 8 0.00 1932.96
AMTP04 8 0.00 103.65
AXSSOQ 8 0.00 1612.94
AMTSS 8 0.00 2190.C8
AMfNe 8 0.00 912.57
N=NUMBLR Of SAMPLES




CMPPT IN UtQ/S~.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REP~ESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
111E MONTH
)Table 68.
MONTHLY K.INFALL SUMMARY I~CLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VAR1A8ILITV IN
COMPOS!llON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLV DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 01 DURING 01/78.
N VOLwIAV UEl.l/SQ.M. MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEY 9SXC.L.PH 6 4.59 0.00 4.43 4.'n 3.99 0.30 0.18CONI) 6 17.35 o 00 28.25 58.00 7.90 Its.lo 19.10CMPPT 6 0.00 5:95 0.99 1.61 0.14 1.29 +.36H b 25.59 u.OO 36.85 102.33 11.75 35.32 3 .06HNV b 22.19 0.00 32.03 102.33 7.59 31.68 39.53NA 6 ~8.3b 0.00 06.09 131.31 20.00 43.90 46.00
K b 1.35 0.00 2.04 4.59 0.00 1.96 2.05
CA b 8.51 0.00 16.55 33.93 2.99 11.13 12.31MG 6 10.55 0.00 18.45 36.44 5.18 12.89 13.52I'I!M4 b 9.51 0.00 14.76 26.06 3.86 8.39 b.80CL b 42.73 0.00 74.54 152.00 22.00 51.11 54.32
F 6 0.10 0.00 0.26 1.58 0.00 0.64 0.681'103 b 12.09 0.00 ~6.40 44.52 6.94 14.39 15.10804 6 31.41 0.00 2.40 122.42 10.41 39.50 41.44P04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00XSS04 b 27.06 0.00 44.80 110.38 8.15 36.36 38.15
» SAN 6 80.39 0.00 143.00 288.05 39.34 94.97 99.64
I SeA 6 93.87 0.00 154.77 286.95 44.83 93.30 97.89m A/C 6 0.92 0.00 0.93 1.01 0.79 0.07 0.07t"O CL/NA b 1.11 0.00 1.13 1.23 0.99 0.09 0.09NA/MG 6 3.04 0.00 3.58 4.05 3.15 0.40 0.42S8 6 40.73 0.00 81.52 107.65 24.26 56.90 59.10NC 6 21.55 0.00 36.40 54.6& 8.82 18.09 18.99COND/P b 0.90 o 00 0.94 1.10 0.85 0.09 0.10AMTH 0 0.00 1522:62 253.77 b07.58 23.89 225.17 230.25AMTHNV 6 0.00 1320 19 220.03 007.58 11.98 2i5• 46 236.55AMTNA
"
0.00 2283:25 380.54 721.90 115.49 2 8.29 250.01AMTK 6 0.00 80.40 13.40 30.86 0.00 14.45 15.10AMlCA b 0.00 50b.31 84.18 133.33 20.51 43.86 46.02
AMTMG 6 0.00 021.86 104.b4 187.55 3b.l1 07.22 70.53AMTNH4 b 0.00 560 05 94.34 ~54.7~ 13.12 52.61 55.27AMTCL b 0.00 2541:23 423.87 93.9 142.32 269.52 282.78AMTF 6 0.00 9.38 1.50 9.38 0.00 3.83 4.02AMTN03 b 0.00 719 46 119.91 264.33 15.50 109.51 114.90AMTS04 b 0.00 H~6f#:25 311.54 726.88 69.85 235.11 246.&7AMTP04 b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00AXSSQ4 0 0.00 1610.24 208.37 055.31 48:35 214.22 224.70AMTSS b 0.00 2181.16 4bJ.53 875.69 149.22 295.48 310.02AMTNe 0 0.00 1282.70 21 .78 325.71 66.83 108.71 114.06
N=NUMBfR Of SAMPLES




AND REPRESENTS AMOUNT RAIN FORCMPPl iN UEQ/SQ.M COLU~N HAS UNITS OF eM TOTAL OF
TI1E MUt-4TH
Table 69.









































































































































































































MONTHLY KAINfALL SUMMAR, iNCLUDING STATIStICAL EVALUATION OF vARIABILITY INCOMPOS~'IUN AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FUN CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SA~PLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SllE 01 UURING 02/78.
N vOLwTAV UEG/SQ.M
PH 8 4.44 0.00
COND 8 24.20 0 00
CMPPT 8 0.00 10:32
H 6 36.11 0.00
HNV 8 31.29 0.00
NA 0 05.21 0.00
K b 1.02 0.00
eA b 4.32 0.00
MG 6 15.06 0.00
NH4 0 6.56 0.00
CL 6 58.41 0.00
F 6 0.54 0.00
N03 6 9.51 0.00$04 6 37.05 0.00
P04 6 0.00 U.OO
XSS04 6 31.04 0.00
SAN b 105.57 0.00
seA 6 128.18 0.00
A/C 0 0.82 0.00
CL/NA 6 0.90 0.00
NA/Mb b 4.33 0.00
5S 6 04.42 0.00
Nt 6 21.74 0.00
CONO/P 6 0.93 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 3129.10
AMTHNV 8 0.00 3231.12
AMTNA 6 0.00 6704.85
AMTK 6 veDO 105.19
AMTCA 6 0.00 443 95
AMTMG 6 0.00 154b:05
AMTNH4 6 0.00 674.53
AMTCL 6 0.00 000b.07
AMTf b 0.00 55.72
AMTN03 6 0.00 984.21
AMTS04 6 0.00 3810.29
AMTP04 b 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 b 0,,00 3192.50
AMT5S b 0.00 6024.22






CMPPl !N UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS Of C~ ANO REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNTH
)Table 70.
MO~!HLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATIdilCAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
;,1 COMPOSlTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 01 UURING 03/78.
N ~OLWTAV UEbl/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L jPH 8 4.q9 0.00 4.37 4.79 q.06 0.27 0.2
COND 8 21.76 0.00 33.26 67.00 8.60 21.89 18.27CMPPT 8 0.00 8.20 1.03 3.89 0.06 1.21 1.01
rl 8 32.12 o 00 42.42 87.10 16.22 2q.77 20.67
HNV 8 29.96 0:00 38.32 81.28 15.85 22.q3 18.72
NA 7 44.85 0.00 54.91 141.31 15.22 45.93 42.53
K 7 1.25 0.00 1.80 3.57 0.25 1.42 1.31
CA 7 10.33 0.00 19.46 53.89 2.00 17.95 16.62
MG 7 12.15 0.00 15.70 36.44 4.28 12.21 11.31NH4 7 8.81 V.OO 13.40 41.58 1.66 14.54 13.47
CL 7 48.79 0.00 58.5q 149.74 17.20 48.56 44.97
F 7 0.95 0.00 1.20 3.68 0.00 1.45 1.34
N03 1 17.52 o 00 27.03 66.94 7.74 22.19 20.55
504 7 33.11 0·00 44.20 91.bl 16.24 31.b6 29.32
POll Of 0.00 0·00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 1 26.24 0·00 38.20 80.30 14.41 28.36 26.26
» SAN 7 100.43 0:00 130.91 275.87 44.82 86.49 81.94
• SCA 7 109.32 U.OO 145.27 311.78 42.40 100 ob5 93.20
"'-.l Ale 7 0.92 0.00 0.90 1.06 0.80 0 .. 11 0.10CL/NA 7 1.09 0.00 1.01 1.28 0.94 0 .. 11 0.10
NA/MG 7 3.69 0.00 3.50 q.13 2.72 0 .. 54 0.50
5S 7 52.95 0.00 6~.31 165.17 18.97 53 .. ~H 49.83
NC 7 24.45 0.00 lCl.09 107.13 6.52 35 .. 42 32.80
COND/P 7 0.90 0.00 0.95 1.09 0.82 0..08 0.08
AMTH 8 0.00 2635.49 329.44 1001.05 35.78 327.80 213.51
AMT tiNV 8 0.00 2458.26 307.26 939.83 28.42 310.50 259.08AMTNA 7 0.00 3052.98 521.85 1633.90 109.84 545.63 505.20
AMTK 7 0.00 101.87 14.55 44. 33 1.84 13.05 12.b4AMTCA 7 0.00 ~41.56 120.22 21 .25 26 .. 69 64.06 59.87AMTMG 7 0.00 989.80 lql.40 421.35 3(1.88 131.27 1~7.12AMTNH4 7 0.00 711 69 102.53 282.05 11.95 95.69 8.61
AMTCL 7 0.00 3973:49 567.64 1131.39 115.95 581.65 538.61
AMTF 7 0.00 77.33 11.05 40.95 0.00 14.92 13.82
AMTN03 7 0.00 1427.24 203.89 399.12 55.65 132.03 122.26AMTS04 7 0.00 2701.04 385.95 1059.22 136 .. 16 340 .. 59 315.39
AMTP04 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .. 00 0.00 0.00
AXS504 7 0.00 2299.07 326 .. 52 661.06 123.4) 285 ..43 204.31
AMTSS 7 0.00 4312.71 616.10 1909.72 127.90 638.29 591.07
AMTNC 7 0.00 1991.19 264.46 088.15 83 .. 23 198.55 183.86
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES




CMPPT IN U~Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 7l.
MONTHLY kAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDI~G SfATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SI1E 01 OURING 04/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEY 95XC.L.
PH 2 4.47 0.00 4.47 4.. 54 4.41 U.09 0.83
CONO 2 43.2& 0.00 43.~O 40.80 39.80 4.95 44.49CMPPT 2 0.00 0.49 O. 5 0.25 0.24 u.OO 0.04
H 2 33.81 0.00 33.87 38.90 28.84 7.12 03.96
HN" 2 28.99 0.00 29.00 34.&7 23.44 7.94 71.38NA 2 85.93 0.00 80.31 111.83 54.78 44.58 400.b6
K 2 4.73 0.00 4.72 5.62 3.83 1.26 }1.36
CA 2 10.62 ~.OO 10.36 91.82 48.90 30.34 2 2.72
MG 2 22.82 0.00 2'.87 27.15 18.59 6.05 5t.1.37NH4 2 07.70 0.00 o .64 72.63 02.65 7.06 63.42
CL 2 88.01 0.00 88.41 Ilb.18 60.63 39.28 353.05
F 2 5.00 0.00 5.00 5.26 4.74 0.37 3.34
N03 2 31.62 0.00 31.61 32.26 30.91 0.91 8.20
504 2 101.11 0.00 101.08 103.06 99.10 2.80 25.14
P04 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 2 92.04 0.00 91.98 96 82 87.15 6.84 61 41
:.:<'>
SAN 2 225.79 0.00 226.10 251:52 200.69 35.95 313: 05
•
SCA 2 285.60 0.00 285.71 299·ib 27~:~~ 19.06 1 1.49
""-J Ale 2 0.79 0.00 0.79 o. 4 0.07 0.65fJ CL/NA 2 1.02 0.00 1.02 1.11 0.99 0.09 0.77
NA/MG 2 3.77 0.00 3.77 4.3£4 2.95 0.99 8.86
55 2 97.14 o 00 97 i1 1~8.~5 6~ 81 43·i 3 389.41NC 2 154.65 0:00 154: 8 1 6. 6 13:20 31. 6 281.8
CONO/P 2 0.98 0.00 o 98 0.98 0.91 0.01 0.00
AMTH 2 0.00 166.93 83:47 94.83 72.10 16.07 14,,,44
AMTHNV 2 0.00 143.12 71.50 84.52 58.61 18.32 164.66
AMTNA 2 0.00 424.17 212.09 287.21 136.96 106.24 954.85
AMTK 2 0.00 23.37 11.09 14.04 9.33 3.33 29.91
AMTCA 2 0.00 348.74 174.31 229.54 119.20 78.0~ 701.22AMTMG 2 0.00 !!2.64 56.32 oO·l~ 4~.48 ~3.9 121.14AMTNH4 2 0.00 4 27 16~·13 181. 15 .70 0.4} A8 • 2AMTCL 2 0.00 434:77 21 • 9 28 .20 51.~7 93.0 36.40AMTF 2 0.00 24.67 12.34 12.83 1~. 4 0.10 6.21AMTN03 2 0.00 150.14 78.07 8'.65 7.49 t 65 3~ 80AMTS04 2 0.00 499.21 249.61 25 .65 241.56 1 :37 10 :21
AMTP04 2 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00
AXSSOf~ 2 0.00 454:47 227.24 242.05 212.42 20.95 188:28
AMiSS 2 0.00 479.55 239.78 312.37 10 7• 19 102.66 922.63AMTNC 2 0.00 163.05 361.82 t1lU.40 22.25 84.25 757.20
NaNUMB~R Of SAMPLES








MONTHLY RAINFALL eU~M~RY INCLUDING Sr~lISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSiTION ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SItE 01 DURING 05/76.
N VOLWTAV UEw/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 5 4.4b 0.00 4.45 4.51 4.32 0.08 0.10
COND 5 31.59 o 00 34.02 50.10 27.80 9.20 11.43
CMPPT 5 0.00 5·91 1.18 2.43 0.56 0.61 1.00
H 5 34.50 0:00 35.19 41.86 30.90 6.93 8.61
HNV 5 30.90 y.OO 31.32 38.90 24.55 5.71 7.10
NA 5 49.11 0.00 49.91 69.57 36.52 13.73 17.07
K 5 3.06 0.00 3.78 6.64 1.79 2.19 2.73
CA 5 20.18 o 00 24.45 57.88 9.48 20.01 24.88
MG 5 13.10 0·00 13.84 17.60 9.46 2.90 3.61
NH4 5 .s9.02 0·00 43.80 91.48 13.86 28.77 35.77
CL 5 ~9.08 0·00 59.76 19.81 45.12 14.74 18.32
F I) 1.32 0·00 1.56 2.63 0.00 0.98 1.22
NO.5 5 25.49 0·00 30.01 50.62 16.13 16.16 20.09
S04 5 42.68 0:00 50.18 72.66 30.19 16.95 21.07
P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 36.83 0.00 44.22 68.02 25.81 17 ..37 21.60
:t:o SAN 5 128.58 0.00 141.61 179.70 97.33 30.62 ~8.07, SeA 5 158.98 0.00 171.57 224.49 129.03 40.81 0.74
'-I AIr '5 0 ..81 0.00 0.83 (\ os:. 1\ .,C;: O..Oq 1'\ t t
';Il,) 'We'''' v. , J \Ie"'''cLiNA 5 1.20 \) 00 1.20 1.27 1.15 0.05 0.07
NA/Mb 5 3.75 0·00 3.61 4.01 2.83 0.50 o 62
58 5 b2.96 0·00 &4.12 88.03 Q1..19 17 ..08 21 :23
NC 5 61.51 0·00 71.6& 115.39 23.&8 39.50 49.11COND/P 5 1,,08 0·00 1.07 1.20 1.00 0.09 0.11
AMlH 5 0 ..00 2039:54 407.91 842.46 191.64 266.28 33 i , 05
AMHiNV 5 0.00 ~82b b6 365.33 78&.23 ~53 ..42 255.20 3l7.27
AMlNA 5 0.00 902·65 560.51 1087.00 41 ..80 384.11 4 7.55
AMTK 5 0.00 181·08 36.22 55.83 13.12 15.28 18.99
AMTCA 5 0.00 1192·82 238.56 426.83 76.95 156.b9 194.80
AMTMG 5 0.00 774:50 154.90 275.06 79.~4 90 ..98 il3 • 1 1AMTNH4 5 0,,00 230b.39 461.2 6 689.03 1 () i , 8 299.30 2.10AM1CL 5 0.00 3492.42 69 .48 124&.97 282.00 450,,92 5&8.07
AMTF 5 0.00 7ij 18 15.64 36.36 0.00 14.08 17.50
AMIN03 5 0.00 1507:01 301.40 462.45 118.46 141.50 115.92
AMTS04 5 0.00 2523,,05 504.61 733.50 314.97 189 ..88 23&.07
AMTP04 5 0.00 o 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 ~ ..OO 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 2177:02 435:40 b21.10 2bll ..43 15 e 11 189.11
AMTSS 5 0.00 3121.48 744.30 1375.41 312,,48 480 ..79 b05.21
AMTNe 5 0.00 3636.16 721.23 1145.94 173.90 374.47 465.56
N=NUMBt:.R OF SAMPl.ES




CMPPT IN UEG/8Q.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS lOT AL AMOUNT OF r<.AIN FOR
THE MlJNrH
Table 73.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMAkY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 01 OURING 06/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW STODEV 95XC.L 2PH 6 4.44 0.00 4 20 4.84 3.68 .40 0.4CONO 6 20.20 l~:Y~ 33:61 10t>.80 11.80 36.23 38.02CMPPT 6 0.00 2.86 1.09 0.12 2.91 3.06
H 6 35.89 0.00 63.44 206.93 14.45 12.18 76.36
HNV 0 31.77 u.oo 59.33 204.11 10.72 72.32 75.87NA 6 18.50 0.00 31.45 81.31 12.~1 25.33 26.56
K b 1.10 0.00 2.30 8.17 e, 1 2.89 3.04CA b 6.05 0.00 16.22 56.89 2.99 20.55 21.56
~1G 6 4.J9 0.00 8.32 24.18 2.80 7.99 8.36NH4 6 8. 8 0.00 16.08 54.33 3.88 19.13 20.08
CL b 19.19 0.00 34.514 95.60 12.13 30.96 32.48
F b 0.04 0.00 0.70 2.63 0.00 1.14 1.19
N03 6 13.21 0.00 30.81 102.43 8.23 30.31 ~8.1bS04 b 30.73 0.00 56.70 210.91 11.24 76.04 9.78
P04 6 0.00 .0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 b 28.75 0.00 53.16 201.16 7.96 73.09 76.69
~l~ SAN b &3.16 0.00 12~.75 411. 56 47.52 142eJ4 149.34
f SCA b 74.38 0.00 13 .80 4 .81 53.86 146. 7 154.00
"'-J AIC 6 0.85 0.00 0.89 0.95 0.17 0.06 0.06
-1-" CL/NA b 1.03 0.00 1.~0 1.18 0.90 0.10 0.10NA/MG 6 4.23 0.00 3. 8 4.76 1. 36 0.47 o 495S 6 21.16 0.00 38.04 105.05 1 38 33.99 35:*6NC b 17.32 0.00 36.3~ 119.83 1 .20 41.91 43. 7COND/P b 1.03 o 00 0.9 1.06 0.83 0.09 0.10
AMTH 6 0.00 616Z:41 1027.01 ~bli·84 95.54 1392• 30 1146.04AMTHNV 6 0.00 i454.74 9~9.12 ~8 .07 85.~5 54 58 1~01.5~AMTNA 6 0.00 186.25 5 1.04 1 7 .02 54. 0 566:05 9~.8AMTK b 0.00 189.U4 31.51 90.55 2.43 33.61 3 .26
MHCA 6 0.00 1¥39.24 173.21 530.97 53.29 187.60 196.83AMTMG b 0.00 . j3 60 12~.60 '85.13 14.~1 ~37.28 144.03AMTNH4 6 0.00 14 8:27 23 .11 07.90 28. 3 68.31 28~.51AMTCL 6 0.00 3294.53 549.09 1700.37 56.44 b07.23 63 .10AMTF 6 0.00 6 09 1 02 308 0.00 1.57 1.65
AMfN03 6 0.00 2261:50 377:92 9+5:38 67.03 366.93 384.98AM 504 6 0.00 5215.46 879.24 19 9.07 50.80 893.13 937.07
AMTP04 6 0.80 o 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSS04 b o. 0 Q9Jb:S6 822:76 1847.26 44.99 842.42 88~.86AMTSS b 0.00 36 .3.40 605.57 1875.51 62.26 669.84 70 .80AMTNC b 0.00 29 3.00 495.50 1412.06 70.82 518.24 543.73
N=NUMBER OF SAMP~ES
VOLWTAV=~OLUME ~ IGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS AR( MICROEQUIVALENlS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,CUNO CMPPT AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.MaMICROEQUIVALENT5/SQUARE METER
MEAN=urotWEIGHTEt.> AVERAGE
CMPPT IN UEQ/Sw.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CIlt1 AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
)Table 74.

























































































































MON;KLY HAINFALL SUMMAR( I~CLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 01 DURING 07/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 9 4.38 0.00
COND 9 20.51 0.00
CMPPT 9 0.00 22.94
H 9 41.04 0.00
HNV 9 39.21 0.00
NA 9 41.34 0.00
K 9 1.20 0.00
CA 9 b.20 0.00
MG 9 8.33 0.00
NH4 9 3.09 0.00
CL 9 45.27 0.00
F q 0.60 0.00
N03 9 12.40 0.00
S04 9 36.39 0.00
P04 9 0.00 0.00
XSS04 q 31.78 0.00
SAN 9 ~4.67 0.00
seA 9 101.86 0.00
Ale q 0.93 0.00
CL/NA q 1.10 0.00
NA/MG q 4.90 0.00
5S 9 49.61 0.00
NC 9 10.62 0.00
COND/P 9 1.07 0.00
AMTH 9 0.00 9551.09
AMfHNV 9 0.00 8993.36
AMTNA q 0.00 9482.15
AMTK 9 0.00 288.03
AMTCA 9 0.00 1423.26
~~l~~4 ~ 8:&8 I~A~:Y~
AMTCL 9 0.00 10385.17
AMTF q 0.00 138 47
AMTN03 9 0.00 2844:70
AMT504 9 0.00 8348.59
:~~~8g ~ 8:88 728~:g~
AMTSS 9 0.00 11378.08






CMPPT IN lJEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 75.
MONTHL~ ~AINFALL SUMMARY II~tLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SIrE 01 DURING 08/78. .
N VOt.WTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOw ST.DEV 95XC.L~
PH 5 tf.33 0.00 4.40 4.83 4.20 0.28 0.3
COND 5 23.03 0.00 34.38 73.50 20.80 22.17 21.56CNlPPT 5 0.00 10.14 2.03 5.91 0.02 2. 2 2.89
H 5 40.89 0.00 39.70 03.10 lq.19 21.00 20.80
HNV 5 44.tfo 0.00 30.90 01.60 12.59 23.20 ~8.84
NA 4 15.81 0.00 28.04 79.57 7.83 34.q2 4.73
K 4 1.10 0.00 1.53 2.55 0.11 0.81 1.28
CA 4 0.19 0.00 6.61 10.48 3.99 ~.77 4.41MG 4 4.85 0.00 7.44 19.17 2.88 .84 12.47
NH4 4 4.03 0.00 4.57 13.31 t.l~ 5.84 9.28CL 4 21.19 0.00 30.03 99.83 10.1 42.07 601.85
F 4 0.24 0.00 0.20 I.OS 0.00 0.53 0.84
NU3 4 12.19 0.00 14.01 18.55 8.71 4.45 7.07
S04 4 35.13 0.00 31.85 40.00 15.82 10.96 17.43
PD4 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 4 33.24 0.00 28.49 39.19 6.28 14.99 23.83
;:c, SAN 4 08.75 0.00 82.22 121.91 b3.00 30.78 48.94
e seA 4 78.97 0.00 92.73 128.22 08.70 25.18 40.04
"'-.t A/C 4 0.87 0.00 0.89 1000 0.74 0.11 0.18G"l CL/NA 4 1.34 0.00 1.28 t.41 1.20 0.00 0.10
NA/MG 4 3.20 0.00 3.77 4.15 2.72 o.o~ 1.03
S5 4 20.42 o 00 30.23 102.80 10.11 44.4 70.11
NC 4 11.01 0·00 11.97 20.15 7.80 5.57 8.80
CONO/P 4 1.00 0·00 1.00 1.08 0.95 0.06 0.09
AMlH 5 0.00 4750:93 951.39 2519.48 4.15 1029.53 1279.97
AMTHNV 5 0.00 4510.04 902.13 2297.80 2.5b 948.24 1178.91
AMTNA 4 0.00 1&00.33 400.08 770.41 154.08 2~2.23 4&4.64
AMTK 4 0.00 117.20 29.30 00.32 15.90 0.93 33.28
AMTCA 4 0.00 020.24 150.~0 383.14 52.39 154.34 245.40AMTMG 4 0.00 491 01 12~. 5 262.30 43.19 98.41 156.~0AMlNH4 4 0.00 408:52 ~~ .13 303.53 10.40 130.~0 2~0. 6AMTCL 4 0.00 2145.40 6.35 1082.02 207.27 411. 0 6 3.80
AMTF Q 0.00 24 01 6.00 24.01 0.00 ~2.01 19.09
AMTN03 4 0.00 1234:40 308.00 514.45 1b.o$ 1 7.60 314.18
AMTS04 4 0.00 3557.03 889.26 2127.35 98.8 674.24 1390.05
AMTP04 4 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 ~.oo o.o~ ~.ooAXSS04 4 0.00 3305:15 841.29 2034.98 3 .27 8~2.2 135 .14
AMTSS '6 0.00 20b7.03 54O.9~ 995.31 199.01 3 7.~0 600.32AMTNe 4 0.00 IllS.b8 2 3.9 540.34 66.42 244. 2 388.79
N:NUM8~R Of SAMP~iS MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,VOLwTAV:YOLUME W GHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE
CUNO ~MPPT AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M:~ICHOE6uIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE
CMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
)Table 76.









































































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUM~~~Y INCLUDING STATISfICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPO$!TlON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SI1E 01 OURING 09/78.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 8 4.37 0.00
COND 8 26.97 0.00
CMPPT 8 0.00 11.06
H 8 q2.55 0.00
HNV 8 38.90 0.00
NA 7 39.04 0.00
K 7 0.98 0 00
CA 7 10.19 0:00
MG 7 9.60 0.00
NH4 7 &.50 0 00
CL 7 44.33 0:00
F 7 3.38 0 00
N03 7 16.27 0:00
S04 1 37.11 0.00
P04 7 0.00 0.00
XSS04 7 32.&4 0.00
SAN 7 101.11 0.00SeA 7 108.61 0.00
Ale 7 0.93 0.00CL/NA 7 1.14 0.00
NA/MG 7 4.07 0.00
S5 7 47.95 0.00
NC 7 18.36 0.00
COND/P 7 1.02 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 4705.44
AMTHNV 8 0.00 4301.33
AMTNA 7 0.00 4307.08
AMTK 7 0.00 108 45
AMTCA 7 0.00 1125·35
AMTMG 7 0.00 1059:36
AMTNH4 7 0.00 717.06
AMTCL 7 0.00 4890.29
AMTF 7 0.00 372.40
A~TN03 7 0.00 1795.59
AMTSQ4 7 0.00 4094.42
AMTP04 7 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 1 0.00 3001.41






C~PPT IN UEQ/SQ.MCOLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 77.
MONTHLY RAINf~LL SUMMARY INCLUDiNG STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSiTiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SIrE 01 DURING 10/78.
N 'IOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH JOW Sf.DEV 95%C.L.PH 8 4.11 0.00 4.25 5.12 .92 0.43 0.30
CONo 8 21.10 0.00 45.94 115.00 13.20 32.46 27.08
CMPPT 8 0.00 0.84 o 86 4.41 0.03 1 47 1.23
H 8 19.33 u.oo 56:55 120.23 7.59 42:83 35.74
HNV 8 16.78 0.00 49.52 107.15 5.02 38.03 32.23
Nil. 7 14.72 0.00 109.09 211.31 31.74 57.03 53.37
K 7 2.14 0.00 3.25 5.02 1.02 1.73 1.00
CA 7 0.09 0.00 9.'H 25.95 3.49 7.82 7.24
MG 7 17.83 0.00 25.21 55.94 7.32 15.52 14.38
NH4 1 2.18 0.00 7.84 ~1.07 0.55 8.91 8.25CL 1 15.05 0.00 108.81 1 0.35 33.84 51.31 47.51
F 7 0.38 0.00 1.43 4.21 0.00 1.45 1.34
N03 7 0.59 0.00 2~.59 03.07 3.23 23.01 21.31SOll 1 20.34 0.00 3 .~o 92.80 11.ob 27.85 25.79POll 1 0.00 0.00 o. 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 7 12.62 0.00 26.13 82.01 5.90 '6.S6 24.88
):0> SAN 7 102.36 0.00 169.13 237.20 52.20 5.l.l9 09.90
I SCA 1 122.41 0.00 203.35 293.32 70.23 88.10 81.58
......, A/C 7 0.84 0.00 0.83 0.91 0.74. 0.07 0.06co CL/NA 7 1.00 0.00 0.99 1.18 0.90 0.10 0.09
NA/MG 1 4.19 0.00 4.35 5.35 ~.18 0.41 o 41.&5S 1 82.~1 0.00 11".85 209.96 3 .33 ~6.40 52:28NC 7 20. 0 0.00 6.0~ 05.17 8.36 2.29 20.64COND/P 7 t.Ot> 0.00 0.9 1.12 0.81 0.12 0.11
AMTH 8 0.00 1322.06 165.20 391.88 36.38 144.11 111.74AMTHNV 8 0.00 ~147.94 l43.49 391.88 3A· 6 8 12 .63 108.1t>AMTNA 7 0.00 089.64 21.09 2682.11 10 .88 943.56 873.75
A~TK 7 0.00 145.99 20.80 89.99 4.39 31.09 28.79
AMTCA 7 0.00 455.51 t>5.08 301.82 12.01 107.71 99.74
AMTMG 7 0.00 1214.80 173.54 t>f7.0S 20.47 225.57 208.88AMTNH4 1 0.00 148.15 21.16 3.85 2.10 24.t>5 22.82
AMTCL 1 0.00 51ll.89 130.27 2195.77 109.41 912.14 900.22
AMTF 1 0.00 25 75 3.68 11.02 0.00 3.90 3.61
AMTN03 7 0.00 448·51 64.01 ~42.1J !2.58 44.~5 40.88AM1504 1 0.00 1385:01 191.86 50.4 6.48 202. 3 181.26
AMTP04 7 0.00 0.00 o ¥O 0.00 3. 0 0 0.00 0.00AXS504 7 0.00 859.10 122: 4 354.98 1 .11 132.51 122.71
AMTSS 7 0.00 5637.36 805.34 30tH.73 120.68 1012.38 993.04
AMTNe 7 0.00 1416.78 202.40 647.74 19.64 228.94 212.00
N=NUMBER Of SAMPLES
MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,VO~~TAV.VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE
CUNO CMPPT AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=~ICROEQUIVALENT5/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHT§D AVERAGE




MONTHLY RAINFA~~ SUMMARY INC~UDING SfAT1STICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPaSITIO~ AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIfE 01 DURING 11/18.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L1PH 7 4.49 0.00 4.47 4.82 4.15 0.25 0.2CUND 1 '41 .06 0.00 39.29 71.00 8.00 24.01 22.2
CMPPT 1 0.00 3.69 0.53 1.b8 0.08 0.53 0.49
H 7 32.38 0.00 33.96 10.79 15.14 20.52 19.01
HNV 7 28.32 0.00 31.42 b6.07 12.88 19.86 18.41
NA 7 178.48 0.00 169.94 390.88 17.83 140.83 130.41
K 7 4.29 0.00 4.23 8.42 0.77 2.95 2.73
CA 7 12.16 0.00 16.40 35.43 2.99 10.87 10.07
MG 7 40.73 0.00 38.74 90.16 3.78 32.49 30.08
NH4 7 0.67 0.00 1 19 3.88 0.00 1.61 1.49
CL 7 206.36 0.00 190:43 1428.08 20.59 158.53 14&.81
F 7 2.37 0.00 2.11 8.42 0.00 3.17 2.94
NO.3 7 9.57 0.00 12.67 23.23 5.97 6.29 5.83-
S04 7 q8.9b 0.00 44.76 89.9£1 8.33 28.26 26.17
P04 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 1 28.19 0.00 25.31 51.84 6.21 17.04 10.33
):::0 SAN 7 2b7.26 0.00 249.97 504.25 34.88 183.20 109.64
I SCA 7 208.90 0.00 204.4b 534.36 40.51 188.97 174.99
...... A J r- ..., 0.99 o .. n 0.95 1.08 0.81 0 ..09 0 ..08\.0 ""v , .vvCL/NA 7 1.10 0.00 1.12 1.23 0.82 0.13 0.12
NA/MG 7 4.38 0.00 4.39 4.71 4.31 0.16 0.14
SS 7 223.13 0.00 208.04 412.17 22.71 174.92 101.97
NC 7 13.39 0.00 21.87 43.14 1.49 17 ..141 16.12
COND/P 1 0.93 0.00 0.91 0.99 0.84 0.00 0.05
~MTH 7 0.00 1195.49 170.78 483.98 14.89 164.63 152.45
AMlHNv 7 0.00 1045.73 149.~9 375.08 14.22 1:51·A3 121.43AMTNA 7 0.00 6588.87 9tH. 7 2582.96 47.08 1046. 8 969.42
AMTK 7 0.00 158.28 22.61 59.98 1.67 23.,01 21.31
AMTCA 1 0.00 449 13 64.1& 1~3.98 14.50 48 28 44.71AMTMG 7 0.00 1503:53 214.79 5 5.30 10.12 238: 98 22}.30
AMTNH4 7 0.00 31.90 4.51 20.02 0.00 7.98 .39
AMTCL 7 0.00 7bl1.90 1088.27 3175.38 38.40 1245.41 1153.26
AMTF 7 0.00 87 30 ~2.48 4'4.74 0.00 17.54 16.25AMTN03 1 0.00 353:51 0.50 119.10 11.22 34.84 32.27
AMTS04 7 0.00 1807.55 258.22 835.03 25.21 289.86 268.42
AiVlTPQ4 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 7 0.00 1040.72 148.07 525.33 10.50 181 ..85 168.40
AMTSS 7 0.00 8231.28 1176.75 3337.18 '42.30 1328 019 1229.92
A"1TNC 7 0.00 494.49 70.04 229.16 12.90 76 045 70.79
N=NUM8~R Of SAMPLES MICROE~UIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT PH,VOLWTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE FOR
CUND CMPPT,AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=~ICROEQUIVAlENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN:UNwEIGHTED AVERAGE
CMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of RAIN FaR
THE MuNfH
Table 79.
MONTHLf ~AINFA~L SUM~ARY INCLUDING STAflSTlCAL EVALUATION Of VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 01 OURING 12118.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH JOW ST.OEY 95XC.L.PH 5 4.87 0.00 4 43 4.96 .93 0.40 0.49
CONO 5 31.7t> 0.00 72:12 218.00 11.80 115.54 143.6q
CMPPT 5 0.00 8.60 1.72 5.95 0.02 2.44 3.03
H 5 l3.3b ().OO 36.80 111.49 10.97 45.24 56.24
HNV 5 11.05 0.00 31.22 97.72 8.71 ~7.36 46.45
NA 4 I1t>.78 0.00 88.05 234.36 20.44 8.50 156.61
K 4 4.35 0.00 2.3b 5.62 1.02 2.20 3.50
CA 4 10.60 0.00 8.61 11.48 3.99 3.24 5.16
MG 4 37.50 0.00 19.54 48.95 4.03 20.02 31.83
NH4 4 1.69 0.00 4.44 0.65 0.00 3.04 4.B~CL 4 191.49 0.00 98.14 249.85 19.74 103.35 164.3
F 4 0.62 0.00 0.66 1.05 0.53 0.26 0.42
N03 4 4.93 o 00 6.41 1.90 4.03 1.69 2.69
504 Q 28.80 0:00 24.62 31.65 20.40 5.03 8.00
P04 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 4 9.28 0.00 14.18 19.41 5.94 b·l5 9.17SAN 4 22b.48 0.00 130.23 28b.81 47.93 106. 3 169.70
SCA 4 244.00 0.00 139.61 311.36 55.63 116.07 184.55Ale 4 0.93 0.00 0.93 1.03 0.86 0.07 0.11CL/NA 4 1.08 0.00 1.11 1.30 0.97 0.17 0~26
NA/MG 4 4.71 0.00 4.51 5.Q7 3.65 0.b5 1.03
55 4 209.26 0.00 105.56 275.59 21.77 115.05 182.93
NC 4 21.66 0.00 11.1&2 24.81 13.31 5.19 8.26
CONO/P 1.1 0.92 0.00 0.93 0.98 0.89 0.04 0.06
A~TH 5 0 ..00 1149.01 229.92 652.75 27.54 253.07 314.63
AMTHNV 5 0.00 951.05 190.21 518.49 22.90 198.21 '40.50AMTNA 4 0.00 15165.76 3791.44 13951.58 70.25 b 80.63 10 81.20
AMTK ~ 0.00 373.14 93 ..28 334.30 3.51 101.08 256.11
AMTCA q 0.00 909.04 227.26 b83.24 13.72 308.36 490.29
AMTMG ~ 0.00 3217.48 804.37 29~3.74 13.6b 1408.37 2239.30
AMTNHi.I 4 0.00 144.66 36.17 7.90 0.00 33.12 52.66
AMTCL 4 0.00 16427.56 4106.89 14874.00 67.86 7191.54 11434.55
AMTF 4 0.00 53.37 13.34 31.33 1.81 13.03 21.68
AMTN03 4 0.00 422.63 105.66 240.06 24.95 94.85 150.61
AMTSD4 4 0.00 2470.49 617.b2 1883.95 70.14 851.38 1353.69
AMTP04 4 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 4 0.00 19b·24 199.06 353.41 63.15 125.77 199.97
AMTSS 4 0.00 17952:07 4488.02 10406.02 74.64 7955.91 12649.89
AMTNe 4 0.00 1858.01 464.50 lQ76.90 49.36 078.03 1076.07
N=NUMBt.R OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVA~ENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNV CMPPT AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=~lCkOE6uIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE





































































































































































MONTHLf RAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING 3iATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITI0N 4MOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT














































































N=NUM8~R OF SA~PLESVOLWTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER ExCEPT fOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS I
UEQ/SQ.M:MIC~OEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=U~wEI~HfED AVERAGECMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS fOTAL AMOUNT OF KAIN FOR
ThE MONfH
Table 81.
MO~THLY KAINfALL SUMMAH~ [NCLUUING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIAbILITY IN
cnMPUS1TlON AND UEPOSIIIUN AMOUNT FOk CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECT~O AT



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MONTHLY R~lNFALL SUMMARY INCLU~ING STATISTICAL Ev~LuAfION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSiTiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT















































































N=NUMB~R Of SAMPLESVOLWTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALEN1S/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.~;M!C~OEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=U~wtIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND ~EPRESENTS rorAl AMOUNT OF RAIN FO~
THE MONTH
Table 83.








































































































































































































MONTHLY ~AINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSlTION AND ~EPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 11 DURING 07/77.
PH N2 VOL~~~~ UEQ/~~O~
eONO 2 17.43 0.00
eMPPl 2 0.00 3.41
H 2 ~9.27 0.00
HNV 2 20.20 0.00
NA 0 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00CA 0 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00CL 0 0.00 0.00
f 0 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00S04 0 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 O.O~
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
seA 0 0.00 0.00
A/C 0 0.00 0.00
CLINA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/~G 0 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00COND/P 0 0.00 0 00
AMTH 2 0.00 99&:02
AMTHNV 2 0.00 893.95
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTf 0 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00





MEAN=UNW~IGHJEO AVERAGECMPPT !N UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNTH
Table 84.









































































































































































































~O~THlY kAINFALl SU~MARY INCLUDING STA1ISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS1TION AND DEPOSITION A~OUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 11 DURING 08/77.
N WOLWTAV UE~/5Q.M
PH 10 4.54 0.00
COND 10 28.91 0.00
CMPPT 10 0.00 7.57
H 10 28.89 0.00
HNV 10 26.17 0.00
NA 0 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00
~G 0 0.00 0.00
Nrl4 0 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00
504 0 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
SCA 0 0.00 0.00
AIL 0 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00
5S 0 O.Ou 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00
CUND/P 0 0.00 0.00
AMTrl 10 0.00 2187.59
AMTHNV 10 0.00 1981.81
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00
AMfNH4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSOq 0 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00













MOfiTHL't' RAINFALL SUMMARV INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION Of VARIABILITY IN
ATCOMPOS,LTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COllECTED
KSC SITE 11 VURING 09/77.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH l()W SToDEV 95XC.L.PH 8 4.82 0.00 4.19 5.05 3.00 .02 0.52CO,ND 8 ,1.71 o.uo 02.12 211.30 0••0 73.74 01.52CMPPT 8 0.00 9.37 1.17 4.03 0.00 1.07 1.39
Ii 8 15.25 0.60 04.17 251.19 2.24 83.47 09.05
HNV 8 13.57 0.00 lI8.otl 199.53 0.00 12.14 00.29-
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00·
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
t403 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~ SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
• SeA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00ex> Ale 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000'1 Cl/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
55 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00COND/P 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 1428:08 178.51 543.39 0.88 214.39 178.88
AMTHNV 8 0.00 1270.23 158.78 Q84.30 0.00 201.06 107.70
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AMTMG 0 0.00 i).00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 v.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNe 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBf:.R Of SAMPLES




CMPPT iN UEY/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL At-tOUN T OF RAIN fOR
THE MONTH
Table 86.
MONTHL¥ ~~INFALL SUMMARYINCLUOING STATISTICAL tvA~UATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPuS1TION AND DEPOSIllON AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 11 DURING 10/71.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 6 4.51 0.00 4.05 5.73 3.55 0.80 0.84
COND b 47.47 0.00 103.30 208.00 12.20 81.39 85.39
CMPPT b 0.00 0.00 1.10 2.66 0.11 1.22 1.28
H 6 30.79 0.00 88.60 281.84 1.86 109.62 115.01
HNV 6 ~8.15 0.00 84.83 269.15 0.79 100.14 111.30
NA 3 202.04 0.00 174.79 327.40 80.44 133.39 331.17
K 3 5.85 0.00 4.94 10.41 1.79 4.81 11.93
CA 3 12.32 9.00 12.04 16.47 7.48 4.04 11.51
MG 3 25.42 0.00 23.33 30.85 15.90 7.45 18.49
NH4 3 9.08 0.00 11.40 19.96 4.44 7.61 19.53
CL 3 175.61 0.00 148.99 279.18 55.84 116.19 288.45
F 3 2.56 0.00 4.74 12.63 0.53 6.64 16.99
N03 3 6.91 0.00 10.3t> 22.90 3.55 10.86 26.97
504 3 <+1.89 0.00 41.36 59.34 24.57 17.41 43.23
P04 3 2.79 0.00 3.05 5.05 0.00 2.69 6.67
XSS04 3 23.81 0.00 26.03 34.44 13.05 11.41 28.32
SAN 3 229.81 0.00 208.52 348.17 135.66 120.98 300.35):0 SCA 3 277.55 0.00 259.34 406.60 173.23 128.14 318.13I
co Ale 3 0.83 0.00 0.80 0.8e 0.c8 0.09 0.22
-.....J CL/NA 3 0.87 0.00 0.85 0.96 0.69 0.13 0.33
NA/MG 3 7.95 0.00 7.49 10.01 5.02 3.22 8.00
55 3 193.76 0.00 164.34 307.94 01.59 128 015 3~8·l6NC 3 60.95 0.00 02.82 81.69 36.20 23.07 8. 7
COND/P 3 0.91 0.00 0.92 1.29 0.51 0.39 O.'H
AMTH b 0.00 2031.99 338.06 609.08 2.12 201.23 211.13
A,MTHNV b 0.00 ~857.81 309.6~ 566.42 0.91 184 ..67 193.76AMTNA 3 0.00 1 486.20 4162.0 8722.26 741.54 4110 ..01 10205.02AMTK 3 0.00 301.55 120.52 278.85 16.48 139.36 345.98
AMTCA 3 0.00 761.64 253.88 4~8.bq 128.80 163 ..35 405.54
AMTMG 3 0.00 1570.59 523.53 8 1.80 147.12 344.06 854.17
AMTNH4 3 0.00 560.98 180.99 258.83 118.1 b 70.39 174.74
AMTCL 3 0.00 10b50.07 3618.69 7437.53 514.74 3516 .. 33 8729.66
AMTF 3 0.00 158.14 52.71 110.44 13.65 55 ..66 138.18
AMTNU3 3 0.00 427.02 142.34 211.15 94.54 61.08 ~51.64
AMTS04 3 0.00 2588.43 862.81 1580.17 370.43 035.,92 1 16.75
AMTP04 3 0.00 172.51 57.50 134.65 0.00 69.44 172.40
AXSS04 3 0 ..00 1471.34 490.45 815 ..45 317.47 281,,66 699.25
AMISS 3 0.00 11974.25 3991.42 8203.00 5b7.70 3878 ..51 9626.81
AMTNe 3 0 ..00 3766.71 1255.57 2176.16 650.17 810 ..35 2011.79
N=NUMBc:.R Of SAMPLES








MONTHL'( RAINfALL SUMMARy INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUAT ION OF VARIA8ILll Y IN
eDMPOS.lTI0.N ANt) O£POSITION AMOUNT f(}~ eLfA,. AND SLIGHTL.Y DIRTY SAMPLES COLL.ECTED AT
KSC SITE 11 OURING 11/77.
P
." , N VOUHAV UEQ1SQIM MEAN . HIGH LO. ST.DEV 951C .L.
• 5.34 O.uO S.Ott 7.0S 4.56 Chilo 0.90
CONO 0 le •.tt 0.0041.32 107.00 0.00 42.6t 44.92
CMPPT 6 0.0'0 15.47 2.5d 1.~4 0.05 J.ll 3.48
Ii 6 If. Sit" 0.00 8.80 27.54 0.09 9.85 10.34
HNy 0 3.S5 0.00 1.51 26.91 0.049.&1 10.29
NA 4 95.9~ 0.00 221.10 5&0.11 64.35 245.90 390.98~ . 4 1.63 0.00 3.90 9.45 1.02 3.91 0.22
CA 4 4.99 O.O~ 15.22 43.91 2.00 19.40 30.94
MG 4 21.41 O.O~ 52.89 147.33 13.90 03.40 100.60
NH4 4 1.30 0.00 2.22 7.21 0.00 3.30 5.34
cc 4 110.10 0.00 263.04 724.74 75.58 309.73 492.46
f 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.(1) 0.00 0.00
N03 4 2.43 0.00 5.23 10.91 1.13 4.58 1.28~8: : 1!:~~ g:8& 3f:~o 8J:~~ o:~~ 3I:l; 5::A~
XSS04 3 5.34 0.00 11.11 17.59 2.89 7.52 18.68
SAN 4 126.38 0.00 304.12 819.38 82.95 347.41 552.39
SeA 4 129.74 0.00 301.01 793.71 65~54 332.43 528.50
A/C 4 0.97 0.00 1.01 1.03 0.95 0.04 0.00
CL/NA 4 1.15 0.00 1.19 1.24 1.06 0.08 0.12
NA/MG 44.48 0.00 4.18 4.08 3.98 0.13 0.52
55 4 120.04 0.00 219.54 757.25 83.14 3Z0.74 509.9&
NC 3 It.17 0.0021.56 Z9.54 6.59 12.98 32.22
eOND/P 4 1.04 0.00 1.04 1.06 1.01 O.OZ. 0.04AA~fTHHNV 6 0.00 709.01 118.27 21Z~85 0.04 115.65 121.34~ 6 0.00 518.53 86.42 193.14 0.02 82.64 86.70
AM NA 4 0.00 14690.12 3072.53 5380.65 1836.35 1658.75 2037.41
AMTK 4 0.00 249.80 62.45 19.78 44.28 17.56 21.92:~J5a: 8:88 3~9t:fr 11~:~1 If'I:~~ ll~:l~ 3tg:l~ l~~:~l
AMTNH4 4 0.00 199 54 49.89 &9.53 0.00 38.82 61.72
AMTCL 4 0.00 1684b:73 4212.18 5957.25 1944.15 1883.57 2994.87
AMTF 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 4 0.00 371 90 92.91 136.25 31.16 46.57 14.04
AHTS04 4 0.00 2020:37 500.59 793.76 362.07 195.47 310.19
AMTP04 4 0.00 94.18 23.54 94.18 0.00 47.09 74.81
AXSS04 3 0.00 425 21 141.74 180.16 82.43 52.21 129.ttl
AMTSS 4 0.00 18310:52 4592.63 6570.85 2144.40 2104.30 3345.84
AMTNe 3 0.00 905.03 301.b8 411.78 138.48 144.16 351.94
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLESVOLwTAv=YOlUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIYALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEw/SQ.M=MIC~OEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER




MONTHL¥ RAINFALL S~MM~RY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSlTIO~ AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHlLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 11 OURING 12/77.
N VOLwTAIJ UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEII 95%C.L.
PH 10 4.71 0.00 4.68 5.36 0.00 1.54 1.10
COND 10 24.82 0.00 22.69 55.20 0.00 15.58 11.13CMPPT 10 0.00 9.35 0.93 2.75 0.00 0.82 0.58
rl 10 19.40 0.00 21.10 79.43 0.00 22.31 15.95
HNII 10 16.77 0.00 11.89 14.13 0.00 21.10 15.08
NA 8 130.80 0.00 128.59 321.32 13.48 124.11 103.00
K 8 2.85 0.00 2.84 0.64 0.00 2.56 2.13
CA I) 8.02 0.00 8.48 10.47 1.00 5.43 4.53
MG 8 31.24 0.00 31.34 78.15 4.11 30.25 25.24
NH~ 8 5.37 \) 00 q 31 9.98 0.55 3.55 2.9b
CL 8 132.65 0·00 128:06 27b.36 16.64 104.86 87.49
f 8 2.10 0:00 0.72 5.79 0.00 2.05 1.71
N03 8 9.bb 0.00 11.07 19.52 4.81.f 5.20 4.34
SU4 8 34. 71 0.00 3b.30 75.78 18.32 20.97 17.50
POI.f 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 8 21.28 0.00 23.45 70.88 9.35 20.28 16.92
):>- SAN 8 179.12 0.00 17b.16 339.27 48.11 113 ..11 94.36
I SCA 8 201.15 0.00 201.45 43?!~ 51.99 154.14 128.61
co Ale 8 0.89 v.oo 0.87 1.V4! 0.77 v.10 0.08
\.0 CL/NA 8 1.01 u.oo 1.00 1.31 0.8b 0.18 O.lS
NA/MG 8 4.19 0.00 I.f 10 l.f.b3 3.28 0.'40 0.l3
SS 8 144.04 0.00 137:90 304.82 17.41 115 ..47 96.35
NC 8 54.24 0.00 37.72 120.00 7.94 '48.49 '40.'4b
COND/P 8 Oft'll 0.00 0.89 1.11 0.30 0.25 0.21
AMTH 10 0 ..00 1613 59 181.36 b95.04 0.00 201.89 144.28
AMTHNV 10 0.00 1:>61:95 15b.79 6q8.65 0.00 191.24 130.b7
AMTNA 8 0.00 9935.20 1241.90 3130.30 35.80 1319.93 1101.33AMTK 8 0.00 21b • .,2 27.09 70.21 0.00 28 .. 20 23.53
AMTCA 8 0.00 b08 93 70.12 178.39 5.80 b3.88 53.30
A,"1TMG 8 0.00 2312:17 290.bO 775.37 10.93 312.02 260.35
AMTNH4 8 0.00 408.25 51.03 213.44 1.47 71.28 59.48
AMTCL 6 0.00 10076.19 1259.52 35b7.30 44.20 ll03 .. 91 1067.9b
AMTf 8 0.00 159 21 19.90 159.21 0.00 56 .. 29 40.97
AMTN03 8 0.00 733:90 91.74 230.60 33.85 71.73 59.85
AMTS04 8 0.00 2b30.1.f7 329.50 603.12 53.25 249.03 207.78
AMTP04 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00
AXSS04 8 0.00 1616.51 202.06 620.24 30 ..06 191.86 100.09
AMTSS 8 0.00 10941.02 13b7.b3 3934.73 4b,,2b 11.f4b.92 1207.29
AMTNe 8 0.00 2600.85 325.11 1110.76 23.15 I.fOl.26 3311.81
N=NUMBi:.R OF SAMPLES




eM AND REPRESENTS AMOUNTCMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M CULUMN HAS UNITS OF TQ1AL Of RAIN FOR
!tiE MLiNTH
Table 89.
MONTHLJ ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION Of VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSiTION ANt) DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SitE 11 DURING 01118.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIG... LOW STaDEV 95XC.L2PH 0 4.67 0.00 4.52 5.45 4.0~ .49 0.5
CONO 6 28.93 0.00 44.85 94.30 11.00 30.17 31.95
CMPPT 6 0.00 5.59 o.en 3.16 0.11 1.11 1.16
H 6 21.40 U 00 30.34 100~00 3.55 35.95 37.72
HNV 6 19.33 0·00 21.08 93.32 0.09 34.39 36.09
NA 0 130.03 0·00 216.39 651.33 26.96 241.05 253.54
K 6 2.58 0·00 4.94 17.36 0.00 0.&3 0.96
CA 6 18.75 0:00 30.69 77.34 5.99 21.53 28.69
MG b 32.06 0.00 51.65 lob.9t 6.50 01.38 64.40
NH4 0 7.81 0.00 11.34 20.00 3.!3 &.97 9.42CL 0 135.01 0.00 214. 6 651.06 31. 7 241.7J 253.61
F 0 0.36 0.00 0.18 0.53 0.00 o 2 0.26
NO] 0 11.08 0.00 15.57 44.20 5.81 14:41 15.18
S04. b 38.08 0.00 59.79 130.96 14.31 45.15 41.37
P04 0 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 24.13 0.00 37:08 99.97 10.25 33.00 34 02
SAN 0 ld5.13 0.00 290.41 161.13 54.70 280.67 294:48)::. SCA 0 219.22 0.00 345.04 913.53 62.92 330.05 352.58i
co Ale 6 0.84 0.00 0.84 0.81 0.81 ·0.03 0.03
0 CL/NA 0 1.00 0.00 0.99 1.18 0.94 0.10 0.10
NA/MG 6 4.17 0.00 4.~9 . 4.09 3.90 0.':51 0.32SS 0 149.55 0.00 230. 0 724.14 34.83 260.66 27q.78
NC 0 48.28 0.00 78.33 185.24 10.71 68.9J 12.30
COND/P 6 0.93 o 00 0.92 1.05 0.87 0.0 0.01
AMTH 0 0.00 1196:49 199.41 523.44 21.07 190.07 20".35
AMTHNV 6 0.00 1081.22 180.20 488.50 4.~1 187.17 190.31AMTNA 0 0.00 7604.71 1201.45 3801.21 110. 9 1408.18 1471.40
AMTK #) 0.00 144 18 ~4.03 90.87 0.00 35 90 37.66AMTCA 0 0.00 1048: t43 1 4.74 459.2'1 37.89 155:35 162.99
AMTMG 6 0.00 1825.54 304.26 991.00 41.12 30~.37 378.10
AMTNH4 0 0.00 436 63 72.71 13".39 12.39 4 .40 49.79
AMTCL 0 0.00 75tH :44 1203.51 3901.29 201.65 1412.45 1481.94
AMTF 6 0.00 19 98 3.33 16.65 ~.oo 6.06 0.99
AMTNOl 6 0.00 619·54 103.20 231.34 1 .19 85.01 89.19
AMTS04 6 0.00 2129:08 354.85 685.48 98.41 243.81 255.80
AMTP04 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 b 0.00 1349:25 224.87 523.26 02.65 174.51 181.09
AMTSS b 0.00 8300.34 139~h39 4303.13 220.40 1558.23 1034.90
AMT~C b 0.00 2699.1 449.60 1099.88 07.79 389.80 408.98
N=NUM8ER Of SAMPLES




CMPPT iN UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS Of eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of RAIN fOR
THE MtJtHH
Table 90.

































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARr INCLUDING STATlSlICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUS!TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 11 vURING 02118.
N VOL~TAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 7 4.4b 0 00
COND 7 35.87 0:00
CMP?T 7 0.00 9.07
H 7 3q.74 0.00
HNV 7 31.90 0.00
NA 5 ~7.05 0.00
K 5 2.54 0.00
CA 5 7.54 0.00
MG 5 35.62 0.00
Nrl4 5 4.75 ~ 00
CL 5 138.45 0:00
F 5 0.04 0.00
N03 5 9.12 0.00
504 5 40.72 0.00
PD4 5 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 35.98 0.00
SAN 5 194.32 0.00
SeA 5 1tl3.70 0.00
Ale 5 1.0b 0.00
CLiNA 5 1.42 0.00
NA/MG 5 2.74 0.00
5S 5 115.4b 0.00
NC 5 32.04 0.00
COND/P 5 1.07 0.00
AMTH 7 0.00 3152.35
AMTHNV 7 0.00 2894.31
AMTNA 5 0.00 1203.30
AMTK 5 0.00 187.56
AMTCA 5 0.00 555.72
AMTMG 5 0.00 2027.23
AMTNH4 5 0.00 350.57
AMTCL 5 0.00 10210.28
AMTF 5 0.00 2.76
AMTN03 5 0.00 072.45
AMTS04 5 0.00 3445.10
AMTP04 5 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 2653.68
AMTSS 5 0.00 8516.12




MEAN=UNwtIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT IN U£Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 91.
MONTHLV R_.INfAL.L SUMMARY INCL.UDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSI1ION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AN.D SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SITE 11 DURING 03/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQO~ MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 9S1C.L.PH 5 4.46 g·08 4.32 4.72 3.98 23::1 0.40COND ~ 31.26 40.70 71.00 11.40 31.62CMPPT 0.00 3:27 0.65 1.12 0.24 e.13 ~.41H 5 34.49 0.00 47.98 104.71 19.05 36.69 4 .bl
I1NV 5 l2.57 0.00 47.87 114.81 15.49 42.00 52.21NA 5 85.13 0.00 98.79 220.44 19.!3 11.58 96.45K 5 2.50 0.00 3.11 5.&2 o. 1 2.00 2.48CA 5 15.11 0.00 21.00 42.41 3.49 15.49 19.25
MG 5 22.26 0.00 26.42 57.34 4.bl 19.97 ~4.83NH4 5 9.23 0.00 15.30 42.13 1.&0 ~1.15 1.32Cl 15 105.68 0.00 125.17 321.20 19.14 1 0.82 150.21
F 5 1.13 0.00 1.58 4.74 0.00 1.9~ 2 40N03 5 15.81 0.00 21.45 42.42 6.45 14.5 18:11S04 5 42.30 0.00 00.29 139.49 15.62 48.&1 00.43
P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00XSS04 5 52.80 0.00 49.0b 133.09 13.56 48.04 00.48
;t::.
SAN 5 If)4.98 0.00 209.10 421.21 41.81 145.01 180.3&
•
SeA 5 109.31 0.00 213.2& 398.04 50.68 132.42 104.&3
1.0 Ale 5 0.97 0.00 0.98 1,,06 0.82 0.11 0.14N Cl/NA 5 1.24 o 00 1.21 1.46 0.90 0.23 0.26NA/MG 5 3.82 0·00 3.14 4.15 2.9~ 0.49 0.01SS 5 102.84 0·00 120.84 284.81 21.1 1~3.93 129.2~NC 5 31.99 0·00 44.44 97.49 9.85 2.81 40.1
eONOIP 5 0.99 0·00 0.98 1.04 0.90 0.03 0.04
A~TH 15 0.00 1129:10 ~25.8i 287.5~ 152.16 50.24 &2.30AMfHNV 5 0.00 1060.39 ~3.2 280.9 l~$:~~ 64 ~8 83 •. 4AM NA 5 0.00 2181.07 7.4~ 981.06 317: 0 40.82AMTK 5 0.00 81.71 16.3 28.72 5.70 10.10 12.55
AMTCA 5 0.00 514.20 102.64 175.43 39.02 51.78 04.31AMTMG 5 0.00 728.71 145.14 255.32 43.83 98.25 122.15AMTNH4 5 0.00 302.2 60.45 102.04 12.13 39.59 49.22AMTeL 5 0.00 3459.94 69t ••9 14~0.33 136.59 566.94 704.80
"AMTF 5 0.00 31.01 7.40 1.09 0.00 9.11 tl.32AMTN03 5 0.00 517 11 103.54 137.23 72.08 29.06 3b.13AMTS04 5 0.00 1380:82 271.36 307.44 174.45 82.49 102.56AMTP04 5 0.00 o 00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00A)(SS04 5 0.00 1013:90 214.18 323:18 15t.7f> 70.39 94.98
AMTSS 5 0.00 3300.14 &13.35 1268.31 150.66 500.23 621.92AMTNC 5 0.00 1047.25 209.45 252.44 110.03 150.87 70.10
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES
UNITS MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FORVOLWTAV:~OLUME WEIGHIEO AVERAGE. ARE PH,
CUNu CMPPT,AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNwtIGHfEO AVERAGE AMOUNTCMPPl !N U£Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS Of eM At'4D REPRESENTS TOTAL OF ~AIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 92.
MONTHLY KAINF~LL SuMMARV INCLUDINb STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS~TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 11 OURING 04/78.
N VOL.WTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.LijPH 1 4.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.0
COND 1 91.50 0.00 91.50 91.50 91.50 0.00 0.00
CMPPT 1 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00
H 1 25.12 0.00 25.12 25.12 25.12 0.00 0.00
HNv 1 9.12 0.00 9.12 9.12 9.12 0.00 0.00
Nit 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 a.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PD4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
)::0 SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I SeA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 Ale (\ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00vCL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CONO/P 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 1 0.00 0.28 0.28 0.28 b.28 0.00 0.00
AMTHNV 1 0.00 2.28 2.28 2.28 2.26 0.00 0.00
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00 0.00
AMICL. 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMIS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES
























































































































. MONTHLY ~~INFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES eOl.LECTED AT
KSC SItE 11 UURING 05/78.
N VOl.WTAV UEQ/SQtM.
PH 5 4.46 0 uOCOND 5 41.80 0:00CMPPT 5 0.00 5 45
H 5 34.33 0:00
HNV 5 30.99 0.00
NA 5 95.70 0.00
~A ~ 3~:~~ 8:88
MG 5 24.20 0 00
NH4 5 34.83 0:00CL 5 97.71 0.00
F 5 1.73 0.00
N03 5 27.22 0.00
504 5 00.50 0.00
PO. 5 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 SO.51 0 00SAN 5 167.22 0:00SeA 5 223.81 0.00Ale 5 0.84 0.00CL/NA 5 1.02 0.00
N~~/MG ~ lQ':~f 8:S8C 5 81.72 0.00~2~a/P ~ A:&~ 187Y:38
AMTHNV 5 0.00 1089 82
AMTNA 5 0.00 5218:92AMTK 5 0.00 215 49
AMTCA 5 0.00 1&79:52
AMTMG 5 0.00 1319.78
AMTNH4 5 0.00 1~99 43
AMTCL 5 0.00 5328:23
AMTf 5 0.00 94.3&
AMTN03 5 0.00 1484.31AMTS04 5 0.00 3302.51
:~1:8a ~ 8:8g 2753:~~
~~f2~ ~ 8:88 ~:~~:yg
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES
VOlWTA~=~OLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE ~ICROEQUIVAlENTS/lIT£R EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/Sg~~g~~~kbl60~~A~~~fg'SQUARE METER



























































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING SfAfISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 11 OURING 06/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 8 4.55 0.00
COND 8 23.06 0.00CMPPT 8 0.00 16.55
H 8 27.87 0.00
HNV 8 24.21 0.00
NA 6 51.00 0.00
K 6 2.90 0.00
CA b b.17 0.00
MG b 11.86 0.00
NH4 6 4.20 O~OOCL 6 57.09 0.00
F 6 0.20 0.00
N03 6 9.72 0.00
S04 6 30.95 0.00
P04 6 0.00 0.00
XSS04 6 25.13 0.00
SAN 6 ~7.96 0.00
SCA 6 103.23 0.00Ale 6 0.95 0.00
CL/NA 6 1.12 0.00
NA/MG 6 4.30 0.00
SS 6 62.54 0.00
NC 6 13.58 0.00
CONDJP 6 1.02 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 4010.99
AMTHNV 8 0.00 4005.12
AMTNA 6 0.00 8390.74
AMTK 6 0.00 477.58
AMTCA 6 0.00 1014.86
AMTMG 6 0.00 1951.38
AMTNH4 6 0.00 690 71
AMTCL 6 0.00 9393:35
AMTF 6 0.00 33.07
AMTN03 6 0.00 1598.81
AMTS04 6 0.00 5092.34
AMTP04 6 0.00 0 00
AXSS04 6 0.00 4134:00
AMTSS 6 0.00 10290.55
AMTNC 6 0.00 2234.72
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLESVOLWTA~=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPi FOR PH,
UEQ/S~~~gM~~~bl6~~~A~~~fg~SQUARE METER
MEAN=U~w~I~HrEO AVERAGECMPPT iN U~Q/SQ.M COLU~N HAS UNITS Of CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF ~AIN FOR
THE MUNlH
Table 95.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COlLECTED AT
KSC SITE 11 OURING 07/78.
PH N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M M£AN HIGH L,OW, STgOEV 95%C.L~9 4.41 0.00 4.33 4.84 3.91 .35 0.21CONO 9 22.46 0.00 27.87 61.80 8.00 1 .04 13.89C~PPT 9 0.00 21.99 2.44 6.25 0.43 1.87 1.44
H 9 39.28 0.00 46.46 123.03 14.45 40.66 31.31
HNV 9 37.25 0 00 44.28 120.23 13.49 39.52 30.43
NA 9 i7.05 O:~O 41.64 138.70 10.44 39.18 30.16
K 9 1.18 0.00 1.53 3.83 0.25 1.1t 0.80CA 9 8.50 0.00 8.98 15.97 1.50 4.70 3.62
MG q 6.11 0.00 9.55 33.48 2.22 9.54 7.35
NH4 9 2.39 0.00 3.02 10.53 0.55 3.43 2.64
CL 9 27.67 0.00 45.93 169.20 10.72 49.34 37.99
F q 1.23 0.00 1.23 5.79 0.00 1.86 1.43
N03 9 12.41 0.00 17.40 51.62 3.06 15.26 11.75S04 q 32.93 0.00 37.38 83.28 9.99 26.58 20.47
P04 9 0.00 0.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 9 30.10 0.00 32.75 80.17 8.68 27.03 20.81
SAN 9 74.24 0.00 101.95 219.89 23.77 64.55 49.70
SeA 9 84.51 0.00 111.19 212.32 30.10 62.50 48.13A/C 9 0.68 ·0.00 0.92 1.04 0.70 0.10 0.08
CL/NA 9 1.02 0.00 1.10 1.22 0.88 O.tt 0.06
~~/MG ~ 33:1~ 8:88 4::~t 17~:~~ 1~:A~5~:f} 4g:1~
NC . 9 14.85 0.00 14.87 24.18 3.14 6.5~ 5.04
COND/P 9 1.0Q 0.00 1.02 1.14 0.92 0.07 0.05
AMTH 9 0.00 8634.74 959.42 2322.10 80.01 747.06 575.24
AMTHNV 9 0.00 8189 05 909.89 2269.24 76.41 716.07 551.37
AMTNA 9 0.00 5940:83 660.76 1222.88 185.88 334.63 257.67
AMTK 9 0.00 259.56 28.84 85.78 4.55 24.52 18.88
AMTCA 9 0.00 1867.72 207.52 670.66 26.66 203.35 156.58
AMTMG q 0.00 1344.15 149.35 293.05 39.56 78.32 60.31
AMTNH4 9 0.00 526 18 58.46 207.90 9.53 73.29 56.43
AMTCL 9 0.00 6083:38 075.93 1198.50 190.88 320.53 246.81
AMTF q 0.00 271.17 30.13 178.20 0.00 57.0643.94
AMTN03 9 0.00 2128.20 303.13 595.50 54.59 201.&8 155.30
AMTS04 9 0.00 7239.04 804.34 2394.30 147.61 718.78 553.46
AMTPOq q 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 9 0.00 6616.72 735.19 2270.97 76.15 700.67 539.52
AMTSS 9 0.00 6019.70 742.19 1321.94 210.54 353.19 271.90
AMTNe 9 0.00 3264.73 362.75 867.18 55.99 309.03 237.95
N:NUM6~R OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV:VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITEREXCEPT FOR PH,
CONU,eMPPT,AND R~TIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 96.
~ONTHLY HAINFALL SUM~~RY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIfE 11 DURING 08118.
1'4 I/OUtHAv UEl.J!SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH '4 4.43 0.00 4.46 4.89 4.26 0.27 0.43
COND 4 20.19 o 00 24.70 34.80 17.80 7.67 12.20
CMPPT 4 0.00 16:12 4.03 9.55 0.87 3.88 6.17
rl 4 37.14 0.00 34.72 54.95 12.88 17.25 21.43
HNV 'l 33.45 0.00 30.69 47.86 12.02 14.89 23.68
lilA l.l 20.13 0.00 54.89 182.62 5.22 85.67 136.21
K 4 0.67 0.00 1.47 4.08 0.25 1.77 2.82
CA 4 4.39 0.00 6.36 11.48 2.99 3.63 5.77
MG 4 4.89 0.00 12.2b 39.3~ 2.06 18.11 28.80
NHq 4 2.58 0.00 4.85 14.9 0.5~ 6.78 10.78CL 4 23.36 0.00 62.11 205.01 7.3 95. 7 i~ 152.23
F a 0.09 0.00 0.26 0.53 0.00 0.30 0.48
N03 4 9.33 0.00 10.93 18.23 6.45 5.60 8.'H
50.4 4 27.51 0.00 27.43 32.69 22.28 4.39 6.98
P04 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 £4 25.19 0.00 21.10 32.00 4.93 12.00 19.08
SAN 4 bO.29 0.00 100.73 238.02 '43.52 91.89 146.1}
~ SeA 4 b9.81 0.00 114.55 252.60 49.10 (n.13 148.0I
'-0 Ale 4 0.86 0.00 0.88 O.<f4 1\ '7' 0 .. 10 O.lb" ., ..
...... CL/NA 4 1.16 0.00 1.13 1.41 1.09 0.16 0.25
NA/MG 4 t4.12 0.00 4 48 4.66 2.44 1.15 1.82
55 4 24.92 0.00 67:88 226.13 6.74 106 ..08 1&8.67
NC 4 7.75 0.00 11.95 21.08 4.06 7.22 11.46
COND/P 4 1 ..04 0.00 1.03 1.05 0.99 0.03 0.04
AMTH [4 0 ..00 5980.24 1496.56 3547.00 111.72 1458.22 2318.56
AMTHNV 4 0.00 5390.85 1347.71 3310.25 104.26 1375.11 2186.42
AMniA 4 0.00 3244.63 811.16 1583.62 97.83 629.19 1000.42
AMTK £I 0.00 ~08.46 21 12 39.09 9.57 13.26 21.09AMTCA 4 0.00 08.15 177:04 285.83 93.56 95,,81 152.33
AMTMG 1.I 0.00 788.40 197.10 340.98 40.10 123.21 195.91
AMTNH4 4 0.00 416 49 104.12 280.66 19.23 119.21 189.54
AMTCL 4 0.00 3164:81 941.20 1777.86 137.47 680.19 1081.50
AMTF 4 0.00 14 43 3.61 9.87 0.00 4.70 7.47
AMTN03 4 0.00 1504:52 376.13 631.36 55.95 244.07 388.07
AMTS04 4 0.00 4434.35 1108.59 2742.97 225.69 1119.80 1760.48
AMTPOl.l 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AX5SQLl 4 0.00 4060.03 1015.0~ 2673.29 42.74 1146 .. 09 1822.26
AMTS5 4 0.00 4017.02 1004.2 1960.97 12b.40 770.42 1224.97
AMTNC 4 0.00 1249.11 312.28 395.34 117.81 131.50 209.08
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS lorAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
TtiE MONTH
Table 97.
r40NlHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANt> SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SIlE 11 OURING 09/78.
N VOLwTAV UEG/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW STOOEV 95%C.L.
PH 9 4 50 0.00 4.~9 4.84 3.89 .31 0·i4COND 9 39:79 0.00 62. 8 158.00 11.80 46.~5 35.4CMPPT 9 0.00 10.68 1.19 3.41 0.07 1. 3 0.95
H 9 31.40 O.GO 41.14 128.83 14.45 ~6.17 27.85
HNV 9 27.50 0.00 36.96 114.61 10.00 2.44 24.96
NA 9 155.46 0.00 282.09 648.72 35.22 222.37 171.23
K 9 3.87 0.00 6.67 13.79 1.02 5.33 4.U
CA 9 11.23 0.00 18.85 52.39 4.49 15.35 11.82
MG 9 37.33 0.00 06.90 153.00 8.00 53.14 40.92
NH4. 9 2.51 0.00 5.01 31.05 0.00 9.82 7 '6CL 9 176.04 0.00 321.20 748.99 38.92 261.99 201: 3
F 9 0.48 0.00 0.29 1.05 0.00 0.46 0.36
N03 9 12.60 0.00 17.74 70.33 4.68 20.40 15.71
S04 9 39.32 0.00 63.13 179.&8 14.16 52.87 40.71
P04 9 0.00 U.OO o 00 0.00 0.00 o 00 o 00
XSS04 9 21.66 0.00 30:74 102.01 7.01 30:82 23:73
:J;> SAN 9 228.88 o 00 403.80 1009.18 03.07 320.~6 25A·3O
• SCA 9 241.79 u:oo 421.25 1027.78 83.79 324.2 25 .03o.D A/C 9 0.95 0.00 0.96 1.04 0.75 0.09 0~07co CL/NA 9 1.13 0.00 t.t4 1.28 0.88 0.11 0.08
NA/MG 9 4.1b 0.00 4.22 4.1>4 3.80 0·i9 o 235S 9 189.85 0.00 347.68 82b.14 42.~2 283. 6 2~8:42
NC 9 20.55 0.00 32.42 83.49 6. 8 28.86 2.23
COND/P 9 1.00 o 00 0.95 1.07 0.61 0.14 0.10
AMTH 9 0.00 3354:12 372.b8 1717.31 45.21 520.75 400.98
AMTHNV 9 0.00 2937 30 326.37 15~0.5b 40.29 461.4~ J~5.30AMTNA 9 0.00 lbb05:80 1845.09 b2 9.60 275.15 180b.l 1 0.71
AMTK 9 0.00 tH3 34 45.93 182.62 7.98 53.29 41.04
AMlCA 9 0.00 1199:44 133.27 390.93 34.38 119.41 91.94
AMTMG 9 0.00 3981.21 443.02 lb08.34 &2.98 4b4.83 357.92
AMTNH4 9 0.00 208.~0 29.80 190.57 0.00 60.ob 4b.71AMTCL 9 0.00 18803. 9 2089.33 7586.44 304.03 2181.b7 1679.89
AMTF 9 0.00 51.51 5.72 32.89 0.00 11.77 9.07
AMTN03 9 0.00 1352.44 150.27 690.57 15.80 210.56 !bZ.13
AMTsua 9 0.00 4200.58 4b6.73 1385.83 110.61 454.05 49.b2
AMTP04 9 0.00 o 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 9 0.00 2313:79 257·09 1248.90 45.3b 383.42 295.24
AMTSS 9 0.00 20279.08 2253:23 8113.24 335·l5 2324.82 1790.11AMTNC 9 0.00 2194.88 243.88 794.42 47. 9 2b5.49 204.43
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES








MONTHLY HAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EvALUATION GF VARIAlHLITY IN
COMPUSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 11 UURING 10/78.
N IIOLWTAV UE(USQ. M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L jPH 8 4.80 0.00 4.27 5.18 3.85 0.52 0.4
eDND 8 48.01 0.00 285.14 1230.00 19.20 396.28 330.65
CMPPT 8 0.00 10.29 1.29 5.4tl 0.04 2.15 1.79
Ii 8 15.91 0.00 53.62 141.25 &.&1 tl9.48 41.29
HNV 8 14.09 0.00 l.J9.73 128.83 &.46 45.67 38.10
NA 7 l~b.oQ o 00 718.79 1778.77 81.31 651.27 603.09
K 7 4.37 0·00 18.20 42.12 2.04 15.89 14.71
CA 7 15.23 0:00 &5.30 256.99 3.99 87.48 81.01
MG 7 45.70 Q.OO 167.38 350.02 18.51 144.58 133.89
NH4 7 1.54 0.00 19.48 89.81 0.00 31.18 29.43
Cl 7 223.68 0.00 796.93 2005.02 91.65 716.19 663.20
f 7 0.24 0.00 2.41 6.32 0.00 2.75 2.55
N03 7 6.89 0.00 48.23 161.14 3.55 56.02 52.43
S04 7 35.52 Q.OO 175.93 51.15.48 16.66 190.68 110.57
PQ4 7 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 7 13.03 0.00 95:76 339.17 6.21 120.85 111.C}!
SAN 7 266.34 0.00 1023.50 2717.96 112.02 952.06 881.62
:t:- SCA 7 219.45 0.00 1049.71 2590.15 121.09 928 ..74 860,,02I
\.0 Ale 7 {\ oc;: 0.00 0.98 1.10 0.80 0 ..11 0.10V. 7 .J
\.0 CL/NA 7 1.14 0.00 1.11 1.36 0.91 0.13 0.12
NA/MG 7 4.30 0.00 4.29 5.08 3.51 0.52 0.49
SS 7 241.82 0.00 860.01 2211.54 101.09 790.54 732.05
NC 7 21.67 0.00 129.07 309.79 5.87 134.66 124.09
COND/P 7 1.01 0.00 1.03 1.52 0.75 0.24 0.22
AMTH 8 0.00 1036.55 204.57 560.60 3.72 210.95 176.01
AMTHNV 8 0 ..00 1449.84 181.23 488.26 3.63 180.78 150 84
AMTNA 7 0.00 2011~.64 2874.09 9740.61 163.78 3254.14 3013:38
AMTK 7 0.00 1.11.17.08 63.87 180.l.Jb 5.08 59.17 54.79
AMTCA 7 0.00 1558.70 222.67 922.53 24.45 312.56 289.43
AMTMG 7 0.00 4670.01 668.00 2211.1.08 30.78 734.70 680.34
AMTNH4 7 0.00 158 21 22 60 44.01 0.00 15.99 14.81
AMTCL 7 0.00 22885·96 3269:42 11684.32 171.43 3900.34 3011.77
AMTF 7 0.00 24:51 3.50 9.95 0.00 4 40 4.07
AMTN03 7 0.00 105.08 100.73 192.95 3&.80 57:82 53.51.1
AMTS04 7 0 ..00 3635.02 519.29 1505.68 68.22 476.50 441.25
AMTP04 7 0.00 o 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSU4 7 0.00 1333:62 190:52 337.76 50 ..58 109.70 101.58
AMTSS 7 0.00 24141.75 3534.54 12581.1.86 189.09 4210.46 3898.94
AMTNC 7 0.00 2216.86 316.70 929.36 65.63 305.13 282.55
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES
MICROEQUIVALENIS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,VOLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE
CUNU,CMPPT6AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MICkOE UIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UN~EI~HTEO AVERAGE
CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FORCMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF
THE MONTH
Table 99.
MONTHLY !'tAIHfALL SUMMARY INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIA8ILITY IN
COMPOSITIOH AND D£POSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
K5C SITE 11 DURING 11118.
N VOLWJAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95l~:~&PH 5 4.41 0.00 4.35 5.04 3.98 0.43
COHO 5 S1.92 0.00 08.10 140.50 14.00 53.51 66.60
. CMPPT 5 0.00 1.73 0.35 0.53 0.16 0.11 0.21
H 5 38.87 0.00 44.21 104.71 9.12 39.05 48.55
HNV 5 32.83 0.00 37.73 91.20 1.10 33.82 42.04
NA 5 316.75 0.00 364.54 804.82 50.81 35}.83 437.4!
K 5 9.79 0.00 10.93 21.70 1.53 .42 9.2
CA 5 22.77 0.00 26.64 57.39 5.49 21.91 27.32
MG 5 12.85 O.UO 89.15 204.01 11.84 82.27 102.29
NH4 5 1.57 0.00 2.99 13 31 0.00 5.8~ 1.22CL 5 348.58 0.00 416.91 897:3~ 51.32 373.~ 464.14
F 5 0.67 0.00 1.26 5.7 0.00 2. 4 3.16
1'103 5 15.62 0.00 +8.42 40.49 5.91 13.59 10.89S04 5 64.62 0.00 8.62 196.54 12.49 17.53 96.39
POq 5 0.00 0.00 O.¥O 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.~OXSSOq 5 28.95 0.00 35. 2 104.21 b.19 41.25 51 9
:P SAN 5 429.68 0.00 515.21 1140.14 19.65 460.09 572:01
I SCA 5 462.60 0.00 560.46 1265.93 89.71 501.19 023.1~
-' Ale 5 0.93 0.00 0.92 0.90 0.85 0.04 0.0(:;) CL/NA 5 1.10 0.00 1.08 1.14 1.01 0.06 0.010 NA/MG 5 4.35 0.00 4.31 4.43 4.24 0.07 0.08
S5 5 384.48 0.00 459.85 969.75 5~.61 411.78 511.94NC 5 39.25 0.00 56.40 171.147 1 .10 66.00 82.05
CONO/P 5 0.93 o 00 0.91 1.03 0.76 O.l! 0.14AMTH 5 0.00 671:71 134.35 219.70 23.49 105.2 130.83
AMTHNV 5 0.00 567 140 113.48 2f1· 3j 19.99 80.149 lO~.53AMTNA 5 0.00 5475:39 109j.06 26 1:0 19~.77 1111.10 1 8.13AMTK 5 0.00 169.19 3 .84 64.27 .14 23.30 f8.97
AMTCA 5 0.00 393 70 78.14 170.66 28.01 60.33 5.00
AMTMG 5 0.00 1259:33 25~.87 6~6.5l 44.1.12 252_}0 31 3• 42AMTNH4 5 0.00 27 23 .45 4.5 0.00 10. 3 3.34
AMTCL 5 0.00 6025:46 1205.09 3202.74 192.47 1254.90 1560.23
AMTF 5 0.00 11 53 2.3~ 10.67 0.00 4.69 5.83AMTN03 5 0.00 269:97 53.9 80.45 16.51 28.23 J5 • 1OAMTS04 5 0.00 1120.40 224.08 542.93 b2.46 218.39 2 1.52
AMTPOLt 5 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 500:36 100.08 §13.37 19.31 94.39 }17.35AMTSS 5 0.00 6646.08 1329.~2 3 32.63 212.29 1384.22 1 20.93AMTNC 5 0.00 678.71 135. 5 316.114 5b.71 107.91 134.23
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES




CMPPT LN UEG/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNTH \)
Table 100.







































































































































































































MONTM~Y RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VAR1_BILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIiE 11 UURING 12/78.
N VOLwfAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 5 5.0~ 0.00
COND 5 83.75 0.00
CMPPT 5 0.00 7.~9
H 5 8.13 0.00
HNV 5 7.6~ 0.00
NA 5 582.14 0.00
K 5 11.82 0.00
CA 5 52.10 0.00
MG 5 120.00 0.00
NH4 5 2.~7 0 00
CL 5 641.11 0:00
F 5 ~.31 0.00
N03 5 6.09 0.00
504 5 17.96 0.00
P04 5 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 12.18 0.00
SAN 5 129.65 0.00
SeA 5 751.86 0.00
Ale 5 0.96 0.00
CL/NA 5 t.l0 0.00
NA/MG 5 ~.85 0.00
S5 5 705.18 0.00
NC 5 43.94 0.00
COND/P 5 0.86 0.00
AMTH 5 0.00 653.35
AMTHNV 5 0.00 586.91
AMTNA 5 0.00 43583.23
AMTK 5 0.00 884.89
AMTCA 5 0.00 2403.56
AMTMG 5 0.00 9028.75
AMTNH4 5 0.00 184.99
AMTCL 5 0.00 47998.58
AMTF 5 0.00 241.90
AMTN03 5 0.00 455.60
AMTS04 5 0.00 5636.47
AMTP04 5 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 912.07
AMTSS 5 0.00 52795.69













MONTHLY HAINFAlL SUMMARY INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUAJlON Of VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 11 DURING 01/79. .
N \lOUHAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW Sf.OEV 95%C.L.
PH 6 It 82 0.00 4.44 5.16 3.87 0.40 0.48
CO/liO b 25:02 o 00 34.47 90.50 7.50 31.1~ 33.29CMPPT 6 0.00 18:21 3.03 11.20 0.20 4.0 4.28
H 6 15.00 0.00 36.30 134.90 6.92 49.19 51.61
HNV 6 13.40 o 00 33.82 131.83 5.37 48.56 50.95
NA 6 138.15 0·00 129.28 280.45 34.35 100.10 105.03
K 6 3.34 0·00 4.13 8.94 1.28 3.29 3.46
CA 6 41.55 0:00 36.34 90.32 5.49 37.10 38.93
MG 6 34.49 0.00 32.31 69.02 7.98 25.89 27.17
NH4 6 3.38 0.00 11 .31 52.11 0.55 20.06 21.05
CL 6 154.31 0.00 134.15 286.49 38.35 104.31 109.~1
F 6 1.10 0.00 4.47 15.79 0.00 #).5q 6. 6
1'403 6 5.71 0.00 16.88 70.33 3.87 26.33 27.1>2
504 6 29.45 0.00 55.73 190.50 10.41 68.42 11.79
P04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00 '.00X$S04 6 13.57 0.00 41.86 171.44 6.38 64·13 o .29
p SAN 6 191.49 0.00 212.J9 455.05 54.14 112:69 18~·r~
I SeA 6 235. 0 0.00 251. 8 525.8~ 58.06 205.59 21 •. 1
-J A/C 6 0.81 0.00 0.84 0.9 0.80 0.05 0.05
.-.
N eLINA 6 l.t2 0.00 1.04 1.14 0.90 0.09 0.10
NA/MG 6 4.01 0.00 3.99 4.63 3.61 0.35 0.J755 6 110.20 0.00 148.63 318.20 4~.30 115.~2 IfO. 9
NC 6 50.10 0.00 66.85 186.61 .91 69. A 2.61CONO/P 6 0.81 o 00 0.86 0.98 0.15 0.0 0.09
AMTH 0 0.00 2730:26 455.04 1378.28 119.99 405.54 488.44
AMTHNV 6 O.go 2439.22 400.54 1228.40 93.14 416.39 430.87AMTNA 6 O. 0 25149.96 4191.60 19435.16 382.42 7512.93 7882.55
AMTK #) 0.00 008 34 101.39 429.02 A*·15 161.64 109.59AMTCA 6 0.00 7563:61 1260.60 0428.91 .37 2539.12 2664.04
AMTMG #) 0.00 6279.62 1046.60 4921.18 104.2b 1908.85 200~.7b
AMTNH4 6 0.00 blS 57 102 bO 248.44 9.61 91.03 9 .51
AMTCL b 0.00 26092:89 4082:15 22241.34 376.34 8644.06 90tt9.35AMTF 6 0.00 200.47 33 41 148.02 0.00 51.82 ttO.67
AMTN03 6 0.00 1039.60 173:27 1I5A 77 6~.O3 ~47.36 l~q.blAMTS04 6 0.00 5361.16 893.53 335 :79 18 .55 1 16.11 12 6.00
AMTPOtt 6 0.00 o uo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 2470:40 411.13 1010.15 11 0.59 ~35.44 351.9 4AMTSS b 0.00 30986.46 5164.41 24532.20 415.10 9 34.42 1000 .50
AMTNe 6 0.00 9230.04 1536.44 6931.12 137.19 2657.64 2768.39








f-1:-\;,n,iU i<ti.lNFALL SUMflilAkY luCLlIDII\lG STArISTICiIl. EvALUATION OF VARIABILITY H'I
CI.!'''1Pu'H T lOl~ ,HJe) OEPO;j 1 r lUi\! Al"i(1UNT FOR CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTt.D A I
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'\j=NIJHRtl< I)f- :sA ,o1PLf S
VOLwlAv=VOLUMf ~EIGHTEU AvtRAGE. U~lTS ARE MICRUEQUIVAlENfS/LlfER fxCEPT FOk Prl,
cu~~,CMPPI,ANO RArIU~
uEW/sn.M~MiCHOEGUJVALENT8/SQUAkEMETER
f'! E Ai'J;;;II .~ r"J t. I GHIE 0 AVt. RAG t.
CII,\Pr-J 11\ UI.:.O/S\~.rJi Cfl U li4N HAS Ui'l! is Of C"" A,'d) REPRFSFNTS {[HAL AMUtlf\lT OF KAPf F:J·>
"''If- i'~U~J I d
Table 103.
MONTHLY ~.INFALL SUMMARY I~CLUOING STATISTICAL tVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSITiON ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SIrE 11 OURI~G 03/79.
~ VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LO~ ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 2 4.&0 0.00 4 51 4.62 4.43 0.13 1.21COND 2 ':H.60 0.00 102:50 160.00 25.00 109.&0 985.02CMPPT 2 0.00 2.35 1.17 2.16 0.19 1.39 12.47
H 2 ~5.07 0.00 30.57 31.15 23.99 9.3l 83.&7
HNV 2 20.98 0.00 26 1& 32.36 19.95 8.7 78.8£1
NA 2 1&2.54 0.00 533:72 976.30 89.13 628.74 5650.65
K 2 3.79 0.00 13.91 26.04 1.19 11.15 154.13
CA 2 17.01 0.00 &2.62 111.21 1.98 71.27 694.48
MG 2 38.97 0.00 138.28 257.23 19.33 1&8.22 1511.83NHq 2 b.69 0.00 9.70 13.31 b.l0 5.10 45.81
CL 2 190.82 0.00 595.30 1079.78 110.83 685.45 6157.69
F 2 3.51 0.00 5.26 7.37 3.16 2. 8 26.75
N03 2 12.43 0.00 19.03 26.94 11.13 11.!8 100.45504 2 42.59 0.00 108.47 181.38 29.56 111. 9 1002.92POq 2 0.00 0.00 o 09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)(SS04 2 23.02 0.00 47:5 70.27 ~6.88 40.58 3*4 74
;!:., 5A~ 2 250.05 0.00 729·A 3 130~.90 1 5.30 81~.5i 72 3:39
& SCA 2 254.07 0.00 788. 1 142 .29 148.32 90 .7 8140.50
-' A/C 2 0.98 0.00 0.92 1.05 0.91 0.10 0.86a
-P- CL/NA 2 1.17 0.00 1.12 1.24 1.10 0.10 0.88NA/MG 2 4.17 0.00 3 86 4 .... 61 3.80 0.57 5.13
55 2 2u3.97 0.00 653:08 1190 099 115.16 760.13 b83e·93
NC 2 25.02 0.00 105.16 201.14 9.17 135.74 121 .97COND/P 2 O.9~ o 00 0.95 0.97 0.93 0.03 0.2~
AM1H 2 0.00 589:23 294.62 517.25 71.98 314.65 2829.61AMIHNII 2 0.00 492 92 240.40 4~0.23 b~.70 259.68 2331.6AMTNA 2 0.00 3617:41 1908.70 19 1.95 189 .46 16.74 16 .38
AMlK 2 0.00 86 99 44.1.19 50.45 38.53 8.43 15.75
AMTCA 2 0.00 399:30 199.08 221.20 172.1t.> 38.92 349.82
AMH1G 2 0.00 915.20 1.157.00 1.198.38 416.83 57.00 518.25AMTNH4 2 0.00 157 28 78.61.1 131.50 25.18 14.75 bll.83AMTCl 2 0.00 4~81:76 2240.88 2389.69 2092.07 210.45 1891.35
AMTF 2 0.00 82 e37 41.18 68.09 14.28 38.05 341.99AMTN03 2 0.00 292 17 146.09 239 ..98 52.19 132.79 1193.42AMT SO(~ 2 0.00 1000:53 500.21 037.48 303.05 191.1.05 1744.02AMT pot.. 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSO'~ 2 0.00 554.81 277.41 407.04 147.77 183.33 1047.63
AMTSS 2 0.00 4790.11 2395.30 2483.16 2307.55 124.17 1116.00
AMTNC 2 0.00 581.52 293.76 389.72 197.80 135.70 1219.bO
N=NUM13l::.R Of SAMPLES
VOLwTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROEGUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER











































































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS!TION ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 12 DURING 01/77.
N vOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 2 4.57 0.00
COND 2 11.73 0.00
CMPPT 2 0.00 3 41
H 2 2b.92 0:00
HNV 2 25.55 0.00
NA 0 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00
Cl 0 0.00 0.00
f 0 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00
504 0 0.00 0.00
POq 0 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
SCA 0 0.00 0.00
Ale 0 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00
55 0 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00
COND/P 0 0.00 0 00
AMTH 2 0.00 917:83
AMTHNV 2 0.00 ~71.20
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNC 0 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBER Of SAMPLESVOLWTAi=vOLUME wEIbHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALEN1S/LITER EXCE?T fOR PH,
UEQ/S~~~~M~~~blQe~eA~~~f~~SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNwEIGHTEO AVERAGE










MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPUS~TI0N ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY 01~TY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 1~ DURING 08/77.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW Sf.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 9 4.3& 0.00 4.47 b.80 4.03 0.8& 0.&&
COND 9 ~0 • 33 0 • 00 18. 14 41 • 00 0 • 00 12 • &7 9. 75C~PPT 9 0.00 17.73 1.97 7.30 0.03 2.l4 1.80
H 9 43.0& 0.00 33.72 93.32 0.10 30.79 28.33
HNV 9 38.11 Q.OO 29.45 81.28 0.13 32.43 24.97
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 Q.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NOl 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PQ4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00SC~ 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A/C -o~.OO -~.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S8 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COND/P 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH q 0.00 7743.18 8bO.3S 5409.25 0.05 1753.85 1350.41
AMTHNV q 0.00 &758.73 750.91 4711.2b 0.04 1529.51 1177.73
~MTNA 0 0.00 u.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A~TCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 ~.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 O~OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME ~EIGHTEDAVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEG/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWElbH1ED AVERAGECMPPl IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS lOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
)Table 106
MONTHLY RAl~F~LL 5UMMARYINCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SITE 12 DURING 09/77. .
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C,
PH 8 4.83 0.00 4.40 5.28 3.99 o 41 O.
COND 8 22.74 o 00 33.41 109.90 9.40 34:02 28.
CMPPT 8 0.00 22·07 2.7b 12.78 0.03 4.39 3.
H 8 14.73 0·00 34.4b 102.33 5.25 32.63 27.
HNV 6 13.00 0:00 29.58 91.20 3.03 30.72 25,
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
N03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,
S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
P04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
XSS04 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
SAN 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
):> SCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.I Ale f\ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (\.... v v.
0 CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.
....... NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
55 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.
NC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
CONO/P 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 ~.OO 0.00 O.AMTh 8 0.00 3250·03 400.33 1009.06 .31 512.87 427.
AMTHNV 8 0.00 2868·30 358.54 1434.08 1.00 400.61 384.
AMTNA 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.
AMTNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.
N=NUMBt.R OF SAMPLES




CMPPT iN U~Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENIS TOTAL A~!OUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNTH
Table 107.
MONTHLV RAINfALL SUMMARY INClUOING STATlsfICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSfTION ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC 51 E 12 DURING 10177.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.~.
PH 5 4.30 0.00 4.08 5.08 3.80 0.57 O. 0
COND 5 25.55 0.00 43.30 75.80 lA· eo 25.88 32.18CMPPT 5 0.00 3.00 0.60 1.88 .10 0.74 0.92
H 5 50.30 0.00 83.58 158.49 8.32 ob.50 82.76
HNV 5 47.49 0.00 80.79 154.88 5.43 00.70 83.00~A 4 03.24 0.00 b2.72 73.92 3~. 1 19.20 30.62
K II 2.39 0.00 2.87 4.59 .04 1.17 1.86
CA q 8.39 0.00 13.00 23.95 3.49 8.00 13.07
MG 4 13.84 0.00 Ib.95 31.26 7.24 10.10 16.16
NH4 4 8.29 0.00 15.94 31.60 '.22 12.05 19.16CL 4 57.01 0.00 65.21 121.54 2 .04 40.19 03.90F 4 1.82 0.00 3.29 10.00 0.00 4.02 7.34
N03 4 15.74 0.00 22.90 41.02 5.32 20.14 12.03
504 4 30.80 0.00 40.65 76.20 20.40 20.38 4~.~~P04 4 0.08 0.00 1.82 7.e7 0.00 ~.03XSS04 q 25.12 0.00 ~4.85 71.12 lA· 9O 2 .87 44:32
)';.. SAN 4 100.05 0.00 1 3.87 184.43 a .58 41.57 66.09
~ SCA 4 142.80 0.00 176.93 274.43 112.79 70.01 111.31
,_J A/C 4 0.74 0.00 0.76 1.03 0.65 0.17 0.28c»
00 CL/NA 4 0.90 0.00 1.04 1.64 0.68 0.143 0.69
NA/MG 4 4.57 0.00 3.70 14.89 2.30 1.23 1.965S 4 60.80 0.00 02.29 95.50 30.46 27.19 4 .23
NC 4 35.29 0.00 49.79 91.17 24.10 28.68 45.92COND/P 4 0.114 o 00 0.89 bll:l~ 0.63 0.20 0.32AMTH 5 0.00 1508:55 301.71 12.01 229.63 265.49
AMTHNV 5 0.00 14~4.18 264.814 581.81 7.77 ~l::!~ 272.44AMTNA 4 0.00 18 4.16 458.54 1320.70 112.03 91t·32
AMTK 4 0.00 &9 27 17.32 43.08 6.94 17.36 ~ .60AMTCA 4 0.00 243:31 00.83 96.0b 1&.64 32.83 2 20
AMTMG 4 ().oo 401.32 100.33 209.92 40.48 113.09 1~9:82
AMTNH4 4 0.00 240 23 00.06 90.05 22.&9 33.20 2.78
AMTCL 4 0.00 1053:17 413.29 1168.54 134.17 503.92 601.24AMTF 4 0.00 52 86 13.22 27.19 0.00 11.37 1 .08
AMTN03 4 0.00 450:32 1~4.08 ~i~:~' 6.50 92.95 147.79AMTS04 4 0.00 893.08 2 3.21 31.5& 146.90 233.56AMTP04 4 0.00 19.75 4.94 19.15 0.00 9.88 15.70
AXSS04 4 0.00 726 49 182.12 262.32 18.12 113.01 180.63
AMTSS 4 0.00 1765·00 4141.25 1288.90 144.74 565.37 698.94
AMTNC 4 0.00 1023:29 255.82 451.88 60.95 159.71 253.94
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES
VOL~TAV=~OLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UE~/SQ.M:MICHOEQUIVAlENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNwlIGHrEO AVERAGECMPPT iN U£Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 108.
MONTHL RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILlfY IN
COMPUS TiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC 51 £ 12 uURING 11/77.
N VOLWTAV UEG/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.OEV 95XC.L jPH 6 5.17 0.00 4.42 5.41 3.80 O.bO O.b
COND 6 7.09 o 00 10.62 19.70 0.00 8.40 ~.81
CMPPT 6 0.00 15:98 2.66 6.64 0.02 3.11 .2b
H 6 b.82 0.00 31.91 158.49 3.89 60.07 &3.02
HNV b 5.76 0.00 23.73 83.18 3.31 30.83 32.35
NA 5 17.69 0.00 29.48 48.26 11.74 16.89 21.00
K 5 0.14 0.00 0.51 1.02 0.00 0.S1 o.&.}
CA 5 1.22 0.00 3.49 1.98 0.00 3.16 3.92
MG 5 4.00 0.00 6.50 10.12 2.72 3.60 4.48
NH4 5 1.42 0.00 3.10 8.87 0.55 3.15 4.66
eL 5 18.87 0.00 30.23 50.48 13.54 11.20 21.38
F 5 0.12 0.00 1.26 6.32 0.00 2.62 3.51
1\103 5 3.31 0.00 8.94 23.23 1.29 9.61 12.03
504 5 b.61 0.00 12.87 24.30 2.91 9.53 11.84
PD4 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 4.67 0.00 9.16 19.75 1.52 8.51 10.58
» SAN 5 28.91 0.00 53.30 83.88 17.74 32.05 39.84, SeA ~ .H.ll 0.00 50.88 92.55 19.77 34.58 42.99
-' Ale 5 0.93 0.00 0.94 0.99 o.~o 0.04 0.050
\0 CL/NA 5 1.07 0.00 1.03 1.17 0.91 0.12 0.15
NA/MG 5 4.43 0.00 4.54 4.85 3.96 0.30 0.45
SS 5 20.&1 0.00 33.33 55.61 14.93 18.95 23.56
NC 5 3.67 0.00 9.75 23.14 0.95 11.18 13.90
COND/P 5 1.27 0.00 1.21 1.41 0.98 0.18 0.22
AMTH 6 0.00 1089.42 181.57 332.82 29.72 130.01 130.40
AMTHNV e 0.00 921 33 153.5b 283.27 15.60 119.24 125.11
A,"'1TNA 5 0.00 2825·21 565.04 633.39 98.20 312.98 389.12
AMTK 5 0.00 23:~0 4.62 15.32 v.oo 6.31 7.85AMTCA 5 0.00 194. 1 38.90 07.36 0.00 26.b4 35.01
AMTMG 5 0.00 031.93 127.59 196.05 20.87 71.77 89.23
AMTNHQ 5 0.00 226.98 45.39 133.0b 5.02 50 .. '10 &3.28
AMTCL 5 0.00 3012.~4 602.51 898.87 88.99 340.16 422.90AMTF 5 0.00 19 4 3.91 19.54 0.00 8.74 10.86
AMTN03 5 0.00 528:17 105.15 220.17 33.62 70.73 81.93
AMTS04 5 0.00 1054.92 210.98 305.39 65.06 134.53 107.25
AMTP04 5 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 ':> 0.00 745:23 149.05 290.18 53.23 llL.ljl 139.01
AMTSS 5 0.00 3322.26 664.45 991.40 98.15 375.25 4b6.54
AMT~C 5 0.00 585.48 117.10 347.14 23.02 130.65 162.43
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLES




CMPPT iN UfQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM ANO REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNTH
Table 109.
MONTHL Y RAINFAL.l SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION Of VARIAfHLITY IN ATCOMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLESCOlLECTEO
KSC SIrE 12 ~URING 12/77.
N VOLWTAV UElil/5Q.M MEAN HIGH L.OW ST.OEY 95XC.L.
PH 12 4.5b 0.00 4.40 0.54 4.08 0.b7 0.41
COND 12 18.53 0.00 20.11 06.00 0.00 16.2~ 11.10
CMPPT 12 0.00 7.82 0.b5 1.48 0.01 0.5 0.32
H 12 27.01 0.00 34.38 83.18 0.29 25.27 15.09
HNV 12 24.00 0.00 27.41 b4.50 0.00 19.27 11.90
NA 9 39.84 0.00 39.42 94.79 8.2t> 30.22 23.27
K 9 1.01 0.00 1.08 2.81 0.00 1.08 0.83
CA 9 3.35 0.00 5.32 ~8.90 0.50 5.57 4.29
~G 9 9.15 0.00 9.27 1.2, 2.88 b.71 5.17
NH4 9 2.84 0.00 4.19 14.9 0.00 4.80 3.74
CL 9 41.15 0.00 41.52 90.44 11.00 30.90 23.84
f 9 0.87 0.00 1.05 7.89 0.00 2.59 2.00
N03 9 9.94 0.00 13.12 17.74 5.32 10.45 8.05
584 9 28.29 0.00 31.30 03.09 5.00 18.80
14.46
P 4 9 0.70 0.00 O.bO 5.37 0.00 1.79 1.18
X5S04 9 24.10 0.00 27.14 60.32 2.70 18.24 14.04
SAN 9 80.95 0.00 87.58 154.02 14.58 47.41 30.51
~.. SCI. 9 d3.49 0.00 89.88 161.05 17.87 47.96 3b.94
t A/C 9 0.97 0.00 0.97 1.10 0.88 0.07 0.05
_·.11
-.. CL/NA 9 1.01 0.00 1.05 1.49 0.84 0.22 0.17
0 NA/MG 9 4.3& 0.00 4.25 4.11 2.81 O.bO 0.40SS . 9 44.22 0.00 44.57 100.38 10.67 34.78 26.78Ne 9 11.9b 0.00 14.71 41.10 6.50 10.52 8.10
CONO/P 9 0.99 U.OO 0.98 1.00 0.89 0.00 0.05AMTH 12 0.00 21~4.51 180.38 0$ .20 0.04 193.15 119.88
AMTHNV 12 0.00 19 ,. 81 100.40 5 5.21 0.00 180.00 115.44
AMTNA 9 0.00 3088:1~ 343.12 9~0.84 32.79 317.10 244.11AMTK 9 0.00 78 3 8 70 2.08 0.00 9.60 7.44
AMTCA 9 0.00 259:42 28:82 04.40 7.41 17.00 13.60
AMTMG 9 0.00 109.03 78.78 203.94 11.43 70.14 54.01
AMTNH4 9 0.00 219 94 24.44 76.00 0.00 25.08 19.~1
AMTCL q O.GO 3189:43 354.38 926.77 43.05 323.35 248. 8
AMTF 9 0.00 07.50 7.50 55.jl 0.00 18.21 14.02
AMTN03 9 0.00 770 50 85.62 195. 0 4~.40 50.28 38.72
AMTS04 9 0.00 2192:55 2'63 062 581.50 b .24 189.52 145.93
AMTP04 9 0.00 54.54 b.06 54.54 0.00 18.18 14.00
AXSS04 9 0.00 1673.04 208.12 556.09 40.14 180.07 139.12
AMTSS 9 0.00 3427.24 380.60 1022.22 42.36 100.05 277.2'6
AMTNe 9 0.00 921.59 103.07 179.10 30.40 51.42 39.00
N=NUM8£R Of SAMPLES EXCEPTVOL~lAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVAL.ENTS/LITER FOR PH,
CONO,CMPPT 6ANO RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MICROEUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=U~W£IGHrEO AVERAGE




MONTHLY HAIN~ALl SUMMARY !NCkUOlNG 3TATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS~TrON AND DEPOSITION AMOU~T FUR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 1~ DURING 01/78.
N itOLwTAV UEl:.llSQ. M MEAN HIGH LOw Sl.DEV 95XC.L.
PH b 4.56 0.00 4.42 4.96 3.94 O.tiO 0.42
COND 6 Ib.74 0.00 2ti.50 58.00 7.60 It;.03 18.91
CMPPT 6 0.00 b.tH 1.14 3.81 0.22 1.33 1.40
H 6 27.75 0.00 38.17 114.81 10. en 40.15 42.12
HNV 6 25.45 0.00 34.70 107.15 7.59 38.60 40.50
NA 6 37.11 0.00 59.93 114.79 6.52 44.69 46.~9
K 6 0.61 o 00 1.40 3.57 0.00 1.55 1.62
CA 6 8.36 0:00 16.88 34.43 2.50 14.09 14.79
MG 6 8.71 0.00 14.59 26.90 3.04 10.21 10.71NHl.l 6 7.7l> 0.00 ~l:ij~ ij~:~l IJ:~~ 37• 35 31:14CL 6 34.17 0.00 14.69F b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ·0.00 0.00
NOl b 10.45 0.00 15.38 45.00 4.35 15.13 15.tH
S04 6 30.55 0.00 48.44 110.14 10.41 35.114 36.86
P04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 21.12 0.00 142.99 100.16 8.41 32.:H 33.90
)::0 SAN 6 75.17 0.00 117.87 252.15 34.55 79.88 83.81
I SCA b 90.30 0.00 142.34 297.63 42.30 97.30 102.15
-.I Ale 0 0.83 0.00 0.83 0.95 0.72 0.09 0.09
-.I
-.I CL/NA 6 0.92 0.00 0.90 2.12 0.79 0.50 0.53
NA/MG b 4.20 0.00 4.11 4.91 2.14 0.94 0.99
55 6 30.75 o 00 58.48 101.00 8 117 39.91 4~.tH... ~
NC 0 25.80 0·00 45.69 90.18 0.96 33.70 3 .36
CONO/P 6 0.91 0:00 0.69 1.00 O.7ts 0.08 0.06
AMTH 6 0.00 1904.65 3~7.48 780.38 28.99 2l3.62 287.0~AMTHNV 6 0.00 1741.16 2 1.19 728.30 17.07 260.12 272.91
AMTNA 0 0.00 2547.19 424.53 661.99 b2.16 311.69 327.03
AMTK 6 0.00 42.18 7.03 24.29 0.00 9.04 9.46
AMTCA b 0.00 574.05 95.68 152.62 23.78 50.45 52.94
AMTMG b 0.00 597.98 99.66 115.63 29.01 bl.60 64.63
AMTNH4 6 0.00 532.45 88.74 147.95 2t· 7 O 59 • .36 62.28AMTCL b 0.00 2345.91 390.98 741.64 13 .70 251.11 261.140
AMTF 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 6 0.00 717.02 119.50 305.68 25.04 107.0b 112.33
AMTS04 6 0.00 2096.97 349.50 748.59 99.78 233.81 245.31
AMTP04 b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 ~861.61 310.28 680.75 78.89 214.40 224.95AMTSS (, 0.00 522.58 420.43 618.24 80.31 291.29 305.62
AMTNe 0 0.00 1771.26 295.21 515.28 06.34 l1l.ti8 180.33
N=NUMBcR Of SAMPLES




CMPPl iN UfQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
HIE MONTH
Table 111.

































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUM~A~Y INCLUDING STATI3TICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSATION AND DEPOSI1IUN AMOUNT FUR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTEO AT
KSC SIIE 12 uURING 02/18.
N vOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 8 4.42 0.00
COND 8 20.01 0.00
CMPPT 8 0.00 12.39
H 8 j8.18 0.00
HNV 8 j2.73 9.00
NA b 28.12 0.00
K e (l.b5 0.00
CA b 4.55 0.00
MG 6 1.11 0.00
NH4 b 6.85 0.00
CL 6 29.86 0.00
F b 1.34 0.00
N03 6 9.36 0.00
504 6 33.71 0.00
P04 b 0.00 0.00
XSS04 6 30.72 0.00
SAN b 14.27 0.00
seA b 85.08 0.00
Ale b 0.87 0.00
CL/Nft b 1.00 0.00
NA/MG 6 3.96 0.00
55 b 32.03 0.00
NC 6 15.27 0.00
COND/P 6 0.92 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 4729.89
AMTHNV 8 0.00 4054.69
AMTNA 6 0.00 3456.45
AMTK b 0.00 80.36
AMTCA 6 0.00 559.41
AMTMG 6 0.00 673.93
AMTNH~ 6 0.00 842.08
AMTCL 6 0.00 3670.04
AMTF 6 o.o~ 104.88
AMTN03 6 0.00 1150.00AMTS04 6 0.00 4142.96
AMTPOq 6 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 3776.08
AMTSS 6 0.00 393b.Ol





MEAN=UNWEIijHfED AVERAGECMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MJNTH
Table 112.
MONTHLY ~AINrALl SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EvALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 12 OURING 03/78.
N VOLWTA\I UEi.i/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.OEV 95XC.L.
PK 8 4.58 O.UO 4.43 4.83 4.10 0.24 0.20
COND 8 17.40 0.00 25.86 46.50 7.80 15.26 12.73
eMf/PT 8 0.00 7.78 o.en 3.27 0.21 0.96 0.80
rl 8 26.33 0.00 37.0Q 69.18 14.79 19.82 16.54
/-iN V 8 23.89 0.00 32.9"1 57.54 14.79 17.07 14.25
NA 8 25.12 0.00 38.04 87.39 5.65 29.50 24.62
K 8 0.86 0.00 1.50 3.32 0.00 1.20 1.00
CA 8 8.05 0.00 14.66 52.39 2.00 15.89 13.26
MG 8 7.27 0.00 11.03 22.87 2.39 7.83 0.54
NH4 6 8.01 0.00 13.5tj 39.36 2.77 12.33 10.28
CL 8 30.61 0.00 46.00 114.21 9.31 37.39 31.20
F 8 0.75 0.00 0.53 2.63 0.00 0.93 0.78
N03 8 11.53 0.00 16.29 40.81 6.13 tl.04 9.21
S04 8 28.19 0.00 42.06 90.57 16.86 29.51 24.62
P04 8 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 u.OO 0.00
XSS04 8 25.31 0.00 37:60 86.30 16.19 27.20 22.69
)::0 SAN 8 71.07 0.00 104.8~ 209.73 33.35 66.54 55.52
• seA 8 16.23 0.00 115.86 ~11.86 28.71 7.3.14 01.03...... Ale 8 0.93 0.00 0.91 1.16 0.83 0.12 0.10
' ......
,W CL/NA 8 1.22 0.00 1.21 1.05 0.93 0.24 0.20
NA/MG 8 3 ..4b 0.00 3.45 3.94 2.33 0.04 0.514
58 6 30.94 0.00 47.21 112.91 7.30 36.28 31.94
NC 8 18.90 0.00 .31.55 104.67 0.61 30.86 25.75
COND/P 8 0.98 o 00 1.01 1.10 0.91 0.07 0.06
AMTH 8 0.00 2047·19 255.90 463.02 145.48 110.51 97.21
AMTHNI/ 8 0.00 1851:76 232.22 463.02 135.!7 11b.07 90.85AMTNA 8 0.00 lY53.43 244.18 572.31 70. 2 175.44 146.38
AMTK 8 0.00 66.98 8.37 22.98 0.00 7.10 5.92
AMTCA 8 0.00 b72.48 84.0t:> 162.80 26.82 48 .. 06 40.10
AMTMG 8 0.00 505.23 70.~5 145·f~ 19.09 42.03 ~~:~~AMTNH4 8 0.00 t:>22 81 77 5 126. 3 21.66 34.94
AMTCL 8 0.00 2380:25 297:53 605.95 81.30 194.14 162.49
AMTF 8 0.00 58.14 7.27 34.37 0.00 13.05 10.89
AMlN03 8 0.00 d96 24 112.03 §00.16 39.01 51.58 43.04AMTSOti 8 0.00 2192:33 274.04 50.72 133.22 131.48 109.70
AMTP04 8 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 8 0.00 1968:51 246.06 528.59 124.81 125 .. 09 104.88AM1SS 8 0.00 2406.52 300.81 068.36 89.6 213.46 178.11
AMTNe 8 0.00 1474.42 184.30 291.38 15.98 80.91 07.51




eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FORCMPPl iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF
THE MONTH
Table 113.























































































































MONTHL( ~AINfALL SUMMAHY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPUS!TIOi~ AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FON CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 12 DURING 04118.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 2 4.75 0.00
COND 2 32.91 0.00
CMPPT 2 0.00 0.40
H 2 17.92 0.00
HNV 2 7.90 0.00
NA 2 51.21 0.00
K 2 4.44 0.00
CA 2 54.18 0.00
MG 2 14.93 0.00
NH4 2 55.10 0.00
CL 2 57.10 0.00
F 2 3.49 0.00
N03 2 ~9.17 0.00
504 2 79.0b 0.00
PD4 2 0.00 0.00
XSS04 2 73.24 0.00
SAN 2 108.82 0.00
SCA 2 197.7B 0.00
Ale 2 0.65 0.00
CL/NA 2 1.12 0.00
NA/MG 2 3.43 0.00
SS 2 b2.57 0.00
NC 2 117.29 0.00
COND/P 2 1.12 0.00
AMTH 2 0.00 11.42
AMTHNV 2 0.00 31.51
AMTNA 2 0.00 204.19
AMTK 2 0.00 17.b9
AMTCA 2 0.00 215.89
AMTMG 2 0.00 59.52
AMTNH4 2 0.00 219.4b
AMTCL 2 0.00 221.b5
AMTF 2 0.00 13.90
AMTN03 2 0.00 11&.24
AMTS04 2 0.00 315.03
AMTP04 2 0.00 0 00
AXSS04 2 0.00 291:82
AMTSS 2 0.00 249.44









MONTHLY RAINF~LL SUMMARY INCLUDING ST~TISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIiE 12 OURING 05118.
N VOLW1AIJ UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 7 4.47 0.00 4.50 5.05 4.29 0.24 o 22
COND 7 20.82 0.00 35.31 68.20 15.40 23.03 21:33
CMPPT 7 0.00 12.94 1.85 5.00 0.02 1.81 1.68
t; 7 33.&3 0.00 31.SI.l 51.29 8.91 12.40 11.48
tiNV 7 26.07 0.00 26.47 lH ..09 7.59 10.29 9.53
NA 0 18.76 0.00 20.10 45.22 12.17 13.32 13.98
K 6 1.39 0.00 2.89 9.70 0.51 3.49 3.66
CA 6 9.40 0.00 19.88 b7.8b 5.99 24.36 25.56/IIIG 6 4.b2 0.00 7.40 14.31 2.88 5.17 5.42
NH4 b 22.84 0.00 39.30 130.84 10.53 45.81 48.0b
CL 6 19.55 0.00 29.70 54.71 10.43 18.03 18.92
F 6 0.68 0.00 1.40 3.10 0.00 1.32 1.38
N03 b 16.40 0.00 30.43 87.75 12.20 29.73 31.19
504 6 30.99 0.00 47.09 90.98 21.24 30.80 32.31
P04 b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 6 26.99 0.00 44.12 85.56 19.26 29.19 30.62
):>0 SAN 6 07.62 0.00 108.63 230.07 50.59 16.98 80.76
I SCA b ~0.70 0.00 131.07 273.65 72.74 82 .. 03 86.07
...... A/C 6 0.75 0.00 0.83 0.93 0.67 0.11 0.11
.....
(J'1 CL/NA 6 1.04 0.00 1.14 1.24 0.86 0.14 0.15NA/MG 6. 4 ..07 0.00 3.51 4,,84 2.73 0.75 0.79
SS 6 21.43 0.00 31. 95 58.42 ii.5i 18.75 19.68NC 6 35.60 0.00 & .8~ 163.95 19.97 58.49 &1.37COND/P 6 0.99 0.00 1 0 1.35 0.83 0.17 0.18
AMTH 7 0.00 4152.27 b21:75 1733.&8 1.81 614.83 5&9.34
AMTHNV 1 0.00 3032.32 518.90 128~.20 1.54 484.56 448.~1AMTNA b 0.00 2420.46 404.41 82 .52 146.74 267.54 280. 1
AMTK 0 0.00 179.92 29.99 6~.96 10.69 20.84 21.60AMTCA 6 0.00 1214.99 202.50 39 .20 78.90 113.59 119.17
AMTMG 6 0.00 590.27 99 38 19&.60 46.94 58.14 01 63
AMTNH4 6 0.00 2950.00 491:77 1074.~2 lAS. SO 381.52 400:~9
AMTCL 6 0.00 2525.94 420.99 919. 8 1 1.89 275.18 268. 2
AMTF 6 0.00 87.94 ~4.6b 34.00 ~.OO 15.37 }b.13AMTN03 6 0.00 2118.&3 3 3.10 6~2 94 14 .9b 165.03 1 3 14AMTS04 b 0.00 4003.54 6&7.2& 13 4:94 306.83 428.56 449:65
AMTPOI.\ 6 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSU.I.\ b 0.00 3745.46 624:24 1341.26 289.24 410.53 430.73
AMTSS b 0.00 216~.48 401.41 1014.03 189.60 306.58 321.66
AMTNC 6 0.00 4599.77 7b6.63 1446.33 375.07 492.48 516.71
N:NUMBt.R OF SAMPLES




CMtJPI IN UEQ/S~"M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
TilE MUN l H
Table llS.
MaNTH~¥ ~AINrALl SUMM~RY INCLUDING STAlISfICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSI1ION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 12 UURING 00/78.
N VOU'HAV UEGl/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOw 5T.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 7 4.40 0.00 4.27 4.80 3.70 0.33 0.31
COND 1 22.51 0.00 30.13 84.90 12.20 2S.03 23.18
CMPPl 7 0.00 11.13 1.68 4.91 0.27 1.75 1.62
H 7 40.13 0.00 53.58 173.78 15.85 54.54 50.50
HNV 7 38.25 0.00 51.05 169.62 13.49 53.89 49.90
NA 7 18.33 0.00 27.89 81.74 7.83 25.09 23.24
K 7 0.92 0.00 1.35 3.51 0.51 1.06 0.98
CA 7 6.60 0.00 11.26 38.42 4.49 12.29 11.38
MG 7 4.29 0.00 7.04 18.26 1.65 5.78 5.35
NH4 7 11.01 0.00 9.74 29.94 0.55 10.36 9.59
CL 7 18.94 0.00 29.61 87.14 9.31 26.88 24.89
F 7 0.09 0.00 0.45 2.11 0.00 0.83 0.77
1\403 7 16.92 0.00 23.37 80.65 6.llS 20.06 24.13
S04 7 33 ..81 0.00 46.34 145.74 16.45 44.81 41.50PDQ 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 7 31.87 0.00 43.30 141.88 14.78 44.41 I.ll.12
):> SAN 1 09.76 0.00 99.77 266.00 40.84 79.11 73.26
I SCA 7 81.29 0.00 110.86 290.38 42.52 85.20 78.89
-' Ale 7 0.86 0.00 0.90 1.01 0.79 0.08 0.01
-'
01 CL/NA 7 1.03 0.00 1.06 1 ..20 0.95 0 ..10 0.10
NA/MG 1 4.27 0.00 3.96 4 ..16 2.99 0.62 0.57
55 1 20 ..82 0.00 32· f8 96 ..11 19:1~ 29.70 ~7.50NC 7 20.33 0.00 24. 0 75.23 23.06 1.35
CONO/P 7 1.,04 0.00 1.05 1.19 0.96 0.07 0.07
AfI4TH 7 0.00 4107.66 672.52 1125.90 134.96 710.22 657.68
AMTHNV 7 0.00 4486.21 640.89 168b ..b1 114.87 682.51 632.01AMTNA 7 0.00 2149.9 307.13 959.96 91.55 307.01 284.29
AMTK 7 0.00 107.83 15.40 50.10 4.12 15.80 14 • 6 3AMTCA 7 0 ..00 774.70 110.67 293.79 21.05 91.53 4.76
AMT~G 7 0.00 503 66 71.95 213.90 24.54 bb.13 ,1 24
AMTNH4 7 0.00 1291:05 184.44 81b.Ot 4.72 296.06 2 4:t5
AMTeL 7 0.00 2221.25 317.32 940.82 93.22 297.35 27'5.35
AMTF 7 0.00 10 09 ! 53 5.16 0.00 2.62 2.43AMTNOl 7 0.00 1985:03 28 :58 775.55 30.24 305.02 ~82.45
AMT.S04 7 0.00 3965.44 566.49 1440 ..29 140.06 57b.24 33.60
AMTP04 7 0 ..00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 7 0.00 3737:85 533.98 134~.48 123.88 555.55 514.45
AMiSS 7 0.00 2442.05 348.86 103 .73 102.82 328.37 304.06
AMTNC 7 0.00 2385.12 340.73 1296.03 b8.46 441.70 409.02




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
)Table 116
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUCING STATISTICAL EVALUA1ION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION 4MOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 12 DURING 07176.
N VOUHA.V UE(USQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L SPH 11 4.33 0.00 4.31 4.64 3.97 0.24 0.1COND 11 24.62 o 00 26.10 49.80 13.20 11.95 7.74CMPPl 11 0.00 24:50 2.23 5.41 1.0& 1.35 0.87
H 11 46.81 0.00 49.11 107.15 22.91 28.78 18.00HNV 11 44.38 0.00 45.9] 104.71 20.89 27.77 18.00
NA 11 18.04 0.00 22.31 86.09 8.70 22.53 14.61
K 11 0.81 0.00 0.93 2.55 0.25 0.65 0.42CA 11 6.79 0.00 7.30 20.46 1.50 5.45 3.54MG 11 4.27 0.00 5.11 19.82 1.89 5.12 3.32NH4 11 3.02 0.00 2.87 9.42 0.55 2 77 1.80CL 11 18.57 0.00 23.60 104.00 8.18 27:74 17.98
F 11 1.35 0.00 0.90 5.20 0.00 1.52 0.99
NO~ 11 14.56 0.00 15.57 29.03 4.84 8.50 ~.51S04 11 55.85 0.00 37.11 78.28 13.32 20.43 1 .24P04 11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00XSS04 11 33.96 0.00 34.77 77.27 12.48 20.74 1~.44
)::> SAN 11 70.33 0.00 77.37 158.18 34.51 39.40 2 .54
I SCA 11 79.74 0.00 87.70 155.10 42.51 38.30 24.63
-' A/C 11 0.88 0.00 0.88 1.02 0.70 0.08 0.05-'
......, CL/NA 11 1.03 0.00 1.06 1.21 0.82 0.12 0.08NA/MG 11 4.23 0.00 4.38 5.35 3.09 o '12 0.27
33 11 20.32 0.00 25.78 r t 1.23 9.02 29:58 19.17Nt 11 12.61 0.00 12.81 27.41 3.1~ 7.23 1.4.&8CONO/P 11 1.05 o 00 1.04 1.10 0.9 0.04 0.03htMTH 11 0.00 11466:53 10q2.41 215~.27 243.41 655.24 424.70AMTHNV 11 0.00 10871.91 988.36 245 .27 22~.99 649.10 420.18AMTNA 11 0.00 4419.20 401.75 14.71 13 .94 268.86 174.29AMTK 11 0.00 198.77 18.07 41.41 4.02 11.04 7 15AMTCA 11 0.00 1003.34 151.21 377.68 23.56 109.41 70:97AMTMG 11 0.00 1045.16 95.01 235.70 29.80 68.84 '14.&3AMHmq 11 0.00 739 76 07.25 182.01 5.98 71 75 46.51AMTCL 11 0.00 4547:49 413.41 1105.62 124.65 317:75 205.98AMTF 11 0.00 ~30 89 30.08 20~.94 0.00 59.11 38.32AMTN03 11 0.00 3 67:00 324.27 72 .78 102.33 210.00 rS6 • 13A'1TS04 11 0.00 8782.32 798.39 2093.58 208.46 572.43 71.08AMTP04 11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSS04 11 0.00 8318.48 756.23 1997.89 169.61 563.13 365.05
AMTSS 11 0.00 Q976.20 452.5& 1181.81 137.49 342.30 221.94AMTNC 11 0.00 3088.03 280.73 678.59 49.36 205.09 132.95
N=NUMa~R OF SAMPLES




CMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 117.


































































































































































































~ONTrlLY kAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIAtiILITY INCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIUN A~OUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 1~ uURING 08/76.
N vULWTAv UEQ/SQ.M
PH 2 4.4Q 0.00CONO 2 16.09 0.00CMPPT 2 0.00 4.04
H ~ 34.51 0.00~~V 2 3~:~~ 8:88
K 2 0.57 0.00
CA 2 3.22 0.00
MG 2 2.2& 0.00
NH4 2 1.25 0.00
CL 2 8.&0 0.00
F 2 1.0& 0.00
N03 2 3.49 0.00
S04 2 24.52 0.00
P~Q 2 0.00 0.00
XSS04 2 23.78 0.00
SAN 2 37.&8 0.00
seA 2 48.12 0.00
Ale 2 0.18 0.00
CL/NA 2 1.3& 0.00NA/MG 2 2.79 0.00
SS 2 7.98 0.00
Ne 2 5.&2 0.00
CONO/P 2 1.02 0.00
AMTH 2 0.00 1395.&5
AMTHNV 2 0.00 12&7.76
AMTNA 2 0.00 254.&3
AMTK 2 0.00 23.19
AMTCA 2 0.00 130.11
AMTMG 2 0.00 91.29
AMTNH4 2 0.00 50.36
AMTCL 2 0.00 347.38
AMTF 2 0.00 43.04
AMTN03 2 0.00 141.12
AMTS04 2 0.00 991.52
AMTP04 2 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 2 0.00 9&1.55
AMTSS 2 0.00 322.42









MONTHL¥ RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EvALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS!TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FO~ CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 1~ UURING 09118.
P
u N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW STtDEV 95XC.L~
n 5 4.58 0.00 4.56 5.06 4.13 u.34 0.4~
COND 5 10.80 0.00 18.5b 33.10 9.40 8.80 10.94C~PPT 5 OeOO 11.42 2.28 .5.80 0.23 2.23 2.71
H 5 ~0.09 0.00 27.36 74.13 8.71 26.49 32.93
HNV 5 23.08 0.00 24.28 64.56 7.41 22.94 28.51
NA 5 28.63 0.00 38.87 66.09 14.78 20.28 25.22
K 5 1.02 0.00 1.17 2.04 0.51 0.59 0.73
CA 5 4.19 0.00 4.59 8.98 2.00 2.90 3.bO
MG 5 6.71 0.00 9.20 15.11 4.19 4.57 5.68
NH4 5 2.52 0.00 2.77 7.76 0.55 2.91 3.61
FCL 5 32.97 0.00 44.27 73.88 19.74 22.75 28.285 0.23 0.00 0.21 1.05 0.00 0.47 0.59
N03 5 10.41 0.00 10.07 25.32 4.84 8.66 10.77
S04 5 19.75 0.00 21.24 50.38 8.54 16.72 20.79
P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 16.47 0.00 16.79 48.61 5.92 17.89 22.25
SAN 5 03.38 0.00 75.89 97.75 39.08 25.12 31.23
seA 5 69.21 U.OO 63.90 110.62 43.10 27.91 34.70
A/C 5 0.92 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.85 0.06 0.07
CL/NA 5 1.15 0.00 1.14 1.34 1.05 0012 0.15
~A/MG 5 .4.23 0.00 4.23 4.45 3.52 0.36 0.45
5S 5 35~21 0.00 47.7& 81.49 19.10 25.40 31.57
NC 5 7.92 0.00 8.65 17.39 1.~8 5.96 1.41
COND/P 5 1.10 0.00 1.05 1.20 0.93 0.10 0.13
AMTH 5 0.00 2980.06 596.01 1876.44 31.00 747.64 929.51
AMTHNV 5 0.00 2636 96 527.39 1634.31 32.91 649.76 807.82
AMTNA 5 0.00 3270:19 654.04 1386.26 150.77 518.56 719.29
AMTK 5 0.00 116.33 23.27 74.00 4.66 28.95 35.99
AMTCA 5 0.00 476 67 95.73 227.36 9.51 92.24 114.68
AMTMG 5 0.00 773:32 154.66 324.26 35.84 130.94 162.79
AMTNHq 5 0.00 288 24 57.65 196.46 6.32 81.23 100.99
AMTCL 5 0.00 3166:21 753.24 1471.25 168.55 646.32 803.54
AMTF 5 0.00 26.64 5.33 26.64 0.0011.92 14.81
:=f;g~ ~ 8:88 I~~::~I ~Ir:~~ IS'l:l~ I&:~' ~~J:~~ ~~~:~,
AMTP04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 1882.03 376.41 1230.49 24.93 490.29 617.01
AMTSS 5 0.00 4021.59 804.32 1622.78 185.91 703.60 874.76
AMTNe 5 0.00 905.15 181.03 440.13 25.34 206.33 256.52
N=NUMB~R Of SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CONO,CMPPT,ANO RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UI~wt.IGHrEO AVERAGE











































































































































































































MONTHLY KAIN~ALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSiTION AND DEPOSIIIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED AT
KSC SItE 12 uURING 10/78.
N vOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 7 4.75 0.00
COND 7 15.17 0.00
CMPPT 7 0.00 13.78
H 7 17.95 0.00
HNV 7 15.66 0.00
NA 6 Q7.70 0.00
K b 1.38 0.00
CA 6 3.49 0.00
MG 6 11.70 0.00
NH4 6 2.14 0.00
CL 6 48.84 0.00
F 6 0.36 0.00
N03 b 5.93 0.00
504 6 17.94 0.00
P04 6 0.00 0.00
XSS04 6 12.92 0.00
SAN 673.07 0.00
SCA 6 b4.29 0.00
A/C 6 0.81 0.00
CL/NA 6 1.02 0.00
NA/MG b 4.08 0.00
S5 b 53.84 0.00
NC 6 12.57 0.00
COND/P 6 1.03 0.00
AMTH 1 0.00 2412.68
AMTHNV 7 0.00 2156.58
AMTNA 6 0.00 6541.26
AMTK 6 0.00 189.35
AMTCA 6 0.00 41b.55
AMTMG 6 0.00 1604.00
AMTNH4 6 0.00 292.84
AMICL 0 0.00 0691.02
AMTF 6 0.00 49.92
AMTN03 6 0.00 812 84
AMTS04 6 0.00 2459:80
AMTP04 6 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 1771.09
AMTSS b 0.00 7182.70
AMTNe 6 0.00 1723.92
N=NUMB~R OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/Si~=~~i~~~160~eA~~~'~'SQUAREMETER
MEAN=UNWEIGHTEO AVERAGE








MONTHLY KAINfALl SUMMAKY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT































































































































































































































































































































VOLWTAv:VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE ~ICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNU,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=M!C~OEQUIVALENTS/~QUARE METER
tviEAN=Ui~v~E I GH fE.D AVERAGE









































































































































































































MONTli~~ RAINFALL SUMMARY iNCLUDING STAfISTILAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
















































































N=NUMB~R OF SAMPLESVOLwTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,C~PPT,AND RATIOSUEG/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN:UNWEIGH1EO AVERAGECMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE '"1UNIH
table 122.
MONTHLY HAINFALL SUMMAH¥ INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUAfION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 12 DURING 01/79.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.[)EV 95XC.LSPH 7 4.71 0.00 4.40 5.02 3.90 0.38 O.~COND 7 12.29 o 00 38.8b 1'10.00 8.00 48.50 q4. 1
C~PPT 7 0.00 20::H 2.90 13.83 0.30 4.89 4.53
H 1 19 .. 39 0.00 40 .. 01 109.65 9.55 3b.03 i 3 • 3bHNV 7 17 .. 56 0.00 37.45 104.71 7.2'1 34.80 2.22
NA 7 43.64 0.00 147.46 812.64 14.35 294.64 212.84
K 7 2.17 0.00 3.61 15.06 0.77 5.09 4.71CA 7 4 .. 59 0.00 15.68 43.91 2 .. 00 18.49 17.12
MG 7 8.86 0.00 32.60 176.04 3.29 63.61 56.90NH4 7 2.44 0.00 7.52 32.16 0.55 11.04 IO.~2CL 7 42.94 0.00 163.52 921.01 14.66 335.52 3 O. 0
F 7 0.79 0.00 0.68 3.16 0.00 1.17 1.08
N03 1 6.b2 0.00 18.25 46.78 3.39 19.08 17.07
S04 7 19.00 0.00 51.25 141.37 9.31 55.19 51.10
P04 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 7 14.6'1 0.00 34.42 117.44 6.47 38.97 36.09
;x::. SAN 7 69.43 0.00 233.87 1084.44 32.69 381.19 3~2.99I SeA 7 81.06 0.00 2"'6.89 1103.:51 43.4b 364.36 3 5.92
-.I
N Ale 7 0.6& 0.00 0.95 0.98 0.75 0.08 0.07
w CL/NA 7 0.96 0.00 1.11 1.13 0.88 0.10 0.09
NA/MG 7 4.92 0.00 4.52 5.50 3.06 0.12 ~.1>7S3 7 iJ.7 "'(7 o nn fAn '16'. 1015.6e 16.17 370.08 34 .70
" • III "'"' r 0:00
.. ..,v.JV
NC 7 14.33 26.51 81.71 7.11 26.34 24.39COND/P 7 0.77 o 00 0.89 0.98 0.69 0.10 0.09
AMT!; 7 0.00 J937:42 562.49 24 4l ·72 1~4.45 713.04 ~60.29AMTHNV 7 0.00 566.96 509 57 1 0 .81 9.23 633.74 86.85
A~nNA 7 0.00 8863.77 1266:25 4629.&0 71.57 1687.78 1562.91AMTK 7 0.00 440.01 62.86 317 .. 73 7.31 113.05 104.69
AMTCA 7 0.00 931.60 133.11 414 ..01 38.20 130.04 120.42AMTMG 7 0.00 1800.04 257.15 841.75 23.25 310 .. 02 287.08AMTNH4 7 0.00 495 34 70.7b 153.33 6.0b 59.19 54.81
AMTCl 7 0.00 8722:30 124b.04 4094.51 64.58 1560.06 1444.1>4
AMTF 1 0.00 160.41 22.92 145.56 0.00 54.23 50.22
AMTN03 7 0.00 1343.74 191.96 602.23 37.05 200.42 ~65.S9A"4T504 7 0.00 3671.06 553.01 1986.52 102.47 643.12 95.54AMTP04 7 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AX5SU4 7 0.00 2973:54 424.79 1565 ..20 70.73 517.26 479.01I\MTSS 7 0.00 9620.70 1374.39 4516.24 71.23 1720.15 1593.43
AM1NC 7 0.00 2910.26 415.75 1840.18 76.48 632.52 565.72
N=NUMB~R OF ~AMPLES




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESE~TS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 123.
i'jf.i,dliLl (ctlJ.rq-[\LL Sur"\I't,KY II\iCLUO!NG STflTTSTICAL EVALUATIO,'J JF VARIABTLITY 11\1
lJI"i P Ii S i ! HI!i ~:.JJ:) if FoP Uj I I J u \) A HI UN ( H I~ CL t Ar,~ 1\ i\i i) ;;> Ll GH TL Y DI R lY SAM P Lt S CULLE(. TED A1
KSL SII~ Ie:' uUkI"r:; 02119.
:'4 vi Il AI i A v UF~)/~O.·;\ :'/iF Ail!
pl-j Lj [j. 5 q v.un 4. fl8
COND !I C 1 .U:, v.v!) 32.7"':>
C'.~pp 1 11 o.o\)
.$ • ..:'5 G.bl
'i q c::':>.b'f o.vo 32.7 I
fiN II Ij C. 1 • 7~ (i.OO 27.7 1
i'l '\ 4 ~3.h) u.()O 10"'.F\"':>
1'\ i~ 1 .54 v.uO 2.30
Ci-\ 4 1 I .2'5 J • \1 I) 13. 10
;\'1 f; Ij 12. ('HI u.oo t!.2.37
,',f14 '4 I 1 .37 0.00 ~2 • .34CL 4 ':.H>. 43- I). U (I 9.10
F 1-1 ., IS u.vO 3.03c..
;t:>
NO.,) Lj l 3. II 0.00 1:3.07
I SU4 4 .5h. 15 v.un 53.82
.... P iJlj
'.
'1.00 lJ • on 0.00N
-!='oo XS:':>:JiJ 4 J'J.4U I) • (/0 43.62
S Af"v 4 1 v h • 1 1 u.\)O 17U. 14
~Ci~ ,j 1 16.2t) d,,\)O 159.73
Ale /j 0.93 0.00 0.90
CL/Nt\ 1-1 1 .05 (f.liO 0.93
''>JA I IVi\.:. u I~ • 1 " v.vO 4.76~S q 01 .73 V.(IO 109.45
'<jC q 2(5.84 1).(;0 47.51
CUN0/P Il 0.9b v.t)o 0.90
/.\11\ 1H i.j 'J .. 0 !J o3S.vO 208.7'5
1\N\ TH :'4 V' '~I 0.00 100.01 170.52
4 '.I\l (\iP, Il O.lJU I i 4 j. III 435.79
AN1TtZ 4 {) • () I,) 1-19.46 12.49
Ai'll C I~ i~ (J.O() ':'0:'.11 91.28
1\/·11 h l.> 4 U.O(j 4Ib.OS 104.01
I~ f-ri rN 114 I.l 0.01,) 30'1.51 92.5~
At"!1ct. ij O. \)1,.' Ib34.29 458.57
MllF 4 O.Vli 69.'7") 17 .49
A iV\ 1I'.u.$ i.j 0. i,i>.> ii2/.'12 lU6.'1b
AtJl13U l4 I.j (I.vu 1174.16 293.09
MJiTPU4 4 (J.on V.OII 0.00
AXSSUi~ 4 \) • 0 t) i';i'.\r).12 247.03
A"!TS::> 4 O.Ou (.'vi)o.:>t) 501


























































































































JOLwIAV=VOLUMt. ~t.IGMrEI) AVLRAGt. UNlts Ak~ MICRUt.wuIVALE~lS/L11tk EXC~Pl FUR PH,
C0~UfL~~Pl,~NU RATluS
UE ,,J! 3fJ. 'V';;:I'/I! Ch !)E,(>ll) r vALt ;~T S 1 ~':HJUA RE I'IIE. 1 f k
,v, t Af\l :::: t; H' LIb H t I::J f\ Vt. f" 1\ (~ t.
(.,'WPI J.!" UU,//S.J.'v, CULU:'''J !iliS u,~ITS lir L"I A\llJ KUjrit::.:H:,~lS IU1.\L M'llJUi'Jl UF rl'AlN FOR
T., t:: "I cJ h I fj
)Table 124.































































































































































~GNTHL, KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 12 UURING 03/79.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 3 ~.70 0.00
eOND 3 23.47 0 00
eMPPT 3 0.00 3·29
H 3 ~0.17 0·00
HNV 3 10.38 0:00
NA 3 ~1.29 0.00
K 3 2.21 0.00
CA 3 14.63 0.00
MG 3 1b.10 0.00
NH4 3 7.46 0.00
CL 3 71.61 0.00
F 3 4.14 0.00
N03 3 11.63 0.00
504 3 38.08 0.00
POq 3 3.00 0 00
XS504 3 30.71 0:00
SAN 3 IJ4.87 0 00
SCA 3 142.00 0:00
Ale 3 0.95 0.00
CL/NA 3 0.88 0.00
NA/MG 3 5.03 0.00
SS 3 18.98 0.00
NC 3 42.84 0.00
COND/P 3 0.99 0.00
AMTH 3 0.00 b63.46
AMTHNV 3 0.00 538.17
AMTNA 3 0.00 2013.17
AMTK 3 0.00 74.54
AMTCA 3 0.00 481 61
AMIMG 3 0.00 531·59
AMTNH4 3 0.00 240·02
AMTCL 3 0.00 2355:01
AMTF 3 0.00 130.14
AMTN03 3 0.00 580 01
AMTS04 3 0.00 1252:76
A~iPO~ 3 0.00 96 72
AXSS04 3 0.00 1010:Q3
A~TSS 3 0.00 2597.57














MONTHLY KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLuDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AN~ DEPOSIIIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIlt 13 uURING 08117.
N VOLWTA\I UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOw ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 6 5.08 0.00 4.65 6.82 4.06 0.94 0.98COND e 11.17 0.00 15.83 40.00 8.40 12.03 12.62CMPPl 6 0 ..00 10.69 1.78 2.97 0.25 1.30 1.36
H 6 8.3:> 0.00 22.53 87.10 0.15 32.75 34.36
HNIJ 6 o.7t!. 0.<10 19.39 79.43 0.24 30.22 31.70
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00(L 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NO.3 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
::t:> 504 o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I P04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
.... XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00N
O'l SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A/C 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CLINA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 \.1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00Ne 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
eOND/P 0 0 ..00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH b 0.00 892.68 148.78 173.74 4.26 130.59 137.01
AMTHNIJ 6 0 ..00 T1l:S.46 119.74 333.10 6.15 122.06 128.70
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AM1MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNti4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 v.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNe 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUM!3t.R Of SAMPLES


















































































































































































































MONTH~~ RAiNFAll SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AN!.) DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT~SC SIfE 13 OURI~G 09/77.
N vOlWTAV UEQ/~Q.M
PH 10 S.02 0.00
COND 10 24.51 0.00
CMPPT 10 0.00 14.07
H 10 9.45 0.00
HNv 10 1.11 0.00
NA 0 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00
Cl 0 0.00 0.00
f 0 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00
504 0 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
SeA 0 0.00 0.00
Ale 0 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00
55 0 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00CONOI? 0 0.00 0.00
AM1H 10 0.00 132ti.b1
AMTHNV 10 0.00 1000.bO
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTf 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNQ5 0 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSSU4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNe 0 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBfR OF SAMPLES
WULWTA~=~OLUME ~ErGHlEO AVERAGE.CUNU,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQWARE METER
MEAN=U~WEI~rlTED AVERAGt
CMPPT IN UtQ/SQ.~ COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESE~TS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE fJllJNTI1
Table 127.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDiNG STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSAllON ANO OEPOSlfIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT























































































































































































































A/C 4 0.75(l/NA 4 0.86
NA/MG 4 3.72
55 4 59.08





















CMPPT iN U£Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOT~L AMOUNT OF RAIN fOR
H1E MONTH
Table 128.


























































































































~18NTHl( HAINFALL SUM~ARl INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SlfE 1~ DURING 11/11.
N VOLWTAV UE~/SQ~M
PH 6 5.10 O.vO
CUNO 0 6.04 0.00
CMPPT 6 0.00 18.50
H 6 8.01 0.00
HNV 6 5.68 0.00
NA 6 10.03 0.00
K 6 0.22 0.00
CA 6 1.13 U.OO
MG 6 3.04 0.00
NH4 6 1.55 0.00
CL 6 18.08 0.00
f b 0.04 0.00
N03 6 3.58 0.00
SU4 b 7.33 0.00
P04 6 0.00 0.00
XSS04 6 5.54 0.00
SAN 6 29.03 V.OO
SCA 6 30.58 0.00
A/C 6 0.95 0.00
CL/NA 0 1.13 0.00
NA/MG 6 4.40 0.00
S3 b 19~c5 0.00
NC 6 3.32 0.00
COND/P 6 1.12 0.00
AMTH 6 0.00 1481.05
AMTHNV b 0.00 1050.26
AMTNA 6 0.00 2960.43
AMTK 0 0.00 39.66
AMTCA 6 0.00 206.82
AMTMG b 0.00 074.10
AMTNH4 6 0.00 286.65
AMTCL 6 0.00 3344.50
AMTf b 0.00 7.94
AMTN03 b v.OO 662.80
AMTSU4 6 0.00 1356.19
AMTP04 6 0.00 0.00
AXSSQ4 6 0.00 1024.46
AMTSS 6 0.00 3560.99















































































































































































































MONThlY ~AINfAlL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIA8ILITY IN
COMPOSLrIOI~ ANO OEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTL~ DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SllE 13 UURING 12117.
N VOL~'AV UEW/SQ.M
PH 12 4.60 0.00
COND 12 13.92 0 00CMPPT 12 0.00 10:10
H 12 ~2.01 0.00
HNV 12 19.84 0.00
NA 10 jO.l1 V.OO
K 10 0.50 0.00
CA 10 2.57 0.00
MG 10 6.85 0 00
NH4 10 2.70 0:00
CL 10 31.51 0.00
.F 10 0.30 0.00
N03 10 6.88 0.00
504 10 21.6& 0.00
P04 10 1.55 0.00
XSS04 10 18.50 0.00SAN 10 61.91 0.00SCA 10 04.b9 0.00
AIC 10 0.9b 0.00CL/NA 10 1.05 0.00
NA/MG 10 Q.40 0.00
S5 10 j4.11 0.00
NC 10 8.b8 0.00COND/P 10 0.97 0.00
AMTH 12 0.00 2223.30
AMTHNV 12 0.00 2003.76
AMTNA 10 0.00 3035.83
AMTK 10 0.00 56.24
AMTCA 10 0.00 ~59.50
AMTMG 10 0.00 090.28
AMTNH4 10 0.00 272.34
AMTCl 10 0.00 3176.93
AMTF 10 0.00 30.26
AMTN03 10 0.00 093.32
AMTS04 10 0.00 2180.04
AMTP04 10 0.00 15b.17
AXSS04 10 0.00 186).51
AMTSS 10 0.00 3439.28
AMTNC 10 0.00 874.92
N=NUM8tR OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUMEWEIGHfED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENiS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/SS~~~M~~~blQe~eAE~~t~~SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIbHIED AVERAGECMPPT lN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
HIE MONTH
\Table 130.








































































































































































































MONTHLY HAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDl~G STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILll~ IN
COMPOSiTiON A~D DEPOSITION AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 1~ DURING 01/7~.
N vOLWTAV UEW/SQ.M
PH 4 4.66 0.00
COND 4 13.97 0.00
CMPPT 4 0.00 ~.81
H 4 21.71 0.00
MNV 4 19.31 0.00
~A 4 j3.52 0.00
K 4 O.j~ 0.00
CA 4 7.20 0.00
MG 4 7.45 0.00
NH4 4 7.13 U 00
Cl 4 30.17 0:00
f 4 0.00 0.00
N03 4 8.51 0 00
504 4 25.85 0:00
PD4 4 10.12 0.00
XSS04 4 22.75 0.00
SAN 4 74.6& 0.00
SCA 4 77.35 0.00
Ale 4 0.97 0.00
CL/NA 4 0.90 0.00
NA/MG 4 4.50 0.00
55 4 33.28 0.00
NC 4 22.36 0.00
COND/P 4 0.89 0.00
AMTH 4 0.00 1044.71
AMTHNV 4 0.00 929.0b
AMTNA 4 0.00 1612.97
AMTK 4 0.00 Ib.47
AMTCA 4 0.00 346.49
AMTMG 4 0.00 356.5b
AMTNH~ 4 0.00 342.99
AMTCl 4 0.00 1452.04
AMTF 4 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 4 0.00 409.49
AMTS04 4 0.00 1244.21
AMTP04 4 0.00 487.18
AXSS04 4 0.00 1094.79
AMTSS 4 0.00 1601.60






CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS fOTAl AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MuNTH
Table 131.
MONTHLY K~iNFALL SUMMAkY INCLUDING ~lATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSLT10N AND DEPOSllIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 13 uURING 02/78.
N VOLWTAV UEW/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.l.
PH q 4.42 0.00 4.23 4.56 4.00 0.22 0.17
COND 9 18.68 0.00 41.01 102.00 12.60 34.42 26.50
CMPPT q 0.00 12.94 1.44 5.23 0.02 1.60 1.36
H 9 58.10 0.00 58.95 100.00 27.54 26.95 22.29
HNV q 33.39 0.00 48.3ij 77.63 25.12 21.17 16.30
NA 6 ~1.94 0.00 14.78 37.39 2.61 12.03 12.63
K b 0.51 0.00 0.66 1.53 0.00 0.55 0.58
CA 6 3.18 0.00 4.91 10.98 0.00 4.00 4.19
MG b 5.52 0.00 4.02 8.72 1.73 2.63 2.75
NH4 6 6.20 0.00 5.45 13.86 1.66 4.50 4.72
CL 6 22.02 0.00 15.50 34.97 2.26 11.53 12.10
f b 0.46 0.00 0.53 2.63 0.00 1.05 1.10
N03 6 8.12 0.00 9.95 17.10 3.55 5.24 5.50
504 6 31.14 0.00 31.44 43.10 14.99 9.16 9.61
~ P04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~ XSS04 6 28.92 0.00 29.90 41.48 14.32 9.00 9.44
w SAN 6 01.75 0.00 57.47 79.09 26.80 18.98 19.91
N SCA 6 75.75 0.00 71.50 98.34 ql.16 20.87 21.90
A/C 6 0.82 0.00 0.80 0.87 0.65 0.07 0.08
CL/NA 0 1.00 0.00 1.05 1.40 0.75 0.25 0.26
NA/MG 6 3.97 0.00 3.68 5.03 1.51 1.19 1.25
S8 6 23.82 0.00 16.46 38.57 2.49 12.64 13.26
NC 6 14.19 0.00 13.38 26.b7 6.46 7.08 7.43
COND/P 6 0.92 0.00 0.93 1.01 0.83 0.07 0.07
AMTH 9 0.00 4932.26 548.03 1730.68 17.19 628.98 484.32
AMTHNV 9 0.00 4322.60 460.29 1507.36 13.34 557.16 429.02
AMTNA 6 0.00 2821.36 470.23 1954.36 7.75 736.85 773.10
AMTK 6 0.00 64.98 10.83 26.21 0.00 10.36 10.81
AMTCA 0 0.00 486.37 81.06 181.82 0.00 77.34 81.14
AMTMG 6 0.00 710.18 118.36 455.73 5.13 169.b3 177.98
AMTNH4 6 0.00 804.70 134.12 347.71 8.23 138.63 145.45
AMTCL 6 0.00 2~31.08 471.65 1827.62 6.70 680.92 714.42
AMTF 6 0.00 61.59 10.27 43.58 0.00 17.64 18.72
AMIN03 6 0.00 1043.77 173.96 353.25 25.86 118.51 124.41
AMTS04 0 0.00 4004.16 661.36 1643.14 103.22 596.75 626.11
AMTP04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 3718.13 619.79 1455.07 102.53 534.21 560.49
AMTSS 6 o.OU 30bi.77 510.46 2015.87 7.39 754.41 791.52
AMT~C 6 0.00 1624.84 304.1Q 794.09 32.25 292.88 307.29
N=NUMBER Of SAMPLES






















































































MONTHLY RAINFALL ~UMMAr?Y INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSI1ION AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 13 ~URING 03118.
N WOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 7 4.47 0.00
COND 7 21.75 0.00
CMPPT 7 0.00 7.b9
H 7 j3.81 0.00
HNV 7 30.48 0.00
NA 5 30.81 0.00
K 5 0.q1 0.00
CA 5 12.03 0.00
MG 5 10.30 0.00
NH4 5 10.19 0.00
CL 5 35.47 0.00
F 5 0.37 0.00
N03 5 21.60 0.00
S04 5 33.11 0.00
PO~ 5 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 29.63 0.00
SAN 5 ~0.15 0.00
SCA 5 ~8.69 0.00Ale 5 0.92 0.00
CL/NA 5 1.15 0.00
NA/MG 5 2.99 0.00
55 5 37.30 0.00
NC 5 2b~93 0.00CONDI? 5 0.94 0 00
AMTH 7 0.00 2598:51
AMTHNV 7 0.00 2342.35
AMTNA 5 0.00 1737.18
AMTK 5 0.00 51.58
AMTCA 5 0.00 b16 17
AMTMG 5 0.00 580·50
AMTNH4 5 0.00 574:35
AMTCL 5 0.00 2000.17
AMTf 5 0.00 20.71
AMTN03 5 0.00 1229.31
AMTSQ4 5 0.00 tCbb.93
AMTP04 5 O~OO 0 00
AXSS04 5 0.00 1070:85
AMTSS 5 0.00 2103.41
AMTNC 5 0.00 1518.~8
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES
vOLwTAV=VOkUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/S~~~~MI~~b~Qe~eA~~~f~~SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNW~IGHTED AVERAGE
CMPPl iN UtQ/SQ.M. COLUMN HAS UNITS Of eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FORTrlE MUNIH
Table 133.
M01'4TrlLY kAINFALL SUMMAf<Y INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DFPOSI HUN AMOUNI FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC 51 IE 13 uURING 04/78.
N \/OLWTAv UEIJ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 9S%C.L.
PH 2 4.714 0.00 4.74 4.76 4.13 0.02 0.19
COND 2 36.09 0.00 34.50 39.80 29.20 7.50 67.36
CMPPT 2 0.00 0.42 0.21 0.27 0.15 0.09 0.80
H 2 18.19 O.UO 18.00 18.62 17.38 0.88 7.90
HNV 2 14.38 v.OO 13.27 t6.98 9.55 5.26 47.23
NA 2 49.76 0.00 54.13 68.70 39.57 20.60 165.13
K 2 4.66 0.00 4.47 5.11 3.83 0.90 8.12
CA 2 59.06 0.00 57.88 61.88 53.89 5.65 50.74
MG 2. 15.83 0.00 ~6.41 18.34 14.48 2.7,3 24.57NH4 2. 58.60 0.00 5.44 65.97 44.91 14.90 133.89
CL 2 59.60 0.00 63.87 78.11 49.63 20.14 181.00F 2 3.84 0.00 3.68 4.21 3.10 0.74 6.69
N03 2 31.12 0.00 32.02 35.00 29.03 4.22 37.93
S04 2 68.17 0.00 82.24 102.02 62.46 27.97 251.39
P04 2. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 2 82.28 0.00 75.85 97.27 54.42 30.30 272.32
SAN 2 182.74 0.00 181.81 184.89 178.73 4.36 39.15SeA 2 206.12 0.00 206.33 207.05 205.62 1.01 9.07
> Ale 2 0.89 0.00 0.88 0.90 0.80 0003 0.23
• CL/NA 2 1 ..20 o 00 1.t8 1.25 1.14 0 ..08 0.74...... NA/MG 2 3.14 0·00 3.30 3.15 2.13 0.72 6.43w
~ S5 2 03.38 0:00 t>8.6't 86.16 5i·~2 24\1178 222.68l'4C 2 124.55 0.00 119.70 135.88 10 • 1 22.89 205.70
COND/P 2 1.13 0.00 1.09 1.23 0.95 0.20 1.80
AMTH 2 0.00 70.44 38.22 50.92 25.52 17.95 161.37
AMTHNV 2 0.00 60 46 30 23 46.44 14.03 22.92 205.97
AMTNA 2 0.00 209:09 104:55 108.19 100.90 5.15 46.32
AMTK 2 0.00 19.59 9.79 13.96 5 ..63 5.90 52.98
AMTCA 2 0.00 248.35 124.11 169.lC~ 79.15 63.67 512.19
AMTMG 2 0.00 60.53 33.27 39 ..59 26.94 8.94 80.36
AMTNH4 2 0.00 246.35 123.18 180.40 65.96 80.92 7Z1.27
AMTCL 2 0.00 250.44 125.22 135.71 11 Ii. 73 14.84 133.34
AMTF 2 0.00 16.15 8.08 11.51 4.64 4.86 4~.69AMTN03 2 0.00 130.80 65.40 79.39 51.41 19.79 17 .82
AMTS04 2 0.00 370.69 185.35 276.95 91.74 132 ..38 1189.76
AMTP04 2 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.(10 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 2 0 ..00 345:91 172.96 265.98 79.93 131.56 1162.35
AMTSS 2 0.00 260.33 133.16 139.78 126.55 9.36 84.11
AMTNC 2 0.00 523.58 261.79 371.55 152.03 155.22 1395.02
N:NUMBt.R OF SAMPLES




CMPpr IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
TtiE MONTH
)Table 134.
































































































































































MONTHLf ~AiNFALL SUMMARY INCLUDfNG STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSlfION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 13 DURING 05/18.
N VOLWfAV UEw/SQ.M
PH b 4.32 0.00
COND 6 34.02 0.00
CMPPT 6 0.00 8 00
H b 48.17 0:00
HNV 6 q2.43 0.00
NA 5 24.55 0.00
K 5 2.35 0 00CA 5 16.27 0:00
MG 5 6.71 0 00
NH4 5 39.27 0:00CL 5 28.73 0.00
~03 ~ 2!:g~ 8:88
SOq 5 55.60 0.00
P04 5 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 52.90 0 00
SAN 5 109.28 0:00
SeA 5 137.45 0.00
AIC 5 0.80 0.00
CL/NA 5 1.17 0.00
NA/MG 5 3.60 0.00
5$ 5 ~9.6S u.OO
NC 5 59.50 0.00
CQND/P 5 1.12 0.00
AMTH b 0.00 3853.43AMTHNV b 0.00 3393.&1
AMTNA 5 0.00 1958.80
AMTK 5 0.00 187.90
AMTCA 5 0.00 1296.76
AMTMb 5 0.00 535 18
AMTNH4 5 0.00 3133:74
AMTCL 5 0.00 2292.35
AMTF 5 0.00 144.63
AMTN03 5 0.00 1841.56
AMTS04 5 0.00 4441.35
AMTP04 5 0.00 0 00
AXSS04 5 0.00 4221:45
AMTSS 5 0.00 2360.27














MONTHLY RAINF_LL SUMMAHY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSITI0N AND DEPOSIT!UN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 15 DURING 06/78.
N VOUHAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH q 4.58 0.00 4.38 5.80 3.76 o.se> 0.43
COND q 17.15 19:9~ 25.71 95.80 1.20 27.20 20.94CMPPT q 0.00 1.76 7.25 0.09 2.15 1.b6
H 9 26.20 0.00 41.62 173.18 1.59 52.53 40.45
HNV q 23.39 0.00 36.35 154.88 0.50 41.70 36.73
NA 9 13.10 0.00 21.16 57.83 8.26 16.19 12.47
K 9 0.70 0.00 1.25 4.34 0.51 1.23 0.94
CA 9 10.17 0.00 14.30 41.92 1.50 13.16 10.13
MG q 2.96 0.00 5.22 16.53 1.81 4.61 3.55
NH4 9 6.21 O.QO 8.50 42.69 0.00 ~3.22 10.18CL q 12.98 0.00 22.81 75.29 7.61 1.20 16.33
F 9 0.01 0.00 0.23 2.11 0.00 0.70 0.54
N03 9 12.48 0.00 22.30 92.43 2.20 27.87 21.46S04 9 23.17 0.00 36.25 158.86 8.95 41.89 36.88
,~ P04 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
•
--' XSS04 9 21.84 0.00 33.99 151.92 7.24 46.21 35.63
w SAN 9 48.64 0.00 81.65 328.68 32.21 94.46 72.13CTI SCA 9 59.47 0.00 92.06 337.09 41.31 93.82 72.24
Ale 9 0.82 0 ..00 0.89 0.98 0.63 0.12 0.09Cl/NA q 0.99 0.00 1.08 1.30 0.88 0.13 0.10
NA/MG 9 ~.44 0.00 4.05 5.10 3.50 0.54 0.42
S5 9 14.21 0.00 24.30 74.71 8.40 20.84 16.04
NC 9 18.94 0.00 26.13 88.59 7.~5 24.95 19.21COND/P q 1.22 0.00 1.21 2.34 e, q O.4~ 0.3AMTH 9 0.00 4+5~.14 461.90 17§9.15 18.~O 570.7 439.49A~THNV 9 0.00 3 0 .91 411.43 14 0.2E> 5. 6 505.59 389.30AMTNA 9 0.00 2083.19 231.47 598.94 29.35 179.13 137. en
AMTK 9 0.00 111.05 . 12.34 37.02 1.91 10 ..49 8.08
AMTCA 9 0.00 lbl0.22 118.91 795.90 19.41 2jO.55 192.92AMTMG 9 0.00 468 86 52.10 131.20 7.56 7.10 29.03AMTI\JH4 9 0.00 982·58 109.18 602 .. 91 0.00 189.05 145.51
AMTCL 9 0.00 2054:30 228.2b 552.01 21.50 161.29 124 .. 19
AMTF 9 0.00 1.'H 0.21 1.91 0.00 O.e>4 0.49AMTN03 9 0.00 1975.56 219.51 958.93 29.29 291.82 2~4.70AMTS04 9 0 .. 00 3666.02 407.56 1539.64 23.03 493.18 3 9.75
AMTP04 9 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 9 0 .. 00 3457:37 384.15 1482.84 20.20 481 .. 50 370.16
AMTSS 9 0 .. 00 2258.34 250.93 bOB.87 30 ..;3 178.8~ 137.7}AMTNC 9 0.00 2997 ..57 333 .. 06 1551.10 35. 3 471.6 3b3.1
N=NUM8t.R Of SAMPLES
VOLWTAv:VOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/llTER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT6AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MLCROE UIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWtIGHTEO AVERAGECMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESEN1S TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
T11E MlJN TH
ITable 136.
~ONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIUN A~OUNT FOR CLEAN A~D SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLlECTED
!< SC SItE 13 OURING 07/75.
N IJOLWTAV UEQ/SQ .. M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 7 q.32 0.00 4.32 6.28 3082 0.78 0.72COND 7 23.34 o 00 29.71 70.20 11.80 20.7~ 19.19CMPPl 7 0.00 20:98 3.00 12.31 0.01 4.2 3.93
H 7 'le.03 0.00 47.19 151.36 0.52 49.43 45.78
HNV 1 45.38 0.00 45.42 144.54 0.55 47.51 43.99NA 6 9.00 0.00 12.63 18.26 5.22 4.51 4.73
K b 0.42 0.00 0.64 1.28 0.25 0.35 0.37CA 6 6.50 0.00 11 .48 21.96 0.00 6.21 8.61MG 6 2.27 0.00 3.31 5 35 1.32 1.33 1.39NH", 6 2.21 0.00 5.17 24:95 0.00 9.17 10.25CL 6 9.75 0.00 15.37 23.91 5.36 6.85 7.19
F 6 1.34 0.00 1.49 4.21 0.00 1.92 2.02
N03 6 11.44 0.00 18.19 46.13 5.48 17.39 18.24
S04 6 39.87 0.00 45.56 115.55 14.16 37.09 36.92
» P04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSSOtt 6 38.91 0.00 44.13 113.94 12.44 3b.95 38.76
-' SAN 6 62.40 0.00 81.21 182.85 33.20 5t..00 58.15w
"l SCA 6 b8.58 0.00 89.16 205.15 44.75 61.63 64.67Ale 6 0.91 0.00 0.91 0.99 0.74 0.09 0.09CL/NA 6 1.0 0.00 1.20 1.67 o.en 0.27 0.29NA/MG 6 3.96 0.00 3.80 4.41 i· lI l 0.33 0.34~Q ~ 10.27 (} ('It' 15.3, ~1.(}2 Ot r:;. oc;: & 24... ..., v v.vv 6:88 ,.# C!l ' J 13:32NC 6 10.13 0.00 18.1 6.38 12.70COND/P 6 1.03 o 00 1.01 1.10 0.91 0.06 0.06AMTH 7 0.00 10076:54 1439.51 SOA5.57 0.3~ 1792.92 1660.27AMTHNV 7 0.00 9520.41 1360.06 46 1.08 0.3 1679.10 1555.42AMTNA I:> 0.00 188~.o8 313.78 642.42 121.79 222.12 233.05AMTK 6 0.00 8 98 14.66 31.43 4.55 9.59 4°·06AMTCA 6 0.00 1358·96 226.49 789.04 0.00 285.82 2 9.89
AMTMG 6 0.00 475:51 79.25 162.05 33.70 51.92 54.48
AMTNt-i4 I:> 0.00 461 41 76.90 391.61 0.00 157.53 165.28
AMTCL 6 0.00 2036:42 339.14 659.70 146.73 199.27 209.08AMTF 6 0.00 219 51 46.59 151.31 0.00 59.23 62.15
AMTN03 6 0.00 2392·83 398.8l 135.23 77.12 292.42 306.81AI\4TSU4 6 0.00 8338:62 1369.7 3922.10 12b.09 1437.58 1508.31
AMTP04 I:> 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 8138:43 135b.40 3854.21 110.11 1418.00 1487.16
AMTSS 6 0.00 2148.20- 358.03 721.b5 161.84 232.09 243.51AMTNe 6 0.00 2118.33 353.06 919.54 108.25 329.76 345.99
N=NUMBtR OF SAMP~ESVOLWTAV:VOlUME W IGHIEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPT AND RATfOSUEQ/SQoM:MICROEQUIVALEN S/SQUARE METER
fI1EAN=UNWt::IbH1ED AVERAGE
CMPPT !N UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN fOR
THE MONTH
Table 137.
















































































MONTHLf KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION UF VARIABILlfY IN
COMPUSlTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 13 OURING 08/78.
N VOLWTAV UEW/SQ.M
PH 4 4.39 0.00
COND 4 ~1.11 0.00
CMPPl 4 0.00 10.07
H 4 41.13 0.00
HNV 4 38.50 0.00
Nl 4 11.76 0.00
K 4 1.25 0.00
CA 4 6.90 0.00
MG 4 2.94 0.00
NH4 4 4.52 0.00
CL 4 12.23 0.00
F 4 0.18 0.00
N03 4 11.83 0.00
S04 4 32.35 0.00
P04 4 0.00 0.00
XSS04 4 31.13 0.00
SAN 4 50.59 0.00
SCA 4 b8.52 0.00
A/C 4 0.83 0.00
CL/NA 4 1.04 0.00
NA/MG 4 4.00 0.00
5S 4 13.12 0.00
NC 4 14.26 0.00
CONO/~ 4 1.03 0.00
AMTH 4 0.00 4141.40
AMTHNV 4 0.00 3876.99
AMTNA 4 0.00 118b.39
AMTK 4 0.00 125.44
AMTCA 4 0.00 694.93
AMTMG 4 0.00 29b.42
AMTNH4 4 0.00 455.35
AMTCL 4 0.00 1231.41
AMTF 4 0.00 11.91
AMTN03 4 0.00 1191.10
AMTS04 4 0.00 3257.27
AMTP04 4 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 4 0.00 3134.38
AMTSS 4 0.00 1320.02



















































































































































































































MONTrlLl HAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDiNG STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION A~D DEPOSITION A~OUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CuLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 1~ OURING 09/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 7 ~.44 0.00
COND 7 22.76 0.00
C~PPT 7 0.00 6.0~
H 7 36.60 0.00
HNV 7 34.79 0.00
NA 7 26 036 0.00
K 7 0.94 0.00
CA 7 8.03 0.00
MG 7 7.00 0.00
NH4 7 3.78 0.00
CL 7 29.22 0.00
F 7 0.84 0.00
N03 7 13.71 0.00SOq 7 31.59 0.00
PDq 7 0.00 0.00
XSS04 7 28.86 0.00
SAN 7 75.48 0.00
SCA 7 82.70 0.00
A/C 7 0.91 0.00
CL/NA 7 1.11 0.00
NA/MG 7 3.77 0.00
55 7 ~9.3b 0.00
NC 7 16.74 0.00
eOND/P 7 1.06 0.00
AMTH 7 0.00 2943.78
AMTHNV 7 0.00 2798.~5
AMTNA 7 0.00 2119.88
AMTK 7 0.00 75.46
AMTCA 7 0.00 646.35
AMTMG 7 0.00 562.81
AMTNH4 7 0.00 303.78
AMTCL 7 0.00 2350.08
AMTF 7 0.00 01.21
AMTN03 7 0.00 1102.41
AMTSOQ 7 0.00 2541.30
A~TPO~ 7 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 7 0.00 2321.32
AMTSS 7 0.00 2361.8~
AMTNe 7 0.00 1340.~0
N=NU~~tR Of SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/5~~~~~~~~~lQe~eAE~~fg~SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNW~IbHIED AVERAGE
C~PPT iN U£Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR


























































































































MONTHLY ~~lN~A~L SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED AT



























7 0.00 2512 33
1 0.00 6412:71
7 0.00 150.83
7 0.00 67b.S67 0.00 1476.66
7 0.00 361.88













































N=NUM8tR Of tiA~PLESVOLWTAV:VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=M!C~OEQUIVALENTS/9QUARE METER
MEAN=UN~EIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MuNTH
Table 140.
MONTHLI' t<AINFA:"l SUMMARY INClUOI~G STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIAIHLITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 1J DURING 11/78.
t\i VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95xe.LsPH 7 4.560 0.00 4.41 4.83 4.14 o 27 0.2
eOND 7 52.11 0.00 39.74 62.00 7.20 22: 71 21.03CMPPT 7 0.00 C:.49 0.36 0.66 0.06 0.21 0.20
H 7 27.69 0.00 38.79 72.44 14.79 22.39 20.74
HNV 7 25.11 0.00 34.29 57.54 13.80 18.79 17.40NA 5 106.29 0.00 114.01 230.01 7.83 1060.24 132.09
K 5 2.46 0.00 2.660 5.11 0.25 2.30 2.86CA 5 8.20 0.00 9.78 11.96 2.50 6.01 7.48
MG 5 24.58 0.00 25.93 51.41 2.06 23.55 29.28
NH4 5 0.71 0.00 0.55 2.17 0.00 1.24 1.54
eL 5 109.62 0.00 116.92 224.15 10.15 104.27 129.63
f 5 0.44 0.00 0.74 2.11 0.00 0.88 1.09
N03 5 12.07 0.00 17.78 44.84 5.97 17.08 21.23
S04 5 29.34 0.00 36.14 88.90 9.16 36.48 39.14P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 00 0.00
XSS04 5 18.10 0.00 24.13 605.71 8.22 23.51 29.22SAN 5 151.48 0.00 171.57 3600.60 26.13 139.89 173.92
scs '5 108.44 0.00 185.01 347.03 27.42 143.92 178.93
):::0 Ale '5 0.90 0.00 0.93 1.04 0.79 o, 11 0.13I CllNA '5 1.01 0.00 1.02 1.30 0.94 0 .. 14 0.17, --'
+:> NA/MG 5 4.41 0.00 4.42 4.49 3.81 0,,28 0 ..35, --' SS 5 120.57 0.00 128.74 247.90 10.11 115 .. 26 143.33Nt 5 23.67 0.00 24.79 63.76 2.52 25.98 32.30
COND/P 5 0.96 0.00 0.96 1.01 0.91 0.04 0.05AMTH 1 0.00 b89.73 98.53 134.18 40.41 27 061 25.57AMTHNV 7 0.00 025.37 89.34 119.59 36.03 21 .. 54 25.50AMTNA 5 0.00 2279.13 455.83 1239.89 29.78 490.99 610.43
ArHK 5 0.00 51.85 10.37 260.15 1.09 10.19 12.607AMTCA 5 0.00 172.57 34.51 69.94 16.37 21.30 2b.49
A~TMG 5 0.00 511.:51 103.46 277.15 1.22 109.43 13b.04AMTNH4 5 0.00 14 94 2.99 14.94 0.00 6.68 8.31
AMTCL 5 0.00 2307:00 461.41 11604.44 29.58 461.82 574.!6AMTF 5 0.00 9.37 1.87 4.28 0.00 1.86 2. 1
AMTN03 5 0.00 251.15 50.83 91.08 29.37 24.609 ~O.69AMTS04 5 0.00 61 .61 123.52 208.75 36.99 14.31 2.38
AMTP04 5 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 380·91 76.18 133.60 33.95 37.98 41.22
AMTSS 5 0.00 2537:56 507.51 1284.38 32.t>3 510.92 635.20
MHNC 5 0.00 498.24 99.65 343.69 16.55 138.52 172.22
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES
MICROfQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPTVOLwTAV=VO~UME WEIGHTED AvERAGE. UNITS ARE FOR PH,CUNU,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
"MEAN=UNWEIGHfED AVERAGE
CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS Of eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF" RAIN FOR
Tt"1E MONfH
Table 141.
MONTHLY RAINFA~l 30MMAkY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIfE 13 OURING 12/78.
N VOLWTAV UE(USQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW Sf.DE\' 95%C.L.
PH 4 5.00 0.00 4.74 5.09 4.59 0.23 0.36
COND 4 20.80 0.00 19.38 27.00 13.00 b.52 10.37
CMPPT 4 0.00 9.79 2.45 7.81 0.10 3.63 5.77
H £4 10.01 0.00 18.10 25.70 8.13 8.05 12.81
HN\i 4 8.bO 0.00 15.b9 22.39 6.76 b.87 10.92
N~ £4 11 0.29 0.00 62.29 130.68 17.39 51.47 61.83
K 4 2.76 0.00 2.17 3.06 1.28 0.90 1.43
CA q 7.33 0.00 12.91 28.44 6.49 10.48 16.67
MG £6 23.20 0.00 14.85 20.98 4.19 10.41 Ib.56
NH4 4 2.15 0.00 10.12 26.61 1.11 11.36 18.10
CL 1I 108.54 0.00 67.61 126.62 21.71 47.55 15.61
F 4 1.34 0.00 1.58 3.68 0.00 1.55 2 46
N03 4 4.81 0.00 10.08 20.00 3.87 6.94 11 :03
S04 4 20.84 0.00 30.7b 53.30 19.99 15.b7 24.92
P04 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00
XSS04 4 9.75 0.00 23.96 44.64 7.17 16.10 25:59
SAN 4 136.04 0.00 11 0.34 162.21 61.04 54.67 66.92SeA I~ 155.74 o 00 120.50 170,,64 63.~7 62 ..91 100.03
:t:- AlC 4 0.67 0·00 0.92 0.96 o , 7 0.04 0.07
I Cl/NA 4 0.96 0·00 1.09 1.31 0.97 0.15 0.24
-J NA/MG £6 4.15 0·00 4.19 4.65 3.39 0.64 1.02~
N S8 q 119.00 0:00 73.11 139.66 2~.47 53.84 65.61NC 4 26 ..73 0.00 29.28 56.53 1 .20 19.18 30.49
COND/P 4 0.97 o 00 0.96 0.98 0.93 0.02 0.04
AMTH i.I 0.00 960:24 245.06 ~35.02 23.44 273.11 435.19AMTHNV 4 0 .. O() 642 23 240 56 28.~9 19.50 220.81 ~bO.63AMTNA 4 0.00 10794:21 26 8:55 10224. C) 62.50 5020 ..35 1 82.36
AMTK 4 0 .. 00 269.95 61.49 239.34 ~.81 114.94 182.76AMTCA 4 0 ..00 711 37 179.34 506.60 2 .31 227.13 361.14
AMTMG 4 0.00 2271:15 507.79 2107.91 15.06 1028.08 1634.65
AMTN~14 4 0.00 210.34 52.59 86.03 2&.61 29.23 46.47
AMTCl 4 0.00 10623.12 2055.78 9692.03 78.03 4629.03 7679.11
AMTF 4 0.00 130.82 32.10 123.35 0,,00 00.46 96.13
AMTN03 4 0 .. 00 471 09 117.77 302.44 20.00 130.56 207.59
4MT504 4 0.00 2040:24 5tO.06 1577.77 53.30 719.80 1144.58
AMTP04 4 0 .. 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 4 0,,00 954·06 238.51 559.88 41.1,,64 23} 33 367.82
AMTSS 4 0.00 11640:85 2911.71 10910 ..91 80.75 53J :50 8486.62
AMTNC 4 0,,00 2610~18 654.04 2254$30 54.61 10 0.84 1702.&3
N=NUMBtR Of SA~PLiS MICROEQUI~AlENTS/LITER EXCEPT FORVOlWTAV:VOLUME wEGHTEO AVERAGE$ UNITS ARE PH,
CUNO,CMPPT AND RlTtOSUE~/SQ.M=MICkOEQUIVALENS/SQUARE METER
MEAN:U~WtlbHrEO AVERAGE
eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FORCMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF
THE MON1H
Table 142.
MONTHLY ~AINFAlL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSLTiON ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 13 OURING 01/19.
N vOUHAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L!PH 5 4.75 0.00 4.59 5.13 t.t.25 0.33 3. 4(OND 5 13.45 0.00 30.40 95.00 8.00 3b.86 4 .8
CMPPT 5 0.00 19.44 3.89 13 •.31 0.73 5.32 6.61
H 5 17.60 0.00 25.56 56.23 7.41 18.92 23.52
HNV 5 15.89 0.00 22.78 52.1.48 5.50 18.08 22.48
NA 5 47.13 0.00 134.27 559.15 ~5.22 237.54 295.32
K 5 2.41 0.00 3.11 9.96 1.02 3.88 4.83
CA 5 4.23 0.00 9.68 30.44 2.50 11.75 14.61
MG 5 10.29 0.00 29.13 122.57 5.51 51.91 64.53
NH4 5 2.01 0.00 3.22 8.67 0.55 3.40 4.2~Cl 5 46.38 0.00 142.52 603.20 22.84 257.54 320.1
F 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NO.3 5 6.3b 0.00 13.45 40.97 2.58 15.73 19.5b
S04 5 16.b5 0.00 30.73 88.28 10.20 32.bl 40.54
POll 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 11.88 0.00 16.06 26.21 7.21 7.71 9.59
SAN 5 09.44 0.00 18b.96 703.65 37.29 289.72 3bO.20
SCA 5 83.00 0.00 205.57 751.32 44.34 30b.13 380.60
» AIC 5 0.63 0.00 0.91 0.99 0.73 0.10 0.13
• CL/NA 5 0.98 0.00 1.0b 1.15 0.8b 0.12 0.15......
.!='> NA/MG 5 4.58 Q.OO 4 52 4.8! 4 r· 0.30 0.37w 53 5 ~1.16 Q.OO 157:20 b05.3 25: 0 284.06 353.10
NC 5 14.90 0.00 22.80 58.45 4.89 20.80 25.85COND/P 5 0.88 0.00 0.93 1.01 0.84 0.~7 0.08AMTH 5 0.00 3420.74 684.15 1754.93 104.25 6~5. 5 8J5.26AMTHNV 5 0.00 3088.0Q 617 61 1637.79 77.28 6 0.30 7 l.19
A!"4TNA 5 0.00 916~.53 1832:51 4106.28 354.63 1830. in 22l .69AMTK 5 0.00 468.0Q 93.61 339.87 13.24 139.80 1 3.61
AMTCA 5 0.00 822 57 164.51 332.15 49.12 113.32 140.89
AMTMG 5 0.00 1999:83 399.97 900.10 85.60 366 .. 75 480.83
AMTNH4 5 0.00 390 33 78.07 238.39 12.21 93.18 115.85
AMTCL 5 0.00 9011:26 1803.45 4429.73 380.35 1836.&4 2283.41
AMTF 5 0.00 o 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 5 0.00 1~3b:89 247:36 5Jl.~3 63.51 194.98 24i·41AMTS04 5 0.00 3 37.22 047.44 15 9. 5 143.46 562.00 69 .71
AMIP04 5 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 2309:34 4b~.67 1266.94 101.43 475.03 590.58AMTSS 5 0.00 9946.04 198 .21 4886.00 419.52 2025.81 2518.60
AMTNC 5 0.00 2897.20 579.45 1656.33 68.78 022.90 774.43
N=NUM8~R OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME ~EIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/liTER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPT 6AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MICROE UIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHIED AVERAGE
CMPPT IN utQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMUUNT OF RAIN FOR
TtiE MONTH
Table 143.
J,t}l.j)hLI "A,l.i"'''f-\LL SU'v,!\J;!',r<Y 1:\CLuDJhiG SIAlISTlCliL EVALUArrO'-4 JF VARIAblLllY IN
Ci!"lf.-'U::'lIJU" M:'J uFYUSIlluN AivdUNf FIJk eLf.A\! /l!~iJ SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLEC1ElJ A1
K SC S 1 ! f~, 1 ,J U Uk! !\ i,-, \) 2 I 7 <:; •
1'< " i !lJ' I 14 V Utb;/31~.fvl f.'iE l,f'J HlGI1 L u"~ Sl • l>E.V 95%C.L •
PH i-! 14.37 J.OO 4.27 4.lb 4"lb 0.30 ().I~b
CUrl/I) 'J d.72 ,) • ,i U 41).3':> 122.00 8.40 52.58 83.00
C,II1PP r it (I.O!) r!. • 7i,i 0.09 1. 27 o• 11 0.45 (). -/o
Ii '-I ,.3.lJt) u.l!(j 5.3.74 09.18 10.b0 24.138 },'-1.5'1
~j i\j v ,~ )Y.'1U v.uO 47.137 bl.btl 15.I:b 21.02 34.56
1\1 1\ 4 nO.M'! u.vO 104.':)1 ':>2o.9d .55.22 241 • 10 3t}4. :H
K q 1 • b 7 0. (J 0 3. i.4 5 9.14 0.77 3.e7 6.15
CA '-4 12.5c:: U. i) o 17.')'1 34.93 9.90 11.85 18.d4
'"1(;; L1 1·~.71 v.\}O 31.90 11'1.01 <'/.0':> S4.4 l i 86.56
!'JH"1 4 U.S5- (l.VU 13.86 25.26 7.21 7.00 11.2c:.
CL i-/ b7.04 O.vO 176.11 1)59.21 QO.04 255.47 406.20
F l~ ~.S9 iJ.UO 3.03 0 • .52 0.53 2,,45 3.89
r',(15 I..! 1~.5::> \J • \) 0 19.44 30.65 11 .29 8.10 12.bo
:::;Ui~ II jl • '13 v.uO 77.01 lLf3.o3 Ib.O:~ ~2.98 04.2.5
):> PU4 i~ (} • () (J u • v II 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OU
I XSSU4 q ,~..,. I 5 v"iJ\J 59.83 bS.49 1 1 .91 34.56 54.60
-'
+::- sAr" 1,1 L>l.ld V.V() 270.51 '735.'-;4 b7.89 308.65 491.v7
+::- SeA Ll 1'40.39 0.uO 291.11 766.75 78.82 319.~S3 507.74
Ale (~ o• (14 v .. uo 0.95 1.()1.j 0.86 0.09 0.14
CL/fIJA q 1 • 1 u 0.00 1.U7 1.24 0.97 0.11 0.11)
!Ill\/Mb I.. '4. 1 i~ v.oo 4.34 4.47 3.61 u.34 O.5q
SS Ll 13.02 0.00 19.3.42 bl6.dO 44.17 282.31 448.50
,~C 4 ,)1i.20 v.oo 44.01 53.h8 lI~.OS 28.11 44.09
eUiW/p ~ v.7':> 'J. Ii 0 0.79 1.05 0.21 0.39 0.02
A,\IIfh £1 v.Ou 1 Id~.2t> 295.57 1+87.02 72.20 189.39 301.14
A"11 t-if..iV q 0 .. u (; 109<4.91 273.75 475.'1., 58.74 182.43 290.uc
1-\ ,'11 I'~ 1\ 4 (l.ll() 1072.51 418.13 SIb.3d 311.42 120.3b 191.31
A 'VI 1K q I.'.Ou 45.13 11.43 LS.I,? 9.64 1. '12 3.06
A>11 CA I~ o , 00 .$4.$.48 85.1:;7 120.31 38.20 43.blj 69.45
ANt f 1""(; 4 u ; 00 4U.$.95 100.9'1 130.62 09.72 27.uo '43.03
Ii i"11 j'l fi 4 4 lJ • tHi ,S71.~l 92.t\u 174./3 10.92 05.98 109.otl
A'''1TCL 4 O.Ou 11::\41.51 4bO.:~!5 611.0.3 302.91 13u ..93 206.1L/
ANI TF 4 U .0,) t i .J3 17.70 37. 10 2.50 10.50 26.02
1\ 'Y\ I NU 3 ,~ l;.\!l) 421.cl 105.30 l1-i2.90 ,B.52 SO.2S 79.bY
,\"'HSd4 q (I.O\! 11.l2~.SO 35b.3~ tJo9.42 1::)0.44 241.42 35.3.lj6
A'Jll PUll 4 (;.0(1 0.vO 0.00 v"oo o.vv 0.00 0.00
{'X.SSIJ4 i.t lJ.()(j lc:'~b.39 309 .. t>U b4d.7tj '13.51 250.50 398.30
Ai"'l r53 q \! • ()(,i 2\1i";'" /6 501.4Ll b74.03 331~.1b 147.55 234.01
1\ ~1T hil 4 u , 00 d's1.12 20'l.11J .502.11/+ '11.74 87.42 139.0d
i'i=f'JU!iL\Lf' Ill" ~t~ "'leLlS
vUL,nl1,v=,'i,ILU YI l::. i\lrIGl"lTFu fl.VlRJU;t.. urH IS I\kr 'dCiWfIJUJI/ALtN1S/Ll fER lXCEYf FiJi'( PM,
CU iJU , CIvq~ PI , A Lllj f..:til I uS
UE lU S ~ .. 1,1 =M 1 C~d It (J lJT Vl\ L E., TS/ S i~ U ARE I'/! E1 [H
,v. E i, N=(II, "~L I b Hit. U AVt f.:'i\ Gt,
CVtt-'Pl Hi IJUJ/S,~ .. ·; l:11L\J,"i'j HAS li;dlS l)F C:J\ iI,,;I) l~tYI~E.JEldSiClliIL AMUUi''IT Df kA!i\J FOR
1 r , f v: I ;f,,1 I f I
Table 144.























































































































MONTHLY KAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STA,lSTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUS1TION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANu SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 13 uURING 03/79&
N VOLWTAV UEW/Sy.M
PH 3 4.5b 0.00(UNO 3 21.00 0.00
CMPPT 3 O~OO 2.55
H 3 21.47 0.00
HNV 3 24.32 0.00
NA 3 44.45 0.00
K 3 1.~H 0.00
CA 3 12.54 0.00
~G 3 10.94 0.00
NH4 3 0.79 0.00
Cl 3 40.5b 0.00
F 3 3.66 0.00
N03 3 18.0b 0.00
S04 3 33.51 0.00
PQq 3 0.00 0.00
XSS04 3 28.74 0.00
SAN 3 lu1.83 0.00
SeA 3 103.01 0.00
Ale 3 0.98 0.00
CL/NA 3 1.05 0.00
NA/MG 3 4.0& 0.00
55 3 51.21 0.00
NC 3 ~4.93 0.00
COND/P 3 0.99 0.00
AMTH 3 0.00 &99.39
AMTHNV 3 0.00 &19 11
AMINA 3 0.00 1131:77
AMTK 3 0.00 35 91
AMTCA 3 0.00 318:B8
AMTMG 3 0.00 278.5&
AMTNH4 3 0.00 172.d3
A~TCl 3 0.00 1185.35
AMTF 3 0.00 93.14
AMTN03 3 0.00 459.42A~TSU4 3 0.00 852.9&
AMTP04 3 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 3 0.00 731.42
AMTSS 3 Q.OO 1303.70





MEAN=UNWEI6HTED AVERAGECMPPf iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
TliE MUNTH
Table 145.

































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING $,ATlSTICAL EVALUATION OF ~ARI.BILITY IN
CO~POS1TI0N AND DEPOSlfIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 14 JuRING 11/71.
N VOLwTAv UEQ/SQ.M
PH 3 5.21 0.00
COND 3 S.13 0.00
CMPPT 3 0.00 13.02
H 3 6.19 0.00
HNV 3 5.09 0.00
NA 3 15.14 0.00
~ 3 0.19 0.00
CA 3 0.78 0.00
MG 3 3.~3 0.00
NH4 3 0.92 0.00
r
CL 3 17.17 0.00
3 0.00 0.00
N03 3 2.37 0.00
S04 3 5.48 0.00
P04 3 0.00 0.00
XSS04 3 3.79 0.00
SAN 3 25.02 0.00
seA 3 26.6b 0.00
Ale 3 0.94 0.00
CL/NA 3 1.13 ~.OO
NA/MG 3 4.42 0.00
S8 3 18.1& 0.00
NC 2 4.14 0.00
CONO/P 3 1.01 0.00
AMTH 3 0.00 806.74
AMTHNV 3 0.00 &62.93
AMTNA 3 0.00 1971.68
AMTK 3 0.00 25 30
AMTCA 3 0.00 101:91
AMTMG 3 0.00 446.34
AMTNH4 3 0.00 120.36
AMTCL 3 0.00 2236.45
AMTF 3 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 3 0.00 30ij.02
AMTS04 3 0.00 713.89
AMTPD4 3 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 3 0.00 493.59
AMTSS 3 0.00 2365.58





MEAN=UN~~I~HrED AVERAGEC~PPl IN UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TUTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE. MOfl4TH
Table 146.






















































































































MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS!TION AND OEPOSlfION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLV DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 14 DURING 12117.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 12 4.55 0.00
COND 12 20.01 0.00
eMPPT 12 0.00 7.22
H 12 27.89 0.00
HNV 12 23.87 0.00
NA 9 51.26 0.00
K 9 1.30 0.00
CA 9 4.15 0.00
MG 9 11.52 0.00
NH4 9 2.57 0 00
CL q ~4.q5 0:00
F 9 0.03 0.00
N03 9 7.18 0.00
504 9 30.54 0.00
P04 9 0.00 0.00
XSS04 9 ~5.03 0.00
SAN 9 92.69 0.00
seA 9 98.33 0.00
Ale 9 0.94 0.00
CL/NA 9 1.07 0.00
NA/MG 9 4.45 0.00
S5 9 59.08 0;00
NC 9 11.77 0.00
COND/P 9 0.97 0.00
AMfH 12 0.00 2014.07
AMTHNV 12 0.00 1123.83
AMTNA 9 0.00 364~.33
AMTK 9 0.00 9b.71
AMTCA 9 0.00 29S.25
AMTMG 9 0.00 818.97
AMT~H4 9 0.00 182 71
AMTCL 9 0.00 3907:44
AMTf 9 0.00 1.92
AMTN03 9 0.00 SI0.b!
AMTS04 9 0.00 2172.02
AMTP04 9 0.00 0 00
AXSS04 9 0.00 1780:14
AMTSS q 0.00 4201.86






CMPPT !N UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
Tt1E MJNTH
Table 147.






































































































































































































MUNTHli RAINFALL SUMMARY I~CLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIAbILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIiE 14 DURING 01/78.
N vOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH b 4.58 0.00
COND b 15.05 0.00
CMPPT b 0.00 5.72
H b ~b.23 0.00
HNV b 23.1q 0.00
~A 5 31.28 0.00
K 5 0.50 0.00
CA 5 7.20 0.00
MG 5 1.4b v.OO
NH4 5 6.52 0.00
CL 5 28.71 0.00
F 5 0.00 0.00
NOl 5 9.12 0.00
504 5 29.94 0.00
P04 5 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 27.11 0.00
SAN 5 07.83 0.00
seA 5 79.17 0.00
Ale 5 0.8b 0.00
CL/NA 5 0.92 0.00
NA/MG 55 4.19 0.00
5S 30.33 0.00
NC 5 22.02 0.00
CONO/P 5 0.93 0.00
AMTH 6 0.00 1500.52
AMTHNV 0 0.00 1357.~8
AMTNA S 0.00 1780.57
AMTK 5 0.00 28.32
AMTCA 5 0.00 409.55
AMTMG 5 0.00 424.45
AMTNH4 5 0.00 371.30
AMTCL 5 0.00 1637.81
AMTF 5 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 5 0.00 519.36
AMTS04 5 0.00 1704.58
AMTP04 5 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 1543.55
AMTSS 5 0.00 1120.80





























































































~ONTHLj HA1NF~LL SUMMA~Y INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUAfION OF VARIA8ILITY IN
COMPOSI1ION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT















































































VOLWTAV;VOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,CONO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEG/SQ.M=MICriOEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHfED AVERAGE
CMPPT !N UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONfH
Table 149.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUA1ION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AjIIlOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 14 UURING 03/78.
N VOLWTAV UEGI/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 5 4.3b 0.00 3.75 4.76 3.09 0.73 0.90
COND 5 21.23 0.00 77.9~ 340.00 8.20 146.52 182.16
CMPPT 5 0.00 5.93 1.19 2.42 0.18 0.86 1.07
H 5 43.68 0.00 1"18.55 tH2.83 17.36 354.59 440.8t.l
HNV 5 47.83 0.00 214.18 1000.00 16.22 439.29 546.15
i"tA 5 14.88 0.00 28.78 14.35 4.18 28.84 35.86
K 5 0.40 0.00 0.92 2.30 0.00 1.06 1.32
CA 5 4.52 0.00 7.98 15.47 1.00 6.24 7.76
MG 5 4.30 0.00 7.96 20.65 1.40 7.76 9.64
NH4 5 5.27 0.00 1.87 22.18 ~.33 8.06 10.02
CL 5 16.53 0.00 34.35 104.34 .3b 40.65 50.53
F 5 0.57 0.00 0.84 2.11 0.00 0.96 1.19
N03 5 .B.53 O.VO 169.14 807.15 0.13 356.61 443.43
SOt.l 5 17.26 0.00 24.65 51.63 13.32 15.73 19.56
)::- P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSS04 5 15.71 0.00 21.53 42.72 12.44 12.32 15.31
--'
U1 SAN 5 67.88 0.00 228.98 964.70 25.65 411.63 511.7b
0 SCA 5 13.05 0.00 232.07 947.77 30.54 400.80 498.29
A/C 5 0.93 0.00 0.99 1.02 0.76 0 ..10 0.13
CL/NA 5 t .11 0.00 1.19 1.t.l9 0.89 0 ..28 0.35
NA/MG 5 3.4b 0.00 3.61 4.07 2.72 0 ..48 0.60
55 5 16.59 0.00 33.50 96.06 5.91 37.~2 4b·l4
NC 5 12.76 0.00 19.96 36.88 7.10 13. 0 lb. 8COND/P 5 0.99 o 00 1.00 1.16 0.84 0.12 0.15
AMTH 5 0.00 2591·51 518.30 1498.66 lb2.2b 557.11 692.63
AMTHNV 5 0.00 2838:32 507.66 1643.75 154.96 720.72 896.03
AMTNA 5 0.00 682.19 176.44 333.23 77.35 95.39 118.59
AMTK 5 0.00 23.80 4.76 15.22 0.00 6.23 7.74
AMTCA 5 0.00 267.09 53.54 93.48 24.11 34.68 43.11
AMTMG 5 0.00 254.62 50.92 81 ..96 22.62 23.30 28.97AMTNH4 5 0.00 .H2.50 62.50 134.27 28.33 35 • 5 1 56.58AMTCL 5 0.00 980.04 196.01 295.37 86.65 6.62 107.69
AMTF 5 0,,00 33.58 6.72 17.93 0.00 8.17 10.15
AMTN03 5 0.00 1990.03 398.01 1488.17 83.19 610.92 759.53
AMTS04 5 0.00 1022.73 204.55 322.71 95.20 83.41 103.70
AMTP04 5 0.00 o 00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 931:19 186.24 301.25 78.76 82.22 10~.22
AMTSS 5 0,,00 983.1.l0 196,,68 325.80 95.51 81.07 10 .25
AMTNe 5 0,,00 757.40 151.48 226 .. 1.l2 71.66 58.97 13.31
N=NUMB~R Of SAMPLES









MONTHL't RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
Kse SItE 14 UURING 04/76.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.~ MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 1 4.64 0.00 4.64 4.64 4.64 0.00 0.00
COND 1 25.00 0.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 0.00 0.00
CMPPT 1 0.00 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.00 0.00
H 1 ~2.91 0.00 22.91 22.91 22.91 0.00 0.00
HNV 1 1.95 0.00 1.95 1.95 1.95 0.00 0.00
NA <1 41.31 0.00 41.31 41.31 41.31 0.00 0.00
K t 4.59 0.00 4.59 4.59 4.59 0.00 0.00
CA 1 29.94 0.00 29.94 29.94 29.94 0.00 0.00
!'JIG 1 11.10 0.00 11.11 11.11 11.11 0.00 0.00
NH4 1 47.12 0.00 47.12 Ll7.12 47.12 0.00 0.00
Cl 1 42.02 0.00 42.02 42.02 42.02 0.00 0.00
F 1 3.68 0.00 3.68 3.68 3.66 0.00 0.00
NO:> 1 19.03 ~.oo 19.03 19.03 19.03 0 ..00 0.00
SOli 1 53.92 0.00 53.92 53.92 53.92 0.00 0.00
)::> POQ 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSS04 1 49.60 0.00 49.60 49.60 49.60 0.00 0.00
-' SAN 1 118.66 0.00 118.66 116.66 118.60 0.00 0.00m
-' SCA 1 156.96 0.00 156.98 156.98 156.C)a 0 ..00 0.00A/C 1 0.16 0.00 0.76 0.76 0.16 0.00 0.00
el/NA i i.02 0.00 1.02 1.02 1.02 0 ..00 0.00
NA/MG 1 3.72 0.00 3.72 3.12 3.72 0 ..00 0.00
5S 1 46.35 0.00 46.35 46.35 46.35 0.00 0.00
NC 1 87.72 0.00 87.72 87.72 87.72 0.00 0.00
COND/P 1 0.99 0.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.00 0.00
AMfH 1 O.. Ou 53.69 53.69 53.b9 53.69 0.00 0.00
Ai'4THNV 1 0,,00 4.57 4.57 4.51 4.51 0.00 0.00
AMTNA 1 0.00 90.81 96.81 96.81 96.81 0.00 0.00AMTK 1 0.00 10.77 10.17 10.71 10.77 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 1 0.00 70.17 70.17 70.17 70 .. 17 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 1 0 ..00 2b 03 26.03 20.03 26.03 0 ..00 0.00
AMTNH4 1 0.00 110:45 110.45 110.45 11 0.45 0 ..00 0.00
AMTCL 1 0.00 96.48 98.46 96.48 98.48 0.00 0.00
AMTF 1 0.00 8.63 8.63 8.63 8.63 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 1 0.00 44.61 44.6A 44.61 44.61 0.00 0.00AMTS04 1 0.00 126.36 126.3 126.38 126 ..38 0 ..00 0.00
AMTP04 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0 .. 00 0.00
AXSS04 1 0.00 116.25 116.25 Ilb.25 116.25 0 ..00 0.00
AM1SS 1 0.00 108.62 108.62 106.b2 108.62 0.00 0.00
AMTNC 1 0.00 205.01 205.60 205.61 205 ..61 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBcR Of SAMPLES
UNITS MICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPl FOR PH,VOLWTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTEO AVERAGE. ARE
CUNO CMPPT,ANO RATIgs
UEQ/SQ.M:MICROEQUIVALENT /SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHJED AVERAGE TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FORCMPPT !N UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS
THE MONTH
Table 151.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOS,lTION ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COl.LECTED AT
KSC SIrE 14 DURING 05118.
N VOL"TAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.O£V 95XC.L.
PH & 4.4& 0.00 4.60 7.00 4.41 21• 02 1 07CONO '6 25.30 0.00 40.93 10.00 20.00 1.4CJ 22:55CMPPT 6 0.00 1.24 1.21 3.27 0.03 l·38 1.45ti 6 34.52 0.00 25.23 38.CJO 0.10 1 .30 16.05
tiN" (, 29.83 0.00 20.66 34.67 0.00 13.17 13.82NA Q 20.62 0.00 21.52 2&.OCJ 18.70 ~.lCJ 5.00
K 4 1.Et8 0.00 2.43 5.&2 ~.02 .~8 3.47CA 14 CJ.64 0.00 11.85 10.91 .48 3. 8 &.33
MG 4 5.01 0.00 5.68 8.14 4.61 1.b6 ~.&4Nti4 4 2CJ.71 0.00 42.13 CJo.41 17.19 37eJO 5 .30CL 4 23.01 0.00 25.38 38.92 1&>.36 CJ. 1 15.43f 4 1.1& 0.00 1.32 2.&3 0.00 1.10 1.74
N03 4 18.61 0.00 27.94 61.94 15.48 22.70 36.10
S04 4 lO.10 0.00 39.71 51.84 33.31 8.32 13.23
» P04 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00, XSS04 4 13.81 0.00 31.34 48.71 30.81 7.81 12.51.....
,l"1 SAN 4 18.88 0.00 94.35 15S.!3 07.44 40.95 05.11f-v seA 4 101.80 0.00 U8.21 188. 6 85.91 48.1.64 77.02Ale 4 0.77 0.00 ·0.80 O. 2 0.68 0.10 0.16CLINA 4 1.12 0.00 1.18 1.49 0.87 0.26 0.42NA/MG 4 4.00 0.00 3.79 4.28 ~.20 0.~7 0.75S8 4 24.68 0.00 25.51 33.71 1.04 6. 8 10.4&
Ne 4 42.04 0.00 58.10 119.57 31.67 41.37 05.78CONOIP 1.6 1.09 o 00 1.13 1.31 1.00 0.14 0.22
AMTH 0 0.00 2499:64 416.o~ 1212.91 0.10 514• 25 519• 55AMTHNV 0 0.00 2160.32 ~bO.' llJ~.48 0.00 4 6.'8 ,. CJ.04AMTNA 4 0.00 146b.89 &6. 2 o 2.85 75.00 2 3. 2 "1.~1AMTI< 4 0.00 119.c?7 29.82 60.82 10.21 25.53 40. 9
AMTCA 4 0.00 b8b.13 171.53 267.71 48.78 103.10 163.93
AMTMG 4 0.00 .:s60 93 90.23 109.56 23.41 67.60 107.49AMTNH4 4 0.00 2113:78 528.41.6 1197.19 111.86 462.30 735.05
AMTCL 4 0.00 1030.93 4U9.23 821·l7 111.8a 334.49 5:U .84AMTf 4 0.00 82.34 20.59 40. 4 0.00 19.79 31.47
AMTN03 4 0.00 1324.00 331.00 517. 0 154.85 191.0~ lO3.77AMTSOI. 4 0.00 2506.34 642.09 1089.93 149.05 460.1 31.64
AMTP04 4 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSQ4 4 0.00 2405·05 bOt.26 1008.05 140.05 427.02 678.90
AMTSS 4 0.00 1755·53 438.88 882.25 96.90 367.43 584.21
AMTNC 4 0.00 2991:47 747.87 1479.08 343.78 533.10 8~7.63
N=NUMB~R OF SAMPLES ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FORVOLWTA~=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS PH,CUNO CMPPT,ANO RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M:~lCHOEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHTEO AVERAGECMPPT !N UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 152.
MONTHLY N~INFALl SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSITiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SIrE 14 DURING 06/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH lOW ST.DEV 95t;C.L.
PH 9 4.39 o 00 4 26 4.77 3.86 0.31 0.24
COND q 19.08 0:00 28:01 65.80 10.00 18.76 14.45CMPPT q 0.00 24.40 2.71 9.19 0.57 2.74 2.11
H q 40.76 0.00 55.32 138.04 16.98 40.98 3l·56HNV 9 37.46 0.00 49.66 120.23 13.18 36.16 2 .84NA 9 13.30 0.00 21.bO 48.26 6.96 15.71 12.10
K 9 0.76 0.00 1.05 2.04 0.51 0.55 0.42
CA 9 5.36 0.00 7.21 20.90 2.99 5.66 4.36
MG 9 3.23 0.00 5.32 11.52 1.b5 3.1>7 ;.83NH4 9 7.21 0.00 8.69 33.82 0.55 9.98 .b8
CL q 14.31 O. QO- 24.91 53.30 8.46 17.61 13.56
F 9 0.49 o.vo 0.23 1.05 0.00 0.38 0.29
N03 9 13.b7 0.00 17.56 49.84 4.03 14.55 11.20S04 <) 30.89 0.00 43.65 99.94 15.41 27.95 21.52
)::> - P04 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSS04 9 29.49 0.00 41.~6 91.64 12.14 21 .. 69 21.32
-' SA.N 9 59.36 0.00 86 6 173.43 29.59 47 065 36.69U1
w seA q 10.71 0.00 99:16 219.99 34.22 56.92 '&3.83Ale 9 0.84 0.00 0.87 0.97 0.74 " no 0.06ve v v
CL/NA 9 1.07 0.00 1.15 2.00 0.88 0.33 0.26NA/MG 9 /.I .14 0.00 4 06 4.03 3.19 0.1.f3 0.335S 9 15.08 0.00 25:64 58.79 8 ..99 19.16 14.75NC 9 14.87 0.00 18.22 51.24 5.21 15.i.ll 11.87COND/P 9 0 ..92 0.00 0.98 1.09 0.60 0",09 0.07AMTH 9 0.00 9947.14 1105.24 34 85• 64 161.33 916.18 70S.4bAMTHNV 9 0.00 9~41.93 1015.77 2 73.02 125.23 867.71 666.18AMTNA 9 0.00 3 61.22 362.36 798.91.1 169.57 205 .. 13 157.95
AMTK 9 0.00 185.63 20.65 46.91 1.b6 13 .. 99 10.17AMTCA 9 0.00 1312.10 145 ..79 36b.76 28.44 111...77 86.07
AMTMG q 0.00 788.03 87.56 188.94 43 ..60 46,,86 36.08AMTNH4 q 0.00 1760.63 195.63 509.35 18 .. 09 194 .. 51 149.77
AMTCL 9 0.00 3492.19 388.02 777.26 213.17 169.14 130.70AM1F 9 0.00 11 8.38 ~3.15 96.71 0.00 31,,62 24.50AMTN03 9 0.00 333b.49 3 0.72 933.&3 3~.31 311.&31 239.71
AMTS04 9 0.00 1539.38 837.71 1951.09 164.17 560",41 431.51
AMTP04 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 q 0.00 7196.48 799.61 1871.11 115.37 550<;80 424.12AMTSS 9 0.00 3679.49 408.83 857.32 219.09 201,,12 154.8b
AMTNC 9 0.00 3628.34 403.15 1053.60 81.02 358 .. 71 276.21
N:NUM8ER Of SAMPLES








MONTHLY HAINFAlL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SI1E 14 DURING 07/78.
N VOlWTAV UEQ/8Q
iM
MEAN HIGH LOW STiDEV 95XC.L bPH 13 4.21 o 0 4.27 4.93 4.011 .27 0.1CONO 13 10.42 0·00 30.35 50.20 8.80 < 12.15 7.24CMPPT 13 0.00 29:50 2 27 0.88 0.02 2.Ze, 1.37
H 13 62.17 0.00 53:29 91.20 11.75 25.46 15.18
HNV 13 59.09 0.00 49.48 87.10 10.23 25.71 15.36
tiA 12 12.13 0.00 18.41 64.78 be96 15.6A 9.69
K 12 0.64 0.00 2.00 15.83 0.00 4.4 ~.73CA 12 4.33 0.00 6.49 17.96 1.00 4.93 2:~~MG 12 2.81 0.00 4.30 15.05 1.65 3.79NH4 12 4.90 0.00 $.61 rS• 2b l·U &.81 5.41CL 12 12.83 g.• gg 1 .69 4.45 .18 18.50 11.48F 12 0.68 0.6b 3.16 0.00 0.93 0.58
N03 12 17.78 0·00 18.15 43. 00 7.~6 9.~q 5.71S04 12 47.38 0·00 43.34 7 .95 7. 0 20. 0 12.85
::p' P04 12 0.00 0·00 o 10 7~:~3 0.00 o 00 ~.OO• XSS04 12 46.07 0·00 41: 4 t-6 O 19: 93 1 .37-' SAN 12 18.67 0·00 81.84 170.33 ~.•50 23.'2U"1 7.90
."'" SeA 12 87.01 0·00 94.54 177.~4 4.4b 38.20 2~:0~A/C 12 0.90 0·00 0.87 o. 9 0.60 0.12CL/NA 12 1.00 0:00 t.01 1.27 1.87 0.13 0.08NA/MG 12 4.32 0.00 4.28 6 17 8:4~ 0.92 o 57S8 12 14.07 0.00 21.46 8f:12 20.~4 12:57Ne 12 10.74 0.00 16.34 5 .81 3.04 14. 8 e,.18COND/P 12 1.04 o 00 1.01 1.08 0.89 0.05 0.03AMTH 13 0.00 18140:39 1410.80 5529.00 '.5~ 1702.55 1051.01AMTHNV 13 0.00 17432.04 1340.93 5280.21 .2 1700.19 1013.83AMTNA 12 0.00 3570.79 298.07 568.00 7 .45 180.18 1 1.83AMTK 12 0.00 187 39 15.62 52.43 0.00 13.42 8.33AMTCA 12 0.00 127':00 100.31 274.70 20.27 86.24 5J.53AMTMG 12 0.00 826 03 09 00 149.40 11.54 45.05 2 .90AMTNH4 12 0.00 1443:85 120:32 0~0.'3 1 .1 170.90 100.11AMTCL 12 0.00 3783.'U 315.26 o 9.33 b7.42 201.53 125.08AMTF 12 0.00--- 20-() 34 ··16.69 7'.45 0.00 25.25 l5.67AMTNOl 12 0.00 5241-74 430.81 144 .26 J4• 2 O 4~6.00 2 0.85AHTS04 12 0.00 13966:34 1163.8b 4076.95 b.12 13 2.31 851.73AMTP04 12 0.00 o 00 0.00 0_00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSU4 12 0.00 13580:l7 1131.08 4026.38 00.99 1~50_45 841.88AMTSS 12 0.00 4140 6 34~.5b 734.03 74.36 20.08 136.90AMTNC 12 0.00 3164:97 20 .75 867.06 64.05 244.88 151.99
N=NUMBER Of SAMPLES
VOLWTA~=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
C0NO,CMPPT6ANO RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MICROE UIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT IN UlQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 154.































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMAkY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION 4MOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 14 DURING 08/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 5 4.34 0.00COND 5 23.07 0.00CMPPT 5 0.00 1.95
H 5 45.88 0.00
HNV 5 41.12 0.00
NA 5 12.03 0.00
K 5 0.91 0.00
CA 5 5.11 0.00
Mf, 5 3.36 0.00
NH4 5 2.21 0.00CL 5 14.83 0.00
F 5 0.04 0.00
N03 5 13.94 0.00
S04 5 36.38 0.00
P04 5 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 ~4.94 0.00
SAN 5 05.18 0.00
SeA 5 09.56 0.00
A/C 5 0.94 0.00
CL/NA 5 1.23 0.00
NA/MG 5 3.58 0.00
5S 5 15.45 0.00
NC 5 8.23 0.00COND/P 5 1.04 0 00
AMTH 5 0.00 3040:51
AMTHNV 5 0.00 3268.51
AMTNA 5 0.00 955.87
AMTK 5 0.00 72 10
AMTCA 5 0.00 400:01
AMTMG 5 0.00 267.08
AMTNH4 5 0.00 180 74
AMTCL 5 0.00 1178:02
~~t~03 ~ 8:88 110J:~~
AMTS04 5 0.00 2891.27
AMTPU4 5 0.00 0 00
AXSS04 5 0.00 2777:27
AMTSS 5 0.00 1228 08






CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT UF RAIN FOR
THE Io1UNTH
Table 155.
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XSS04 3 51.90SAN 3 98.tb
SCA 3 123.45
AIC 3 0.80CLINA 3 t.23
NA/MG 3 3.90sg 3 ~4.07
















VOLwTA¥:VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE ~ICROEQUIVALEN~' ILIT~R EXCEPT FOR PH,
UE~/SS~=~~~~~blQ~~eA~~~fg'SQUARE METER
~EAN=UNWEIGHTEO AVERAGE




MONTHLY RAINFALL SUM~ARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSlTlON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 14 UURING 10/78.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOw ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 5 4.95 0.00 3.92 5.22 0.00 2.07 2.58
COND 5 15.24 0.00 10.54 Q7.00 0.00 20.07 25.70
CMPPT 5 0.00 8.50 1.11 0.66 0.01 2.84 3.53
H 5 11.28 o 00 120.43 524.81 0.00 226.19 281.96
HNV '5 9.37 0:00 93.22 398.11 0.00 171.20 212.85
NA 3 06.96 0.00 100.73 227.84 29.13 110.37 274.01
K 3 1.50 0.00 2.04 4.34 0.77 1.79 4.45
CA 3 5.49 0.00 10.31 14.47 2.99 0.36 15.78
MG 3 15.00 0.00 22.43 48.86 7.07 22.99 57.08
NH4 3 1.02 0.00 4.43 11.64 0.55 6.25 l5.S1CL 3 09.70 0.00 105.09 232.37 31.30 110.69 2 4.80
F 3 0.45 0.00 1.23 2.11 0.00 1.10 2.72
NO.3 3 4.65 0.00 15.27 36.£15 2.90 18.43 45.76
S04 3 14.63 0.00 25.54 40.18 7.91 16.34 40.57
)::0 POLl ~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00I XSS04 7.4b o 00 14.73 23.21 4.69 9.36 23.23
...... SAN 3 89.44 0:00 147.13 281.11 ..2.12 122.10 303.13(]'1
-.....I SeA 3 100.83 0.00 106.33 321.16 46.55 140 ..63 349.12Ale 3 0.89 0.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.02 0.04CL/NA 3 1.04 0.00 1.04 1.14 1.02 0.06 0.15NA/MG 3 4.45 0.00 4.49 4.66 3.96 0.36 0.89
SS 3 70.88 0.00 115.92 250.30 34.53 122 09 303.1!NC 3 13.13 0.00 24.03 40.32 5.99 11:35 43.0
COND/P .3 0.97 0.00 o 96 1.04 0.95 o 05 o 1AMTH 5 0,,00 903.84 192:77 401.08 0.00 192:g0 239:02AMTHNV 5 0,,00 800 58 100 1~ 360.90 0.00 ;bl .. 3 200.82AMTNA .3 0.00 57~2:35 1904:1 3648.92 124.35 1 02~54 4375.71AMlK 3 0.00 1 8.21 42.74 09.51 7.72 31 .. 71 78.72
AM1CA .3 0.00 468.10 156.03 231.76 31.05 104",31 258.97
AMfMG 3 0.00 1284.67 428.22 782.50 31.22 377 ..49 931.15
AMTNH4 .3 0.00 80 b8 28 69 36.90 17.70 9.95 24.09
AM1CL .3 0.00 591.10:97 1982:32 3721.52 141.92 1791.95 4448.70AMTF 3 0.00 36.06 12.69 33.72 0.00 18.34 45.53
AMTN03 3 0.00 396.84 132.28 193.~6 100.25 52,,63 }31.16AMTSQ4 3 0.00 1248.60 416.20 643. 5 78.44 298.30 40.55
AMTP04 .3 0.00 o 00 o 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSOLI 3 0.00 630·b6 212:22 312:22 03.64 131.07 325.40
AMTSS .3 0.00 6559:51 2186.50 4104.84 156.53 l'Hb~52 4906.91
AMTNe 3 0.00 1120.49 373.50 645.68 75.83 285 078 709.48
N=NUM8t.R Of SAMPLES




CMPPT iN U~Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE '-10NTH
Table 157.
MONTHLY RAINFA~l SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIA8ILITY IN
ATCOMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SITE 14 DURING 11/78.
N vO&..wTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH L.OW Sf.DEV 951C.L.
PH 4 4.70 0.00 4.47 5.09 4.23 ~.44 0.69CONO 4 32.28 0.00 29.75 44.00 8.00 1.33 24.37
CMPPT 4 0.00 3.22 0.61 2.34 0.13 1.03 1.64
H 4 19.91 0.00 34.18 58.88 8·l3 27.10 43.09HNV 4 16.79 I) 00 32.31 54.95 6. 6 26.25 41.74
NA 4 104.14 0·00 108.16 199.14 13.91 99.36 157.99
K 4 3.98 0:00 3.45 5.67 1.79 1.92 3.05
CA 4 9.11 0.00 10.00 13.97 4.99 4.30 0.84
MG 4 38.01 0.00 27.00 54.67 3.29 25.46 40.48
NH4 4 0.51 0.00 0.83 2.77 0.00 ~.32 2.10CL 4 104.73 0.00 I1b.54 230.32 15.79 10 .89 174.73
F 4 1.83 0.00 3.95 14.74 0.00 7.24 11.4bNU3- 4 8.30 0.00 19.72 45.81 4.19 18.4 29.40
S04 4 34.53 0.00 38.57 75.99 9.99 21.53 43.17
::t:' P04 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSS04 4 17.63 0.00 20.09 52.12 8.37 20.31 32.30
-" SAN 4 209.39 0.00 116.77 340.40- 35.30 134.57 213.97(.,.,
r"'''''' SeA - 4 230.20 0.00 184.22 330.08 32.37 134.81 214.34" Ale 4 0.89 0.00 0.97 1.09 0.84 0.11 0.17
CL/NA 4 1.00 0.00 1.08 1 .. 19 0.97 0.10 0.10
NA/MG 4 4.32 0.00 4.01 4.47 3.63 0.36 O.~7SS 4 181.29 0.00 127.70 257.29 17.4~ 1r~.9q 190. 9NC 4 35.00 0.00 22.34 43.15 6.8 5.36 24.42
CONO/P 4 0.99 0.00 0.98 1.17 0.73 0.18 0.29
AMTH 4 0.00 641.40 160.35 31&.16 29.21 13~.72 209.43AMTHNV 4 0.00 b05 29 15 1 • 32 293 06 24.30 12 .46 199 47AMTNA Q 0.00 5290:&5 1 22.06 442 :73 40.04 2095.39 3 31:67
AMTK 4 0.00 128.33 32.08 95.74 ;.32 43.33 08.90AMTCA 4 0.00 312 84 78.21 222.21 1 .93 97.53 155.08
AMTMG 4 0.00 1225:12 306.28 989.05 9.92 4E>5.17 739.63
AMTNHtt 4 0.00 1& ~9 4.15 12.99 0.00 6.14 9.76AMTCL 4 0.00 5309: 7 1321.39 4289.48 40.23 2017.32 3207.54
AMTF 4 0.00 56 93 14.73 57.56 0.00 28.56 45.41
AMTN03 4 0.00 267·51 00.88 98.29 34.20 27.00 42.93
AMTS04 4 0.00 1112:78 278.19 731.95 35.91 325.53 517.59
AMTP04 4 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AX¥SOl.l 4 0.00 568
814 142.04 290.57 30.08 126.50 ~Ot.14AM 5S 4 0.00 5843·30 1460.82 4131.30 44.37 2225.99 3 J9.33AMTNC 4 0.00 1130:24 282.56 1011.42 24.50 486.24 7 3.11
N=NUMBI;R OF SAMPLES
VOlwTAv=vOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND CMPPT AND RATIOS
UEG/SQ.M:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE
AMOUNT OFCMPPT iN UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REP~ESENTS TOTAL RAIN FOR
TrlE MONTH
Table 158.
MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
KSC SIrE 14 DURING 12/78.
N VOLWTAV UElll/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW 5T.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 4 4.9& o.uo 4.71 5.0& 4.40 o 28 0.44
COND 4 20.13 0.00 18.87 31.50 9.00 10:73 17.0&CMPPT [4 0.00 8.52 2.13 &.23 0.23 2.7& 4.39
H [4 10.99 0.00 19.39 39.81 8.71 13.93 22.15
HNV [4 9.58 0.00 16.74 33.11 7.41 11.40 18.13
NA 4 152.95 0.00 77.01 200.44 13.91 6b.21 137.07
K Q 3.5b 0.00 2.81 4 85 0.77 2.08 3.31CA 4 9.11 0.00 13.10 32:43 3.99 13.08 20.80
MG Q 32.23 0.00 18.0b 4~.81 3.21 18.02 28.&5NH4 4 3.43 0.00 10.67 2 .50 1.11 10.41 1&.5&
CL 4 1&0.4& 0.00 83.19 209.24 15.51 88.8& 141.26F 4 0.95 0.00 4.87 18.42 0.00 9.04 14.37
N03 4 5.8& 0.00 14.40 39.20 4.19 10.&0 2&.40S04 4 2&.77 0.00 29.82 55.17 17.70 17.b8 28.11
> PD4 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00I X550[4 4 10.27 u.oo 21.29 4&.19 7.20 17.45 27.75
-" SAN 4 194.51 0.00 132.56 243.32 39.50 101 .. 9& lb2.12U1
co seA 4 212.27 0.00 141.09 2&5.95 43.38 108.22 172.07
A r t: 4 0.92 0.00 0 ..94 0,,99 0 ..90 0 ..04 0 ..06~, '"CL/NA 4 1.05 0.00 1.08 1.22 1.04 0.01 0.11
N~/MG 4 4.14 0.00 4 27 4.79 J.26 0.b5 1.0~55 4 11&.83 0.00 91:47 230.80 1 .11 ~g.25 156.2NC 4 24.46 0.00 30.23 67.20 13.09 .38 40.35CONO/P 4 0.90 o 00 0.85 0.95 0.&4 0.14 0.23
AMTH 4 0.00 936:95 234.24 54~.99 90.82 209.68 3~3.40AMTHNV [4 0.00 81b 86 204.21 4t> .1t> 75.54 117 • 92 ~ 2.89AMTNA 4 0.00 13039:69 3259.92 12496.36 123.92 b 57.86 9 91.00
AMTK 4 0.00 303.42 75.80 270.58 &.82 129.86 206.47
AMTCA 4 0.00 776.05 194.16 591.08 35.55 265.21 421.17
AMTMG 4 0.00 2748.21 &87.05 2bl0.35 28.57 1282.26 2038.80
AMTNH4 4 0.00 292.32 73.08 90.96 58.18 13.64 2\.69
AMTCL 4 0.00 13019.75 3419.94 13045.0b 138.14 6417.16 1020 .28
AMTf 4 0.00 81 00 20.25 42.02 0.00 20.33 32.33
AMTN03 4 0.00 499:52 124.68 21>1.4& 5&.03 92.54 147.14
AMTS04 4 0.00 2282.10 570.52 1791.24 125.86 814.50 1295.05
AMTP04 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSU4 4 0.00 875.87 218.97 448.90 106.7~ 155.94 247.94
AMTSS 4 0.00 15075.28 3768.82 14388.70 152.36 7080.30 11257.68
AMTNe 4 0.00 2085.01 521.25 16£f8.80 116.57 751 .. 99 1195.67
N:NUM8~R OF SAMPLES
VOLW1AV=VOLUME WEIGHTED Avt~AGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER ExCEPT FOR PH,
CUND CMPPTQAND RAltOS .UEQ/SQ.M:MICRDE UIVALEN S/SQUARE METER
MEAN:UNWEIGHfED AVERAGE
CMPPT iN UtQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS tOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN fOR
TI1E MONTH
Table 159.
MUNTHLY RAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSl TIOI~ ANi) DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN A~I) SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT











































































































N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN
PH 7 4.13 0.00 4.40CONO 7 13.17 0.00 43.39
CMPPT 7 0.00 17.15 2.45
H 7 18.b4 0.00 40.17
HNV 7 17.40 0 00 34.59
NA 7 37.53 0:00 115.53
K 7 1.00 0.00 3.81CA 7 4.51 0.00 19.67
MG 7 8.70 0.00 40.41
NH4 1 2.24 0 00 8 87
CL 7 39.85 0:00 181:~7
F 1 0.04 0.00 O. 3
N03 7 4.12 0 00 15. 4
504 7 19.39 0:00 54.9b
P04 7 0.00 0 00 0.00
XSS04 7 15.29 0·00 35.71
SAN 7 04.02 0:00 258.3bSCA 7 72.bl 0.00 288.53
Ale 7 0.88 0.00 0.90CL/NA 7 1.00 0.00 1.07NA/MG 7 4.31 0 00 4 34
55 7 43.95 0:00 2f6:39NC 7 10.03 0.00 41.96CONO/P 1 0.92 0 00 0.92
AMTH 7 0.00 3190:99 456.71
AMTHNV 7 0.00 2994.08 421.81AMTNA 1 0.00 6440.77 920.1
AMTK 7 0.00 110.72 24.39
AMTCA 1 0.00 774 59 110.66
AMTMG 1 0.00 lQ92:60 213.26
~~I~r4 ~ 8:88 b~~~:~~ 91::~l
:~I~o3 J 8:88 6ot·~~ 11~:;~
AMTS04 7 0.00 3320:23 47S.18
AMTP04 7 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSS04 7 0.00 2b22.bl 374.67AMTSS 7 0.00 7541 99 1017 43
AMTNC 1 0.00 1720:54 245:79
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLESVOLWTAV=VOLU~E WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LI1ER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/Sg~~~M~~~blQ~~eAE~~f~~SQUARE METER





MO~ThLY KAIN~ALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTiCAL EVALIJATION OF VARIAbILITY IN
CoH PuS 11 1.(J'Ii AN o DE: P(JSIf I LJ ~I A i"1 r) UNT f nRC L ( AN Atil D SL1GHTL Y D1R1 Y SAMPL t S Cu L LEe TE. D AT
KSC SIiF 14 UURI~G 02119.
L vuu"rAV iJE,~/ s!~. 'Vl iviE. AN HIGH LUO'I Sf ..O£\I 9Si;,C.L.
Pli 4 4.5j u.00 4.33 4.76 4.23 0.26 0.41(00.0 4 r:!.;.21 o.va 47.13 I1U.OO 16.50 1.42.(0 05.32
C!VIPP I q 0.00 .s , iHt 0.80 ~. 39 0.10 1.04 1.65
r-t q 1.9.72 v.dO 47.19 55.88 17.3t$ 19.94 31 .71.
riNV 4 ~6.71 V.GO 40.32 54.95 lo.9b 10.32 25.95
NA a :'5.21 V.00 106.04 515.61 35.65 233.39 371.0b
K 4 l • HI v.\)\) 4.15 10.98 1 .2 e I~. 58 7.29
C f.\ i.j lq.B v.()() 18.71 .3 7.in 9.98 12.61 20.06
:":b Ii 1'1.50 0.VO 39.01 111.d8 8.47 52.b8 tH.76
i~~i (~ q 12.02 0.00 14.55 lti.85 9.96 3.63 5.75
CL q 05.87 v.OO 189.15 579.51 41.45 261.30 IoU 5.40
f q 1.90 o.UO 3.55 7.n 0.53 2.03 4.50
',u .~
'.
iLl.bS v.OO 21.4:> 41.13 12.5b 13.44 21 .37
S')q 4 ''; () • D '.J u, u(, 70.27 1.31.79 29.15 Q4.o9 71 • 0 ~
PilJ iJ 'J.lJV U • 0 () 0.00 (i.OU 0.00 1).00 0.00
~SSlJ4 q :;5.9/ IJ.tJ(1 :'().l.fl 72.1 b ~4.bb cl.d2 ~n. 7':>
SA:) q lc:_~.ct) v.un 2&5.U:\ 750.04 (}0.17 Slt).oo 50b.5tl
se 1\ q rs I "hd ~L d d 240.31 ) t:. 1 'J.. .,:J -J4.bb 509.3':'; H :'"''lo of .'-1:>" • 'J v , ..J 1 • ,J L ..., l
» .,Ie 4 U.'-14 v.va u.40 1 • Ii ') O.7tj V.12 o• 1 If
I CL/1\;;\ 4 1. LS J.UO 1.14 i.£:'2 1 • 1 0 0.05 0.00f -'
, 0'1 I\i t\ I (v:G a 5.76 ().iJ(J 4.20
'" • j cl 3.29 0.49 O.7ti
-' 35 Ll 12. 1 1 v.on 207.64 b39.20 45.72- 26ti.71 ~59.0/(,Ie lj 29.10 O.(JO 35.48 51.17 2o._S4 14.':>2 23.09
CtJ,\O/P 4 0.43 0.00 0.90 u.97 O.7U 0.13 v.21
i\ ,;II Tri i~ o.ou lU21.S5 255.39 415.44 SO.6f 148.22 235.60
AMI Hi".. V lj I) • () (j 'f15.U6 229.52 '405.99 47.14 14"1.97 235.27
f\ ',1 r f\j j\ i~ 0.00 2001.07 500.42 9{~5./j9 ! D9.3S 331.81 527.57
1~"11 K 'j f).O() 62.29 15.51 30.:'2 R.4'! 10.08 16.02
1\ :'1] Ct-\ !~ O.OU 492.76 123.19 345.95 .H~.60 14il.IR 236.57
.~'4TMG 4 0.00 j,2.98 133.?~ 28/.1 1 ,.. 0.2j 107.1,53 171.44
A",1 PH1 1J fj 0.00 41.$.1.3 103.?tj 236.56 14.f\b 95.~8 151.97
AMTCL it 0.00 2264.9f1. 566.2q 1038.20 196. 9l :S55.01 56ll.46
il.MIF {J 0.00 6~ • .$f\ 16.34 34.54 3.20 13.1l~ 20.90
ArH NU3 4 0.00 :'0-'.74 125.93 312.34 '-i2./~2 125.76 199.96
AiY11 SUI.j 4 f).OO t39b.ti? 349.71 b9b.B2 1Y5.91 245.96 391 .()/j.iC'!TPULI lJ (1.00 0.1)0 0.00 0.00 f).OU 0.00 O.OU
AXSSu4 14 () • nu I1b7.12 291.93 5R't.9 Q 74.41 218.13 347.7d
Af"'TSS IJ o.Ou t''-l7'i.b8 61 0.92 11{~':).1/"1 217.19 394. 1)1 6~6.4n
A.vII NC ~ (1.00 tV?').1!:) 255.79 102.QO ')~~.9b 300.v ll 477.(/1
N=iWf"d'~U~ OF 0 A:"IPLE;;;
VUUflAv=vOLUIViE f1f::.IGHrEu AVERAGE. UNIT:;. ARt. rv1tCRLlfl~UlVALejlS/L11U<FxCtPT Fflk pH,
CUN~,C~PPI,ANU kATluS
UE1,1 / ~ iJ • II:.::: 1'<1 1 C1",II t: ,.~ uI vAL f ~" TSIS!:) Ut!. RE f\i: ETER
iv'IEAN=UhWt: TGfi H J AVt.h'AGt
C,\'\~)PI If\j Ut.Q/Si.,i.M CClLU1\iiN HAS IJNIlS OF eM AND Rt:.PkFSl:iH:i 1~\fAL M1Lilli~r nf f~Al~,; FtJR
Tilr: Iv'Ul\! I ..,
UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
Table 161.
MONTHLY HAINfAL.L SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OFVARIA8ILITY INCOMPOSITION AND D£POSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED At
K5C SITE 14 OURING 03119.
P.H N . VOLWTAV Uffal/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST .DEV fi5XC .1."3 4.68 0.00 4.61 5.44 4.33 0.58 1.4~
CCOM.Np.Dp. T 3 21.56 0.00 46.33 fi1.00 19.00 3fi.GO fib.8330.00 3.71 1.24 3.02 0.04 1.57 1.fiO
H ~. 20.69 0.00 24.80 4&.77 3.63 21.58 53.58
HNV 3 19.64 0.00 22.54 41.69 3.02 19.34 48.00
NA 2 45.39 0.00 62.39 88.70 36.09 37.20 334.34
K 2 2.96 0 00 6.51 12.00 1.02 7.76 69.77
CA 2 12.05 0:00 22.21 37.92 6.49 22.23 19fi.18
MG 2 10.23 0.00 13.90 19.58 8.23 8.03 72.14
NH4 2 19.63 0.00 41.40 90.37 4.44 bO.76 546.10
F
CL 2 50.81 0.00 64.30 85.16 43.43 29.51 265.23
2 3.93 0.00 3.42 4.21 2.63 1.12 10.03
N03 2 17.13 0.00 18.95 21.77 16.13 3.99 35.81
P
S04 2 32.55 0.00 41.43 55.17 21.69 19.43 114.65
. 2 6.59 0.00 18.64 37.28 0.00 2&.3& 236.89
X5S04 2 .21.44 0.00 34.89 46.41 23.36 16.30 146.46
SAN 2 111.10 0.00 146.99 202.52 91.46 78.53 70S.80
SCA 2 110.6b 0.00 166.22 252.20 80.25 121.59 1092.75
A/C 2 1.00 0.00 0.88 1.14 0.80 0.24 2.14
CL/NA 2 1.12 0.00 1.03 1.20 0.96 0.17 1.54
NA/MG 24.44 ~.OO 4.49 4.53 4.39 0.10 0.92
S5 2 54.99 0.00 70.28 93.94 46.63 33.45 300.66
NC 2 35.26 0.00 82.13 154.63 9.63 102.53 921.47CONO/P 2 1.02 0.00 0.99 1.04 0.95 0.06 0.55
AMTH 3 0.00 766.b1 255.56 723.40 19.13 405.17 1005.87
AMTHNV 3 0.00 126.01 242.67 690.64 17.59 388.13963.57
AMTNA 2 0.00 1663.45 831.72 1088.29 575.16 362.84 32&0.95
AMTK 2 0.00 108.bO 54.30 77.61 30.80 33.24 298.75
AMTCA 2 0.00 441.54 220.71 245.91 195.62 35.56 319.59
AMTMG 2 0.00 375.01 187.51 248.07 12&.95 85.64 769.69
AMTNH4 2 0.00 719.72 359.86 585.97 133.75 319.77 2873.90
AMTCL 2 0.00 1661.66 930.93 1309.63 552.23 535.56 4813.22
AMTF 2 0.00 144.03 72.02 126.97 11.0b 77.72 698.45~~f~8~ ~ 8:gg lr~~:g~ ~~~:~A 3~~:~~ l~~:~g ~~~:A4 J~tl:rI
AMTP04 2 0.00 241.71 120.86 241.11 0.00 170.92 1536.09
AXSS04 2 0.00 1005.50 502.75 104.56 300.94 285.40 2565.02
AMTSS 2 0.00 2015.19 1001.59 1406.01 &09.12 563.53 5064.66
AMTNe 2 0.00 1293.14 646.57 1002.69 290.45 503.63 4526.2&
N=NUMe~R OF SAMPLESVOLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE.
CuNO,CMPPT,ANO RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALEN1S/SQUARE METER













































































































































































































MONTHLY RAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSIT10N AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCF SIIE 10 UuRING 07/77.
N vOlWTAV UEw/SQ.M
PH 12 4.30 0.00
COND 12 20.03 0.00
CMPPT 12 0.00 15.49
H 12 50.25 0.00
KNV 12 ~3.35 0.00
NA 0 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00
P04 0 0.00 0.00
XSS04 0 0.00 0.00
SAN 0 0.00 0.00
SCA 0 0.00 0.00
Ale 0 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 0.00
COND/P 0 0.00 0.00
A~TH 12 0.00 7781.20
AMTHNV 12 0.00 6712.05
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00
AMTMb 0 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00










MONT~LY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSiTION AND DEPOSI TION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCF SIIE 18 DURING 09/71.
N I/OLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.D~V 95XC.L.PH 8 4.bl 0.00 4.57 4.98 4.28 o. 9 0.25COND 8 l:~.73 \) 00 16.30 22.40 0.50 0.19 5.17
CMPPT 8 0.00 21:19 2.bS b.49 0.64 2.01 1.b8
Ii 8 ~4.80 0.00 26.89 52.48 10.47 17.18 14.34
HNV 8 ~1.0q 0.00 21.87 43.05 0.92 14.82 12.37
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 () 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~L 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NO.> 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
):> P04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00~
Q) SAfIl 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
U1 SeA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ale 0 0,,00 0,,00 0,,00 0 ..00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ne 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00COND/P 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 8 0.00 525b.95 b57.12 1628.63 b8.b4 bOl.72 502.0b
AMTHNV 8 0.00 Q4b9.48 558.09 1520.98 44.32 532.24 444.09
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 ii.OO 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMIP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMiNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBt.R OF SAMPLES
IJOLWTAV=IJOL.UME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER ExeEPl FOR PH,
CUNO CMPPT6ANO RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MIC~OE UIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=Ulvwi;IGHTED AV£F<AGE
REPRESENTS AMOUNTCMPPl J.N UE:.Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND rOTAL Of RAIN FOR
T11E MuNTH
.'
-~ ~ ..~ .
--~>._."~,"'.~'.'_."- .",.' .. '- ...,~_. >'.; .-. ~-
Table 165.
," .
MONTHLY RAINF4tlIUllfM'ARY INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATIO'N Of VARIABILITY IN
COM.. POSITION~Q..·.i.•......£POSITION AMOUNT FORCLiAN AtiO SLIGHTLY DIRTY $M4PLES COLLECTEO ATtJCf SItE 18 OURJ'tfG 10/77. '. '., .
PH:. ,N... .... VQt.. •.. :.'··;!tI.••• ·•.•••. UEQ/t.!ot M'~14 HIE~oh~::~:~ S.l.,t..••.~i.l 9S%~:~9
e:OiD .'4.. t.,.•'..' .....•••.,.Z.•.........'.....• '.'.0...0. 15....,•. 30 .25.•*>0 .O~;:· .f.....: ...·....~..e. 16.~...9£..PT' 4 G.WIl . 1. 17 0~290 70 ,aOl:"O.]3 0 • sa!t....."i~.. #,.. 4- 3~.;~J, 0.00 45.,2& 89.13 6.3134•.84 55.39
ncl'" 4 7.1~0~O:0 4- .59 13.. 18 .' •• 0'(1. S.9. 9. 53
NA 0 0.00 0...0.00 (hOO t.OO ••00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.0-0 0.00 0.00 '.00 O.ot 0.00
CA \I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OJ 0.00
HG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
H-tt4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 '-.00 0.00: 0.00
eL 0 o.oe 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
f 0 0••0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0C) 0.00
itO,,3' 0 0.0& 0.00 0.00 0.00 0:.00 0.00 O.ClO
S04 0 0.0::0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00
PM' 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (hOO 0.00, 0.00
XS$'04" 0.0' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0-0 0.00 0.00
SA'" 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0'0 0.00
SeA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 •• 00 o~o~Ale 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CLINA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00NAIMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00Nt 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00CONOIP 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMlH 4 0.00 459.46 114.86 232.83 2.86 12.5.62 199.74
AMTHNV 4 0.00 83.53 20.86 53.76 0.00 25.85 41.10
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 o~oo 0.00 0.00 0.00AMTK 0 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 u.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMlNH4 0 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTel. 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0 00 0 00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00
AMTNC 0 0,00 0:00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUM8tR OF SAMPLESVOLwTAV=VOLUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE, UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTSILITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/sg~=g~i~~G~6e~SA~~~f~'sQUARE METER




MONTHL1 ~AINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING StATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN ATCOMPOSiTl0N AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
UCf SITE 18 DURING 11/77.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 9S%C.L.
PH 5 4.92 0.00 4.82 5.44 4.54 0.35 0.43COND 5 8.1b 0.00 8.72 11.10 6.60 1.82 2.27CMPPT 5 0.00 b.30 1 26 2.08 0.70 0.55 0.69H 5 12.15 0.00 15: 11 28.84 3.b3 9.73 12.10
HNV 5 10.06 0.00 12.78 22.39 1.82 8.10 10.07
NA 4 15.49 0.00 13.91 20.44 4.35 7.07 11.25
K 4 0.31 0.00 0.26 0.51 0.00 0.21 0.33
CA 4 3.42 0.00 3.12 5.49 0.50 2.49 3.96
MG 4 3.73 0.00 3.33 4.61 1.15 1.60 2.54
NH4 4 3.17 0.00 3.47 8.32 1.11 3.28 5.21
CL 4 18.37 0.00 16.43 23.69 5.08 8.39 13.33
F 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 4 6.57 0.00 7.26 10.32 2.90 3.56 5.66
S04 4 11.~5 0.00 11.92 19.99 4.58 b.37 1~.1.s
» P04 4 1. 2 0.00 1 03 4.11 0.00 2.05 .27
I XSS04 4 9.30 0.00 10:25 18.42 2.14 0.83 10.87
--'
O'l SAN 4 31.02 0.00 30.63 45.22 28.10 8.28 13.1b
...... SCA 4 36.21 0.00 35.76 49.68 23.02 10.93 17.38Ale 4 1.04 0.00 1.02 1.23 O.5t; 0.20 0.31CL/NA 4 1.19 0.00 1.18 1.22 1.1b 0.03 0.04
NA/MG 4 4.15 0.00 4.18 4.60 3.78 0.37 0.59
SS 4 19.94 0.00 17.91 26.13 5.02 9.06 14.40
NC 4 6.19 0.00 6.18 12.88 0.61 5.31 8.44CONO/P 4 1.04 o 00 1.03 1.15 0.81 0.15 o 24
AM1H 5 0.00 765:99 153.20 230.08 75.45 ~2.35 77:52AMTHNV 5 0.00 034.11 126.82 195.83 37.82 8.43 72.05
AMTNA 4 0.00 868.47 217.12 370.46 37.23 151.b8 241.17
AMTK 4 0.00 11 43 4.30 10.01 0.00 4.48 7.13
AMTCA 4 0.00 192:01 48.00 114.07 7.58 49.42 76.58
AMTMG 4 0.00 209 10 52.21 95.73 9.86 37.33 59.30
AMTNH4 4 0.00 177:fH 44.45 95.89 16.84 36.79 56.49
AMTCL 4 0.00 1030.07 257.52 451.24 43.4b 183.04 291.04
AMTF 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 4 0.00 3b8 48 92.12 120.67 44.10 34.99 55.b4
AMTS04 4 0.00 025:12 156.28 230.48 69.56 79.35 126.17
AMTP04 4 0.00 85 34 21.34 85.34 0.00 42.&7 b7.85
AXSS04 4 0.00 521:18 130.30 212.44 32.55 78.98 125.57
AMTSS 4 0.00 1111.89 279.47 478.&4 4~.10 195.12 310.24
AMTNC 4 0.00 34&.93 86.73 158.32 9 • ,31 77.00 123.38
N=NUMBt.R Of SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME ~EIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIWALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNU,CMPPT,AND RATIuS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROE~UIVALENTS/SQUARE METER




MONTHLi riAINfALL SUMMARY !NClUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUS1TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
VCF SIrE Ib OURING 01/78.
N \/OlWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW STODEV 95XC.L.
PH 6 4.70 O.lJO 4 59 5.37 4.11 .43 0.45
CONO 6 10.68 0.00 14:57 33.00 6.30 10.44 10.9,
CMP?T 6 0.00 5.54 0.92 2.01 0.42 0.66 0.69
H 6 17.52 0.00 25.51 77.63 4.27 21.03 28.36
HNv b 111.18 0.00 20.50 61.66 2.82 21.98 23.06
NA b 30.71 0.00 39.78 76.09 20.00 20.42 27.72
K 6 0.70 0.00 1.45 5.62 0.00 2.18 2.29
CA 6 17.15 0.00 19.71 44.41 0.00 18.66 19.79
filii,;; 6 11.87 0.00 12.82 20.73 5.26 7.91 8.29
NHll 6 7.62 0.00 9.24 22.18 2.77 7.24 7.bO
Cl 6 31.57 0.00 39.76 84.32 17.48 26.71 28.02
F 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 6 10.00 0.00 13.52 38.71 6.13 12.57 13.18
504 6 23.94 0.00 31.54 82.66 8.95 26.98 28.31
» P04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
• ,(S504 6 20.69 0.00 27.45 73.98 7.15 24.42 25.62-l
C1\ :;jAN b 05.51 0.00 84.83 205.69 3q.34 64.58 b7.76~ SCA 6 tiS.56 0.00 108.51 246.15 44.80 76.92 80.70
Ale i; 0.77 t'\ 1\ /\ 0.78 0.89 0.5& 0.12 O.i2v v.vv
CL/NA 6 1.03 0.00 1.00 1.13 0.85 0.12 0.12
NA/MG 6 2.59 0.00 3.10 4.45 1.22 1.12 1.18
SS 6 34.82 0.00 q3.86 93.00 19.28 29.46 30.91
NC 6 33.22 0.00 39.14 75.53 10.03 28.82 30.24
COND/P 6 0.74 o 00 0.75 0.94 0.62 0.12 0.13
AMTH 6 0.00 971:13 161.86 345.67 b2.19 U5.6b 121.35
AMTHNV 6 0.00 78b.08 131.01 274.58 41.09 99.12 104.00
AMTNA 6 0.00 1702.42 283.74 409.99 95.32 119.28 125.1S
AMTK 6 0.00 38.b9 6.45 25.01 0.00 9.70 10.18
AMTCA 6 0.00 950.49 158.41 443.74 0.00 160.63 168.53
AMTMG 6 0.00 651.79 109.b3 302.23 25.09 100.04 104.96AMTNH4 6 0.00 422 13 70.3b 113.1 13.21 4l·13 43.15AMTCL 6 0.00 1749:85 291.64 424.32 83.32 13 .13 143.87
AMTF 6 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 6 0.00 55q·53 92.42 172.39 37.67 50.b7 53.16
AMTS04 6 0.00 132b:S5 221.14 368.08 42.bb 113.87 119.47
AMTP04 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 114b.79 191.13 329.44 34.09 102.22 107.24
AMTSS 6 0.00 1930.09 321.68 4b8.03 91.90 151.25 158.69
AMTNC 6 0.00 1841.43 306.91 768.75 47.80 251.44 263.81
N=NUMBER Of SAMPLES




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS faTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
TeiE MUN lH
Table ~69.
M.O...N.•.THt..Y,..lul".·'.N~.'A.t..t.StJMMA.R,( INCLU9.·.'.I. ft6.·. S. T'.....IS.TICA..L. EVAlUATION OF .VARI.A.BH,.I. TY.INCOMPQS;~TIO{'i "NO, Ii>EPOSlrlON; AMOUNT F'O'RCLEA~AHO St.lGHTLVOlRTYSAMPLfSCULLECTEO ATUCfSTIE ti~URING 02/78." · " . ," . . . , . ., ,
"N1..•,.' '''''.:.':: 'I.'~.,..I,!... V.' Uti/SQ,·..•M M.£.'.'.,.N.'"',.: ,H.l,·.Gtt."" ..'". L.. OW'. "'.',', '. ," ST..• ,',I.,.O...£.·..•,V "S.~. C, .c,PH '0. .' 'i/(Za . 0'0--0 '. '4'...23 .' It. 36 4 • 0'$::v..I:. ' Ct.14
,'¢ONO" ,'.:. . ·16 G!'>O~ 2Z,Z74t SO 1',101;£> '9.':.' 9 51,~l'tPP',;f;~~~'Jf l~:::l $~:;~ 8~:t1' 4:i~f:~" .~:tt2~::i~
~,J~Vb ,6.)00'.,0'10, 53.302 1,5.11 3_..,11. 18...., 1'l.bO~"gJ:~~I:t: 3:l'1:~I i,:l: l::~i I: lACA b 4.3l O.IlO 4.82 1(),.47 0.00 6.33 0.64
MG f> 2~50 0.00 2.10 3.29 0.58 0.99 1.04
NH4 b 9.08 0.00 0.93 11.04 hob 4.28 4.49
Cl b ,,9_.07 0'.,00 &.•51 11.5b 3.117 2.9..4 3.0.. "f b '.).48 0.00 0.35 2.110.00 0.80 0.9,0
N03 0 9,.90 &" 11••9 22.90 1.9'0 5 ...60, 5.81
S04 0 19.53 0:00 19.84 61.90 24.30 12.95 13.59
"04' 6 ,0.00 0.000.00 0.000.000.00 .. 0.0.
X'S$04 0 1&.•".5 0.00 39.• 11 09.52 2.3.•.581..••.2 •.8113.51SAN E» 59.39 0.00 00.39 91.78 41.01 19.39· 20.35
SeA b 11.2!0.OO 80.21 120.88 52.28 23.28 24.43
Ale· 0 fh17 0.0,0 0.75 1.03 0.53 0.18 0.1&
CL/NA 0 1.32 0.00 1.40 2.81 1.15 0.02 0.05
NA/MG 0 2.94 0.00 2.90 3.45 2.27 0.53 0.5E»
SS (, 9.44 0.007.83 12.13 1.09 3.17 3.90
CN.CONO/ P 6 15.27 0.00 12.88 24.45 2.10 8.85 9.~9o 0.81 0.00 0.84 1.04 9.01 9.19 0.50
AMlH b 0.00 8354.11 1392.35 2813.21 231.E»0 1135.88 1191.70
AMTHNII f> 0.00 1375.12 1229.19 2394.43 201.71 913.09 1020.97
AMrNA 6 0.09 1169.43 194.91 499.51 4.08 194.22 203.T8
AMTK 0 0.00 139.39 23.23 128.13 0.00 51.43 53.90
AMTCA 6 0.00 086.74 114.4& 422.20 0.00 163.19 171.22
AMTMG 0 0.00 391.35 66.22 185.60 1.80 69.90 .1 .40
AMTNH4 0 0.00 1539.35 256.56 056.10 6.93 278.31 29 .06
AMTCL 0 0.00 1539.18 256.53 652.17 11.40 241.91 20 .11A~nf 6 0.00 76.97 ' 12.83 70.97 0.00 31.42 32.97
AMTN03 6 0.00 1575.52 202.59 000.49 33.27 208.24 218.49
AMTS04 6 0.00 0250.08 1042.78 2454.45 111.2b 927.32 972.94
AMTP04 (, 9.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSQ4 0 0.00 f>117.02 1019.50 2395.64 119.71 904.44 948.94
AMISS 6 0.00 1502.58 250.43 033.74 5.27 249.02 261.90
AMTNe 6 0.09 2429.70 494.95 1121.27 16.17 44&.57 410.64
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLESVOLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/S5~~g~i~~SI60~VA~~~I~'SQUARE METER





UCF SllE 10 vURING 03118. .
N VOUHAV UEt,USQ.M MEAN HIGH L.OW ST.DEV 95XC.L 2PH 3 1.4.47 0.00 4.40 l.4.b7 4.28 O.ll 0.5
COND 3 19.&0 0.00 24.03 30.00 13.80 11.20 27.81
CMPPT 3 V.OO 0.34 2.11 3.28 0.79 1.25 1.11
H 3 33.56 0.00 39.51 52.1.48 21.38 10.18 40.17
HNV 3 .31.30 0.00 36.49 4b.77 19.05 15.18 37.09
NA 3 22.17 0.00 25.51 30.90 18.20 10.03 24.90
K 3 1.34 0.00 1.62 2.55 1.02 0.82 2.04
CA 3 12.15 0.00 19.13 41.42 7.98 19.30 47.92MG 3 5.84 0.00 7.49 12.59 4.01 4.43 11.00
NH4 3 11.24 0.00 16.26 31.00 7.21 13.36 3~.16CL 3 22.90 0.00 26.60 38.35 20.59 10.18 2 .20
F 3 1.09 0.00 0.70 2.11 0.00 1.22 3.02
1'403 3 13.58 0.00 18.l.l4 33.07 9.35 12.79 31.75
S04 3 ~1.93 0.00 55.80 74.12 34.96 19.09 48.88
:t:o PD4 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSS04 3 49.57 0.00 53.00 70.17 32.83 U~.6~ 46.84
..... SAN 3 89.49 0.00 101.54 145.54 08.75 39.00 98.31'-J
..... SeA 3 86.31 U.OO 109.51 177.60 03.76 60.11 lt49.24Ale 3 1.04 0.00 0.93 1.42 0.79 0.35 0.86CL/NA 3 i.03 0.00 1.04 1.14 0.97 0.09 0.22
N'A/MG 3 3.60 0.00 3.41 4.03 2.94 0.86 2.14
S5 3 25.20 0.00 29.34 42.30 22.71 }1.§3 ~7.87NC"· 3 27.47 0.00 40.bO 82.61 19.49 6. t 0.63
COND/P 3 0.89 0.00 0.91 0.97 0.82 0.,08 0.21
AMTH ~ 0.00 2121.64 709.21 1012.02 414.11 299.03 74j.37AMTHNV 0.00 1983.28 6bl.09 988.98 3&9.07 311.51 77 35
AMTNA 3 0.00 1'404.44 468.!5 099.08 291.6l 209.11 519:13AMTK 3 0.00 85.17 28. 9 41.89 20.14 11.78 29.25
AMTCA 3 0.00 169.67 256.56 326.61 180.89 73.1~ 181.50AMTMG 3 0.00 369.74 123.25 151.15 99.31 2b.l 64.92
AMTNH4 3 0.00 711.93 2:.n .31 249.35 226.09 11.05 28.93
AMTCL 3 0.00 1450.89 463.63 675.46 302.62 160.66 463.41
AMTF 3 0.00 69.08 23.03 09.08 0.00 39.88 99.01
AMTND3 3 0.00 860 24 286.75 300.97 2bO.91 23.54 , 8• 4 3
AMTS04 3 0.00 3290:15 1096.71 1912.84 584.85 714.36 17 3.49
AMTP04 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 3 0.00 3140.85 1046.95 1843.33 553.71 096.21 1728.40
AMTSS 3 0.00 1600.33 533.44 745.05 333.79 205.89 511.15
AMTNe 3 0.00 1140.61 580.20 053.44 441.04 120.06 298.06
N=NUMBlR~Of SA~PLES
VDLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP( FOR PH,
CUNO CMPPT AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M;~IC~OE6uIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN:UNWEIGHfED AVEHAGE
AMOUNT OFCMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL RAIN FOR
THE MONTH



























































































































































































MONTHLY ~AINf.L.L SUMMARY INCL.lJOING STATISTICAL EYALUATION OF VARIABIL.ITY INCOMPOSITION ANn O£POSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN ANO SLIGHT.LY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED ATUCF SIrE 18 I>URJNG 04/78.
~ VOL.fAY UfQ/SQ.M
PH 34.Et80.00
COHO 3 1& 95 () 00CMPPT 30:00 1: 07
H 3 21.10 0.00
HNV 3 19.13 0.00
NA 3 21.95 0.00
K 3 2.72 0 00CA 3 2~.15 0:00
MG 3 b.89 0 00
NH4 3 33.98 0:00CL- 3 21.17 0.00
f 3 2.0& 0 00
NOl 3 21.57 0:00504 3 "'1.7b 0.&0
P04 3 0.00 000
XSS04 3 39.59 0:00
I~~ J 1r~:~~ 8:8g
AIC 3 0.77 0.00CLINA 3 0.9& 0.00NA/MG 3 3.19 0 00
SS 3 23.35 0:00
NC 3 68.32 0.00
CONDIP 3 0 97 0 00
AMfH 3 0:00 225:52
AMTHNV 3 0.00 204.48AMTNA 3 0.00 234.10AMTK 3 0.00 29 04
AMTCA 3 0.00 279:57
AMTMG 3 0.00 73 b3
AMTNH4 3 0.00 3b3:17
AMTCt. 3 0.00 22&.40
AMTF 3 0.00 22 01
AMTNG-3 3 0.00 230:55AMTS04 3 0.00 44b.43
AMTP04 3 0.00 0 uO
AXSS04 3 0.00 "'23:14AMlSS 3 0.00 249 72
AMTNC 3 0.00 730:38
N=NUMB~R Of SAMPLES
VOLwTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/Sg~~2~f~~b~QO~~AE~~f~'SQUAREMETER
MEAN=UNWEI~HTED AVERAGE
CMPPT IN UtQ/SQ.M COLU~N HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of RAIN fORTHE MONfH
Table 172.































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS!TION AND DEPOSIfIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCf SIIE 1~ UURING 05/78.
N VOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 4 4.53 0.00
CONO 4 13.99 0.00
CMPPT 4 0.00 7.61
H 4 29.61 0.00
HNV 4 25.02 0.00
NA 4 13.33 0.00
K 4 5.74 0.00
CA 4 7.17 0.00
MG 4 4.91 0.00
NH4 4 51.13 0.00
CL 4 13.75 0.00
F 4 t.45 0.00
N03 4 16.48 0.00
SG4 4 33.34 0.00
P04 4 _0.00 0.00
XSS04 4 31.9~ 0.00
SAN 4 05.02 0.00
SCA 4 111.90 0.00
Ale 4 0.58 0.00
CL/NA 4 1.03 0.00
NA/MG 4 2.71 0.00
SS 4 15.10 0.00
NC 4 b7.19 0.00
CONO/P 4 0.66 0 00
AMTH 4 0.00 2254:72
AMTHNV 4 0.00 1905.27
AMTNA 4 0.00 1015.03
AMTK 4 0.00 437.32
AMTCA 4 0.00 540.13
AMTMG 4 0.00 373.90
AMTNH4 4 0.00 3893.26
AMTCL 4 0.00 lU40.99
AMTF 4 0.00 110.51
AMTN03 4 0.00 1254.46
AMTS04 4 0.00 2538.82
AMTP04 4 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 4 0.00 2431.57
AMTSS 4 0.00 1150.02






eMPPT LN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
HiE MON rH
Table 173.
MONTH"'''' RAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION Of VARIABILITY INCOMPOSIT10N AND DEPOSllION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCF SifE 18 OURING 00/78.
N ~OL.t.~V UEG/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW 51.1)['1 95XC.L,
PH 11 4.48 0.00 4.19 4.90 3.b2 0.41 0.2CONp 11 13.00 &) 00 18.44 5b.00 0.00 U~;.14 10.~5CMP T 11 ·0<.00 17:47 1.59 0.&0 0.08 i2 • 11 1. 7Ii 11 33.18 0.00 b4.39 239.88 Il.59 1.37 4&.2&
I1NV 11 2,9.98 o 0;0 57.82 218.78 11_7 5 b5.0S 4.2.17NA 10 11.20 0:00 18.91 59.57 .04 21.00 15.44
K 10 0.90 0.00 1.15 3.32 0.25 0.84 0.00CA 10 0.00 0.00 10.&8 31.94 3.49 8.45 0.04
MG 10 2.85 0.00 5.09 14.15 0.74 4.80 3.48
NH4- 10 0.78 0.00 9.98 28 •. 27 ~.22 7 83 5.59CL 10 11.91 0.00 22.19 71.55 .82 25:99 18.57
F 10 0.09 0.00 o 42 1.58 0.00 0.54 ~.39N03 10 12.22 0.00 19:95 50.49 1.74 13.01 .~1504 10 29.86 0.00 38.23 117 •. 22 1&.4' 34.30 24. 01'04 10 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 .00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 10 28.01 0.00 30:08 115.00 10.41 3~.ot 24.02SAN 10 54.08 0.00 80.79 180.50 33.14 5 .40 41.02
SCI. 10 00.03 0.00 92.05 230.92 40.92 bo.23 47.33
):> A/C 10 0.89 0.00 0.87 1.01 0.73 0.~1 0.08~ CLINA 10 1.0& 0.00 1. 17 1.40 0.81 O. 0 0.14-.l....., NA/MG 10 3.94 0.00 71 4.70 2.25 0.82 0.59
.j::lo 58 10 1~.80 0.00 ~~:'I 10.90 3.~1 2b.88 19.21Ne 10 1 .52 0.00 oS.bO 8. 6 lb.93 12.10COND/P 10 0.71 0.00 0.82 1.41 0.62 0.22 0.10
AMTH 11 0.00 5790.29 5~6.94 2040.50 27.30 6+4. 97 396.71AMfHNV 11 0.00 5237.b8 4 6.15 1946.12 22.71 5 .Jl 375.54AM NA 10 0.00 1947.81 194.78 1053.30 11.79 308. 6 220.b1
AMTK 10 0.00 156.03 15.00 61.43 0.74 20.09 14.~0AM1CA 10 0.00 1157.60 115.77 395.40 11.60 114.73 81. 9
AMTMG 10 0.00 494.65 49.48 241.77 3.27 69.21 49.40
AMTNH4 10 0.00 1179.15 117.91 lob.08 8.19 131.50 93.96
AMTCL 10 0.00 2070.85 207.09 1120.1& 12.57 32b.05 233.02
AMIF 10 0.00 Ib.20 1.62 7.13 o 00 ~.43 ~.74AM H03 10 0.00 2124.42 212.44 b81.05 27:60 20 .15 14 .04
AMTS04 10 0.00 5193.25 519.32 2323.3& 22.19 b97.7O 498.67
AMTP04 10 0.00 o 00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 10 0.00 4984:78 498:48 2304.20 20.89 095.73 497.22
AMTSS 10 0.00 2236.40 22~.05 1235.53 ~3.86 361.21 258.14AMTNC 10 0.00 2699.05 20 .91 902.08 3.21 274.38 196.10
N=NUMBER OF SAMPLiS
VQLWTAV=~OLUME WE GHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATfOSUEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALEN 5/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWtlbHTED AVERAGE
CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MuNTH
Table 174.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITJON AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCF SITE 16 uURING 07/78.
N vOlWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 12 4.57 0.00 4.30 4.82 3.87 0.31 0.19
COND 12 12.02 o 00 19.46 59.00 0.00 14.91 9.29
CMPPT 12 0.00 26:87 2.24 10.50 0.0t> 3.61 2.24
H 12 2b.92 0.00 50.61 134.90 15.14 40.06 24.66
HNY 12 23.48 0.00 42.09 104.71 9.77 31.27 19.41
NA 10 6.14 0.00 10.74 30.44 0.67 8.143 6.03
K 10 0.76 0.00 1.35 3.06 0.51 0.83 0.59
CA 10 0.89 0.00 12.06 21.44 4.49 7.74 5.53
MG 10 1.59 0.00 3.10 6.99 0.25 2.13 1.52
NH4 10 1.52 0.00 2.94 9.42 0.55 3.15 2.25
CL 10 5.76 0.00 10.91 30.11 0.56 9.00 6.43
F 10 0.30 0.00 0.14 3.68 0.00 1.20 0.85
N03 10 7.63 0.00 29.31 114.04 4.03 35.84 25.bl
S04 10 18.94 0.00 25.50 47.68 5.41 15.11 10.84
P04 10 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 10 18.35 0:00 24.40 45.65 5.24 14.54 10.39
SAN 10 32.b5 0.00 b6.46 183.92 13.40 50.18 35.87
SeA 10 43.56 0.00 73.09 174.17 24.27 43.52 31.10
)::> Ale 10 0 7c;. 0.00 0 ..91 1,,18 0.54 0 .. 19 0.14.. v ve" "'"
• CL/NA 10 0.94 0.00 1.02 1.25 0.b5 0.18 0.13......
""-l NA/MG 10 3.86 0.00 3.46 4.35 2.25 0.58 0.41
U"I S5 10 6.35 0.00 11.84 33.28 0.b2 9.74 6.96
NC 10 10.55 0.00 18.37 35.49 7.80 9.67 6.91COND/P 10 0.97 o 00 0.98 l·t8 0.82 0.13 0.09AMTH 12 0.00 7232:02 602.67 276 .50 30.b9 830.38 515.38
AMTHNV 12 0.00 6309.~2 525.77 2582.78 23.28 753.91 467.92AMTNA 10 0.00 1643. 1 164.32 637.52 It.66 218.0 15~.62
AMTK 10 0.00 202.93 20.29 80.42 2.11 24.b6 1 .62
AMTCA 10 0.00 1841.41 184.14 628.74 14.41 219.18 t5b.64
AMTMG 10 0.00 426.21 42.63 158.31 3.11 51.75 36.99
AMTNH4 10 0.00 407.49 40.75 131.95 0.16 44.19 3~.58
AMTCL 10 0.00 1546.59 154.66 568.54 14.54 202.99 14 .07
AMTF 10 0.00 79 81 7.98 62.63 0.00 19.53 13.96
AMTN03 10 0.00 2039:90 203.99 4~3.41 7'~. 74 148.41 106.07AMT504 10 0.00 5064.73 506.47 20 8.75 22.54 661.48 472.74
AMTP04 10 0.00 o.~o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSS04 10 0.00 4906. 1 490.63 2040.25 20.87 b45.43 461.27
AMTSS 10 0.00 1099.01 169.90 627.10 15.0b 224.04 160.12
AP<1TNC 10 0.00 2822.30 282.23 865.88 18.13 306.63 219.14
N=NUMBt.R OF SAMPLES




TOTAL AMOUNT OFCMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS RAIN FOR
TrlE MUNIH .
Table 175.
MON1HLt ~AINFALL SUMMA~Y INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOS~T10N AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCF SItE 1~ DURING 08/78.
N vOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 951C.L~
PH 10 4.49 0.00 4.04 5.24 3.48 0.54 0.30
COND 10 15.83 0.00 36.96 114.00 8.40 31.22 26.60C~PPT 10 0.00 9.38 0.94 2.61 O.Ob 1.03 0.14
H 10 32.07 0.00 90.47 331.13 5.15 115.08 82.24
HNV 10 27.b4 0.00 82.18 316.23 0.50 108.93 77.85
NA 9 13.49 0.00 21.40 52.18 3.48 17.28 13.31
K 9 1.04 0.00 1.84 1.15 0.51 2.09 1.61
CA 9 7.98 0.00 11.98 30.44 3.49 8.99 6.92
MG 9 4.40 0.00 1.08 15.05 0.90 5.28 4.07
NH4 9 3.72 0.00 5.98 12.75 0.55 3.86 2.97
CL 9 16.45 0.00 25.04 51.81 4.51 18.65 14.36
F 9 0.85 0.00 0.99 2.63 0.00 0.81 0.62
N03 9 13.04 0.00 27.31 92.59 5.00 28.30 21.79
S04 9 21.27 0.00 47.05 196.21 5~83 60.82 46.83
POQ 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 9 19.69 0.00 44.58 195.03 4.64 60.08 46.26
SAN 9 51.61 0.00 100.40 325.91 22.92 93.22 11.18
SCA 9 &0.93 0.00 112.01 331.90 32.41 91.29 70.30
A/C 9 0.85 0.00 0.90 0.98 0.65 0.11 0.09
CL/NA 9 1.22 0.00 1.17 1.54 1.08 0.15 0.12
NA/MG 9 3.06 0.00 3.02 4.69 1.34 1.08 0.83
S5 q 16.96 0.00 26.54 63.76 4.49 20.84 16.05
NC 9 13.66 0.00 21.14 39.73 5.20 12.80 9.85 .
CONO/P q 0.99 0.00 0.95 1.10 0.71 0.13 0.10
AMTH 10 0.00 3008.87 300.89 &76.00 57.45 244.39 114.66
AMTHNV 10 O~OO 2593.10 259.31 573.02 5.00 213.17 152.35
AMTNA 9 0.00 1258.64 139.85 391.43 6.96 125.98 97.00
AMTK 9 O~OO 97.26 10.81 26.47 1.53 8.81 6.16
AMTCA 9 0.00 744.47 82.72 303.91 15.97 89.74 &9.10
AMTMG 9 0.00 410.75 45.64 90.34 1.81 32.16 25.22
AM1NH4 9 0.00 34b 65 38.52 133.40 9.98 40.01 30.81
AMTCl 9 0.00 1535:33 110.59 508.92 9.02 154.74 119.15
AMTF 9 0.00 79.29 8.81 37.01 0.00 11.53 8.86
AMTN03 9 0.00 1210.69 135.19 314.03 24.40 89.92 09.24
AMTS04 9 0.00 1984.31 220.48 528.31 31.22 174.5& 134.41AMTPU~ 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSOU 9 0.00 1837.06 204.12 519.18 31.91 173.07 133.27
AMTSS 9 0.00 1582.91 175.86 513.49 8.99 160.37 123.48
AMTNC 9 0.00 121q.86 141.&5 39b.64 27.2& 121.82 93.60
N=NUMBtR OF SA~PLESVOLWTAv=vOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/Sg~~~M~~~b~Q~~eA~~~l~'SQUARE METER
MEAN=U~WfIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT iN JEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REP~ESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
ThE MONTH
Table 176.
MONTHLY riAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS1TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY OIRT~ SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCF SIrE 18 OURING 09/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DE-lJ 95XC.L.
PH 5 4.35 0.00 4.38 4.93 4.09 0.37 0.46
COND 5 17.99 o 00 23.18 48.20 &.70 17.49 21.75
CMPPT 5 0.00 15:57 3.11 6.39 0.17 3.18 3.95
H 5 44.44 0.00 41.30 81.28 11.75 29.52 36.70
HNV 5 40.87 0.00 38.94 79.43 8.51 29.15 36.24
NA 5 4.72 0.00 34.78 158.27 2.17 69.05 85.84
K 5 0.47 0.00 2.96 13.02 0.25 5.03 1.00
CA 5 2.27 0.00 4.89 14.91 2.00 5.67 7.05
MG 5 1.37 0.00 8.90 39.81 0.74 ~1.29 21.49
NH4 5 6.65 0.00 15.74 55.99 1.11 2.94 28.52
CL 5 5.85 0.00 38.13 169.76 2.82 73.61 91.51
F 5 1.13 o 00 0.42 2.11 0.00 0.94 1.17
H03 5 12.25 0·00 14.39 25.00 5.64 8.55 10.64
S04 5 31.38 0:00 42.68 104.10 7.70 39.51 49.13
P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 30.84 0.00 38.82 86.63 7.39 33.13 41.19
SAN 5 50.bl 0.00 95.69 299.24 18.06 116.74 145.13
seA 5 01.92 0",00 108,,58 321.88 21.58 • 2~ 1" 153.60» l ,;J. 5
I Ale 5 0.82 0.00 0.88 0.93 0.80 0.0 0.06
--' CL/NA 5 1.24 0.00 1.10 l.b2 1.07 0.23 0.29
-....J
-....J NA/MG 5 3.45 0.00 3.'H 3.97 2.94 o 42 0.53
5S 5 5.80 0.00 41.41 187.25 2.81 81:55 101.38
NC 5 11.63 0.00 25.87 94.82 3.42 38.84 46.25
COND/P 5 0.92 o 00 0.94 1.04 0.85 0.0 0.11
AMTH 5 0,,00 6917:'17 1383.55 4940.7b 65.94 2030.21 2~24.06
AMIHNV 5 0.00 6362.17 1272.4~ 4506.03 64.44 165~.55 2 04.43
AMTNA 5 0.00 733.84 146.7 262.13 67.63 7 .03 97.01
AMTK 5 0.00 73 66 14.73 21.57 8.74 6.24 7.76
AMTCA 5 0.00 353:36 70.68 167.48 24.79 56.30 69.99
AMTMG 5 0.00 212.93 42.59 65.94 20.94 20.31 25.25
AMTNH4 5 0.00 1347.11 269.42 1069.90 37.94 448.01 556.99
AMTCL 5 0.00 909.43 181.89 281.17 99.69 74.48 92.60
AMTF 5 0.00 176 64 35.33 176.b4 0.00 79.00 98.21
AMTN03 5 0.00 1906:46 381.29 1245.13 41.41 4'11 .63 61+.23
AMTSQ4 5 0.00 4ts84.71 q76.94 3546.26 172.42 1453.96 180 .6b
AMTP04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 4799.95 959.99 3524.39 143.48 1452.06 1805.31
AMTSS 5 0.00 910.89 182.18 3~O.13 87.38 90.94 113.06
AMTNC 5 0.00 1810.03 362.01 12 7.66 117.0b 506.56 629.79
N=NUM8eR OF SAMPLES




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 177.
~ONTHL1 KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITy IN ATCOMPOS1TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED
UCF SITE ld DURING 10/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DfV 95%C.L.
PH & 4.37 0.00 4.43 4.88 3.9q 0.30 0.31
COND 0 en.84 0.00 24.58 39.10 11.20 11 .12 11 .67
CMPPT 0 0.00 5.83 0.97 2.34 0.08 0.86 o.q~
H 6 43.05 0.00 30.95 102.33 13.18 32.74 34.3
tiN\' #) 39.07 0.00 31.94 95.50 11.7~ 31.71 J3.~7NA 6 01.76 0.00 80.80 207.40 19.5 73.12 6. 2
K i» }.47 0.00 2.30 3.83 0.77 1.28 1.34CA b .94 0.00 11.56 27.94 2.99 9.77 10.25
MG & 13.37 0.00 16.63 39.49 3.95 13.11 14.39
NH4 b 8.25 0.00 10.&3 31 05 A·l1 12.69 13 • 3 1CL 6 ()3.27 0.00 80.60 188:09 1 .89 66.47 9.74
F 0 0.74 0.00 1.40 3.16 0.00 1.23 1.29
N03 6 15.06 0.00 19.22 48.39 6.23 10.00 16.78
S04 l> 3&.65 0.00 34.94 7~.1:>6 13.32 21.56 22.62
);:. P04 b 0.00 o 00 0.00 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
i XSS04 & 30.11 0·00 26.b9 70.72 8.02 22.52 23.63
<,~-J SAN b 115.72 0·00 130.11 241.21 07.23 63.89 &7.03
.....,""
co SeA 6 135.83 0·00 158.87 309.92 67.93 85.02 89.83
Ale 0 0.65 0:00 0.86 1.00 0.76 0.10 0.10
CL/NA 6 1.02 0.00 1.00 1.20 0.91 0.12 0.12
NA/MG I:> 4.02 0.00 4.86 5.73 3.90 0.70 0.71t
S8 0 69.56 0.00 88.60 20J.47 20.81t 73.29 76.90
NC 6 23.21 0.00 33.32 7 .33 4.36 29.35 30.80COND/P 6 0.84 o 00 0.83 0.91 0.78 0.00 0.06
AMTH 6 0.00 2509:60 ~U8.21 1742.80 22.19 055.34 b67.58
AMTHNV 6 0.00 2277.bO 379.60 1&26.47 lQ.oo 616.50 646.83
AMINA b 0.00 3000.62 000.10 1344.86 19.08 470.31 493.45
AMTK 6 0.00 65.74 14.29 23.93 3.23 7.lt9 7.80
AMTCA 6 0.00 463.03 77.11 181.20 16.00 t,,1.24 70.55
AMTME, b 0.00 779.50 129.92 250.03 3.33 94.~8 98.81
AMTNH4 6 0.00 481.03 80.11 308.24 6.83 141. 2 llt8.69
AMTCL 6 0.00 3688.09 614.78 12~9.b7 17.01 454.20 47~.54
AMTF b 0.00 42.98 7.to 0.18 0.00 7.3Q .70
AMTNOl b 0.00 &78 25 146.38 4b7.01 40.83 101.~0 175.39
AMTsot.! 6 0.00 213b:69 356.15 1237.52 20.38 445. 3 467.60
AMTPU4 6 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSQ4 b 0.00 1758:12 293.12 1204.41 18.57 451.46 473.67
AMTSS 6 0.00 405b 69 b70.12 1345.30 19.42 SOl·:S5 526.02
AMTNC 6 0.00 1353:23 225.54 561.03 26.92 24 .30 259.47









MONTHLY ~AINFAlL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION DF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiT10N AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
UCF SIrE 16 OURING 11/18.
N vOLwTAV UEbl/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST .. DEV 95XC.L.
PH 1 4.b5 0.00 4 ..65 4.65 4 ..65 0 ..00 0.00
COND 1 8 ..00 0 ..00 8.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 0.00
CMPPT 1 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.00
H 1 22.39 0.00 22.39 22.39 22.39 0.00 0.00
HNV 1 20.42 0.00 20.42 20.42 20.42 0.00 0.00
NA 1 13.48 0.00 13.48 13.48 13.48 0.00 0.00
K 1 1.02 o 00 1.02 1.02 1.02 0.00 0.00
CA 1 10.48 0:00 10.48 10.48 10.48 0.00 0.00
iYlG 1 3.95 0.00 3.95 3.95 3.95 0.00 0.00
NH4 1 4.43 0.00 4.44 4.44 4.44 0.00 0.00
CL 1 1b.36 0.00 16.36 16.36 16.36 0.00 0.00
F 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 1 30.81 0.00 30.81 30.81 30.8~ 0.00 0.00S04 t 15.61 0.00 15.62 15.62 15.6 0.00 0.00
l> P04 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSSO.l.l 1 14.00 0.00 14.00 14.00 l.1.l.00 0.00 0.00
-"
"-.J SAN 1 b2.78 0.00 62.78 62.78 62.78 0.00 0.00
l.O SCA 1 5?·!2 0.00 55.75 55.75 55.75 0.00 0.,00IA. s r- 1 v.oo 1.13 1.13 1.13 o~oo 0.00... ,"- 1.1.)
CL/NA 1 1.21 0.00 1.21 1.21 1.21 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 1 3.41 0.00 3.41 3.41 3.41 0.00 0.00
5S 1 17.ill 0.00 17.41 17.41 17.41 0.00 0.00
NC 1 15.95 0.00 15.95 15.95 15.95 0.00 0.00COND/P 1 0.55 o 00 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.00 0.00
AMTH 1 0.00 20·29 20.29 20.29 20.29 0.00 0.00
AMTHNV 1 0.00 16:50 18.50 18.50 18.50 0.00 0.00
AMTNA 1 0.00 12.22 12.22 12.22 12.22 0.00 0.00
AMIK 1 0.00 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 1 0.00 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 1 0.00 3.58 3.58 3.58 3.58 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 1 0.00 4 02 4.02 4.02 4.02 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 1 0.00 14:82 14.82 14.82 14.82 0.00 0.00
AMTF 1 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 1 0.00 27:92 27.92 21.92 27.92 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 1 0.00 14.15 14.15 14.15 14.15 0.00 0.00
AMTP04 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 1 0.00 12.69 12.b9 12.&9 12.69 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 1 0.00 15.78 15.78 15.78 15.78 0.00 0.00
AMTNe 1 0.00 14.45 14.45 14.45 14.45 0.00 0.00
N=NUMB~R Of SAMPLES































































































































































MONTHLV RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPOSITION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT










5 1.05 0.005 2.&9 0 00
5 34.18 0:00
5 0.30 0.00
5 5.99 0 00
5 22.05 0:00
5 0.00 0 00
5 18.48 0:005 03.14 0.00
5 02.82 0.00
5 1.01 0.005 t.13 0.00
5 4.38 0.00
5 38.35 0.005 8.03 0.00














































N=NUMB~ROf SAMPLESVOLWTAV=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MIC~OEQUIV.LENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=U~W£IGHrED AVERAGECMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMuUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 180.
MONTHLY HAINFALL SUMMAKY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSIT10N AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED Af
UCF SIIE 18 DURING 01/79.
N VOLrHAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 9 4.86 0.00 4.65 6.17 4.00 0.65 0.50
COND 9 9.39 0.00 20.09 41.20 4.20 15.09 11.62
CMPPT 9 0.00 18.54 2.0b 7.55 0.19 2.32 1.79
H
"
13.75 0.00 22.42 100.00 0.68 30.56 23.53
HNV 9 11.96 0.00 19.43 89.13 0.01 27.34 21.05
NA 9 t!2.05 0.00 46.02 221.75 6.26 66.92 51.53
K 9 0.87 0.00 1.59 3.57 0.51 1.22 0.94
CA 9 12.65 0.00 44.97 324.35 1.50 105.16 80.97
MG 9 6.84 0.00 17.46 63.26 2.14 22.97 17.68
NH4 9 4.76 0.00 10.66 28.83 0.55 10.83 8.34
CL 9 23.78 0.00 54.30 233.50 7.90 70.67 54.42
F Q 0.90 0.00 2.1b 10.00 0.00 3.22 ~.48
N03 q 6.37 9.00 12.28 49.20 0.81 15.59 1 .00SOq 9 10.29 0.00 39.65 114.30 6.25 40.80 31.42
:J::>: P04 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
I XSS04 q 13.93 0.00 34.46 109.97 5.10 41.14 31.68
--' SAN 9 47.43 0.00 108.63 271.38 17.85 95 ..84 73.8000
--' SCA 9 01.52 Q.9Q 145.12 455.11 21.42 147.27 113.39Ale q 0.77 o.uo 0.75 1.04 0.53 0.15 0.11
CL/N" 9 1.05 0.00 1.13 2.04 0.90 0.35 0.27NA/MG 9 3.31 0.00 2.75 4.35 0.57 1.19 0.91
55 9 25.33 0.00 55.65 257.55 8.71 77.76 59.87
NC 9 22.45 0.00 &7.0& 407.81 2.14 128.92 99.27
COND/P 9 0.8& 0.00 0.89 1.28 0.&9 0.11 0.13
AMTH 9 0.00 2548.05 283.12 866.86 3.12 280.52 216.00
AMTHNV 9 0.00 2217.~3 246.3& 772.59 0.03 249.88 192.41AMTNA 9 0.00 4198 2 4b6.55 110b.87 45.59 349.84 269.38
AMTK 9 0.00 161·38 17.93 38.55 f.l.38 12.146 9.bO
AMTCA q 0.00 2345:48 2&0.01 1495.05 34.24 470.90 3b2.64
AMTMG 9 0.00 1268.75 140.97 291.56 12.39 9&.97 74.b&
AMTNH4 9 0.00 882.84 98.09 239.74 3.98 81.18 b2.51
AMTCL 9 0.00 4409.09 489.90 1122.71 59.67 336.75 259.30
AMTF 9 0.00 lob 58 18.51 93.71 0.00 30.13 23.20
AMTN03 9 0.00 1181:34 131.2b 280.10 5.3, 104.42 80.41AMTSQ4 9 0.00 3019.64 335.52 582.57 118.9 186.35 145.03
AMTP04 9 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 9 0.00 2581:86 286.87 522.04 32.b2 178.91 137.7&
AMTSS 9 0.00 469b.58 521.84 1238.35 58.90 ~84.97 290.43
AMTNC 9 0.00 4160.78 4&2.31 1879.75 70.5& 74.43 442.31
N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLES








MONTHLY KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLlJDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
lOMP(JS1TI0N AND DEPOSIIIUN ANOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTEO AT



























































































































































































































































































CMPPl HI UUUSt,'J.M COLur·1N HAS UNITS nF eM AND REPRESENTS rOTAl AMOUNT Of RAF! FJR










































































































































































































MONTHLY KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPUS~T!ON AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT

















































































N=NUMB~R Of SA~PLESVOLWTAV=VOlUME wEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
UEQ/sg~~g~~~~~16~~eA~~~fW'SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWEIGHfED AVERAGECMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMUUNT OF KAIN FOR
THE MUNTH
Table 183.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION AND OEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 19 OURING 07/77.
N ~OLwTAV UEQ/SQOM MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.LaPH 1 4.62 O. 0 4.62 4.62 4.62 0.00 0.0
COND 1 11.80 v.OO 11.80 11.80 11.80 0.00 0.00CMPPT 1 0.00 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 0.00 v.OO
H 1 23.99 0.00 23.99 23.99 23.99 0.00 0.00
HNV 1 22.39 0.00 22.39 22.39 22.39 0.00 0.00
NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 0 0.00 0.00 O.vO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S04 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
):0 P04 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
• XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00~ "...l SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00co
,:'-"', SeA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00A/C 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
58 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Nt 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00COND/P 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00
AMfH 1 0.00 311.47 311.47 311.47 311.47 0.00 0:00
AMTHNV 1 0.00 290.t>8 290.t>8 290.08 290.&8 0.00 0.00
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMT~G 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 '0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMT504 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTPQ4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMB£R OF SAMPLES
VOLwTAV=VO~UME NEIGH1ED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNU,CMPPT AND RAT IUSUEQ/SQ.M:MIC~OE6uIVALENTS/SQUARE METER









































































































































































































MONTHLY RAINFAll SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPUSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT














































































N=NUMBtR OF SAMPLESVOLwTAV=YOLUME NEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CONV,CMPPT,AND RATIUSUEQ/SQ.M=MICKOEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UN~EI~HTEO AVERAGECMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TorAl AMOUNT Of RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Tp.ble 185.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS!TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 19 OURING 09/77.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/8Q.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 9 4.73 0.00 4.50 5.24 4.19 0.34 0.2&
CONO 9 17.80 o 00 19.56 37.70 10.90 10.24 7.66
CMPPT 9 0.00 12:69 1.41 5.00 0.10 1.74 1.34
H 9 18.73 0.00 27.82 04.5& 5.75 19.90 15.37
tiNV 9 17.27 0.00 25.&0 00.20 3.69 19.33 14.88
tofA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MG 0 0.00 v.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00NHq 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NUl 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S~q 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
;po PDq 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
! XSS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
-,
co SAN 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
,l"\ SCA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A/C 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CL/NA 0 0.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NA/MG 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5S 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NC 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CONO/P 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTH 9 0.00 237b.79 204.09 b55· 44 30.20 231.31 182.73AMTI1NV 9 0.00 2192.01 243.02 b11. 7 28.24 229.75 110.91
AMTNA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCA 0 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTMG 0 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNH4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTCL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTF 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTS04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTPOq 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
A)(5S04 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTNC 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES




CMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MuNlH
)Table 186.
MONTHLY KAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIIE 19 DURING 10/77.
N \/OLV4TAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.LSPH 4 4.78 0.00 4.28 5.20 3.92 0.54 0.8
COND 4 18.71 0.00 36.42 78.00 14.30 28.35 45.08
CMPPT 4 0.00 6.32 1.58 4.67 0.12 2.14 3.40
rl 4 16.62 0.00 53.03 120.23 6.31 48.35 76.88
HNV £4 12.81 0.00 47.19 109.65 2.82 45.16 71.81
NA 2 bO.34 0.00 145.87 236.27 53.41:S 130.67 1174.34
K 2 2.40 0.00 6.89 11.74 2.04 6.86 b1.66
CA 2 5.40 0.00 16.72 28.94 4.49 17.29 155.39
MG 2 14.22 0.00 29.53 46.07 13.00 23.38 210.15
NH4 2 12.51 0.00 23.28 34.93 11 .64 16.46 147.98
CL 2 48.58 0.00 12&.90 211.50 42.30 119.64 1075.27
F 2 1.13 0.00 2.11 3.1& 1.05 1.49 13.38
N03 2 4.45 0.00 25.81 48.81 2.74 32.62 293.17
S04 ~ c.2.20 0.00 70.58 122.84 18.32 7~.'10 664.20PD4 0.29 0.00 3.95 7.90 0.00 .58 50.19~ XSS04 2 17.20 0.00 57.52 101.08 13.97 61.59 553.56t
-' SAN 2 76.65 0.00 229.34 394.27 04.42 233,,24 2096.20co SeA 2 105.40 0.00 285.57 480.17 90.90 275 ..21 2473.44
--..I Ale ... 0.73 0.00 0.80 0.82 0.71 o /lA 0.72c:; .. ..,..,CL/NA 2 0.81 0.00 0.87 0.89 0.79 0.07 0.b2
NA/Mb 2 4.~4 0.00 4.94 5.17 4.11 0 .. 75 6.72SS 2 53. 8 0.00 139.97 233.28 4b.bo 131.'17 1186.02
NC 2 41.29 0.00 82.33 12&.60 38.00 62.70 5&3.49
eDND/P 2 1.20 o 00 1.03 1.21 0.85 0.25 2.28
AMTH 4 0.00 1050:23 2&2.50 476.78 &2.05 172 ..30 273.95AMTHN'v' 4 0.00 809.46 202.36 424.93 55.84 159.20 253.13
AMTNA 2 0.00 2926.08 1403.34 2498.54 £426.14 1403.99 13157.30
AMTt<. 2 0.00 110.52 58.26 95.42 21.10 52 ..55 472.28AMTCA 2 0.00 201.82 130.91 209.81 52.01 111.59 1002.88
AMIMb 2 0.00 689.98 344.99 007.21 82.17 370 ..83 3332.77
AMTNH4 2 0.00 bOb b8 303.34 543.92 62.7b 3'40.23 1057.7b
AMTCL 2 0.00 235b:24 1178.12 197&.20 380.04 1126.6b 10143.b2AMTF 2 0.00 54 85 27.42 49.18 5.b7 30.70 27b.4b
AMTN03 2 0.00 215·93 101.96 12~.11 87.62 28.49 250.02AMTS04 2 0.00 1070:09 538.34 85 .90 220.73 449.18 4036.93
AMTP04 2 0.00 14.19 7.10 14.19 0.00 10 ..03 90.18
AXSS04 2 0.00 834 23 417.11 b52.01 181.b2 333.04 2993.15AMrss 2 0.00 2598·93 1299.47 2119.75 419.18 1244.91 11188.42
AMTNe 2 0.00 200~:74 1001.37 1775.14 221.bO 1094.28 9834.64
N=NUMB~R OF SAMPLES




CMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF t<AIN FOt<
THE MUNTH
T-able 187.
MONfHLV ~AINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
, ..'l.<,. "w.~:. COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SI'E l~ DURING 11/77.
N VOL.WTA~ UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC·L. 9PH 5 5.lC~ U 00 4.70 5.29 1l.41 0.1l0 0.4
eOND 5 0.70 0·00 15.26 25.00 4.00 9.74 12.11Cto\PPT 5 0.00 23:30 4.60 11.44 0.10 5.52 b.80
H 5 0.53 0.00 17.46 38.90 5.13 14.89 16.51
HNV 5 4.70 0.00 14.56 13.11 1. 47 13 •.H 10.55NA 4 20.48 0.00 45.70 86.90 1 .91 35.77 56.87
K 4 0.20 0.00 0.90 2.30 0.00 1.05 1.67
CA 4 0.99 0.00 1.62 8.48 0.00 3.89 o.~9MG 4 4.55 0.00 9.62 16.86 2.88 7.07 11. 4
NH4 4 1.48 0.00 3.86 }§.20 0.55 5.56 8.84CL 4 22.00 0.00 46.53 .86 16.07 33.12 53.61
F 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N03 4 2.78 0.00 6.81 11.74 1.29 1.47 11.88
S04 4 5.86 0.00 14.89 33.94 1.12 14.09 22.41
)::> P04 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~ XSS04 4 3.bO 0.00 10.11 2b.13 1.47 11.19 17.79
co SAN 4 30.64 000 68.23 127.54 20.49 52.87 84.07..
co seA 4 34.07 v.oo 75.94 153.12 22.48 61.64 98.01
A/C 4 0.90 0.00 0.90 1.01 0.83 0.08 0.12
CL/NA 4 1.07 0.00 1.02 1.17 0.87 0.14 0.22
NA/MG 4 4.50 0.00 4.15 5.16 4.17 0.43 0.69
SS 4 24.25 0.00 51.27 83.01 17.73 ~~:}j ~9.03NC 3 0.1.12 o 00 16.89 43.13 3.06 E..43
CONO/P q 1.12 0·00 1.06 1.14 0.90 0.09 0.14
AMTH 5 0.00 l~~g:~~ ~04.11 OlU.~8 62.00 250.10 ~18.40AMTI1NV S 0.00 19.02 39E.. 6 52.77 162.21 01.06
AMTNA 4 0.00 4740.41 1185.10 2038.91.1 611.44 662.49 1053.36
AMTK 4 0.00 59.52 14.86 29.20 0.00 11.95 19.01
AMTCA 4 0.00 229 15 57.29 114.15 0.00 46.03 74.15
AMTMG 4 0.00 1053:16 263.30 489.24 118.57 166.33 264.47
AMTNH4 4 0.00 j4,3 12 85.78 190.23 12.30 75.80 120.62
AMTCL 4 0.00 5090:30 1272.59 2128.75 533.38 723.09 1149.11
AMTF 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AMTN03 4 0.00 043 S1 100.68 332.08 59.05 118.45 188.33AMTSOq 4 0.00 1356:0 339.01 619.13 189.40 193.08 307.00
AMTP04 4 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSU4 4 0.00 632:91 208.23 400.09 103.80 132.00 209.89
AMTSS 4 0.00 5612.23 1403.06 2348.01 588.31 798.00 1208.91
AMTNC 3 0.00 850.98 283.60 513.75 33.98 240.48 597.03
N=NUMB~R Of SAMPLES .
UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FORVOLwTA~a~OLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. PH,
CUNO,CMPPT AND RATIOSUEQ/SQ.M=MIC~OE6uIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
ME.AI'I=UI'~wEIbHTEO AVERAGE
CMPPT iN U£Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 188.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITiON AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 19 DURING 12177.
N IJOLwTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 8 4.76 0.00 4.b4 5.25 4.18 0.35 0.29COND 8 11.58 0.00 15.19 45.00 7.40 12.43 10.37CMPPT 8 0.00 9.b3 1.20 2.25 0.05 0.80 0.67
rl 8 17 .20 0.00 22.85 66.07 5.62 19.90 Ib.60
HNv' 8 14.74 0.00 20.35 01.6b 4.3b 18.57 15.50NA 1 24.70 0.00 22.42 35.22 7.83 9.00 8.34
K 7 0.33 0.00 0.29 0.77 0.00 0.27 0.25CA 1 2.49 0.00 2.78 5.99 1.00 1.60 1.66
i\1G 7 S.66 0.00 S.22 1.57 2.90 1.13 1.bONH4 7 2.82 0.00 2.01 4.99 0.55 1.53 1.41
CL 7 26.94 0.00 25.86 42.30 11.5b 10.79 9.99
F 7 0.32 0.00 0.23 1.58 0.00 O.bO 0.55
N03 7 5.33 0.00 6.04 9.b8 1.17 3.07 2.84
. ):> 504 7 15.78 0.00 14.78 27.27 5.20 8.07 8.03t
...... P04 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
co XSS04 7 13.11 o 00 12.35 25.50 2.55 9.14 8.471.0 ..SAN 7 48.3b v.oo 46.91 61.77 34.81 10.03 9.29
seA 7 53.00 0.00 50.00 60.80 40.52 1.86 7.28Ale 1 0.91 0.00 0.94 1.21.1 0.14 0.11 0.15CL/NA 7 1.09 0.00 1.15 l.b9 0.90 0.30 0.28NA/MG 7 4.~7 0.00 4.30 ~.81 2.64 0.14 0.68SS 7 26. 2 0.00 20.~O 45.50 10.11 10.82 10.02NC 1 1.34 0.00 1. 3 11.96 2.10 3.94 3.b5CONO/P 1 1.00 0.00 0.99 1.10 0.90 0.08 0.07
AMTH 8 0.00 1656.61 201.08 648.57 34.07 205.35 111.34
AMTHNV 8 0.00 11419.75 177.47 539.46 31.19 173.15 144.98
AMTNA 7 0.00 2371.30 338.1b 792.42 42.56 256.25 239.14
AMTK 7 0.00 31.74 4.53 11.73 0.00 5.11 4.73
AMTCA 7 0.00 ~~~.~~ 34.11 79.29 5.31 22.55 20.89AMTMG 7 0.00 71.46 170.28 16.10 55.74 51.61
AMTNH4 7 0.00 269·~1 38.54 95.50 7.87 35.23 32.b3
AMTCL 7 0.00 2580:23 368.00 951.15 b2.67 291.~4 2&9.88
AMTF 7 0.00 30.22 4.32 30.22 0.00 11.42 10.58
AMTN03 7 0.00 510.11 72.87 185.24 26.89 53.16 49.23
AMTS04 7 0.00 1511.47 215.92 522.04 18.4b 180.03 16b.71
AMTP04 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXS804 t 0.00 1255 58 179.37 488.12 9.03 lb7.~3 155.04
AMTSS 7 0.00 2151:05 393.01 1023.81 51.1.98 321.99 298.~7AMTNC 7 0.00 702.82 100.40 211.12 7.45 70.95 65. 0
N=NUMBI:.R Of SAMPLES




TOTAL AMOUNTCMPPT !N U~Q/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS OF RAIN FOR
THE MUNl'H
Table 189.
MONTHLY ~A1NFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS4TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
Kse SIIE 19 uURING 01/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW Sf.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 5 4.bl 0.00 4.51 5.04 4.05 0.39 0.1.69
eOND 5 17.57 0.00 21.6.50 49.1.60 9.50 16.15 20.0t)
CMPPT 5 0.00 5.39 t.Ot) 2.81.6 0.16 1.04 1.30
H 5 24.59 11.00 30.95 89.13 9.12 33.44 41.57
HNV 5 22.70 0.00 28.76 69.13 4.79 34.71 43.15
NA 5 '48.06 v.oo 70.09 119.14 24.78 36.65 45.57
K 5 1.03 0.00 2.20 3.83 0.00 2.01 2.51
CA 5 9.29 0.00 16.66 44.41 3.99 10.68 ·20.73
MG 5 ll·35 0.00 Ib.99 27.15 6.09 9.02 11.21NH4 5 .16 0.00 t2 • 3 1 23.28 3.33 9.30 11.b4CL 5 '47.36 0.00 9.37 109.13 26.23 33.50 41.05
F 5 0.08 0.00 0.11 0.53 0.00 0.24 0.29
N03 5 8.97 '1.00 14.23 29.52 4.19 11.80 14.01
S04 5 31.95 0.00 40.89 115.70 14.16 42.64 53.02
» P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00t
--' XSS04 5 27.06 0.00 39.75 107.84 9.51 41.35 51.41
1.0 SAN 5 88.35 0.00 130.59 222.79 £14.79 74.64 93.050 SCA 5 101.47 0.00 151.20 240.86 51.99 83.26 103.52
A/C 5 0.87 0.00 0.80 0.92 0.79 0.05 0.00
CL/NA 5 0.99 0.00 0.99 1.14 0.92 0.09 0.12
NA/MG 5 4.23 0.00 4.12 ti.9S 3.61 0.50 0.02
5S 5 52.2~ 0.00 10.52 120.38 28.93 30.95 45.94NC 5 24.0 0.00 43.73 72.91 9.20 31.15 38.72
COND/P 5 0.91 o 00 0.91 0.95 0.87 O.OJ 0.04
Afo1TH 5 0.00 1325:53 265.11 096.29 46.11 279.3 341.32
AMTHNV 5 0.00 1223.88 244.78 090.29 25.43 282.~9 350.63
Aft4TNA 5 0.00 2591.00 5US.20 704.78 122.97 236. 1 294.04
AMTK 5 0.00 55 45 11.09 29.92 0.00 13.43 16.09
AMTCA 5 0.00 500:71 100.14 179.33 43.04 51.67 04.24
Aft4TMG 5 0.00 b11.92 122.38 173.11 l4.06 57.52 71.51
AMTNH4 5 0.00 38b 00 77.20 loO.20 3~.86 5; 23 6'1.93
AMTCL. S 0.00 2553:16 510.03 45.80 13 .68 22 :23 282.50
AMTF 5 0.00 4 11 0.82 4.11 0.00 1. 84 2.29AMTN03 5 0.00 463·52 90.70 230.6} 37.81 8 .07 101.54
AMTSO~ 5 0.00 1722:72 344.54 904.3 92.39 335.49 411.10
ArotTP04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 1460.00 292.00 842.48 76.02 324.50 403.43
AMTSS 5 0.00 2816.13 563.23 822.02 15(&.00 250.03 311.60
AMTNe 5 0.00 1328.96 2b5.79 522.16 113.92 168.12 209.02
N=NUM8~R OF SAMPLES
VOLWTAV=VOLUME ~EIGHTEO AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUI~ALENTS/SQUARE METER




MONTHLY WAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPQS1TION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 19 OURING 02/78.
N VOL.WTAV UEQ/SQ ..M MEAN HIGH LOW STODEV 95%C.l.
PH 7 4.34 0.00 4.23 4.58 3.95 .21 0.20
COND 7 22.39 0.00 37.09 121.00 12.00 37.48 34.71
CMPPT 7 0.00 12.60 1.80 3.63 0.02 1.46 1.35
H 7 ~5.83 0.00 58.60 112",20 26.30 29.00 26.80
HNV 7 39.41 0.00 50.04 79.43 23.99 21.43 19.85N" b jO.42 0.00 23.41 62.18 6.09 22.35 23.45K 6 0.05 0.00 0.64 1.02 0.25 0.35 0.37
CA 6 8.74 0.00 7.32 21.90 0.00 1.79 8.18
MG b 1.91 o 00 0.05 14.81 1.65 5.29 5.55
NH4 6 7.57 0:00 6.10 17.74 1.66 5.92 6.21
CL 6 30.55 0.00 23.88 58.37 4.51 20.28 21.27
F 6 1.60 0.00 1.05 3.b8 0.00 1.66 1.75
N03 6 11.53 0.00 12.31 21.94 5.3~ 1.04 7.39S04 6 37.65 0.00 38.20 48.51 16.4 11.72 12.30
PD4 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSSOq b 34.60 0.00 35.84 48.05 15.63 11.95 12.51
SAN 6 81.32 0.00 75.45 103.50 29.67 27.31 28.65
SCA 6 101.04 0.00 93.17 131.76 37.60 33 ..09 34.72
;p Ale 6 0.80 0.00 0.81 0.88 0.78 0.04 0.04
I CL/NA 6 1.00 0.00 1.02 1.38 0.74 0 ..25 0.27
-'
1.0 NA/MG 6 3.85 0.00 3.87 4 ..28 2~70 0.57 0.60
-' 55 6 32 ..73 0.00 25.30 64.39 4.98 22.71 23.63
NC b 22.55 0.00 16.15 49.28 2.56 16.61 17.43
CONO/P 6 0.89 o 00 0.91 0.99 0.82 0.06 0.07
AMTH 7 0.00 5773:91 824.85 2;34.56 17.53 725.63 671.94AMTHNV 7 0.00 496'4.88 109.27 1 35.03 12.41 580.53 543.14
MHNA b 0.00 3827.07 637.84 2059.59 21.69 198.'t4 631.72
AMTK 6 0.00 61.97 13.66 29.20 0.91 11.08 11.b2
AMTCA 6 0.00 1099.83 183.31 627.8¥ 0.00 246.05 260.25
AMTMG b 0.00 994.73 165.79 490.4 5.86 191.20 200.61
AMTNrl4 6 0.00 952.90 158.82 507.28 11.85 190,,24 ~99.00
AMTCL 6 0.00 3843.43 640.57 1933 ..64 16.07 33.60 69.69
AMTF 6 0.00 200.73 33.40 105.34 0.00 51.92 54.48
AMTN03 6 0.00 14S0.o5 241.78 571.91 l8.50 195.64 205.27
AMTS04 6 0.00 4737.07 789.61 1532.09 172.82 580.42 608.98
AMTP04 b 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 ..00 0.00
AXSS04 6 0.00 4353:19 725.63 1484.85 111.+6 537.28 503.71AMTSS 6 0.00 4118.51 686.42 2132.80 17. :5 816.16 856.32AMTNC 6 0.00 28 7.99 473.00 1409.23 38.35 544.08 570.85
N=NUM8tR Of SAMPL.ES




CMPPT IN UtQ/SQ.M CO~UMN HAS UNITS Of eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT Of RAIN FOR
!tiE MtJN fH
Table 191.



































































































































































MONTHLV K.1NFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY INCOMPUS!T!ON AND OEPOSIIIUN A~OUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SItE 1~ DURING 03118.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 5 4.53 0 00
eOND 5 21.53 0:00CMPPT 5 0.00 2.84
H 5 29.41 0.00
HNV 5 28.02 0.00
NA 4 39.33 0.00
K 4 1.18 0.00
CA 4 13.41 0.00
MG 4 10.90 0.00
NH4 4 9.81 0.00
CL 4 44.40 0.00
F 4 0.81 0.00
N03 4 15.58 0.00
504 4 40.73 0.00
PQ4 4 0.00 0.00
X5504 4 36.16 V.OO
SAN 4 101.58 0.00
SCA 4 103.68 0.00
Ale 4 0.98 0.00CL/NA 4 1.13 0.00
NA/Mb 4 3.59 0.00
S5 4 48.97 0.00
NC 4 25.72 0.00COND/P 4 0.93 0.00
AMTH 5 0.00 630.06AMTHNV 5 0.00 194.96
AMTNA 4 0.00 1088.94
AMTK 4 0.00 32.74
AMTCA 4 0.00 311.33
AMTMG 4 0.00 303.39
AMTNH4 4 0.00 211.58
AMTCL 4 0.00 1229.22
AMTF 4 0.00 24.08
AMTN03 4 0.00 431.40
AMTS04 4 0.00 1127.21
AMTP04 4 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 4 0.00 1000.12
AMTSS 4 0.00 1355.82
AMTNC 4 0.00 112.16
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES
VOLWTA~=VOLUME wEIGHTEO AVERAGE.CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATIUS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN:UNwtlbHIEO AV£RAG~







MONTHLY RAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLV DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED ATKSC SIrE 19 DURING 04/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEY 95XC.L.PH 2 4.lt3 o 00 4.46 4.79 4.28 0.36 3.2~COND 2 52.45 0:00 52.75 54.50 51.00 2.47 22.24CMPPT 2 0.00 0.44 0.22 0.26 0.18 o 05 0.48H 2 37.45 0.00 34.35 52.48 16.22 25:64 230.45
HNV 2 34.45 0.00 31.00 51.29 ~g:~2 28.69 2~7.83NA 2 135.15 0.00 151.53 247.84 136.20 12 4.07K 2 6.87 0.00 7.02 7.91 6.1~ 1 26 11.36CA 2 b4.48 0.00 67.3b 84.33 50.40 23:99 215.64MG 2 29.1b 0.00 31.42 44.75 18.10 18.85 1&9.37~H4 2 18.14 0.00 77.34 82.05 12.&3 b.o6 59.90CL 2 110.67 o 00 119.71 172.87 06.55 75.18 67~.63F 2 5.81 0·00 6.32 8.95 3.b8 3.72 3 .45..N03 2 30.61 v.oo 36.94 38.87 35.00 2.14 24.60
):>- S04 2 117.84 0.00 118.05 119.30 116.80 1.77 15.88
I P04 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00
-' XSS04 2 106.58 0.00 105.85 110.18 101.51 6.13 55:09vo
w SAN 2 270.98 0.00 281.01 339.99 222.04 83.40 749.55SCA 2 351.23 0.00 309.03 473.07 264.38 148.00 1330.10Ale 2 0.77 0.00 0.76 0.84 0 ..72 0.09 0.78CL/NA 2 0.82 0.00 0.79 1.20 0.70 0.36 3.22NA/MG 2 ._~.~4 0.00 4.82 5.54 3.05 1..76 15 ..80S5 2 l~U.tJb 0.00 131.01 190.07 11.34 84;38 758.32NC 2 192.93 0.00 203.67 266.79 140.55 89.26 802.23COND/P 2 1.01 o 00 1.00 1.05 0.95 0.07 0.63AMTH 2 0.00 H>c'4: 95 82.48 135.30 29.65 74.71 61~.42AMTHNV 2 0.00 ~5~.tH 75.91 1~2.22 19.59 19.b4 11 .76AMTNA 2 0.00 9 .44 297.72 4 3.08 142.36 219.71 1914.51AMTK 2 O.GO 30.21 15.13 15.80 14.41 0.94.1 8.45AMTCA 2 O.GO 284.10 142.05 154.17 129.94 17.14 154.00AMTMG 2 0.00 128.40 64.23 81.61 46.ob 24.66 223.38AMiNrl4 2 0.00 344.31 172.15 211.54.1 132.77 55.10 500.57AMTCL 2 0.00 461.60 243.80 310.02 171.56 102.14 911.93AMfF 2 0.00 25 85 12.93 16.36 9.50 4.ij5 43.58AMTN03 2 0.00 161:31 80.65 90.24 71.06 13.56 12l·86AMTSU4 2 0.00 519.22 259.61 301.13 218.09 58.11 52 .67AMTP04 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00AXSSQ4 2 0.00 469.td 234.82 284.06 185.57 69.64 625.85AMTSS 2 0 ..00 532.50 206.25 348.57 183.93 110• 42 1046.21AMTNe 2 0.00 850.07 425.04 487.72 362.30 8.64 796.67
N=NUMBc.:R Of SAMPLES
VOLwTAv=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,CUND,CMPPT,ANO RATIOS
UEQISQ.M;MICROEQUI~ALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN;UNWEIGHrE~ AVERAGE
C~PPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS lOTAL AMOUNT OF kAIN FORHiE MuNTH
Table 193.































































































































































MONTHLY ~AINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSlTION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 19 DURING 05/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M
PH 5 4.51 0.00
COND 5 25.00 0.00
CMPPT 5 0.00 10.08
H 5 21.09 0.00
HNV 5 21.71 0.00
NA 4 42.22 0.00
K q 2.12 0.00
CA 4 12.03 0.00
MG 4 10.42 0.00
NH4 4 27.76 0.00
CL 4 49.43 0.00
F 4 0.84 0.00
N03 4 lb.98 V.OO
S04 4 33.30 0.00
P04 4 0.00 0.00
XSS04 4 28.28 0.00
SAN 4 100.55 0.00
SCA 4 121.71 0.00
AIC 4 0.83 0.00
CL/NA 4 t.17 0.00
NA/MG 4 4.05 0.00
SS 4 54.00 0.00
NC 4 40.50 0.00CONO/P 4 1.13 0.00
AMTH 5 0.00 2130.01
AMTHNV 5 0.00 2188.14
AMTNA 4 0.00 4237.78
AMTK 4 0.00 213.14
AMTCA 4 0.00 1207.08
AMTMG 4 0.00 1040.02
AMTNH4 4 0.00 2180.93
AMTCL 4 0.00 4901.02
AMTF 4 0.00 84.41
AMTN03 4 0.00 1704.43
AMTS04 4 0.00 3343.02
AMTP04 4 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 4 0.00 283~.30
AMTSS 4 0.00 542~.50










MONTHLY RAINfALL SUMMARY INCLUOING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITiON AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 19 DURI~G Ob178.
N VOLWTAV UE~/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95%C.L.
PH 8 4.b4 0.00 4.57 5.04 4.14 0.31 0.26
COND 8 15.93 0.00 18.35 47.bO 8.60 13.30 II· t oeMPPT 8 0.00 20.03 2.50 6 ..64 0.47 t.93 .61
H 8 22.72 0.00 26.85 72.44 9.12 21.85 18.23
HNV 8 19.21 0.00 23.51 69.18 7.06 20.77 17.33
NA 8 25.21 0.00 29.35 65.05 16.52 15.51 12.94
K 8 1.00 0.00 1.08 2.04 0.77 0.43 0.~6CA 8 5.b6 0.00 5.05 6.99 2.00 1.63 !:3~MG 8 5.53 0.00 6.50 15.88 3.29 3.99
NH4 8 7.35 0.00 5.47 14.97 1.11 5.29 4.41
CL 8 26.06 0.00 31.30 80.37 15.79 21.07 17.58
F .l3 0.35 0.00 0.59 4.74 0.00 1.67 1.40
N03 8 8.80 0.00 9.68 25.81 2.42 7.32 b.tl
504 8 22.23 0.00 24.13 62.04 9.37 18.00 15.02
P04 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 8 19.58 0.00 20.97 54.17 7.40 10.48 13.75
» SAN 8 57.47 O.()O 65.70 168.22 35.38 43.80 3b.54I SCA 8 07 .. 45 0.00 74.31 168.10 42.28 40.82 34.06....
\.0 A/C 8 0.85 0.00 0.88 1.00 0.76 0 ..08 0.07(J'l Cl/NA 8 1.03 0.00 1.07 1.22 0.89 0.12 0.10
NA/MG 8 4.56 0.00 4.52 5.07 4.13 0.34 0.28
SS Q 28.52 0.00 33.9~ 81.1.83 17.42 21.92 16.29vNC 8 16.22 0.00 13.5 25.52 9.20 5.59 4.67
CONDI? 8 1.06 0.00 i 00 1.13 0.99 0.06 0.05AMTH 8 0.00 4549.98 56 :75 1871.58 121.96 560.03 467.26
AMTHNV 8 0.00 3647.;3 480.90 1592.97 116.47 474.68 396.07AMTNA s 0.00 5049. -4 631.19 1645.79 247.84 469.32 391.60
M"TK 8 0.00 199.40 24.92 67.8t 9.57 19.71 16.45
AMTCA 8 0.00 1133.57 141.70 463.91 28.07 14&.45 122.20
AMTMG 8 0.00 1107.67 138.46 382.38 49.36 11 o , 3S 92.07
AMTNH4 8 0.00 1471.31 . 18~.91 994.()2 16.11 333.20 218.02
AMTCL 8 0.00 5223.28 b5 .91 1685.39 236.66 501.33 418.31
AMTF 8 0.00 71.05 8.88 71.05 0.00 25 ..12 20.96
AMTN03 8 0.00 1763.09 2§0.39 771.22 40.22 233.09 194.49AMTS04 8 0.00 4453.53 5 6.69 2129.17 119.00 652.51 544.45
AMTP04 8 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 '.00AXSS04 8 0.00 3921.36 490:17 1955.74 90.89 601.64 . 50 .01
AMTSS 8 0.00 5712.68 714.09 1858.99 261.28 550.68 459.46
AMTNe 8 0.00 3248.8t 406.10 1694.93 50.78 532.09 443.97
N:NUM8t.R Of SAMPLES




CMPPT IN UfQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS U~ITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 195.
MONTHLY ~AINFALL SUMMARV INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLV DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 1~ OURING 07/78.
N \lOLWTAV UE(,I/SQ.M MEAN HIGH ~OW ST.DEV 95XC.L,PH 10 4.24 0.00 4.22 4.66 .79 0.37 0.2
COND 10 .B.53 0.00 35.36 60.00 18.80 19.60 14.01CMPPT 10 0.00 21.67 2.17 5.28 0.26 1.49 1.07
H 10 56.91 0.00 59.13 162.18 13.80 41.26 33.7'1HNV 10 ~4.10 o 00 56.93 162.18 10.23 48.08 34.3bNA 10 41.14 0:00 44.22 61.74 24.35 12.95 9.26K 10 1.22 0.00 1.43 2.04 0 ..51 0.50 0.30
CA 10 8.63 0.00 11.13 18.96 2.99 5.71 4.08
~G 10 9.03 0.00 10.01 14.56 5.10 3.26 2.33NH4 10 2.61 0.00 5.10 21.07 0.55 6.16 4.40
CL 10 45.30 0.00 47.80 70.50 23.41 17.56 12.55
F 10 0.73 0.00 0.89 3.68 0.00 1.17 0.83
N03 10 19.11
" 00 23.94 59.52 10.81 itl.64 ~0.46S04 10 47.60 0·00 50.41 133.04 17.90 37·A3 6.54P04 10 0.00 0·00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. 0 0.00
XSS04 10 43.17 0·00 45.52 128.66 10.81 37.86 27.05SAN 10 112.95 0:00 123.04 238.63 84.40 47.75 34.13SeA 10 119.53 0.00 131.62 261.46 95.24 52.36 37.42A/C 10 0.94 0.00 0.93 1.01 0.68 0.05 0.04
):> CL/NA 10 1.10 0.00 1.08 ~.19 0.87 0.12 0.08
•
NA/MG 10 4.56 0.00 4.42 .21 3.92 0.37 0.26
--' 58 10 49.08 0.00 52.45 76.40 2~.82 18.98 13.56~ Ne 10 12.95 0.00 19.44 52.31 .69 14.12 10.09m COND/P 10 1.06 o 00 1.05 1.13 0.99 0.05 0.03Ah1TH 10 0.00 12330:36 1233.04 4816.56 95.27 1441010 1030.35AMTHNV 10 0.00 11722.35 1172.214 4810.56 81.09 144 .89 l~ll.91AM1NA 10 0.00 890.92 691.19 1367.45 130.85 515.08 &8.12
AM1K 10 0.00 264 79 26.48 41.33 j.03 14.26 10.19AMTCA 10 0.00 186t\:88 166.89 369.26 5 .33 110.87 79.24
AMTMG 10 0.00 1950.30 195.63 302.46 30.77 111.18 19.88
AMTNH4 10 0.00 565 85 i 6 • S9 133.06 21.83 33.69 ~4.01AMTCL 10 0.00 9614:95 9 1.49 1630.31 119.10 002.21 4 3.39AMTF 10 0.00 158.88 15.89 70.98 0.00 21.56 1 .41
AMTN03 10 0.00 4141.45 414.15 1030.16 92.75 286.93 205.0b
AMTS04 10 0.00 10350.76 1035.608 3837.45 114.51 1136.90 812.52
AMTPU4 10 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 10 0.00 9354:41 935.44 3710.25 80.94 1121.92 80t.81
AMTSS 10 0.00 10762 90 1076.29 1766.74 132.10 6Sb.79 409.39
AMTNC 10 0.00 2804:65 260.48 546.19 143.60 130.94 93.58
N:NUMBt;,R Of SAMPLES









MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
~SC SITE 19 DURING 08/78.
N \lOLWTA~ UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L.
PH 5 4.58 o 00 4.66 5.09 4.45 O.~7 0.33
COND 5 16.56 0·00 17.qa 23.20 11.80 4. 3 5.63CMPPT 5 0.00 5:57 1 • t 1 2.19 0.12 0.77 0.90
H 5 26.10 0.00 22.00 35.48 8.13 12.36 15.30
HNV 5 24.43 0.00 19.84 33.11 6.61 12.49 ~5.53
NA 5 43.73 0.00 47.91 75.22 36.52 16.09 0.00
K 5 1.64 0.00 1.84 2.81 1.28 0.61 0.76
CA 5 7.18 0.00 10.28 19.96 4.49 5.97 7.43
MG 5 10.69 0.00 11.32 18.01 7.32 4.01 4.98
NH4 5 1.87 0.00 2.33 4.44 0.55 1.59 1.97CL 5 51.21 0.00 55.05 89.11 38.07 20.52 25.51
F 5 0.33 0.00 0.21 0.53 0.00 0.29 0.36
NO.3 5 9.71 0.00 10.29 16.13 3.23 4.85 6.03
S04 5 24.71 0.00 23.15 33.73 13.95 8.15 10.14
P04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 19.66 0.00 17.62 28.72 7.22 8.92 11.09SAN 5 135.9& 0.00 88.70 114.71 57.46 21.69 26.97
SeA 5 91.20 0.00 95.68 123.56 b8.05 20.13 25.03
Ale 5 0.94 0.00 0.93 1.03 0.84 0.07 0.09
;:J>
CL/NA 5 1.17 0.00 1.15 1.28 1.04 0.10 0.12
N4!MG
-=- Q.C9 0.00 4.23 4.9<; 3.79 0.52 0.64
= 5--' S5 5l.1.32 0.00 59.46 97.18 41.99 22.38 27.82
\D NC 5 10 .. 78 U.OO 14.22 25.84 5.97 7.44 9.2~
" COND/P 5 0.90 0.00 0.98 1.13 0.62 0.20 0.2AMTH 5 0.00 1452.16 290.43 758.49 19.26 313 e28 389.49
AMTHNV 5 0.00 1359.44 271.89 724.35 13.32 300.77 373.94
A"'1 Tf'o./A 5 0.00 2Q32.79 486.56 913.08 56.34 302,,80 376.45
AMTK 5 0.00 91.26 18.25 33.51 2.42 11.04 13.73AMTCA 5 0.00 399.2q 79.85 ~06.70 23.70 32 .. 99 41.01AMTMG 5 0.00 594.73 118.95 41.13 12.60 81.8q 101.74
AMTNH4 5 0.00 104 28 20.86 41.84 3.81 16.23 ~0.18AMTCL 5 0.00 2849:47 509.89 1172.06 64.97 390.bl 4 3.08AMTF 5 0.00 18.13 3.03 11.51 0.00 5.~6 6.~4AMTN03 5 0.00 540 49 108.10 21;.71 15.71 94. 5 117. 6AI>1T804 5 0.00 1374:78 274.96 73 .81 32.88 278.91 346.76
AMTP04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSO'.t 5 0.00 1093.73 218.75 628.33 26.20 247.29 307.44
AMTSS 5 0.00 3022.28 b04.46 1179.70 71.66 395.12 491.23AI\1TNC 5 0.00 bOO.02 120.00 202.08 30.b8 68.22 84.81
N=NUMBtR Of SAMPLES
VOLwTA~=VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPT,AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ~M=MICROEgUIVALENTS/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNWElijHTED AVERAGE AMOUNTCMPPT iN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF CM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL OF t-tAIN FOR
yrlf MON TH
Table 197.
MONTHLY I'<AINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOS IT ION ANu OEPOSIIION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIJE 19 I)URING 09/78.
N 1I0L~TAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95~C.L.
PH 9 4.53 0.00 tt.44 4.90 4.10 0.28 0.21
COND q ~1.31 0.00 20.81 ttB.20 12.60 12.10 9.32
CMPPT q 0.00 11.b7 1.30 4.06 0.05 1.56 l·2OH 9 29.49 0.00 36.34 79.43 12.59 22.1tt 1 .05
HNV q 27.57 0.00 32.86 75.80 11.75 20.b7 ~5.9!NA 8 38.99 0.00 bO.l1 99.13 30.00 28.91 4.1
K 8 1.29 0.00 1.91 3.83 :: ,.51 1.07 0.89
CA 8 5.09 0.00 7.24 18.90 2.50 5.21 4.34
MG 8 9.23 0.00 14.00 23.20 7.16 b.70 5.59
NH4 8 3.04 0.00 6.79 29.94 0.55 9.81 8·l9CL 8 44.18 0.00 70.54 147.77 34.97 40.44 33. 4F 8 0.&2 0.00 0.26 2.11 0.00 0.71.4 0.~2N03 8 12.90 0.00 17.02 58.23 7.2b 17.11 14. 7
S04 8 ~5.15 0.00 33.13 &6.b2 12.28 19.03 Ib.38
P04 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 8 20.b8 0.00 26.33 54.74 7.99 17.58 14.67
»
SAN 8 82.91 0.00 122.82 282.40 61.28 73.1.47 bl.30
•
SCA 8 et .08 0.00 126.07 254.49 66.59 64.b6 53.9~
...... Ale 8 0.95 o 00 0.97 1.11 0.82 0.08 0.0~ CL/NA 8 1.13 0:00 1.17 1.49 0.94 0.16 0.13co NA/MG 8 tt.22 0.00 Lt.29 4.50 4.02 0.14 0.12
5S 8 48.06 0.00 73.03 128.08 38.70 36.06 30.09
NC 8 9.58 , 0.00 17.03 46.98 2.49 14.14 11.80
COND/P 8 1.07 0.00 0.99 1.13 0.82 0.11 0.09
AMIH 9 0.00 3440.12 382.24 1804.02 25.53 574.82 442.61
AMTHNV 9 0.00 3215.24 357.25 1722.83 21.73 548.64 tt2l.45
AMTNA 8 0.00 4521.51 565.19 1536.75 49.57 557.18 464.91
AMTK 8 0.00 149 22 18.65 72.60 1.91 24.36 ,0.33
AMTCA 8 0.00 590:85 73.86 274.45 5.75 93.45 7.97
AMTMG 8 0.00 1070.95 133.87 360.92 11.60 133.03 111.00
AMTNH4 8 0.00 352 94 44.12 209.03 4.1b 69.48 57.97
AMTCL 8 0.00 5124:38 640.55 1695.52 73.88 625.02 521.51AMTF 8 0.00 42 • 37 9.05 72.37 0.00 25.59 21.35AMTN03 8 0.00 14 b.58 167.07 770.71 ttt.Ol 257.36 214.73
AMT50tt 8 0.00 2911.06 3&4.63 1f.l67.16 33.31 484.18 403.99
AMTP04 8 0.00 o 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 8 0.00 2391:95 299.74 1338.48 23.81 442.,92 369.5b
AMTSS 13 0.00 5573.96 696.75 1670.16 b4.04 685.54 572.00
AMTNe 8 0.00 1111.50 138.94 558.58 22.04 190.73 159.14
N=NUMBtROf SAMPLES
MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FO~ PH,VOLWTAV=vOLUME WEIGHTED ~V£RAGE. UNITS ARE
CUNO,CMPPT AND RATIOS
UEQ/SQ.M=MICHOEQUIVALENTS/SQUARE METtR



























































































































MONTHLY KAINrALl SUMMAKY INCLUDING STArISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
CUMPOSiTION AND DEPOSITIUN AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SITE 19 DURING 10/78,
N VOL~TAV UEQ/SQ~M


















































































eMPPT iN UtQ/SQ~M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TDIAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 199.
MONTHL' RAiNFALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABIlITV IN ATCOMPOSLTIOI~ AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULlECTED
KSC SIIE 19 (JURING 11/78.
N VOlWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH lO~ Sf.DEV 95%C.l.
PH 6 4.61 0.00 4.41 4.76 4.10 0.28 0.29
COND 6 33.91 0.00 38.70 71.00 13.50 19.77 20.74
CMPPT b 0.00 2.45 0.41 1.12 0.06 0.40 0.42
H 6 24.45 0.00 39.14 79.43 17.38 24.61 25.82
HNV 6 21.62 0.00 34.11 69.18 15.85 21.17 22.21
NA 5 153.32 0.00 152.27 333.49 18.26 131.61 163.b3
K 5 3.97 0.00 4.19 a.il2 1.28 2.76 3.43
CA 5 12.99 0.00 13.11 24.45 ,.99 7.65 '1.52
MG 5 5L1.57 0.00 34.47 75.35 4.61 29.51 36.69
NH4 5 0.52 0,,00 0.22 1.11 0.00 0.50 0.62
CL 5 Ib2.35 0.00 161.13 343.76 20.30 137.21 170.67
F 5 0.25 0.00 0.63 1.58 0.00 0.69 0.85
N03 5 10.78 0.00 16.19 31.94 5.148 10.65 13.25
S04 5 33.89 o 00 40.14 84.32 18.74 20.24 32.02
P04 5 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 5 17.16 0.00 23.56 48.95 13.57 14.46 17.96
~ SAN 5 207.26 0.00 218.10 450.58 64.27 159.33 198.09, SeA 5 229.11 0.00 241.49 521.15 b9.63 18b.45 231.81~I Ale 5 0.90 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.87 0.05 0.070 CL/NA 5 1.06 0.00 1.06 1.15 0.90 0.10 0.12
NA/MG 5 4.44 0.00 4 42 4.46 3.96 0.21 0.20
55 5 179.07 0.00 177:73 379.16 22.39 15!.41 188.~5
NC 5 26.31 0.00 20.58 b2.55 6.87 2 .29 28. 6COND/P 5 0.96 0.00 0.96 1.03 0.84 0.07 0.09
AMlH 6 0.00 600.56 100.09 203.30 31.38 50.58 5'1.31AM HNV 6 0.00 530 92 88.49 181.19 26.71 51.05 5~.56
AMINA 5 0.00 3665:50 733.10 2482.20 33.67 990.71 123 .16AM K 5 0.00 95.02 19.00 54.19 2.35 20.29 25.23
AMTCA 5 0.00 310.48 62.10 195.12 14.72 74.90 93.12
AMTMG 5 0.00 826.45 165.29 556.91 6.49 223.13 277.41
AMTNH4 5 0.00 12.39 2.48 12.39 0.00 5.54 6.89
AM1Cl 5 0.00 3881.13 776.23 2Et18.04 31.43 1054.08 1310.49
AMTF 5 0.00 b.03 1.21 2.91 0.00 1.26 1.57
AMTN03 5 0.00 257.85 51.57 81.58 24.13 23.31 29.06
AM1S04 5 0.00 810.26 162.05 421.00 40.31 149.31 185.63
AMTP04 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 5 0.00 410.89 82.18 151.bl 36.45 44.32 5~.10
AMTSS 5 0.00 4280.89 856.18 2887.70 41.29 1162.65 144 .47
AMTNC 5 0.00 028.96 125.79 413.11 17.95 164.25 204.21
N:NUMBtR Of SAMPLES




AMOUNTCMPPT IN UEQ/SQ.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL OF RAIN FaR
THE MONTH
Table 200.
MONTHLt ~AINFALL SUMMA~Y INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILITY IN
COMPOSITION ANO DEPOSITION AMOUNf FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SIrE 19 UURING 12/78.
N VOLWTAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOW ST.DEV 95XC.L iPH 4 5.00 0.00 4.24 5.10 3.86 0.52 0.8
COND 4 26.00 0.00 50.55 96.50 25.00 31.53 50.14
CMPPT 4 0.00 1.04 1.91 7.44 0.03 3.&9 S 8&
H 4 9.90 0.00 56.97 138.04 1.94 57.20 90:95
tiNV ~ 8.49 0.00 46.39 114.81 b.76 47.79 15.98
NA 3 153.35 0.00 187.40 320.88 89.13 119.82 297.47
K 3 3.38 0.00 5.28 8.42 3.32 2.75 0.84
CA 3 7.77 0.00 10.13 21.96 7.48 7.64 18.96
MG 3 31.74 0.00 40.94 70. ·,4 20.65 26.37 &5.46
NH4 3 1.44 0.00 11.09 18.85 8~:4~ 9.08 22.53CL 3 144.37 0.00 193.20 349.12 137.72 341.89
F 3 0.06 0.00 1.93 5.26 0.00 2.90 7.20
N03 3 3.68 0.00 21.5} 39.52 3.06 18.23 45.20504 :5 24.63 0.00 93.2 179.26 22.28 79.56 197.51
P04 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o 00 0.00
):> XSS04 3 9.77 0.00 73.39 143.34 7.59 67:97 108.73
I SAN 3 1/3.24 0.00 310.43 574.03 168.53 228.51 567.30N SCA 3 207.57 0.00 327.40 518.89 199.84 217.81 SQO.740
--' A/C 3 0.63 i).00 0.95 0.99 0.83 0.08 0.21
CL/NA 3 0.94 0.00 1.03 1.09 0.94 0.08 0.19
NA/MG 3 4.83 0.00 4.58 4.84 4.32 0 ..26 0.6b
55 3 iS9.24 0.00 213.11 385.07 97.05 151 ..90 377.11
NC 3 38.44 0.00 47.67 55.78 38.13 8.91 22.13COND/P 3 0.97 0.00 0.91 0.97 0.84 0.07 0.17
AMTH 4 0.00 761.37 190.34 590.78 8.81 270 ..08 430.38
AMTHNV 4 0.00 648.84 162.21 502.84 6.84 230.09 3b5.84
AMTNA 3 0.00 11064.34 3888.11 11318.39 75.21 6435.55 15976.93
AMTK 3 0.00 257.40 85.80 246.64 3.45 139 .. 48 346.27
AMTCA 3 0.00 591.22 197.07 556.70 16.00 311.45 713.20
AMTMG 3 0.00 2414.22 804.74 23~7. 11 17.42 1327.24 3295.01AMTNH4 3 0.00 409 60 36.53 2.47 11.23 39.65 98.93AMTCL 3 0 .. 00 10 81:52 3&60.51 10b12.12 74.24 6021.80 1491.19.75
AMTF 3 0.00 4 88 1.63 4.44 0.00 2.4~ 6.01AMTN03 3 0.00 279:79 93.26 227.94 16.51 11&.8 290.13
AMTS04 3 0.00 1874.18 624.73 1656.88 6&.05 894.89 2221.05
AMTP04 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSSQ4 3 0.00 74l.i 19 248.06 564.83 58.41 276.11 685.47
AI"1T5S 3 0.00 12112:62 4037.54 11705.83 81.88 6642.04 10489.58
AMTNe 3 0.00 2924.1& 974.72 2835.68 (11.42 16ll.b4 4001.0&
N=NUM8tR OF ~A~PLES
MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,VOLWTAv=VQLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE
CUNO,CMPPT,AND RATfOS
UEQ/SQ.M;MIC~OEQUIVALEN S/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UI>jWI:. I bH lED AVERAGE


































































































































































MONTHLt ~AINfALL SUMMARY INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIABILI1Y INCOMPOS!TrOI~ AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT fOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED AT

















































































VOLWTAv=VOLUME wEIGHTEu AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT fOR PH,
UEQ/s8~~~M~~kb~Qc~eA~~~lg'SQUARE METEk
MEAN=UN~EIGHTED AVERAGECMPPT LN UEQ/SQ.M CULUMN HAS UNITS Of eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
THE MONTH
Table 202.
~O~THLY KAIN~ALL SUM~A~Y INCLUUING STAllSflCAL EVALUAI10N UF VARIABILITY IN
cnMPUSlfLOW ANJ UEPUSIlluN AMUUNT fUR CLtAN AN0 SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED Ar
KSC STIE 1~ U0kl~G O~/Iq.
t'~ iiULtyjA,/ LJE,,,,;SI~.,"1 I,IEAi\j HIGil LU~ ST.DEV 95~C.L
Pti ... 4.42 u .. uO 4.3'1 i~ • "7 !> 4.25 0 ..22 0 ..35
cor.o 4 j2.US v.V(J 5u.l.) 111. ':>0 22.00 41.28 65.03(;"lPPI 4 O.llu c.b! 0.72 1. 2.':'1 0.14 V.48 O.7b
rj 4 57.}b v .. vO 41. 1~ 56.~!> 18.62 11.12 27.22
I-j "J II 4 _S'S.51 V.UO ~S8.~'I 53 .. TO 17.35 16 .. 42 20.10
!'4A 4 nl.Sc? 0.00 1 eo. t t 560.02 38.70 253.23 402.64
K i~ c.er: v.uu 4.40 lO.9H 2.0 t. 4.39 6.98
[1\ 4 1,=,.06 v.vt) 17.<10 32. I~ 3 7.4b lu.~3 17.21
iVIG 4 18.0S 0.00 53.71 95.01 B.7l!. 41.v8 65.31
i\:r14 4 Ilj.~e V.V\) 14.83 21.02 10.55 S.Ol 7.96
CL 4 ljl • v1 u.UO 203.69 td 1.90 3b.9'. 285.97 454.09
f ij 3.5b v , no 3.95 6.42 0.53 3.29 5.23
i,;n .) I~ 1 I. J 4 o.vO 18.55 2t.1.08 16.13 4.12 6.55
SD4 4 .:>U • 'Ii) J.liO 71.uS 123. ,:{o 27.27 40.33 04.13
Pl14 u iI.OO v.00 o.o() 0.00 o.uu 0.00 o.uo
~::)S!)4 4 41 .73 \) • U 0 50.21 70.05 18.92 21.99 34.97
~A .:~ il lo<!.47 lJ.uu 297.9'1 7dS.v4 I1b.75 ~2'i.23 517.11~ SC i\ 4 1()9.3'1 V.l);) 21.f2.79 747.24 129.21 303.11 4151.'/'::>I
N ~\ 1 C q 1).'16 v.uo 1.0~ I.lib 0.89 (J.09 v.lq
0 eLI i\i Ii '-+ 1 • 1 C \).00 1 • 1 .$ 1.27 O.9S 0.13 0.21w
f': i\ I Nib Ii 0. l;;,.) I. 111\ c; "2. ....... c, H<.I -t 01 il HO 1.42~ ..... '- \): l; 0 ...... .J'-I' ..,J. '_' 40:75 316:39ss 14 '14.1/ 22.$. 42 b91.(J5 503.06
i'iC
-4 52.f~b u.oo 28.25 s«, 17 l:h03 10.18 10.19
C:J",D;P It 0.97 u.oO 0.98 l.u2 0.9.$ 0.04 0.06
A:·j T I-j 1.4 ll.Ot) 10/:)4.41 271.10 lIBl.::>! 51.09 178.43 21:$3.70
A"11 M:'1V q v.Ou tv21d2 25'5.3':> 459.63 46.59 171.10 272.06
t~f"'T NA Ll ;).\)O 234.$.~2 585.8B 935.91 306.23 315.92 502.32
{Vii I ri i~ d .. OO 75.~1 18.83 26.17 12.1tj 0.35 10.10
4 '''1TCA 4 0 .. U\) 432.'-19 108.12 2 <l9. 31~ 44.60 94.9b 150.ge
A'vlT"'iG Ll \i • 0 () 51b.t>4 129.07 239.25 74.14 t t n : 123.')0
I), ,"11 ,\, tj!.1 ,~ \) • 0 Ij 412.9 l ! 103.24 134.'J6 10.01 5tl.~O 92.')4
Aivn CL :4 i\.UCJ 2610.34 654.09 1iJ40.S8 310.32 .355.tt9 5b5.22
,'.\ :VII F 1-1 u.ou IOc.16 2S.b9 72.1U 5.07 31.55 SU.lh
p, "A I r\jl) 3 I~ I).UO 48~.45 122.36 221.13 ~n.93 78.51.i 124.81
6. !viT SO i4 I{ O.tJi) l i"64.l!.8 366.07 490.c5 109.70 143.89 22d.7b
£; "iT PU4 I.. (I.Uv u.vo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.UlJ
1\ XSSU4 0. ().O0 t 190.':l3 299.65 45"7.70 ~O.35 173.58 275.99
/.\"11 :::>0 ... i).va 20':>0.16 712.64 11 l! 1 . 70 348.90 4UI.Uti 657. ob
,,{vi II\)L f. (1.(1\) "nc. 1 q 23~.OS 43/.1i7 17.92 114.30 277.13
:\! =1·1U !'I ii L k (Jt SA-1PLf::~j
vUL ,,\/ I A v:=.. U L UIV, {- .'it 1GtiT Eu Avt.Rt\GE.. UNIT ::> 04 R t. JIICf.l:IJ[,}U! VtiLEN rS/L llU< EXCE.PT Fur< Pd,
CLJ i l i./ , L- I,',fJ!~ I , A I~ I} RAI IdS
\: f ,d ;:i'J • 1-: ;;'-.J:l C,,; :1 L" 'J 1 V II LE1\ r ';:) 10 IJ u Ii, f~ E ,v,E.rth
011-_" !'.::.: UI', I:i LIt, r i It;) il, Vt.. K AI; r.
L':f-'t-' I .ll'! I.! t. \~ I ~) " • '/! CI.'LU"';\; HAS U·'d 1S I) f C(I. A'll) t<tPKE::>tl',d S rJ1AL ,IU-ilJUN r I jf kAIN F-iK
1,;E ;..l tJ ~\.; l ~~
Table 203.
MONTHLY RAINFALL SUMMA~Y INCLUDING STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF VARIA~ILITY IN
COMPOSiTiON AND DEPOSITION AMOUNT FOR CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED AT
KSC SrlE 1~ OURING 03/79.
N VOL~rAV UEQ/SQ.M MEAN HIGH LOw ST.DEV 95XC.L,
PH 3 4.02 0.00 q.53 4.17 4.32 0.23 0.5
COND 3 23.35 0.00 74.33 161.00 17.00 76.35 189.55
CMPPl 3 0.00 2.32 0.77 2.09 0.07 1.14 2.84
H 3 23.77 0.00 29.43 41.~b 10.98 16.29 40.44
HNV 3 19.22 0.00 34.64 44.67 16.60 15.66 38.88
NA 2 40.67 0.00 120.44 213.05 27.83 130.97 1177.10
K 2 1.85 0.00 7.02 13.02 1.02 8.48 76.25
CA 2 2.01 0.00 15.72 30.94 0.50 21.52 193.44
MG 2 10.06 O.vO 38.05 69.84 0.25 44.96 404.10
NH4 2 5.09 0.00 16.08 28.63 3.33 18.03 162~07
CL 2 45.90 0.00 126.05 219.11 32.99 131.01 1182.79
F 2 5.50 0.00 3.68 5.79 1.58 2.98 26.75
N03 2 12.38 0.00 19.11 26.94 11.29 11.06 99.43
S04 2 26.29 0.00 51.22 80.16 22.28 40.93 367.83
P04 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
XSS04 2 21.62 0.00 38.28 51.61 18.94 27.34 245.14SAN 2 90.10 0.00 200.32 328.29 12.35 180.97 162b.47.~ SCA 2 83.88 0.00 217.51 372.&6 62.37 219.41 1971.91~ Ale 1.07 0.00 0.92 1.16 0.88 0.20 1.77
o CL/NA 2 1.13 0.00 1.05 1.19 1.03 0.11 1.00~ NA/MG 2 3.81 0.00 3.17 4.45 3.05 0.99 8.90S8 2 ~O.22 0.00 138.82 241.68 35.95 145.47 1307.41
NC 2 10.67 0.00 58.48 113.99 2.97 78.50 705.54
CONO/P 2 1.07 0.00 0.99 1.08 0.89 0.14 1.21
AMTH 3 0.00 551.70 183.92 490.82 26.53 265.61 659.91
AMTHNV 3 0.00 446.23 148.74 347.48 32.11 172.97 429.42
AMTNA 2 0.00 915.53 457.16 582.63 332.89 116.59 1587.08
AMTK 2 0.00 41.73 20.86 21.38 20.34 0.13 6.59
AMTCA 2 0.00 56.79 29.39 48.34 10.45 26.79 240.61
AMTMG 2 0.00 240.02 120.01 130.90 109.12 15.40 138.37
AMTNH4 2 0.00 114.&9 57.35 09.65 45.05 17.40 15b.3~
AMTCL 2 0.00 1033.18 516.59 090.81 342.37 246.39 2214.37
AMTF 2 0.00 123.68 61.84 121.21 2.47 83.97 754.63
AMTNOl 2 0.00 278.49 139.25 236.41 42.09 137.40 1234.88
AMTS04 2 0.00 591.68 295.84 466.43 125.25 241.26 2168.25
AMTP04 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AXSS04 2 0.00 486.59 243.30 396.58 90.02 216.77 1948.18
AMTSS 2 0.00 1130.~9 505.19 752.76 377.63 265.26 2383.96
AMTNC 2 0.00 240.36 120.18 118012 62.24 81.94 136.38
N=NUMtitN OF SAMPLES
vOLWTAV=VOLUME ~EIGHTED AVERAGE. UNITS ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT FOR PH,
CUND,CMPPf,AND RATIUS
UEQ/SQ.M=M1CHOEQUIVALENT5/SQUARE METER
MEAN=UNN~I~HrED AVERAGECMPPl IN utQ/SW.M COLUMN HAS UNITS OF eM AND REPRESENTS TOTAL AMOUNT OF RAIN FOR
'ME MUNfH
Table 204.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
8Erw~E~ SELECTEU RAIN COMPONENTS t ALL UN11SARE ~ICROEQUIVALENrS/LITER ExCEPt C~=
eM PRECIPITATION ANO AMT=MICROEWUIVALENTS/SY.
~ErEH.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIMlY SA~PlES COLLECTED
UUHING 01177 AT All KSC SIrES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-PH. CORN.COfF. NO.
H/!\jUS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
rllS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
H/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/I\IU,StXSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
H/SA 1.015 2.442 0.998 7
HNV/SA 0.933 2.192 0.998 7
rjl TA 0.733 2.084 0.996 7
,(SLAI XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 I)
XSCA/N03 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/X8S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 I)
LOGH/lOGCM -0.410 1.607 -0.873 7
lOGNA/lOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
lOGXSK/lUGCIIII 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXCA/LUGCM 0.000 o.ouo 0.000 0
LL)GXI"lG/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGf/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
lOGN03/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
l)(SSU/.t/lUGLM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
88/"1U3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CUI'4D/H 0.475 0.659 o.QS8 7
CO/llO/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
COi'4D/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
'''lG/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
i\lH4/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NH4/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
;;J03/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
,\lU31 XSSOI.4 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
FIXSS(.l4 0.000 0.000 i,).oou 0
Ar"'TH/CM 203.821 167.126 0.945 7
A"'ll NU3/Cl"1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A!YllXSSU4/CI"1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-205
Table 205.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MX+B8ETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPTCM=
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 08/77 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLOP£ V-hiT. CURR.COfF. NO.
ri/NO.> 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SU4 0.000 O.OOU 0.000 0
H/XSS04 0.000 V.vOl> 0.000 0
H/N03tXSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
ri/F 0.000 0.000 O.O{)O ()
H/SA 1.078 -0.6t?8 \).990 19
riNV/SA 0.971 -1.042 0.989 19
HilA 0.805 -1.063 0.960 19
XSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 (J.OU() 0
XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 o.oou 0
XSCA/NLJ3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 _._"'"
XSCA/f 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGH/LUGCM 0.072 1.095 0.074 41
LOGI\l~~/lOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXCA/lOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXf"lG/Ll.JGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGNU3/LOGCM 0.000 0.000· 0.000 0
LXSSOi.4/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NlH 0.000 0.000 O.oou 0
COND/H 0.306 15.802 0.453 38
CDND/N03 0.000 0.000 0.1)00 0
CUNDI)(SSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
"'GINA 0.000 0.000 0.000 lJilJH4/S(l4 0.000 v.OOO 0.000 0
Nt14/). S S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 ()
!\Ju3/S!J14 0.000 o.uOO 0.000 0
NU3/XS~04 0.000 0 ..000 0.000 0
F/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
IV-HH/Civ'j 400.538 -c21.5b9 0.694 41
A "·'t f I\JJ3/(.:"1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0




LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT~MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEA~ AN0 SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 09/77 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
HhJO.5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
hISU~ 0.000 0.000 0 ..000 0
rl/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/NU3+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
rl/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SA 1.0tH -2.026 0.994 29
HNV/SA 1.033 "3 ...$7U 0.994 25
HilA 0.7'10 -3.021 0.968 29
XSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/xSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
"..--., XSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 (1.000 0
XSCA/X5SLJ4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/F u.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
LUGH/LUGCM -0.403 1.287 -0.009 43
LUGNA/LOGcr"1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LO£;XSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXCA/LOGCfIil 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXMG/l.UGCM u.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
LOGf/LlJGCM v.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
LOGN03/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LXSSU4/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
S5/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/f 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/xSSLJ4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NU3 u.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
CUNO/Ii 0.510 14.792 0.b1S 40
CLlNO/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CLJND/XSSLJ4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
I\IiG/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
I\lH4/S(J4 0.000 o.oou 0.000 0
\It-ll..j/ XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.0(1) 0
'''LJ3/~OL. 0.000 0.000 (J.OOO ()(\lLdl xS':>Oi.l 0.000 0.000 O.uOO I)
F/XS004 0.000 u.ooo v.Out) u
AfliJ H/OI 95.643 'd9.067 0.78'1 43
Ai"!l 1\lu3/Ci>l! 0.000 o.ouo 0.000 U
AMlXSS(J4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-207
Tbale 207.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
BEIWtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEUUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 10/17 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/x SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COfF. r\iO.
HIND.> 2.634 4.003 0.979 17
H/S04 1.045 5.891 0.711 1"1
rll XSS04 1.462 1.458 0.861 17
t1/N03i-XSS04 1.003 ·0.689 0.935 11
H/F 6.132 27 •.31 7 0.572 17
HiS A 0.979 2.606 (J.997 22
HNV/SA 0.952 0.858 ().99b 22
HilA 0.110 -2.097 0.987 22XSCA/xSK 1.473 5.335 0.452 17
XSCA/X~M(; 0.046 7.848 0.055 1 7
XSCA/NLJ3 0.412 1.152 0.930 17
;<SCA/XSS04 0.239 0.430 O.b55 17
XSCA/F 1.076 4.420 0.610 1 7
LUGH/LUGCM -0.407 1.535 -0.406 25
LOGtllA ILOGC fYl -0.135 1.803 -0.139 17
LUGXSK/LllGCM -0.505 0.042 -0.499 11
LUGXCA/lOGCM -0.587 0.749 -0.659 17
LOGXf\olG/LOGCM -0.321 0.492 -0.362 1 7
LUGF/LUGCI'1 -0.366 0.321 -0.366 11
LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.562 1.040 -0.614 17
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.301 I.Q09 -0.475 17
SS/H -0.250 101.290 -0.118 17SS/F·
-5.B60 108.810 -0.259 17
SS/XSSU4 1.191 51.780 0.332 17
SS/NU3 -0.424 96.421 -0.075 17
CUNO/H 0.390 26.124 0.616 25
CUi\lO/NU3 0.894 19.110 v.b41 17
CUND/XSSU4 0.746 10.358 0.848 17
CL/NA 0.864 1.005 0.979 U
:VlGI NA 0.116 7.145 O.B05 11
NH4/SU4 0.263 2.0M4 0.724 17
NH4/XSS04 0.346 1.064 0.824 17
NU3/;J(j4 O.IW2 1i.515 0.736 1 7
~U3/)(SS04 0.552 -O.tJ72 0.875 17
f/XSSU4 O.Ub3 1.311:1 0.398 17
Ai"l ft-l/C/'i1 75.671 324.787 0.261 25
~\'''lr~\iU3/C~i 9.825 129.715 0.113 17
Ai\ltl X:)SLJ4/CM 126.211 149.352 0.716 17
A-2GB
Tahle 208.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+8
BETwtEN SELECTED RAIN CO~PUNENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUfVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PNECIPITA ION AND A~r=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED





























































































































































LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
tiETwEEN SELECTED WAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM:
C~ PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEWUI~ALENTS/SQ.
METEk.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 12/77 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
'fIX SLOPE V-INT. CURR.COEF. NO.
H/MH 1.125 1~.770 0.58/ 51
H/SO" 0.783 3.~Oq 0.857 51
H/XS::;04 0.974 ~.252 0.954 51
..lINO.HXSS04 0.650 4.095 u.898 51
H/F -2.125 27.93~ ·0.101 51
H/SA 0.913 0.724 0.976 27
HN\lISA 0.892 3.171 0.97£1 27
HilA 0.055 5.210 0.903 27
XSCA/XSK 3.442 2.754 0.390 51
XSCA/XSMG 0.284 3.230 0.220 51
XSCA/NU3 0.589 -2.458 0.923 51
XSCA/XSS04 0.215 -1 •.H8 0.632 51
XSCA/F -0.262 4.027 ·0.000 51
LOGH/LUGCM -0.180 1.300 -0.294 04
LUGNA/\..OGCM -0.131 1.512 ·0.104 51
LOGX::IK/LUGCr-1 -0.243 -0.218 -0.211 51
LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.995 0.197 -0.b36 51
LUr;Xr'tG/LOGCM -0.679 -0.083 -0.370 51
LOGF/LOGCM O.O~l 0.036 0.069 51
LUGNU3/LUGCM -0.720 0.821 -0.705 51
LXSSLl£ULOGCM -0.403 1.204 -0.354 51
SS/H 0.053 00 •.313 0.014 51
SS/F -2.034 62.70e, ·0.041 51
SS/X~SLl4 v.654 1.lt:>.845 0.170 51
SS/NUS l.b93 43.459 0.234 51CUND/H u.511 7 • 22/~ 0.731 59
CUNO/NU3 0.719 11.B67 0.57S 51CLlNi.)/X&SU4 O.4ti2 7.916 0.125 51CL/NA 0.873 8.44~ 0.985 51
iVIG/NA O.23L~ 0.144 0.997 51
i\H"l4/ S(J4 0.122 0.245 O.05d 51
IIJH4/XSS04 0.141 0.352 0.700 51
i'JU3/~U4 0.317 1.202 o. bb 'I 51
,\lU31 )(5:>04 0.352 2.237 0.662 51
F/XSSU4
-0.015 0.82ti -0.187 51
A,'\liTri/CM 143.032 70.019 0.508 64
M'il NU3/Cf·1 34.308 40.274 0.420 51
A1<Ij rxSSU4/C!Vi 99.592 101.010 0.355 51
A-210
Table 210.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y;MX+ti
tiEl wEEN SELECTEO HAlh COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRuEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM:CM P~ECIPITATION AND A~r:MICROtQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MElER.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTv SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 01/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
!i/N03 2.1.I38 -2.861 0.945 32
I1/S04 O.7'd -5.400 O.. 86C? 3C?
H/xSS04 0.961 -6.025 0.947 32
rt/N03+xS$04 0.711 -5.751 0.953 32
ri/F 37 ..633 30 .. 845 0.338 32
rilSA 1.044 4.18b 0.688 b
I1NV/SA 0.696 36.070 0.502 6
til TA 0.490 3rl ..062 O.57~ 6
X;;)CA/XSK 0.300 15.816 0.05'> 32
XSCA/XSMG 1.502 B.676 0.753 32
~'.. XSCA/I~U3 0.320 11.085 0.321 32X$CA/XSS04 0.125 10.B42 0.311 32
XSCA/F -1.975 16.194 -0.040 32
LUGH/LOGCM -0.101 1.318 -0.163 33
LOGNA/LOGCf'1 -0.605 1.650 -0.577 32
LOGXSK/lOGCM -0.129 0.006 -0.165 32
LOGXCA/LOGCM -1.056 0.610 -0.781 32
LOGXJII1G/LOG(.t'" -0.760 0.318 -0.608 32
LOGF/LUGCM -0.040 -0.020 -0.174 32
LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.453 0.975 -0.510 32
LXSS04/LOGCM -0.547 1.3(j3 -0.603 323S/H 0.260 87.891 0.009 32
SS/F -LJ.899 97 •.H1 -0 ..012 32
SS/XSSU4 0.728 66.763 O.lb5 32
SS/NtJ3 2.413 59.844 0 ..246 32
eDNO/1i 0.386 15.379 0.610 33
COND/NLJ3 1.202 4 ..982 0.735 32
COND/X~SU4 0.4b3 9.278 0.706 32
CL/NA U.995 -0.540 0.997 32
M(,INA 0 ..248 -0.099 0.995 32
ilirl4/S04 0.175 3.303 O.83l.1 32
i\jri4/XSt>04 0.206 3 ..579 0.879 32
N03/S(l4 0.332 -1.375 o.'1:B 32
1",031 xS;;i[J4 O.3tjS -0.591 0.901 32
F/XSSU4 u.OO3 -0 ..034 u.340 32
AMTH/Ci"1 "/4.243 180.180 0.358 33
AflilTNU3/CM 26.354 80.l.H 0.332 32
Al"IT XSSOLI/Ci"1 28.035 248.682 0.11.17 32
A-211
Table 211.
LINf-AR CORRELATION ~ASED ON Y;MX+8
~ETNtEN SELECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LlfER EXCEPT eM:
eM PkECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME 1£1-(.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRrv SAMPLES COLLECTED
UUklNG 02/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/x SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NO.5 1.153 32.230 O.7b'::J 34
H/S04 0.392 30.50B 0.721 34
ti/XSSOLi 0.701 21.025 0.81b 34
h/N03tXSS04 0.455 24.250 0.815 34
ti/F
-0.851 48.189 -0.050 34
rilSA 0.848 8.460 0.959 34
tiNV/SA 0.1'38 4.255 0.961 _~4
H/J A -0.002 1.10.259 -0.017 54
XSCA/XSt<. 1.471 3.895 0.241 .34
XSCAI XS""G 0.087 3.997 0.227 54
XSCA/NLJ.3 0.191 1.810 0.449 .~4
XSCA/XSSU4 0.087 1.072 v.361 34
.-._-........XSCA/F 3.274 "2.27/j U.bI'jO 34
LUGH/LUt;CM -0.151 1.053 -0.647 48
LUGNA/LOGCM 0.071 1.326 0.050 34
LLJGXSK/LuGCM -0.123 -V.267 -0.137 34
LUG.(,;A/UJGCM -0.136 0.499 -0.129 34
LOGXi'o16/LOGCM 0.019 O.u64 v.012 34
LOGF/LuGCM 0.095 0.078 O.21B 34
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.444 1.005 -0.581 34
LXSSU4/LJGCM -0.242 1.568 -0.555 345S/H 4.026 -125.761 0.509 34
SS/F 15.412 58.112 0.114 34
SS/XSSLJ4 5.855 -158.045 0.802 :$4
SS/ll/u3 10.274 -74.154 0.863 34
CUNu/H o.et 1 -4.851 0.535 48CUNI)/NU.3 2.452 -2.870 0.928 34
CUf\lOlxSSU4 1.415 -23.125 0.939 34
CL/NA 0.731 11.389 O.99lJ 34
'JiG/fIIA 0.217 1.595 0.996 ~4
,m4/SQI.l 0.021 4.762 0.171 ~4
,\jHl.Il XSj(l4 0.022 t•• 827 v. 11 7 34
\lC!3/SD4 0.333 -1.108 0.923 34
,'111)31 xSSU4 0.519 -0.200 0.911 3f.j
f/xS.sU4 o.oos O.46.s ().lOI.l 34
,\,v; "fH/C i"j 329.4'18 8b.Sb4 O.95tl 40
A,v'T;\JU3/Ci"t 40.093 98.910 0.521 34
Alv,l ",sSU4/Ci"i 294.101 50.301 v.958 34
A-212
Table 212.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MXt~
BETwEEN SELECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS t ALL. UNITSARE MICROE~UIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM=
eM PKECIPITATION AND AMT=~ICROEQUIVALE~rS/SY.
METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTL¥ DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 03/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
¥/X SLOPE Y-INI. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/N03 O.98B 14.995 0.991 45
rllS04 0.972 11.566 O.t?32 45
H/xSS04 0.973 10.990 0.211 45
H/NO.H.l\SS04 0.937 '-10.940 O.98tl 45
H/F 10.815 42.524 0.10'2 tl5
H/SA 0.878 6.0bU O.90tl 24
HNV/SA 0.927 0.733 0.970 24
HilA 0.582 3.560 0.916 24
XSCA/XSK 11.110 5.0<11 0.762 45
XSCA/X:>MG 3.592 e.l37 O.1I:H 4S
~, XSCA/NLJ3 0.011 IS.171!. 0.084 45
x$CA/xSSU4 0.407 0.864 0.693 45
XSCA/F 1.409 14.320 0.104 45
LUGH/LUGCM -0.382 1.4t?3 -(J.496 50
LOGf\lA/L.OGC~i -0.859 1.388 -0.630 45
LUGXSK/LOGCM -0.345 -0.150 -0.258 45
LUGXCA/LOGCM -1.218 0.800 -0.801 45
LuGXMl,/LUGCilil -0.814 0.241 -0.057 45
LOGF/LUGCM -0.245 0.018 -0.341 45
LOGNU3/l0GCM -0.873 1.095 -0.094 45
LXSS04/LOGCM -O.5.H 1.397 -0.644 45
Sti/H 0.107 54.809 0.211 45
SS/F 8.363 52.929 0.157 45
SS/XSS04 0.915 27.306 0.394 45
SS/NU3 0.01:$1 57.0b9 0.173 45
COND/ti 0.414 13.114 0.970 50
CUNO/NU3 0.407 18.070 0.966 45
COND/xSS04 0.610 11.327 0.313 45
CL/NA 1.244 -5.1LJ9 0.978 4~
ivIG/NA U.208 0.700 0.984 45
NH4/SQ4 0.353 -2.0£11 0.864 45
rm4/ XSSU4 o•.H~8 -1.341 0.862 4~
tlJU3/~U4 0.b35 11.0do 0.151 45
NU3/XS~04 0.600 15.914 0.13U 45
F/XSS04 u.002 0.8U8 u.051 4C,
AMTH/Cf\<l 112.827 174.048 0.348 50
AMTNU3/CM 4.072 1&1.028 0.016 45
A/'IIT XSSU4/Ctvl 115.303 144.533 0.515 45
A-213
Table 213.
Ll~~AR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+H
BElw~EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM=
eM PHECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEA~ AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECfED































































































































































LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtb
BETw~ENSELECTEU RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUlvALENrS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMl:MICkOEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEr£r<.
CLEAN AND SLIGhTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 05/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE Y-INT. Ctlt"<K.Cucf. «o,
HINDS 0.144 34.'1.$7 0.16'..) 52
t1l504 0.375 Ib.923 v.570 52
H/XSS04 0.404 19.363 O.~~5 52
H/NO.hXSS04 0.202 23.11.3 0.463 '..)2
H/F -1.473 41.903 -0.085 52
H/SA 0.89b 3.116 0.974 43
HNV/SA 0.953 -4.341 0.983 43
11/1A 0.442 6.026 0.814 43
XSCA/X~K 5.043 11.298 u.439 52
XSCA/XSMG 7.61b 3.112 0.830 52
XSCA/NU3 0.639 3.066 0.563 52
,~ XSCA/XSS04 0.543 -3.893 0.633 52
XSCA/F 7.b84 11.205 0.360 52
LOGH/LOGCM 0.386 1.491 0.525 62
LOGNA/LOGCM -0.249 1.572 -0.418 52
LOGXSK/LUGCM -0.260 0.229 -0.342 52
LOGXCA/LOG(.M -0.575 1.174 -0.629 52
LOG)( fIIlG/ Ll.JGC fill
-O.6?8 0.197 -0.557 52
LuGF/LUGCM -0.0':>2 0.174 -0.111 52
LOGN03/LOGCM -0.424 1.4..$0 -0.838 52
LXSS04/LuGCM -0.244 1.649 -0.553 52
SS/H -0.110 58.854 -0.065 52SS/F 4.83& 47.097 0.lb5 52
SS/XSSUtl 0.282 40.345 0.247 52
SS/NU3 0.605 ~5.317 0.400 52
CUNO/H -0.151) 45.07e!. -0.1813 62
CUi\J{)/NU3 0.446 20.083 0.797 52
CUI'lJD/XSSU4 O.c79 20.797 0.661 ':>2
CL/i\tA 1.002 5.716 0.982 52
r>o'lGI l\iA 0.264 0.443 0.970 52
N~"41SU4 0.243 26.701 0.273 52NH4/XS::'04 0.240 2?j.061 O.26c! 52
NU3/S(J4 0.429 7.963 v.587 52
!\j031 XS004 O.42S 10.369 O.':>td :,2
F/XSSU4 0.013 0.855 0.343 ':>2
Arv\TH/CM 354.28,:' 19.3 /4 0 0.928 62
AI"IlNU3/Cl"i 123.681~ 1.$4.193 0.805 52
A'''''11 XSSU4/CiV, r!.75.07,1~ 184.445 O.7iH 52
A-215
Table 215.
LINEAR CORRELATION ~ASED ON Y=MXt8
aErW~EN SELECTEO RAIN COMPONEN1S. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVAlENT5/LITER EXCEPT eM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUl~ALENTS/5Q.
METEH.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING Ob/78 AT ALL K5C SITES ARE INCLUDED.
YI)( SLOPE '(-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/N03 1.875 6.653 0.933 9S
11/504 0.964 ~.b1t> 0.952 95
H/X5S0'4 1.040 5.421 0.906 95
H/NU3+XSS04 0.b9v 5.4111 0.909 95
H/F 8.137 3t>.083 O.33u 95
H/SA 0.9b8 2.500 0.983 40
HIIJV ISA 0.940 -1.711 0.967 40
HIlA 0.b08 5.835 0.872 t.Ib
xSCA/XSK 1.078 C).Bot 0.008 95
XSCA/XSMG -0.557 d.893 -0.321 95
XSCA/NlJ3 0.485 0.325 0.892 95
XSCA/XSS04 0.247 0.237 0.848 95
XSCA/F 0.998 8.077 0.150 95
LOGH/LOGCM -0.283 1.498 -0.425 99
lOGtliA/LOGCM -0.320 1.375 -0.468 95
LOGXSK/LOGCM -0.355 -0.141 -0.405 95
LUGXCA/LOGCM -0.379 0.7"77 -0.474 95
LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.395 -0.105 -0.441 95
LOGF/LUGCM -0.150 0.051 -0 .. 503 95
LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.342 1.10B -0.490 9S
LXSS04/LOGCM -0.225 1.389 -0.309 95
33/H O.4bO 19.204 0.361 95SS/F 4.279 35.532 0.130 95
SS/XSSU4 0.615 17.095 0.449 95
SS/N03 1.173 17.895 0.458 '15
COl\lD/H 0.888 -8.691 0.797 99
CUNDIN03 1.026 7.4113 0.929 95
CONO/XSS04 O.5bO 5.818 0.958 95
CL/NA 1.094 -0.413 0.990 9S
!"1G/NA 0.119 3 ...H 1 0.693 95NH4/SQt4 0.501 -7.101 0.648 95
i\jH41 xSS04 U.493 -5.027 0.599 95
:\103/ SCl4 0.410 -0.484 0.932 95
NU3/XSS04 0.500 0.155 0.933 95F/XSSO.. 0.012 0.190 0.271 95
Af\'IT HIe tvl 281.397 43.470 0.802 99
MHNU3/CM 106.222 17.095 0.873 95
MitT XSS04/CIlII 234.700 32.53b 0.855 95
A-21 5
Table 216.
LINEAR Cu~RELArION bASED ON Y=MX+ti
BEfwtEN S~LECTEO k.lN COMPONtNTS. ALL UNITS
ARE ~ICROEQUrVALENTS/LlrE~ EXCEPT c~=
eM PRECIPITATION A~O A~T=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SW.
METER.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY OIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED































































































































































LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPUNENTS, ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPt C~=
CM PHECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQU!VALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 08/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/N03 1.030 1£1.511 O.b61 50
I1/S04 1.140 0.503 O.8bb 50
H/XSti04 1.199 3.792 0.928 50
rl/N03+XSS04 O.t>'H~ 2.856 0.895 50
ti/F 0.242 39.435 0.101 50H/SA 0 .. 974 4.782 0.895 32HNV/SA 0.968 1.542 0.887 32
HilA u.569 11.312 0.828 32
XSCA/XSK 1.102 5.536 0.455 50XSCA/X::iMG 1.026 5.233 0.505 50
XSCA/NiJ3 0.389 1.202 0.754 50XSCA/XSSlJ4 0.108 3.515 0.447 50
xSCA/F 1.121 6.557 0.098 5v
LOGH/LUGCM 0.072 1.522 0.173 51
LOGNA/LOGCM -0.586 1.372 -0.745 50
LOGXSK/LOGLM -0.408 -0.131 -0.590 50
LDGXCA/LUGCM -0.286 0.760 ·0.631 50
LUGXMG/lOGCM -0.203 -0.072 -O.29b 50
LOGF/UJGCM 0.003 -0.040 O.ulo 50
LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.216 J.092 -0.493 50
LXSSU4/LOGl.M -0.031 1.403 -0.065 50SS/H ·O.b76 73.773 -0.388 50SS/F 3.956 44.793 0.037 50SS/XSSU4 -0.481 60.912 -0.213 50
SS/NLJ3 0.740 35.041 0.155 50CUND/H 0.298 13.710 O.b21.1 51
CUND/NU3 0.914 11.501 0.80.) 50
CUND/XSSU4 O.4118 10.931 0.041 50
CL/NA 1.095 1.507 0.991 50
Ml,/NA 0.226 0.569 0.989 50!\IH4/S0ll 0.151 -0.185 0.445 50
/\jH41 XSS04 0.126 1.244 0.380 50
!IJ03/S04 0.317 1.198 0.78'1 50
,-..U31 xSS04 O.34S s, 811 0.739 ~O
F/xSS04 v.OOI O.2btl lJ.u25 SU
AMTH/CI"I 364.089 Q6.140 0.941 51
AI'o/l TNU3/Ci"l 67.626 78 .. 356 O.b36 50





LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON V=MX~~
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN CO~PONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPT CM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEwuIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTV SAMPLES ~OLLECT£D
UUkjNG 09/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
VI'" SLOPE Y-II'lI. CllRR.COEF. NU.
~j/NUj 1.827 11.376 0.805 81
H/S04 0.924 1.494 O.84S 81
H/XSS04 1.204 ':;.384 0.941 e t
H/NO.HXSS04 U.1:>05 4.98/ 0.944 61
ri/F 3.989 40.161 O.39/j 81
H/SA 1.078 1.260 0.972 40
HNV/SA 1.015 v.l0o v.981 40
HIlA 0.393 21.853 0.672 40
XSCA/Xt>K 5.111 2.924 0.376 81
XSCA/XSMG 0.882 5.21~ 0.145 81
X3CA/N03 0.427 -O.7FV-l 0.431 81
XSCA/XSS04 0.153 2.220 0.24"1 81
XSCA/F 0.049 6.240 0.140 81
LUGH/LUGCM -0.1&1 1.497 -0.273 85
LOGNA/LOGCM -0 ..449 1.018 -0 ..515 81
LOGXSK/LOGCM -0 .. 311 -0.216 -0.395 til
LOGXCA/LUGCM -0.288 0.509 -0.342 81
LOGXfllfG/LOGCM -0.354 0.011 -0.3tiO 81
LOGF/LOGCM -0 ..001 0.044 -0.002 81
LOGNiH/LOGCM -0.218 1.104 -0.361 81
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0 .. 198 1.309 -0.273 81SS/rl U..b/j3 b6.910 0.177 81
SS/F -3.780 101 ..121 -0 ..098 81S3/)(5504 1 ..393 54.2/j2 0.270 81
SS/NU3 1.997 61.190 0.245 81
CONO/H 0 ..485 11.930 0.681 85
COND/NU3 0.976 14.86& 0.673 81
CUNO/xSS04 0.b76 11.65u 0.737 81CL/NA 1.142 -1 ..062 0.994 81
MG/NA 0.237 0.158 0.997 81NH4/5Q4 0.209 -1.599 0 ..844 81
NH4/XSS04 0.269 -1.':>54 0 .. 890 81
rIJU3/S04 0.411 1.648 0.793 81\103/XSSl)4 0.538 1.4':>0 0.851 81F/XS504 0.044 "0.313 0.330 81
MH HIe ,II] 340.900 1"0.104 0.040 85
ANlTN03/CflIl 124.114 23.323 0.701 81AMlXSS04/C/-i 225.299 43.590 0.609 81
A..219
Table 219.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
1\.1E1ER.
CLtAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED
UUNING 10/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
(IX SLuPE Y-li'~l. CURR.COEF. NO.
H/N03 1.16'1 23.505 0.616 76
,.1/504 0.301 31.923 0.1.>04 76H/XS::;04 0.611.> 2').25£1 0.667 76
H/NU3+XSS04 0.434 22.649 0.674 76H/F 1.71') 48.252 0.079 70H/SA 1.115 1.452 0.961 28HNV/SA 1.0#;4 -2.00LJ 0.973 28
HilA 0.707 -1.002 0.926 28
XSCA/X5K 0.058 8.997 0.028 76XSCA/XSMb -0.520 11.049 -0.323 7&XSCA/NLJ3 0.686 -7.049 0.782 76
XSCA/XSSOlt 0.308 -3.782 0.721 76XSCA/F 3.703 2.966 0.366 76
LOGH/LLJGCM -0.411 1.426 -0.698 88
LOGNA/LOGCM -0.394 1.902 -0.526 76
LOGXSK/LOGCM -0.426 -0.223 -O.47i> 76
LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.385 0.594 -0.525 76
LOGXMG/lOGCM -0.252 0.196 -0.280 76
LOGF/Ll.lGCM -0.206 0.157 -0.474 76
LOGNiJ3/l0GCM -0.567 1.065 -0.838 76
LXSS04/l0GCM -0.470 1.327 -0.121 76
SS/H 1. 111 102.069 0.152 76SS/F 69.414 102.995 0.436 76
SS/XSSLJ4 4.783 17.880 0./09 76
SS/N03 9.123 3.390 0.657 76
COf'JD/H 0.205 55.445 0.074 80
CONO/f\lU3 1.481 15.390 0.690 76
CONO/XSSU4 O.HOO 16."60 0.760 76CL/NA 1.100 -2.6t19 0.994 7i>
MG/NA 0.222 1.5.H\ 0.1./83 76
NH4/S04 0.290 -1.8_~2 0.551 76
I\lH4/XSS04 U.435 -1.993 0.347 76
NU3/S04 0.267 6.942 O.t)31 70
N03/XSS04 0.41U 6.3118 v.!3£43 70
f/XSSQ4 0.009 1.2tH 0.214 76AMTH/Cl\lj 77.644 197.042 0.544 60
AMlNU3/CM 26,.2LJO i!J7.546 0.633 76




LINEAR CORRELATION HASEO UN Y=MXtB
8EJW~EN SELECTED RAIN COMPUNENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE ~ICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~f=MICROEQUIVALE~TS/SQ.
'IIlEIEk.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 11/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLOPE Y-INl. CURR.COEF. NO.
H/NO.3 1.0(+4 19.616 0.794 63
H/S04 0.53."1 14.810 0.b55 oS
H/XSS014 0.9S0 12.100 0.730 b3
H/NlHtXSS04 O.71b ~.59q 0.955 63
H/F 1.915 34.b1}5 0.230 63
H/SA 0.995 4.1<-!~ {).942 19
HNII/SA O.9LJ9 1.400 0.901 19
H/lA 0.512 ti.289 0.812 19
KSCA/xSK 1.415 6. ell 1 0.301 03
XSCA/XSfVI6 0.411 0.lti8 O.4tl2 /:)3
XSCA/NU3 0.075 b.71'1 0.261 63
XSCA/XSS04 0.157 3.068 0.555 63
X5CA/F 0.266 7.515 0.146 b3
LO(;ti/LUGCM -0.434 1.2.,4 -0.534 69
LUGNA/LO(;CM 0.009 1.890 0.005 63
LUGXSK/LUGCM -0.373 -0.240 -O.33~ 63
LOGXCA/LUGCM -0.7S0 0.405 -0.699 63
LOGXi"1G/LOGCM -O.1t.l2 O.lH9 -0.082 63
lOGFILUGCtll1 -0.071 0.173 -0.069 63
LUGN03/LOGCM "0.6.3'0 0.819 -0.b88 63lXSS04/LOGCM -0.302 1.173 -0.320 63
S5/H 2.43,0 84.167 O.QI9 63
SS/F 10.32'3 155.732 0.214 63
SS/XSSll4 5.261 29.928 0."103 63
SS/NU3 0.410 17U.201 0.062 63CUND/H 0.02'6 14.622 0.708 69
COh/DINfJ3 0.474 29.120 0.420 63
CU1II0/)(5504 0.890 12.721 0.805 03Cl/NA 1.013 4.099 O.9·n 63
"1t;/NA 0.23,5 -O.~()4 0.997 63
\lH4/304 u.Otl,O
-1.748 0.734 03
\jH41 )(3504 0.12:7 -1.745 0.742 63
:\lU.5/S04 0.12:9 12.742 0.207 03
:'J(3/)( S504 U.27'7 10.71~ O.2b3 63
F/XS5U4 o• 0 ~::.3 0.740 0.342 6.~
AMTH/Ci'"l 14b.blt3 63./05 0.01? 69
!\MTNlJ3/CM .)V,,210 40.428 0.357 b3
AM1XSSU4/CM 141;.595 37.350 O.b4.~ 6:~
A-221
Table 221.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+8
B£l~tEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS~ ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPI eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUJVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED































































































































































LINEAR CORRELATION HASED ON Y=MXt~
BET~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNlfS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LIIER EXCEPT CM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METEK.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DiRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 01/79 AT ALL KSC SIIES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NU.3 1.870 7.'13tl 0.961 til
H/S04 U.401 15.111 0.723 IH
H/XSS04 0.841 6.740 0.904 81
HI NO.H XSSOt.t U.597 0.200 u.97"1 81
H/F 5.501 25.109 0.570 81
H/SA 0.912 9.162 0.991 5,)
HNV/SA U.878 5.118 0.987 .3.3
HIlA 0.455 20.409 0.95.$ 32
XSCA/XSK 2.872 1.3.493 0.221 81
XSCA/xSMG 1.725 11.690 0.467 til
XSCA/N03 0.907 1.927 0.777 61
..~". XSCA/XSS04 0.427 0.766 0.B18 81
XSCA/F 3.615 8.511 0.625 81
LOGH/LOGCM -0.431 1.432 -0.662 81
LUGNA/LOGCtoi -0.454 1.782 -0.508 81
LOGXSK/LOGCM -0.118 -0.110 -0.200 81
LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.650 0.916 -0.676 81
LOGX!"lG/LOGC M -O.Q04 0.163 -0.538 81
LOGF/LOGCM -0.250 0.226 -0.396 81
LOGN03/LOGCM -0.600 1.000 -0.790 81
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.512 1.385 -0.722 81SS/H 2.085 106.976 0.165 81
SS/F -13.784 208.220 -0.113 81
SS/XSSU4 2.104 100.800 0.196 81
SS/NU3 5.360 101.216 0.218 til
CUND/H 0.731 11.391 0.454 81
CUND/NU3 1.545 14.392 0.493 til
COl'WIXSSU4 0.071 14.386 0.478 81
CL/NA 1.101 -2.237 0.999 81
t"'G/NA 0.221 0.923 0.999 81
NH4/S04 0.106 2.952 0.572 81
(\i1"l41 XSS04 0.273 -0.987 0.934 81
,\103/804 0.210 i4.162 o, '137 81
i\j03/XSSQ4 0.418 0.56b 0.'133 81
F/XSSQ4 0.054 0.055 0.602 81
Ai'H H/ C~l 132.010 123.111 0.910 81
AMlNU3/CM 24.700 7b.415 0.776 81




LINEAR CURHELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
~fr~tE~ SELECTED RAIN COMPUNENfS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUE~UIVALENTS/LIT£R EXCEPT eM=
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMr=MICRUEQUIVALE~lS/SQ.
·\ljEIErl.
CLEAN ANv SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLtS COLLECTED
DURING O~/7q AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
y I.~ StuPE i-INT. CORR.LOEF. NO.
Il! j-~rL) 2.121 5.192 0.590 46
H/S(Jt~ 0 • .$85 15.979 0.631 4b
H/XSS04 0.672 -0.643 O.89tl 4b
H/NO_HXS~04 0.'709 -4.770 0.880 4b
ti/F 0.708 18.011 0.748 4b
H/gA 0.789 16.661 0.924 22
HNV/':SA 0.774 10.618 0.945 22
HIlA u.4bO ~O.8tl5 0.740 22
XSCA/XSI< O.3Al 11 • ~no 0.067 4b
XSCII/Xg~1G O.S05 11.165 O.3:H 4b
XSCA/N03 0.510 3.727 0.458 06
XSCA/XSSOll 0.111 b.989 0.365 46
XSCA/F 1.46b 7.313 0.522 LJ6
LOGH/LUGl.M -0.307 1.435 -0.41'1 4/
LOGNA/LnGC~' -O.84li 1• 71 t -0.780 46
LOGXSK/LUGLM -0.37b -0.109 -0.436 llb
LOl,Xl:A/l.UGLM
-0.150 0.991 -0.269 {.to
LUG )(1-1(;1 LUGC M
-0.564 ().O96 -0.480 40
1I1GF ILUGCM -1).492 0.206 -0.Sc6 4b
LOGNu3/LUGCf'l -0.294 1.1.$2 -0./4b lib
LXSSu4/LOGCM -0.51U 1.£191 -0.725 {~ b
SS/H 1.1 7i 130.3~q 0.112 4b
SS/F -2.76.3 187.075 -0.029 Ltb
SS/x::;SUlI 3. /~O2 17.209 0.335 46
SS/Nu3 22.906 -203.636 0.015 40
COI~O/H U.5~9 22.t56 0.329 4/CUi'JD/I\lU3 4.0 ..$ -25.225 O.72b 40
COf\lD/X':SS04 u./j04 4.303 0.529 46
CL/NA 1.113 -2.9 /,t9 O.99ij 46
["IG/NA 0.221 0.854 0.995 46
i\jH4 I Snit 0.054 10.956 0.400 40
,IJH4 I xssn« 0.147 7.4b7 0.682 4b
''o/U31 ::;n4 0.137 7.895 0.1;01 40
r"n31 xssn« 0.189 7.737 O.6Cj2 40
F/xSS04 O.oed /)• 3<n 0.579 40
AMI H/OI lQU.16tl 168. IH3 0.562 i 47
A /'1 1NU3/ C(vi H5.452 43.196 0.885 40
A"'IT X;j SUl~ / C1"1 96.766 203.796 0.535 IH>
-- -" -----~~-~~~- ~~~---~~---------~---
Table 224.
LINEAR CORRELATION 8ASE~ ON V:MX+B
BErwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM:
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MErER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 03/79 Al ALL KSC SIfES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/" SLUPE V-INT. CDRR.COEf. !IJO.
rl/l>103
-0.117 26.204 -0.200 31
t1/304 u.O,~5 ~1.309 0.095 31
H/XS::'04 0.008 22.5.31'3 0.024 31
rl/NO.HXSS04 -0.014 24.098 -O.Obl 31
ri/F 1.163 IB.540 0.11.11 31
li/SA O.9;~6 4.931 0.794 10HNv/SA O.8/?9 4.218 0.77";, 10H/TA 0.2153 19.479 v.82b 1U
XSCA/XSK 7.014 18.738 0.470 .H
XSCA/xSMG 2.2:H 19.981 0.508 31
xSCA/N03 1.9"71 -19.353 0.960 31
/",.....-.... /(SCA/XSSU4 1.054 -20.4.3b 0.863 31XSCA/F -4.7;~2 53.769 -0.163 31
LOGh/LUGCM -0.016 1.287 -0.022 38
LOGNA/LOGCM -U.6:n 1.782 -0.797 31LOGXSK/lOGCM
-0.667 0.002 -0.747 31lOGXCA/lOGCM -0.9132 1.010 -0.871 31LOGXt"lG/lOGC~
-1.210 0.190 -0.839 31
LOGF/lOGCM 0.073 0.553 0.216 31LOGN03/LOGCM -0.4:51 1.279 -0.852 31
LXSSu4/LOGCM
-0.510 1.546 -0.933 31SS/H 3.125 77.419 0.190 31SS/F 45.5"11 -24.822 0.330 31SS/XSSJ4 2.S:S0 14.397 0.442 31SS/Nu3 2.512 19.047 0.261 31
CUND/rl O.oSB 32.832 0.472 38CUNOINU3 0.594 20.388 0.410 31COND/XSSU4 o, 5;~ 1 9.214 0.605 31CL/NA 1.0SLI -4.903 0.989 31
MG/NA 0.258 -0.911 0.989 31
NH4/~04 O.OSj 10.206 0.165 31~H4/XSS04 0.069 10.132 0.160 31
1\I03/S04 U.3/J9 4.496 0.77<3 31NOj/XSSQ4 O.S:H -0.3.53 0.89.5 31f/XSS04
-0.0:10 4.359 -0.239 31At·lT HI CM 265.897 -14.738 0.970 38
MHNU3/Cfvl 122.295 45.10b 0.938 31
AMTXSS04/CiV\ Ib8.5 lJO 139.358 0.890 31
A-225
Table 225.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXt8
8ETWl:.EN SE.lEerED RAIN COMPONENlS f All UNITSARt:. MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEP CM:CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVAlENTS/SQ.MEIER
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTEO
OU~ING 07177 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
"c..
~--- - ----- -
y/x SLOPE V-PH. CUtH<.COEF. NO.
H/NU.$ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
I1/SUit 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/XSS04 o.ovo 0.000 0.000 0H/NOHXSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
I1/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/SA 1.015 ~.442 0.998 7
riNl//SA O.9.B 2.192 0.998 7H/fA 0.733 2.084 0.996 7XSCA/X~K 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/)(jMb 0.000 0.000 O.IJOO 0XSCA/I\lU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/X~S04 0.000 O.OUO 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGH/lUGCM
-0.410 1.b07 -0.IH3 7
LUGNA/LOGCM 0.000 \J.OOO 0.000 0 ',LUG)(SK/LUGCM 0.000 v.ooo 0.000 0LU(;l(CA/LUGLM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXi"lG/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGf/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUG~IJ3/l0GCt-4 0.000 0.000 0.000 (l
LXSSU4/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 033/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/X::iSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NU$ O.l)OV u.ooo 0.000 0
COi\ll)/i-I 0.475 O.b59 (J.958 7
CUNO/I\lU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CCJND/)(~SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA o.oou I).QOO 0.000 0
""GINA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NH lt/SIl4 0.000 V.OUO 0.000 0I\JH4/}(SS04 0.000 C).OOO u.ooo 0
,11031 ;;flJ.+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
IIID.,1 Jl.SS/l4 0.000 0.000 lJ.OOO 0F I XSSlH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0






LINEAR CORRELATION HASEU UN Y=MXtB
BElwtEN SELECTED RAIN CUMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt ~ICRO£QUIVALEhrS/LITER EXCEPT eM=
CM PRECIPITATIUN AND A~r=MICROEQUIVALENlS/SQ.
METf.~.
UNLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTEO
DURING 08/77 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/" SLUPE ,("lNT. CURR.COE-F. NO.
li/NU .> 1I.0uu O.QUi.! v.ooo 0
11/S\J4 v.ouo 0.000 0.000 0
H/XS~1)4 o.Ouo o , vOO \).000 0
1-11 NU .5 +xS :> I,) 4 0.000 u.ooo 0.000 0
ti/F O.Ouo o.Ouo 0.000 0
t'1/SA 1.0d~ ... O.84c 1).989 17
H1'4111:; A O.9t>.3 -1.009 0.988 17
til fA 0.799 "'0.41:34 1l.9b3 11
XSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 o.uoo 0
XSCA/XSMG 0.000 V.00U 1l.000 0
XSCAf,\,ju3 (1.001) O.OUO 0.000 0XSCA/X.:>SU4 o.ouo 0.00U 0.000 0
,- X$CA/F 0.000 o.QOU 0.000 0LU(;H/LUG(.''1 o•21 ,~ 1.d37 0.249 33LlH~NA/LDGC~j a.uoo 0.000 0.000 0LUGX~K/LOGCr., o.ova 0.000 0.000 0
LlIGXCA/LUGLM 0.000 O.i.lOo 0.000 0LuGXMG/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGF ILUGCM 0.000 O.OUU 0.000 0LUGNLl3/LUbl..M 0.000 V.OOO 0.000 0
LXSS,J4/LuGC'v1 0.000 v.oou \).000 0
S::>/H o.Ouo I).UOO 0.000 0S::>/F (\.ouo u.ooo 0.000 0
SS/X:';;JU4 v.nuo 1).000 o.uoo 0SS/NUS o•U IJ (J O.UOU o.uoo 0
CUNO I "i 0.2/2 18.246 iJ. ~ 9 7 30CUj\J () IN.' _~ U.OOI) II • U0 li U.t)\JO 0
ClJ'\jD/x:iSU/~ I).oua 0.000 (). U0 0 0
Cl/f\jA u.ooo O.UOu 0.000 U
iVit;;N~\ 0.000 0.000 1).000 0
,\jt;41 S{J<4 O.ollO il.OOU 0.000 I)
:JH4/)(. ti::>U4 (I.OUU IJ.U(j1) o.n\)o 0
!'ILJ~/:jUI" v.OUO ii.vUl) 1).lJOO I)
i'~li.S1 ,(Sj1l4 0.0 I) \1 O.\)ilO 0.\)00 U
F/XS~U4 o.ouo v.ouu II. (IOU 0
J\I-11 Hie!", iH.i9.2i::lO -130.~11 0.764 33
J\MTNiH/CM O.OI)() i).Ouo 1).000 0
Ai"lfx::iSU4/CM o.uuo u.ooo 0.000 0
A-227
Table 227.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON V:MXtB
BElWEEN SELECfEORAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITS
ARt MICROE~ULV.LfNTS/LlrER EXCEPICM=
eM PI<ECIPITATJON ANO AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
IIo\ErER.
UNLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUHING 09/77 AT ALL KSC SITES ARt INCLUDED.
YO. SLOPE Y-INT. CORf~.COEF. NO.
H/N03 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
til srJll 0.000 0.000 0.000 0ri/)(.S~04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/N03+XSS04 0.000 0.000 v.ooo 0H/F 0.000 0.000 v.ooo 0H/SA 1.114 -2.900 O.~90 13HNV/SA 1.058 -4.730 0.986 12H/rA 0.857 -4.118 0.964 13
xSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0)(SCA/Nl.)3 0.000 o.Ouo u.uoo 0XSCA/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGH/LUGCM
-0.203 1.431 -0.459 22LUbNA/LOI;CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGX:>I<./LUGC"'" 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXl.A/LUGCrvt 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGX~""G/LDGCM 0.000 o.GOO 0.000 0LlIGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGNU.s/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 1).000 0LXSSu4/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
33/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 05S/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/)(~SU4 0.000 0.000 {J.OOO 0
SS/I'JU3 0.000 o.ovo 0.000 o
CUNO/H 0.381 17.693 0.582 19
CLlfllD/NU3 0.000 0.000 ().ooo 0
CONOI )(~SU/4 0.000 (1.000 0.000 0
CL/N/\ 0.000 0.000 1I.UOO 0
,·:I;/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
i\JH4/~Uq 0.000 0.000 iI.vOG 0
i~HLlI x$::;04 0.000 0.000 ~).uoo 0
r~IB/jn4 0.000 0.000 ((.uoo 0
i'Jl )51 xS.,04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/XS::;U4 0.000 0.000 0.\)00 0
AMTH/Cf"i t4~.974 1:\0.519 0.68B 22
Al-.\T f\JUVCM u.OOO 1).000 0.000 0
A111 1xSSLJ4/Ct-, 0.000 0.000 o.uOO o
A-228
Table 228.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+ti~ErwtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM:
eM P~ECIPITATI0N AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.MFfER.
UNLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLEcrED
UUNING 10/77 AT ALL KSC SITES A~~ INCLUDED.
'(fA. SLUPE r-INT. CURN.COE-F. NO.
H/NU.5 2.619 s, H2 G.985 1S
'-iI SUq 1. (Lq 0.009 0.712 15I-i/XSS014 1.1.l.33 2.19b O.I:H>3 15I-t/NO.H)(SS04 0.991 "'0.666 0.939 15H/F 6.112 26.951 0.585 tsH/SA O.9~O 1.869 0.998 19HNV/SA O.94ti 0.108 0.997 19H/fA 0.703 ... 2.023 0.989 19l(SCA/XSK 1.351 6.069 0.425 15XSCA/XSMb U.14B B.319 0.179 15XSCA/NU3 0.413 1.439 0.947 15XSCA/XSSUI.l 0.236 0.929 0.505 15



















-0.344 15SS/X::>SU4 1.121 bO.809 u.:S20 15SS/i\iu3
-0.671J 109.368
-0.120 15CUiIJD/H O•.HI 29.544 0.588 21C[J;\j[) / hJU3 U.~61) 20.582 0.620 15CUf\lI)/XSSU4 0.731 11.654 0.843 15LL /t'JA 0.861 1.652 0.971 15
-16/f1/{\ O.12.S o.SlIb o.ti21 15I\IHI.l/SU4 0.269 1.80t u , 733 15
'\I 1'1 '-I1 xS::)(14 1I • Y:>~) 1.413 f)./'j44 15j
'
JU 3 / S11 4 o.Y-J1.l O.9bt v.72~ 15i\jU31 XS;JCl4 0.:'4.$
-0.321 o.b69 15F/XS:.>U4 0.060 1.643 v.S81 15AM1H/C\'ij 135.:>49 2':>9.068 0.385 21AIYlT NU3/CfV. 20.625 112.1"19 v.118 15Af\llf X::.JSU4/CiV 141.54l.j 119.730 0.671 15
A-229
Table 229.
LINEAR CORRfLATIONBASEn ON Y:MXtB
BET~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, A~L UNIT.SARE MICROEGUIVALENTS/LITER !XCEP eMe ...
eM PREC IPI TAllON AND A,'f1T:MICROEQUI ~ ALENTS/SQ.MEfEK
UNLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED
OURING 11/77 AT ALL KSC SITES A~E INCLUDED.
VII. SLUPE '(-INT. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/NIH 1.318 2.774 O.95j 29H/SUq O.3t>b 6.'He O.b7t3 29
H/XS"U4 o. tHH3 ~.b58 0.923 ~~H/N(I.)tXSS04 0.564 2.58S 0.9&4
til F 4.'Hl 11.0J8 1J .. 095 29
til SA 0.587 10.64t 0.749 13
HNVI::iA 0.645 5.137 0.817 13Hlf A 0.713 -2. "/80 0.880 13xSCA/X~K 0.111 3.036 0.018 29XSCA/XSMG 0.202 $.471 0.162 29X~CA/ihJ3 0.383 V·leT \J.728 ~~XSCA/X::iSU4 0.262 o. 35 0.715XSCA/F 1.3 tH 2.591 0.500 29LOGH/LUGCM
-0.345 1.0&4, -0.480 34LOl;NA/LOGCI"!
-0.546 1• 7l~S -0.694 29LLJGX::iK/LlJGCM
-0.033 -0.123 -0.053 29LtJGXCA/LOGCM
-0.716 0.526 -0.907 29LUGXi"lG/LOGCM
-0.558 -0.050 -0.59; 29LU6F/LIJGCM
-0.253 0.164 -0.642 29LUGNU3/LUGl:.M
-0.749 0.877 -0.886 29LXSSU4/LOGl.M
-0.772 1.013 -1.J.854 29SS/H 3.207 48.523 0.270 29SS/f 3.241 93.728 0.038 29SS/XSSJ4 5.070 2
'-!.598 \).490 29SS/rW~ £I.b19 'j3.!H7 0.281 29
CUIIJD/H 0.618 10.006 0.398 31CUND/NU3 O.ti93 10.498 0.1405 29CUNf)/X::>SU4 0.072 7.671 ,j. "b9 29
t..:L/NA 1.309 ... 1'\.231 0.991 2"1
"'b/N~\ 0.242 -1 •.S19 o, '/92 2.9
flJHlj/~lJ4 0.124 1.195 1l.bOO 29
,'m 41 )( SSU4 O.H lj
-0.121 o.tJ59 29
i\JO:s!SI.l4 0.251:' 3.61~ U.061 29
r~U 31 }, S ~ fJ /oJ 0.t>13 1.440 U.B80 29
rIXSSUI~ 0.000 0.02'" O.I~41 29
A'vlrH/Ct-1 42.418 1').892 o, 90.~ 34AMfNu3/CM 11.124 bb.702 0.529 29AMTl(SSU4/CM 11.032 104.113 0.325 29
A-230
Table 230.
LINEAR CORRELATION ijASED ON Y=MXtb
HET~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LIIER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEWUIVALE~T8/SQ.
ME f Er<.
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED
[)lH<Ji~G 12/77 AT ALL KSC SITES AI-<f.. INCLUDED.
Y/j, SLUPE Y-Hir. CUkt<.CLJEF. ;"0.
H/NuS 1 • 121 1'4.9':)1 O.':>B~ (45H/S!J4 0.798 2.577 0.1362 48
t1/XSbU4 v.9IHS 2.5tll 0.\/59 48
Ii II'~ lH t xS::> 0 4 O.6~7 3.6~9 0.900 48H/F
-3.2bt:> 21;.436 -0.160 48
H/SA 0.91S b.59t1 0.976 26
HNV/~A O.r,97 2.901 0.974 2bH/TA 0.659 4.929 0.902 26XSCA/XSK 4.345 2.'131 0.444 48
~SCA/)(jlll1(, 0.217 3.341; 0.221 48
XSCA/NU3 0.590 -2.4b4 0.9 J3 48XSCA/XSSU4 0.217 -1.394 (J.b 1 48XSCA/f
-0.439 4.178 -0.061 48
LUGH/LUGCivl -0.166 1.316 -0.274 60
LUGN AI LOGe lVi -0.12<'; 1.526 -0.103 46
UIGXSK/lUGCM -0.228 -0.228 -0.20·3 48
LUGXL.A/lUGCM -0.998 0.196 -0.634 48
LUl,x[VIG/lUGCM
-0.7U2- -f).O~b -1l.411 4b
LuGF/LUGCM 0.048 0.020 0.103 48
LUG~.JU31 LUGC rill -u.721 0.822 -0.703 48l,(SSLJ4/LU(;CM
-U.41U 1.211 -0.300 48
SS/H 0.008 b~.940 0.002 48SS/F 1.604 03.587 V.022 Lib
SS/X~SU4 V.55.$ 1.i9.')SO 0.15v 4d
SS/NU.$ 1.b12 46.3S4 1).223 48
CUIIJIJI H i).'>11 7.4l.j3 0.728 S5
ClH~O/i'W3 0 .. 707 12 •.Bl v.570 Ll8
CUN IJI XSSUIl O./HB 1:\.171 0.716 4B
CL/!\IA V.h7e'. b.773 0.985 48
M6/1\I/\ U.2J4 0.152 u.991 48
hJH4/ SU4 0.120 0.400 0.63d 48
!\jr14 I x s su« 0.144 O.50S I) • bq () LIB
jIJU.$1 SU4 O.3c11 1.0'10 ij.065 48
,'I I !.~ / xS ::; 0 4 u. Y:'4 c'..172 0.060 4b
F/XS:>{l4
-0.009 u.513 -0.1711 4b
AiV'1 H/el" 152.302 0/.':)39 Ij.529 &0
/-IIVj I NU3/C,Vj 34.570 I~O.742 0.419 48
1\IVi T)CjSUl~/CfVl '10 .IHI., 11J~.50b 0.345 tl8
A-231
Table 231.
LINEAR CORRE~.TION BASEO ON ¥:lMXtB
8E1WE.EN, ,SELf T" EO RAIN. COMPONENTS. AL.L",. U,',N,' ITSARt:. MICROEQUVALENTS/LITER XCEP, eM:
CM Pf(ECIPITA ION AND AMTa"'1~ROf.QU1YAL£Nlt/SQ.
/riflER
ONLY fLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 01/78 AT ALL KSt SITES ARE INCLUDEo.
V/X SLOPE V-INf. CORR.COEF. NO.
rll r"u.) 1 • 'l6B 0.231 0.619 2~H/SQ4 O.'H 7 6.540 0.&02 24H/xS~o4 0.574 4.552 0.707 24H/NU3+X.SS04 0.433 4.345 U.699 24~l/F
-13.13b 20.634 -0 .. 151 24
H/SA u.oou u.ooo 0.000 0HNV/t>A 0.000 \}.000 0.000 0~il r A 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XoK 10.443 1~.534 0.652 24XSCA/xSMG £i. :n9 U.lI..1H u.893 24XSCA/NU3 1.570 -1.1.$1 0.b38 24XSCA/XSS04 0.493 0.191 0.592 24XSCA/f
-17.676 14.452 -0.198 24LUGH/LUGCM
-0.159 1.210 -0.327 25LUGNA/LObCM -0.544 1.533 -0.710 24LUGXSK/LuGCM -0.01:'1
-0.013 -0.162 24LUGXI..A/UJGl:M -1.021 0.720 -0.823 ~~LU(;)(!"1G/l,.l.IGCM -0.707 O.18~ -0.700LUGF/LUGCM
-0.032 -0.028 -0.189 ~~LUGNlH/LOGCM -0.406 0.854 -0.14&LXSSU4/LUGCM
-0.511 1.28b -u.81b 24
55/H
-0.013 59. tH b -0.004 24SS/F
-40.143 60.9.$0 -0.122 24SS/XSSU4 1.549 16.179 0.491 24
SS/NU3 4.103 19.887 v.l4~l 24(,UNO/H 0.394 11.228 1I.q11 2~
CUNIJIf\;U3 1.398 5.460 0.730 24CUNU/X5SU4 O.~36 3.996 0.827 24CL/NA 0.936 .5.328 O. 9 8 A 24I'ilG/NA 0.234 0.125 v.9B 24
I'JH4/SIJ1,4 0.294 -0.006 0.831 24
I\JH4/XS::'04 v.3b8 -u.417 0.668 ~4NU3/SU4 0.253 1.124 0.877 24i\JU3/X$S04 0.303 1 • 14 i 0.69b 24
t-/X5l:ifJ4
-O.OOt v.l(l -0.304 24AMfH/Ct>ll 103.55, td.77(1 0.845 25AfViTNU3/Crvl 40.618 ~7.~~2 O.8S7 24A;'iTXSSU4/CM 60.504 124.8 0.692 24
-----,---
Table 232.
LIN~AR CURR£LATION BASED ON Y=MXtb
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUI~ALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM.
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
,~ElE.!o<.
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES CULLEClto
DUNING 0~/78 AT ALL KSC SIfES ANE INCLUDED.
'fIX SLIWE V-INT. CUkR.COEF. NO.
H/r'lU..s 1.167 .33.49u 0.786 30
H/S04 O.:~8b _H.538 0.1111 30
H/)(S~OLl 0.094 21.991 0.817 30
H/NlH+XSSU4 0.452 ('').36/ 0.821 30
H/F 2.781 4d.50b 0.1~'4 30H/SA 0.840 9.176 0.9 9 29
HNV/SA 0.823 5.5~7 0.962 29
HIlA
-0.005 40.095 -0.038 29
XSCA/XSK 1.':>67 2.b48 0.331 30
XSCA/XSMl1 0.105 2.708 0.355 30
XSCA/NU3 0.171 0.687 0.536 30
tSCA/XSSU4 O.OIoj
'9 -0.b29 0.527 10
"
~ XSCA/f 2.391 2.432 0.441 10
LOGH/LJGCNl -0.164 1.663 -0.700 34
LUGI\lA/LOGCIVl 0.07'7 1.333 0.059 30
LUGxSK/LOGCM -0.086 -0.238 -0.098 30
LOt; xc AILOGLlf'I -0.26':> 0.422 -O.27b 30
LUGXI'JlG/LOGCM -0.0}0 0.045 -0.010 30
LUGF/LUGCM 0.01:H1 O.Ojo 0.091 30
LUGNlJ3/LUGCM -0.490 1.0.s5 -0.645 30
LXSSU4/LUGLM -().2~,O 1.Sob -0.562 30
33/H 4. UcU -124.'BO 0.502 30
S3/F 53.bH 54.450 0.21 t4 30
SS/)(SSUl.l 5.8lu -1':>8.644 O.t362 30
SS/NlJ3 10 •.H 1 -bo.36b 0.872 30
Cur\jvlh 1.21l4 -c:.7.314 O.7.,H 34
CUNf)/f\lU3 i!..4r1 -1. S.H o.'H9 30
CUi,WI XSSU4 1.4(~O -23.814 0.940 30
CL/NA o• L~\J 12.11c u.990 30
!V1b/NA O.2~1 1.613 0.990 30
I\JHL41SUl.I O.O~~O ).080 0.400 30
~ti41 XSSU4 iJ.OH ~.O.55 v.307 30
:\jU ~I S(J4 o•.Bb -1.987 u, ~)2 30j\lLHI XSSUI4 O.':JcU -7.1.$9 O. "11 9 30
f/XSSULI 1).009 0.019 0.254 30
ANlIH/Cj\i1 315.cHib 126.644 0.924 34
AMTN03/CM 34.5(:15 87.b04 0.566 10
4.1\1 J XSSU4/Cil-1 291.td5 51.585 0.962 10
A-233
Tahle 233.
LINEAR CURREJATLON BASEO ON Y=MX+8
BETWt..EN SELf. ··U.:0 RA.IN CllfttPONENTS f ALL.·· U.NITS.ARt: MICROEQUV4LENTS/LI TEB E:XCEP eM.'
eM PRECIPITAI0N AND .MnOUCRO£QUl VA4IHTSIS••ME lER ..
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES CULLtCTED
DURING U3/76 Af ALL KSC SIIES AHt INCLUDED.
Y/K SLOPE Y"INl. COkH.COEF. NO.
H/l\iu.; 0.968 14.746 0.992 34
HI SOi+ 1.144 12.238 0.242 34
H/xS$OI.4 1.cOI 10.934 0.224 34H/NO.HASS04 O.9i.t7 -15.480 v.992 34H/F 13.6'13 4Q.o66 0.110 34H/SA 0.906 5.1~6 0.9b5 1&
HNIJ/~A 0.9&6 -0.270 0.962 1&HilA 0.637 1.~50 0.945 1&XSCA/XSK 12.20& 5.193 0.795 34X~CA/XSMb 3.257 2.210 0.793 34XSCA/NU3 0.009 13.612 u.069 ~~XSCA/XSS04 0.350 1.982 0.021XSCA/F 0.309 13.133 \).023 34LUGH/LOGCM -0.384 1.426 -0.485 ~~LUGNA/LOGE M -0.910 1.388 -O.boBI.UGXSK/LO eM -0.219 -0.219 -0.210 34
LUGXCA/LOGCM
-1.187 0.740 -0.805 ~~LU(;i(/lIIG/LJGCP1 -0.815 0.241 -0.021
LOGF/LOGCM -0.219 u.018 -0.326 J~LOGNU3/LOGCJlij -0.84b 1.10~ -0.6b6
LXSSu4/LOGCM
-0.501 1.375 -1).051 l:SS/H 0.103 58.13~ 11.219SS/F 14.704 50.216 u.i:!Q7
SS/X~SlJ~ 1.298 2lJ.201 0.511 34
SS/NiJ3 0.081 00.558 {J.ll3 3"CUNU/H 0.413 13.453 0.'172 38
CUNU/NUl 0.400 18.082 O."i68 34CONO/XSS04 0.739 10.140 0.32b 34CL/NA 1.236 -5.321 0.977 34
MG/NA 0.2'10 0.422 O.~81 34
il;H4/dOLl 0.330 ..2.084 0.894 34
iJH4/ ;(~S04 0.:)72 -1 ..299 0.809 34
N03/SU4 o.7b7 13.00b u.1b2 34
1\18.)1 XSjU4 0.715 17.321 0 .. 143 34
F/xSSU4 0.001 0.897 o, 033 ~~AMlli/CM 104.bhl 195.149 0.322AMTNU3/CfJI 0.712 UH.5o~ \j.OOj 34AMTASSU4/CM 11b.927 128.50 O.b15 34
A-234
Table 234.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MX+B
8ETWbEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS f ALL U~ITSARE MICRO£QUIVALENJS/LITER EXCEP . eM= .
eM PRECI PIT ATI ON AND AMT:MI CROEQUI VAt.£NTS/SQ.METEi'<
UNLY CLEAN SAMPLES CULLECTED














































































































































































































BE1wEEN SE,ECT.£.0 RAIN eOM'PONENl8 f AU. i UN.lTS.ARE. IWI CROE· UVAl.ENTSIL.ITEReXCEP eMa "'>.
eM PRlcIPl .tIONANO A~·TaMICROEQUIVAt.E1U8/8Q.METER.
ONLY CL.EANSAMPl.E5 COLLEcrEDDUkING 05/78 AT ALL KSt SITES AkE INCl.UDEO.
Y/X SLOPE t-INT. CUtH<. COEF. NO.
H/NO.$ u, /~9~ 30.~6b 0.S7i 18H/~U4 0.577 10.426 O.tH3 18
H/xSS04 0.612 11.508 0.834 18I1INU3+xSS04 O• .sSl 15.2.39 0.100 18H/F 3.853 41.513 v,,121 18
til SA 0.934 1.569 0.987 15
HI'4I1I$A. 0.961 -3.355 0.967 15HilA 0.583 2.430 0.952 15XSCA/xSK 21.056 -0.314 0.920 18XSCA/XSMG 11.329 -O.18V 0.899 18XSCA/l\iU3 1.i87 -1~.378 0.902 18XSCA/XSSOij 0.421 2 • .H 1 0.533 18XSCA/F 12.224 14.016 0.356 18
. LOGH/lOGeM 0.493 1.578 0.562. 23LOGNA/LOGCM -0.216 1.549 -0.400 18LUGXSK/LOGCM -0.458 -0.130 -0.693 18
LOGoXCA/LOGCM -0.541 1.147 -0.773 16
LOGXI'-1G/LOGCM -0.506 0.127 -0.758 18
LUGF/LUGCJ14 0.011 0.075 0.033 16
LObN03/LUGCM -0.406 1.343 -0.885 18
L)(SS04/LOGC~
-0.301 1.026 -O.bB2 18SS/H U.O"1b 52.305 0.0&3 18SS/F 11 • 1S5 4'>.291 0.290 18SS/XSSu4 0.321 38.007 O.3bZ 18
SS/N(j~ 0.7/4 32.386 0.483 16CUND/H
-0.033 Ql.402 -0.051 23
COl\lV/Nu3 0.415 19.0bl u.739 18CONO/)(SSU4 O.~23 15.60t.l U.909 18CL/NA 1.071 2.3QU 0.987 18
MG/NA 0.213 -O.35'f 0.967 tgNH4/ti(J~ 0.276 7.054 0.853NH4/xSS04 O.2H8 6.58t4 0.853 16N03/SU4 0.4(,1 4.S t3 0.195 18NU,;/XSSu'f O.4:S:S 0.3 8 v.782 18




LINEAR CWHMElATION ~A$ED ON Y=MxtB
BEfWtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL uNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM.
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICHOE~UiVALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED
UURING 06/78 AT ALL KSC SIrES ARE INCLUDED.
YO, SLOPE '(-INT. CIJkR. COEF. ~O.
H/NO.s 1.85b 1.780 0.961 20
1'1/504 1.112 -2.703 0.91)5 20
til XS,')1l4 1.1IH~ 2.590 0.993 20
H/NO.HxSSOq 0.729 3.)99 U.997 20
H/F 6b.b9ti 19.£417 0.874 20
ti/SA O.9b3 3.840 0.999 7
HNv/SA O.qb:~ -1.51~ 1.000 7
rill A 0.696 -2.40ti u.926 1
xSCA/X.,K 10.t51 0.350 0.922 20
XSCA/,(SMb 6.U02 0.829 0.659 20
~SCA/NU3 O.4Z9 1.2!J7 0.9S5 cO
XSCA/XSSU4 U.25>4 0.482 0.939 20
---
XSCA/F 13.640 q.o80 O.7b~ 20
LOGH/LUGCM -0.55,1 1.2&2 -0.039 22
LUGNA/LOGCM -0.106 1.609 -0.136 20
LUbXSK/LUGLM -0.9';:'8 -0.495 -0.686 20
LUGXCA/LUGCM -1.35,2 0.318 -0.823 20
LUC,XfJ\\;j/LuGCM -0.50'1/ ... 0.u38 -0.~1~ 20
LlJGF IUJGCM -U.2~:o1 -0.002 -0.584 20
LObNLJ3/LUGCiIo1 -1.216 0.70b -().845 20
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.5/3 1 • 141 -0.759 20
SS/H 0.14,2 57.815 0.151 20
SS/F 26.098 53.552 0.304 20
S:::I/XSSU4 0.2\,12 S6.050 O.lt:1b 20
SS/Nu3 O.lb9 bi/.48S 0.105 20[DN0/H 0.467 lU.295 0.904 22
Cl)NIJ!NU3 O.btl4 1$.703 u.428 20
Cur~D/X~SU4 O.,:>Q4 10.940 u.C1b9 20
CL/NA 1.~(,12 -').498 0.994 20
IIlG/i\lA 0.2£18 -0.321 0.991 20
,m4/~U4 1).c.~>7 -2.472 0.935 20
-Jr141 XSS04 O.2 l14 -1.324 v.940 20
\IU3/SU4 o, SLid -L352 \).9.s2 20
!\IU3/,l1.,SS04 O.Sttb -0.829 0.943 20
f/XS~U4 0.01.':' .. 0.096 v.tH2 2u
AI.lj1 H/C:Vj ~2.4b.3 151.110 0.151 22
AiV,TNU3/CM -24. 8!~g 90.891 -0.239 20
AMlxjSUll/CM -3.5~)9 1~4.b30 -0.021 20
A-2.37
Table 237.
LINEAR CORREL.ATION BASED ON l'=MX ... t;BEr~E.EN .~.'.L.ECTEO RAIN tOMPONENTS, . AL..L UNITSARE MICRO QU VALENTS/L.IfER EXCEfJ eM.
CM PHECIPTAlloN ANO AMT::MICROEl,lUIVAlfHTS/SQ.METER
UNLY CL.EAN SAMPL.ES COLLECTEO .
nUKING 07118 AT ALL. KSC SITES Ai'tE INCLUOEO ..
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CURR.COEF. NO.
H/NOj 2 ...50 7.089 0.827 44
rlISOL4 1 ..2tlO 2.157 0.920 44H/xSS04 1.289 4.421 0.953 44H/N03 ... XSS04 0.951 1.306 0.967 44
H/F
-2.802 40.920 -0.13& 44H/SA 1.049 "0.191 0.992 30
Hf'JV/SA 0.980 "0.854 0.994 30
rl/lA 0.754 -3.410 0.9{)4 30XSCA/XSK 0.353 5.337 0.11& 44
XSCA!XSMG 2.354 4.082 0.337 44XSCAINU3 O.2b2 2.293 0.511 44XSCA/X5SU4 0.u09 3.160 0.296 44XSCA/F 0.043 ':>.591 0.012 44LUGH/LUGLM 0.127 1.493 0.203 44LUGNA/LOGCM -0.499 1.394 -0.554 44
LlJGXSK/lUGCM
-0.531 -0.30t1 -0.425 44
LUbXCA/LUGLM
-0.309 0.680 -0 • .510 41.1
LUGXMG/LOGCM -0.110 -0.207 -0.133 44
LOGF/LOGCM 0.131 -0.029 0.201 44
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.190 1.068 -0.272 44
LXSS(H/LOGCM 0.155 1.297 0.201 44SS/H
-0.152 3b.953 -0.125 44
SS/f -3.401 33.395 -0.133 44SS/XSSU4
-0.023 51.6S1 -0.014 445S/NU3 0.8Ub 20.769 0 .. 224 44COND/H O.£HO 5.329 0.930 44CUND/i\lU3 1.229 6.4t42 <.i.894 44CUNIJ/XSSU4 0.51'11 6.527 0.929 44CL/NA 1.196 -2.174 O.f.JQ5 44
MG/NA O.l34 -0.251 0.1.192 44NHI.I/304 0.050 1.152 0.198 44
NH4/X.SS04 0.047 1.,)76 0.184 44
fIlU3/3~4 O.j50 2. !21 v.l77 44
NU3/X :)Ol.l o, ,~42 ".577 0./51) 44F/)(S:>l)4
-0.ul1 0 .. 990 -0.173 4'1AMTH/CM 444 • .\32 -/0.340 0.902 44





LINEAR CORRELATIuN BASEU ON Y=~X+B
BEr~tEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
c~ P~ECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALE~TS/SQ.
MEIER.
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES CULLECTED
DUHING 08/78 AT ALL KSC SIIES ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLUPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
tl/l'JU .) 2.546 9.389 0.904 26
H/S04 1.217 1.315 0.1/54 26
H/xSS04 1.201 1;).075 O.97V 26
I1/NO~+XSS04 0.881 ~.908 0.98£4 2bH/F 5.996 44.340 O.OBb 26
H/SA 0.967 7.317 0.874 18
HNV/SA 0 ..963 3.8.57 0.862 18
HilA 0.S62 13.524 o, tnt 18
XSCA/XSK 2.1)t!'9 4.741 0.241 26
ASCA/XSMG O.I('~8 6.125 u.122 20
XSCA/NU3 0.343 1.604 0.762 26)(SCA/XSSU4 o.11l 2.546 0.1.>02 26
.~ xSCA/F 0.000 0.500 0.000 20LUGH/LdGCM 0.016 1.559 0.035 21
LO(;f'lA/LOGCM -O.4t:\b 1.281 -0.592 26
LUGX~K/LUG(.M
-0.196 -O.27Q -0.280 26
LUGXCA/LUGlM -o •.~ l V 0.776 -O.t>41 2t>
LUl;XI"IG/LOGCM
-0.0'17 -0.047 -O.09tl 20
LUGf/LdG(;M 0.061 -0.086 O.~31 20
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.259 1.043 -0.439 26
LXSSlJ4/LUGCM -u. U:U 1.424 -0.u53 2b
SS/t1 -0. ~H .) 5().b~B -O.i!.74 26
SS/f -O.ISb 3~.1~' -O.OOd 26
SS/X::>SUI~ "'O.li:~9 i.j 1i . 2 u l "().~bO 2&
SSINU$ -O.tlh3 4lJ.lut' -0.12-' 20
LlINl,!h o. 3i?') 12.2$" O.b3~ 21
CUNI)! tllJ:3 1.(J91 9.'jr!..1 O.t)H:., 20
CUi-ill/ X jSL!4 0.4 150 9.oco l).i5t> 26
l~ I IN /\ 1.1 in 1. 061 O.99~ 26
"i(;jNA 0.211 (l.gd? \).99':> 20
!\lH4/;j(14 0.107 1 ..39':> tJ.$94 20
'\-fi i l l xS~U4 0.11) 7 1.132 u, 110 S 26
WSI :,! 14 U.37S 0.41 t I). t14') 26
\;1I~1 xS:.>tl4 o. -St)2 2.01 i.l o.()4~) 26
F I x S-~tI'--I "O.lIOl (1.446 -u.u3i4 26
A1'<\ I HI C,'. 373.4U 67.2.'>0 v.934 2/
tl·"'il Nu,/CfV, bO.l;~l IlJlt .~.}R I) • 77'l 2b
AN,l'XSSU4/CM 29u .. 414 11. 195 lJ.931 2b
A..:239
Table 239.
LINEAR CORRELATION 84SEOO~ Y:MX+B
BETWEEN SEL.ECT£ORAIN CQMPONE~TSt ALk UNITS
ARE. !'Itt CROEQUIVALENlSILllEREXCEP ·CMIlI;
01 PRECIPITATION AND AMT*MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.METER
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED .
DURING 09/76 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLOPE '(-UH. CURH.COEF. NO.
1-i/NlH 2.0'6 7.108 0.953 ~gHISQl~ 0.695 6.2&5 0.845H/XSSOi.t 1.291 4.347 0.9&1 SOH/NOJ+XSS04 0.828 l.Sl] 0.979 50H/F 4.15e. 37.708 O.4~4 50H/SA 1.091 0.182 0.9 8 ~~HNV/~A 1.002 0.912 0.979HilA 0.422 14.7b~ 0.7&1 22X5CA/X$K i.81q G.119 o.bt.t2 50
XSCA/XSMG 0.393 3.o0l 0.226 50
XSCA/N03 0.251 0.118 0.850 ~OXSCA/XSS04 0.141 O.3A O 0.7&0 0XSCA/F 0.73& 3.6 8 0.56q 50LOGH/LUGCM
-0.261 1.429 -0.482 54
LOGNA/LOGCM
-0.412 1.669 -O.t.l70 SOLOGXSK/LOGCM -0.319 -0.233 -0.410 50LOGXCA/LOGCM
-0.379 0.412 -0.513 SOLOGXMG/LOGCM -0.340 0.027 -0.3&4 50
LUGF/LOGCM
-0.103 0.010 -0.176 50LUGNIH/L-OGCM
-0.344 1.023 -0.537 50LXSSLJ4/LOGCM
-0.321 1.230 -0.429 5053/H 0.913 80.092 0.216 50S$/f
-3.84b 123.426 -0.099 5055/)(S804 1.62b 65.122 0.321 50SS/N03 2.5~3 75.007 0.280 50CUNO/H 0.5 1 13.()41 0.616 54CUND/N03 1.124 It.t .. 447 0.707 50CUNO/XSSlJ4 0.747 11 .922 0.147 50
CL/NA 1.141 -2.170 0.994 50MG/NA 0.237 -o.OO~ 0.997 50NH4/S04 0.200 ·1.812 0.86& ~gI>JH"I XSS04 0.275 -1.809 O.9.J5
N03/S0Q 0.41e:? 0.634 0.634 50
IW3/XSS04 0.575 U.406 0.913 50
F/XSS04 0.056 -0 ..483 0.361 50AM1H/CI\1 159.111 136.587 0.508 54




LINtAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtH
BElwtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.METER
ONLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUKING 10/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDEO.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INf. CURR.COEF. NO.
H/NU~ 1.(14'1 25.'tU2 0.570 50
H/S04 0.281 ~9.T69 0.49'1 So
ti/X8S04 0.~6c! 24.106 0.05u 56H/NO.HxSSOI.4 O.38b 23.211 O.b40 5&
H/F 0.421 In.998 0.1)21 50H/SA 1.161 -0.131 0.960 21HN\t/SA 1 • liB -3.002 0.'00 1 21HilA 0.084 1.050 v.907 21XSCA/XSK 0.054 9.308 0.026 56
XSCA/XSM6
-0.520 11.652 -0.324 56XSCA/NU3 ().l67 -7.6q2 0.b14 5&
,..---..... XSCA/XSSlJ4 0.330 -4.983 0.747 56XSCA/F 3.915 2.620 0.377 56
LUGH/LUGCM
-O. 4°l 1.406 -0.b8b b7LOGNA/LOGCM -0.50 1.948 -O.6LJ3 56
LOGXSK/LUGLM -0.390 -0.239 -0.422 56LOGXCA/LUGCM -0.429 0.543 -O.S47 56
LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.329 0.206 -0.33b 5b
LOGF/LUGCM -0.211 0.167 -0. ,..48 56LOGNU3/l0GCM -0.57'4 1.033 -0.1340 56LXSSOll/LUGCM
-0.504 1.326 -0.743 56S8/H 1.405 188.123 0.177 i~SS/F 71.153 1.>2.219 O.4 lUtiS/XSSUlI 5.066 35.127 O.73"J
SS/Nu3 IV.80o 14.794 o, /41 56CUlliD/H O.1k~ bS.bo7 O.Ub~ b5CUNO/NU3 1.641 1H.057 O./2tj 56(.Ui\lD/XSS04 v.Blt: 19.267 0.76b 56CL/NA 1.10..$ -3.343 ().994 56MG/NA 0.221 1.779 0.'182 56
'\jt1f4/:>U~ 0.295 -1.301 0.346 56
Il/H I41 xS::ifJ4 O.liiSq "1.2v6 11.:'1-47 5b
i,,(J'>/~04 u.27c 3.988 O.ij8! 56{'>.Ll 31 XSSU4 O.1.J11 /4 • 141 O.ti87 5bF/xSSU4 v.OUb I •.3H5 0.195 56
AMTH/Cf"1 tn.4bb UW.306 O.57S 67
Ai~q Nu3/Cflii 23.750 1;2.333 0.659 5bAfll\T XSSUlIlCM 4.19.609 17/.546 0.559 56
A...241
Table 241.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+8
BEhH:.EN SEL.ECTED RAIN _CO~_PO_NEHTSt-ALL UNITS
ARE "41CRQEQOIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPCMa:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=:MICROEQUIVAL£NTS/SQ.METERONLY~LEAN SA~PLES COLLECTED
DUHING 11/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUOfO.
'1IX SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NU3 0.878 14.20b O.99c 11
rlISOt.l 0.273 33.220 0.075 17H/xSSU4 3.b98 -1&.547 O.5bO 17
rl/NO.)+XS504 0.825 3.915 o.99b 17
ti/F -0. tU q :~9.760 "'O.()3~ 17H/SA 0.837 8.~O') 0.'175 qHNIJ/SA 1.107 -b. 27 0.991 4HilA 0.296 c?O.889 O.6§b qXSCA/XSK 7.215 1.948 0.7 9 17XSCA/XSMG 0.359 5.957 0.158 17X$CA/Nv3 0.028 5.755 0.238 17XSCAI XSSG4 0.358 1.455 O.l9l 17X3CA/F -O.~39 7.233 -0.210 17LOGH/LUGCM -0. -73 1.154 -0.&38 18LUGNA/LOGCM 0.338 1..&55 0.190 11LUGXSK/LOGCM -O.4b5 -0.567 -0.390 17LOGxCA/LOGCM
-0.925 0.182 -0.780 17LOGXfIIlG/LOGCM 0.359 u.lb2 0.201 17LOGF/LUGCM 0.554 O.QQ9 O.Q92 17LOGNU.3/LOGCM
-1.085 0.613 -0.757 17LXSSU4/LOGCM
-0 • .314 0.949 -0.559 173S/H
-0.640 90.546 -0.235 17SS/F 1.044 b9.474 O.Ojl 17SS/){;;SU4
-2.473 100.690 -0.1 0 17
5S/N03
-0.454 83.865 -0.180 17CUNO/H 0.302 12 •.~22 u.129 1~CONO/NUl O.33~ 1b.96U O.7bO 17
CUI~D/XSS04 1.435 6.036 ().415 17CL/NA 1.094 ·~.17~ 0.995 17fIIlG/NA 0.229 0.050 0.999 11
Nrl4/SDlt 0.031 -O.lbl 0.361 17NH4/XSS04 0.017 0.245 0.109 17
,~U.SI ::;04 0.356 20.721 11.087 11
f'Ju31 :<5504 3.81ti -2'j.~02 0.485 17F/X~SUq
-0.002 2.109 -O.V04 17
AMlH/CrJI 133.00b 49.739 0.704 18
Ai''Il N03/CM -b.7b5 bO· A88 ·O.O~8 17MIlT ;<SS04/CM 11b.950 2. 1b 0.951 17
_A-242
Table 242.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtb
8E.f~EEN SELECTEURAIN CO~PONENTS, ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVAlENT9/LITEREXCEPt CM:CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQU}VALENlS/SQ.
tvlETER.
UNLY CLEAN SAMPLES CULLECTED
DURING 12/78 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SluPE V-INT. CLJI'<R.COEF. NO.
ti/NO~ O. e t 2 5b.90b (1.659 9
ti/SU,< 0 .. 2.).) 59.965 0 .. 701 9
H/XS::>(j~ tJ.Yl~ Ib.680 v.'H2 IiH/N03tXSS04 U.4bb 29.884 0.850 9
ti/F 1.569 92.63t; 0.070 q
H/SA o.ouo 0.000 0.000 1HNv/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HilA 0.000 O.OOu 0.000 1
xSCA/XSI\ "'1.551 21.922 -0.27'. 9XSCA/XSMG 0.640 5 .. 890 0.'1.50 9
XSCA/N03 0.271'3 4.351 O."qO 9
XSCA/XSS04 0.162 4.305 0.091 Ii
,.....-.. XSCA/F -1.792 27.146 -0.332 9
LUGH/LUGCM -0.215 1.646 -O.18b 12LUGNA/LOGCM -0.918 1 .3tl6 -0.442 9LUGXSK/LOGCI'II
-1.032 -u.943 -0.b58 9LUGXCA/LUGCM -1.472 -O.4b8 -0.934 9LLlGXMG/l.UGCM -1.646 -O.9tH:\ -0."114 Ii
LUGF/LUGCM -0.112 0.494 -0.104 9LOGNU5/LOGCM -O.7S0 0.780 -0.619 9LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.42>1:> 1.384 -0.341 9
3S/ti 12.344 "'369.711 v.'::>2b 9
SS/F
-316.448 2393.718 -0.603 9
SS/X:;)SU4 10.319 "'025.212 0.710 9
SS/NU3 27.59,2 -603 .. 941 v.955 9
COi\JO/t1 1.37,2 -1).614 0.530 12CUND/NU.3 3.5B2 -47.634 0.974 9
CUj'WI XSS04 2.21'33 -t>5.444 0.780 ~CL/NA 1.0'::19 "'2.131 1.000 9
r-tIG/NI\ 0.223 3.378 1.000 9
I~H4 1(;04 0.016 17.2<n O.3ci!B 9
iIlH41J'-S.sOi.l 0.071 13.574 0.497 9
iIjU3/~U4 () • 2 o,!~ I.M2S \J.cOb 9(1I11_S1 j( 5j04 0.6"5 -6.373 o.lj20 9F/XS~(J4
-0.OU6 5.345 "'().13~ 9
AM HilC !\II 103.051 10 .. 851 0.905 12AMTNU3/CM 03. 71'3~, ~20' 0 11 \).295 9
AlvtT XSSlJ4/Cl"1 :SbS ..!:n', "51.554 u.759 9
A-243
Table 243.
LINEAR CORREL.AT 10114 BASED ON V=MX+l:l
BETWEEN SELECTEO RAIN COMPO.~ENTSf AL.L UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LIlEREXCEP CM=CM PRECIPITATION ANO AMf=MICROEQUIVAlENTS/SQ.
MEJER
UNLY CLEAN SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 01119 AT ALL KSC SITES ARE INCLUOED.
Y/X SLUPE '("HIT • CORk.COfF. NO.
ti/N03 1.599 32.12" 0.938 5H/S04 O• .5tl4 bO.313 0.9&2 5H/XSS04 O.4bb 52.538 O.94'l 5H/N03+XSS04 0.356 (to.i17 0.952 5
rl/F 0.566 103.986 0.190 5H/SA 0.829 19.658 O.S'll ~HI~V/SA 1.113 "18.30Q 0.908
til TA 0.273 58.305 0.530 5XSCAIXSK 9.414 30.006 0.909 5XSCA/XSMG 2.973 38.872 0.952 5X$CA/NU3 1.617 -33.224 0.944 5XSCA/XSSlJ4 0.552 -11.340 0.970 5XSCA/F 0.494 51.203 0.14" 5LOGH/lUGCM -0.416 1.806 -O.1~3 5lOGNA/LOGCM
-3.395 "'0.307 -0.8 1 SlOGXSK/lUGCM -1.818 ·0.611 -0.88b 5LUGXCA/lOGCM
-0.b69 1.365 -0.550 5LOGXMG/LOGCM ·2.2b3 "'0.b22 -0.629 5LOGF/LOGCM -0.938 0.558 -O.33b 5LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.483 1.471 -0.050 5lXSSU4/LOGCM
-0.708 l.b86 -0.131 5SS/H 5.345 "'522.332 0.919 5SS/F 0.515 55.215 0.u32 5SS/XSSQ4 2.500 -242.920 0.929 5SS/N03 7.019 "'325.269 0.801 5CUND/H 1.151 "'05 .lL~4 O.99~ 5CUNO/NU3 1.b17 -28.530 O.95~ 5COND/XSSU4 0.555 ... 7.070 0.97 5CL/NA 0.991 -1.424 0.999 5MG/NA 0.26b 1.215 0.999 5NH4/S~4 ().240 7.2b2 0.92'1 5
NHQ/x ~U4 0.301 1.280 u.935 5l'\IU.,S/SU4 0."51 23.020 0.941 5I~051 X$S04 0.313 Ib.956 o, qt.Hi S
F/XSS04 0.(139 3.880 o.23b 5AMTH/CM 114.430 Ild.595 0.902 5AMTNl.J3/Cilll 354.092 53 ..508 0."152 5AMTXSSU4/CM 483.082 201.0bO 0.518 5
A.244
Table 244.
LINEAR CUWRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
BET~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATIUN AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 07/77 AT KSt SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEr. NO.
f1/N03 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/SD~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/XSSOI.i 0 ..000 0.000 0.000 0H/NIH+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 0,,000 0.000 0H/SA 0.987 3.726 1.000 2HNV/SA O.95 1-! 2.697 1.000 2HilA O.b7lJ 6.026 1.000 l
XSCA/XSI< 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSMb 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XS$UI.l v.QOO 0.000 0.000 0/-------.., XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGH/UJGCM
-0.589 1.765 -1.000 2LOGNA/l.OGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGX~K/LOGCM 0.00t) 0.000 0.000 0LOGXCA/LDGCM O.QOO 0.000 0.000 0LOGXMG/LUGCM v.ooo 0.000 0.000 0LOGf/LOGCM 0 ..000 0.0\)0 0.000 0LOGN03/l0GCM 0.001) 0.000 0.000 0LXSS04/l0GCM 0.000 0,,000 0.000 055/H u.ooo 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/X~SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0COND/H O.4b13
-1.593 1.000 2CUND/NU3 0.000 o.ouo 0.000 0CDND/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA o.uoo 0.000 0.000 0t"lG/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0NH4/~n4 0.000 0.000 v.ooo 0NH4/XSS04 (J.OOO 0.000 0.000 0jo,J03/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0~W3/ XSS04 o.oou 0.000 v.ooo 0
F/xS~U4 0.001) 0.000 0.000 0AMTH/CM 1b7.35l 377.837 1.000 2AM rNU:S/C~I O.OOtj 0.000 0.000 0AM1X~SU4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-245
Table 245.
LI I~EAR CORREL.. TION BASED ON Y:MX+B
BETt'4t:ENSELECTEDRAIN COMPONENTS. At.lUNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVAt.ENTS/lITUf EXCEPT eMa
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=r41CROEQUIVALlt;TSISQ.METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLE.S COLL.ECTEO
DURING 08/77 AT ~sc SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
V/X SLUPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
rl/NlH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/SOLl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/N03+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
til SA 1.084 O.7tlS 0.985 JrlNV/~A 0.881 O.S55 0.996H/TA 1.039 .9.176 1.000 1XSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/N03 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGH/LUG(;M 0.290 1.124 0.396 8LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 QLOGXCA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXr"lG/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 QLOGF/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGN03/l0GCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LXSSU4/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 055/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0 ..000 0SS/NuJ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0COND/H 0.200 13.62'1 0.926 7
CUND/~u3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUND/XSSOtl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0iI.1G/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
milll SOll 0.000 0.000 0.000 0NHll/~SSOll 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
N03/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NiHI X5:>04 0.000 0.000 0.\,)00 0
F/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AMTH/CI'1 499.896 -302.3b6 0.770 8AMTN03/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AIvlTXSSU4/Cfoil 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-246
Table 246.
LINEAR CORRELATIOh BASED ONY:MXt8
BETWEEN SELEC1EDRAIN CUMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITEREXCEPT eM:
eM PIo(EC I PI TATI ON AND A~T=MI CROEQUI V~LEN1S/SQ.
METER.
eLf AN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPl~S COLLECTED
DURING 09/77 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
'fIx. SLUPE V-INT. CUHH .. eUEF. NO.
H/NlH o.. ouo 0.0(;0 0.000 0H/SL!4 o.uoo 0.000 v.QOO 0
tllXS~04 O.OtHI 0.000 0.000 0
I1/NO.3+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 u.ooo 0.000 0H/SA 1.037 1.549 0.998 0
HNV/t>A l.00b -0.022 0.996 6
I1/lA O.7oS 1.400 0.997 bXSCA/X;;K o.oou 1).000 (1.000 0XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
xseA/fIlCJ3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSU4 0.000' 0.000 0.000 0
.r>: X~CA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGH/LIJGCM -0.486 1.358 -0.780 8
LOGNA/LOGCi¥l 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXCA/LlJGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXMG/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 8LUGNU.3/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000
LXSS04/LUGCM o.ouo 0.000 0.000 o3S/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SSI X::>SO/'" 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/NU3 0.000 o.uoo 0.000 0CUNO/Ii o. b9~, t!..616 0.850 7
CUND/f\iU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0COND/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA 0.000 0.000 v.uuo 0Mb/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
l~r141 So4 C).ooo 0.000 0.000 0NH4/xSSOl.l 0.000 0 ..000 0.000 0
I\iU.31 S04 0.000 11.000 0.000 0
:~U31 XSS04 0.001l U.ooo 0.000 0
F/XSSU<.l 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
AMTH/CM 121.17b 78.89~ 0.837 6AMTNU3/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AI'o1T XSSUll/Ci\I, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A".247
Table 247.
LINEAR CORRELA1I0N BASED ON. Y:MX+~
BETWt.E.N SEL..E.CTED RAI.N CO.'MP.ONENTS t AL.L. UNITSARE. MICROEQUIVALENTS/I..ITE~ EXCEP CM.
eM PRECIPITATION ANOAMTt:MICROEQUIVAt..ENTS1SQ.
iVlE TEt<.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY OIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTEo
DURING 10/77 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INtLUOEO.
Y/X SLDPE. Y-INT. CORR.COff .. NO.
H/N03 2.647 0.622 0.997 4
H/S04 0 ..399 29.038 0.271 qH/XSS04 1 e H~2 9.823 0.595 4H/N03+XSS04 1..0-"0 -2.455 0.658 4H/F 5.294 21.698 0.491 4H/SA 1.034 "0.326 0.999 4HNV/~A 0.981 -1.182 0.999 4HIlA 0.85., -6.689 0.991 4XSCA/XSK
-0.855 0 .. .,35 -0.253 4XSCA/)(SMG
-0.197 0.822 -0 ..191 4}(SCA/NU3 0.571 0.945 O.99A 4XSCA/XSSU4 0.193 0.b42 0.08 4XSCA/f 0.700 ~.9S6 o, S11 'tLUGH/LUGCM
-0.732 1.713 -0.880 5LUGNA/LOGCM -1.082 2.029 -0.522 4LUGXSK/UJGl.M
-1.753 0.100 .. 0.5&5 4
LOGXCA/lOGCM
-1.337 1.007 -0.638 'fLUGXMG/LUGCM -1.ql1 O.62~ -0.526 4
LfJGF IlUGCM 0.358 0.430 O.~9l 4LUGN03/LOGCM
-1.252 1.314 "'0. 2S '&LXSSlJ4/l0GCM
-1.418 1.745 -0.949 4SS/H -1.149 115.509 "'0.37b 4
SS/F
-13.196 118,.051 -0.400 4SS/xSSiJ4 3.u99 -19.360 0.511 4
SS/N(B -3.104 lU9.5bl -0.390 4CONO/H 0.397 15.029 0.959 5
CiJNO/NU3 0.405 23.800 0.275 4CUI\ID/XSS04 1.176 -2.478 0.930 4CL/NA 0.850 -3.101 1.000
'"Mb/NA 0 .. 207 0.560 1.000 QI'JH41 S04 O.lti4 4.290 0.420 4NH4/XSSOq 0.410 -0.9(H O.b89 4
NU3/~U4 0.140 tS.oQI 0.268 4i\103/XS~04 0.442 1.339 0.590 4f/XSS04 0.041 2.814 0.219 4AIwiTH/CM 118.000 44+1).140 0.215 5AMTNO~/CM




LINEAR CURRELATION 8ASED ON Y=MX+tl
~ETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITSARE MICROEQU}VALENTS/LITEREXCEPr eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENfS/SQ.METER.
CL~AN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 11/71 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/'/.. SLOPE V-INT. eURR.COEf. NO.
H/N03 1.281~ 5.202 0.928 7
H/S04 0.496 8.067 0.909 7H/XS;;jO<.t 0.824 o.7B9 0.941 1H/IIJ03tXSSOI,J 0.540 4.698 0.970 7H/F 4.74:S 10.557 0.b32 7H/SA 0.813 10.033 0.991 3HNV/SA 1.135 ·6.198 0.999 3HilA 0.61.5 7.0t>9 O.99j :sXSCA/XSK e.e i s 1.817 0.863 7XSCA/XSMG
-0.50'1 5.952 -v.526 7XSCA/NlJ3 0.432 -0.918 0.935 7XSCA/XSSU4 0.223 0.810 0.762 7
»<>-, XSCA/F 1.720 2.644 0.090 7LOGH/LUGCM -O.5511 1.205 -0.97& 8LOGNA/LOGCM -O.S80 1.786 -0.880 7LOGX::>K/LQGCM 0.03 tl -0.013 0.276 7LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.6517 0.529 -0.922 7LUGXMG/lUGCM -0. 55~~ -0.039 -0.&99 7LOGF/lOGCM -O.34c) 0.237 -0.794 1lOGN03/l0GCM -0. 8 H~ 0.868 -0.9&1 7LXSSOlt/LOGCM -0.943 0.940
-u.918 7SS/H 6.373 -27.784 0.195 7SS/F 9.406 118.446 O.ISt> 7SS/X~SU4 6.20tl -6.553 0.884 7SS/NlJ3 7.00'~ 24.384 (1.031 7




!\H14I bLJi.l 0.161 1.&82 u.759 7i\oH4/XSSfj4 0.288 0.8tll 0.845 7
i\IU31 ~U4 0.511 4. lI,S6 0.768 7hj03IXS~04 O.S40 3.58S O.b5S .,
F/XSSU4 0.0450 O.9f' 0.382 7AfvlTH/CM 40.516 1:13.7 6 0.922 8AMl'N03/CM ~.Md 6b.192 O.4~8 7AI., f XSSU4/Ct'o1
-1.70tl 108.446 -0.0 5 7
A-249
Table 249.
LINfAR CORRELATION ~ASEO ON Y=MXtB
BETwt.EN SELECTEO RAIN COMPONENTStALL UNI.'S.ARE. MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP, eM.
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROfQUl~ALENTS/8Q.
MEIE.~.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY D!HTr SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 12/77 AT KSC S11E 01 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE. V-UH .. CORt<.COEF. NO.
H/NO.3 3.130 -0.';)43 O.b03 8H/S04 0 ..125 .... 550 0.807 bH/x5S04 0.956 ~.OS2 0.920 8H/NO.3tXSS04 O.lbCi 0.401 0.911 8H/F
-12 .. 389 H ..~l1 -0 ..292 8H/SA O.81IJ 9. 01 0.982 5
HNV/SA 0.178 b.933 0.964 5H/fA O.b11 5.163 0.947 5/(SCA/XSK 4 ..7tf1 2.;25 0.702 8XSCA/XSt.1G 0.559 I.. 91 0.782 8XSCI\/NU3 0.559 -1.804 O.8.H 8XSCAIX5S04 0.118 0.145 0.6&2 6XSCA/F
-l.bJO :S.770 -0.224 8LUGH/lUGCM
-0.33& 1.304 -0.571 11LOGNA/LOGCM
-0.&12 1.452 -0.430 8L(H,X5K/LOGCM
-O.b2b "0.354 -0.515 8LUGXl;A/lOGCM -1,,&02 -0.01& -0.752 8lOGXMG/lUGCM -1.175 -O.U49 -0.712 8
LUGF/lUGCM 0.066 O.O3~ 0.217 8
LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.825 0.751 -O.b47 8
LXSS04/l0GCM
-0.&01 1.231 ..0.451 855/H 0.119 :'5.121 0.038 8SStF
-25.276 65.553 -0.190 8SS/X::;SU4 1.296 22.192 0 ..599 8SS/NU3 5.826 3.820 0.478 8
CUND/H 0.371 11.9b9 0.588 11CUNI)1 NU3 1.941 2.073 O.tWl 8COND/XSSU4 0.495 0.417 O.lbl 8
CL/NA 0.751 9.b45 0.998 B
i"tb/NA 0.213 0.198 1.000 6
NH4/~U44 (1.086 1.013 0.7&8 8
NH4/XSS04 0.113 0 .. 710 O.1:S79 8
NU3/SIJ4 0.209 2.406 0.904 8NU3/XS:>Otf 0.240 2 ..674 0.1199 6
F/xSSOI.l
-0.007 0.396 -0.289 8AMTH/CM 17b.126 62.364 O.4,n 11AMTNU.3/CM 6.985 56.89b 0.084 aAMlXSSLJ4/CM 83.124 131.495 o.11B 6
A...250
Table 250.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+8
BEfWt.EN Sf.LE.C1EO RAIN COMPONENTS f ALL UIHTSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:.
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=~ICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME1E~.CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SA~PLES COLLECTED
OUKING 01/78 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLDPE: Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NU.5 2.396 -2.441 0.976 t>
H/S04 0.826 -6.433 0.924 b
H/XS$04 O.92 tl -4.56~ 0.952 bH/NU3+xSS04 0.675 -4.4~ 0.904 6H/F 49.100 23.77 O.9U8 b
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HlliV/SA v.OQO 0.000 0.000 1
H/fA 0.000 0.000 u.ooo 1
XSCA/X~K 3.34.$ 11.461 0.405 b
XSCA/XSMG 2.537 3.516 0.767 6
XSCA/NU3 0.202 10.492 0.293 b
XSCA/XSSLJ4 O.l1~) 8.063 0.420 b
/"-" XSCA/F 3.26S 12.940 0.212 b
LUbH/LUGCM -0.1 71 1.388 -0.214 b
LOGNA/LOGCM
-0.55, 1.599 -0.738 blUGXSK/LOGCM -0.32 -0.002 -0.799 6
UJGXCA/LOGCM -0.773 0.824 -0.807 0
LOGXi"iG/lOGCM -0.603 0.349 -0.7 34 b
LUGF/LLJGCI"I 0.000 0.033 -o.oo~ 0LOGN03/LOG(..M -0.1614 1.074 -O.2'i. 6
LXSS04/LOGCM -0.48"7 1.411 -0.564 6
S3/H 0.582 60.080 0.361 b
S8/F 3b.b6b 71.871 0.415 b
SS/)(~SU4 0.856 45.090 0.548 b
SS/NUJ 1.893 50.418 0.479 b
CUNO/H 0.435 12.l28 0.841 b
CONO/NUl 1.130 9.7d2 0.890 6
CUt-.JO/xSSQ4 0.466 7.3b5 0.928 6
CL/NA 1.173 -2.972 0.995 6
~G/NI\ 0.290 -0.718 0.988 b
NHt.l/~U4 0.180 5. 1714 0.845 eNl14/XSS04 0.2u2 5. 24 0.876 6
I'W31 :>ULt 0.350 -1.914 lJ.95'i b
NU3/XSS04 0.385 -0.854 0.'173 b
f/xSS014 0.010 -0.459 0.884 b
AfJllH/CM 15.101 179.2;',) 0.432 6




LINEAR CORRELATION 8ASED ON Y=MX+8
8ETwEEN SEL.EClEO R.A.I.N COMPONf..NTS t A.LL UN. I. TSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LInU~EXCEPf CM::
eM Pl<tECIPITATION AND AMr=MICROEQUIVALEN:JSISQ.ME' Ek. . .
CLEAN AND SLI~HTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 02/78 AT K$C SIrE ~1 ARE INCLUDEO.
V/X. SLOPE '(-IN1 • CUi1R..COEF. NU.
H/NO;) 1.089 .52.782 0.852 bh/S04 0.312 31.880 0.855 bH/XSS04 O.t>1Q 23.982 0.905 b
HhW.HXSS04 0.398 2b.113 0.893 bH/F 0.491 So.t>20 0.016 0H/SA 0.934 4.154 0.990 5HI\lV/SA 0.953 -0.113 0.990 5HilA 0.82«:> ..6.730 0.958 5XSCA/XSK 1.4.780 3.004 ().459 bXSCA/XSMG 0.102 3.982 0.560 0XSCA/N05 0.255 O.l.l50 O.14~ bXSCAlXSSU4 O.l~O 0.183 0.&0 &XSCA/f 4.0 9 2.848 0.050 bLOGH/LOGCrJI
-0.1&3 l.b5b -0.1)00 8LOGNA/LOGCM
-0.343 1.611 -0.200. bLOG,lC,SK/LOGCM
-0.226 -0.131 -0.459 0LOGXCA/LOGCM
-0.315 0.544 -0.294 0LUGXMG/LOGCM
-0.370 -0.070 -0.103 bLOGF/LOGC~
-0.002 0.103 -0.001 bLOGNU3/l0G(.M -0.513 1.148 -0.620 bLXSSIJ4/LOGCM
-O.4i2 1.015 -0.852 b58/H 6. '1 0 -237.110 0.741 0SS/F 87.778 8~.b~5 0.301 6SS/XSSOq S.8be? -168.610 o, '152 bSS/NU3 11.03'1 -98.17, 0.951 bCUND/H 1.406 -32.137 O.78b 6CUNO/N03 2.659 -6.937 0.974 b
Cl)NDI XSS04 1.4l5 -20.486 0 .. 984 0Cl/NA 0.086 9.289 1.000 bMG/NA 0.215 0.&23 1.000 bNH4/S04
-0.002 5.890 -0.042 bNH4/XSS04
-0.008 0.159 -0.090 b
NlJ3/S(J~ 0.332 -0.141 0.914 b
NOJ/ASSOLl 0.S14 -5.432 0.970 0
F/XSS04 0.001 0.319 0.26; bAMTH/CM 280.033 104.754 O.'H 8AMTNU3/CM 30.021 112.574 0.601 b





LINEAR CURRELATION BASEO UN Y:MX+~
~Er~~ENSELECTED RAIN CO~PONENTS~ ALL UNITS
AR~ MICROEQUIVALENTS/LIIERE~CEPI eM=CM P~ECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEQUIVALE~TS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY OIRTY SAMPLES ~OLLECTEO
DURING 03/78 AT KSt SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/K SLOPE Y-1lI1T • CLlRR.CUEF. NO.
HI NU.~ 0.070 21. ltd o, ~tH 7
rllS04 0.706 0.003 0.948 7
H/XS~04 O.b1S 8.100 0.903 7
H/N03tXSS04 O.48S 8.272 0.854 7
h/F -3.421. 43.992 -0.194 7
H/SA 0.952 2.818 0.990 5
HI\lV I SA 0.915 0.774 0.991 ~n/lA 0.40l> 111.910 u.799
xSCA/XSK 17.903; 2.930 0.912 7
XSCA/X~MG 3.43b 2.490 0.075 7
XSCA/NlJ3 0.549 2.437 0.b94 7
XSCA/xSS04 0.44" 0.127 0.725 1
.x$CA/F b.O';~ 9.961 0.500 7
LOGH/LUGCM -U.270 1.497 -0.525 8
LUGNA/LOGCM -O.271~ 1.582 -O.e.&9 1
LOGXSK/LOGCM -O.19~) -0.032 -0.294 7
LLJ6XL.A/LUGCM -1.255 0.905 -O.t\43 7
LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.72B 0.408 -0.592 7
LOGF/LUGCM -O.30S 0.117 -0.551 7
LOGN03/LOGCM -0.037 1.249 -0.b30 7
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.469 1.446 -0.55'4 1
SS/H 1.649 -9.416 0.660 7
SS/F -21.591~ 90.284 -0.581 1
SS/,(SSU4 1.151 20.:BS 0.607 7
SS/NU3 1.191 .$2.126 0.491 7
CUNO/H 0.80S -0.86& 0.911 8
CUNOI i\lU3 0.561 13.290 0.072 1
CLlNu/XtlSU4 O.S03 0.943 0.8&3 7
CL/NA 1.05:' 0.590 0.998 7
,"'GINA 0.2':>6 1.523 0.971 7
NH4/SU4 O.Qlo -4.925 V.qUb 7
Imt.1 Jt.SSU'" O.48b -5.100 U.\f4b 1
i\iU3/SU4 O.Q2t! c;.~17 0.b02 7
i\iU31 xSSOI.i 0.45/1 9. 5:H~ u.jbS 7
f/XS:::iU4 0.011 0.705 O.22t.t 7
At-ll Hie'" 151.597 173.974 0.500 d
Af"'lNU3/CM 41.009 149. 12i u.I~'H 7AMTXSSU4/CM 113.&51 19b.28 0.493 7
A·253
Table 253.
LI NEAR CORRELA 1I ON BASEl) ON Y=MX+b
BE1~tEN SELECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS, . Al..LUNIT8
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENJS/LITER EXCtP C~.
CM PRECIPITATION· AND AMHIMICROEQU!VALEH·TSISQ.
MfJEf<.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED




















































































































LINEAR CORRELATION BASEO ON Y:MXtd
BErwEEN SELECTED RAIN CUMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUJVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CMs
C~ PkECIPITA ION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALEN1S/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY D1RTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUKING 05/78 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUOED.
'fIx SLUPE V-INT. CUHR.COEF. NO.
H/"'Uj 0.353 2~.~64 O.~24 5H/SO~ (1.105 ~O. 34 o.Z5b 5H/xSSOi4 0.107 31.0St; 0.268 ~HINIHt )1,5:)04 O.13~ 2~.8b2 1).569
!i/f 2.'498 31.l:i4b 0.355 5H/SA 1.231
-12.g07 0.800 5HI~V I:iA 1.133 -12.·07 0.894 5HilA 0.318 9.391 0.950 5
X~CA/)(:>K 4.34l:i 10.t.l47 0.500 5
XSCA/XSMb 11.0tH -').574 0.805 5
~ XSCA/N~3 0.229 15.422 1).183 5
X::)CA/X 504 0.894 -17.247 0.712 5
XSCA/F 7.315 10.744 0.358 5LOGH/LUGCM -0.114 1.548 -0.41b 5
LOGNA/LObCM -0.014 1. btlS -0.034 5
LOGXSI</LOGCM -0.691 0.281 -0.452 5
LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.469 1.221 -U."!b4 5
LUGXM(;!LuGCM -0.648 O.3.H ... 0.01,4 5
LUGF/LUGCM -0.371 1).2e.7 -0.b54 5LUGNU3/UJGCM -0.419 1.433 -u.544 5
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.527 1.618 -0.B62 5SS/H
-0.485 81.479 -0.197 5SS/F
-13.962 H6.1b2 -0.805 5
SS/)(~SU4
-0.302 71.488 "'0.306 5
SS/NU3
-0.15b 68.819 -O.1't8 5CUND/H 1.208 -9.218 0.910 5
CONO/f\IU3 0.558 17.251 (1.960 s
CUND/xSSU4 0.278 21.128 1).52') 5
CL/NA 1.065 6.b05 0.992 5
rv1~/NA 0.182 4.733 O.8br? 5
NH4/::>U4 0.844 1.1.651 0.497 ')
I\IHq/ xS~j04 O.d44 b.4be. 0.510 5
\J03/3U4 0.629 -1.49~ O.bbU 5
'lU.$/AS::>04 0.b11 3.03~ O.b57 5
F/xS::iU4 0.038 -0.112 O.bl'; 5
AMTH/CM 325.393 23.228 0.98b 5
AMT I\lU3/C"'1 141.305 1.i4.353 0.805 5Ar"1rXSSu4/CM 168.41H e.3o.301 0.893 5
A-255
Table 255.
LINEAR CuRRELATION BASEOON Y=MXtM
8Elwt.f.N SELECTED RAIN COMPUNEN. TSt ALl. UNITSARt: MICROEQUIVALENTS/LlfER EXCEP eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROE~uIVALENTS/SQ.MErER. .
CLt.AN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLhS COLLECTED
OUHING 06/78 AT KSC SITE 01 AREINCLUOEO.
'1'1;" SLOPE Y-HH. CORR.COEF. NO.
rl/NUj 1.961 3.028 0.980 b
rllSU4 0.949 9.601 0.992 6
rl/XSS04 0.986 10.9..$0 0.992 bH/NU3+xSS04 0.008 7.310 0.997 0
tifF 55.989 24.150 0.875 b
Ii/SA 0.964 3.695 1.000 .3
tiNIJISA 1.013 -3.729 1.000 3
rl/TA 0.404 19.934 0.539 .3XSCA/K\>t\ 7.965 1.619 0.964 6X\>CA/XSMb 9.51q
-0.254 0.998 bXSCA/NU.s O.53i -1.4b~ 0.990 0XSCA/XSS04 0.254 1.432 0.955 6X$CA/F . 15.993 3.713 O.~3b 6LlJGH/LUGCM -0.295 1.049 -0.569 6LOGNA/LO{;CM
-0.312 1.4.30 -0.833 6LLJGX$K/LObCM
-0.367 0.011 ' -0.631 0
LUGXCA/LUGCM -O.S31t 0.969 -0.868 bLUGXMG/LLJGCM -0.465 0.02b -0.844 0
LUGF/LUt;CM
-0.197 0.117 -0.604 b
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.442 1.331 -0.831 0LXSSU4/LUGCM
-O.24c 1.505 -0.405 03S/H 0.434 10.520 0.929 bSS/F ~5.972 19.813 0.8b9 b$S/X5SU4 0.434 14.978 0.933 bSS/NU3 0.898 10.385 v.901 b
l,;UI\IO/H 0.497 2.139 O.991j 0CLJI\JO/,\JU3 U.973 3.084 0.917 bCOi\iO/XSSU4 0.494 7.401 0.991 6CL/"JA 1.t.~1 -3.8bb 0.999 b
"'b/NA 0 •.515 -1.583 0.999 b
.>JH41 ;jLJ4 0.247 ~.O60 0.982 b
\1"141KSS04 0.257 2.430 1).(181 0
,\lU 3/ ;)U4 u, I~ b 1 4.6/3 u.90ij 0I\lU3/,ll"SS04 lJ.418 5.385 0.901 b
F I XSSUI~ 0.013 0.020 O.l:i2S 6
AM.fH/CiYI 337.856 bO.404 0.901 0AMfNU3/CM 120.150 32.414 O.9S6 0
1\/'11' XSSU41 C/'" 275.446 34.664 0.952 0
A-256
Table 256.
LINEAR CURRELATION ~ASEQ ON Y=~Xt8
8Er~tEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITSANE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM=
eM PRECIPITAtION AND A~l=MICROEQUIVALENTS/S~.
MElEf<.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OLlHING 07118 AT KSt SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/x. SLUPf Y-INT. COI-<R.COEF. NO.
H/NU.s 2.otjij 12..265 0.934 9H/SLlt4 1.400 -5.342 0.792 9HI XS,jOLj 1.bIl -2.510 u.908 9
rl/NUHXSS04 1.044 -2.503 IJ.985 9H/F 10.0tlO 30.503 O.4~O 9
til SA 1.110 -6.333 0.995 9Hl'lV/SA 1.043 -4.084 0.997 9HilA 0.52.1 9.88,) O.9~7 9XSCA/XSK 7.535 2.08§ 0.793 9XSCA/xSMb
-0.741 4.80 -0.749 9XSCA/NU3 0.137 3.901 0.443 9XSCA/XSS04 0.030 5.307 0.121 9XSCA/F 0.37b 5.811 0.130 9
LUGH/LJGCM
-0.117 1.b57 -O.2~1 9UJGN~/I..OGCM
-0.509 1.753 -o.~ 1 9LUGXSK/LOGC,Vi
-0.279 -0 ..338 -0. 7b 9LU(;XLA/LOGC/lil
-0.514 0.823 -0.b04 9LUGX,"IG/LUGCM
-0.077 -0.013 -0.592 9
LUGF/LUGCM
-O •.H5 0.178 -0.621 9
LOGNLJ.3/LOGCM -0 •.H~5 1.238 -0.5&6 9
LXSSu4/LUGCM n.04! 1.43'1 O.O8l 958/H
-0.60 10"*.893 -0.218 9
SS/F
-11.435 f.J2.b54 -o.27J 9SS/J(~SU4
-1.2t30 113.241 -0.237 98~/f\lU5
-0.000 14.295 -0.009 ~
L!JNU/ti O.3~5 14.'-110 0.692 '/
LUWJ/NU3 0.905 16.450 0.790 9COND/lI,SSUt4 0.556 14.590 0.008 9CL/NA 1.129 -2.44':> 0.999 9
i"ilil i\j A 0.171 0.616 0.980 9
:\Jtll~ I ::>1.14 O.1S4 -l).18b v.465 9
i'Jli41 XSS(l4 0.032 4.662 0.097 ~
;\iu!>ISU4 0.579 -4.91.; 0.131 9
,Ill) 31 x$;:lU4 0.591 -1.337 0.740 9
F/xSSl14 0.015 0.b33 0.161 9
A/VITI1/CM
.H 3.852 108.433 0.947 9
AMTNU)/C,"1 87.513 93.027 o.a.H Q
Mil XSSU4/C/lli 358.300 -1u3.280 0.943 9
A-257
Table 257.
LINEAR CQRRELATION BASED ON V=MXtb
8Er~EEN.SELEC. TE.DRAIN COMP.ONfNTS f A~L UNITSAf~t M!CROEQUI VALENTSILI fER EXCEP eM= .
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICkOfQU!VALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DlHHNG oa/H~ AT KSC 81Tf 01 ARt:. INCLUDED.
y/X, SlUPE Y-INI. CURf{.COEF. NO.
r11 jlJ{j..) ~.903 3.608 0.597 4
;-1/so« 1.864 -J4.8t42 O.9ti5 4H/XS;JU4 1.365 5.02.7 0.941 4H/I~D~t Jl.Sti04 1.~74 -9.709 0.996 4
t1/F 10.488 40.182 0.402 4
rllSA 0.613 17.523 0.999 3rlN'J/~A 0.698 10.689 1).992 3
tilT A 0.461 6.746 0.575 3XSCA/xtiK
-2.483 7.722 -U.692 4
XtiCA/X;>MG 2.71'J9 2.450 0.&56 4
XSCA/NU3
-0.203 8.250 -V.60b 4
xSCA/X:>SU4
-0.081 7.716 -0.820 4XSCA/F
-O•.H 1 S.q77 -0.110 4LOGH/LLJGO>1 0.179 t.5S7 ().bOS 5LU6NA/lOGCM
-0.751 1.441 -u.b69 4LOGXSK/ltJGCM
-0.167 -0.013 -0.392 4
LU(,XCA/LUGl,;M
-0.015 0.722 -0.047 4
LUGX,"1G/LUGl.M 0.220 -0.054 0.574 4
UJGF IlUGCM 0.0014 0.004 0.158 4lUi.J,NU3/l0GCM
-0.153 1.170 -0.425 4
LXSSUi!/LOGCM 0.&62 1.193 0.717 4
SS/I-1
-1.908 121.166 -u.927 4SS/F
-33.076 q4.941 -0.392 4
SS/XSSU/~ -2.91lJ 119.2&5 -U.982 4
SS/N1l3 "3.210 81.414 -0 • .$21 4
CUN()/H
-0.389 49.810 -0.379 5COND/NU3 0.90b 11.849 0.95/ 4CIlNO/XSSLJ4 0.159 20.068 0.56b 4CL/NA 1.240 1.263 1.000 4
"'iG/N/4 0.228 1.0bl 0.999 4
IIJH4/~04 0.108 1.1.51 0.203 '+
\jHi.l/ XS~04 0.100 1.733 0.256 4
'~Uj/ \:>U4 0.123 10.155 0.303 4
~U 3/ xSCiO'" 0.092 11.451 u.:Ho 4
F/xs~)n4 0.009 ().Olb 0.247 4
AI"IIH/C~1 q33.401 72.015 0.919 5AM Plid3/CM 73.385 122.843 0.873 4




LINEAR CORRELATIUN BASED ON V=MX+~
BErwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENT~f 4LL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCfP eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MElEH.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLE~ COLLECTEOUURING 09/78 AT KSC sITe 01 ARE INCLUDED.
'fIx. SLiJPE V-INT. CURk.CUfF. I~O.
fi/l\l03 0.51:>8 2H.11.i5 0.502 7H/SU4 0.757 9.826 0.925 7
H/)(S~04 o•81~O 12.31~ O.9~2 7H/'\j(}.HXSSOtl 0.442 10.210 0.7 2 1
H/F 3.901 3~.1(n 0.534 7
rllSA 1.201 -11."29 0.998 4
t11\lV/SA 0.9'15 -2.524 0.994 4
HilA
-0.078 66.504 -0.215 4
)(SCA/X~K 20.391 -2.470 0.716 7
X:>CA/XSMb 8.101 1.1.095 0.4(1) 7
XSCA/NU3 2.022 -23.150 0.902 7
xSCA/XSS04 0.031 0.058 0.358 7
X.SCA/F -0.134 22.014 -0.010 7
LUGH/LlJGCM -0.145 1.540 -0.3b9 8
LOGNA/LO(;C~I
-0.445 1.1)64 -0.657 7
LUGX::>K/LUGCM -0.t\56 -0.072 -0.753 7
LOGXCA/UJGCM -0.lO5 0.736 -0.370 7
LOGXMG/LUGCM -0.1)76 -0.002 -0.544 7
llJGF ILlJGCf\It 0.381 0.11d 0.517 7
LUGNU3/LUGCM -0.309 1.17~ -0.368 7
LXSSU4/LUGLM -0.080 1.394 -0.103 7SS/H 1.515 13.425 0.ot6 7SS/F -3.975 81.929 -0.221 7SS/X::iSLl4 1.~OO 34.591 0.5)0 7
SS/lIIUj 0.793 51:1.318 0.276 7CONO/H 0.901 -3.4bl 0.891 8
CU"Jl)/I'Id3 0.5')7 18.242 0.621 7
LUNl)/X~SLJ4 0.6 141 tS.320 0.917 7
CL/N/\ O.9~1 6.i.109 0.990 7
II1G/NA O.~27 1.065 0.995 7
I~H4/SU4 U.d514 -3.041 0.951 I
\iH4/X::;~U4 0.21/5 -d.b34 \).979 7
~w ~I ~Ll4 O.47r! 2.6j4 0.07'.:> 7
,\ju31 XS~04 O.55j 5.185 IJ.70J 7
F/XSSU4 0.043 \).00'1 \) •.S44 7
Ai"'lTH/CM 522.245 -153.0'13 0.551 ti
Ai.) f I\JU3/CM 1b9.38H -10.41)0 0.7ijb 7
AMTXSSU4/C~1 384.241 ..::n .132 0.824 7
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Table 259.
LINEAR CUHRELA1ION BASED ON V=MXtB
BElwEE~ OELECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PKECIPlfATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
~E re«,
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLESCULLECTED
uUk I iii G 1017 8 AT KSC SIT E 0 1 AME 1NCL UOEO.
Y/X SLOPE:: y -1 i\lf • CORR.COlF. NO.
H/N(Jj 1.345 18./~21 o.ti37 7
H/S04 1.041 8.6~4 0.784 7
H/XS::iO ... 1.084 19.126 O.78l1 7
tt/NO.$+X$S04 0.884 ~.289 0.1183 7
H/F 8.117 35.802 O•.Hd 7
H/SA 0.900 6.737 1.000 2
Hjl/V I::iA 0.949 2.10& 1.000 2
til fA O.bOl b.035 1.000 2
XSl.A/X::>t< 5.330 -0.911 O.59t:J 7
XSCA/X::lMb
-0.777 8.956 -0.017 7
XSCA/NU3 0.307 -0.769 0.888 7
---"XSCA/XSS04 0.027 5.155 0.091 7
XSCA/F 1.460 3.775 0.266 7
LOGH/LUGCM
-0.526 1.316 -u.t329 8
LUGNA/ ... OliCM
-0.229 1.888 -0.524 7
LCJGX:'K/lUG(.M
-0.403 -0.145 -0.063 7
LUGXCA/LUGl.M -0.304 0.511 -0.Q42 7
LClG Xi"lGI LUGe"l 0.05" t) • .5tf3 0.065 I
LUGF/LUGCM -0.289 0.055 -0.152 7
LUGNU3/lUGCM -0.b05 0.838 -O.tl24 7
lXSSU4/LUGCM -0.380 1.102 -0.589 7
SS/H 0.199 110.392 O.13v 7SS/F 15.510 97.0138 0.398 7
::;S/X,j$U4 0.196 114.732 0.095 7
SS/f\Ju3 0.405 111.1l~8 O.lb4 7
CllND/H U.O~5 8.8/1:! O./j05 B
CUND/NU3 U.484 25.oc4 u.022 7
CU\\lvl X.~SU4 0.504 21.3.B 0.846 7
CL/NA O.Bbt! 1·').64b 0.915 7
fV!6/NA 0.264 -3.750 O.~80 7
f\!H4/SU4 0.223 -0.493 0.099 1
!\i11 I~ I ,It. S:, U .~ 0.235 1.093 0.110 7
I\iU3/S04 0.309 10.000 O.371~ 1
,\I U3 I ,(S;;jfl4 O.30~ 13.622 U.356 -,
F/xS::>ClLi
-0.007 1.60& -0.126 7
AMIH/ClVi 56.656 116.788 0.592 ~
AI"IJNU3/Cfll 22.591 42.091 0.194 1
1\1"1 JX~SU4/(i\l1 42.844 81.049 0.502 7
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Table 26.0.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtb
8EI~~EN SELECTED RAIN CO~PONENTSf ALL UNITSARE ~ICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEfER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY OIRry SAMPLES tOlLECTEU
UURING 11/78 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE V-INT .. CURR.COEF. NO.
rl/NU3 1.549 14.333 0.'475 t
H/SUI.l 0.':)34 10.0':>9 0.735 1
d/xS,')04 I.VI4 6. no 0.923 7
H I illIn t xS S 0 £4 1.007 -4.28b 0.972 7
ri/F
-0.935 35.929 -0.145 7
li/SA 0."175 H.l2l O.B07 3
liNV I SA 1 .107 -1.095 0.807 3HilA 0.100 40.0148 0.289 3
XSCA/X,')K 6.5':>0 4.1bt> 0.3"75 7XSCA/X8Mb 0.453 8.530 0.108 7XSCA/I~U3 0.473 3.350 0.314 7XSCA/XSSU4 -0.061 10.885 -0.113 7XSCA/f
-0.302 10.108 -O.l~l 1LOGH/LUGCioli 0.049 1.491 0.0 4 7LUGNA/LOGCM 0.178 2.116 0.147 7LUGX8K/LOGCM -0.254 -O.2dO -0.411 7
LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.94/ 0.361 -0.811 7LUGXI'1G/lOGCM -0.041 H.21U -O.ObO 7LOGF/LUGCIlIi 0.3bo O•.H2 O.36b 7
LUGIW3/LUGCM -0.351 0.900 -0.b02 7
LJ<SSU4/lUGCM 0.230 1.404 0.290 7
55/H 2.346 128.962 0.275 7
SS/F 29.4611 It.l6.612 O.53Q 7SS/XSSU4 3.815 112.057 U.38~ 7
SS/NU3 -4.668 261.792 -u.168 7
CUNO/lf 0.552 20.5'''2 0.412 7CUND/I\jU3
-0.182 41.593 -0.048 7CUNO/XSSU4 0.779 19.560 0.573 7
CL/NA 1.124 -0.511 0.998 7
-16/1\jA 0.231 -0.455 1.000 7
"JH4/SU4 0.015 0.500 O.2b9 7
,'Jd4/ Jl.SSU4 0.000 1. I'll -0.004 7
\lU3/SU4 0.005 12.45':> 0.022 7
'\lU31 )(8S04 0.068 10.961 0.190 7F/)(S;;U4 0.005 1.985 O.02b 7A"'lrH/CNl 209.5.H ~~.6bt 0.873 7Ar"1 TNU,/CM 5B.702 19.549 0.898 7
Ail/iT XSSU4/CM ,H4.MOb -17 •.Sl'i 0.923 7
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Table 261.
LINEAR CO~RELATION BASED ON ¥:MX+B
~ETw~EN SELEC.TED RAINCOMPONE.. N.TSf·ALL UNITS
ARE:. MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:
eM PRECIPITATION kND AM'~MICROEQUIVALEN1S/SQ.
NlETt:I'<.
CLEANANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
uURING 12/78 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
y/x SLOPE Y-INT. tORR.COfF. NO.
H/fll(H 2.271 2.005 0.979 1.&
H/SC!4
-0.692 33.059 -0.860 q
H/X.s:'04 0.035 7.244 0.993 q
H/NU.HXSS()4 0.497 0.097 0.991 4
HIt-' 0.903 10. G.B 0.001 1.&
Ii/SA 0.000 u.ooo 0.000 0HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/X.'::iK
-5.802 8.084 -O.B54 4
XSCA/X::>Mb c..103 2.70':> 0.931 4XSCA/!\lU3 1.152 -2.345 0.700 4
XSCA/xSSULt 0.301 0.591 0.b1)4 4 .-'~",
X:SCA/F 4.192 2.265 0.390 4
LOGH/lUGCM
-0.422 J.2714 -0.954 5
LUGNA/LOGCM 0.818 1.1)89 0.979 4
LOGXSK/LUGCM 0.423 -O.39Q 0.448 4
lUl7XCA/LUGCM -0.210 O.ob4 -0.428 4
LUGXMG/LOGCM -0.411 -0.329 .... 0.348 4
lOGF/LUGCM 0.0.37 -0.207 0.130 4
LUGNu31 LOGe i\4 .... 0.224 0.814 .... 0.911 4
LXSSU4/LOGCM -O.lIlb 1.16b -0.910 4
35/H -28.813 584.582 ....0.984 q
SS/f -95.100 Ib~.119 -o.21d 4
SS/X::;SU4 .... 16.113 373.279 -0.91)8 q
SS/ j\JU3
-63.867 515.064 -O.9qO 4
CLJNDlrl 2.521 .... 20.635 0.987 5
lUNO/NU3
-0.312 61.124 -0.913 4
COI\JO/XSSU4
-1.804 47.312 -U.947 4CL/NA 1.047 5.990 0.997 4
."1G/NA 0.203 1.081 0.998 it
i\lHlI/Sfj4
-O.5S2 18.014 -,).914 4
Iv/-i4/ I\S~U4 O.(~88 -d.773 0.981
";',i1 I :) / :iC1ll -0.205 12.941;i .... ,}.189
"fIiU.SI X$S114 0.274 c..359 0.995 '4f/XS:'U4 {).OO3 0.619 O.Ubl 4
~iVq tilCM 103.082 5<.~81 0.992 5
AMTNU3/CM 30.270 21.807 0.990 4
A fV\ rx:.> su4 / Cj"l 44.401 103.630 0.914 4
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Table 262.
LINEAR CURRELATION 6A8£0 ON Y:MX+~
BElwtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEWUIVALENlS/SQ.
MEIER.CLtAN ANV SLIbHTLY DIRty SAMPL~8 COLLECTED
DURING 01/79 Ar KS~ SirE 01 ARE INCLUOED.
YI'/.. SLUPE. V-INT. CURN.COfF. NO.
tll i\l(lj 2.210 :'.074 O.9'H 7
H/304 O.tiS9 5.109 0.851 7
H/X8;;>04 0.946 7.o4~ O.9tJ2 7
H/NU3tXSS04 0.068 6.81b 0.988 7
ri/F b.ll7 19.752 0.921.& 7
H/~A o.IH9 11 • .307 0.997 3HNV/SA 0.823 1.082 1.OQO .3
HIlA u.oOl 9.710 1.000 3
XSCA/XSK -1~.1;98 ~5.572 -0.')24 1XSCA/XSMb 4.467 7.010 0.894 1
XSCA/NU3 0.988 6.301 0.071 1
XSCAI xSSU'" 0.341 9.806 0.542 7
XSCA/F 2.282 15.bb1 0.395 7
LUGH/luGCM -0.416 1.472 -0.706 7
LUGNA/LDGCM "0.444 l.d64 -0.531 1
LUGX::>K/LOGCM
-0.219 -0.154 -0.563 7
LlIGxL;A/lUGCM
-0.936 1 .011 -O.94~ 7
UI(; xIVIG/LuGC ,'1
-0.589 u.246 -0.071 7
LU(;F/LUGCM -O.')l~ u.209 -0. t.jIB 7
LUGNLlS/llJGCM -0.5tH 1.021 -0.844 7
LXSSUt.l/LOGL'-1 -0.432 1.352 . -0.643 7
55/H 0.854 159.435 0.093 7
SS/F -20.129 237.465 -0.246 1
~S/X:)Su~
-0.756 210.488 -0.085 7
SS/i\jU3 1.H21 165.339 0.068 7
CUND/H 0.585 16.313 u.494 7
CUND/NU3 1.~87 19.750 O.4tJ6 7
CUh"D/XSSULl u.3/8 26.430 0.332 7
CL/I\JA 1 .. 112 -0.4.32 i.oOO 7
.Ab/NA 0.234 U.270 1.000 7
1'lt141 ~U4 0.169 0.210 0.689 7
\Jt11~ I )\Ss U t~ 0.300 -0.907 o, 'H~O I
~jU.51 ~)1I4 0.244 -1).000 U.I)46 J
.(3/)f.~.)u4 0.!.I23 1.01L) \).'182 7
f/XSdU4 0.100 -1.174 0.'117 I
Allf' rHIe '1 1.)().9U4 15U.l~S 0.975 7
A"\ TNU 51 CM t.3.bU2 18.390 O.9.B I
Ai'H Je::) sU4 I C /lII 83.06'" 153.384 0.952 7
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Table 26.3.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASEOON Y=MXt8
8Erw~EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, A~L UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALfNTS/LlrE~ EXC€'P C"'1=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROE~UIVALENfS/SQ.
ME.TER
CLE.AN·ANU SLIGH1LY DIRTY SAMPLES LOLLEC.TEO
DURING O~/79 AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUO£D.
'fIX. SLUPE. V-HH. CURN.COfF. NO.
ti/NU..$
-1.587 64.1'16 -O.2ti7 3
rllSU4 0.345 11.150 0. 1413 3H/XS~OLj O.B32 -7.010 0.896 :5
HINU.HXSS04 ()407~6 -13.834 0.814 3
H/F 69.329 -59.820 O.b2b 3H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HNV/~A 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
Hll/l 0.000 o.OU() 0.000 1
.w..SCA/ASK 0.715 9.300 O.b47 3
XS(A/XSMb O.boO d.922 0.090 3
X:JCA!I\JU3 o.qQO 14.032 O.5b9 3XSCAIXSSU4 -0.093 1b.57b -0.715 3 .--'-....
XSCA/F
-5.493 19.318 -0.355 3LU(;H/LUGCM
-0.140 1.419 -0.198 3LUGf~A/LObCM -0.92,) 1.763 -0.608 3LUGXSK/lUGCM -0.967 -0.032 -0.690 3LUGXCA/LOGl.:M
-0.090 1.011 -O.23ti 3LU(;X r"G/LUGCM -O.79b 0.1/:)4 -0.797 .3LUGF/LUGCM -O.t47 0.100 -0.794 3lUGN(H/lOGCM -0.251 1.152 -0.959 3lXSSLJ4/LUGCM
-0.448 1.511 -0.b27 3
3S/h
-3.381 3:;4.261 -0.j96 3SS/F 442.042 -39.3.003 0.408 .3SS/XSSU4 0.415 205.219 0.052 .3
S.',)/NUj 46.940 ·5~O.141 (J.99.3 .3
CUNU/H
-0.009 51.320 -v.056 3
CUNlJ/i\JU3 b.4Sb -b2 .. 337 0.973 .3
CtJf\i!J1 X.SS04 0.43b 25.£443 0.391 3Cl/N~~ 1.052 6.665 1.000 .3
!\1(d~A 0.220 1.302 1.000 3
Nt; q I S(J4 O.Otl2 '.750 0.983 .3
i\lH41 )(SSU4 O.O'ib 8.713 0.907 3
'\lU.}1 ~U14 0.1>93 10.241 0.701 .3
t'~U51 )1,3:>01.1 U.028 1'='.697 0.166 .3
F/XS0(lJ.l O.O(H~ 0.997 (1.901 .3
A1-1 rHICi"1 65.154 196.58~ 0.228 .3AllI\rl\iUj/c~Jj 123.077 14.925 1.000 .3
AI'" T)( :.>8U4/C ~l 5b.9bo 259.018 0.165 !
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Table 264.
LII~EAR CURRELATIUN BASED ON Y=MX+B
bEr~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS t ALL UNITSARt ~ICRUEYUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPt CM=
eM PRECIPITATION ANO AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METEt<.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED
OUkI~G 03/7Q AT KSC SITE 01 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE V-INT. ClJRR.COEF. NO.
til 1\10 3 0.000 ~5.11 q 0.878 2
til S04 0.000 25.119 O.l:H8 2
H/xSIjO<4 0.000 25.11 q 0.878 2-
H/I\ilH+ 1.5S04 0.000 25.119 0.876 2
H/F 0.000 25.11 q 0.878 2
HIS A 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
tiN \I I s A 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HilA u.ooo 0.000 0.000 1
X$l4./)(:)/<. 13.940 -2.125 1.000 2
XSCA/XjM(., 13.431 -16.4.38 1.000 2
xSCA/t-JJ3 1.Q10 -13.4~3 1.000 2
XSCA/XSSU4 1.271 -17.281 1.000 2
xSCA/F -40.542 2b~.2~O -1.000 2
LUGH/LUGCM -O.lb2 1.430 -0.640 5
LOGNA/LOGCM -0.411 1.879 -1.000 2
L06X~K/lUGCM -0.836 0.170 -1.000 2
LUl,XCA/LUGCM -\).908 1.232 -1.000 2
Llh:iXMG/LUGCM -0.587 O.1.l87 -1.000 2
LUGF/LUGCM 0.25b 0.694 1.000 2-
LUG.N03/Ll.JGCM -O.o2~ 1.290 -1.000 2
LXSSULl/LOG(..M -0.578 1.523 -1.000 2SS/H -O.57ij 159.786 0.000 2
SS/F -50.476 H 1.004 -1.000 2
~S/XSStJ4 1.582 21.7~8 1.000 2
SS/NU3 2.378 26.50t 1.000 2
CDNO/H 1.C:33 10.523 0.192 .3
CUNO/NU3 u.575 12.7~4 1.000 2
COND/ XSSUll 0.383 11.b22 1.00u 2
Cl/l\lA 1.080 ..8.36~ 1.000 2
l~bl NA Ll.281~ -3.550 1.000 2
'\1114/::;04 -0.049 7.844 -1.000 2
''4114/ x ~ ::>Olt -0.057 7.144 -1.000 2
,1/!J.$/'::;Ut.4 0.580 -3.197 1.000 2
,;i{ 151)( SSOLi V.665 -2.020 1.000 2.
F/xSSllLi -o.o:u 6.920 -1.000 2
AI'" I H/CIVj 24/.791 8 ..6,;'5 1.000 )
AMIi\lU3/C M 80.575 10.8'18 1.000 2
AflllT X:jSU4/CM 151.4:S~ 106.558 1.000 2
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Table 265.
LINEAR COR~EI..ATION BASED ON ycMX+tJ
!:H:' TWt:.EN SELEC lEO, RAI NCOMPONENT Sf AL.L UNITSARt. MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM:
eM PRECIPIHHION AND A,"T=MICROE(~UIVAI.ENTS/SQ.
MErEfl.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURI~G 01177 AT KSC SITE 11 ARf INCLUDED.
VI" SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/N03 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
rl/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/N03+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
ri/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
rllSA 1.050 2.916 1.000 2Hi'JV/SA 0.848 '4. q 1 7 1.000 2ti/TA 0.718 4.146 1.000 2X:SCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/X::;t.tG 0.000 0.000 '0.000 0XSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0X:SCA/XSSlJ4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0X8CA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGH/LUGCM "0.476 1.613 -1.000 2LUGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LtlG)( 5K. IL UGC M 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXCA/LUGCII1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXi"1r,/LDGC M 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
LUGF/LOGCM v.ooo 0.000 0.000 0LOGN03/LOGl.M 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LXSSU4/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0S8/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUNO/H O.bOO -0.127 1.000 2
COND/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0COND/XSSUl.l 0.000 0.000 0.000 ()
CL/NA 0.000 t).()OO 0.000 0MG/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NH4/S()4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
j\jH4/)(S~()~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NU~VSOI4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0N03/x~S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/XS:>t14 v.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
AMl H/e;.l ltlO.436 191.394 1.000 2I\M1NlJ3/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AM'XSSU4/CfV1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
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Table 266.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
BEtWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITSARt MleROEQUlVALENTS/LITER EXCfP eMe
C~ PHECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
""flEw.CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRIY SAMPLES COllECTED
DuwI~G 08/77 AT KSC SITE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
V/x. SLOPE Y-INT. CUf{R.COEF. NO.
111MB 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
ri/SO~ (I.QOO 0.000 0.000 0
H/XSS04 0.000 U.OOo 0.000 0
H/N03+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
~i/SA 1.141 -4.708 0.995 &HNV/SA 1.065 -4.1f.l4 0.997 &
HilA 0.9t& -6.003 0.989 b
xSCA/XSK 0.000 O.QOO 0.000 0
XSC"/X~M(, O.()OO 0.000 u.OOO 0
XSCA/NU:S 0.000 0.000 n.ooo 0
XSCA/X:)SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGH/l.OGCM 0.031 1.2&4 0.040 lO
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXI.A/l.UG(..M 0.000 0.000 O.OOU 0
LUr;XMG/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 u.OOO 0
LUGF/LUG(.M 0.000 o.oou 0.000 0
LOGNU5/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LXSSU4/LCJGCM 0.000 0 ..000 0.000 03S/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 O.OUO 0.000 0
SS/XSSUIt 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 n.ooo 0
COI\JD/Ii 0.184 39.298 0.194 9
CUN[)/lIJu3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUNO/XSSLl4 0.000 0.000 v.OOO 0
CL/NA 0.000 0.000 1/.000 0
:"G/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
II/tiLt / $U4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
:'.JH4/XSSOf.l 0.000 0.000 O.QOO 0
1\)1)3/S04 0.000 0.000 v.OOO 0
"JU31 XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 UAMTH/CM 166.253 76.176 0.450 10
AMTNU:VCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AMfXSSU4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
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Table 267.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASEO ON Y=MX+8
BEI~tEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICRUEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVAlENTS/SQ.
t.1E.JER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING O~/17 AT KSC SI1E 11 ARE INCLUDED.
VIA SLOPt Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NtH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/SUq 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/XSSOt4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
'ilt..O.hXSS04 u.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
ri/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
li/SA 1.051 -2.205 0.998 4
HNV/~A 1.038 -4.386 0.999 4HIlA 0.079 -0.555 0.997 4
XSCA/XSK. 0.000 0.000 (i.OOO 0
XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 v.OOO 0
xSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGH/LUGCM -0.312 1.257 -0.569 8 ··....··i·.'·LOGNA/LQGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXSK/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
UIGXCA/LOGCM 0.000 (J.OOO 0.000 0
LuGXMG/LuGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGF/LUGCM 0.000 v.OOO 0.000 0LUGNU3/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 \)
LXSSUi.l/LOGC~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/XSSU£l 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/NU.3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUNO/H O.44b 49.141 0.571 0CUNO/NU.5 H.QOO 0.000 0.000 0CLlNO/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CL/!\lA O.OOU 0.000 0.000 0
rt,b/NA 0,,000 \1.000 0.000 0
i\lrl41 SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
iIJH41 XSSD4 u.OOO 0.000 O.oou 0
!'W3/SQ4 0.000 0.000 u.ooo 0
I\iU31 XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0F/XS.sUq 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
AMl H/ellll 105.938 S4.444 0.825 8
A/lid NU3/Ci.., 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AMTXtiSU4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-268
Table 268.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED UNY:::MXtB
BETwlEN SELEC1E.O kAIN COMPONENTS. ALL. UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALEN1S/LITER EXCEPT eM:CM PRECIPITATION AND AMI:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY OIHTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 10/71 AT KSC SITE 11 AHE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE. y-HIlT • CUKR.CUEF. NO.
H/N03 2.b89 q.271 0.994 ~
11 I 8U'4 0.001 S2.130 0 ..001 .~
r11 XSS04 1.700 "13.638 0.08.5 3
I-JI N03+ )(S~OQ 1.379 ··18 .. (B4 O.9S4 3
H/F 4.290 11.830 1.000 3
H/SA 0.903 2.9bb O.99Q 5
H[ljV/~A 0.931 2.040 0.998 5
H/TA 0.700 -1 ..3~6 0.994 5
XSCA/XSK -0 ..252 1.b44 -0.158 .)
XSCA/)(~Mb 0.089 1.601 0.319 3
X$CA/NU~ 0.370 .5.183 O.93~ 3X$CA/X::) U4 0.325 -1.389 0.84 .5
XSCA/F 0.b15 4.1b'1 0.9bl 3
LUGH/LUGCM -0.224 1.446 -0.181 6
LUGNA/LOGCM O.Bb5 1.930 0.720 3
UJGXSK/LUG(.M u.777 -0.098 n...S75 3
LUGXCI\ILUGLM -0.921 1.039 -0.871 3
lD(;XMG/LOGCM -1.420 O.bS4 -U.991 3
UJGf IlUGCM -2.b89 1.002 -0.973 3
UJGNU3/LOGCM -1.052 1.303 -0.993 3
LXSSU4/LUGCM -O.S04 1.514 -0.575 .3
33/H -2.835 (~55.Sbb -U.650 3
SS/f -12.477 c23. lB6 -V.bob 3
SS/x.;SU4 1.l40 131.91.) 0 .. 1 11 3
SS/ !\lU3 -8.621 /~53. 796 -0.731 3
LUND/h 0.319 7':>.069 J.I~29 0
COI\lD/I'JU,S
-0.197 141.041 -0.077 3
CUIIID/X5SU4 l.tHe -8.236 o, '154 3
CL/NJ~ 0.8bo -(!. :~b1 0.99'1 3
lViG/NA 0.052 14.245 o.93~ 3
NtH~ / SU4
-0. ~ 6 it 14.056 -0.401 j
iii H4 I ..SS()4 v. 25 1;,.004 0.326 3
;\jU~/SU4 -0.069 13.~2H -0.110 5
'W31 xSS04 O.l;,b4 -4.43':> 0.<;97 .$
F/)(SSLJi.l 0.400 -5.btj':> u.bo7 :)
Ar'H H/C"'i 11 • 194 ~OO ..351 0.433 b
AiVlTNlH/Cl'I1
-60.874 ,?b7.740 -0.983 3




LINEAR CORRE~ATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
BElwEEN SEL.ECTEO RA. IN COMPONENTS. All UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT C~=
CM PREC IPI TAT ION AND AMh=MICROEQUI VALENTS/SQ.
METER. .CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 11/77 AT KSt SITE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/" SLOPE Y-INT. CURk.COEF. NO.
11/ NO~ 0.716 2.561 1.1.993 4
H/::>U<f O.O.B ~.lb7 0.371 4H/XS::>Ol4 O.28! Li.038 0.748 4H/Nr1jtA$S04 0.22 5.336 O.8t>8 4h/F 0.223 6.~87 0.000 4HISA 0.338 7. 05 1.000 2
HNV/::>A 0.402 3.103 1.000 2
hilA 1.489 -lb.089 1.000 2
XSCA/X::>K -3.805 3.594 -0.759 4
X$CA/XSMG 1.253 1.376 0.96·' 4
xSCA/NU3 0.889 I.UH 0.£160 4
XSCA/xSSO£l 0.871 -1.164 O.~H8
"XSCA/F 0.871 5.814 0.000 4UJGH/LUGCM O•.Bl 0.613 0.345 &
lOGNA/LOGCM -0.703 2.421 -0.950
"LUGXSK/LUGCM -0.024 0.032 -0.305 4lOGXCA/LOGCM -1.0&6 0.850 -0.992 4
LUGXMG/LOGCM -1.194 0.481 -0.815 4
LUGF/LLJGCM 0.000 0.000 -0.815 4
lOGNU3/LUGCM -O.69b 0.801 -0.8b9 4
LXSSIJ4/lUGCM
-0.953 I. Q45 -0.941 q
38/H 23.374 132.573 0.241 4
SS/F 23.374 219.540 0.000 1#
SS/XSSJ4 29.134 40.097 0.801 ij
SS/I\JU3 23.890 155.202 0.341 4
CLlI\ID/H 2.034 211.147 u.479 5CUf\lD/lIJU3 3.899 21.444 0.403 4CUND/;(SSU4 4.213 7.904 (j.839 4
CL/NA 1.259 -1~.296 0.999 4
iVlG/NA O.25~ -4.089 1.000 t.I
IliH4/SU<4 -0.018 2.823 -0.197 4
,\lHQI XSS(l4 0.109 1.347 1).285 4
i\lU31 MJLt 0.058 5.2'41 0.41>8 4I~U.)I xS j nQ 0.420 1.18S 0.820 4
F / X~);;;U .. 0.000 0.000 0.820 4
4 ivllH/Clv1 ..B.597 51.b21 0.962 I>
ANIlNLl3/Civi 3.48b 19.030 0.260




LINeAR CURRELATION ~ASEO ON V=MXtb
BElwtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM: .
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVAI..ENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLeAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTEU
DUHING 12/71 AT KSC SITE 11 ARt INCLUDED.
Y/r., SLOPE. V-INT. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/NUj 2.b13 -.).0'14 i).bOl 8
'-i/SU4 0.7'10 -2.809 0.03 8




-2.934 27.951 -t).2bb 8H/SA 1.073 1.04~ 0.993 4
HI'lV/;jA 1.0bb -3.753 0.997 4HIlA O.tH9 -2.611 V.9tH 4
XSCA/X::';K
-0.500 1.1.110 -1).11 0 8XSCA/XSMl;; 0.0"/5 3.308 0.225 8XSCA/NU3 O.3tH)
-u.t.l63 0.:>84 8XSCA/X:>SU4 0.122 O.9td 0.717 8XSCA/F
-0.430 1.1.137 -0.255 6LOGH/LUGCI'1 -0.319 1.206 -O.3bl 9
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.442 1.953 0.293 8
LUGXSK/LOGCM
-0.815 -0.552 -0.429 8LUbXCA/LOGCM
-0.571 0.283 -0.284 6LUGXi"1GI LOGCM
-0.595 0.241 -O.2b8 8
LOGF/LUGCM u.511 0.17.3 0.702 8
LUbNU3/LUGCM
-0.302 0.951 -0.457 8
LXSSU4/l0GCM
-0.059 1.262 -v.067 8SS/H
-1.884 1~6.f)48 -0 • .$b9 8SS/F 1.023 1,37.161 0.018 8
SS/K:)SU4
-1.139 hb4.611 -0.200 8~S/Ntl.~ -3.«~:S h7~.787 -0.154 8CUfJUI 11 0.253 19.2tj3 'J.396 9CUN!)I illU3
-0.341 .~().13S -0.120 !)lUi\lDI X::iSU4 0.29/j IIl.H 7 0.410 8
CL/,....~\ O.B30 21.333 0.983 8
i"l(.,/NA 0.243 0.041 0.'199 8
NHt~/.'jLl .. o.olH 2.d18 0.252 tl
I'JHIU "S.':>04 0.075 2.b06 0.429 8
r~U31 ::>lJ4 0.12':> b.52H v.505 8
,W~I XS::i(l4 0.155 1.t.i39 0.604 8
f I XS~HJ4
-0.028 1.384 -0.281 {SA~j I HI Ci'l 59.307 1..$9.923 U.231 9AMTNU3/CM 72.249 23.138 tJ.tW3 8AM1)(SSU«/CM 79.427 126.648 0.330 8
A-271
Table 271.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASEO ON Y=MX+8
BEr~EEN SELECTED RAIN CUMPUNENTS! ~LL... UNITSARt MICRUEQUIVALENfS/LITER EXCEP1C••
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~T:MICROEUU1VALENTS/SQ.
MEIEK.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
UUH!NG 01/18 AT KSt SIIE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE ¥-HH. CONR.COfF. NO.
H/NUS 2.579 -0.693 0.951 0
H/S04 0.542 -~.O92 0.681 bH/XS~H)4 1.032 -8.~')~ 0.947 6H/NU3txS$04 0.727 -8.34 0.955 6tl/F
-46.813 38.548 -0.354 6HiS A 0.000 0.000 O.QUO 1Hl'.lv/:.>A 0.000 0.000 0.000 1H/TA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
XSCA/XSK
-0.821 23.S2~ -0.248 bXSCA/X::iMb 1.170 11.56~ 0.667 bXSCAINU3 0.140 20.499 O.10b 6XSCA/XSS(J4 0.070 1'1.802 0.132 6XSCA/F -49.966 .)1 .437 -0.710 6LOGH/LUGCfl1
-0.2u2 1.209 -0.11>6 bLOGNA/LOGCM "0.591 1.94;: -0.432 0U..JGXSK/LOGCM 0.094 0.066 O.Ob8 0LLJl;;XCA/LOGCM
-0.069 1.057 -0.0314 bLOGXMl,;/LUGCI.1 -0.568 0.442 -0.325 6
LOGf/LUGCM -0.245 -0.145 -0.090 bLOGNU3/LOGCM -0.282 1.017 -0.355 bLXSSU4/LOGCM
-0.525 1.339 -0.586 6SS/H
-0.145 241.354 -0.020 bSS/F
-51:»3.113 335.696 -0.574 6SS/XSSu4 1.027 115.644 0.201 6SS/I\lU.$ 4.854 11:>1.405 0.21:»3 b
l,.ONU/h 0.357 .$4.009 u.355 bCUNOIl\iU3 1.516 21.240 0.(;,07 0
CONO/xSSU4 0.619 21.530 0.565 bCL/NA 1.000 -1.421 0.999 6
;viG/NA 0.253 -5.099 0.990 b
I'JH" I ~()4 o. t41 3.189 O. 711 6
I\jHLj/ X8&04 0.249 ".2~tl 0.916 bI'JU,31su.. (J.27'J -o.~96 v.ti59 b
1'1 V 3 1)1., S :'>UI~ O.42H -O.57f.J 0.'177 ·0
F/xS::;U4
-0.005 ' O.3~~ -O.b12 b
ArJll H/ei\/! 63.463 140.2 " o.SS] bAMTt\iU3/CM 58.278 t,.,.588 0.496 6
A rl<i r x S8 U41 eM 46.741 1/9.456 O.~O9 b
A-272
Table 272.
LlNEAR CURRf.L.AlION BASED ON Y=fvlXtt;
B£rWtEN SiLECTEO RAIN COMP.ONENTS f ALL UNITSARE MICRO QU VALENTS/LIfER EXCtP eM:
CM PRECIP TAtlON AND A~T=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
iV\Elf.R.
CLEA~ ANO SLIGHTLY DIRrv SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~ING 02178 AT KSC SITE 11 ARE INCLUOED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CURR.COEF. NO.
ll/ r'JUj U.996 34.026 0.732 5H/SUt.i 0.337 30.914 (J.o81 5
H/XSSOq 0.713 18.792 0.799 5
H/NlH+xSS04 0.433 24.2':>2 0.788 5
H/F 25.16S q7.bl1 0.485 5
H/SA 0.731 11 .130 0.948 0
rlf\lV/SA 0.085 10.15-' 0.930 0
11/1 A 0.680 0.975 0.949 0
x:;CA/X~K 0.909 ~.817 0.52b 5XSCA/XSMl.7 -0.050 .838 -0.270 5
XSCA/NU3 -0.Ob1 3·~f) -0.307 5t..SCA/XSSU4 -u.018 2. 0 -O.l'tl 5
XSCA/F -4.092 2.YQ8 -0.531 5
LUGH/LOGCM -v.l0b 1.i)13 -0.397 7
LUGNA/LOGCf'l1 -0.010 1.830 -\1.010 5
LUGX:)K/LOG(.M -0.365 -0.127 -O.45Q 5
LUGXCA/LlJGCM 0.364 O.L100 0.496 5
LuGXlv'iI:i1 LUGCM 0.2b':> 0.b64 0.148 5
LUGF/LUGCM -0.011 U.004 -0.552 5
Li.JGI\IO.~ ILOGCM -0.553 1.0b3 -0.b95 5
LXSSOi.l/LUGCM -v.311 1.593 -0.579 5
~~/H 5.161 -Bo.559 0.497 5SS/F 527.001 75.558 0.979 5
SS/x3Si.J4 8.060 -199.311 0.870 5
5S/f\IU3 13.35~ -S13.5l.l8 v.YLit.> 5
CLJNOni 0.880 27.797 0.276 7
CUt\lu/NU3 2.7b2 3.780 0.969 S
CONO/x8SU4 1. '736 -~tl.64b 0.929 5
CL/NA 0.754 40.003 0.968 5
MG/NA 0.212 7.497 0.991 5
pJH4/SU4 0.095 -0.8bO 0.939 5
'\lrt4/t..S~04 v.157 -~.197 o.IHd 5
:-JU31 ::>U4 0.351 -4.5dO 0.964 5
"IU31 ASS04 0.b04 -10.54~ l).92(' 5
rlxSJ(J4 O.Ol~ -0.505 ll. B70 5
AlVilH/Ci"l 244.29 1.B.b97 0.9/.'1 7
AtvlTNU3/CM 31.7;'2 IH.7l3 0.695 '5
AMIXJSlJ4/CM 328.951 45.b55 0.972 s
A-273
Ta.ble 273.
LINEAR CORRELATION ~ASEO ON Y=MX+b .
BE rwEfN SEI..E.·C TEO.· HAIN COMPONE.N. lSf ALL UNIT. S
ARE. ~ICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEP eM.:
C~ PHfCIPITATIOH ANO 4MT.MICROE~UIVAlEN1S/SQ.
IVIErEk.
CLE.AN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 03118 AT KSC SIT£11 ARE INCLUDED.
YIX SLOPE Y-INT. COt-<H.COEF. NO •
H/NU3 2.405 ..~.903 u.979 5
H/SU4 0.735 3.092 0.973 5ii/xS~04 0.705 13.370 0.935 5
HI NlJ3+ XSSOt4 0.56b 8.016 0.9bO 5
HIF 8.281 34.90b v.437 5
H/SA 0.603 8.737 1.000 3
HI\JV I ~A 0.955 ..0.537 0.999 3
H/fA 0.568 4.52C 1.000 3
xSCA/XSK 15.245 0.381 0.983 5XSCA/XSMb "i.063 ".$.171 0.724 5XSCA/NU3 0.9b9 -3.195 1.i.9b4 5XSCA/X.:>S04 0.288 3.439 0.958 5XSCA/F 1.511 15.205 0.200 5LOGH/LLlGCM
-1.229 1.290 -V.90S 5LUGf\<A/LOGCM -0.564 1 .. 134 -0.300 5LOGXSK/LOGCM -1.570 -0.487 -0 .. 842 5
LO(;XCA/LUGCiVI -1.595 0.709 -0.895 5LUGXIliI(;/LOGCM -1.178 O.3c3 -0.727 5LUGF/LUGCfl1\ -0.492 O.O~8 -0.454 5LUGNU3/LUGCM -1.226 O.9Ql -0.'/42 5
LXSSU4/LOGCM -1 .. 42a 1.209 -0.904 5
SS/H 0.530 9':>.417 0.167 5SS/F 41.2b4 5'.).657 0 ..7b8 5
SS/xSSLJ4 -0 ..221 131 .. 078 -0.103 5
SS/NU3 2.184 73.99/j 0.306 '.)
CUNO/H O.5b2 12.100 O.d40 5
CUNOI(\ju3 1.. 556 7.284 0.892 5COi\lD/XSSU4 0.332 24.394 I). tdb 5
CL/NA 1.5~5 -20.809 0.992- 5
'''IG/.\lA 0.256 1 .. 141 O.9QQ 5
NH4/::>04 0.339 -5.140 0.901 5NH4/xS~04 0.328 -0. tH b 0.932 5
t,JU31 SUil 0.292 5.824 O.'17b 5
;\IU:SI xS~04 0.7.14 8.021 v.9l4 ~
rlxSSl!4 0.005 1.341 \J.l~2 5A''''TH/CM -til.3ao 2t\3.v20 -0.5 1# 5
At"lfNU.)lCM
-4b.41b 13j.92b -0.5.n ,
Ai'; f). :;,5U4/CIolI





LI~EAR CURRELATION BASEOON Y=MXtb
BETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS t AL.L UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM~CM PKE.CIPIlATION ANO AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DlRft SAMPLES LOLLECTED
oUK11~G 05/7 6 AT KSC SITE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INf. CURR.COf.F. NO.
H/NtH
-0.998 oi.l.015 "'0.080 5
1-1/504
-O.20j 46.421 -0.271 5H/xSS04
-0.19 44.150 -U.211 5H/NO">+Jl.SS04 -0.297 ~7.654 -0.500 5
rl/F
-3.919 40.993 -0.200 5
H/SA 0.900 1.982 0.986 4
HN'J/::lA 0.955
-2.1$9 0. 981 4HilA 0.204 20.6 8 0.b4 4XSCA/XSK 0.190 26.859 0.013 5
XSCA/x:)MG 5.292 0.167 0.658 5
XSCA/NU3 0.956 -1.111 0.409 5XSCA/xSSU4 0.611 -2.933 0.523 5
XSCA/F
-3.02b 32.~72 -0.096 5
LU(;,H/LUGCM
-0.090 1.492 -0.107 5
LUGNA/LObCM 0.082 1.964 0.219 5
LUGX~K/LOGCM 0.505 0.221 0.329 5
UJGXCA/LOGC M -0.105 1.296 -0.07b 5
LUGXIIilG/LOGCM -0.131 0.610 -0.102 5
LUGF/LUGCM 0.422 0.163 u.429 5
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.2"19 1.41.12 -0.512 5
LXSSU1.4/LOGlM 0.154 i.bob 0.228 5
S3/H 0.116 101.331 0.086 5$S/f 16.752 77.110 0.030 5SS/X;;lSU4
-0.541 122.100 -0.348 ')
SS/NU~ 0.354 '14.617 0.181 SCUNO/H 0.063 40.391 0.105 S
CUi\lO/NU3 0.448 29.266 0.508 5CUNO/XSSU4 0.012 41.910 0.028 5
CL./NA 0.605 20.026 u.9S5 5IVIG/NA 0.220 3.189 0.943 5
!\iri4/~U4 0.090 30.220 0.060 5j\lH41 XS~04 0.004 35.752 0.003 5
I~U31 :JU"l 0.145 i:?1.00t> 0.282 5
'\lU.'vXSSl)4 0.129 23.300 0.258 5
F/xS::>04 0.018 U.81/ 0.472 5AMfH/CI"I 331).220 8.054 0.729 5
A."ll NU3/CM 184.709 95.345 0.740 5AMrxSSU4/CiV; 397.512 117.1b1 O.b5L1 5
A-275
Table 275.
LINEAR CORRELATION 8ASED ON Y~MX+b
BE rwEEN SEL.EC TED RA I N COMPONE.N.T. S,f. ALL. U.NITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP, CM~ . ..
eM Pt<ECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVAl.ENTS/SQ.
MEIEt<.
CLEAN ANO Sl.IGHTl.Y DIRTY SAMPl.ES COl.L.ECTED
OU~l~G ob/76 AT KSC SIIE 11 ARE INC~U{)ED.
y/x SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NU.) 1.277 12.116 0.504 b
i1/SU~ 0.700 2.700 0.135 bH/XSS04 O.~12 7.4~S 0.909 6
H/NOj+xSS04 0.679 3.503 0.906 6
H/F 24.623 18.411 0.601 b
rllSA 1.632 -20."1>5 1.000 2HNV/SA 1.119 -7.704 1.000 2H/rA 1.522 -44.01>9 1.000 2)(SCA/XSK 0.616 3.274 0.069 b)(SCA/X0MG
-0.004 4.13t> -0.002 b
,<SCA/NU3 0.24.) 1.1>9/ O.S53 6XSCA/XSSU4
-0.007 4.291 -0.048 b
XSCA/F -4.710 5.:Ho ..0.6b2 b
LOGH/LUGCM -0.292 1.4tH -0.574 8LOGNA/Ln~clvl -0.97b 2.119 -0.938 b
LOGXSK/LOGCM
-0.025 -0.227 -0.016 b
LOGXCAILOGCM -O.OcB 0.581 -0.042 6LOGX r4GI LUGe ,VJ -0.505 -0.015 -0.330 b
LUGF/LUGCM 0.128 -0.180 0.316 6
LLJGfI4U3/LUGCM -0.078 0.969 -0.112 bLXSSU4/LOGCM 0.295 1.151 0.3&0 b
38tH -2.b89 17b.323 -0.383 b
S8/F 65.951 92.070 0.229 6
SS/X:;S04
-2.502 1b3.205 -U.399 6SS/NU3 -0.470 114.113 "0.026 bCUNO/Ii 1.910 -21.-7b 0.993 8
CONO/fllU3 0.412 22.74~ 0.175 bCONO/XSS04 0.075 25.2::»0 0.091 bCL/NA 1.187 -3.229 0.996 b
iWfb/NA 0.243 -0.61b 0.998 6NH4/bU4 u.l11 0.2b8 O.blb b
l\lhlU XSSUI.4 0.103 1.579 \).b09 b
I\jU.,S/S04 0.lb9 4.644 u.448 6
\jU31 XS::H14 0.15'> b.712 u.434 bF/XSSU4 0.U06 0.086 0.377 b
AM rH/C'-" 273.00B 11 • b50 U.824 8
rIM r 1\1 U31 0'1 90.608 11.826 0.747 bAMfxS3U4/CM 28B.b72 -102.63b 0.759 6
A..276
Table 276.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON V=MX+B
BEfW~EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS i ~LL UNITSARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXClP C~=
eM P~fCIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEYUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME 1Ei'<.
CLtA~ ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~lNG 07/76 AT KSC SITE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLLJPE Y-HH. CORR.COEF. NO.
iii NU.s 2.508 5.247 0.889 9
H/SU4 1.457 -8.011 U.95~ 9
H/XSSO~ 1.403 -1. '04 0.972 9H/NU3+x.SS04 0.999 -3.050 0.990 9
ti/F ij.325 30.243 0.381 9
rllSA 1.042 -2.802 0.980 5
HN\l/SA 1.029 -4.9IH 0.986 5
til I A 0.74U O. 111 0.909 5
XSCA/xSK 5.342 ~.500 u.858 q
XSCA/xSMb 1.4ljb 0.201 O.2bl 9
XSCA/NU3 0.03b 0.084 0.134 1.1
XSCA/XSS04 0.008 7.04b ().O~2 ~
XSCA/F 0.060 7.228 0.028 9
LUGH/LUGCM -O.OS9 1.552 -0.Ob4 9
LUGNA/LOGCM -0.030 1.002 -0.719 9
LtJGXSK/LUGCM
-V.217 -0.275 -0.177 9
LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.060 o.~ou -0.077 9
LUGXf'J1G/lUGCM -0.220 -0.139 -0.202 9
LUGf/LOGCM 0.035 0.041 0.0,,)8 9
LUGNU;/LOGCM -0.504 1.227 -1l.483 9
LXSSlJ£J/LOGl..i'o1 -0.021 1.394 -0.022 9SS/H
-0.254 b1.652 -u.198 9
SS/F
-3.516 54.173 -O.12b 9
~::i/X:)SU~
-0.351 01.35b -0.182 9
SS/tlJu3 0.267 45.201 0.078 9
CUI\lD/rl 0.416 8.549 \).937 9
CUND/I\jlJ3 1.083 9.019 0.916 9
COND/)(::i~U~ 0.614 /.755 0.920 9
CL/NA 1.257 -6.411::> 0.998 9
f-'IG/N~\ 0.243 -u.580 0.999 9
I'4H41 su« 0.120 -1.464 0.929 9
1IJI-1ql )($;;;{,II 0.111 -O.tlOl 0.\119 9
NU 3.' :iDj~ v.474 -V.30b 0.825 9
i\jlUI ,~SvU4 0.45u 2.000 0.797 1.1
F/XS::iU4 0.024 0.441 0.~49 9
A'''I rHie JV' t:!90.135 ~~O.b49 0.726 9
o\MINU3/CM 49.532 182.t33 0.459 9
I\N/r XSSU4/CM 302.613 -4.060 0.808 9
A-277
Table 277.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
BEJwtEN SELEiTEO RAINCO.MPONENJS r AL.L. UNITtARE MICROEQU VALENJS/LlfER fX~Plt~=
eM PRFCIPJTA ION AND AMT=MICR5EQUIV4LENTS/SQ.
ME/Eri.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
uUHING 06/78 AT KSt SITE 11 ARE INCLUOED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CLlRR.COEF. NO.
HINDi 2.482 7.596 O..I:iOb 4H/sn4 2 ..495 -.)3 .. 802 U.b3b 4
I1/X$0U4 1•.H .3 5 • .,59 O.95~ 4
H/N03txSS04 1.079 0.109 0.999 4
ri/F
-3.044 3'5.519 -0.0514 4
H/SA 0.734 12.852 0.966 3tjNv/~A 0.001 12.808 0.905 :3HITA 0.530 10.340 1.000 3XSCA/XSK b.017 1.972 0.961 4X$CA/)(SMb
-0.004 4.069 -0.003 4
XSCAI ")U3 0.141 2.532 0.774 4XSCA/XSS04 0.002 4.0.)1 0.021 4XSCA/F 0.872 5.839 O.2bO 4LUGH/LUGCM 0.335 1.359 0.555 4LOGNA/LOGCjv,
-1.095 1.779 -0.679 4LOGKSK/LUGCM -0.384 -0.339 -O.b35 4LOGXLA/lOGCM
-0.134 0.658 "'0.504 4LOGXMG/LOGCM
-O.!l52 -0.108 "'0.329 4
LfIGF IL0GCM 0.319 -0.281 0.879 4LOGNU:l/lUGCM -0.053 1.020 -0.107 4LXSSU4/LOGCM 0.590 0.972 0.704 4~S/H
-5.385 254.825 -O.87b 4SS/F 184.012 19.330 0.529 4
S:3/XSSu4 .... 8.285 242.694 -0.937 4SS/N;Jj
-10.100 178.253 -0.533 4
LOI''JO/H
-0.223 32.432 -0.501 1.+
COND/,IJu3
-0.110 25.900 -0.080 4
CONO/)(~SU4
-0.42b 33.b64 -0.b6O 4CL/NA 1.1 HI 0.766 1.000 4
l"lG/NA 0.211 0.053 1.000 4
,\t~t4/S04 1.170 -27.256 0.758 4
\jt1~1 x,S:)OI4 0.299 -1.459 0.529 4NU,SI::>UI..I 0.5£1.2 -3.936 0.425 4
'\lU31 ~S~n4 0.278 5.0tJ5 0.591;> 4F/XS3f114
-0.000 0.397 -0.251 4
i-\MTH/CM 370.ti99 2.117 O.98b 4




LI \~EAR CUR Rt LATI U:J ti ASEI) Ui\J Y=M)( ... f:j
~ElwEEN SELECIEu ~AIN CUMPUNtNTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENrS/LIIE~ EXCEPT C~=
eM PRECIPITATI~N A~O A~T=MICRUEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
"IFH:.R.
CL~AN A~~ SLIGH1LY 01Rrr SA~PLlS CULLECTED
OU~ING u9/78 AT KSC SITE 11 A~E INCLUDED.
VII.. 5lUPE Y·-lilll. CUI-<K.CUl:.F. NO.
H/ilj(H 1.73u lU.'44B o.ln/:) 9
HI SUI~ O.5Bl '~.Ll65 0.1159 9
ril XS~U:~ 1.138 b.1S7 0.I."/7U 9
H/N(J.)+XSS04 {J.ll)";, 6.960 0.985 9
~11 F 53.d27 25.404 0.6'11 9
H/sA 1.073 -0.53'5 O.~b7 q
HNV/SA 1I.9Uo r?.97'd O.'d80 4
HilA -0. ,>/~4 91.241 -0.881> 4
J(SCA/XSK -O.19ti 7.299 -0.U37 9
.~-. XSCA/xSMb 0.21>0 5.124 0.209 9
XSCA/I\IU3 O.~24 1. H3 0.972 9
XSCA/XSSU4 0.212 0.595 0.9b3 9
XSCA/F 9.347 14.3110 0.b39 9
LUGH/LLlGCM -0.310 1.449 -O.5bb 9
LOGNA/LOGClvi -0.575 2.182 -0.&91> 9
LUGXSK/LUGCM V.Obb -0.099 (I.OB2 9
LLlGXCA/LLJGCI'v1 -0 • .582 O.b7~ -0.718 9
L~JGX"1G/LUGCr., -O./~22 O.42IJ -().414 9
LUGF/LUGCivl -0.084 -1).041 -O.48b 9
LLlGI\lU3ILUGCM -0.32':> 1.040 -0.519 q
LXSSU4/LLlGCilll -U.415 1.~4t' -0.5bl 9
SS/H 4.':l90 15~).6UU 0.580 9
$S/F 1';.127 32S.714 0.123 Q
SS/X$:;U4 0.472 14d • ., .H1 0.703 9
SS/Nu.s d.l'iS 202 • .320 0.589 9
CUNl)/H O.'1bb 21.827 0.70b 9
CUNO/NLl3 1.743 31.t.4':;7 0.704 9
CU'\iO/)(SSLl4 1 • .$03 22 • .340 0.802 9
CL/NA 1.109 -8.531 0.992 9
'''lb/NA 0.238 -0.200 0.995 9
I\irl4/804 0.1b7 -t•• 9.$2 0.899 9
-.H4/XSS04 0.303 -.~.0'19 0.950 9
;'JLJ3/804 0.32b -2.802 Il.HLlb 9
1\103/)1.5504 0.b26 -1. /H1':l 0.945 9
F/X$Sli4 0.010 -l).OOl 0.047 9
AMT rl/cr-i 321.202 -~). 729 0.7511 9
Afvl JNU3/CM 1-32.683 -1.253 0.774 9
Arv,r X:>$04/C," 224.979 -10.01} 0.721 9
A-279
Table 279.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+b
BET~tEN SELECTED RAIN COMPO~ENIS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPTCM=
eM PkECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
fvlE rEt<.
Cl~AN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUHING 10/78 AT KSC SITE l1AAE INCLUDED.
VIA SLOPE Y-jNI. CUfH<.(.()tF. NO.
H/NII-S 0.408 37.982 u.S3tl 7H/SU4 0.126 j8.319 O.Q8b 7H/XS80(~ 0.200 I.W.866 O.50Q 1t1/1~ 0 .5 .. oK S S 0 4 0.140 39.551 u.S20 7H/f 9.B42 36.891 0.549 7H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 o.()uO 0Hlf A 0.000 ().ooo 0.000 0XSCA/XSK 4.900 10.517 0.272 1
XSCAI X;;,.1l"
-1.u30 51.769 -0.b08 7XSCA/f\lU3 1.024 -1:S.126 0.897 7
XSCA/XSSU4 O.Q8b -10.262 0.908 7XSCA/F 15.747 -1.640 0.670 7LUGH/LUGC/VI
-0.301 1.34'1 -0.45b 6LUl,NA/LOGCM -0.479 2.419 -0.b91 7
LOGXSK/LLlGCM
-0.502 0.212 -0.751 7LUGXCA/LDGCM -0.727 0.795 -u.7A3 7LUGXiVlG/lUGCM
-0.458 0.521 -v.qUl 7LOGf/LLlGCM
-0.310 0.192 -0.077 7lUGNU3/LUGl.M
-O.77U 1.0..$3 -0.951 7LXSSU4/LlJGCM -O.77Q 1.297 -0.930 7SS/H 6.971 (,j,}7.8iO 0.435 1~S/F ~S4.41B 247.9ilO O.i:i85 ,
;;3/xSSul.l 5.984 281.0U5 o."it ':> 7SS/NU3 11.500 30S.1..116 O.d24 7
tUNOnt
-2.059 ~~95.937 -0.257 8
CDNO/Nij~ 1.24<.J /1"1.917 o, t:d 7 I
CUND/X:.>SU4 0.680 115.005 0.717 7CL/NA 1.0Bi 15.284 0.989 7
I-iIG/NA 0.215 12.853 0.968 7
IIJH41 SCJI.I (1.150 -6.921 0.900 7
Iii rl iU " S ::> 0 4 0.247 -4.196 0.940 7
,\)u3/0UQ 0.274 -0.1)28 0.'/24 7
NU31 AS::>04 U.4Ql 5.40b o.l.J54 7
F/XSS(l4 0.018 0.635 0.1313 7AroH H/elvl 88.479 90.807 0.901 8
AWl TNu31 C1"1 21.6ltO 69.100 0.844 1A,111 f XSSU4/Ctv, 31.264 136.058 0.760 1
A·280
Table 280.
LINEAR CORRELATION bASED UN Y=Mx+b
BETwEEN SELECTED RAI~ CU~PONENrS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPf eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICRO£QUIVALENTS/SQ.
METE.R.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLtS CULLECTED
DURING 11/78 AT KSC SITE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE '(-lNI. CORR.CUEF. NO.
H/NU.$ 2.602 -3.724 0.906 s
rll su~ 0.413 7.000 0.91.10 ~
H/XSS04 0.922 11.287 0.974 5
H/NU3+XSSO£l 0.715 5.518 O.~60 5
ti/f 12.9b2 ;U .840 O.8Q3 5
li/SA 6.579 -180.590 1.000 2
till/vISA 4.829 -127.920 1.000 2
HilA 0.420 ~.136 1.000 2
~SCA/XSK 0.079 12.829 0.023 5l(SCA/XSM(;; 0.590 8.S79 0.739 5
/'-- l(SCA/I~U3 0.373 6.214 0.538 5
l(SCA/)(~SU4 O.l~HI 1.935 0.031 5
XSCA/f 2.609 9.797 0.702 5
LUGH/LUGCM -0.425 1.272 -0.232 5
LUGNA/LOGCM
-1.366 1.6LJ5 -0.558 5lUGX:>KILUGCM -0.SI9 0.205 -0.172 5
LUC;XC.A/LUGCM
-1.380 l).2'H -0.870 5
LUGAiVlG/LUGl:M
-2.156 '·0.590 -0.828 5
LUGF/LUGCt-1 -0.413 '·0.114 "0.251 5
LUGNLJ3/LUGl.:M -0.001 0.867 "v.452 5
LXSSU4/LUGC/II\ -0.762 0.930 -0.3&2 5
SS/H 8.908 b3 •.HO O.ti50 ':>
S$/F 118.407 310.227 0.731 5
SS/X;;;SJ4 8.922 I'H.187 0.894 S
SS/i\HH 19.307 10Ll.212 O.6.S7 5
CUNO/H 1.219 14.216 0.868 5
CUNul f~w3 2.753 11.39b O.o9d 5CUNO/XSSOLi 1.195 25. tH 7 0.920 5
CL/;~A 1.0S9 9.101 0.996 5
"'GINA \).234 '-U.731 1.000 S
!\j~1(l/ JU4 0.003 '·1.99f\ 0.841 5
~H4/x3.;)U4 O.I~8 -1.580 tJ.909 5
f\lLl5/~)1l4 u.l.H 1.057 0.781 5
f~U~1 XSS(l4 0.281'1 t\.12~ o.tH5 5
F/~SSU4 0.056 '-0.7S1 0.l/10 5
A;YlTH/C''"1 121.0':>6 92.541 1).192 5
Ai'-11 NU'~/CM 16 .~51 1!8.341 1).09/ 5
Ai'4' J(SSLJ4/Ci~ 4.221 ~1;.618 u.007 ':>
A-281
Table 281.
LINEAR CUNRE~ATION bASED ON Y=M~+K
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPGNENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPf CM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROE~UIVALENTS/SQ.MEIER.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLt DIRTY SAMPLES COLLEC1ED
0UHING 121/8 A1 KSC SITE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
'(/,1.. SLUPE r-1l'JI. C(jt'fR.COEF. NO.
'1/\1ILS u.839 1.5')1 ().990 5
H/SOLj u.~39 3.752 \J.<j16 5
H/)(SSU4 0.828 -3.029 0.995 ~H/fllu,5tXSS04 0.418 2.112 0.994 ')H/F
-18.828 o e , 6 11 -0.5/H sH/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HNV/~A 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
rlllA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/X::iK
-10.439 15.31'1 -0.910 5
x::)Cl\IX::IMG 0.073 9.659 0.9bO 5
)(~CI\/NU3 0.254 1.4111 0.958 5
xSCA/X~SU4 0.247 4.44~ 0.950 5
X.SCA/F
-4.282 23.404 -0.395 5
LUG~i1 LUGCM -0.611 1.118 -0.864 5LDGNA/LOGCr'l
-0.21'> c!.295 -0.191 s
LUGX SK IUIGlM -0 • .s03 -0.279 -0.681 5LUGXCA/LOGCM
-0.382 0.941 -0.059 I)L0(;)( {JiG/ LUGL fill
-O.7t!J9 0.234 -0.740 5
LUl1F/LUGCM 0.191 0.113 0.391 5
LLJGNU3/LUGCM -0.717 0.927 -0.871 5LXSSLl4/LUGCM
-0.b16 1.210 -O.9~2 5
53/H 29.793 -124.308 0.953 5
~S/F
-314.823 1523.492 -0.291 5
3S/X.:jSIJ4 24.703 -210.8eo 0.950 5SS/I\ju3 25.802 08.915 0.974 5
l U'~t)1 H 3.895 -12.094 0.905 5
CUf\jI)/I\lU~ 3.3b~ 12.952 ".983 5CUl\jl)/)(~SU4 ~.23
-d'''. Y8b 0.9(;)2 5CL/I\IA 1.056 11.YIJ 1.00v 5
,,jIG/Ni-\ 0.222 -1.301 1.000 ')
'\,H/4/SU4 0.019 1.941 0.474 S
,\jHLl! XS~;lIL.l 0.od2 0.512 0.1>10 ':>
'W SI ::;IJ~ 0.287 ..... 725 O.49\J ~
:\iu51Jf.::);jf)'1 (J.'116 -12.0':>1 0.994 :>F / XS :,1 Ji,.
-0.013 2.046 -1).532 5
bl/ H/Civl 35.421 17.624 0.908 5




L1 "J f: J\t~ CURRl:. LA T1 (j N tj AS EU Ut~ y ="'j A t b
Btl~tE~ ~tLl:.crEO ~AI~ COMPUNEN1S. ALL UNITS
ARt MICRUE~UIVALENTS/llrER EXCEPT eM:
c~ PHEC[PITAfION AND A~T:MICRUt~uIVALENIS/SQ.
MtlEH.
CLtA~ ANu SLIGHTLY UIHTY SA~PLl:.S CULLECTED
UUt</l:~G 01/19 AT «sc SAlt: 11 ARt: INCLUDED.
Vlt.. ::iLdPE. V-INf. COt<H. CUl:.F. NO.
,jl 'Ji.l) 1.5':>ti Q.9t!,"1 0.9'/S I)
[-II SUo U .115 -5.'>.$u li.'J'-I4 {)
'l/XS,:;,:)'! v./o':> 4.~o3 U.'I98 b
r1/!IJU.$t)(~SOLl O. 'jIB 4.411 Ij.CJ4tl t>
r1/f ,).11 U 19.70Q Ij. 4 9 ~ 0
d/~!\ U.qtlb q.~c5 1.llOO 2
tiil VI J 1\ 1.\12':> 1 • ..$Uc 1.000 ~
d/1A 0.S06 1 1.190 1.000 2-
X~CA/X~K 1~.999 11.540 \1. 77':> b
x::; c1\ I x:)Iv] ~ 4.992 .$.231 II • If') i.l b
X;;'CA/1\:U3 0.9':>b 1 1. 13d 0./4':> /:)
X~CA/X~SU4 0.404 lo •.Stl5 O.76b b
x SC/U f 3 • ..$09 Ib.51' 0.039 b
LlJl;ti/LLJ(;C,"
-0.022 1• I~ 42 -0.772 6
LUGI\oA/LOl;;C~1
-0.134 <>'.006 -0.1'11 b
LU6XSK/LUGCM -O.b3S 0.154 -U.9b9 b
LUG)(LA/lUG(;~ -0.311 1.264 -0.274 b
LUGXNtG/LUG(;M -0. 142& v.555 -0.374 b
lUGF/LUGCIVI -U.oM9 0.547 -0./32 b
LUGI~u.$/LUGCj\r\ -0.702 1.071 -0.821 b
LXSSU4/LOGCrvi -0.745 1.465 -0.833 b
S~/i1 0.b19 116./30 () •.315 b
S~/F 1.5.tH5 bb.82H ()./84 /)
~S/XSSU4 0.590 12..$.90-/ .1.329 b
SS/NU5 1.c.77 127.001 u.292 b
CtJNU/H u , 60 I~ 12.:>,)_~ V.l136 0
ltl!~D/'JU.5 1.0ti3 Ib.1M'I I) • b '/ 1; b
CUNLl/XjSU4 0.'4').,) 1'1./4<J.~ l).'-i1b 6
LL/r"i\ 1.\)38 v.~bli 0.<1'1':1 b
\llb/ i~l\ O.(J':>b -0.'/60 1).'197 b
'~H4 I j()i. 0.2H3 -4. H~\) 1).964 b
• Ii 4 I x S ;)U 4 o. Sill -1.59$ u • ~/9 U b
:'~ i) .~ I ~) d 4 o, H 1 -4.131 u , 'ftHJ b
'J I) j I I. S:) i 1'4 0.4U'/ -0.244 ll.I/96 6
r I )(:)01Iq u.041 2. c:d'> Ll.459 {)
1\ :'1 I H I l.. ·'1 11 U. 09b 12\1.915 O.lJb4 b
i\ l'lr 1'1 U .~ 1 C 1\11 B.52"1 71 • 521 U.9~d b




Ll~EAR CURRELATION ~ASEO ON Y:MXt~
8tJ~tE~ ~ELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALlUNI1S
ARt ~ICRUEQUfVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PkECIPITA ION AND A~T=MICROEQUIVALENrS/SQ.
1Io\E.1 U<.
CLlAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPL~SCULLEC1EO
DUHING O~f19 AT KSC SITt 11 ARE INCLUOED.
V/X SLOPE V-INT. CURR.COEF. iii0 •
rU NU'; 6 •.H.\! -bB.S07 0.959 4
H/SU4 0.175 24.3'44 0.261 q
H/XS~04 1.229 -16./)9L1 0.961) 4
!i/IIiLJ.)tXSS04 1.057 -26.77/j 0.916 q
tifF 8.978 4.b3t> 0.973 4d/SA 0.945 tl.445 1.000 2HNV/::,A 0.1/10 5.218 1.000 2H/JA 0.79c -5.984 1.000 2)(~CA/X:.:iK 1.530 1t:~.£109 O.lbb £j
X~CAIX::'Mb 3.152 ~ .548 0.872 /4
XSCA/NU3 2.408 -22.025 0.860 4
J(~CA/X:SSU4 0.£lb7 -2./)04 0.870 4XSCA/F 3.511 '>.093 o. 'J 0 It 4
LUL;H/LlJGCM -0.259 1.421 -0.273 4
LUGNA/LObCM
-1.025 2.015 -0.bb3 It
LUG XSK I UJGCM -(}.797
-0.23b "'0. ltd 1.1
LUGXCA/lUGCM -1.225 0.83b -0.921 14
LUGXI~1b/LUGl,;M
-1.05b 0.184 -0.59c 4
LUL;;F IlUGl,'\1
-0.709 O.ctH -O.b/)~ 4
LUGi\iu31 L. UGC 1'1\ -U.132 1.187 -0.394 '4
LX 8SlHj /LUGCM
-0.4' 1 1.493 "'0.&2b 4
5S/H
-4.035 td2.412 -0.279 4SS/F
-7.398 479.911 -U.OSo 4
SS/XjSU4
-2.S05 lj6~.19b - (,. 139 4
SS/NU.3 -7.784 SIB.lll -O.Udl 4
CUNO I ~1
-0.102 b4./25 -o.o/j5 4
CUNO/NlJ3 1.373 54.i.:HH> 0.10ti It
CUNl,1 X::lSU4 0.142 71.687 l/.058 4
Cl/NA 1.15'4 -12.380 0.999 £I
i"ll:f /lIj J\ 0.233 -0.340 1.000 4
'\jti(~ I ~lJ4 0.017 12.229 U.192 4
I~ i11J/ )(.:.> ;,U4 U.149 0.831 1).908 i-4
I\jU}1 ::'U4 0.042 13.28t1 \).411 4
NUS! x.SJ04 (1.17 .3 ~.O1£1 u.90:J 4
F-/xSSU4 0.1.32 -2.156 0.9S7 4
AMfH/C;~l 7':J.97'~ 17B.121 0.363 4
AI'ylri'JLJ~/CM li9.b5f> 20.114 o.~nt) 4




LI~EAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
BElWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPUNENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/L1TER EXCEPT eM:
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIvALENTS/SQ.
t-tElEK.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
n\lklf~G Oj/79 AT KSC 51 IE 11 ARE INCLUDED.
'(Ix SLUPE V-INT. CURR.COfF. NO.
ril t.... LH V.833 14.71B 1.000 2
H/Sq~ 0.063 21.522 1.000 2
H/).S~04 0.229 19.658 1.000 2
HI :\HH +XSSO4 0.180 18.S91 1.000 2
ri/F 3.121 14.112 1.000 2
H/Si\ 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HhlV/SA 0.000 0.000 O.IJOO 1
HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
.:<SCA/XSI( 11.225 5.272 1.000 2
XSCA/XSM17 1.547 5.b23 1.000 t.
/ - .:<SCA/!IJU3 4.bllJ -47.195 1.000 2XSCA/XSSU4 1.270 -19.652 1.000 2)(SCA/F 17 •.)1 0 -50.547 1.000 2
LlJGrl/LUG(.M -0.1B2 1.441 -1.000 2LOGI\IA/LOGCM -0.995 2.282 -1.000 2
LlJ(;,XSK/LUGCM -0.770 0.2'.>7 -1.000 2
LUl:j,XLA/LUGCM
-I.do 1.020 -1.000 2LO(,)(!'4G/LOG(.M -1.~9I O.• S.H -1.000 2
LUGF/lOGCM .O.j5~ 0.017 -1.000 2LUGI\IU3/LUGCM
-0.30 1 .109 -1.000 2
LXSSU4/LUGCM
-0.580 1.IH.. 9 -1.000 2
;;lS/H 81.71j-1844.912 1.000 2
SS/F 255.543 ··6~1.842 1.000 2SS/XSSU4 16.745 ..238.6d3 1.000 2
SS/f\iu3 b8.0b1 "642.354 1.000 2(.(JND/H 11.773 -2~7.q()5 1.00Q 2
CO\JD/f"U3 9.800 -a4.13R 1.000 2COl\,O/XSSU4 2.701 -25.980 1.000 2
CL/NA 1.090 13.694 1.000 2
MG/i\lA 1).2b8 -4.517 1.000 2
,\j114 I Sfl4 0.040 4.74R 1.000 2
''lH4/XS''04 0.120 3.727 1.000 2
:\jIJ.,SI:J04 0.100 8.109 1.000 2
;\10,)1 X S:'1}4 0.27,> ~.q.H 1.000 2-
f/XS"OL+ 0.073 1.173 1.000 2.
AM I H/e!"1 220.943 27.91;)8 1.000 2.
ANlINU3/Ci\il 95.715 :)3.622 1 .. 000 2




LINEAR CURRELATION BASEO ON Y=MXt8
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS f ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:CM P~ECIPITATION AND AMT:NICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.MEIER.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
l)UHING 07/77 AT Kse SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/x SLOPE Y-INT. CURW.COEF. NO.
H/NO.S 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/xSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/N03+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/SA 1. OM~ -1.728 1.000 2HNV/:>A O.9S0 0.079 1.000 2HilA. 0.800 -0.177 1.000 2
xSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
xSCA/xSMb 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/NJ3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGH/LUGCAoI
-0.363 1.515 -1.000 2LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXSK/LUGl.M 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXCA/UJGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXMG/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 (]lUGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOG~03/LOG(..M 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LXSSU4/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUND/H 0.47& -1.077 1.000 2CUND/i\lu3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
cmolDl x:>SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA 0.000 0.000 v.OOo 0
v1G/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
,iJH4/S04 0.000 0.000 v.ooo 0
;\iHI~ 1)( 5:>04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
r~U .s/ :"04 v.ooo o.ouo 0.000 0
i-.Jr) oS I X. SSU4 O.OOU 0.000 0.000 0
F/XSSCJ4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
AMlH/Ctoil 219.044 iiS.557 1.000 2AMfNU3/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
AM l xSSU4/Cfl't o.uoo 0.000 0.000 0
A-286
Table 286.
LINEAR CORRELArlON BASED ON Y=MXfB
BErwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPUNENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPTCM=
eM PHECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY OIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 06/77 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
'{IX SLOPE '{-INT. CORR.eOfF. NO.
H/NO.$ 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
H/S04 0.000 o.ouo 0.000 0
H/XS~()4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/N03+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SA 1.012 2.135 0.96b 5
,"H-JV I~A 0.876 2.741 0.985 5
HilA O.bbb 5.506 0.962 5XSCA/x~j( 0.000 0.000 o.uoo 0
"SCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/Nu.3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XSSUl.I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGH/LUGCM 0.749 1.140 0.b09 9
LUGNA/LOGCM 0.000 o.Ouo 0.000 0
LOGX~K/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXCA/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOG)(}'iG/LOGLM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGF/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGN05/LOGl:M 0.000 0.000 tJ.OOO 0
LXSSu4/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/F o.uOO 0.000 u.ooo 0
SS/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
t:.OND/H 0.2(11 9.375 0.942 8
CUNO/t-,iL.l3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0ClJND/xSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
i"1G/I\l~ 0.000 0.000 v.ooo 0
j~H4/SU4 0.000 0.000 1).000 0
\lH4/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
"~U"3/:';U4 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
1,~1l31 )\.s~n4 0.000 0.000 0.1)00 0
~ I,1I,S:'U(. v.llon 0.000 0.000 0
Ai\illH/cr-\ b3'1.654 ·'~00.302 0.1$54 9
Ai"1TNU3/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0




LINEAR CURRELATION 8ASED ON V:MX+B
8E,w~EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS f . ALL UNITSAR~ MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM~CMPHECIPITATION ANOAMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME.TE~.
CltAN AND SLIGHTLY OIRfY SAMPLES CULLEcTED
DUHING 09/77 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
YIX SLOPE Y-H4f • CtJRr-<.COEF. NO.
1i/1\l03 U.OOO 0.000 0.000 0H/SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/)(S~04 0.000 0.000 u.OOO 0
HI NO.S+}, 5504 0.000 O.OUO 0.000 0
til F 0.000 0.000 (J.OOO 0H/SA 1.203 -5.201 0.997 b
t-iNV/SA 1.087 -4.901 0.998 0HITA 1.103 -18.158 (J.977 bXSCA/XSt<. 0.000 0.000 \'.000 0
,(SCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/!\JU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSOtf 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
... ' ':~.LOGH/lUGCM
-0.198 1.345 -0.428 8lUGNA/lOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
lUGX~K/lUGCM 0.000 I).OVO 0.000 0lOGXCA/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0llJGXMG/lUGCftIl O.UOO 0.000 0.000 0lUGF IlLJGC I-1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0llJGNU3/lUC;CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
lxSSU4/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/F 0.000 0.000 1).000 0
SS/X;:,SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUND/H
-O.09b 36.118 -O.OcH 8
CUND/l'JU~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUNO/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 (}Cl/NA 0.000 0.000 v.OOO 0j'v,G/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NH4/SU .. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0I~~j{,il" SSn4 C).UOO 0.000 0.000 0
lU~1 ~O4 (1.000 ().OOo 0.000 0
I\iU51 xssna 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/xS::'04 0.000 O.OuO 0.000 0
All!' H/ef"l 109.014 10S.642 0.933 8lIi"1rNU3/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0




Lli~tAR CURRELATION BASEL> ON '(:MX+ti
BErwEEN SELECTEO kAIN CUMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE ~ICRUEQUIVALENTS/L1TER EXCE.PI CM:
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENlS/SQ.
ME rER.
CLEAN ANL> SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 1U/77 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/x SLUPE Y-IN' • tORR.CUEF. NU.
til N05 2.930 -2.254 0.988 4
til SLJ4 2.143 '-22.210 0.940 4H/xSSU4 2.073 -7.~86 0.907 4
H/NU.3+XS::J04 1.259 -7.859 v.994 4
I1/F 11.160 2ti.082 0.864 4
H/SA 0.995 0.843 0.993 5
HI'4V 15A 0.99b -2.007 0.992 5
HilA 0.089 -~.77b 0.992 5
XSCA/X::>K -0.218 11.8'18 -0.020 4
XSCA/XSMG -0.142 12.338 -0.092 4
r--, XSCA/NU3 0.411 2.088 0.915 4
xSCA/xSSD4 0.305 0.858 0.941 4
XSCA/f 1.717 5.848 0.817 4
LOGH/LUGCM -0.248 1.592 -0.223 5
LOGNA/L(J6CM -0.073 1.753 -0.210 4
LUGX5K/LUGCM -0.334 0.127 -0.903 4
LOGXC4/LUGCM -0.655 0.585 -0.713 4
LUGXMG/LOGC~ -0.734 0.371 -0.847 4
LUGF/LUGCM
-0.530 0.109 -0.450 4
LOGNU3/LtJGCM -0.184 1.111 -0.173 q
LXSSU4/l0GCM -0.115 1.387 -0.145 45S/H -0.361 B5.b76 -0.792 4
SS/F -2.485 70.463 -0.422 4
SS/XSSU4 -0.608 ~3.I.U;q -O.b24 4
SSI NO.3 -1.100 tH .628 -0.820 4
CUNO/H O•.HS 11.962 0.964 5
CUND/NLJ3 1.000 12.271 0.940 4
C(Ji'lI)IX~SUtJ u.12/j 9.814 0.953 4
CL/NA 1.379 -21.259 V.6b1 4
MG/NA 0.359 -5.595 0.661 4
I\lH4/:>U4 0.401 -O.oOl 0.891 4
IliH/.l1 )(S::>04 0.373 2.942 O.8b3 4
'\jU~1 SOtJ 0.688 -':>.008 0.901 4
I\lU31 XSSfl4 0.b70 -0.439 0.927 I..
F/XSS04 ().159 -~.2bLl O.9bc! 4
A,-1TH/CM 127.940 22Ll.9b!;\ 0.412 5
AMfNU3/CM 15.631 102.599 0.135 4
AMl)(SSU4/CM 9i.021 115.384 0.040 4
A-289
Table 289.
LINEAR CORRELATIUN BASED ON Y=MX+B
8ETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ~LL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITERfXCEPT CM:
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUlvALENTS/SQ.
!'o1EIER.
CLEAN AN~ SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUNING 11/77 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
y/x SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/N03 1.258 2.554 0.998 5
H/SL}t4 1.105 -0.419 O.8b's 5H/XSS04 1.294 1.160 0.904 5
H/NO.$+ASS04 0.665 1.352 0.973 5H/F 3.074 9.154 O.B51 5
rllSA 1.228 -5.96q 1.0GO 2
HNV/SA 1.054 -4.037 1.000 2HilA 0.008 -3.643 1.000 2
XSCA/.(:)K 6.405 2.613 0.843 5XSCA/XSMG 4.q77
-0.322 0.808 5)l,SCA/NLl3 0.278 -O.~19 0.9142 5XSCA/XSSU4 O.27~ -0. 75 0.806 5XSCA/F 0.89 1.233 0.889 5LOGrl/LUGCWl
-0.004 1.152 -0.950 bLOGNA/LOGCM -0.396 1.499 -0.780 SLUGXSK/LOG(.M 0.215 -0.253 0.407 5LOGXCA/LUGCM
-0.717 0.443 -0.941 5LUGXMG/LOGCM -0.037 -0.249 -0.719 5lUGF/lUGCM
-0.462 0.277 -0.742 5lOGf\J03/LOGCM
-0.630 0.902 -O.6bO 5
LXSSU4/LwGCM
-0.b50 0.'n8 -0.797 5SS/H 0.469 26.855 0.302 5
SS/F -0.318 33.132 -0.047 5SS/XSSLl4 1.125 22.344 V.50S 5
SS/,\JU3 0.003 27.943 0.308 5
CWW/H 0.500 S.TS7 0.837 5CUND/NLJ3 0.641 7.015 o.tl41 sCUN()/)C~SU4 0.776 5.148 O.d98 5CL/NA O.9aQ 1.2H9 u.9&7 ~l"1b/NA 0.211 0.270 0.991
f\JH4/SlJl.4 0.303 -1.St>b O.9 J2 5f\l~'f41 A5::>04 0.414 -0.936 0.9 9 S
,\jU"S/j04 0.8'14 ...2.571 0.881 5
!\,IU51 )(S~U'~ 1.048 -1.244 u.422 5
F/XSSOii 0.181 -0.505 O.54b 5
A,1/jIH/CI"1 32.080 96.109 O.lt>l 0
tHI\T NU51 Ci"1 1.019 102.501 0.040 5
AMlxSSU4/Cfvl 9.617 111'3.337 0.272 5
A-290
Table 290.
Ll~EAR CU~RELATION ~ASEO ON Y=MX+H
B£T~£EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITSARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM=
CM PRECIPITATION ANO AMT=MICRUEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME rER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIAft SA~PlfS CULLECTEO
OUHING lil17 AT KSC SITE 12 AHE l~ClUOEO.
Y/A. SLOPE Y-INT. CLl~H.COEF. NO.
Iii f\lUj U."I';;,7 18.030 0.518 9
ti I S04 0.991 -v.b05 0.971 9
H/xS::>04 1.050 2.0t\1 U.992 9
H/NU.H )(.5504 O.70S 2.214 1).'l2] 9
fllF
-2.288 33.000 -0.307 9
HI SA 1.0u3 2.99.$ 0.987 t>
iilllV I ~A 1.004 -0.124 u.97S b
HIJA 0.585 0.272 0.732 b
XSCA/XSK
-0.142 q.011 ·0.120 9
)(SCA/x~Mb 3.198 -O.5HI 0.1.423 9
XSCA/l\JU3 O.45~ -f!.. 09':) O.d74 9
xSCA/XS5()Q 0.18 -1.217 0.b28 9
XSCA/F
-0.148 3.913 -0.071 9
LUGH/LUGC,'1 0.193 1.412 U.232 12
LUGNA/LOGCM 0.002 1.480 0.002 9
LlJ(;XSK/LUGCM 0.320 -0.197 0.28b 9
LUGXCA/LLlGCM -1.282 0.112 -0.834 9
lUG XMI:;I LUG(. i"1 -0.207 u.053 -u.299 9
LU(;F ILUG(;M
-0.10b O.O~O -0.112 9
LLJGNUj/LLlGCM
-0.050 0.932 -0.761 9
lXSSU4/l0GCM -0.501 1.259 -0.432 9
3S/H 0.090 41.810 0.050 9
SSlr -4.272 1.t9.0b9 -0.318 9
SS/xSSU4 0.1011 40.002 ,,0.088 9
SSI !\;I) 5 1.4':)1 25.535 0.4.50 9
CUND/t-l 0.b19 2.164 0.889 10
CUND/f\iU3 O.b44 11.~95 v.705 9
CUI\jl)/X~SU4 O.Q3~ 1.(131) 0.1)31 9
CL/NA 1.012 1.614 v.988 9
!'J\b/NA (J.2~1 U.550 0.996 9
i\jtiI4/~U4 0.204 -2.18l O.78tl 9
r~1i4/XS~UQ 0.21~ -1.571:;, 0./91 9
lju31 :JUI~ 0.328 2.tHd 0.589 9
.'IU.$/)( StiU4 0.304 4.87~ 0.5.$0 9
f/XSSU4 -O.()5~ 2.54':> -O •.)t}/ '1
/l,fVirH/(,M 21b.l;HH .~1.'j97 0.:>92 12
Ai'" JNU3/Cjllt 48.456 1.43.1:185 0.406 9




LINEAR euRRE~ATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
tiET~tEN SE~EeTEO RAIN COMPONENTS, A~L. UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/I..ITER EKeEP C....
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~l.MICHOEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEtER ..
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMP~fS CU~LECTEO
uU~I~G 01118 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
'(Ix SLOPE "-INT. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/I\IlH 2.514 -O.1.l9S 0.946 ()
H/SULl 1.043 -12 •.H9 0.913 6
H/XS~04 1.160 -11.104 0 ..934 b
ri/I'>,j03+Jl.$S04 0.806 -8.875 0.945 b
H/F 0.806 38.168 Q.OOO 6
H/SA 0.000 0.000 . 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1tilT A 0.000 0.000 1,).000 1XSCA/XSK 7.240 11 ..723 0.520 6J(SCA/XSMG 3.451 0.329 0.884 bXSCA/NU3 0.240 11.211 0.280 b)(5CA/XSS04 0.119 9.794 O.29b 6XSCA/F 0.119 14.905 0.000 b
LUGH/UJGCM -0.105 1.402 -0.107 6LUGNA/LOGCM -0.661 1.531:S -0.573 bLUGXjK/LUG(.M -0.090 -0.078 -0.09b b
L.OGXCAILUGCM -1.065 0.630 -0.820 b
LOGXMG/LUGCM -U.899 0.377 -0.895 0LUGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 -0.895 0LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.414 0.994 -0.451 bLXSSu4/LLlGCfI1 -0.592 1.446 -0.052 bSS/H 0.509 39.037 0.513 bSS/F 0.509 56.481 '0.000 b
SS/XSSU4 0.905 19.57& 0.733 b
SS/Nu3 1.921 28.942 0.728 0CUI'1lu/H O.42b 8.237 0.949 6
CUI\lf)/l\lLJ§ 1.175 b.426 0.960 bl.lJNIJ/ xs 04 0.555 0.045 u.995 0
CL/NA 0.7&9 7.970 0.991 b
MG/NA 0.228 0.953 0.'19b bNH4/SU4 0.190 2.~5S 0.909 bNH4/XSS04 O.~Ob 2. 02 0.900 b
l'lU3/SlJ4 0.416 -4.754 0.9b5 b
NO~/XS:;Oq 0.45c -4.052 0.9&5 &
f/xS:;U4 0.000 0.000 0.905 bAM1HlCM '":14.433 255.171 v.2&5 b
AMTj\lU3/C 111\ 24.704 91.~30 0.33
'
bA~I f X::;SU4/CJv1 15.6b4 292. 51 0.0 7 b
A-292
Table 292.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXt~
BEfwEEN SE~.£CT.ED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITSARE MICRUEQUIYALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM P~ECIPITATION AND AMT=MICRUEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEfEi'(.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES tOLLECTED
DUHING 02/78 AT KSC SITf 12 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. tORR.COfF. NO.
H/NO~ 1.886 23.706 O.73q b
H/S04 1.232 0.230 v.70S e
H/XSSOq 1.399 -2.073 0. 6 21 6H/1I103+XSS04 1.092 -4.254 0.91 6
H/F
-2.993 46.819 -0.281 6
ri/SA 1.0/0 0.533 0.993 b
Hi-JV/SA 1.055 -4.677 0.991 6
HilA 0.995 -15.633 0.954 6
XSCA/XSK 5.57b 2.431; Q.5tU b
XSCA/XSMG -0.003 ~.b27 -0.001 b
xSCA/NU3 0.430 -1.046 0.517 b
/-', ;tSCA/xSSU4 0.162 -1.804 . 0.329 6XSCA/F 1.744 2.093 0.56'1 b
LUGH/LOGCM -0.111 1.643 -0.451 8
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.192 0.999 0.7&9 6
LuGXSK/LOG(.M 0.482 -0.463 0.841 6
LUbXCA/LUGCM -0.119 0.478 -0.130 &
LOGXfliIG/LOGCf'1 0.374 -0.091 0.025 6
LUGF/LUGCM 0.217 0.097 0.577 0
LOGNlJ3/LOGCM -0.139 1.012 -0.288 6
LASSU4/LOGCr..,
-0.135 1.535 -0.557 ()
SS/H -0.869 01.b67 -0.519 bSS/F
-3.900 ~0.07b -0.243 6SS/XSSU4 -O.59ti 43.300 -0.235 0
:;S/NlH
-1.412 38.592 -o.3bb 0LLlNI)/H 0.179 19.4bl O•.B3 6
CUI'Wh"U3 0.091 13.820 0.734 0CUNO/XSS04 0.521 3.674 o.tnl b
CL/f\lA 0.950 3.322 0.991 b
M~/NA 0.227 0.b80 v.998 ()i'4r14 I :iDtt -O.l~~ 9.158 -0.21 7 0!\jH41 XSS04 -0.1 () 9.704 -0.2 8 b
~(J31 ~u" 0.256 1.732 0 •.H6 0
i\lU31 xS~04 ().300 0.823 0.453 b
F/XSSOq
-O.Ob2 2.9/1 -O.39~ 0AMTH/C~ 322.434 ~ 1. 9tH 0.95 8
AMTNU3/CM 58.891 71.030 0.708 bAMlxSSU4/CM 280.952 41.52b "0.985 b
A-293
Table 293.
LINEAR CORRELATION ~ASED ON Y=Mx+b
I:lflwt.EN SELECTED RAl~ COM'ONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITEREXCEPT CMe
CM PHECIPITATION ANOAMT&M1CROEYUIVlL£NTS/SQ.METER.
CLtAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUHI~G 03/78 AT KSC SlIt 12 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/N03 1.053 19.883 0.581 8
rllS04 0.034 lV.37' 0.944 811/XS304 O.b~~ 11.973 0.913 6
rl/N03 .. XSS04 0.480 11.102 0.870 8H/F -10.6~4 42.155 -0.511 8HIS", 0.810 8.993 O.9~b 5HNV/SA 0.103 5.34b 0.959 5H/TA 0.507 ~.2~2 0.911 5
XSCA/XSK 15.a93 1.580 0.691 8
XSCA/X::>MG 5.~20 -2.814 0.938 8




-0.008 1.42~ -0.8 0 8
LUGNA/LOGCM -O.8b~ 1.~11 -0.081 8LuGXSK/LOGCM -0.06 -0. 72 -0.043 8
LUGXCA/LOGCM
-0.8:»1 0.795 -0.b40 8
LUGXMG/LUGCM -0.027 0.2u5 -0.503 8
LUGF/LUGCM 0.004 0.029 0.112 8LUGI\l1J3/LOGCM
-0.550 1.063 -0.716 ~
LXSS04/LOGCM -0.066 1.395 -0.815 855/H 1.03b -13.318 0.847 6
S5/F
-16.477 55.94~ -0.402 8SS/XSSU4 0.801 14.83 0.012 8
SS/NU3 0.702 34.864 0.220 8
CUNO/H 0.100 -2.'s04 0.986 8
CUNOINU.3 0.915 10.951 0.062 8
COND/XSS04 0.507 0.751 0.905 8CL/NA 1.253 -1.053 0.988 8
MG/NA 0.255 1.342 u.959 8f\lH4/SU4 0.377 -2.263 0.902 8fm4/ XS~1l4 0.419 -2.183 0.924 8(,,03/S04 0.258 5.425 0.090 8
iI)Ll3/XSSO~ 0.292 5.279 ,<0.720 8
F/X5::>04 -0.013 1.008 -0.373 8
AMTH/Ci"l 101.407 157.2b1 11. 840 8
A1"1 I NU3/CM 40.947 72.225 0.765 8
Ar", r )(SSCJ4/CM 113.528 135.700 0.811 8
A-294
Table 294.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+1j
IjET~EEN SELECTED RAIN iOMPONEN1S. ALL UNITS
ARt MJCROEQUJVALENTS/L fER EXCEPT C~=
CM PRECIPIIA ION AND A~T=MICROEYUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OURING 04/78 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED •
..
Y/x SLOPE V-INT. (ORR.COfF. NO.
H/~03 1.566 -28.3~2 1.000 2H/S04 1.529 -102.975 1.000 2H/xSS04 3.08b -206.055 1.000 ~H/N03+XSSO£l 1.048 -89.354 1.000
I1/F
-27.236 112.925 -1.000 2H/SA O.ouO 0.000 0.000 0
HN\lISA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
rl/T4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/xSK
-2.200 54.575 -1.000 2
xSCA/)(SMG 8.93~ 17.538 1.000 2
--- XSCA/NU3 0.03 33.440 1.000 2XSCA/X~S04 1.243 -38.943 1.000 2
XSCA/F -10.910 90.337 -1.000 2
LUGH/LUGCM -1.449 0.227 -1.000 2
LUGNA/LOGCM -1.647 0.539 -1.000 2
LOGXSK/LOGCM 1.736 1.088 1.000 2
LUGXCA/LuGCM -0.209 1.573 -1.000 2
LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.313 0.371 -1.000 2
LUGF/lOGCM 0.29£1 0.7143 1.000 2
LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.572 1.067 -1.000 2
LXSSU4/luGCM -0.120 1.782 -1.1)00 2S5/H 3.520 -0.1498 .,1.000 2SS/F ·95.615 397.019 -1.000 2
SS/X~SU4 10.ij62 -7,)2.690 1.000 2gS/NU3 5.583 -100.26b 1.000 2
CONI)/H 0.077 .H.533 1.000 2
CUNlJ/NU3 0.122 29.357 1.000 ~COND/)(:"5U4 O.2.n 15.55ij 1.000CL/NA 0.970 7.435 1.000 2
""GINA 0.207 4.337 1.000 2NH4/SlN
-2.465 251.589 -1.000 2NH4/)(SSUI4
-5.015 422.3~4 -1.000 2
".JU:51 S04 0.9614 -47.059 1.1)00 2
i,.O~1 xssu« 1.94b -113.,H5 1.000 2
F/)(S~Uq
-0.113 1~.765 -1.000 2AtvlrH/CM -~3.127 ') .255 -1.000 2AMTNU,S/CM 125.5~0 31- 114 0 1.000 2AI" T)(&SU4/C~1 6144.1.l 1 1 .656 1.000 2
A-295
Table 295.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
~EJwEEN SELECTED RAIN CO~PONENTSi ALL UNITSARt. MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCE"P eM=
CM PRELIPITATION AND AMT=MICROE~UIVAlENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLtAN ANlJ SLIGHTLY DIRTY' SAMPLE.S COLLECTED
vUR!NG O~/78 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-HH. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/N03 0.230 28.329 0.847 b
rllSu'i 0.1(12 28.643 O..~42 bH/XSSiJ4 0.149 28.72.6 0.5£11 ()H/NO.stX5S04 0.101 27.802. 0.716 b
ri/F 1.720 32.894 ') • 2. 82 6
111 SA 0.934 1.706 1).948 6HNv/':.)A 0.133 3.216 0.907 bH/TA 0.190 21.870 0.730 6XSCA/XSK 1.886 114.334 0.254 6XSCA/)(':jMG 10.778 -0.723 0.945 6XSCA/NU3 0.296 9.790 O.~08 6XSCA/XSS04 0.607 -7.996 o. 40 b ~-,XSCA/F 14.134 -1.030 0.778 blOGH/LLlGCM 0.208 1.479 0.729 7LUGNA/LOGCM -0.411 1.432 -0.891 bLUGXSK/LUGCM -0.656 0.200 .lI'O.732 bLUGXLA/LUGCM -0.760 1.173 -0.852 bLlJGXMG/LUGCM -O.8bl 0.122 -0.711 6
LOGF/lLlGCM -0.428 0.255 -O.93i:! 6
lUGNU3/l0GCM -0.044 1.451 -0.924 b
LXSSu4/LUGCM -0.500 1.641 -0.897 b
35/H 1.169 -10.052 0.511 6S5/f 12.312 14.674 0.8&5 0
SSIXSSU4 0.592 ~.t:H5 0.922 6
SS/t"U~ 0.548 15.2t>4 0.8t.9 bCONO/H
-0.205 41.851 -0.111 7CUi\JD/fIlU3 0.654 9.989 V.991 b
CU{\lOI X3504 0.575 4.535 v.855 0
CL/tvA 1.351 -5.047 0.998 b
1'161NI\ 0.377 -i:!.396 0.971 b
NH4/~U4 1.145 -14.5.)7 0.770 b
NH4/XS::>U~ 1.200 -13.5Ho 0."65 b
,'id~1 ;>U4 0.859 -10.011 0.590 b
illU31 XSSU4 0.904 -9.429 0.881 b




LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON V:MX+b
!ET~tfN SE~ECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITSARE MICRUE UIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM:
CM PRECIPI AllON ANO A~T=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER. ..
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED
OUHING Obl78 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLOPE Y-INT. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/NO.5 2.072 5.101 0.990 7
H/S04 1.211 -2.547 0.995 7
rl/XS~U4 1.2~' 0.450 0.999 7
rl/N03+XSS04 (J.7 5 1.919 0.996 7
H/F 55.326 2~.b22 O.8QO 'I
rl/SA 0.'102 2.703 1.000 5
HNV/SA 0.954 0.205 1.000 ~.... /TA u.730 -10.Z79 0.91,'3
)l.SCA/)(~K 12.930 -0.339 0.962 7
XSCA/X5MG 8.883 -1.096 0.913 7
XSCA/NiJ3 0.460 -0.588 0.978 7
XSCA/XSS04 0.263 -1.205 0.951 7
xSCA/F 11.458 4.993 0.774 7
LUGH/lUGCM -0.21.&7 1.001 -0.3514 7
LOGNA/LUGCM -0.1.&27 1.335 -0.&29 7
LOGXSK/lOGCM -0.237 -0.24l -O.31E> 7
LDG)(CA/l.OGC~ -0.339 0.603 -0.300 7
LUGXMG/LOG(.M -0.429 0.080 -0.785 7
LUGF/LOGCM -0.141 0.051 -0.55& 7
LUGNlH/LOGCM -0.245 1.208 -0.310 7
LXSS04/LuGCM -0.200 1.512 -0.394 7SS/H 0.047 30.043 0.087 1SS/F 20.750 23.223 0.579 7
SS/XSSU4 0.078 29.221 0.11 0 7
SS/NU.5 0.010 32.359 u.008 7COND/d 0.454 5.821 0.96& 1CUNV1NU3 0.932 8.3E>2 0.970 7CUND/XSS04 0.559 5.924 u.992 7
CL/I'4J\ 1.009 -0.204 0.996 1
'lIIb/NA 0.224 0.789 O.1I1~ 7NHq/S04 0.204 O.;E>O 0.86 7Nrl4/ ASSOt. O.lO8 O. 42 O.B91 7
!'~tJ3/;jUL+ 0.510 -j.032 0.960 7
,\Wj/ XSSOLl u.580 -1.14t!. 0.988 I
F/X3:>UL+ 0.016 -0.243 0.8&0 1I\MlH/CM 307.9&1 56.030 0.905 7
AIVtTNU51CM lE>1.0E>9 13.717 0.922 7




LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=~Xt~
BE Tifft:..EN .SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS.A.LL. .UN. I1.S
ARE MICROEGUJIVALENTS/LllEREXCEP leMa
CM PWECIPITATION AND AMT=Jl41CRUEQUIVALfNTS/SQ.METEH.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRlY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 07/76 AT KSt.SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLUPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
HIND'> 2.950 3.077 0.873 11
t1/S04 1.:B4 -0.471 0.947 11H/XSSQ4 1.350 2.100 0.973 11H/i\lO.HXS804 0.908 0.395 0.903 11H/F
-3.246 52.223 -0.172 11H/8A 1.0S6 -0.597 u.994 10Hi~V I:iA 1.040 -2.441 0.997 10li/TA 0.990 -12.311 0.900 I~XSCA/XSK 11.510 0.030 0.793XSCA/X:iMG 2.190 5.234 0.235 11XSCA/NU3 0.170 3.090 0.310 11XSCA/XSSU4
-0.001 0.406 -0.004 11XSCA/F
-0.105 0.S34 -0.034 11LOGH/lUGCM 0.006 1.026 O.OOb 11LUGNA/LQGCM
-0.573 1.397 "0.442 11LUGX::)K/LlIGCM 0.020 -0.459 0.012 11LUGxLA/LOGC.M 0.035 0.ti»15 0.022 11lUGXfIIIG/LUGCM 0.336 -0.280 0.281 11LUGF/Ll.JGCM 0.36'1 -0.095 0.301 11LOGNU3/lUGL.M -0.195 1.182 -0.170 11lXSS04/LOGCM 0.017 1.407 0.015 11
85/H
-0 •.H3 41.160 -0.305 11S5/F
-6.560 32.055 -0.336 11SS/XSSUit
-0.255 34.638 -0.179 11SS/NU3 0.530 17.523 0.152 11
COl\lD/H 0.385 1.209 0.927 11CUNO/NU3 1.3.,3 4.726 0.971 11CONDIXSS04 0.551 0.933 0.957 11CL/NA 1.220 -3.707 0.'196 11Iv'IG/NA 0.226 0.051 0.995 11Nh41 ~O/.. 0.057 o.lq~ 0.4~1 11Nh4/XSSOl.l u.050 O.9l1 0.4 0 11l'>.IU31 ::)04 0.390 1.070 0.937 11
,4U31 XS::){J4 0.370 2.691 O. 9 OJ 11"'/XS~O~ -0.019 1.013 -0.25 11
AMTH/Ci\ll .HO.SlY 350.859 0.039 11AMTN03/CM 100.568 100.~Sq 0.645 11




LINEAR CURRELATION ijASEDON Y:MX+A
eEr~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPTCM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEfEI1.
CLEA~ AND SLIGHTLY D!RTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUkING 08/78 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/!, SLOPE Y-INT. CURR.CGEF. NO.
H/NUS -O.bOb 36.62~ -1.000 2
r1/ SOq
-0.434 45.146 -1.000 2M/XSS04
-1.074 bO.059 -1.000 2
rl/I\O.$+XSS04
-0.387 45.070 -1.000 2
H/F
-13.559 48.952 -1.000 2
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
rl/ 1 A 0.000 0.000 u.OOO 1
XSCtl/XSK 5.981 0.305 '1.000 2
)(SCA/X~Mb 4.748 -1.084 1.000 2
il.SCA/I\lU3 0.546 1.045 1.000 2
XSCA/XSSU4 0.968 -20.060 1.000 2XSCA/F 12.213 -10.0S5 1.000 2
LOGH/lUGCM 0.061 1.504 1.000 2LOGiIlA/LO(;CM
-0.807 1.120 -1.000 2LU(,lC:;K/LUGCM
-0.337 -0.177 -1.000 (.
LOGX(..A/lUGCM -0.316 0.636 -1.000 2UJGXivlG/UJGCM
-0.259 0.068 -1.000 2
LUGF/LUGCM
-0.107 0.087 -1.000 (.
LUGNU3/LUGl.M -0.408 0.7'.>2 -1.000 2
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.U66 1.413 -1.000 2
33/H -14.738 51b.6~6 -1.000 2
::>S/F 199.837 -204.810 1.000 2
SS/)(~S\J4 lS.d3j -308.511 1.000 2
SS/Nu3 8.927 -23.1/jO 1.000 2
CUtilD/rl
-1.tl23 79.003 -1.000 2
CO~D/ ["U3 1.104 12.238 1.000 2
COI\I()/XSSU4 1.95lj
-30.471 1.000 2
CL/NA 1.060 1.791 1.000 2
ivjG/NA 0.230 0.811 1.000 2.
·IiH41 SCJ4 0.371 -7.845 1.000 2
'~H41 xS::iU4 0.91'1 -20.595 1.000 2
;,103/SU4 0.116 -14.004 1.000 2
\J{J3/)(S::>f14 1.774 -38.684 1.000 2
F/X$3014 0.019 -0.819 1.1)00 2
AMTH/Clvt 348.455 -6.749 1.000 2
AIl/iT 1I.lU3/C~·1 29.501 10.9111 1.000 2
AWjT XSSUlJ/Cr-\ 234.771 6.067 1.000 2
A-299
Table 299.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+8
BETrit:EN SELECTED RAIN iOMPONENTSf ALL. UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/L fER EXCEP CMc'
CMPRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEQUIVAL.£NTS/SQ.
~EIER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 09/78 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
to;
YJX SLOPE Y-HH. CORR.COEF. NO.
HIt-Wi 3.029 -3.~29 0.991 5H/S04 1.566 -5.668 0.968 5~il XS::>O 4 1.473 2.630 0.995 5H/NO.)tXSS04 0.998 U.563 0.997 5
H/F 55.522 15.666 0.987 5H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 o.OQO 1HIlA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
XSCA/X::>I< 0.1319 2.638 0.14/ 5X$CA/xSMG 0.1363 2.3~5 0.154 5X$CA/NiJ.3 0.331 -O.l 3 0.906 5XSCA/XSSU4 0.170 0.133 0.958 5 -,XSCA/F 6.3b3 1.6l9 O.9tH 5LOGH/LOGCM 0.016 1.312 0.026 5LOGNA/LOGCM
-0 • .311 1.570 -0.094 ~LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.071 -0.187 0.284LOGXCA/LOGCM 0.159 0.253 0.189 5LOGXIVlG/lOGCM
-0.194 0.000 -0.925 5LUGF/LUGCM 0.005 0.004 0.278 5LOGNU3/LOGCM o• Hi! 0.887 -0.355 5LXSSU4/U)GCM 0.044 1.080 0.072 533/H
-0.519 bl.94b -0.541 5SS/F
-34.018 54.921 -0.b31 5
SSI x~S()'J -0.714 60.746 -o.5Q5 5
S~/NU3 -i .ve s b5.705 -0.b06 5CUND/H O.32C! 9.761 0.968 5
COND/NU3 0.955 6.947 0.940 5COND/XSSUQ O.411 10.b47 0.959 5CL/NA 1.11 0 1.128 0.990 ~!V\l;/NA 0.225 0.467 0.996I'IIH4/30i.l 0.lb8 -0.790 0.9&5 5IIH4/XSSOQ 0.157 0.138 O.QoS 5
,~U:SI i;UQ 0.501 -0.519 O.9b7 5
"\jU31 )(S~U4 O.Q7l 2.003 0.981.4 5F/xS.:>Uq 0.026 -0.~29 0.994 5AMTH/CM 103.315 359. 58 0.306 5
A;I/j I N03/Cl'vi 57.908 105.448 O.~O5 ~AMfXgSU4/CM 10.952 214.295 O. 19
A-300
Table 300.
LINEAR CORRELATION 6ASED ON Y=MX+B
BETwEEN SELECT EO RAIN COMPONENTS ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUJVALENTS/LITE~ EXCEPt CM:
eM PHfCIPlrATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
M.EIER.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
l)URII~G 10/78 AT KSC SITE 1~ ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. CURH.COE.F. NO.
H/I'IU~ 3.11 0 -4.339 O.H25 6
H/SOLI 1.170 0.007 0.1.J48 b
H/X$S04 1.24ij 12.268 0.962 6
H/N03+Il.SS04 1.032 -2.633 0.995 6
H/F-
-us.56l 85.774 -0.162 b
H/:;A 1.122 -4.607 1.000 2
t1f'JV/SA 1.156 -9.2':>4 1.000 2HilA 0.935 -'7.224 1.()OO 2
XSCA/XSK 7.401 0.865 0.488 b
XSCA/X:>Ml; -O.O~7 I; .6~5 -0.034 6
./-"-.
xSCA/NU3 0.243 -0.5 1 O.(j8~ b
XSCA/XSSLJ4 0.051 :~.ocn 0.596 6
XSCA/F 0.855 4.886 0.113 b
LObti/LUGCM -0.463 1.tt6tt "'0.731 7
LUGNA/LOGC/lil
-0.183 1.771 -0.346 6
LOGXSK/LUG(.M -0.191 -0.334 -0.355 e
LuG Xc AI LOGl...-I -O.57~ 0.451 -0.838 6
LUGoXMG/LUGCM -0.303 0.300 -0.349 6
LUGF/LUGCM -0.00(; 0.064 -0.491 b
LU\.:tNU3/LUGCM -0.715 1.111 -0.99j b
LXSSU4/LUGCl"1 -0.51'>6 1.369 -0.833 6
3S/H 0.263 10.535 O.~6? 6
~S/F -S5.764 130.262 -0.621 6
SSI x::>SUi~ 0.509 66.447 0.502 0
SS/~jU3 0.497 78.809 0.169 b
cnt\JD/H u.379 12.313 O.(j5t.> 7(.LJI\lD/NLJ3 1.095 12.365 0.721 6
CUND/XSSU4 v.505 15.035 0.974 6
CL/NA 0.692 7.907 0.999 6
NlG/NA 0.273 -1.648 0.991 6
i'dHI/~ll4 O.~21
-1.'''04 0.970 b
'~H~I XS::>04 U.242 -O.1/j8 O.<f85 6
i~Ujl :iUI.i 0.208 12.939 0.635 0
i\!Ujl A,S:)(14 U.22'" 1.$.923 O.bC)l b
F/XS:';U4 -U.OO4 0.886 -0.341 b
AiV1TH/C"1 '7f.>.52b 20(~.6Q4 O. 7 t 1 1
AMf NU31CfJi 20.277 89.130 O.~41 0
I\lVlrXSSdiJ/CM 52. e i '/ 17 lJ.464 0.748 b
A-301
-------- ---_.' ------------------ ---------------
Table SOl.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON V:MX+6
BEfWE..-EN S..ELECTED. RAIN .COM.PONE...NIS. fALL UNIT.SARt: MICROEQUIVALENTSILITER EXCEP C!ft=
eM PRECIPITATIONANf) AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRT¥ SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 11/78 AT~SC SITE 12 ARE INCLUOED.
'fIX SLOPE Y-INT. CORR. COEF. NO.
H/'\ju3 1.209 14.587 O.~td 6H/S04 0.810 4.859 0.683 6j-II X:)SO 4 1.352 1.75? 0.666 6H/NO.)+XSS04 0.801 2.323 O.98Q b
H/F 4.b09 26.052 0.099 bH/SA 1.075 -3.049 1.()i)O 2HNV/SA 1.051 -3.565 1.000 2H/TA o.tU 0 5.147 1.000 2XSCA/X~K 20.708 -b.138 0.993 b
XSCA/xSMt; 2.7~b 4.3~5 o.~oQ 0XSCA/fIlU3 0.3 b 3.r 4 o. 57 0XSCA/XSS04 0.574 -4. 09 0.626 0XSCA/f 2.430 4.904 0.606 b
LOGH/LOGCM
-0.459 1.297 -0.766 bLl)GNA/LOGCM 0.357 1.914 0.299 6
LUGxSK/LOGCM
-0.391 -0.340 -0.b35 b
LOGXCA/LOGCM
-0.737 0.422 -0.594 6
LUGXMG/LOGCM 0.1149 0.066 0.139 b
LUGF ILOGCf'-1
-0.446 0.018 -O.t.>06 b
LOGl\iU3/LOGCM -0.&47 0.830 -O.82Q b
LXSSU4/LUGl:M
-0.343 1.163 -O.46t.> 65S/H
-0.076 126.010 -0.018 bSS/F 8.534 111.397 0.300 bSS/,(~SJ4 1.533 66.791 0.236 b
SS/NU3
-2.192 157.300 -0.369 bCUNU/H 0.427 15.800 0.649 bCUtIID/l\IU3 O•.H3 25.119 0.339 bCUND/XSSU4 0.757 12.412 0.755 bCL/NA 1.087 -0.590 0.999 b
vtt;/NA 0.222 O.:H5 1.000 6
NH4/SU4 0.095 -2.190 0.b63 b
NH4/"'S~04 0.111 -1.452 0.b20 b
I\JU31 ~U4 0.245 O.b7l 0.290 b
~U3/XS~O~ 0.b/40 0.271 0.594 b
rlXSS04 0.1b3 -2.259 0.1014 6
AI"i[H/(.M 141.96~ 59.572 0.635 0




lINEAR CORRELATION BASEO ON Y=MXt~
BETWEENS..ELEC.TEO RAIN COM.'ONENTS f· .ALL .UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALEN1S/LITEREXCEPCMaCM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVAL£~TS/SG.
METEl-t.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
uUHING 121/8 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
'IX SLOPE V-HIT • CURR.COEF. NO.
H/NO.) 1.109 6.6~1 0.994 4
H/S04 0.1.150 4.885 O.9~2 4H/xS::;04 0.509 7.270 0.9 " 4H/t\tlHtXSS04 0.349 7.p7 0.997 I.lti/F 7.577 6. 11 O.7iH 1.4
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HIlA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
XSCA/XSt< 44.507 -11.152 0.bb1 4XSCA/XSMl:t 2.317 1.461 0.999 4
XSCA/NU3 1.200 -4.529 0.997 4
XSCA/XSS04 0.548 -4.001 0.99b 4
XSCA/F 8.889 -5.954 0.809 4
LOGH/LUGC~
-0.401 1.~62 -0.910 4LOGNA/LOGCM 0.198 1 •. b8 0.183 £&LUGXSK/LUGCM
-0.095 -0. 30 -0.291 4LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.759 0.b06 -0.179 4LOGXf\;iG/LUGCM -O.97~ 0.122 -0.71& £&
LfJGf-/LIJGCM -0.192 0.283 -0.513 4LIJGN03/LOGCM -0.507 0.901 -0.80a 4
l..XSSU4/LUGLM -0.bl1 1.274 -0.911 £&
58/H
-0.716 108.817 -0.100 4
SS/F 32.&40 .B.897 0.441 4
SS/X~SU4
-0.120 97.~2B -0. <)34 q
S::'/NU3 -O.O.B 94.427 -0.004 4
COND/H 0.386 14.718 0.361 lot
CUNtJ/NU:S O.5j4 lo.0q9 0.446 4
CUl\lO/XSSU4 0.230 1&.641 0.421 4CL/NA 1.044 -0.944 0.998 4
:'-1G/I',IA 0.215 2.769 u.900 4
NH4/SU4 0.372 -3.b41 0.934 4IIJH4/J( SS04 0.410 -1.534 0.999 4
~U3/SU4 0.41b -2.141 0.952 4
i\i03/X,SS04 0.450 0.4"12 0.996 4
F/XSSOq O.Oj9 0.810 0.784 4
Ai-ITH/CM i:H.721 71.180 0.991 4AMTNU3/CM 38.757 42.455 0.973 4
AIVil XSSU4/CM 60.168 101.154 0.916 4
A-303
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Table 303.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=Mx+6
8El~EEN SELECTED R.AIN to.MP.~NEN. TS, ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LI1ER EX.cEP· eM. .
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.MEfER .....
elf-AN-AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
UURING 01/79 AT Kac SITE 12 ARE INCLUOfD_
Y/A SLOPE i-IN'. CUWR.COEF. NO.
r1/ I\)U.~ 1.701 1.81~ 0.932 "1
li/SULI 0.494 14.082 0.751 T
t-II XS~O 4 0.877 9.l)2b 0.949 1H/N03+xSS04 0.050 S.790 0.994 7
H/F 25.023 23.080 0.610 7
H/SA 0.661 12.219 0.995 3HNV/SA 0.851 10.585 0.991 3
Hil A 0.575 12.167 0.987 3XSCA/XS" 2.059 1.891 0.227 7XSCA/XS,..,6 2.054 8.268 O.3~5 7)(SCA/NLJ3 0.':i43 -0.320 -0.749 7
xaCA/xSSOli 0.350 -2.471 0.967 7XSCA/F 10.063 2.354 0.901 1LOGH/luGCM
-0.439 1.494 -0.056 7UJGNAI LOGCM -0.490 1.719 -0.40b 7LUC;XSK/lOGCM 0.006 -0.0&8 0.139 7
... OGX(.A/LUGCM
-0.008 0.759 -0.769 7LUGXflIlG/LLJGCM -0.52b u.021 .O.73~ 7LuGF/LLJGCM
-0.088 0.042 -0.21 7LUGNU:S/LOGCM
-0.619 1.073 -0.704 7L}(SSU4/LUGCM
-0.497 l.oStiB -0.072 7SS/H 1. tB~ 1~:S.009 0.139 7SS/F -85.2~O 238.045 -0.208 7SS/X:>SU4 t .181 139.098 0.124 7SS/NU3 2.080 142.404 0.107 .,CUNO/H 0.675 11.868 0.501 1
CONO/f\lU3 1 .1 u1 18.10tl 0.433 7CUNO/XSSLJ4 0.599 US.220 0.482 7CL/NA 1.139 ·4.399 1.000 7M,b/NA 0.216 0.770 1.000 7
Nt14/;::,U'i 0.125 1.102 0.b26 1
'IjH41 X~~Oq 0.2.,5 -1.954 0."'2 7\IU3/ SUI.l 0.213 7.351 0.615 7I\J031 XS:.:i1J4 o...H~O 5.172 0.716 7F/xS~U4 0.02b -0.208 0.859 7
Ai"ITH/Clvj 1(12.891 1'l7.BSI 0.961 7




LINEAR CURRELAliON ~ASEO ON V:MX+B
ijET~EEN SELECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXcEP.T C~= ..
eM PHECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIEH.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTEO
DUHING 02179 AT KSC SITE 12 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPf. Y-IN1. CURR.CUfF. !IJO.
H/NU.$ 9.282 ··94.113 u.580 ij
rllSU4 0.597 0.&29 0.462 4
i1/:X SS04 1.129 '·10.491 0.783 q
l"il NO.HXSSO 14 1.102 .. .s0.3b1 0.798 4
ri/F 10.326 1.522 0.963 4
H/SA 0.9b1 1.357 1.000 2HNV/:.->A 0.565 19.5HS 1.000 2
HilA
-2.463 ~62.204 -1.000 2
XSCA/X::;K
-2.322 10.549 -0.941
"XSCA/XSMb 0.577 7.6l5 0.938 4
xSCA/NU3
-0.202 12.10S -0.204 1.&XSCA/X::;SU4 -0.0:51 11.034 -0.419 4
xSCA/F
-0.460 10.tH4 -O.70~ 4llJGH/LLlGCM 0.301 1.347 0.21 4
LUGNA/LOI7CM -0.845 1.626 -.0.823 4LOGXSK/LOGCM
-0.503 -0.245 -0.7&8 4
LOGXCA/LUGCM -0.088 0.945 -\1.446
'"LOGXMG/LUGCM -0.570 0.180 -O.b03 4
LUGF/LUGCM -0.342 0.201 -0.290 4
LOGf\lU3/LOGCI\I! -O.03t! 1.125 -0.230 4
LXSSU4/LUGCM -O.4tH 1.457 -0.700 4
SS/H -1.988 174.594 -O.5t.l8 4SS/F
-13.951 151.672 -0.359 q
SS/XSSU4 0.029 108.191 0.006 4
SS/f\llB 4.£&78 48.236 0.077
"CONO/H -0.011 33.323 -0.031 4CUNO/NU3 4.074 .. 22.9i.13 0.44& 4CONU/XSSLJ4 0.412 14.791 0.500 4
LL/I\iA O.80b 13.607 1.000 4
t"1G/NA O.UH Z.8US 1.000
":JH4/ SUL+ O.OtH 1.884 0.303 14l\tH41 >.$;;,04 O.18b £4.238 \).729 4
i\IU31 SU4 0.0.\7 11.677 0.456 4
I~U31 )(S~(J4 0.u43 11.810 0.1473 4
F/XS~U4 u.I07 -1.1)46 0.796 4
l\flliTH/CM ~b.022 187.007 0.13Q 4AfIIll NU3/CM 120.860 8.781 O.99t.l 4AMTXSSU4/CM 5tr, 299 I~02.(H3 0.373 4
A·305
Table 305.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=~X+8
Sf rWtE. N SELECTED RAJ. NCOM..PONENTS. f AL.l.UNlt.SARE MICROEQUIVAl.ENTS/LITERExCEP eM.
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT.MICROEGUIVAL.ENTS/SQ.METEt<.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
L>URING 03119 AT KSC SITE 12 AR£lNCLUl)ED.
YIX SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/I\IO.)
-Q.115 16.116 ;"'O.26b .;H/S04
-0.101 20.879 -O.5SQ 3H/XS$I)~
-0.092 16.726 -0.450 3H/N03+xSS04
-0.054 17.896 -0.401 3H/f 0.092 11.501 0.001 3H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0HIlA 0.000 0.000 O.QOO 0XSCA/XSK 52.012 -46.602 0.961 3XSCA/XSMl1 8.530 -14.511 0.8~2 3XSCA/Ni.J3 2.547 -37.434 0.9 4 3XSCA/XSSU4 1.220 -34.648 0.957 .;XSCA/F
-79.376 349.442 -0.985 3LOGH/LUGCM 0.513 0.197 0.318 ~LOGNA/LOGCM -0.~70 1.971 -v.800LtJG)(:.>K/LOGCM -0. 37 0.075 -0.999 3LOGXCA/LOGCM
-1.318 0.995 -0.99& 3LOGXMG/LOGCM
-1.329 0.224 -0.972 3LOGF/LUGCM 0.138 0.593 0.755 3LOGNO~/lOGCM
-0.542 1.331 -0.977 3LXSSu4/LUGCM
-0.660 1.580 -1.UOO .;S5/H
-8.295 ~55.75S -0.981 3SS/F
-21.768 37.677 -0.203 3SS/XSSU/~ 1.062 78.180 0.622 3SS/NU3 1.595 98.312 0.468 3CUNO/H
-1.393 57.503 "'0.801 3CONO/NU3 0.562 20.1':>2 0.802 3CO",D/XSSU4 0.315 17.467 0.698 3CL/NA 0.596 35.219 0.9&1 3M(~/NA 0.148 9.559 0.903 3
IIlH4/S04 0.093 4.109 0.997 3
fljt14 I XSSOl~ 0.101 4.8':)4 0.981 .;
filtH I SCl4 0.433 -1.596 0.956 3NU3/xs~n4 0.492 0.3':6 0.983 3
F'/XSSO,+
-0.014 4.747 -0. Bcn 3
AfvlTH/CM 253.801 -57.096 0.994 .;
Ai\-11NU3/CM 102.651 80.797 0.999 3AMTXSSlJ4/CJl<1 121.235 2()3.897 u.990 .;
A-306
Table 306.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON V=MX+B
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN CO.MPONE.NTS. ALL UNITSARt: MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALEHTS/SQ.
MEfEK.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRIY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUNING 08/77 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
VIA SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NiH O.UOO 0.000 V.OOO 0
H/S(J~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/XSSOLi 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/NO.hXSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SA 1.19b "£1.395 1.000 2
rlNV/SA 1.154 -8.883 1.000 2H/TA 1.007 -11.512 1.000 2
XSCA/xSt<. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
x$CA/l(SMl; 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
.-. XSCA/XSSUq 0.000 0.000 v.OOO 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGH/LUGCM
-t.325 0.939 -0.709 b
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 (}.OOO 0
LOGXl,;A/LOGCfYl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXMG/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGNU3/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LXSSU4/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0S5/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/XSSU/~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
COII/OI rl 0.3&1 7.b99 0.983 b
C()MO/I'JU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CONO/)(~SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/il.JA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
IVIG/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0NH4/SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0I\JHq/xSSn4 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
I~(I,I SOLi 0.000 0.000 u.OOO 0
i~USl )( S804 0.000 O.QOO 0.000 0F/x5SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
AI-1TH/C M 14.123 123.&22 0.140 b
AM rNU~S/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
IH"TX~SU4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-3D?
Table 307.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON YcMXt8
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPO.NENTS.AL.L.UNlfSARE l'IIICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITEREXCEPT eM.CM PRECIPITATIONANO AMT:MICROEQUlvALENTS/SQ.
ME'I ER.
CLt:AN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~lNG 09/77 AT KSC SIrE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE ,("INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NO} 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/KS804 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/N03tXSS014 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
ri/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SA 1.143 "0.412 0.990 5
HNV/SA 1.015 -6.253 0.986 4H/rA 0.971 -16.948 0.983 5)(SCA/X~K 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
xSCA/;($Mb 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/NlJ3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCAIXSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 -~-'"
LOGH/LUGCM -O.70b 1.121 "0.90b 10
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXLA/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXMG/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGNU3/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LXSSUQ/lOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
58tH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/XSSLJ4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NU3 0,,000 0.000 0.000 0COND/H 0.47b 8.b73 0.834 10
COND/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0COND/XSSUt4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA 0.000 O.OQO 0.000 0
MG/NA 1>.000 0.000 0.000 0
l\iHt4lS(J4 0.000 0.000 0.000 01\IH41 ASS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
i'll j } / su t+ 0.000 ().ooo o.uoo 0
IIIU3/ ASS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/xSS04 0.000 0.000 o.oo~ 0AMTH/LM 7.971 121.b4b 0.16 10
A1111 I NU3/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
I\Mr)(~SU4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A·308
Table 308.
LI~EAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y~MX+B
BETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL.. UNI.TSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITfR E~CEP CMa. .
eM PkECIPITATtON AND AMTl:"'ICROEQUIVALENTS/Sfil.
~ElEk.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLL£CIEO
DURING 10/77 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-IN1. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/i\103 ~.b20 (4.557 0.862 4
H/SU4 1.497 -3.86b 0.396 4h/xS504 2.984 -30.581 0.917 4H/N03+ASSOQ 1.542 -17.2l19 0.934 4
H/F 3.933 30.414 0.506 4H/SA 1.023 0.O2l1 0.997 5
HNV/~A 0.985 -O.40ll 0.995 ~H/TA 0.921 -22.lI60 0.964XSCA/XSK 7.993 -2.519 0.844 4
xSCA/XSMG
-0.115 5.601 -0.181 4XSCA/N03 0.527 -1.810 0.835 4
XSCA/XSSU4 0.301 -1.885 0.446 4
XSCA/F 1.bOO 1.574 0.997 QLOGH/LOGCM -0.253 1.624 -0.177 5LOGNA/LOGCM -0.327 t .584 -0.198 4
LUGXSK/LOGCM -0.714 -0.141 -0.800 4
LOGXl.:.A/LIJGCM -0.934 0.50l -0.799 4LUG)(I'IIG/LOGCM 0.582 0.509 0.344 4
LOGF/lUGCM -1.213 0.110 -0.909 '4LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.384 1.0~4 -0.432 ijLXSSI.JI.,/LUGCM -0.003 t.J50 -0.007 qSS/H
-1.901 132. 91 -v.627 4
f;>S/F -6.q36 72.255 -O.3E»2 ijSS/XSS04 -4.001 151.418 -0.535 '4SS/NU3
-".797 121.304 -O.b8t> 4CUNO/H 0 •.533 13.887 O.H70 5CUNOINU3 0.507 19.420 0.:582 q
COl\lD/XSSU'. 0.941 4.112 0.602 qCL/NA 0.873 -2.100 0.996 4
"1G/NA 0.059 10.963 0.557 4NH4/S04 0.099 3.929 (1.111 4
"lH4/AS504 O.Q05 -2.678 O.~2l'3 4
i\J()3/SU4 0.480 -0.599 0.386 4
i\jU31 ~SS04 0.866 -7.064 0.811 4
F/XSSU14 0.215 -2.782 (I.51t 4AMfH/CM '146.190 J.09.33Q 0.464 5AMTNU3/CM 137.989 -16.704 0.792- 4




LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXt8
BE I WEEN SELf..CTED RA.I. N COMPON..ENTS!ALl U. N. ITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS1LIlEREXCEP, CM- .
eM PRECIPITATION AND AIotT=MICROfQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER. .
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 11/77 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE '(-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
Ii/NO.) 1.107 4.b09 0.970 6
til 304 0.700 3.879 0.627 b
H/XSS04 0.894 4.164 ,O.S8e> b
H/N03+XSS04 0.557 3.433 0.969 bH/F 4.357 11.979 0.592 bH/SA 1.619 -6.173 0.877 3HNV/SA 1.193 -5.532 0.985 3HIlA 0.552 -1.107 0.678 3XSCA/xSK 6.486 2.036 0.819 b
XSCA/XSMb 4.549 0.406 0.829 b
XSCA/NLJ3 O.<U 7 -0.209 0.814 bXSCA/XSSU4 0.308 -0.261 0.1(:)9 6XSCA/F 1.660 2~3bO 0.569 6
LOGH/lUGCM -0 .IH 2 1.158 -0.660 6
LUbNA/LOGCM -O.'f49 1.(168 -0.694 6
LUGXSK/LOGCM 0.220 -0.190 0.682 b
LOGXCA/lOGCM
-0.615 0.549 -0.926 6
LOGXI'4G/lUGCM -0.774 -0.359 -0.723 6
LOGf/LUGCM -o.un 0.107 -0.614 e
LUGNU3/LOGl.M -0.643 0.864 -0.624 6
LXSS04/LUGCM -0.559 1.016 -0.767 0
SS/H 1.056 21.988 O.33b 6
S$/F -6.502 39.501 -0.281 6SS/XSSU4 1.781 17.263 0.562 6SS/NLl3 0.700 31.066 0.167 b
CUN[)/H O.63B 2.401 0.849 bCUNO/NU3 0.693 5.188 0.760 6
COt'WI XSSU4 o, '108 3.506 .0.933 6CL/NA 1.136 -0.560 0.968 b
J'IlG/NA 0.231 -0.052 0.989 bNH4/SU4 0.277 -1.274 0.820 6
I~H41 xSS0 Lj 0.358 -1.219 0.899 b
1\103/504 0.51/3 0.505 0.735 6
I"U.5/ ,o<.S;;>04 c, bt~8 0.415 u.821 e
F/XS::'04 0.026 0.153 0.191 6
4MIH/CI\ij 43.218 113.587 0.861 e
AMTNU~/CM 13.700 b8.224 0.546 6
AMTXSSU4/CM 19.047 112.015 0.480 6
A-310
Table 310.
LINEAR CORREL.ATION BASEl) ON Y:MX ... 1i
BETw~EN SELECtED RAIN CO.MPO.NEN.TS t ALL.. U.NITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALEHfS/SQ.
MEIER.
CltA~ ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 12177 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
YIX SLOPE Y-INl. t,;OHR.COEF. NO.
H/NCB 0.691 Ib.1.&32 O.71.&g 10
H/SO'4 0.809 4.451 O.9Q 10
H/XSS04 0.936 5.044 O.9bS 18H/NO.stXSS04 0.505 9.009 0.903
H/F -3.889 30.303 -0.180 10
H/SA 0.947 7.459 0.994 4
HNV/SA 0.929 4.~O7 0.994 4HilA 0.672 b. 97 0.995 q
)(SCA/X~K 10.040 2.019 0.727 10
X:>CA/XSMG 7.013 -3.842 0.810 10
XSCA/i\lU3 0.682 -3.445 0.993 10}(,SCA/XSS04 0.460 -5.799 0.828 10
XSCA/F
-0.800 6.033 -0.065 10
LUGH/luGCM -O.2b5 1.332 -0.730 12
LOGNA/LOGCM -O.Lt20 1.424 -0.450 10
LOGXSK/LOGC/\,/
-0.226 -0.073 -0.304 10
LOGXCA/lOG(.M
-1.092 0.282 -0.890 10
LUG)(MG/LOGC~ -0.595 -o~217 -0.443 10
LUGF/lUGCM -0.176 -0.018 -0.306 10
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.830 0.822 -0.893 10
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.436 1.233
-0.0§1 108S/H 1.243 1q.399 .0.5 1:\ 10SS/F
-8.715 54.115 -0.161 10
SS/XSSU4 1.31.&4 1b.190 0.622 10
SS/NU3 1.61.&1 2').089 O.b8~ 10
CUI\tO/H 0.571 2.998 O.8b2 10
CUNO/NU3 0.684 10.036 0.86c? 10
CUNO/XSSU4 0.579 4.756 0.902 10
CL/NA 1.030 1.b85 0.994 10
Nlb/NA 0.230 0.161.& 0.994 10
I\IHl.1 S04 0.204 -1.461 \I.B8b 10
i'!H41 XSS04 0.229 "1.1~7 v.B74 10
I\JU3/:>U4 0.b10 -4.6b4 0.857 10
r\ju~/ XSS(J'4 0.675 -3.467 0.835 10
F/xS:;U4
-0.006 1).6B5 -().1l.f2 10AMlH/CfIIl 144.499 63.643 O.b41 12
A Ml NU3/ CM 11.619 57.016 0.223 10
Ai"' r xSSU4/CM 107.755 77.891 0.528 10
A-311
Table 311.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MX+B
BE [WEEN SELEiTE.D RAIN COM.PONENTS e ALL UN.ITSARE M CROEQUVALENTS/LITERXCEP, CM:.C\II PRlcIPITA ION AND AMr=MI~ROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MErE~.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 01/78 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE. V"INT. COR~.COEF. NO.
H/NU.> 2.600 -3.b4ij 0.970 4
H/SLJ4 0.902 -5.301 0.975 4
H/XSS04 0.971 -3.850 0.978 4H/NL)jtXSS04 0.107 -3.802 0.971 4
H/F 0.707 31.353 0.000 4
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
tiNy/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/XSK 4.39c? 13.020 0.305 t.j
XSCA/XSMG 3.025 2.230 0.905 4
,(SCA/N03 O.3b2 0.853 0.558 4XSCA/xSSU4 0.133 6.901 0.551 t.j
./-...,XSCA/F 0.133 12.503 .0.000 4
LOGH/lUGCM
-0.631 1.315 ';'0.528 4
lUGNA/LOGCM -0.516 1.596 -0.797 4
LliGXSK/UjG~M
-0.003 0.002 -0.270 4
LUGXCA/LOGCM -1. tn1 0.14ij -0.917 4
LLlGXMG/LUGCM -0.867 0.212 -0.7b8
"LI.JGF IlUGCM 0.000 0.000 "0.706
"LOGN03/l0GCM -0 ..890 0.961 "0.825 4LXSS04/l0GCM -0.907 1.387 -O.~31 i.6SS/H 0.747 24.819 0.922 4SS/F 0.741 52.722 0.000 4SS/XSSU4 O.7iH; 19.263 0.960 4
551 NU.~ 2.11 0 19.304 0.980 £I
CUNO/Ii 0.467 5.910 o. 98·~ 4
CUNO/NLJ3 1.2b3 3.504 0.994 4(;UND/XSSU4 0.l.f71 3.422 0.99 £I
CL/NA O.9~O 0.569 v.977 'IMG/t<.lA 0.26 -0.788 0.997 4
Nt14/S(Ji4 O.20~ 2.8ij6 0.900 tI
I'JH41 X$S(lij 0.216 }.220 0.959 4
t1lU3/::i04 0.341 -O.bol 1.000 4
l'JU31 XS~fJ4 0.372 -0.041 1.000 4
F/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 1.000 4
AMl HI CtVl 40.011 ~13.04b 0.281 4
AJlIlTNU3/CM
-0.120 102.523 -0.003 4
AMTXSSLJ4/CM
-2.819 277.089 -.0.023 4
A-312
Table 312.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASEO ON Y=MX+B
ijET~~EN SEL£CTEO RAIN CUMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICfWEQUIVALENTS/Ll TER EXCEtJT C~=
eM PI-tECIPlTATION AND AMT:MICROHlUIVALE1'4TS/SQ.
fI.1ETEK.
CL~AN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUKING 02178 Al KSC SITE 13 ARE I~CLUDEo.
Y/x SLOPE Y-INT. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/NfH 2.064 21.132 U.697 6
rilSlJLI 1.381 -1.163 0.815 b
H/XS:>04 1.453 -1.79b 0.843 e
H/NO.HX5S04 1.006 1.501 0.85" b
~i1F -4.1'.9 43.845 -a.l6l b
H/SA 1.102 -0.503 0.992 6
HNV/~A 0.874 2.741) 0.988 b
HilA -0.019 45.2c7 ·0.349 0
XSCA/X::SK -0.380 4.50~ -0.005 0
xSCA/xSMG 0.065 3.618 0.060 0
XSCA/NLJ3 0.043
"'3. 0143 O.6~6 bxSCA/XSSU4 0.26! •• 460 0.5 7 0ASCA/F 2.64 2.856 ,,0. 7~4 b
LOGH/lUGCM -0.190 1.641 -0.8 5 9
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.743 0.917 0.855 b
LUGXSK/LlJGCM 0.372 -0.342 O.4Q6 0
LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.414 0.607 -O.42~ 0LOG XI"IGI LUGe N1 0.109 -0.022 0.21 b
LLJGF/LUGCM -0.085 0.038 -0.1&0 0
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.223 0.977 -0.374 &
LXSSd4/l0GCM -0.059 1.465 -0.1&3 &
35/H -0.064 111.943 -0.103 0
SS/F 1.449 15.099 0.121 &S:)/X.jSLJ4 O.O9~ 13.542 u.070 &
SS/Nu3 -O.4~1 C?U.647 -0.175 &
CUNO/h 1.01jS -'l2.932 0.912 9
l.,;UND/f\lU3 O.bljl 1~.15b 0.771 b
CONOIXSS04 0.475 4.12.) 0.925 b
LL/rllA 0.927 1.646 O.9bO b
,'4&/"-1\ 0.213 O.db3 0.978 0
~JH41 tiU4 0.05b 3.703 0.113 b
,ljt141 )\StiU4 O.02ti 4.&21 0.055 b
.\JU 5/ ,)U4 0.374 -1.810 v.b53 b
.\ilJ3/ )\, StiU4 0.401 -~.O~O v.ba7 b
f/XS:>U4 0.001 0.493 u.010 bAWiTH/CjlIj 340.779 57.952 0.974 9
AflilTNU3/Cfllj 35.724 97.399 0.554 b
AMTX:>SU4/CM 264.377 10.321 0.978 e
A-313
Table 313.
LINEAR CORRELATION 8ASEDON Y=MXtB
BE1Wt.EN SELECTED RAJ N CO~f'ONE.NTSf· AL.L.UNIT.SARE MICROEQUIVAl.ENTS/LITEREXCEP CM:I
eM PNECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROE~UIVALENt.ISQ.METER.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLfS.COl.LECTEO
DUKING 03/78 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLU?E Y-INJ. CO~R.COEF. NO.
HIND.> 0.889 18.390 ().9~8 5H/S04 0.869 5.004 0.8 b ~H/XSS04 0.902 9.185 0.771H/N03+XSS04 0.603 1. 47 0.991 5HIF 33.991 41.648 0.280 5H/SA 1.096 -0.788 0.973 4
t1NV/~A 1.089 -3.738 "O.9~S qHITA 0.171 -3.633 0.9 9 4XSCA/XSI< 12.521 11.085 0.0&5 5XSCA/XSMl;; 2.852 3.100 0.947 5XSCA/NU3 0.368 a.}99 0.782 5XSCA/XSSU4 0.474 o. 00 0.783 5
XSCA/F
-3.450 22·r~8 -0.055 5LUGH/LUGCM -0.485 1. 22 -0.495 1LOGNA/LOGCM
-1.357 1.324 -0.716 5
LOt;XSK/LOGCM
-0.177 -0.157 -0.131 5
UJI;XLA/LUGCM
-1.909 0.835 -O.9UO 5
Ll.J(;XMG/LOGCM -1.038 0.455 -0.609 5
LUGF/LOGCM -0.284 -0.137 -0.&&4 5
LOGNQ3/LOGCM -0.759 1.27t> -0.597 5
LXSS04/LOGCM -O.blb 1.479 -0.&03 5
55/H 1.537 -4.&11 0.733 ';)SS/F 41.244 bl.741 0.1&2 ~SS/XSS04 1.129 20.952 o.'HdSS/NU3 1.&48 14.001 0.820 5CONDn1 0.706 -0.103 0.945 7
CUNU/NU3 0.631 13.409 v.907 5CONO/x:>SUi.l 0.028 7.478 0.740 5
CL/NA 1. O~H 2.265 0.991 5
i"'G/NA 0 ..297 1.151 0.983 5
rm4/:;i04 0.205 0.738 0.922 5I\jH4/XSS04 0.301 0.906 o.'nl 5
NU3/SU4 0.651 1.113 0.005 5
NU3/XSS04 0.601 7.883 0.492 5
F/xSS04
-0.002 Q.294 -0.199 5
AMTH/C,1ll 121 ..25t.f 238.019 0.535 7AMrNU3/CM 5.984 2:59.113 0.031 5AMTXSSU4/CM 93.704 228.423 0.595 5
A-314
Table 314.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtB
8ElwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUJVALENTS/LIIER EXCEPT CM::
CM PMECIPITA ION AND A~T=MltROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTYS.AMPLfS COLLECTED
UUHING 04/78 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUOEO.
VII.. SLOPE Y-INT. CUMM.COEF. NO.
HINCH -0.208 ~1~.6bd -1.000 2
H/S04 0.034 15.tH5 1.000 2HI x880'. 0.(12 15.799 1.000 2H/NO~t"'SS04 0.034 14.304 1.000 2
H/F 1.182 13.647 1.000 2h/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
HlrA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XSK 4.939 3<.J.08e> 1.000 2
XSCA/XtiMG 3.640 39.17~ J.OOO 2
XSCA/NU3 -1.538 104.824 -1.000 ~XSCA/XSSU4 0.214 39.318 J .000
XSCA/F 8.727 23.41t:1 "1.000 2
LOGH/LUGCM 0.112 1.333 1.000 2
LQGNA/LOi,;CM -0.891 1.095 -1.000 2
LOGXSt(/LUGCM 0.924 1.151 1.000 2
LOGXCA/LUGCM 0.208 1.930 1.000 2
I..lJGXMl,;/LUGCM 0.930 1.262 1.000 2
LOGF/LOGCM 0.464 0.886 1.000 2
LOGNU3/LO~(;M -0.302 1.293 -1.000 2
I..XSSU4/LO eM 0.938 c!.517 1.000 2
55/H -28.190 51e>.043 -1.000 2
SS/F -33.308 191.347 -1.000 2
SS/XSSlJLI -0. tH 8 130.&b1 -1.000 2
5S/NU3 5.871 -119.348 1.000 2
COND/H 8.528 -118.995 1.000 2
COND/NU3 -1.77b 91.3b8 -1.000 2
COhlDlXSSU4 0.247 15.138 1.000 2.
CL/NA 0.916 10.9Q] 1.000 2
MGINA 0.133 9.227 1.000 2.
Nt141 :>04 0.533 11.641 1.000 2.
'\JH4/XS~04 0.492 lti.150 1.000 2j\i03/SU4
-0.151 44.425 -1.000 2-
NU3/x.$S04 -0.139 42.581 -1.000 2.
F/xSSU4 v.02~ 1.822 1.000 2
AMHI/Cr·1 201.524 -4.100 1.000 2.AMlI\J03/CM 222.011 18.7&4 1.0(10 2.AMfxSSU4/CM 147&.595 -1:;7.128 1.000 2.
A-315
Table 315.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASEO ON V:MX+d
BETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. All.. UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVAL.ENTS/llfEREXCEPT CM:
CM Pfo(E(;lPI TArION AND AMh:MICROEQUI VALEN1S/SQ.
METEfo(.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 05/76 AT KSC SITE 15 ARE INCLUOfD.
'(IX SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NO,)
-0.067 5,;).~12 -0.025 sH/SOI.i 0.400 25. 44 0.539 5
H/XSSO~ 0.461 26.904 0.530 5H/t-f03+XSS04 0.341 25.662 0.458 5
H/f
-25.892 '17.109 -0.882 5
rllSA 0.947 0.572 0.999 5
HNV/3A 1.000 -7.740 u.991 5
till A 0.555 -4.222 0.5b5 5
XSCA/X::>K -1.081 17.280 -0.097 5
XSCA/XSMb 7.549 3.273 0.971 5
XSCA/NLJ3 0.744 -2.355 ,0 • .53~ ~XSCA/XSS04 0.377 -6.263 0.53
XSCA/F 6.80Li 3.98b 0.283 5
LOGH/LUGCM 1.087 1.501 0.8&3 b
LOGNA/L.OGCM -0.269 1.416 -0.460 5
LOGx5K/LuGCM 0.120 0.075 0.102 5
LOGxCA/LUGCM -0.224 1.087 -0.230 5
LUGXMG/LOGCM -0.362 1).159 -0.330 5l.OGF/lUGCM 0.257 O.}14 0.002 5LUGN03/l0GCM -0.12b 1. 78 -0.357 5LXSSJ~/LOGCM -0.241 1. bb -0.59Li 55S/H 0.018 29.188 Q.079 5SS/F 2.1£0 29.760 0.073 5
SS/XSSU4 0.027 ,H.811 0.032 5SS/NU3 0.981 9.880 1).302 5
COND/H -O.q23 bl.39'; -0.006 b
CUNO/NU3 0.737 18 •.HI 0.138 5
CONDI XSSU l4 O.ISt:> 27.054 0.490 5
CL/NA 1.128 1.210 ".955 5
1\'11;/ iliA 0.29t:> -0 .. 534 0.975 5
NH4/$U4
-0.357 58.959 -0.307 5
I\jH4/XS~UQ
-0.301 ~8.047 -0.308 5
/lJU3/0U4 0.123 10.qb3 0.394 5
l'-4U31 XSSU4 0.116 17.282 0.368 5
F/XSSU4
-0.013 2.449 -0.454 5AMT H/CfIIl 400.410 28.358 ,,0.941 b




LINEAR CORREiATIUN BASED ON Y=MX+B
BETwtEN SEL£TEO RAIN COMP.ONENT. S. ALL.UN.I.·.TSARE MICROEQU VALENTS/LITER EXCEPT C~= .CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MErE~.
CLtAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRlY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 00/78 AT KSC SITE 13 A~E INCLUDED.
'(IX SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/I'JO~ 1.798 1.540 0.954 9
I1/S04 1.080 2.255 0.990 9
H/XSS04 1.124 3.441 0.990 9
H/NOj+xSS04 0.115 1.373 0.993 9
H/F 70.b29 25·AO b 0.943 9H/SA 0.910 1. 17 0.998 4
rH\JV 1~A 1.010 -2.389 1.000 4
ti/TA 0.774 -3.345 ,0.982 4
XSCA/XSK 10.840 4.289 0.706 9
XSCA/XSMG 10.493 3.841 0.823 9
XSCA/N03 0.337 5.908 0.742- 9
/'- XSCA/XSSU4 0.182 1.300 0.004 9XSCA/F 13.853 10.244 0.707 9
LUGt1/LOGCM -0.391 1.3L10 -0.391 9
LOGNA/LOGCM -0.352 1.231 -0.703 9
lOGXSK/LOGCM -0.462 -0.210 -0.763 9
LUGXCA/LOG(..M -O.1,J20 0.903
-O. LJ 41 9LOG)(i'1G/LOGCM -0.728 -0.331 -0.01 9
LLJGF 1 LUGCM -0.132 0.034 -0.086 9
LOGNU3/LUGCM -0.518 1.11 7 -0.633 9
LXSSu4/LOGCM -0.2tn 1.303 -O •.H6 9SS/H 0.334 10.398 0.842 9SS/F 26.942 U,.OO2 0.907 9
SS/XSSi..l4 0.375 11.560 u.833 9
SS/NUl 0.032 lU.Zlb 0.845 9
CONO/H 0.512 4.407 0.969 9
C(ji~D/ NU3 0.921 5.035 0.950 9
CU1~()1 xSSLJ4 0.577 0.114 0.981 9
CL/NA 1.268 -4.371 0.963 9
I'1G/NA 0.Z80 -0.711 0.964 9ilJH4/S114 O.2o~ -1.213 0.1.171 9
1\1114/ XS.,04 O.27b -0.893 0.967 9
,~J3/ SU4 0.543 2.b23 .o , I} 32 9
1\1031 x.SSO'4 O.5bO 3.260 0.930 9
F/XSSU4 0.014 -0.259 O.9Sf;) 9
1\j\/J Ti-ll C ;"1 23'7.080 43.824 0.890 9
AMTNUl/CM 129.673 -8.568 0.956 9




LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON ,:MXtB
tiE1t'Jt. ENSELECTE. 0 RAI tj COMP.Ot'4ENT $. I AIo.L.., U. NI T. S.ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/L,lTER EXCEP, CM;J .
eM PkECIPITATION AND AMT:=fitlCROEQUIVALEi'HS/SQ.METfk. . ..
CLtA'" ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTEDOUHING 01178 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
VI" SLOPE V-HIT. CU~R.COEF. NO.
HINOl, 2.478 9.11 S 0.871 b
H/S04 1.308 -3.907 0.988 bH/XS::>04 1.313 -?28S 0.968 0
h/NOStX$SOti 0.918 -2.115 0.984 b
H/F 14.350 34.210 O.5b2 bH/SA 1.011 0.569 1.000 4HNV/SA 0.964 1.013 1.000 4HilA 0.603 -11.666 0.994 4
XSCA/X~K 14.901 5.208 0.506 6
XSCA/XSMb 1/.2/42 -0.457 0.714 0XSCA/NU3 0.162 7.910 0.3S0 b
XSCAlxS$04 0.046 6.948 0.209 bXSCA/f 1.920 8.098 O.l.iS9 6
LOGH/LUGCM 0.891 1.256 1).784 7
LOGNA/lObCM -0.364 1.199 -0.799 0
LObX~K/LOGCM -0.368 -0.368 -0.573 0
LUGXCA/LOGCM -0.792 1.157 -0.093 6
LuGxfIIlGI LUGCf14 -0.355 -0.106 -O.6QO 0
LUGF/LUGCM -0.043 O.lg0 -0.040 0LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.39ts 1.2 3 -0.431 0
LXSS04/LCtGCM 0.134 1.484 0.164 058/H O.OjO 13.061 0.246 0SS/F 0.292 14.888 O.Q94 b
SS/XSSU4 0.0'42 I.h477 0.200 /;)
SS/N03 O.ti!14 11.29tl >'0.026 6
CUNO/rl O•.H6 14.524 0.758 1
CUI\;OINU3 1.102 6.920 0.876 6
CU1IJDI xSS04 (l.569 1.629 0.995 6
Cl/N.l\ 1.272 -0.952 0.837 0MGINA 0.285 -0.280 V.90S 6
j'~rj41SU4 0.235 -5.518 0.891 /;)
i''fH41 XSSU4 0.236 -5.223 u.891 6
1'~031 SU'~ U.404 0.375 0.862 bi\IU3/xSSU4 0.40,) 1.005 0.856 bF/XSS04 0.055 -0.Q43 O.b06 b
AiVlT Ii/eM 389.4Q5 2>12.291 O.92,Z 7AMTNU3/CIVI 38.tHit 2b3.2Y9 I). Stl9 bA,III Tx::;SU4/CM 293.176 .534.442 O.91b b
A-318
Table 318.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON V:MX+B
BElwEEN SELECTEO ~AIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITSAREMICRUEQUIVALEN18/LITfREXCEP CM:CM PKECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVAL£NTS/SQ.
MErfR.
CU:.AN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUHING 08/78 AT KSC 51T£13 ARE INCLUDED.
VII.. SLOPE Y-INl. CORR.COfF. NO.
r1/1'jU~ 1.597 23.468 0.997 4
H/SU4 1. 71 7 -17.241 O.96J q
r1/)(.S~O~ 1 75·' -15.745 0.'187 4
HI 1\103+ )(,5804 0:848 Q.l0H 0.999 4
ti/F 33.050 41.140 0.944 4
H/SA
-0.400 b8.695 -0.1 in 4
HNv/SA
-0.441 b1.009 -0.149 4
HilA
-0.060 57.509 -0.028 4
x~CA/X~K 9 •.Bu -0.400 O.llb 4
XSCA/XSMb 5.028 2.616 u.9b2 4
XSCA/I\lLl3 0.302 2.1~7 1J.970 4
xSCA/XSS04 0.307 -4.2 2 ,U.887 4
XSCA/F 6.319- 5.465 0.930 4
LUGH/LUGCM -0.386 1.793 -0.702 4
LOGNA/lObCM -0.5bl 1.24b -0.525 4
LfJGxSK/LOGCM 0.264 -0.161 0.395 4
LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.205 0.880 -0.2&5 4
LUGXMG/lOGC~f -0.723 -0.002 -0.518 4
LUGf/LUGCM -0.092 0.073 -0.350 4
LOGI\IU3/LOGCM -O.7~3 1.337 -0.107 4LXSSu4/LOGCM
-0.3 5 1.665 -0.801 qSS/rl 0.095 14.077 0.156 4
SS/F
-3.085 20.424 -v.145 4SS/)(::>SUl.l 0.156 12.997 0.144 4
SS/NU3 0.152 16.214 0.151 4CUND/H 0.561 -1.535 U.969 4ClJNO/NU3 0.898 11.599 0.988 4
CCli\jf)/)($SU~ 0.980 -10.141 0.970 4CL/NA 0.747 4.189 0.998 4M(,/I\IA 0.169 1.361 0.946 4
NH4/:>04 0.b75 -18.714 0.1;66 4
IljH4 I ,,5:>04 0.720 -19.360 0.921 4
1\103/;"1)4 1.051 -24.743 0.9b9 4
'lJu3/)( S:)(")I4 1.082 -23.607 0.972 4
F/XS:>U4 0.046 "1.450 0.911 4
t,M1H/Cfwl 233.827 446.150 0.929 4
AM1NU3/CM 17.852 252.83<.) ,0.282 4
Arv1TX~SU4/CM l cU.OOO 297.766 0.'1]3 4
A-319
Table 319.
LINEAR CORRELATION B4SEO ON Y=MX+B
BE TWEEN..SELE.Cn:.D RAIN COMP.ON.ENTS f . ALLU.NITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER £XCEP c,,*' ..
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COlllCfED
DURING 09/78 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/I.. SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/i\JO~ 3.722 -14.156 0.990 7
H/SU4 1.0Q6 -2. tB9 0.919 7H/XS::i04 1.147 -0.036 0.9 0 1H/NU.stXSSOQ 0.888 -5.809 0.981 1H/F 5.519 28.1~8 0.220 7t1/$A 1.054 -0.0 6 0.980 lHf~V/SA 1.001 -O.89Q 0.994 3HilA 0.820 -3.527 0.983 :5XSCA/X~K
-12.546 22.410 "'0.202 7XSCA/XSMG "'2.113 20.731 -0.154 7XSCA/NU3
-1.336 31.139 -0.377 7XSCAIX:)SU4
-0.273 22.203 .. 0.244 7XSCA/F
-b.375 18.921 -0.274 7lOGH/LOGCM 0.529 1.335 0.418 7LOGNA/LOGCM -0.627 1.423 -0.641 7lOGXSK/LUGCI'II
-0.156 -0.218 -0.~20 tLUGxCA/LOGCM -0.581 0.082 -0.467 7lOGX,'-'G/LOGCM -0.057 0.2b3 -0.742 7
LOGF/lUGCM 0.130 0.049 0.2&0 7LOGNU3/LOGC~ 0.lb5 1.040 0.283 7LXSSU4/l0GCM 0.039 1.320 O.O,} 7SS/H 0.044 51.596 0.02' 7
S$/r
-10.071 &3.8&2 -0.350 "SS/XSSU4 0.311 44.342 0.141 7
SS/NU3 0.255 49.821 0.03& 7
CUNO/H 0.467 10.214 0.854 1CUNDINLJ3 1.759 3.3:$u 0.857 7CU""I)/)(3S04 O.59Q 8.558 0.920 7
CL/I~A 0.905 0.610 0.972 7
i"'G/NA 0.214 1.059 0.991 7
i'liH4/SU4 0.181 -1.530 0.9;8 7r\jH~/XS"n4 O.lB2 -0.479 0.8 2 7
'\JU31 S04 0.278 3.2QIl O.~28 7,~U31 X.SSU4 0.304 3.911 0.9&& 7
F/XSSU4 0.003 O.bOl v.056 7AMTt-t/CM 405.293 -45.199 0.092 7
AlYl fNU3/CM 155.709 -19.147 ».769 7AMTxSSU4/CM 303.809 -17.502 0.034 7
A-320
Table 320.
LINEAR CURHELATION BASED ON Y:MX+HijET~EEN &ELECTEORAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt ~ICRUEQUIVALENTS/Ll'ER E~CEPr eM:
eM PHECIPITAIION AND A~r=MICHOEQUJVALENTS/SQ.MEJEk. .
CLtA~ ANU SLIGHTLY DIRIY SAMPLES COLLECTEDUUkl~G lul18 Af KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y!x SLUPE Y-llH. CURR.CUEF. NO.
ti/l\jU.s 2.357
-1.115 IJ.174 7ti I S(J4 1.102 -1.745 O.bOb 7H/xSS04 1.319 :~.578 0.941 7H/iIlO.5+XSSOI4 0.9QO
-:7.422 0.957 7H/F 0.199 56.042 0.006 7H/SA 1.138 2.324 0.959 :3Hf>J\lI~/l 1.053 1.97J 0.966 :3HilA O.69/j 0.300 1.000 3XSCA/X;;,t< :3.07~ £1.517 0.422 7xSCA/XSMb
-U.165 9.757
-0.593 7xSCA/NU3 0.276 tl.357 0.750 7XSCA/XSSU4 0.005 £1.476 0.385 7XSCA/F 2.168 4 •.HO 0.541 7LIJI"H/l.uGl..M
-0.281 1.512








-U.263 0.222 -v •.H2 7LUbF/LLlGCM -O.~4b 0.104







-0.105 7SSIX,:,SU4 -O._~~3 149.351
-0.087 7SS/MJ.3
-0.990 160.583
-0.123 7ClH~D/H u.245 21:>.911 u.564 7CUi\lO/NU3 0.734 22.815 0.555 7CONO/XSSU4 0.449 22.791 0.737 7CL/NA 0.994 5.255 O.'iQ1 7ivlGI I'JA 0.231 0.055 0.994 7rvt14/::>U4 0.205 -2'.008 0.1122 7\lHI~1 X5;"U4 O.23B -0.704 0.920 7
"!113/::>(}4 0.217 4.810 O.blb 7ilJjj3/",S0nLl O••H 2 11.901 v.b7e. IF/XSjil4
-0.007 1.5"11 "'0.171 7AMft-t/Civi 74.270 279.0'/5 O.:,til 7AfYi rNu3/CiVj 23.160 105.9b9 O.S74 1AM I (SSlll.J/CiVi 44.100 221.b~7 o.1~b3 1
A-321
Table 321.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED UN Y:~X+b
BETwtEN SELECTE.O. RAIN COMP.ON.. ENTS! ALL. UNITSA~t MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP, eM= .
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMTaMICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER. .' . . .
CLt_N ANU SLIGHTLY OIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OURl~G 11/7B AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/A SLUPE Y-INT. CURR.CUfF. NO.
r1/il/U.5 1.15U 11.043 0.4162 5H/SUq U.454 15.017 u.71/,i 5
"/xS:)lJ<4 0.71 e 14.29~ o.e.H 5
d/l\olUtXS$04 0.466 11.902 0.921 5
ri/F 21.74ti 15.458 u.957 5
'if SA 0.903 l.eBo 0.985 3HNV/SA 1.UtI -4.794 0.972 3
MIrA 0.353 22.885 U.9b4 3)(SCA/xt)K q.294 3.140 0.473 5Xt)CA/xSMb 0.157 4.940 0.155 5
x,3CAIi'JU3 0.191 2.03U ().872 5
X~CA/XSS04 O.IOH 2.828 0.676 5XSCA/F 3.933 2.529 0.925 5 .-.. "LUGH/LUGCM
-0.722 1.126 -0.913 7
LUbhlA/LObCM -0.3(;2 t.5tl9 -u.133 5LUbXSK/lUGCM
-0.732 -0.730 -0.402 5LUGXLA/LUGCM
-1.260 0.093 -0.834 5l..UG Xi4t;/LOGCM
-0.407 0.020 -u.lbO 5LllGF/LtJGCM
-0.595 -0.239 -0.066 5
lUGi'·lU3/l0GCM
-1.593 v.417 -u.9Q2 5LXSSU4/LOGl..M
-1.039 0./:120 -0.742 5
;jS/rl 1.509 131.223 O.2b2 5SS/F bO.901 1j3.871 O.l.lb5 5SS/XSSU4 3.130 53.197 0.038 5
:':;SI I'll! 3 2.003 'd.l">l 0.297 5
CLlt\I()/H 0.724 11.bbl.l 0.114 7
CU''1DI l\IU3 0.809 10.8bl O.bl.lb 5
CUf\lDI XSSU4 0.785 12.285 0.(564 5
CL/N/\ O.'Hb 5.00V 0.995 5
"lb/i\lA O.2e!2 0.529 1.000 5
Nr141 :iU.:.t 0.002 0.489 0.046 5
f~t'41 l,S;Jfl4
-0.010 0.780 -O.18e! 5
iJl) ~I ::>U4 ().LlU~ 2.651 0.771 5
i~U3/.x.S.::iUI4 0.652 2.044 o.H97 5
F/XSSUI.i 0.u34 -0.081 ().905 5AMlH/CM 36.407 85.5ti2 0.281 7
AI"lfNlH/CfVi
-tll.528 ~5.137 -0.670 5
AM TX3SU41 Cflt!
-48.000 96.381 -0.256 5
A-322
Table 322.
LINEAR CUMRELATI0N BASED ON Y=MX+~
8ETwEEN SELECT EO RAIN COMPONENTS t ALL UNI.TSARt ~ICROEQUIVALENTS/LlrER EXCEP eMa
eM PHECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METEH. .CLtAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUk 1 ['4 G 12/78 AT KSC S! TEl 3 AR£ INC l U0ED.
Y/A SLOPE Y-INT. C(HH~.COEF. liD.
I1/N()j u.772 10.319 0.b65
"H/SU~ O.~37 -'.128 0.b50 4H/XSSU4 0.420 8.032 0.040 4
H/NU..$+X.SS04 0.280 8.57b 0.794 4
H/F 1.656 15.48b 0.319 4
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
Ht\lV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
H/fA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
.(SCI~/x~1( 46.494 "34.449 0.991 4
XSCA/XSMb 5.321 0.271 0.055 q
X:;CA/I'IW3 1.400 -4.206 0.980
"X8CA/XSSU4 0.573 -3.228 0.894 4XSCA/F 4.955 2.680 0.143 4
LUGh/LUGl.M -0.261 1.193 -0.931 4
lOGNA/LOGCM 0.182 1.685 0.377 4
LUbXSK/LUGCM -0.105 -O.O3£! -0.909 4
LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.516 0.195 -0.880
"LUGXIVIG/lUGCM O.OtH 0.138 O.LH 4LOGF/LUGCM -0.164 0 .. 182 -0.509 4
LOGi\IU3/LOGCM -0.345 0.897 -0.963 4
LX5S04/lUGCM -0.415 1.252 -0.996 455/H -4.2l'i8 150.731 -0.b41 4
SS/F 17.488 45.500 0.503 4
SS/.<SSU4 -0.787 91.981 -U.235 4
:;S/N03 -0.414 77.289 -0.053 4
ClJND/H -0.025 19.822 -0.030 4
CUI\lt)1 l\!u3 0.535 13.986 0.568 4
CUNIJ/X~S04 O.l/b 15.149 0.435 4
CLnJA 0.917 10.490 0.993 4
:v\b/t-JA 0.198 2.518 0.978 4
1\1 t1t.iI SU4 0.719 -12.012 0.991 4
i\iH141 Xssn4 0.680 -6 .. 105 0.961 4
i\jU.$ISU4 0.429 -3.10/j 0.969
"f,jU31 X5~U4 0.414 0.155 0.961 4
F/x.S~U4 0.009 -0.061 0.714 4
A'-HH/CM 14.530 02.080 0.988 4
AMlf\lU3/CM 35.451 31.024 0.986 4
A'''lT X$SU4/CM b?.229 66.240 u.910 4
A-323
Table 323.
LINEAH CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtti
BEfwEEN S£LECTEDNAIN COMPONENTS. 4LL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCE.PT eM:
eM PNECIP ITATlON AND AMi=MI CROEYUI VALENTS/SQ.METE.R.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~ING 01/79 A1 KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
V/X SLOPE. '(-INT. CORH.COEF. NU.
H/l'JUj 1.100 9.964 0.90'4 5
H/SU4 0.107 22.283 0.184 5H/XS~Ot.j 1.318 3.422 u.562 5H/NO.$tXSS04 0.934 -2.000 0.981 5
ti/F 0.934 25.563 0.000 5
H/SA 1.0b7 2.79b 1.000 2
r1i''lV/SA 1.038 0.455 1.000 2HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/XSK,
-1.980 ').398 -0.824 5XSCA/XSMG 1.450 1.b48 0.900 5XSCA/NU3 0.101 3.012 0.588 5
XSCA/XSSU4 0.309 -0.595 0.885 :>XSCA/F 0.309 i.I.3b5 0.000 5 .--"LOGH/LUGCM
-0.236 1.389 -0.342 5lOGNA/LOGCM -0.680 1.935 -0.5&4 5LOGX8K/LOGCM 0.384 -0.240 0.b59 5
LOGXCA/LOGCM
-0.466 (}.731 -0.823 5
LOGXi"'G/LOGCM -0.310 0.240 -0.365 5
LUGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 -0.385 5
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.604 1.130 -O.64ij 5
LXSSU4lLUGCM -0.235 1.239 -0.490 5S8/H 0.943 133.107 0.Ob3 5SS/F 0.943 157.203 0.000 5SS/XSSU4 27.162 -279.149 (J.l3S 5
SS/iW3
-1.397 175.998 -O.O7l 5
CUND/H 0.495 17.734 0.254 5
CUNIJ/NU3 0.258 2b.92b 0.110 5
CUND/X::>S04 3.910 -33.384 0.831 5CL/I\lf.\ 1.084 -3.039 1.000 .,
:VII;I N'~ 0.219 0.390 1.000 5j\jHIU::>U..
-0.012 3.593 -0.118 s
Nri41 XSS(jf.4 0.161 0.b33 O.3b4 5
I\)U51 ~U4 0.Ul1 13.112 0.U2:5 ')
!\j U_~ I X SS[)4 0./40 1.567 0.3b3 5
f-/X$::>U4 0.000 o.OOv 0.303 5
AM(H/CM 114.945 237.289 0.932 5
AMfNU3/CM 10.491 206.595 O.28b 5
Ai"l} XSSU/.J/CM 87.119 123.183 0.915 5
A-324
Table 324.
LINE.AR CiJRRELAT ION BI\SED ON Y=M.x+B
8ElwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. All UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM~
C~ PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEYUIVALENTS/SQ.
METf:.R.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLEtTEO
0UR!NG 02/79 AT KSC SITE 13 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE. Y-HH. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/IIJU.$ 2.0S2 13.8S3 0.b&8 4
HI SCJ4 0.354 20.185 0.751 4
H/xS~V4 O. &4'1 1~.O49 0.893 4
HI NU.H XSS04 0.537 11.174 0.81:'3 4
H/F 7.444 31.208 0.732 4
H/SA
-4.058 323.214 -1.000 2
HfJV/SA 0.935 1.104 1.000 2
HilA -1.121 164.997 ... 1.000 2
XSCA/X$K "'1.573 11.455 -O.4bb 4
,(SCA/X~Mb 0.451 9.3&5 0.&27 4
XSCA/NU3 0.277 S.bb2 o, '701 4
XSCA/XSSU4 0.015 0.544 0.806 4
XSCA/f -0.323 12.029 ,"'0.24& 4
LOGHIUJGCM -0.379 1.557 -0.583 q
LUGNA/LOGCM -1.167 1.558 "'0.965 4
LOGXSK/LUGCM -0.910 -0.635 -0.589 4
LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.170 0.978
-0.042 4LUGXMG/LOGCM -0.911 0.108 -0.9 0 4
L0Gf/LOGCM -0.270 0.255 -0.214 1.&
LUGN03/LOGCM -0.367 1.151 -0.956 q
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.557 1.501 -0.035 qSS/H 3.9b3 -19.544 0.349 4
SS/f -27.147 275.577 -0.235 4
SS/X~SU4 4.224 -59.308 ·1 0.514 4
SSt i'~U3 51? iH3 "430.9/0 0.930 4
CUNlJ/H O.~BO -1.939 0.417 1.&CUNUINU3 6.041 -72.065 0.9 1 4
CUl\JD/XSSU4 0.731 1.032 u.478 1.&
CL/I~A 1.057 ~.191 1.000 1.&
lv'ib/NA 0.225 0.897 1.000 4
1~t-t4/SU4 0.030 11.548 O.22~ 4
NH41 xS:>Otj 0.12& 0.345 O.b12
"Nt!.)/ :'U4 0.14-' B.015 0.960 1.&Nl.J.5/l(S~04 U.ldO 8.042 0.766 4
f/XS;;l)4 0.020 1.4S9 0.368 4
AMIH/CM 124.532 210.136 0.311.& 4
At,;l flIJU,l!C.'o1 95.99b .59.446 0.913 4
Ai\ljTX~SU4/CM 85.502 250.944 , 0.163 4
A-325
Table 325.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXTB
BEf wEEN SEL.ECTED RAr1N COM.PO.Nt:. flHS.t.~LL UNIT8ARE MICROEQUIVALENT$lLITEREXCEP, eMl:
eM PHECIPITATION A~() AMT=MICROEQutVALENTS/SQ.
ME1EI(.
CLEAN ANI) SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~ING 03/79 AT KSC SITE 13 AREINCL.UO£D.
Y/x SLUPE V-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
rl/NO.s
-0.214 45.!12 -0.254 :,)
rllS04 O.21U 12. 59 0• .,20 3
rl/XSSO(,j 0.218 15.tt95 0.428 3
11/1\10.$+),5$0,+ 0.Ob1 2b.~b9 0.18! J
rl/F -23.306 116. 04 -0.99 1
li/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
rli'oJ\J/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
XSCA/XSK -4.454 75.866 -O.19J .)
XSCA/XSMI::; 3.783 25.598 0.478 3
-<seA/Nu3 1.958 -32.785 V.972 ~XSCA/XSSU4 0.722 2.250 0.593XSCA/F 32.456 -47.831 0.S78 3
LOGH/LOGCM 0.025 1.412 0.041 3
LOGNA/L.OGCM -0.725 1.051 -0.921 :s
LOGXSK/LUGCM -0.536 -0.320 -0.5&2 3
LOGXCA/LOGCM -1.246 0.704 -0.9&8 3
LOGXivlG/LOGCM -1.111 0.096 -0.1195 :3
LOGF/LUGCM 0.051 0.547 0.212 3
LU~t\lU3/l0G(.M -0.552 1.311 -o.9bb lI..XSS\J4/lUGCM -0.618 1.510 -0.995 3
55/H 4.798 lO.128 0.791+ ;)SS/F -10~.~11 552.229 -\).71t4 3SS/XSSU4 • 36 -44.895 0.889 :3
SS/NU_~ 1.9&6 97.395 v.387 3CONO/H 0.878 ll.837 0.727 3
COi\iO/NU3 O.l.l87 27.735 O.i.i79 :3COND/XSSU4 0.572 1.768 0.932 3
CL/NA 0.983 11.793 0.997 :3MG/NA 0.243 4.141 0.990 3
NH4/~04 0.120 1.814 0.947 3
r'J1"14/XS~04 0.145 1.787 0.908 3i\103/S04 O•.n3 14.999 0.694 3
r~IBI xssn« 0.463 9.585 o, lbb 3
F/xSS04 -0.007 4.111 -o •.HS 3




LINEAR CURRELATION 8ASE~ ON Y=MX+~
BEfwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT c~=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRT' SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~ING 11/71 AT KSC SITE 14 ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLlJPE '-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
h/ND3 0.899 4.193 0.992 3
H/S04 0.457 3.817 0.992 3
H/XSS04 0.760 3.729 0.950 ~H/N(J..$+XSS04 0. /.110 3.900 u.914H/F 0.tU6 8.349 0.000 3
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HN\i/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/X:>K
-3.030 0.251
-O.liS 3XSeA/l\SMb 1.861 -0.270 ().9 8 oS
XSCA/NU3 0.279 -O.~24 0.994 3XSCA/XSSU4 0.241 -0. 35 0.997 3XSCA/F 0.241 O.7b7 0.000 3
LUbH/LUGCM -0.3b1 1.046 -0.906 3
LOGNA/LOGCM
-O.b34 1.131 -0.990 3
LObXSK/LUGCM -1.04~ .. 0.142 -O.5~b 3LU(;XCA/LUGCM
-0.'.>20 0.257 -0.9 3 3LUGXI"1G/LUGCM
-0.4"b 0.071 -0.719 3
LUGF/LLJGCM 0.000 0.000 -0.719 3
LUGNu3/l0GCM -0.806 0.802 -0.180 3
LJ<SSU4/LUGCM -0.b91 0.888 -0.603 j
SS/H 10.345 -45.096 0.994 3
SS/F 10.345 41.281 0.000 3
SS/XSSU4 7.575 -4.142 0.909 .)
SS/NU; 9.164 -1.095 0.971 3CONO/H 1.699 -5.349 0.999 3
CUNO/NLJ3 1.520 1.803 0.987 :)
COND/X5SU4 1.2713 1.072 O.9~9 3CL/NA 1.026 1.1bb 0.9 9 .)
r"1G/NA 0.221 0.075 1.000 3
Nt14/~U4 0.067 0.433 0.996 3
NtHll XS;)04 0.150 0.380 0.Q95 3
NU3/S0ii O.50fj -0.419 1.000 3
'~fBI XS~04 0.867 -0.04'.> 0.982 3
F/XS::>!H O.OUO O.QOO u.962 3
A(vlT HI C1"1 52.210 42.232 0.917 3
AM'NU~/CM 1').584 35.015 0.')47 3
AMlXSSU4/CM 33.4i>4 19.239 0.59b .)
A-327
Table 327.
LINEAR CORRELATION 6ASED ON Y=MX+~6Eflf1tEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALEN1SILllER'EXCEPl eM=
eM Pl<ECIP IT ATIONAND.AMf..MICROEl:,lUI VAi.,ENTS/SQ.
iIIlE.IEl<.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY UIRIY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 1iU71 AT KSC SiTE 14 A~E INCLlH)[O.
Y/'}.. SLOPE: Y-INT. CUI·H~. COfF • NO.
H/I\tQ3 0.146 21.183 0.455 9
H/S04 0.734 4.9"11 0.692 9H/XSS04 0.910 3.890 0.948 9
H/NO,HXSSO/4 0.553 1.982 0.836 9
r1/F
-4.441 29.254 -0.049 9H/SA 0.657 6.653 0.970 6
tiNV/:)A 0.810 4.745 O.9bO 6
HilA 0.625 ';;.651 0.979 6
xSCA/x:)K 3.963 2.115 0.432 9XSCA/XSMb 4.395 -1.638 0.855 9XSCA/NU3 0.b27 -~.433 O.9b7 9XSCA/XSS04 0.223 -2.023 0.568 9XSCA/F 1.402 4.032 0.040 9 '-'.,
LUGH/LUGCM
-0.265 1.328 -0.546 12LUGNA/lOGCM 0.076 1.• 414 0.051 9lDGXSK/LUGCfIIl -0.465 -0.181 -0.629 9LUGXCA/LUGl,;M -1.2.,6 0.117 -0.806 '1LOGXfIIIG/LuGCM
-0.777 -0.254 -0.429 9LUGF/lLJGCM 0.095 -0.015 0.515 9LOGNU3/LOGCM
-1.020 0.671 -0.7145 9
LXSSU4/LOGCM "0.572 1.201 -0.380 9SS/H 1.050 214.894 0.271 9SS/F
-106.337 bl.551 -0.300 9
SS/XSSlJQ 1.304 19.369 0.351 9
SS/NU.5 1.358 1.f1.142 0.214 9CUNl)/H 0.783 -0.416 0.840 11CUNO/NU3 0.bb2 13.307 0.523 9CUNIJ/XSSULI 0.588 4.07b 0.194 9
CL/NA 1.000 5.747 0.997 9
iVlG/I\lA 0.213 1.002 0.995 9
I\lH4/SU~ 0.10b 0.162 0.522 9
;'~H41 XS\jUl~ 0.143 -o •.S! 7 O.b04 9
"IU.)1 SO~ u•.S13 0.1<11 O.b~6 9ilJl)3/)( 8:;)04 0.384 -0.139 0.0 7 ,.,f/XS:)Ulf -0.001 0.080 -0. 0 t u 9
AMTlilCM 240.234 2.h268 0.032 12AMINUl/CM 10.012 48.621 0.106




LINEAR CU~RELATION BASED ON Y:MX+~
8EfwtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
AREMI~RUEQUIVALENTS/LITERfXCEPT eMe
eM PHECIPITAIION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METEt<.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLiCTED
DURING 01/78 AT KSC SITE 14 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/" SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
r-lhW..s 2.392 -0.933 i).9t49 5
H/S04 0.973 -10.059 0.942 5H/XS5l) 4 1.0~~ -~.872 O.9~7 5H/N03tXSS04 0.73 -6.531 0.9 6 5
H/F 0.733 34.029 0.000 5
H/SA 0.000 0.000 v.uoo 1HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
X$CA/)(;;lK 19.054 0.66tl O.loIlS 5l(SCA/X.5MG 4.412 -3.096 0.918 5
x::>CA/NU3 0.305 10.151 0.371 5XSCA/XSS04 0.133 9.190 0.371 5XSCA/f v.133 14.610 0.000 5
LUGH/LUGCM -O.09b 1.212 -0.'146 6
LOGNA/LUGCM -O.b63 1.491 -0.714 5
LUGXSK/UJGCM -0.074 -0.060 -0.150 5
LOGXl.A/lUGC";
-1.538 0.598 -0.831 5
LOGXt"1G/LUGCM -0.914 0.358 -0.929 5
lOGf/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 -0.929 5
LOGNU3/LUGCM -0.508 0.890 -0.560 5
LXSS04/LOGCM -0.400 1.426 -0.577 5SS/H 0.460 33.365 0.567 5
SS/F 0.400 49.026 0.000 5
SS/X~SU4 0.690 20.929 0.773 5SS/NU3 1.5b9 25 .tH 3 u .771 5
CUND/H 0.330 1.$.057 0.818 6
CU"WINU3 0.925 8.0tiS 0.974 5CUND/XSSU4 0.406 4.995 0.964 5CL/NA 0.809 4.614 0.991 s
M6/NA O.~45 O.38§ 0.992 5NH4/~U4 0.181 1.05 0.969 .,
l\JH41 xSSU4 0.191 ~.O89 0.956 5
i'-JU3/;)(}~ 0.40/ -.~.84j 0.994 5
N(J.$/XS~[l4 0.434 -l.O60 0.995 5
F/XS~U4 0.000 0.000 0.995 5
Al'ltfH/CM 12b.162 127.9(7 0.467 bAI\IllNU3/CM :> .1~85 99.905 0.034 5
AfVjT x:::;SU4/CM 42.749 260.046 0.185 5
A..329
Table 329.
LINEAR CUHRELATION ijASEDON Y=MX+B
tiE I fJEEN S, ELfCTE,D RAIN COMP,.,O,NE"N,TS f A,L.Io.. UNITSARt:. MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LIlE~ EXCfP CM: .
eM PKECIPITATION AND A~T.MICROEijUIVAL.ENTS/SQ.METER.
CLEAN ANI) SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLL.ECTED[JUkING 02178 AT KSC SITE 14 ARt:. INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE r-rnr , CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NU5 1.553 29.141 0.782 5
ti/S04 0.837 15.175 O.4c3 5
rl/XS:>04 1.423 -1.754 0.615 5H/NO.3 ... AS:;04 1.047 0.289 O.d'>! 5
H/F
-1.SbO 44.843 -0.127 5H/SA 0.815 7.380 0.990 5
tiNy/SA 0.939 -0.594 0.995 5HilA 0.745 -1.065 0.968 5XSCA/XSK 0.60'7 3.245 0.096 5XSCA/XSMb 1.b41 t!.112 0.11 0 5XSCA/NU3 O.:H 1 0.515 0.476 5XSCA/XSSU4
-0.012 3.932 -0.015 5XSCA/F 3.240 1.850 0.803 5LiJGH/LUGCM
-O.te3 1.065 -0.700 9LOGNA/LOGCM 0.211 1.173 0.25b 5LuGXSK/UJGCM -0.645 -0.024 -0.601 5LUGXCA/LL>GCM
-0.240 0.491 -0.177 5LU(,XMG/lOGCM 0.t42 -0.116 0.304 5LLJGF/LUGCM 0.093 0.060 O.lb9 5LOGN03/LOGCM .. 1.030 1.104 -0.711 5LXSSiJ4/LOGCM -0.010 1.505 -0.Ob7 555/H
-0.559 q9.398 -0.383 5SS/f'
-3.238 2b.q95 -0.181 5
SS/XSSlJ4 1.431 -21.254 0.424 5
SS/r\lu3 -0 •.H2 2'7.782- -0.108 5CUND/H 0.£175 0.459 0.528 q
CUI'\iD/NLJ3 0.749 14.007 0.877 5CUND/XS5U4 IJ.796 -4.417 0.801 5CL/NA 1.076 0.870 0.989 5M(,/NA 0.228 0.554 0.992 5
~~H4/ ~Oq
-0.126 10.Jb4 -0.229 5\lH4/KSi:)U4
-0.205 12.584 -0.315 5
NUJ/:;U4 0.341 -2.18"1 0.343 5
:'103/ x:;504 O.SOb ·6.70~ 0.435 5
F/XSS04 "O.v8o 3.298 -0.457 5
AMfH/Cl'iJ 355.808 57.5~7 0.983 q




LINEAR CU~RELATION ~ASED ON V:MXtb
dElwtEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM-
eM PI<ECIPITATION AND AMl':MICROEQUIVALENfS/SQ.MEIER. . . . .....
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY UIRT1 SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 03/78 Al KSC SITE 14 ARE INCLUDED.
VII.. SLOPE V-INr. CUJ.<R.COEF. NO.
H/NO..$ 0.994 lV.QOe 1.000 S
ti/SfH 21.059 "35S.364 0.901 5H/xSS04 21.753 -418.970 0.904 5H/NO.s+XSS04 0.962 -4.865 1.000 5
ri/F 158.974 44.694 0.429 5
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
Ht\lV/~A 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
til fA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
XSCA/Xi:>K 7 •.B9 4.100 0.187 5
xSCA/XSMG 3.627 -0.521 0.937 5X:;CA/NU3 0.009 5.411 0.580 5
XSCA/XSS04 0.326 -0.111 0.707 5XSCA/F 3.175 4.181 0.519 5LUGH/LUGCM -1.501 1.530 -0.91b ~LUGNA/LOGCM -1.028 1.19~ -0.887LU(;XSK/LUGCM 0.144 -0.14 0.204 5
LUGXCA/LUGCM -1.004 0.571 -0.811 SLUGX/'IIG/LUGCM -0.106 0.140 -0.720 5
LLJGF/LUGC~ -0 • .$01 0.026 -0.b71 ~LOGNU3/LUGCM -1.922 1.~43 -0.930 5
LxSSU4/LOGC'" -0.494 1.259 -0.991 5SS/H 0.099 15.914 0.944 5
SS/F 14.599 21.27~ 0.370 5SS/XSSU4 2.980 -30.716 U.991 5
S5/NU.3 0.096 10.977 0.942 5CUI\lOI H 0.413 4.211 1.000 5
CUf\;O/:"U3 0.411 b.516 1.000 5CUNuIX:::iSuti 11.519 -170.029 O.90B 5
CL/N/~ 1.37b -5.245 0.970 5
Jl'IG/N/o\ 0.268 0.250 0.996 5
NH4/$U4 0.471 -3.729 0.919 5
NHq/~SSOq 0.b03 -5.117 0.922 5
t~ LJ .5 / :;lJ4 21.701 -3bl.300 0.9bO 5
IIJ031 )(5504 27.892 -431.380 0.963 5
F/XSS04 0.035 0.081 0.455 5AMTH/CM
-331.214 910.924 -0.510 5




LIN~AR CORRELAllON BASED ON r=MX+B
HETwE.EN SElECTEO RAIN COMPONENlS. At..1.. UNITS
ARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITfW EXCEPT eM&
CM PHEtlPITATION AND AMr=MICROE~UIVALENTS/SQ_
114ETER
CLEAN-ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUkI~G 05/78 AT KSC SITE 14 AR~ INCLUDEO_
Y/X SLOPE (-INT. tURR.COfF. NO.
H/NIH 0.020 .$4.041 0.133 4H/SlJ4 -u.02~ 35.518 -0.050 4
H/XS~04
-0.042 30.163 -0.090 4H/I~03+xSS04 0.008 34.055 0.074 4
ti/F 0.281 34.231 0.090 4
rllSA 0 •.509 17.709 0.899 4
rlNV/SA 0.021 8.091 0.934 4HilA (/.261 18.842 0.915 4
xSCA/XSK 1.324 8.330 0.710 4
xSCA/~SMG 4.089 5.513 0.973 4
XSCA/NlJ3 0.142 7.025 0.829 4
XSCA/XSSU4 0.446 -5.046 0.901 4
XSCA/F 1.677 8.785 o, q72 4LUGH/LUGCM 0.&62 1.279 0.52& b
LuGNA/LOGCM
-0.087 1.338 -0.079 4LUGX~KI LOGCf-l -0.597 0.200 -0.&91 4
LOGxCA/LOGCM -O •.H 2 1.049 -0.932 4
LOGXMG/LJGCM -0.651 0.043 -0.9&7 4
LlJGF/LUGCM
-0.285 v.HH -0.702 L4
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.516 1.411 -0.857 4
LXSSU4/LOGCM
-0.100 1.581 -0.690
"85/H 0.926 -c.b02 O.~63 4SS/F 5.459 18.327 0.909 4
S5/x;;SU4 0.005 2.916 0.724 4
SS/I\lU3 0.2Ll2 18.742 0.83b q
CONDIt-!
-1.223 71 .792 -0.871 c
COf\lD/I\lU3 0.492 14.630 0.984 4
CUf'JDI X5504 1.335 -21.1483 0.926 4
CL/NA 3.025 -3ti.730 0.993 4
MG/NA 0.512 -5.351 0.981 4
NH4/SU4 4.025 -t17.705 0.896 4
i\H4/ASS04 4.164 -113.347 0.878 4
il/U3/:>04 2.b80 -18.499 u.982 4
Nu3/,(SS04 2.610 -7b.980 0.914 4
f/XS~U4 0.112 -2.867 0.605 4
AlvlTH/CfIIt 567.792 "cn.3l8 1,).990 c
AMTNLl3/CM 133.164 94.109 0.956 4
Ar", r x SSU4/CM 308.117 513.277 0.991 4
A-332
Table 332.
LINEA~ COHRfLATIDN BASED ON ¥;MX+B
BEINlEN&ELfCTEO RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITS
ARt MICROEGUIVALfNTS/LITER flCE? CM:
eM PNECIPITATION AND AMf=~lCROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME{E.~.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SA~PLES COLLECTED
OUklNG Oblle AT KSC SlfE l~ ARE INCLUDED.
VII.. SLOPE Y"'INf. COf<R.COEF. NO.
H/NU.$ 2.088 /j.10l 0.954 9
H/S(}4 1.412 -b.300 0.963 9
H/xS:>04 1.43b -3.910 0.970 9
H/NO ..HxSSOtJ 0.968 -1.017 0.961 9
H/F 17.680 51.139 0.1&7 9
H/SA 1.124 -7.b30 0.983 7
HNVISA O.9b~ "'3.223 u.981 1
HilA O.52b 14.109 U.btd 7
XSCA/x5K 10.990 -0.550 U.925 9
XSCA/X:Ji9lG 1 • .,59 0.280 0.744 9
XSCA/NU3 O.3~5 0.811 O.8~9 9:XSCA/)(~S04 0.1 .3 -0.790 0.8 5 9
XSCA/F 3.055 S.b28 0.209 9
LUGH/LUGCM -0.34& 1.735 -0.435 9
LUGNA/L.UGCM -O.&3b 1.407 .-0.820 9
LUG,X,SK/LUGCM -0.100 -U.284 -O.11b 9
LOGXCA/LOGCM -0.184 0.129 -0.209 9
LUGXI\ijG/LUGLM
-0.587 -0.102 -0.505 9
LOGF/LOGCM 0.027 -0.067 O.06b Q
LUGNU3/LUb(;M -0.201 1.l7b -0.227 9
L.X,SSu4/LOGCM -0.380 1.02b -0.1.&90 9
S:J/H 0.017 24.705 0.03& 9
SS/F -22.577 30.917 -0.451 9
35/)(:)5iJ4 0.062 22.24t4 0.119 9
S5/NlJ3 -O.16b 28.89b -0.141 9
CONIJ/H 0.446 3.270 0.979 Q
CUNDINQ3 1.171 7.496 0.908 9
CLJNOIXSSU4 O.b56 0.9.>:3 0.970 9
CL/NA 1.063 1.959 o , 9(H~ 9
i"IG/NA 0.230 0.351 0.985 9
I~H41 SU4 0.272 -3.185 O.7b2 9NH/4/XSSU4 0.281 -2.913 0.780 9
,IIU3/;304 0.473 -3.v83 0.909 9
!'HJ31 )($504 0.467 -2.S29 0.927 9
F/XS.,U4 0.001 0.117 0.099 9
Aill\TH/Ci'o'l 288.586 322.b85 0.802 9
A/litHJU3/CM 89.809 127.026 0.790 9




LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y:M~+8
BETwEEN SEL.ECT.EO RAINCOMPONENTSr ALL... UNITSAHt MICRUEQUI VALfN1S/LI fER EXCEp· CMeCM PkECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQU1YAL£~TS/SG.
MErfR.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY OlRfY SAMPLES COLLECTED































































































































































LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtB
HEr~EEN.· SELECTE.O RAIN COMPO.NEN1S~ ~LL.. UN. ITSARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPt CM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MElER.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUWI~G OB/78 AT KSC SITE 14 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SL OPE. V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
HIND.) l.u95 27.&30 o.2&~ 5
rilS04 1.150 -2.485 0.708 5
H/)l.S~04 1.342
-4.!O4 0.651 5
ri/NO..$tXSS04 1.071 -1~. 47 0.805 5
ri/F 3l.J.8bl 4 .598 0.318 5
H/SA 1.053 -2.029 0.990 4
riNVISA 0.967 -3.44& 0.999 4
HIlA 1.0&5 -22.054 0.983 4
xS(..A!XSK 0.778 4.253 0.947 5
XSCA/X~MG ~ .157 ~.a80 0.905 5X5CA/NLJ3 0.459 -1.395 0.b07 5
XSCA/XSSU4 0.032 5.803 0.122 5
x.SCA/F 1.28& 6.920 0.061 5LOGH/LuGCM 0.145 1.64& 0.430 5LU6NA/LObCM -0.&54 1.271 -0.927 5LUGXSK/LUGCM
-0.720 0.012 -0.970 5LUGXCA/LiJGCM
-0.2&3 0.719 -0.772 5LOGXl'-'IG/LOGCM
-0.418 -0.252 -0.54! 5
LDGF/LuGC,"l 0.002 -0.055 0.013 5
LUGNU3/LOGCM
-0.12b 1.210 -0.570 5
U(SSu4/LOGl:M -0.016 1~543 -0.058 5
S5/H
-1.114 107.472 -0.&22 5
SS/f -6b.{l91 61.167 -0.294 5
SS/X;jSU~
-U.68& 80.739 -0.243 5
SS/NU5 1.423 28.003 0.194 5
CCJNO/rl 0.188 21.799 0.523 S
LtiNO/NU3 O.ltd 16.107 v.S20 5CONl.J/XSSU4 0.468 12.&64 0.827 5CL/NA I.U46 4.2/H 0.991 5
.l)G/f'oA 0.240 O.31~ 0.999 ')
:4Ht.1 ;;,(14 0.225 -1.099 0.351 ~1'~H41 xSSn4 0.IJ7b ';.815 0.122
I'JII31 j U'. v.I')1 11.551 o.39b ~\JU3/XSb04 O.12l:S 1~.4&2 0.333 5
f/XSSUI.4 0.000 0.104 0.u03 5
At-IT H/e!4 340.954 177.708 0.935 5
Vi rNu3/CM 113.,,8& 141 .172 0.987 5




LINEAR CURRELATION BASEO ON Y=MX+B
8El~EEN SELECTEO RAl.N C.OMP... ONENTa. A~L UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER. EXCEP I CM:
eM PRECIPITATION ANO AMT~MICROEQUl~.LfNTa/SQ.
MErER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRty SAMP,ES COLLECTED
DURl~G 09/78 AT KSC SITE '14 ARE INCLUDED.
'fIX. SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NO.} 2.402 17.037 0.84b .5
ti/SU4 0.922 19.71.!7 0.928 3H/XSS04 1.220 13.705 0.988 .5
H/N03+XSS04 0.845 12.349 0.902 3H/F bo.809 tfO.759 0.793 .5H/SA 0.962 5.585 1.000 ~HNV/SA 0.99& 2.048 1.000
r1/TA 0.032 0.924 1.000 2XSCA/X~K 1.327 2.500 0.891 3XSCA/X':>MG 0.377 2.77.5 0.8Q8 .5XSCA/NU3 0.151 0.402 (J.984 .5)(SCA/X~SU4 0.005 0.796 0.9714 3XSCA/F 2.307 2.899 0.505 .5LOGH/LLJGCM -Q.077 1.790 -0.171 3LOGN~/LOGCM -0.907 1.53b -0.99b .5LUGX ~K IUJGCM
-0.671 -0.342 -0.771 .5LOGXCA/LUGCM
-0.102 O.53d "'0.4;0 .5LUGXfw1G/LUGCM
-0.937 -0.000 -0.8 1 3LOGF'/LUGCM 0.201 -0.060 0.957 ,)LOGNU3/LOGCM -O.lIS 1.304 -0.570 ,)LXSSiJ4/LOGCM
-0.139 1.5b4
-0.2fS :5SS/H 1.40b "1.587 0.4 8 JSS/F
-40.Mi5 131.09d -0.157 33$I"S504 2.:H 1 -7.515 0.607 3SS/Nd3 7.603 -7b.12H 0.873 :5CONO/H O.5~2 1.773 0.876 3
CUNO/NU3 1.754 -0.081 0.998 3COND/X~SU4 0.722 6.344 0.940 3CL/NA 1.065 3.209 1.000 3
NlG/NA 0.202 ..0.429 1.000 .)
l\IHQlS04 0.230 -1.621 0.996 3
hJH41 XSS04 0.284 -2.01') l).987 3
'\iU,S/504 0.344 3.530 0.964 .5
'\1031 XSS04 0.401 4.181 0.918 3F/XSS04 0.010 0.012 0.b89 3AMTH/CM 1010.b81 -52b.405 0.960 3Ar-1TNuj/CM 219.309 -35.968 0.990 .5
AMT x:>SULJ/ClVi b1.!O.841 -219.574 0.982 j
A-336
Table 336.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASEO ON Y=MX+B
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MJCROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM=CM PkECIPI1ATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME H:R.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 101/8 AT KSC SITE 14 ARE INCLUDED.
V/X SLOPE Y... INT. CURR.COEF. NO.
H/I\;O.s 1.030 10.053 0.931 3
H/SD4 0.73:' 6.998 O.58'J 3
H/X$:>04 2.13ts -5.708 0.981 3
rilNU.$+XSS04 0.7~9 s, 3~6 (J.983 .3H/F 12.725 to.l"S 0.683 3
tUSA 1.024 5.189 1.000 2
rlNV I ';)A 0.822 1.381 1.000 2-
rill A ().'43~ 10.564 1.000 2
XSCJ,\/A~K 14.413 .~.191 O.Cl9S 3
iU::iL AI XS~I" 0.O3~ 6.326 0.010 3
~_. XSCA/NU3 0.251 e, 553 0.948 3
XSCA/XSSU4 0.506 -1.003 0.969 3
XSCA/f 2.875 l~ • 862 0.04£1 3
LUGH/LLJGV,' -0.638 1.380 -O.99c? 4
LUGl'liA/LOl.jCM -0.097 1..841 -0.1 tt3 3
LUC,XSk/lUGCM
-0.743 -0.348 -0.794 .s
LOGXCA/LUGCM -v.571 0.785 -0.'179 3
LUGX/liIG/LUGCM -0.062 0.215 -u.14tl 3
lUGF/LUGtM -0.131 0.194 -0.559 3
lUGNU3/LOGCM -0.801 1.010 -0.989 3
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.490 1.159 -0.932 3
SS/H 0.230 109.840 0.039 3
SS/F 84.,)05 17.390 0.156 3
SS/XSSU4 3.044 71.090 0.23.5 3
SS/NU3 -2.1fjO 149.202 -0.329 3
CUl\ID/H U.463 15.115 O.£I9~ 3
CU/\JD/IIIU.$ 0.15.5 25.2.38 0.141 :s
COf\JD/X:JSU4 1.394 7.033 U.b53 3
CL/I\l/\ 1.00.$ 4.089 1.000 3
MG/NA 0.208 1.451 1.000 3
j\jH/~/SU4 0.077 2.404 o.~02 .3
ilj~il.I/.x. S;:'OL.l 0.54? -3..551 0.1'112 3
r~u.~/::;rj4 O.2t:l~ 7.997 o.25i? 3
,Hi _~ / .x. S :i IIt.j 1.057 -9.137 O.tl41 ~F/XSS(J4 0.v95 -0.113 0.U12
AMIH/CIVl 44.465 145.975 0./49 4
AlvlllliU3/CM 15.467 B8.287 0.986 3
Ail/II x.~SU'UC;"i \0.97q 124.119 0./96 3
A-337
Table 337.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MX+B
~ErwEEN SELE.-CTEO RAIN COM.PONE. N.TS f ALL UNITSARt MICROEQUI~'LENTS/LlrER EXCEP eM.
eM PRECIPITATION ANDA~f~MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLECTED
DUwlNG 11/78 AT KSC SITE. 14 ARE INCLUDED.
V/ll. SLOPE. V-INT. CUHN.COfF. NO.
H/I\JUJ 1.193 10.667 0.814 q
rllSU4 0.741 5.606 0.753 4
H/XSSOI4 1.2il 1.608 0.915 4
HI NU.HXSS04 0.795 -2.132 0.994
'"ti/F 2.251 25.301 0.599 4H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
Hi'4V I SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
~i 11 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/XSK 0.456 5.680 0.046 4
XSCA/xSMb
-0.407 d.104 -0.392 4
XSUl/I\lUj O.2L10 1.566 0.990 4
XSCA/XSSU4 0.088 3.950 O.l99 4
X~CA/F -0.OLl8 6.q86 -0.071 4LUGH/LUGCM
-0.448 1.2~7 -O.5~5 4LUGNA/1..0GCM 0.003 2.029 0.599 4LUGXSk./LOGCM
-0.21.3 0.034 -0.664 4
LiJGXCA./LOGCM
-0.507 0.552 -0.928 4
LUGXMG/LOGCM 0.578 0.521 0.400 4
LUGF/LUGCM
-0.109 0.261 ·0.096 4
LUGMB/LOGCM -0.786 0.867 -0.931 q
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.319 1.207 -0.450 4SS/H 0.85b 98.424 0.193 4SS/F 11.615 81.850 O.b98 4
SS/XSS04 2.895 50.430 0.490 4
SS/NO.3 -2.44'1 175.969 -0.37., 4
CUNQIH 0.390 10.202 0.701 4
CUNlJ/i'.J(J3 0.230 25.223 0.277 4
CUNO/XSS04 0.564 14.155 0.774 4
CL/t\lA 1.092 -1.011 0.988 4j\/fG/r'"A 0.253 -0.346 0.987 4
NH4/SUq
-0.004 0.971 -O.Olb 4
:\JH4/ x: SS1l4 0.010 u.573 0.149 4
!'1U,)/ ~;U4 0.155 1,)./36 0.231 4
''4U31 XSSU4 0. 10 4 7.068 0.521 4
F/XS:,U4 0.309 -~.294 0.870 4
AiltlfH/CM 103.1.j35 70.983 O.8~O 4
Ai'" f NU,)/CM 20.143 50.b42 0.7 0 4
AM'XSSLJ4/CM 99.945 bl.480 0.815 q
A-338
Table 338.
LINEAR CURRELATION ~ASEO ON Y=MXtB
BEtwEEN SELECTED RAIN CO~.P.ONENTS.f·ALL UNITSARt MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP C~=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVAL£NTS/SQ.
METER
CLEAN·AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUHING 12/78 AT KSC SITE 14 AHE INCLUDED.
V/X SLOPE V-INl. CORR.COff. NO.
H/NlJ3 0.tl.33 7.399 0.993 tt
H/SU4 0.b90 -1.~O3 O.!Hb 4
H/XSS04 0.794 2.490 0.994 4
H/NU3tXSSQ4 0.409 4.793 0.997 4
H/F 1.505 12.0b4 0.91& 4
rllSA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
rlNV/tiA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
H/fA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1)(SCA/xSK 9.374 -2.177 0.998 4
XSCA/xSMG 4.313 2.029 0.9«)8 4
~- XSCA/NLJ3 0.784 -1.218 0.999 4
XSCA/XSSLJ4 0.737 -5.081 0.988 4
XSCA/F 1.430 3.040 0.992 4
LOGh/LUGCM -0.443 1.234 -0.937 4
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.370 1.044 O.Ll17 4
LUGXSK/LUGCM -0.518 -O.OlS -o.J8Ll 4
LUGXCA/LOGCi-1 -O.8.H 0.178 -0.927 4
LLJGXMG/LlJGCM -0.494 -u.zru -0.335 4
LOGF lLiJGL:M -1.038 0.221 -0.850 4
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.04& 1.00& -0.895 14
LXSSU4/LOGCM
-0.550 1.252 -0.981 4
35tH -1.433 119.255 -0.203 4SS/F O.04Ll 91.255 O.O~4 4S$IXSSU4 -1.340 120.000 -0.2 8 4SS/fljlJ3
-0.540 99.242 -0.091 4
CIJND/rl 0.101 10.910 0.132 4
CWJO/NU3 0.157 10.021 0.242 4
CON()/X:;)SU4 o.oS~ 17.044 0.094 4CL/f\lA 1.0.30 5.180 1.000 4
"'IG/~A 0.205 2.2.34 0.982 it
I\lHlllbU4 (J.4t:lO
-3.045 0.815 4
!~I·tLll ASS04 0.594 -1.9M2 1,).99b '-,W3/~U4 O.IHI -11.518 0.921 4
NU3/ASSu4 0.939 -5.60j 0.961 4
F/xS::>U4 O.50c -').823 0.970 4AMlHtCM 75.551 13.21l3 0.990 4
Aivi r f\JU.3/CM ·~2.4/6 55.&02 o.'no 4
AMTx:)SU4/CM 56.347 9l3.879 o, q9'~ 4
A-339
Table 339.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+b .
BEfwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS f ALL UNITSARE. MICROEQUIVAL.ENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:
eM P~ECIPlrAT10N ANOAMT:MICROEWUIVAl£NfS/SQ.
MElE.R.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES lOLLECT£D
DURING 01/79 AT ~sc SITE 14 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. cOto/R.COEF • NO.
HINDi 1.998 8.727 0.976 7
H/SU4 0.515 11.848 O.tHH 7
H/xS::;04 1.013 ~.O14 0.986 7
H/N03+xS804 0.084 4.91,7 0.993 7
H/F 11.893 23.956 0.834 7H/SA 0.996 2.389 0.993 4
HNV/SA 0.908 -1.506 0.943 ij
HilA 0.053 5.277 0.994 4
xSCA/XSK 8.620 8.725 0.3t>O 7
XSCA/XSMG 1.231 1.978 0.506 7
x8CPoINLJ3 0.938 -2.072 0.992 7
XSCA/XSS04 0.452 -3.430 0.953 7)(SCA/f 30.3t>4 5.847 0.762 7
LOGH/LLJGCM -0.493 1.(.642 -0.656 1
LOGNA/LQGCM -0.654 1.109 -0.581 7
LUGXSK/LOGCM -0.475 -0.279 -0.72" 7
LOGXCA/LOGC"'l -0.889 0.177 -v.86c. 1
LUG)(MG/lUl,;CM
-0.733 0.11 0 -O.bi2 7
LUGF ILOGCII.1 0.035 -0.037 0.185 1
LUGI\JU3/LOGCM -0.740 0.955 .. 0.830 7
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.523 1 •.H8 -0.060 1S3/H 3.232 7b.571 0.21S JSS/F -213.005 25q.4ti2 -v.Z103:3/)(::'8U4 1.704 145.557 0.141 1
SS/NU3 9.066 63.718 0.317 7
CUNlJ/H 0.667 8.550 0.529 7
CUNU1,\10 3 2.062 10.941 0.614 7CUl\iD/XSSU4 0.b87 18.843 0.409 7
CL/NA 1.0«:d 0.546 1.000 1NlG/NA 0.226 0.699 1.000 7
NH4/S0~ 0.128 1.830 O.bt>4 7
i'~H41 )l3~U4 0.308 -c. .117 0.993 7
NU3/::'U4 0.269 0.'1'17 0.801 7
NU3/XS;;i04 0.461 -1.425 0.900 1
f/xS;,jU4 0.011 -0.153 0.890 7
AI-lTH/CM 132.494 13~.083 0.910 7AMTNU..)/CM 19.690 b .304 O.ij81 7
Ai"!fXSSU4/CM 98.2q1 153.962 0~9~1 7
A-340
Table 340.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASEOQN Y=MX~~
BErwEEN SELECTlO RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITS
A~E MICROEQUIVALENTS/LllER EXCEP CM=CMPWECIPITATION AND AMr~MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIEk.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUk!NG 02/79 AT KSC SITE 14 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLUPE V-ItH. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NtH 0.505 )6.341 0.341 4
H/SU4 0.244 ~O.O4~ O.5tH 4
t1/XSS04 0.731 9.954 0.776 4
rl/ND,HXSS04 0.389 19.016 0.b'62 4
ri/F 5.0t10 29.145 0.121 4
H/SA
-0.053 60.944 -l.O()O 2
HNV/:-,)A 0.447 20.215 1.UOO 2
rill A
-u.Olo 59.361 -1.000 2
XSCA/XSK
-10.184 19.017 -0.954 4
X.SCA/XSMG 1. ses 8.114 0.982 4
XSCA/NU3 0.194 7.540 0.780 4
XSCA/X~S04 0.042 9.506 0.208 4
l{SCA/F -0.418 13.394 -0.408 4
LUGH/LUGCM -0.372 1.510 -0.803 4
LUGNA/LOGCM -0.807 1.b81 -0.63b 4
LUGXSK/LUGCM 0.050 -O.t6~ 0.067 4
LUGXLA/LOGCM -0.061 1.036 -0.260 4
LOGXMG/LUG(.M -0.064 0.135 -0.007 t.4
LUGF/LUGCM -u.584 I) .'213 -0.675 t.4
LUGf\lU3/LOGCM -0.361 1.104 -0.843 q
LXSSu4/LOGCM -0.344 1.564 -0. fH 7 4
55/H 4.259 6.6J9 0.294 4S5/F
-1.757 213.8tSS -0.017 4
SS/X::>SU4 9.711 -269.757 0.718 4
SS/NU.~ 21.27& -248.17 ~ 0.991 4
CUI\ID/H 0.807 6.188 0.403 4
CUNl>/l\iU3 3. 1~ 7 -ll.244 0.997 4
CUNLJ/XSSU4 1.64c! -30.404 a.bll 4
CL/I\jA 1.119 2.604 1.000 ~
i"l6/NA O.2~0 1.468· 1.000 4
I'.. H4/ ~UI..I 0.014 13.575 0.171 4
:~H4/ AS:>U4 0.067 11.103 0.369 4
:\1 /J3 I S lJ 4 u.24i! U.914 u.971 4
''iU .~I "S$III' 0.499 -3.9t;,1 v./6t;) 4
F/.KS::>U .. 0.090 -1.,021 1).015 4
AMIH/CiIIl 11b.23M 153.163 0.12b I.f
Ai-lilf\JU3/C"', 120.7u& ee : HHi 0.994 4
Af-q x~SU4 IC~ 2uc.S93 117.801 0.959 4
A-341
Table 341.
LI~EAR CORRELATION BASED ON V:MX+B
8Erw~EN SELECTEO R4IN COMPONENTa,. ALLUNITS
ARE. MICROEQUIVALENT$/LI fER EXCEP. C.M=
eM PHEC IPI TAT ION AND AMT=MIC~OEQUI ~AL£i'nS/$Q.
METEN. ... ...
CLt.AN ANIJ SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COL.LECTED
aUK I NG 03/7QAT KSC SIl E 14 ARE INCLUDED.
1/;1.. SLOPE Y-l!'11 • CORR.COEF .. NO.
H/NO.5
-3.60b 82.156 -1.000 2
rllS04
-0./41 44.500 -1.000 2H/XSS04
-0.B83 44.626 -1.000 2H/NO~+XSS04
-0.11 0 52.010 -1.000 2H/F 12.892 -30.289 1.000 2H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
til r A. 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/XSI< 2.921> 4.172 1.000 2ASCA/XSMG 10.204 4.810 1.000 2)(SCA/NW5 5.284 -80.304 1.(1)0 2XSCA/XSSU4 1.294 -25.317 1.000 2XSCA/f
-18.889 64.444
-1.000 2 '-,LUGH/LUGCM
-0.24"7 1.114 -0.403 3LOGIliA/LOGCM
-0.585 1.638 -1.000 2LUGX~K/LUGCM
-2.412 O.5b5 -1.000 2LUG)(CA/LUGCM
-1.271 1.301 -1.000 2LOGXMG/UJGCM -4.144 -0.314 -1.000 2LOGF/LUGCM 0.306 0.478 1.000 2.LUGNU3/LUGC~ -0.195 1.301 -1.000 2LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.440 1.563 -1.000 2.S3/H "2.524 102.:515 -1.000 2.SS/F
-29.962 172.706
-1.000 2SS/X::>SU4 2.053 -1.337 1.000 2.SS/NLJ3 8.381 -88.557 1.000 2.
CUND/li 1.471 9.851 0.614 ..)CDND/NU3 1.771 -9.574 1.000 2CUND/XSSU4 0.434 8.802 1.000 2.CL/NA 0.793 14.800 1.000 2
I"1G/NA 0.216 O.tf)9 1.000 2
NH4/SU" 3.127 -82.151 1.000 2
\11141 XSS04 3.729 -82.b83 1.000 2
I\iU3/S04 0.205 10.442 1.000 2./I/U31 ~S;:'04 0.245 10.407 1.000 2F/xSSU4
-0.069 f·811 -1.000 2AMTH/CNl 253.201 -5 .229 0.982 3AMlNU3/CM 145.785 {..b.732 1.000 2AM! X:iSU4/CI"I 170.448 190.486 I.UOO 2.
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Table 342.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtB
IjE rt'4t:.EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, ·ALL. . UN.l T.SARE MICROEQUlvAlENTS/LIIER ExcEPCM=
eM P~ECIPITATI0N AND AMT=MICROEQUIVAtENTS/SQ.
"'1E,lER.
CLEA~ ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLlECfEO
DURING 07/71 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUOED.
Y/f... SLOPE Y-INf. CORR.COEF. NO.
rl/NU"> 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
t1/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/l\iU3tXSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SA 1.05b 4.&80 0.996 9
HNV/SA 0.991 0.191 0.9'H 9
HilA 0.867 -0.300 0.96& 9
XseA/x:)1\ v.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/X::>Mb 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
X::>CA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XSSU4 u.ooo 0.000 0.000 0
X::>CA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGH/LUGCM 0.700 1.501 0.495 10
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LU(;XLA/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGXJIf,G/L(JG(1v! 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LlJGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGN03/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LXSSUq/LOGC~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SSItSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/NO.~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
COND/rl 0.189 15.':>33 0.531 12
CUNI)/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CU",O/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CL/I\JA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NlG/I\IA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
I\jH4/SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
>~H41 XS::>04 0.000 1).000 0.000 0
'>JU 31 SU4 0.000 v.ooo 0.000 ()
'W31 XSSD4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/X$SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 U
A/lillh/C;vl QU2.30Q lS4.972 O.~30 to
fit-I fNU51CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A/VllXSSU4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-343
Table 343.
LINEAR CORRELA1ION BASEO OMY=MX+8
BETWEEN SELECTED RA. IN CO.MP.:.O.NEN....1S, A.l..l. U.N. IT. S.ARE MICROEQUIVAlENTS/lITER£iltCEP ;. CHi:·
CM PRECIPITATION ANDA~T=MICROEQUIVAL.ENts/aQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
UUMING 08/77 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/t... SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NIH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/SU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/XS;30Lf 0.000 0.000 0.000 (I
H/N£l3 +XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
I-I/SA 1.202 -6.142 0.959 7HNV/:>A 1.029 -5.015 0.961 7H/TA 0.881 -6.277 0.696 7XSCA/)(~t< 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCAI XSfllb 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSOI~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGH/LuGCM 0.200 1.406 0.264 8LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0 ..000 0LOGXCA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXMG/lUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGNU3/LOGCM 0.000 0 ..000 0.000 0LXSSU4/l0GCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 05S/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/f O.QOO 0.000 0.000 0SS/x:>SulJ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CONO/H 0.270 9.556 a.til7 8Ct)NO/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CONO/XSSUI~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
~G/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
iljH41 :>04 0.000 0.000 0 ..000 0
1\1 1114 I )( SSn4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
:IJU31 :>04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
~W31 )(S:>04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0




LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
~EJWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ~~L UNITS
ARl MICROEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MErER.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SA~PLES COLLECTED
OUHI~G 09/77 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUOED.
VIA SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
Iii NO') 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
rl/XS$04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/NO.$+XSS04 0.000 0.000 O.OOQ u
H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SA 0.892 1.1.200 0.909 6HNIJ/:>A 0.788 1.878 0.91.11 s
H/fA 0.751 -3.010 0.972 bXSCA/x:>K 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XS"'b 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
,"'--'.
,(SCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGH/LUG(,;M
-0.087 1.:511 -0.106 8
LOGNA/L(lGC~1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXSK/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXLA/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGXi-lG/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LUGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGN03/l0GCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
L)(5SU~/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
53/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SSINU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CIJND/H 0.101.1 11.884 0.450 B
COi\lO/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
COND/XSSU~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
r"GINA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0i\lH 1.1 I :>04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NH4/xSSOl.l 0.000 0.000 u.OOO 0
'~U31 ~U4 0.000 0.000 O.OOU 0
'\llnl xSSlll.I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/XStiU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0j\,vllH/CM 12'7.531 ~~19.226 O.42b 8
M"fNU3/Cilll 0.000 0.000 0.000 0




lINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y~MXtB
BE TwE.EN SELECTED RAIN COMP.O.'.N.ENJ. S. Al.L UNI TSARE. MICROEQUIVALEN1S/I..ITEREXCEPT eM=CM PRECIPITATIONANO AMT-MICROEQUIVAlENTS/SQ.
METER
CLEAN· AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~ING 10/71 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUPED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NO~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/S()4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0h/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/NO.HXSSOq 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
tilF 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
"lISA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HIlA 0.000 0.000 O.OQO 1XSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/f 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGH/LIJGCM -0.017 1.481 -0.029 4lOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0lOGXSK/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 o
LUGXCA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXMG/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGf/LuGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGNU3/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LXSSU4/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0S5/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/f 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/)(~SULJ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
SS/f\lU.s 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
CUN!)/,.. 0.215 11.151 0.723 3
CONf)/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
COI\lOI X~S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0Cl/I'JA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
MG/NI\ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0ilJH4/S{)4 u.ooo 0.000 0.000 o
r~H41 xssnq 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
!~IJ3/sn ... 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NtHI XS::>n4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0F/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AfVlTH/Cr'l 3b3.545 8.800 0.949 4
AM1NU3/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AI'IIlXSSLJl.lICM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-346
Table 346.
LINEAR CORRELAfION BASED ON Y:MX+B
BEJ~tEN SELE~TED RAIN CUMPONENTS f ALL UNITSAR~ MICRUEQU VALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:
eM PHECIPITA ION AND AM1:MICROfQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME1EHCL~AN·AND SLIGHTLY DIRfY SAMPLtS COLLECTED
DUMING ll/71 AT UCF SITE l~ ARE INCLUDED.
Y/x SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NO~ 1.345 1.91b 0.093 4
111 SOL4 0.802 i? .115 0.140 4
H/XS::>04 0.7b1 3.877 0.753 4
H/NO..stXSSOI.l 0.507 2.601 0.147 4
H/F 0.507 11.b80 0.000 4
H/SA -4.937 112.2l9 -1.000 2HNV/SA
-3.003 73.1 4 -1.QOO 2
ril TA -3.174 111.b80 -1.000 2
X::>CA/xSK 16.976 3.178 0.899 4
XS(.A/X5M6 b.632 1.3bA 0.830 f.l
XSC4/NU3 0.289 0.419 O.f.l!b 4XSC4/X::»S04 0.231 0.142 O.b 0 4
XSCA/F 0.231 2.515 0.000 4
LOGH/LUGCM -1.b42 1.190 -0.1103 5
LUbNA/L06CM 1.583 0.883 O.8~S 4Lor;X5K/LObLM
-2.092 0.039 -0.7 b 4
LUGXLA/LOGCM 0.840 0.255 0.397 4
LOGXiYfG/LUGCM 1.848 "0.b95 v.757 4
LUGF/lUGlM 0.000 0.000 0.757
'*lOGNlH/LOGC~l -0.980 0.931 -0.b25 4LXSSU4/lUGCM -1.077 1.033 -0.438
"SS/H -0.666 25.b84 -0.508 4SS/F
-0.b6b 17.908 0.000
'*::>S/XSStJ4 -0.778 25.890 -0.588 4
SS/I\lU3 -2.206 33.918 -0.8b7 4CUND/H 0.180 5.907 0.993 5
CONO/NU3 0.308 5.891 0.700 '4
Cl)NO/)(SSU4 0.173 b.346 O.b23 '4
CL/NA 1.184 ·,0.01.&2 0.998 4
MG/i\lA 0.222 0.249 0.981 '4
NH4/SQ4 0.471 ..2.144 0.915 1.&
IlJii4/ xS~04 0.420 "0.838 0.875 4
NU3/StJ4 0.482 1.519 0.862 4
!'J031 xSSo~ o.47~ 2.392 0.911 4
flKSS04 0.000 0.000 0.911 4
AMTH/CM
-11.04S 242.730 -0.632 5




LINEAR CUHRELATION BASED ON Y=MX~B
BETWt..E..N SELEfTED RAIN .COMPONE.NTS t ALL. UNITSAAt MICRUEQUVALENTS/LITER EKCEP eM.
eM P~ECIPITA ION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MElER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRT V SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUkING 12177 AT UCf SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
'fIX SLOPE Y-IN1. COkR.COEF. NO.
H/i\JU3 5.579 -22.959 0.67b 7H/SOq 1.354 0.87" O.ii83 7H/XS::iU/+ 1.237 b.146 0.420 7HINO.H XSS04 1.089 -0.673 0.494 7H/F
-10.359 32.233 -0.237 711/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1H/TA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/XSt< 4.961 2.936 0.536 7XSCA/XSMG 1.045 3.155 0.281 7
x3CA/N03 1.180 -0.660 O./jo2 7XSCA/XSS04 0.479 -q.l06 O.'H4 7 ._,XSCA/f 0.260 4.150 0.036 7LOGH/LUGCM -0.422 1.389 -O.Q80 8
LOGNA/LOGCM -1.24Q 1.219 -0.716 '1LUGXSK/LUGCM 0.509 -0.189 0.469 7UJGXCA/LOGCM 0.629 0.352 0.290 7LOGXMG/LOGCM
-0.040 -0.014 -0.062 7LUGF/LUGCM 0.090 0.031 0.330 7LUGNU3/LOGCM O.OoQ 0.931 0.110 7
LXSSU4/LUGCM 0.099 1.160 0.116 7S3/H 0.322 21.335 0.335 7SS/F
-10.207 34.303 -0.243 7SS/XSSUq 0.192 21.119 0.Ob8 1SS/NU3 1.611 13.817 0.228 7CUI\JL)/H 0.292 5.135 O.9Q7 6CUN0/NU3 1.142 1.818 0.757 7CUND/XSS04 0.315 6.818 0.585 7CL/NA 1.030 3.998 0.979 7MG/NA 0.215 0.030 0.994 7I\IH4/SU4 0.257 -2.757 0.626 7i\jHIUXS~04 0.274 -2.332 0.839 1
rW3/SU4 O•.H9 2.718 v.939 7
!\JIHI x$S\J4 u • .)31 :S.411 0.'128 t
FIXSS()~
-0.001 0.397 -0.0 US 7
Ar-ll H/Cf"l 191.119 114.344 0.£$00 8
AMTNu3/cr"! 71.936 22.555 0.'105 7




llNEARCURRELATION ~ASED ON Y=MX+B
BE1WEEN SELECTEORAIN COMPONENTS. ALL· UNITS
Akf: MICROEQUH'AlENTS/LI fER EXCEPT eM=
eM PRECIPITATION AND AM =MICROEQUIVALEHTS/SQ.
MErEr<.
CLEAN AND SLiGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 01118 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
tj/I\Il).> 2.118 -3.124 0.965 b
11/ 504 0.932 -3.69S O.'HI b
ril XS~O'f 1.042 -3.103 0.942 b
H/NO.HXSS04 0./09 -3.536 0.9&3 b
H/F 0.709 25.512 0.000 b
H/SA 0.000 0.000 u.OOO 0
r11'4 VI SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
HI1 A 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XS!< 5.920 13.94b 0.580 b
XSCA/X.~MG 1.920 6.541 0.584 b
XSCA/NU3 0.641 6.859 0.587 b
XSCA/X~S04 0.511 4.19& 0.693 b
XSCA/F 0.511 18.227 0.000 &
lOGH/LLJGCM "0.963 1.114 -0.648 &
LLJGNA/LOGCM -O.~85 1.45b "0.630 6LU(;XSK/lOGl.M -0. 32 0.044 -0.24& e
LOGXCA/LUGCM 0.021 0.905 0.006 &
LUGXMG/LOGCM 0.075 0.486 0.043 6
LUGF/LUGCM 0.000 U.OOO O.OQt &
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.&41 0.'I4b -O.b1 &
LXSSULJ/LuGCM
-0.51& 1.252 ·0.419 b3S/H 0./;39 22.1.15{) 0.770 &
SS/F 0.839 43.857 v.OOO b
SSI XS::hJ4 1.110 13.210 0.920 &
SS/NUj 1.973 17.1b3 (}.841 &
CU\ljtJ/H t).3~O 5.62b U.907 b
CUi\ll)/I\jLJ~~ 0.709 4.1"0 0.9,5 &CUNU/X:lSU4 0.418 3.092 0.9 8 b
CL/NA 0.9b2 0.&79 0.972 b
MG/NA 0.211 4.450 0.705 6
I\iH4/~U4 O.c46 1.489 0.916 6
j\j~141 XSSOll v.215 1.691 0.927 0
"lu31 SU4 O.44~ -0.606 0.902 6
\JLJ31)(,5:'04 0.498 -0.153 0.9b8 6
F/>C.S:lU4 0.000 0.000 0.908 6
AMTH/Ci"1
-10.5bl lll.61b -0.060 6
A"tTNU3/CM 19.tU9 74.115 0.258 6
A~1T XSS04/CM 51.743 11.l3.336 0.334 &
A-349
Table 349.
LINEAR CURREL.AllON BASED ON Y:.:MX-tt3
BE lwt.EN .SEL.ECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS,·AI..L... UNITSA~l: MI CROEQUI VALENTS/L.I fER EXt.EP eM.
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVAI.ENfS/SQ.MEJER.
ellAN ANI) SLIGHTLY DIR J'( SAMPLES COL.LECTED
DURING 02176 AT UCF SITE 18 .RE INClUDEO.
V/X SLOPE Y-iNl. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NOj 2.624 28.824 0.168 b
H/S04 0.832 20.143 0.564 0h/XS~04 O.~b8 25.555 0.585 0H/N03+XSS04 0.714 23.209 O.b6S 6H/F
-9.037 62.675 -0.400 0H/SA 0.699 12.851 0.838 6HNV/SA 0.950 4.055 0.900 6
til I A O.b61 0.005 0.755 6
XSCA/X.SK -O.S9b 4.940 -0.101 0X$CA/XSMG 10.503 -2.950 0.720 0XSCA1NU3 1.045 -7.003 O.92~ b)(SCA1XSSU4 0.406 -ll.let 0.8·2 0XSCA/F
-2.833 5.554 -0.384 bLOGH/LLJGCM -0.148 1.190 -0.558 blUbNA/lOGCM 0.401 o.b11 0.140 6LUGXSK/LOGCM 0 .. 401 -0.180 0.649 bLUGXCA/LUGCM 0.005 0.405 0.000 6lUGX I"lGI LOGCM O.23'l -0.269 O.'l11 bLLJGF/LUGCM 0.085 0.035 0.328 6UJGNU31LOGl.M -0.148 1.070 -0.454 0lXSSLl'l/LUGCM
-0.005 l.51'l -0.017 6
5S/H
-0 .. 127 15.357 -0.041 6SS/F 2 ..454 b.966 0.559 bSS/xSSU4 0.058 5.557 0.196 6SS1NU3
-0.070 8.646 -0.104 b
COt-lO/H 0.332 2.516 0.699 bCLJNl>IIllLl3 1.611 5.420 0.993 bCUl\lD1X::iSU4 0.592 -0.876 0.839 6CL/NA 0.931 2.841 0.937 b
:JjblNA 0.311 0.202 0.931 6
NH4/::>U4 0.094 3.200 0.284 6
NH4/XSS04 0.090 3.407 0.271 6
NU3/SU4 0 .. 355 -2 .. 434 0 ..821 b(\lull XSS04 0.300 -2.38b 0.828 b
f/XS~u4 0.011 -0 .. 078 O.lb4 6
AM TI1/ClVi 486.079 103.513 O.9&b 6MtilNlH1CM 66.291 28.482 0.9$7 b
AfII\f XS::>LJ4/CI"I 385.630 -3.010 0.962 6
A-350
Table 350.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MX+b
BETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS: ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUfVALENTS/LI1ER EXCEPl eM:
eM PHECIPITA ION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MErER.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUNING 03118 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
'fIX SLOPE 'f-INT. CONR.eOEF. NO.
H/NO.,) 0.99b 21.138 0.787 3
H/S04 0.11 0 .)3.395 0.133 3
rl/XSS04 U.08b 34.955 0.100 iH/N03+XSS04 O.2~7 23.299 0.409
H/F
-12.919 48.574 -0.910 3
H/SA 1.013 0.101 1.000 3HNV/SA 0.940 O.Ogl 0.988 3
,-ill A 0.743 -5.7 -1 0.993 3XSCA/XSK ~/j.989 -14.099 0.979 :3XSCA/x.::iMG 7.b77 0.595 0.992 3
XSCA/NU3 1.405 -8.880 0.990 3XseA/XSS04 0.788 -23.660 0.786 3XSCA/F
-7.781 23.596 -0.500 3LOGH/LOGCM -0.525 1.101 -0.811 3LuGNA/LOGCM -0.449 1.501 -0.895 3LOGXSK/LOGCM -O.blb 0.108 -O.f:HlO 3LOGXCA/LUGCM -1.295 1.438 -0.9b8 3LlJGXMG/LOGCM -1.491 0.563 -0.991 .)
LUGF/LUGCM 0.407 0.003 0.701 JLUGN03/LOGCM -0.887 1.428 -1.000 3LXSSUlJ/LOGCM
-0.280 1.710 -0.531 3SS/H 0.489 10.038 0.704 .)SS/F
-4.7c9 32.659 -0.512 3SS/XSS04 0.4&2 4.814 0.711 3SS/i\lIH O.M 11 1.5.282 0.992 3
CUNO/H 0.t>34 -1.007 0.915 3CONUINU3 0.849 8.383 0.909 3
(.UNU/X~SU4 0.292 6.533 0.492 3CL/NA 1.000 1.081 0.986 3MG/i\JA 0.430 -3.488 0.'04 :s
I\IHIUSU4 0.502 -11.747 u.'740 3NH4/XSS04 0.508 -10.074 0.717 3
Nu3/SU4 0.4b5 -1.503 O.7!b 3
''4U.3IxSsoq 0.409 -0.452 0.b92 3
f-/XSSU4 u.OO9 O.c?l~ 0.143 3At"! JH/CM 13&.300 42l·34 0.571 3AI'IlTNU3/CM lb.b6b 24 .284 0.995 3




BETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS•. Al...l..UNI.TSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/llfER£XCEPT eM•..
CMPkE(. IP I TATION AND AMT=MICROEQUI VAlEtHS1SQ.
~E1Ek· . ....
CLEAN·ANO SLIGHTLYOINty SAMPLES COLhEt1EO
DURING O~/18 AT UCF SITE 1~ ARE INCL OEO.
V/X SLUPE. '(-INT. COkR.COEF. NO.
H/ NlJ.$
-0.212 25.230 -0.980 :3H/S04
-0.160 27.206 -0.9&8 :3H/XS~04
-0.190 2tl.033
-0.9'1 3H/NO.HxSS04
-0.100 26.11lt -0.9 'J :3
ri/F
-5.328 30.1.i60 -0.840 3
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0HNV/SA O.OOu 0.000 0.000 0
HilA 0 ..000 0 ..000 0.000 0
xSCA/XSK 46 .. 938 -82 ..588 0.99·8 3XSCA/,I(SMG 11.239 -3.1.&4'4 0.996 :3
, XSCA/NU3 1. 95~ -19.240 0.993 :3
XSCA/XtlSU4 1.792 -{4o.831 0.996 :3XSCA/F 55.895 -82.831 O.. 9b7 3LUGH/LUGCM 0.257 1.406 0.951 3LUGi\jA/LOGCM
-0.890 0.927 -0 .. 899 3lOGX5K/luGCM -0.235 0.271 -0.172 ;)LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.b88 1.071 -0.7&4 .3LOGXMG/lOGCM -0.5bo 0.143 -0.&44 3LUGF/LOGCM -0.165 0.227 -0.599 3LUGNU3/l0GCM -O.S.H 1.110 -0.910 3LXSSU4/LOGCM
-0.357 1.455 -0.602 3SS/H
-9.987 230.032 -0.973 3SS/F bl.33& -92.712 0.9'&2 3SS/XSSU4 2.021 -56.00e 1.000 3SS/NU3 2.219 -25.242 0."99 3
CUNO/H
-1 ..084 52.9&5 -O.B87 3
CUNDIN03 O.39S 9.§50 0.9&1 3COND/XSS04 O.3b5 3. 01 0.en5 3CL/NA O.89b 1.349 1.000 3
NlG/NA 0.252 1.003 0.998 3NH4/SU4 0.428 14 .. 911 0.981 3NH4/X.SS04 0.509 12.655 0.982 3
1'403/ S(j4 O.lb5 .. 9,,789 0 .. 999 3
i'iU31 X.S804 0.909 -13 .. 175 O.99B :3F/XSSU4 0.030 0.174 0.951 .3AMTH/CM 235.43& -8.720 1.000 :54MTN03/CM 139.974 2b.974 0.91& 3A!¥\TXSSU4/CM 325.6>19 25.01b 0.990 ;)
-- --------------
Table 352.
LINEAR CORRELATIUN BASED ON Y:MX+B
BEIWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITSARE ~ICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEQUl~ALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEA~ AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURiNG 05/18 AT UCF 31TE 1d ARE INCLUDED.
'fIX SLOPE Y-IrH. CURR.COfF. NO.
H/NU.$ 0.bb8 14.341 0.297 ~
H/S04 O.b7 1,. ~.899 0.331 1.&
H/XSS()4 0.751 2.102 0.'>04 4
H/N03+XSSQ4 0.367 7.729 0.330 4H/F
-29.969 00.585 -0.031 4
rllSA 0.99 1) -Z.81l.1 0.900 3HN\l/SA 0.908 -3.505 O.9~8 ~H/TA 0.301 1.5.942 0.3 2XSCA/XSK
-2.424 22.24"1 -0.441 4
XSCA/XSMG 9.802 -7.979 0.852 4
xSCA/NU3 1.0~9 -10.g8'7 0.097 4XSCA/XSS04 0.8 b -18. 9~ 0.b03 4
/"'..J-_, XSCA/F 12.07j~ 1.422 0.368 4LUGH/LtJGCM 0.360 1.273 0.321 4
LOGNA/LOGCM -O.151~ 1.208 -0.595 4LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.b11 0.283 0.859 4
LOGXCA/LUGCM -0.57b 0.95b -0.b02 4
LUGXNlG/LUGCM 0.030 0.331 0.013 4
LOGF/LUGCM O.2t:S 0.040 0.555 4
LOGNU3/LOG(;M -\J.~7:l 1.355 -v.701 4LJ<SSU4/LOGCM -O.O8~) 1.570 -0.380 4SS/H -0.146 23.043 -0.b81 4SS/F 2.311 15.755 O.22t1 4SS/XSStJ4 O.13b 13.255 O.30tl 4SS/NU3 0.22;7 12.197 0.4b9 4COND/H 0.1 en 11.711 0.781 4CUND/f\lU3 O.4~:~ 6.338 0.815 4
COtl,lOl J<SSU4 0.390 2.343 0.781 4CL/NA O.ob.!t 5.810 0.897 4
MG/NA O.32S 0.122 O.95t1 4
NH4/504
-0.b68 b3.b67 -0.465 'I
I~H41 XS~U4
-0.b91 62.577 -0.481 4NU3/S04 0.662 -9.090 0.954 4
'-J031 xssn« O.8t1H -8.425 U.947 4F/XSSU4 -O.OOc~ 1.200
-O·S45 4AM(H/CM 234.380 117. Sib o. 35 4AMTNU3/CM 90.b59 141.045 0.612 4AMTXSSU4/CM 2~8.84t> 134.214 0.97'4 4
A-353
Table 353.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
BEJwtENSELE.Cf.EO RAIN COMP.ONENTS f ALL UN.IT.SARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/Ll1ER EXCEP CM* . .
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT*MICROEQUIVALEN1SISQ.
MElER.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECtED
OU~lNG Obl18 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/i.. SLOPE 'I'-INT. tORR.COfF. NO.
rl/NOj 2.519 -3.416 0.791 10
rllSQI.I 1.238 -0.477 0.977 10
H/XS:>U4 l.ino 1.014 0.961 10
H/NO ..HASS04 0.960 -0.940 0.962 10
H/F
-0.470 49.500 -0.061 10H/SA 0.986 3.843 0.990 5
rlNV/SA 0.880 3.290 0.996 5HilA O.80S -2.4llS 0.992 5XSCA/XSK 9.497 c?590 0.930 10XSCA/XSMG ~.914 (}.60'> 0.871 10XSCA/N03 0.512 -0.323 O.8~O 10XSCA/xSSU4 0.159 4.151 0.& 0 10
XSCA/f 7.382 0.79~ 0.1.&04 10 ---_..... ' ....LUGH/LUGCM -0.314 1.51 -0.490 11LUGt>iA/L.OGCM -0.367 1.0 5 -0.503 10
LOGXSK/LUGCM
-0.090 -0.300 -0.130 10
LUGxCA/LWGCM -().24i3 0.854 -0.430 10
LOGX 1V1(,1 LOGCM -U.28Li -0.1147 -0.14&4 10luGf/LUGCM O.OltS .. 0.00·0 0.004 10LOGNU3/LOGCM "'0.310 1.1~S -0.091 10lXSS04/LOGCM -0.107 1.420 -0.192 103S/H 0.152 1S. cHl O.~40 10SS/F
-14.&01 29.182 -0.295 10S~/)(~S04 v.214 15. 22 0.267 10SS/NU3 -O.23~ 27.712 .O.1~9 10CUND/H 0.367 ~.O90 0.9 3 10COND/NU3 0.893 2.~S2 O.7Q4 10CLJND/XSSU4 0.471 5.279 O.9btt 10
CL/NA 1.191 -0.333 0.990 10flIlG/NA 0.221 0.907 <J.983 10
NH4/S04 0.173 3 .. 351 0.701 10
NH4/ll.S.,04 0 .. 161 3.'lbb oOf 775 10
NlH/~U4 0.260 9.259 u.7u3 10
flJLJ3/XS~04 0.296 9.213 0.728 10
F/xS~U4
-0.002 O.4~3 "0.101 10AfliiTH/CfV, 267.020 101.919 0.921 11AMfN03/CM 89.027 57.633 0_"33 10AM1)(~S(J4/CM 294.09" -13.959 0.913 10
Table 354.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtti
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN CO~PONENTSt ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LIJER EXCEPCM=
C~ PRECIPITATION ANO AMT=MICROEwUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME1Eri.
CL~AN ANO SLIGHTLY OIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUHING 07/18 AT uCF SITE 1~ ARE INCLUOfO.
'(/x SLDPE t-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NOS 0.701 20.57e. 0.823 10H/SOt.+ 1.770 -2.413 0.813 10H/XS~OQ 1.803 -2.590 C).B17 10H/N03tXSS04 O.09S 5.530 0.931 10H/F 5. -LSD 38.879 0.190 10H/SA 1.181 -7.098 0.968 5
HN\lI$A 1.087 -7.645 0.984 5
H/TA 0.7"4'5 -4.678 0.996 5XSCA/XSK b.717 3.898 0.b95 10XSCA/XSMG S.HO 5.930 0.68& 10XSCA/NU3 0.170 6.682 0.795 10X8CA/X3504 0.089 9.494 0.169 10XSCA/F
-0.2.H 11.tJ47 -0.030 10lOGH/LUGCM -0.261 1.546 -0.&69 12LUGlilA/LOGCM
-0.359 0.819 -0.559 10LOGXSK/LUGCM
-0.351 -0.035 -0.763 10LUGXl,;A/LUGCM
-0.318 0.982 -0.755 10LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.347 -0.139 -O.b26 10LUGf/LUGCM 0.00.) 0.061 0.013 10
LUGNU3/LOGCM -O.bb.~ 1.200 -0.901 10
LXSSU4/LOGl:M -0.142 1.305 -0.320 103S/H 0.14') 5.615 0.494 10SS/F
-0.292 12.053 -O.03b 10SS/XSSU4 O."45S 0.725 0.680 10SS/l\llH o, U81~ 9.382 0.306 10CONt)/H 0.446 2.115 0.979 11
CONO/NU3 O.3bO 1U.438 0.85b 10CONO/xS504 0.806 1.322 0.778 10CL/NA 1.04l:; -0.342 0.962 10
Ilifb/i'4A 0.235 O.57b 0.'1,9 10
,'JH4/SU4 0.0115 2.566 0.0 0 10
IIIH 4 I A $ ~:H) 4 (/.017 2.534 0.070 10
i\/l.H/SU4 1.Ola 1.807 0.451 10iillHI XSS04 1.127 1.811 0.457 10
F/XS;,O~ 0.001 0.513 0.082 10AMTH/CM 209.941 132.594 0.912 12
AM fi\llH/CM 30.b5:l 122.0}9 0.790 10AMT xSSU4/CjVj 147.829 95.2 b O.87b 10
A-355
Table 355.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASEOON Y=fvjX+B
BEJ~~EN S. ELE.C1EO RAIN COMPONENTS, A.L~ UNITSARE ~ICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP CM=. .
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMf=M1CROEQUI>tAl.£NlS/SQ.
MEfEt-l.
CLtA~ ANO SLIGHTLY O!RTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUKING Obl78 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDEo.
YIX SLOPE V-HoB .. CURR.COEF. NO.
HIND" 2.729 -10.811 0.933 9
H/S04 1.293 2.868 0.950 9H/X$S04 1 • .318 4.947 0.957 9H/N03+XSS04 0.961 -5.7&7 0.990 9H/F &.045 57.121 0.0&5 .,H/SA 1.080 -2.062 1.000 bHNV/SA 0.995 ...2.238 1.000 b
li/TA 0.917 -9.184 0.998 bXSCA/XSK
-0.338 11.556 -O.Ob9 9XSCA/XSMG 2.002 0.158 0.579 9XSCA/NU3 0.000 11.084 0.000 .,XSCA/XSS04
-0.008 11.45& -0.051 9XSCA/F 2.789 8.306 0.,53 qLOGH/LUGCM -0.709 1.429 -0. &2 10LOGNA/LOGCM -0.334 1.097 -0.39& 9LOGXSK/lOGl.M -0.525 -0.189
-0.59+ 9LOGXCA/lOGCM
-0.403 0.833 -0.59 9
LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.047 0.139 -0.042 9LUGF/llJGCM -0.223 -0.082 -0.420 9
LLJGNU3Il0Gl.M -0.600 1.125 -0.755 9
LXSS04/lUGCM -0.650 1.239 -0.614 9SS/H 0.042 23.805 0.16-' 9SS/F 2.111 24.446 0.082 9
SS/XSSUli 0.129 20.773 o...H3 9SS/NLJ3 0.019 26.038 0.025 9
CUND/ti 0.321 '7.958 0.991 10COND/N03 0.85& ~.O13 0.895 9
COlllD/XSS04 0.444 8.60& 0.985 9CL/NA 1.075 2.036 0.99& 9
~G/NA 0.274 1.213 0.898 9NH4/;,>{)4 0.013 5.343 O.c12 9
r~H41 XS::H1LJ 0.012 1.).424 0.192 9
;'fLJ3/::iU4 0.3"75 9.655 0.807 9
.~031 )(,SSQ~ 0.384 10.17'1 0.810 '1
F/)(S~04 0.000 0.973 0.03S 9AMfH/CM }tH.GI4 168.559 0.596 10AMfNU3IC,", 50.451 82.893 0.566 9AMTXSSU4/CM 5&.5i?~ 145.527 0..341 9
A-356
Table 356.
LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+ti
BEr~E.EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITSARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM-
CM PRECIPITATION AND A~TzMICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEfER.
CLEAN AND SLlbHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLEtlED
DURING 09/78 A1 UCF SI1E Id ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NU.) 2.414 6.504 0.700 5H/SOq 0.349 20.429 O.4E>b 5
rl/XSS04 0.502 21.821 0.563 5H/NOj+XSS04 0.422 It.'S.873 0.593 5H/F 10.440 50.908 0.333 5H/SA 0.889 18.530 1.000 2HNV/SA 1.021 7.348 1.000 2HIlA 0.788 -631.521 1.000 2XSCA/XSK 0.677 1.948 0.984 5XSCA/XSMG 1.020 1.891 0.981 5XSCA/NlJ3 0.278 -0.503 0.600 5XSCA/XSS04 O.07t.'S 0.1.153 0.880 5XSCA/F
-0.943 3.887
-0. 3 04 5LOGH/LOGCM -0.058 1.517 -0.09 5LUGNA/LOGCM -1.144 1.150 -0.958 5LOGXSK/LUGCM
-1.06b 0.054 -0.967 5LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.429 0.550 -0.927 5LOGX""G/LOGCM -0.909 -0.054 -0.936 5LOGF/LUGCM 0.139 0.032 0.606 SLOGNlJ3/LUGCM -0.248 1.141 -0.529 5L)(SSU4/LUGCM
-0.391 1.494 -0.501 53S/H
-0.084 44.887 "'0.030 5
SS/f -22.925 51.00b -0.2&5 5SS/X~SU4 1.980 -35.444 0.804 5
SS/NU.:s 6.bOl -53.553 0.092 5
eDND/1-! o•.~412 9.048 0.577 5CUNO/N03 2.019 -~.664 0.987 5COl\JU/xSSU4 0.526 2.770 0.996 5Cl/NA 1.000 1.040 1.000 5
.... G/NA 0.250 0.193 1.000 5
t\jH41 SU4 0.536 -7.153 0.'124 5
,m41 XSSOt.l 0.601 -7.834 0.877 5NLJ3/~LJq 0.207 5.570 0.954 5
NtHI )(S~04 o, 2S.~ 4.515 0.979 5F/XSS04 O.OOI~ 0 • .362 0.054 5l\i'IlIH/CM 590.109 -453.810 0.924 5
AMT NU.V CIVI 14b.21:S -14.141 0.946 5Ai'H XSSU4/CM 41l.94H "341.332 0.915 5
A-357
Table 357.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASEO UN Y=MX+H
BEhft:.EN SElE1TED RA I N COMPUNE.NTSf AL.l U~l 1S.ARt MJCROEQ~YALENTS/llTER. Ext£P eM:
eM P~ECIPIlA.ION AND A~T=MICROEQUIIIAL.ENTS/SQ.
MEJER.
CLtAill ANi.J SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CUL.LECTED
UU~ING 10/78 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE iNCLUDED.
VII.. SLUPE Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
rll N03 0.599 2S.435 0.293 b11/304 1.373 "'11.041 0.904 bH/XSS04 1.422 -O.9l;6 0.978 6H/N03+XSS04 0.658 -2.443 0.837 6H/F
-6.791 4b.482 -0.255 bH/SA 1.321 1.247 1.000 2HNV/SA 1.261 -0.937 1.000 2.H/TA 1.339 -35.766 1.000 2XSCA/XSK 2.b12 6.3tH 0.388 bXSCA/XSMG 3.561 5.197 0.408 6XSCA/NU3 0.312 2.5}1 0.565 6XSCA/XSSU4 0.066 6.796 (1.169 bXSCA/f
-1.147 10.177 -0.160 ~lOGH/LUGeM 0.049 1.4 71 0.084 bLOGNA/lOGCM 0.006 1.75 0.006 blOGXSK/LUGl,.M
-0.791 -0.369 -0.869 6LOGXCA/LOGCM
-0.492 0.574 -0.460 6LOGXMG/LOGl,.M
-0.021 -0.009 -0.028 blOGF/LlJG(.M
-0.350 0.025 -0.538 blUGNlJ3/lUGCM -0.3QS 1.108 -0.564 blXSS04/LOGCM
-0.003 1.323 -0.006 bSS/H
-0.829 119.238 -O •.HO bSS/F 0.532 t,7.850 0.009 bSS/XSSu/~
-0.945 113.8~1 -0.290 0SS/NO~
-2.590 138.382 -0.505 b
CONDlti O.25~ 15.200 v.743 0CUNO/NU3 0.018 24.236 O.02b bCOND/XSS1I4 0.389 1.... 190 0.789 bCL/NA 0.902 7.732 0.992 bMG/NA 0.187 1.53b 0.990 bNH4/SU~ 0.216 3.004 0.308 6!\jHI.j/XSSQLI 0.296 2.723 0.526 bNU3/sn4 0.142 14.245 0.192 6
t;031 xS304 0.252 12.492 v.355 bF/XSS04
-0.018 1.890 -0.334 bAMTH/CM 402.005 27.135 0.531 bAMTNU3/CM 1~4.377 15.62~ 0.095 0AMTXSSU4/CM If 1.514 29.34 0.520 b
,.\.-,
Table 358.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y:MX+~
BE1WEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEQUIVALEMTS/SQ.
MEJEH.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES CULLfCTEO
DUHlwG 12118 AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
'(IX SLOPE. '(-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/NO.) ~o.oc.7 -lBO.170 0.981 5H/SU4 0.906 -5.263 1.000 5H/xSS04 0.91.1 -2.171 1.000 5
H/NO ..hASS04 O.8l3 -10.341 1.000 5
H/F 302.8'~4 -170.349 0.975 5H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 O.(}OO 1
HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
XSCA/XSK 2.5tll b.704 0.332 5XSCA/x;jjl;!l"
-0.010 b.g9A -O.~O6 ~XSl,;A/f\lU3 0.104 o. 2 o. &2X.SCA/XSSOLl 0.002 8.145 0.193 5XSCA/F 1 • .s:i6 6.933 0.305 5
LOGH/lOGCM -0.795 1.410 -0.779 5
LOGNA/LOGC~ -0.194 1.409 -0.40& 5LOGXSK/LUGCM -O.IIH -0.012 -0.435 5
LUGXCA/LOGCM -0. ~:~8 0.75Q -0.777 5
LUGXMG/L(JGCM -o.31'il -0.2bl -0.815 5
UJGf ILUGCM -v.,So,s 0.040 -O.lbS 5
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.505 1..042 -0.918 5
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0. 8:~O 1.473 -0.813 5
SS/H 0.0:)0 3b.b54 0.b30 ~SS/F 11.750 2~.251 O.bb2
SS/X\lSU4 O.O ..B 5b.'5b2 0.029 5
SS/NU~ O.71~O ~O.17l O.blb 5
CUNO/li 0.21'0 'l.370 1.000 '5
CU;,jO/NU3 5.7 1"5 -42.4~lj 0.982 5CUi\JD/)(SS04 ().261 tl.14b 1.000 5CL/l'dA 1.101 0.809 0.99'1 5
;Vlb/NA 0.101 3.074 0.530 5
I\lH4/S(J4 o.o ..H 8.068 0.951 5
,>.JliiJI J(SSOI.4 o.lI.H d.794 0.951 5
''!lH/ \)04 U.O·~4 'I.25t\ u.982 5
'W31 XS~04 O.O'~4 4.407 0.962 5F/xSSU£4 0.003 0.601 0.975 5
AMTH/C,"I 32. 7.~9 332.934 0.293 5
Aill\ (Nu3/Cf'1 Qd.2':J3 29.548 0.939 5
MH X;;SU4/CH 40.307 3b5.1b7 0.309 5
A-359
Table 359.
LINEAR eURRELATION BASEO ON Y:MX~b
BEl WEENS..EL.EClEO RAIN COMPON.ENJS f .A.\.1.. .• O.NIlSARE MICROEQUIVALENT$/LIT£REXCEP eM.CM PRECIPITATION AND A~T=MIeROEQUIVALE~TS/SQ.
MEfER.
CU.AN ANO SLIGHTL Y DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTEO
OUWING 01/7Q AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDEO.
Y/" SLUPE. '(-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
H/f\I{)j 0.316 ttl.54i 0.101 9H/SU4 0.351 8.510 0.408 9H/XS:;'04 O•.H6 q.4~B 0.506 9
H/f\JU3tKSSOI.4 0.230 II.b8.3 0.1.119 9H/F 8.876 3.207 0.935 9H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0 ..000 0.000 1H/rA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/XSK '74.1'14
-0.b89 0.752 9XSCA/XSMG 5.880 -1.733 0.998 9XSCA/NU3 6.083 -:H .594 0.902 9
XSCA/XSS04 1.816 -19.512 0.111 9XSCA/F 0.702 41.567 0.021 9LUGH/LUGCM 0.014 1.000 u.Ol1 9LOGNA/LOGCt-li -0.497 1.487 -O.bOO 9LUGXSK/LOGCM
-0.444 -0.203 -0.544 9
LUGXCA/LOGCM
-1.015 0.906 -0.089 9LUGXMG/LOGCM
-0.069 0.505 -0.521 9LOGF/LUGCM
-0.355 0.291 -0.541 9LUGNU3/LOGCM ~O.360 0.839 -0.351 9
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.685 1.324
-O.7!6 935/H
-0.607 69.258 -0.2 9 9SS/F
-4.830 be.IOO -0.200 9SS/XSSU4
-0.252 64.3LlO -0.133 9
SS/I'JU3
-0.532 0~.180 -0.107 9COND/H 0.188 15.66~ 0.380 9CUN{)/NJ3 0.671 11.853 O.b93 9CUNO/XSS04 0.2'H 10.045 0.79(' 9CL/NA 1.0LlO 4.350 0.965 9MG/NA u.210 7.3'79 O.ol f 9iIlH4/SU~ O.2Ll9 0.786 0.93 9
,\jHQ/XSS04 0.254 1.891 0.960 9
IIlU.$1 SU4 0.344 -1.375 0 ..901 9
NU31xSS04 0.341:> 0.3')0 0.915 9
F/XSSU4 0.055 0.270 u.700 9




LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
BEIW~EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTStALL UNITS
ARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP, eM:
eM PkECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVAL£NTS/SQ.
ME.l EW.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OU~ING 02/79 AT UCr SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
y/x SLOPE V-INf. C(Jt(l.(.COEF. NO.
H/NU.$ 1.1 \~4 20.799 0.986 :3H/SU4 0 •.H2 25.112 0.986 3H/xSS04 O.5:S9 19.738 0.991 :3
rl/NO.Hx5S04 O•.Hl 21.918 0.990 3H/F 18.209 38.231 0.959 :3H/SA 0.918 7.790 1.000 3HNV/$A 0.883 3.(HH 1.000 3HilA o, 7 :~q
-5.679 0.999 3XSCA/XjK 0.2135 12.1)11 O.O:H 3XSCA/X5Mb
-0.029 11.999 -0.010 3XSCA/NU3 -O.Oj~O 12.817 -0.104 3
~".- XSCA/XSS04 -O.OOb 12.bOO -0.070 3XSCA/F
-0.686 13.476 -0.223 3LOGH/LUGCM -0.789 1.654 -0.656 4LUGNA/LOGCM -1.t:s i48 1.495 -0.099 ~LOGXSK/LUGCM 2. 8~~1 0.292 O.53L1LUGXCA/LUGCIVi
-10.626 -1.104 -0.990 3LUGXMG/LOGCM -8.7'~O -1.540 -0.565 lLUGF/LOGCM -3.bSI -O.Slb -0.320 ;)
LUGNU3/lUGCM -2.5IH O.9!9 -0.231 3LXS5U4/LOGCM "2.8:~O 1.3 .3 -0.293 .3
53/h 8.5t34 -321.390 0.978 .3SS/F Ibb.l09 -15.530 0.997 .3
SS/X;;iSU4 4.1S4 -1f>6.577 0.991 3SS/i\JU3 10.b16 -101.600 0.999 .3COND/H O.8.~5 -12.291 0.995 4
CUf\lOINU3 1.0~4 0.121 0.997 ,)
CONIJ/XSS04 0.469 0.718 0.999 .3CL/NA 1• ~~)8 -1.59B 1.000 3
MG/NA O.2,)b 0.505 1.000 3
NH4/SU4 O.ObO 17.460 0.9,)8 3l\lhIUXSSOq O.Odb 16.609 0.9.30 .3
l'IU3/S(j4 0.311 -v.B30 1.000 .3i\lU3/XSS04 0.448 -5.627 0.999 .3F/XS:;U4 O.Ot~8 -0.871 0.988 3
AMTH/CM 32.913 489.134 0.103 4
AMTNlJ3/CM -596.928 672.131 -0.125 .s
AMrXSS04/Cr-,
-1568.194 1132.484 -0.148 3
A-361
Table 361.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MXtB
BET~t.EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS f ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP C~D
eM PHECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVAtENTS,SQ.
METER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUriING 03/7~ AT UCF SITE 18 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE Y-INT. CtJRR.COEF. NO.
H/NO.>
-4.670 110.985 -1.000 2
1"11 SO~
-2.0ltO 109.~32 -1.000 2H/xSS04
-1 ..910 101. 32 -1.0.00 2H/NlH+~SSO~ -1 .. 35V1 104.216 -1.000 2
ri/F ~'0496 21.435 1.000 (.H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1HNV/SA 0.000 0 ..000 0.000 1
rill A 0.000 0.000 0.000 1XSCA/XSK 44.263 -18.154 1.000 2XSCA/XSMb 0.854 1.819 1.000 2XSCA/i\lU3 4.416 -03.085 1.000 2XSCA/XSSU4 1.80b "'54.744 1.000 2XSCA/F
-3.308 21.006 -1.000 2LOGH/LJGCM 0.219 1.414 1.000 2LOGNA/LOGCflII O.l~2 1.028 1.000 2LOGXSK/U.JGCM -0.319 -0.11 0 -1.000 2LUGXCA/LLlGCM
-!'0239 1.181 -1.000 2LOGXMG/LUGCM
- .379 0.191 -1.000 2LOGF/LOGCM 0.940 0.070 1.00() 2LUGNU3/LOGCM
-0.118 1.259 -1.000 2LXSSU4/LUGCM
-0.135 1.595 -1.000 255tH o•.}64 3.913 1.000 2SS/F 1.274 11 .122 1.000 2SS/XSSU4
-0.696 40 ..902 -1.000 2SS/NU3
-1 • .,01 44.34b -1.000 2COND/H -O.j80 25.552 -1.000 2CUl\jD/NU3 1.770 -16.651 1.000 2
. COI\j!)1 XSSU4 O.72b -13.056 1.000 2
LL/NA 1.881 -7 ..783 1.000 2
I~G/NA "O.~84 7.56q -1.000 2
NH4/MI4 1.707 -50.~O7 1.000 2
Ilj H4/)\ St>04 l.~9i1 -43 ..965 1 ..000 2.
i\JU3/Sfj4 0.437 o.:ns 1.000 2
NOj//..SS04 0.409 2.02£1 1.000 2
f- 1)( S::ilP.. -O.~4b c2 ..69b -1.000 2AMTH/CM ijq9.171




LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON V=MX+8
BEfwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENT. S. ALL U.NITSARl MICRUEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PHEtIPITATION AND A~T=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
UURING 06/77 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLuDED.
Y/X SLUPE V-INT. tORR. COE.F. NO.
H/NU5 0.000 0.000 0.1)00 0
H/504 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/NO.HXSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/SA 1.113 -0.025 0.991 3
HNV/SA 0.784 -0.009 0.989 3
Hit A 0.725 -t.283 0.998 3XSCA/XSK 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSMl,; 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
XSCA/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LDGH/LUGCM
-0.138 1.03& -0.24& 8
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXSK/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXCA/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGXMG/LOGLM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGF/LiJGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGNU3/LOGL.M 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LXSS04/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/r.JU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CUND/H O.C28 11.542 O.21~ 8
CUND/N\J3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0COl\lD/XSSU4 0.000 0.000 O.OOG 0CL/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
1\I1G/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0i\lH4/S04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NHLil }(SS04 0.000 0.000 ().ooo 0
N03/Sfl4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0r~D31 xs~n4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
F/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0AMIH/CM 131.50Q
-0.&39 o, s i 5 6
AMr N(H/eM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
Ai"H XSSU4/CM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
A-363
Table 363.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASEO ON V=MX+B
ee TWf.EN SEL.EC1E.D.. RAIN COMPON.E.. NiS. ALL.. UNITSARE MI£ROEQU1VALENT$/LITER EXCEPT eM:CM P~ECIPITATI0N AND AMTilMICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METEk.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTEO
DUkING 09/77 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
'fIX SLOPE Y-INT. CURR.COE'. NO.
H/NO,) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/SOLt 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
H/XSSu~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/NI13+XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0H/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
t-USA 1.33 0 ... 0.825 0.968 8HNIJ/SA c, 90
-2.044 0.991 8HilA 0.175 -3.244 0.940 8)($CA/XSK 1).000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSMG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
xSCA/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSSOI,J 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 ~LOGH/LlJGCM -0.32b 1.305 -O.1.J77
LOGNA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 ()LOGXSK/LOGl..M 0.000 o.OQO 0.000 0
LOGXCA/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LOGXMG/luGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
LOGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LUGNU3/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0LXSSUI,J/LOGCM 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
55/H 0.000 0.000 0.000 0SS/F 0.000 0.000 0.000 I)SS/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0 .. 000 0SS/NU3 0.000 0.000 0,,000 0CONO/H 0.403 8.302 O.J80 9
CONO/NU3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0COND/XSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0CL/NA 0.000 o.ouo 0.000 0MG/NA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NH4/S0Li 0.000 0.000 0.000 0NH4/xSSl\Q 0.000 0.000 v.ooo 0
N03/80Lt 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
NiH/xSS04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0FIXSS(l14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0Ah<lTH/CM 82.09t> 14t3.287 O.b02 9




LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y:MXtB
~ET~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS s 4L.L UNITSARE MICHOEQUJVALENTS/LITER fleEP, C~= .CM PkECIPITA ION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 10/77 4T KSC SITe 19 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/).. SLOPE Y-HH. CURR.COfF. NO.
rUNG3 2.40(1 -0.461 1.000 2H/S04 1.090 -13.600 1.000 2H/xS::>04 1.30n -11.956 1.000 2
H/N03+XSS04 a.8SS -1.978 1.000 2H/F 54.117 -50.&15 1.1)00 2
H/$A 1.053 1.555 0.996 iHNV/SA 0.97J, 0.11.43 0.996H/TA 0.757 -0.911 0.999XSCA/XSK 2.739 -0.574 1.000 2XSCA/X::lMG
-HH3.995 0577.6&6 -1.000 2XSCA/NU3 0.393 1.835 1.000 2XSCA/XSSU4 0.208 0.0 4 1.000 2XSCA/F 6.616 -6.101 1.000 2LOGH/LUGCM -0.033 1.398 -O.8lb 4LOGNA/LOGCM -0.1.459 2.035 -1.000 2LOGXSK/LUGCM -0.560 0.480 -1.000 2LDGXl,.A/LUGCM "'0.007 0.871 -1.000 2LOGXIVtG/LOGLM 0.001 0.674 1.000 2LOGF/LUGCM -0.337 0.248 -1.000 2LOGNU3/LUGCM -O.86S 1.030 -1.000 2LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.008 1.552 -1.000 2
35/H 1.038 36.319 1.000 2SS/F 88.059 -40.701 1.000 2SS/XSSU4 2.143 16.728 1.000 2SS/N1l3 4.046. 35.5b4 1.000 2 ~CONO/H 0.577 5.817 O.9att 4 jCUND/l\IU3 1.381 10.511.4 1.000 2(,;OND/XSSU4 0.731 4.085 1.000 2 jCL/NA 0.916 -6.008 1.000 2 1MG/NA 0.119 3.427 1.000 2 1INH4/S~q 0.223 7.560 1.000 2 lNH4/X ~O4 0.207 7.Q08 I.UOO 2
tlIU3/.:i(J4 0.441 ·1).345 1.IJOO 2i\iU31 xS:>IlLI 0.530 -4.656 1.000 2F/XS~(}4 0.024 0.71 5 1.000 2AMTH/Ci"l 29.581 215.8 3 0.367 4
AM1NUj/CM 6.9b9 66.~OO 1.000 2AMTxSSU4/CM 104.851 t 62. 46 1.000 2
A-365
Table 365.
LINEAR CURRE~ATION eASED ON ¥sMX+B
BETWt::,'EN SELEJT, EO RA 1N eOto1PONENlS f , ALL UNI faARE Ml 'ROEQU\tALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:
eM PHE~IPITA ION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.ME 1ER. .
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUHING 11/77 AT Kse SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. CORH.COEF. NO.
H/NO.) 1.360 2.825 0.997
"H/S04 0.709 1.538 0.980
"H/XS~04 0.909 2.902 0.998 qH/N03+,($SO'4 0.540 2.853 0.998 4H/F 0.540 12.095 0.000
"H/SA 1.411 -11.735 1.000 2HNV/SA 1.074 -5.421 1.000 2HIlA 0.8414 -5.931 1.000 2XSCA/X:>K 4.815 1.343 0.948
"X~CA/X::>III1(:i 2.128 0.703 o.a}11 qXSCA/iIlU3 0.302 -0.578 0.9 7 4XSCA/X~SOtJ 0.245 -0.590 0.991
"XSCA/F 0.245 1.888 0.000 4LUGH/LUG(,;M ..0.480 1.212 -0.900 5LUGNA/LOGCM -0.b23 1.838 -0.988 4LOGXSK/LOGCM 0.020 -0.019 0.1:>77 4
LOGXCA/LUGCM -0.780 0.523 -0.913
"LOGXMG/LUGCM -0.259 0.154 -0.785 4LOGF/LUGCM 0.000 0.000 -0.765 qLOGNlJ3/LOGCM -0.(,,71 0.963 -0.B81 4LX5SU4/LOGCM -0.789 1.159 -0.921 4
55/H 2.785 17.581 0.705 455/F 2.765 51.268 0&000 q
SS/x~sua 2.631 24.661 0.793 4
SS/NU~ 3.055 26.361 0.735 4CONO/H 0.599 4.826 0.916 5
COND/NU3 1 • 1q 1 4.7fJb O.lI45 Q
ClJND/X,')SU4 0.817 4.642 0.910 4
CL/I\jA 0.912 4 .. 815 0.901 q
MG/NA 0.190 O.b49 0.992 4
:~H4/::l01.f 0.357 -1.4c9 ().I.IOI~ 4
NI"14/x.5:)04 U./.l7b -0.'H2 0.957 4
NUj/~n4 O.SI1) "0.655 0.972 4l\j(Jj/xS::104 O.bb~ 0.089 O.99b 4




LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX~tl
BEIWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ~LL. UNITSARE MICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM:CtJI PHECIPITATION AND ~MT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIER.
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DUkING 12177 AT KSC SITE 19 AR£ INCLUDED.
Y/r.. SLUPI~ Y-INT. CORR.COfF. NO.
11/ NU.) 2.bO!J 0.'09 0.175 7
li/SlJli 1.134 -0.089 0.954 7
t1/XS;jO~ 1.09:$ :5.171 0.970 1
ti/NIJ.)tXS$04 0.901 0.114 0.992 7
ti/F 12.714 13.808 0.137 1
H/SA -3.032 lO3.02's -1.000 Z
HNV/SA -1.897 71.431 -1.000 2
HilA -15.16.2 519.068 -1.000 2
xSCA/XSt< -0.579 1.821 -0.064 7
XSCA/X5MG 1 • 65.~ 0.899 O.1f5 7XSCA/NU3 0.186 0.170 0.2 9 7
XSCA/XSS04 0.054 1.229 0.243 7
XSCA/F -0.404 1.992 -0.118 7
lUGH/LUGCM -0.361 1.194 -0.581 8
LUGNA/L.OGCM 0.355 1.269 0.494 7
LUGXSK/LOGCM -0.099 -0.057 -0.178 1
LUGXCA/LOGC!'-1 0.065 0.201 0.057 7
LOGXiVlG/lOGCM -0.869 -0.219 -0.293 7
LUGF/LOGCM O.07Q o.o~~ 0.:$19 7LOl;;NU3/l0GCM ·O.~1jt4 0.74 -0.534 7
lXSSU4/LUGCM 0.436 0.928 0.331 73S/H
-0.620 36.429 -0.590 7
SS/F -5.170 27.264 -0.265 l
SS/XSSU4 -0.60') .B.574
-0.511 7SS/NU3 -2.59'5 41.165 -0.7 6 7
I.UNl)/H 0.601 1. 44~ O.9b3 8
CU rllD/ NU3 0.65'5 0.'H2 O.b10 7
COil/I) I X5504 O.34 1l) 0.732 0.9'12 1CL/NA 0.97'5 Q.OO6 o, ei s 7
MG/tlJA 0.160 1.055 o.~b5 7
!\lH41 ~uq 0.071 1.566 0.403 7
i\lH41 XSSU4 0.00:3 1.836 O.:H7 7
NU3/SU4 O.~O7 2.978 0.584 7
NU3/XSS04 O.21~ 3.401 0.635 7
F/XSSOq 0.041 -O.2t:'6 O.td4 7AMfH/CM 168.871 3.777 0.660 8
AMTNU3/Ci'll 36.68 1-4 22.673 0.467 7
M4'XSSU4/CM 11;,1.592 -28.074 0.639 7
A-367
Table 367.
LINEAR CURRELATION eASEO ON Y=MXt~
BElwtEN SELECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS •. ALL UNITS
~R~MICROEQUIVALENTS/LlrE~ExCEPr eM:·
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METE~.
CLEAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 01/78 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/x SLUPE V-INT. (,URR.COEF. NO.
ti/NfH 2,,40b -3.283 0.849 5
H/S04 0.153 -4.340 0.9&0 5H/XSSOt+ 0.790 -0.433 0.97& 5H/N03t1.SS0i4 O.bl0 -1.979 0.959 5
t11F 138.251 1&.405 0,,973 5H/SA 0.000 0.000 v.ooo 1hNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1H/r~ 0.000 0.000 (1.000 1XSCA/XSK 7.530 9.049 0.700 5
XSCA/XSMG 3.536 3.939 O.bO& 5
XSCA/N(J3 1.050 1.130 0.782 5XSCA/x~SU4 0.198 8.208 0.51& 5
xSCA/F 9.522 15.013 0.141 5LOGH/LUGCM -0.204 1.299 -0.238 5LUGNA/LOGCM
-0.431 1.120 -O.1~9 5LOGXSK/LOGLM -0.207 0.147 -0.5 8 5LUGXLA/LOGCM -0.990 0 ..841 -0.844 5LOGXi¥i(,/LUGl,;M
-0.175 0.154 "'0.512 5
LOGF/LUGCM -0.011 -0.057 -0.040 5LOGNU.3/LOGCM -0.b05 0.931 -0.700 5L)lSSU/OLOGCM .... 0.514 1.342 -0.533 5
55/H 0.111 71.046 0.1&0 5SS/F 19.959 14.418 0.127 5SS/XSS04 0.302 b4.509 o•.~)6 5
SS/f'~Ll3 1.Q94 5~.205 0.417 5CUI\lO/H 0.439 10.9&9 0.909 5CUND/NU3 1.26.3 0.314 0.937 5CUi\!O/XSSU4 0.379 ~.490 0.971 5
CL./I\IA 0.694 0.724 O.9J6 ~
i'IlG/NA 0.241 v.120 0.9 8 5
NH4/S04 0.179 .3 ..890 0.811 5
''lH41 X:;SO''+ 0.178 S.221 o.7tH ~
j\jU_~1SU4 0.2b2 1.91).) O.94b 5
NU.3/xStsQ4 0.207 ~"olq u.<135 5
F/X$:::'UI.I 0.005 -0 ..10j 0.9,20 5
AMlH/CM 95.821 ltd.fHO 0.358 5AMTNU3/CM 18.921 To • .30] 0.242 5AMTxSSU4/CM 47.350 240 ..958 0.152 5
A..368
Table 368.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED UN Y=MXt~
BETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENrS f ALL UNITSARE MtCROEQUIV~LENrS/LITER EXCEP C~=CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROtUUIVALENTS/SQ.
MEIEk.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES ~OLLEtTED
DU~I~G 02/78 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
V/;( SLOPE V-INT. cmm.COEF. NO.
H/NO~ 1.549 30.586 0.')9.3 b
rllSlH 1.2tlO O.7 tH 0.815 b
H/XS~U4 1.3 tH3 1.35q 0.875 b
H/NU.H )(590 4 0.912 5.148 0.851 b
H/F -0. 111 49.7713 -0.010 bH/SA 0.894 8.219 0.905 bHNV/::lA 0.930 2.009 0.969 0
r11 TA 0.805 -2.127 0.932 bXSCA/X:)t< 4.578 5.455 0.201 b
X.SCA/XSM6 2.4UO t:..72b 0.431 bXSCA/NU3 v.bol -1.bBt O.~Ob bXSCA/XSS04 0.322 -5.087 o. 01 b
XSCA/F 4.11;,3 2.092 0.899 blOGH/L(JGCM -0.191 1.708 -0.744 7lOGNA/lOGCM o. bo2 1.074 0.046 #;)
LuGXSK/LOGCM
-0.104 -0.533 -0.112 b
LOGXl.A/LOG~M -0.173 0.551 -0.105 0
LUG)\i·1G/lOGCM 0.721 ..0.156 0.558 b
LOGF/LUGCM 0.518 0.087 0.572 &
LOGN03/LOGC.i'" -0.114 1.053 -0.17& b
LXSSU4/LOGCiVl -0.118 1.552 -0.255 #;)SS/H -O.52~1 51.243 -0.422 b
SS/F 1.690 23.574 O.12Q bSS/X~SU4 -0.307 3B.521 -0.193 0
SS/NLJ3 -0.011 25.49& -0.003 b
CUNO/H 1.143 -29.B64 0.B84 7CUNv/NU3 0.105 14.421 0.158 #;)CUNO/XSSU4 0.4b9 b.2Bb 0.B55 b
CL/N~ 0.697 2.871 v.969 0
'''G/NI\ O.2~5 0.544 0.993 0NHfUSQ4 O.1S!:> 0.172 0.307 0
"HiQI )(S~04 0.100 2.280 0.215 b
i\jU3/~(H U.374 -1.987 0.623 e
N03/XS::>U4 o•.H~ 1 .. 0.b18 u.012 0F/XSSU4 1).040
-0.595 0.,90 0
AMl H/CI"l 449.8bO 11;>.233 0.907 7
AtvlTNUSICM 94.697 43.191 0.054 b
vIr X$S04/CM 3bl.2H -44.463 0.924 #;)
A..369
Table 369.
LINEAR CORREL.ATION BASEO ON V=MX+l1
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. A~L, UNITS
ARE. MICROEQUIVALENTS/LI fER EXCEPT CM=: .
CM PI<ECIPITATION AN\) AMT=MICROEQUI~ALEHTS/S.Q.
MEIER
CLEAN-ANU SLIGHTLY DIRT1 SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 03/78 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUOED_
V/X SLOPE V-INT. CUR~.COEF. NO.
H/NO,$ 1.211 9.3~b 0.908 ~
H/S04 0.79& -2.876 0.87& 4
H/xSSO~ o 881 -1.815 0.76'4 4
H/N03+XSS04 o:s:n 1.532 0.65b ,.
H/F 21.299 4.400 0.951 4H/SA 0.735 8.041 0.922 :5HNV/SA 0.740 1.421 0.998 .3HilA 0.473 7.001 0.803 3
xSCA/XSK 22.151 5.229 0.817 4XSCA/XSMG 4.980 ·1. b46 0.853 ,.XSCA/I\103 1.041 -3 •.Bb 0.8b4 4XSCA/xSS04 0.809 -1 ioh 994 0.191 4
XSCA/f 20.803 -4.456 0.801 4
LOGH/LOGCM
-0.348 1.397 -O.o7b 5LOGNA/LOGCM -0.994 1.308 -0.703 4LOGXSK/LUGCM
-0.541 -0.154 -0.&98 4
LUGXCA/LUGCM -2.11 b 0.519 -0.985 4
LUGXf'I'G/LOGCM -1.954 -0.090 -0.9b9 4
LUGF/LUGCM -1.062 -0.2'19 -0.945 4
LUGN03/LOGCM -1.~42 0.938 -0.95"1 'I
LKSSLJ4/LOGCM -O.()97 1.438 -u.l6l 4
SS/H 2.898 -~9.002 0.911 4SS/F 74 •.H9 -20.598 0.8b7 4
SS/XSSU4 2.406 -37.262 \).113 4
SS/NU.3 3.196 -4.747 0.603 «4COND/H 0.902 -4.502 0.99b 5
CUND/NU3 1.137 2.617 0.9t.J:S 4COND/XSS04 0.851 -8.474 0.832 4
CL/NA 1.164 -1.243 1.000 4I\IlG/NA 0.282 0.510 0.990 4
NH4/S04 0.527 -10.1.H 0.890 '4
:-..H4/X5S04 0.(,47 -12.042 0.679 4
NUj/:)U4 0.646 ..9.t:>7fi 0.951 4
NU3/XSS(J4 0.789 -11 .. 738 0 ..931 4
F/XS3U4 0.03b -0.319 v.913 4
AMTH/CM 123.691 91.v54 0.570 5




lrNEA~ CORRELATION BASED ON Y=MX+B
6ElwtEN SELEC.. TED RAIN COM.PONENTS t ALL UNITSARE ~ICROEQUIVAlENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
METER.
CL~AN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 04/78 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X. SLOPE Y-INI. CURR.COEF. NO.
HIND..> -9.:)68 380."S7S -1.(;00 2
li/SL)4
-14.511 1747.3M> -1.000 2
til XSS04 4.18~ -408.458 1.UOQ 2
H/N03tXSS04 7.5bO-1045.017 1.000 2
H/f -b.tl90 77.804 -1.000 2
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
i1/rA 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
XSCA/XSK -156.101 tnl.10b -1.000 2
XSCA/XSMG S.4Q'l 17.b70 1.000 2
XSC.A/NU3 7.719 -222.185 1.000 2)(SCA/XSS04 -3.447 4Z7.820 -1.000 2
~., XSCA/f 5.b7fj 27.080 1.000 2
LUGH/LUGC~'" 3.419 3.132 1.000 2
LOGNA/lOGCM -4 •.311 -0.830 -1.000 2
LOGXSK/lOGCM 0.113 0.702 1.000 2
LOGXLA/LOGCM -1.409 0.652 -1.000 2
Lusx I"IGI LOGl. i\4 -1.99b -O.4.B -1.000 2
LUGF/LOGCM -2.583 -0.954 -1.000 ~LtJGNU3/LLlGCM -0.30:) 1.304 -1.000
LXSSu4/LOGCM 0.239 2.182 1.000 2
SS/H -3.291 ~44.038 -1.000 2SS/F 22.b7:~ -12.183 1.000 2
S;;/XSSU4 -13.7bb 1588.110 -1.000 2
SS/NU3 30.8~b-1001.b24 1.000 2
Cl.lNO/H -0.0 J 5b.lJb5 -1.000 2
CONO/NU3 o. 90 t~ 11.1.353 1.000 2
CUNO/XtiSU4 -0. 40t~ 95.489 -1.000 2
Cl/NA 0.552 31>.073 1.000 2
MG/NA 0.138 10.45b 1.000 2
NH4/S0t.4 -3. 77(~ 522.5b3 -1.000 2
i'HilU )lS~U4 1.08:7 -37.750 1.000 2
Nu3/;;)U4 1.549 -145.9~3 1.000 2
i\j03/)(S~Oq
-V.44l b4.20b -1.000 2
f/XSSi.14 -O.bO"l 70.582 -1.000 2
AM1H/CM 1408.70:7 -228.144 1.000 2AMTNU3/CM 255.bb7 24.278 1.000 ~AMrX~S04/CM l.H3.09.$ -54.722 1.000
A..371
Table 371.
LINEAR CORRELATION 8ASED ON ¥:MX+B
BEtwEEN SE...L.ECTED RAIN COMPON.·.ENTS f Al.l. UNITSARE MICROEQUIVALENlS/L.l fER e;XCEP CMel,CM PRECIPITATION ANOAMl=MICROEQUlt/AL.ENTSISQ.METER. . .
CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 05/78 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
y/x SLOfolE '--UH. COkR.CO£f. NO.
rl/N03 0.313 21.750 0.421 4
H/S04




-0.015 2th581 "'0.11 4
H/F
-O.Z24 28.090 -0.124 4H/SA 0.341 19.811 O.8bS 3
HNV/~A 0.719 2.945 1.000 3
ti/TA 0.207 16.046 0.717 3
XSCA/X~t< b.722 6.330 0.218 4XSCA/XSM(; 9.339 2.099 0.999 4
XSCA/NU3 2.555 -33.259 0.789 4XSCA/XSSU4 0.072 -8.430 0.9bl> qXSCA/f 7.521 3.&99 0.950 4LUGH/LUGCM 0.160 1.371 0.684 5
LO(,NA/LOGCM -0.329 1.099 -Q.31~ QLOGXSK/LOGCM -0.512 0.274 -0.59 4
LOGxCA/LOGCM ·1.09~ 1.520 -0.750 4
LOGXi"IG/LOGCM -2.160 0.554 -0.&1>5 4
LUGf/LUGCM
-1.255 ().5l3 -0.1)41 4
LUGNU3/LOGCM -0.430 1.'618 -0.963 4LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.707 1.150 -O.fj52 q5S/H 5.424 -94.444 0.791 4SS/F -0.431 50.&85
-O.Ol' 4SS/XSSUl.l -0.049 57.768 -0.045 4SS/NU3 1.302 29.908 0.201 4CUND/t1
-2.27§ 92.075 -0.844 5~OND/NU3 1.04 1.102 O.9~b 4ONO/XSSULI 0.115 20.814 0.1 0 (4CL/NA 1.108 -O.3bQ 0.999 4
MG/NA 0.243 l).oOb 0.949 ~
NH4/5ULl O.:u 7 US.4bo 0.700 4
('INti I XSSQ4 0.337 19.411 O.74~ 4
i~Ujl SU4 Q.165 1~.31l 0.107 4
NU3/xSS04 0.159 13.4YS O.7~Hi lot
f/XS~04 0.067 -1.545 0.989 44MTH/Cfltt 259.263 2:S.459 0.980 5AMTNUJ/CM 96.587 118.103 0.984 4




Llt'JEAR CURRlLAllON bASED ON Y::MX+B
8ElWtEN SELECTEO RAIN CUMPUNENTS. A~L UNITSARE MI~RUEQUIVALEN1S/LlrEk eXCEPT CM:
CM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
IotE I t:i-(.
CLEA~ AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SA~PLES COLLECTED
PUKING 00/76 AT ~sc SITE lq ARE INCLUOED.
Y/X SLUPE Y-UlJf. tORR.COEF. NO.
d/NUS 2.86:> -1.073 O.9bb 8
HI SUi" 1.HH1 -1.604 0.976 8
H/)($S04 1.298 -O •.HO 0.979 8H/NfJ.HXSS04 0.910 -1.042 0.963 8
ri/F 4.550 2Q.157 0.349 8
rl/SA 1.041 -6.439 O.14b 1
HNV/~A 1 • 191~ -19.751 0.818 irill A 0.00'5 9.4q9 0.948
XSCA/XSl\ 3.0.)1 2.312 0.371 8
XSCA/XSMb -0.448 4.135 -0.11b 8
XSCA/rW3 O.()O6 3.852 0.0,8 6XSCA/XSS04 -0.007 4.050 -0.0 0 8
.~. XSCA/F -0.243 4.053 -0.258 8
LUGH/LUGCM -O.31~) 1.415 -0.3&5 8
LUGNA/L.ObCM -0.309 1.517 -0.bI)2 8
LOGXSK/LOGCM -0.Ob2 -0.283 -0.150 8
LUGXCAILUGCM 1)...)14 0.461 0.495 8
LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.099 -0.203 -0.142 8
LUGF/LUGCM -0.08:5 0.106 -0.123 6
LUGI\i03/LOGCM -O.20b 0.948 -0.234 8
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.249 1.287 -0.280 6
33/H 0.726 14.416 0.724 8S$/F
-3.979 36.266 -0.30(.6 8SS/XSSU4 0.95:7 13.843 0.720 6
SS/NU3 2.451 10.192 O.8~8 l)CUND/H o, bO:~ 2.1 S2 0.9 1 8
CUNl>/NU3 1.7tH 1.112 0.980 8CiJND/)(SSU4 O.79 l4 1.708 O.'i8i.l 8
CL/NA A: ~~~~ -8.380 0.995 8:IIIb/NA -1.046 0.998 8
'\jH4/SU4 O.lbh 1.542 O.5~8 8
;,.Hl.1 ASS04 0.19 U 1.478 0.594 B
IIJU3/SU4 tJ • .39b 0.130 0.973 8
IIIU"SIXSSU4 0.42/ 0.72U 0.9b2 8
r/XSjU'" O.Oc9 -0.011 v.26l 6
AMTfilC,Vf 2':>b.390 -73.253 O.~65 8
AJ'liTNU3/Cfvl 111 • .$67 -56.tH1 0.924 8
t\rvlf XSSUL.l/Clvl 278.8.H -208.022 0.687 6
A-373
Table 373.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y~MXt~
BE fwt.EN SELECTEO RAIN COM,PfJlIlEN T, Sf ALL UN} rsARE MICROEQUI VALENTS/LI fER EXCEP' eM=CM PI'<ECIPITATION AND AMT::MICROEQUIVALEHTS/SQ.
MEfEkCLEA~·ANO SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED



















































































































LINEAR CORRELAfION BASED ON V:MX+B
BEI~I:.EN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS f ALL UNITSARE MICRUEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM: .
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
ME1Et<.
CLtAN ANU SLIGHTLY DIRlY SAMPLES COLLECTED
OUkiNG 08/7b AT K$C SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SlUPIE. V-INT. CCJRR.COEF. NO.
niMH 1.058 ~.935 v.651 5
iii SUi.! 1.10':; -3.593 u.729 5
r1/XSS(}1+ 1.02) 3.966 0.739 5
H/N03+xSS04 O.ti29 -1.147 0.809 5H/F
-1.891 22.396 -0.u44 5
H/$A -0.149 39.765 -1.000 2
HNV/SA 0.000 33.113 -1.000 2
HIlA
-0.132 41.077 -1.000 2
XSCA/XSK 13.310 -3.171 0.b15 5!l.SCA/XSMG -3.490 11.099 -0.54& 5
XSCA/f\JU3 0.27', 5.443 0.231 5
XSCA/X5S04 -0.050 9.152 -0.u77 5XSCA/F -10.8Ro 10.560 -0.543 5
LOGH/Lur,CM O.16~ 1.298 0.308 5
LUGNA/L,OGCM -0.100 1.b53 -0.378 5
LUGXSK/LUGCM -0.183 -0.102 -0.6b8 5
LUG)(l,A/LUGCM -0.560 0.777 -0.934 5
LUGX I"lG/lOGCM 0.143 0.094 0.510 S
LOGF/ll.JGCM -0.188 -0.132 -0.b05 5
LUGNU3/l0GCM -O.16H 0.940 -0.305 5
LXSSU4/LOGCIVI -o.ou~ 1.192 -0.003 5
3S/H -0.557 71.707 -0.307 5
SS/F -33.485 66.506 -0.431 5
SS/X;:j$Ul.l -1.17b 80.187 -0.469 5
S3/Nu3 -0.215 01.b70 -0.047 5
CUf'llO/Ii 0.154 14.oen 0.420 5
CONO/l\lU3 0.81/4 9.104 0.872 5
COND/X~SU4 0.008 17. 337 0.010 5CL/NA 1.25b -5.121 O.9B4 5
rvtG/NA 0.240 -0.158 0.901 5
l\Jh4/;j(J4
-0.\)01 2.360 -0.007 5
1'~H41 )l.S~04 0.020 1.9l.13 0.11 0 5
l'~n3/001+ o•.Sl () 3.11 ? U.521 :,
1'~n.)I xS6n4 U.c:'b:; 5.b~5 0.4137 ~
FI XS~)U4 (J.OQb 0.113 o.1ll 5
AMfH/CM ~59.(n5 -110.291 0.887 5
AMlNU3/CM 91j.9l.1b 1.244 0.784 5
AI"'l XSSU4/CM 293.123 -107.558 0.915 5
A-375
Table 375.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASEO ON Y=MX+~
aET~EEN SELECTED RAIN CO.MPONENTS f .ALL U.~ITSARl MICROEQUIVALENTS/LIIEREXCEPCMa
eM P~ECIPITATrON AND AMT=MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
'-1ETER
CLEAN-AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DU~lNG 09/76 AT KSC SITE 19 A~E INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE. Y-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NO.3 1.~OO 14.805 0.868 6
rllSU4 1 .. 177 -2.964 0.977 8
H/xSS04 1.327 1.062 0.987 8
H/N03tXSSOli 0.705 5.050 0.980 8H/F 8.939 33.065 0.261 8H/SA 1.018 0.572 1.QUO 2
HNV/SA 0.972 0.546 1.000 2HITA 0.985 -7 ..228 1.000 2
XSCA/X::>K 4.203 1.176 O.6iU 8
XSCA/XSMl7 -0.118 4.9bb -0.()3~ 8X:3CA/NIH 0.241 0.530 0.69 8
XSCA/X;)S04 0.153 0.750 0.565 8
X:$CA/F 1.001 4.506 0.103 8
LLlGH/LOGCM -0.lb5 1 .. 429 -0.451 9
LUGNA/LOGCM -0.256 1.073 -Q.899 8LUGXSK/UJGCM -O.lbb -0.150 -0.444 8
LUGXCA/LOGCM -0.21b O.lH7 -0.42& 8
LOGXMG/LOGCM -0.135 -0.021 -0.34& 8
LOGF/LUGCM 0.007 Q.056 O.4l~ 6LOGNU3/LOGCM -0.205 1.083 -0.149 6
LXSS04/LOGCM -0.21& 1.273 -0.495 8SS/H 0.830 43.147 0.544 8
SS/F -17.864 17.728 -0.309 8SS/XSSJ4 1.132 43.226 0.552 8
SS/N03 1..1b1 52.575 0 ..551 8
COi\JD/H 0.513 8.168 0.939 9
COND/NU3 0.b15 14.825 0.848 8
CONU/XSSU4 0.679 7.774 0.9&3 8
CL/NA 1.325 -9.118 0.948 8
I"1G/NA 0.231 o.oc)3 0.999 8
tIlH4/SU4 0.432 -7.515 0.80'1 8NH4/XS30q O.4b9 -5.5b8 0.641 d
11/03/304 0.703 -5.084 0.601 8
;'W3/)( S304 0.7"15 -2.791 0 •.797 8
F/XSS04 0.012 ... 0.000 0.290 8AM1H/CM 284.344 13.063 0.770 9




LINEAR CURRELATION BASEO ON Y=MXtH
8ET~EEN SELECTED RAIN COMPUNENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT eM=
eM PHECIPITATION AND AMT:MICROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.
iVlEIEI-<.
CLEA~ ANU SLIGHTLY DIR1Y·SAMPLtS COLLECTED
olJ to< J l'i G 10 I 78 AT KSC SITE 19 ARt::. iNC LtJ 0ED.
'fIX SLOPE '(-INT. CURR.COE.F. NO.
h/NiB 2.9116 -O.I~8 0.907 9
11/3(14 1.039 -1.590 0.770 9
H/XSS04 1.001 -0.740 0.980 9
H/N03tJl.SS04 1.006 -5.644 0.964 9
H/F
-O.oou 57.019 -0.023 9H/SA 1.327 1.831 0.996 3HNV/SA 1.230 0.421 0.999 3
HilA 0.972 -10.028 0.981 3XSCA/X~K
-0.933 6.961 -0.103 9
xSCA/)(:)MG
-0.304 0.070 -0.191 9
XSCAlN03 O.19u 2.766 0.652 9
XSCA/XSSU4 0.090 2.803 0.624 9
XSCA/F 0.407 5.539 0.179 9L(I{;H/LUGCM
-0.329 1.475 -0.572 10LOGNA/LOGCrit
-0.553 1.718 -0.543 9
LUGXSK/LlJGLM -O.~O2 -0.277 -0.517 9LUGXLA/LUGCM -0. 76 0.595 -0.580 9
LUGXIViG/LUGCM -0.419 -0.141 -0.401 9
LUGF/lUGCM -0.328 0.'186 -0.029 9
LUGNU31 Lur;CM -0.574 1.001 -0.841 9
LXSSU4/LUGCM -0.413 1.3~5 -0. "119 9
55/H -O.~ljd 191.614 -0.074 9SS/F 60.354 47.455 0.662 9
SS/X~SU4 0.051 149.897 0.103 9
SS/NU3 3.515 109.1,10 U.274 9
CUI\lO/H 0.2'76 2S.103 0.48':> 10
CUND/NU.3 1.35S 17.094 0.734 9
CU1\I0/X;:'SU4 0.509 20.308 0.020 9CL/NA 1.087 3.627 0.996 9
"'IG/NA 0.220 0.426 0.999 9NH'../::>jJ4 0.154 -1.415 0.b45 9NH4/XS::>04 O.2iti -l.'Hl u.987 9
I\IU3/SUI~ o•.HI; -2.174 0.923 9
!~U3/ Xs::>n4 0.477 0.146 0.959 9
F/xSS(J4 0.003 1.831 0.040 9
AMTH/C~i lol.VS7 151.999 0.581 10
AMT'\iU3/CM 36.413 57.205 0.698 9
AM J XSSUl.IICrvi 117.163 117.421 0.689 9
A-377
Table 377.
LINEAR CORRELATION BASED ON Y=M~.~
BETwEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUJVALENTS/LITER EXCEPT C~.
CM PkECIPITA ION AND AMT:"UCROEQUIVALENTS/SQ.MEIER.
CLEAN ANL) SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLECTED
DURING 11/78 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE V-INT. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NO~ 1.721 'i.jOT 0.680 5H/S04 O.7b2. 5.799 O.7bO 5
t-i/XSS04 1.711 -l.138 O.9~7 ~H/N03+XSS04 1.261.4 -13.094 0.9 0H/F 29.242 18.704 0.7414 5H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0XSCA/XSK 1.869 4.819 O.l8t 5
.(SCA/XSMb 0.879 4.556 0.894 5XSCA/N03 0.093 S.bS7 0.307 5XSCA/xSSU4 0.155 3.510 0.094 5XSCA/F 1.512 .6.209 0.321 5LOGH/LOGCM
-0.518 1.219 -0.876 bLOGNA/L.OGCM 0.028 1.98b 0.021 5LUGXSK/LOGCM
-0.340 "'0.100 -0.567 5LUGXCA/LlJGCftIl -0.175 v.l37 -0.332 ')LUGXMb/LUGCM -(J.022 0.315 -0.020 ')LOGF/LUGCM -0.114 -O.Ob4 -0.2&5 5LOGN03/LOGCM
-0.b39 0.830 -0.838 SLXSSU4/LOGCM
-0.477 -1.104 -0.871 5SS/H 2.b54 79.00& 0.473 5SS/F
-13.29b 1/io.129 -O.ObQ 5SS/X;:iSU4 '7.108 8.~57 O.bliS 5
SS/NlJ3 -4.:'B2 241.8H~ -l) • .305 5COND/H 0.591 1~.3)~ o.7Q2 6CUNO/NU3 0.001 50.14& 0.030 .,CUNO/XSSU4 1.20b 1.315 O.64Q 5LL/NA 1.041 ~.b40 0.998 ')MG/NA 0.224 0.323 j"OOO 5NH4/SU4
-0.001 0.202 -0.052 5Nt1£U)li SS(}4




LINEAR cuRRELAIIUN BASED ON Y=MX.b
BETWEEN SELECTED RAIN COMPONENTS, ALL UNITS
ARE MICROEQUIVALENTS/LITER EXCEP eM:
eM PRECIPITATION AND A~TcMICROEQUIVALfNTS/SQ.
~ElE.R.CLEAN AND SLIGHTLY DIRTY SAMPLES COLLEC1ED
DURING 12118 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLUDED.
Y/X SLOPE '(-INf. CORR.COEF. NO.
H/NU3 3.5';,5 -9.892 0.982 3
H/SOli O.8C:?9 -10.808 1.000 :'>
HI XSSO (.. 0.964 -4.212 0.993 3
HI NU,H XS$Oi.4 0.759 -5.490 0.991 3
H/F 21.983 '24.142 0.9&0 3
H/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
HNV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
HilA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
X~CA/x~t< 7.016 -3.413 0.950 3
XSCA/XSMb -0.1537 1l.~60 -0.071 :3XSCA/NU3 0.192 4. 91 0.519 .)
XSCA/XSS04 0.045 5.blO 0.454 :3
J(SCA/F 0.214 8.513 0.092 3
LUGH/LLlGCM -0.361 1.303 -0.739 4
LOGNA/LOGCM -0.024 2.203 -0.095 3
LUGXSK/LOGCM -0.255 0.081 -0.991 3
LUGXCA/LOGCM -O •.H9 0.605 -0.961 3
LOGXI"IG/LUGCM 0.041 0.511 0.551 3
LUGF/LUGCM -0.11'" 0.099 -0.241 3
LUGNU3/LUGCM -0.505 0.926 -0.976 3
LXSSU4/LOGCM -0.574 1. ~~ 1 -0.971 3
SS/H 1.957 82.879 0.B50 :s
SS/f 50.21.13 I1b.296 \).958 :)
SS/XSSU(~ 1.751 84.1>69 0.783 3
S~/NU3 b.1.H 81.321 0.736 .,)
CU,\/O/H 0.5.$4 20.109 0.969 4
CUNIJ/NlJ3 1.946 11.317 0.931 3
CU,\iOI )(,5SU'" 0.535 13.809 0.956 3
CL/I'4A 1.147 -21.049 O.~98 3
MG/f\l/l. 0.220 --0.228 0.998 3
NH4/~lH 0.106 1.1"5 u.930 .)
t~H4 I XS~04 V.l~9 1.034 0.965 3
NlHI ~U4 0.225 O.i~4b I) .9~H 3
t\jU3/XSSU4 0.208 1. tHo 0.997 3
F/XSSl)4 0.040 -0.917 0.929 .s
AMfH/C"'l 72.488 :'1.940 0.987 4
Ai"llNU3/CM 27.£469 23.019 0.998 3
AiIt\1x.;JSlJ4/CM 04.012 84.249 0.994 3
A... 379
Table 379.
LINEAR CURRELATION eASED ON Y-MXt6
BETWt.EN SEL.ECTEO RAIN COMPONENTS. ALL, UNITS
ARt:. MICROEQUIVAl.ENTS/LITER EXCEPT CM.
eM PRECIPITATION AND AMlIlMICROEQUIVALEHTS1SQ.
METEk.
CLE.AN AND SLIGH fLY OllH Y SAMPLES (,:OLbfCTED
DURING 01/79 AT KSC SITE 19 ARE INCLDED.
'(IX SLOPE '(-IN1. CORR.COfF. NO.
d/NU.5 2.013 :Q.033 0.998 14
~/S04 O.tla3 .. 0.038 0.999 1.1
H/XSS04 0.654 5.817 0.999 '6
HI N(L$+ XSS04 0.b05 S.288 0.999 4H/F 29.011 21.396 0.974 q
H/SA 1.091 -1.474 1.000 2HNV/5A 0.894 1.95< 1.000 2
ti/iA 0.604 "2.329 1.000 2
.(SCA/X);)K 2.b68 10.332 0.153 itXSCA/X;:iMG 14.749 -~8.0'8 0.858 4XSCA/NU3 1.116 ",,5.0 3 0.992 4X);)CA/XS504 0.4' 3 ..4.551 0.987 4X5CA/f 1b.702 3.g71 0.999 4LOt;H/LUGCM -0.502 1. 85 -0. '110 4LOGNA/LOGCM 0.097 1.035 0.2bO 14LOGX5K/LOGCM 0.139 0.004 0.204 4
LUGXCA/LUGCM -0.635 :0.980 -0.775 4UJGXfViG/LOGCM
-0.227 0.481 -0.li09 4
LOGF/LLJGCro1 -0. ~ 11 0.153 -0.098 q
LUGNLJ3/LOGCM -0.536 1.204 -0.903 4
L){SSu~/LUGCM -0.614 ;1. S5~ -0.1128 435tH -0.404 73.570 -0. (!42 4$S/F
-17.182 6ij.S34 -0.032 4SS/X;:iSLJ4
-0.307 72.10tj -u.470 4
SS/flJu3 -0.949 73.909 -0.500 q
CUNOIH 1).438 8.045 0.970 4
CONO/NU3 0.894 10.659 0.9:»3 4CUNl)1 XSSU4 0.372 11.298 0.963 4
CL/NA 1.005 -3.325 U.998 4j\/iG/NA 0.202 2.574 0.'172 4
NH4/SU4 0 • .$08 -4.&76 0.97) 4
Nri41 ASS04 O.3bO -2.41b 0."186 4
:'W~/::;U4 0.423 -l.tnS U.995 4
l'lU31 XS::HJ4 0.411 0.899 0 ..999 q
F/XSSU4 0.026 -0.1.184 0.960 q
AMTH/CVi 128.:H4 llb.700 0.994 4AMTNU3/CM 47.441 83.6~7 0.491 4AM rxSSLHt/CfVl 83.4~1 ~lJ.4 0 0.98 t.t
A-38G
Table 380.
lINEAR CURRELATION BASEU ON Y=MX+~
HEf~tEN SELEClED RAIN COMPONEN1S. ALL UNITSARt MICRUEQUIVALENTS/lITER EXCEPT CM:
eM P~ECIPITATION AND A~T=M1CHOEwUlvALENTS/SQ.
IiJEIt.~.
CLtA~ ANU SLIGHILY DIRTV SAMPLES COLLECTED
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LINEAR CURRELATION BASED ON Y:MX.B
8Er~EEN SELECTED RAt~ COMPONENTS. ALL UNITSARE MICROEQUIVAlfNTS/lITER EXCEPT eM:
eM PkECIPITAIION AND AMT:MICMOEQU!VALENTS/SQ.
MEIE.R.
CLtAN AND SLIGHTLY OIRfY SAMPLtS COLLECTED
DURING 03/79 AT KSC SITE 19 AR~ INCLUDED.
y/x SLUPE Y-INT. CURN.COEr. NO.
Ii/NtH
-0.413 ~8.104 -1.000 2
ii/ Sfl4
-0.112 ~5.q28 -1.000 2H/XS~04
-0.167 26.606 -1.000 2H/ f,![l.H .... 5504
-0.119 27.038 -1.000 2
ri/F 1.534 14.559 1.000 2li/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
tifIJV/SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
ri/lA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
""SCA/X-.iK 2.72'1 -1.885 1.000 2XSCA/J<SMG 0.661 -0.634 1.000 2XSCA/rIlU3 1.500 -17.649 1.000 2XSCA/XSSU4 0.607 -12.207 1.000 2
",SCA/F
-5.57b 31.569 -1.000 2LUGH/LUGCM
-0.127 1.358 -U.422 .>LOGNA/L(l~CM
-0.764 1.696 -1.000 2L(6)(;JK/LUGCM
-1.172 0.011 -1.000 2LOGXCA/LUGCM
-1.203 O.~86 -1.000 2
LOGX'vlG/LUGC,"l
-1.269 0.407 -1.000 2LOGF/LiJGCM 0.500 0.602 1.000 2LUGNU3/LUG(;M
-0 •.B5 1.100 -1.000 2.LXSSU4/1.UGLM
-0.428 1 .iU 5
-1.000 2
SS/11
-31.647 7li2.501l -1.uOO .2
::>S/F
-46.b67 318 ..844
-1.000 2SS/XSSLl4 5.320 -bf~.818 1.000 2~s Ir,jU~ 13.149 -112.513 1.000 2Cl)Nf)/H 4.346 -53.568 0.921 .3COi\JO/NLl3 1.790 -3.206 1.1)00 .2CUNDI xSSOf~ 0.724 3.285 1.000 2CL/l\tA 1.005 '5.033 1.000 .2MG/NA 0.343 -3.301 1.000 2NH4/snQ 0.441 -6.490 1.000 .2i\lH4/)(S~04 0.6bO -9.106 1.000 .2
i'JU31 SUl+ 0.270 5.209 1.000 2.
I\d) 31 xS sn« 0.405 3.627 1.000 2.F/)(S..>iJ~
-0.109 7.851 -1.000 2Ai'''ITH/CM 232.063 4.304 U."I99 .;AMr NU3lCM 100.260 26.447 1.000 ';)ArYlT X~SU4/CM 15~.183 b5.3j9 1.000 2
A-382
( (
Concentration of Various Nutrients Present in Soil Samples collected in July, 1976, september, 1976,
382. December, 1976, and March, 1977, from Merritt Island Plant Communities.
Concentrations reported are
Table
parts per million (ppm) except for percent Organic matter, Ion Exchange Capacity in milliequi~a1ents
per lOOg, and percent Nitrogen.
U4T_ iilt>
rYPE SIli "0 OUE PH NA K CA '~G AL NH3 P CL N03 504 " OHG IEC " N
ll\ 0\ 0\ ~/07/76 4.2 III 23.2 1':>6 70.0 'oil .':>0 1.68 7.5 .0 15.0 4.37 A.4S .054
''1 J I III 1/oJ'u76 4.1 30 \8.0 2AO 67.0 20 1.06 2.411 10 ol 8.2 .0 4."'<; ;;.33 .01>1
~1 0\ 1.1\ 10/12/1" 3.~ 411 18.0 260 68.4 2C .63 1.00 12.1 9.4 .0 7.26 9.05 .067 ~
1\ 01 Jl IIl/Il3177 4.2 42 II\.v 26;; 64.0 21l ol9 .00 IIl.S 5.1 .0 4.89 5.71 .06'"
01 0\ 02 I.UO)/77 4.1 40 14.0 0251l boJ.O It! .20 .00 17.0 .0 .0 3.61 4.26 .043
III 01 1)3 11l/0.l/71 4. a 4? \7.0 2'lfl b~.O 22 .23 .00 21).:' 5.1 .0 3.21 4.30 .047
Iq 01 :) .. 1';/03/ I 1 J.~ 4? 1R.v ·\26 77.::1 24 .In .60 16.3 5. 7 .0 6.28 50lll .072
J 1 il2 ,ll '1//)1176 1.9 164 45.2 >19·)q 6J6.0 0 63.00 10.10 i is ,« 16." 61.0 1'1.70 20.70 .361
IJI ,12 III !/flCl/!;; II." 210 22.0 >1'l'l'l>I'l~.'I 0 22.30 4.24 1\7.5 5.1 60.5 CO. 4O 211.00 .3;>4
,1\ J2 01 IQ/12/1" 11.0 2111 \'l.o >\ 'l'l4 >1'1'1. q 4 1.llJ 6.30 107.0 \'1.8 2'l.4 25.50 21.80 .779
'l! JI? 0\ 1>1/03/17 H.4 121, \7.0 >1 ~'I'I >7'1'l.'I 00 9.00 5. "/0 64.0 21.6 42.0 16.60 11.00 .245
.;} 02 )2 18/03177 1\.3 1'12 1'1.0 >199'1 >'9'1.9 00 12.80 7.60 119.0 72.2 67.3 3<;.10 1S.00 032<;
01 02 OJ 18/03117 /l.S 230 IR.O >1'l99 >799.9 00 10.40 5.70 136.0 22.1l 60.5 33.00 13.20 .123
vi ,)2 .)" I Uh}J/l7 !l./) Ill? 11>.0 :>19'19>799.9 00 7.7i! 9.60 148.0 1'1.8 59.2 22.40 '1.72 .2AI
01 a.. 01 9/07/16 4.6 20 11.2 168 19.6 8 3.00 1.68 10.5 2.5 .0 .96 1.00 .017
,)1 04 ,)1 1/\19/ 'Ii 4.3 34 11. ') 132 23.0 .. .119 .76 10.7 7.0 .0 1.86 1.>31 .0<'0
01 0-- 01 10/1211'" S.5 52 14.0 100 18.R 6 .45 .70 8.7 11.2 .0 1.18 1.~0 .006
!I I i"o\ 0.1. ltY,)3/11 ').7 J3 8.0 1';0 18.0 e .16 1.00 21.4 12.4 .0 .88 • ill .011 oJ
01 04 02 18/03/77 4.5 33 10.0 176 23.0 II .18 .00 13.5 17.3 .0 1.28 .81 .014
01 U4 <I] Itl/03/17 4.4 38 9.0 160 20.0 6 .26 .00 20.9 13.0 .0 1.16 .97 .017
01 0..
""
1'!/03/77 4.5 35 9.0 llO <'0.1) 6 .14 '.00 11.9 11.8 .0 1.23 .89 .01S ~
III 05 01 9/07176 4.1 III R.H ~6 11\.8 12 4.00 .48 7.0 .0 110.5 2.30 3.21 .017
III 05 01 1/09/76 4.0 32 10.0 100 <'4.0 4 .00 1.04 8.3 10.0 12.0 1.42 20\7 .01.6
01 1)5 01 Irl/12/76 4.3 45 u ,» lib 1 7.2 8 1.00 .30 11.1 14.3 .0 1.32 2.22 .020
;l> III 0'; 1)\ 11l/-)]/77 3.'1 40 10.0 142 <.'3.0 12 .20 .00 10.3 15.1 .0 3.02 1.36 .021
e Oi v:' Q2 la/0:)117 q..u 3", 9.u i28 20.1) 12 .Itl .00 24.0 5.1 .0 \.5~ I. HI .023
W 01 05 03 I >l/t)]/ 77 1.d 3A '1.0 126 2J.II II .17 .00 10.8 9.4 .0 .00 1.34 .024co
w nI O:i 04 Id/OJ/I7 ... 1 30 9.0 114 20.0 10 .28 .00 11.7 10.6 .0 1.29 1.09 .02H
01 06 01 16/07/76 ... 2 ill 11.2 fl2 12.2 1\1I 3.50 .76 11.0 .0 A.5 1.26 1.34 .016
01 06 '01 1/0911;; 4. I 28 10.0 ~4 15.0 16 1.19 .00 8.5 9.4 .0 1.56 1.31 .009 -J
01 01:> 01 10/12/7;; 4.1 50 12.0 !l6 12.4 24 1.58 1.40 12.1 14.9 4.3 1.52 1.2" .023
01 O/) UI 18/0J/17 4.1 28
"' • 0 lIR 12.0 Iii .14 2.10 7.1I 20.4 .0 5.10 .67 .01701 06 02 111/03/71 4.2 32 7.0 96 12.0 26 .16 1.50 8.1 12.4 .0 1.19 .15 .010 -J
vi I)" OJ Itl/'J3/17 4.0 32 9.0 '16 14.0 2b .16 3.40 dol 10.6 .0 1.47 1.2~ .O<'~
01 06 04 16/0J/17 4.1 35 7.0 Hi! 12.0 20 .20 1.00 7.3 10.6 .0 3.20 .1,4 .009
01 0' 01 26/(17/76 7.6 999 11l0.0 ')1999 7S6.0 0 30.00 6.80 750.0 9.0 440.0 15.50 180\ 0 .372 .....
01 01 01 1/09/76 7.5 6"10 121.0 >199'1 668.0 0 22.30 3.80 549.0 2.7 85.7 16.30 •.'). ao .390
01 0' 01 10/12/1", 1',.0 161l 1/).0 >1999 276.0 130 7.06 >55.99 HJ.O 39.3 36.1 10.HO 17.60 .249
01 v, H Id/03117 '.5 268 12.0 >1994 636.0 00 7.16 .60 233.0 34.8 42.5 11. 40 10.HO .20h oJ
01 01 02 lri/OJ/17 1.9 152 04.1) >1999 h20.0 00 7.30 .60 340.0 20.4 130.0 11.50 7.64 .205
1.11 0' 03 11l/0J/'1 7.S 310 84.0 >19'19 b44.0 02 3.26 3.90 29/.0 3.9 168.0 26.50 11.00 .2~2
1)1 07 '}4 11;/0]/77 7.7 376 104.0 >1999 6c!1i.0 0<' 7.14 1.50 412.0 34.4 42.5 36.70 1\040 .232 ....
U1 09 01 26/u7/76 ".3 ..8 20.8 1840 172.0 136 9.80 >55.99 "1.5 .0 1.5 6.72 13.40 .195
01 09 /11 1/09/'''' 6.7 430 i!9.0 >I'l'l'l 152.0 S6 25.10 18.UO 495.0 >99.9 84.1 12.60 2tl.00 .5311
01 09 01 10/12/16 6.7 550 108.0 >19 'Ill 772.0 4 1. 77 16.10 490.0 !l3.8 I!:> 1.0 12.40 14.00 .26R "*
01 09 01 1R/03/17 6.<' 97 16.U >19'19 31)0.0 114 9.51 >55.99 114.0 >99.9 .0 10.dO 11 ... 0 .11l6
01 0'1 02 111/03/77 6.4 120 16.0 >199Q 340.0 120 2.58 >55.99 133.8 5.7 .0 8.39 9.112 .19S
(11 u9 U.1 liU031l7 ".1 132 15.0 >1999 252.0 120 4.!'!4 >':>5.99 70.0 • U .0 iI.SO 10.70 .151 "*
0\ 09 04 1~/03/77 5.8 110 lA.u >1999 316.0 124 3.07 >SS.99 129.0 >99.9 .0 13.00 12.QO •.I.HI
01 lU fJl "c!6/07/76 4.4 s» 11 • c! 200 40.4 70 3.80 6.12 6.~ 2.5 R.O 3."c!9 4.14 • U4H
01 10 01 1/09176 4.<; 32 A.I) 19011 it 1.0 II 1.12 1.36 6.9 8.2 .0 1.66 2.tiS .0t!3 ...







Concentration of Various Nutrients Present in Soil Samples collected in July, 1~76, S~ptember, 1976,
December, 1976, and March, 1977, from Merritt Island Plant Communities. Concentrations reported are
parts per million(ppm) except for percent Organic matter, Ion Exchange Capacity in milliequivalents
per lOOg, and percent Nitrogen. ~
..
lJAT~ [)(,.)
IYPF SI Tr: '-.It} DAlf. ...H NA K CA ~u AL NH3 P CL N03 '>04 J, OHG IEC
""
N
01 10 01 111/03/71 4.t! 44 11.0 t!~? 45.0 111 .21l 1.00 21.'1 2.7 .0 2.4b 2.i!6 .02/'
01 10 02 Id/O)/17 4.1 35 10.0 312 4R.0 70 .20 3.10 20.S 2.7 .0 t!.l2 3.06 .022
III 10 u.1 1,~/O.3n7 4.0 42 14.0 :.l00 ';>1.0 22 .34 1.50 2... 2 5 •.7 .0 2.71 3.31 .OOA
01 I J 114 11l/03/]7 4.0 40 10.u 2]13 5:.l.0 Ib .3tl .60 18.'1 .0 .U 2.62 2.74 .028
U\ "i 01 "/01116 !'I. 0 tl4 20.>1 >199'1 30.0 A 4.00 >5'3>.'19 Ib.5 1.b .0 5.10 .50 .016
01 91 01 1/0'1116 1.13 9b II .11 >1'199 35.0 4 2.91l >!>S.99 11l.5 33.2 .0 5.16 .77 .019
01 'H 01 10/12/16 I.t. 105 11.0 >1999 30.0 /I 2.51 >55.99 12.4 29.5 4.3 5.01 .30 .013
'll 91 01 1>1/03117 1.S "17 6.0 >199'1 35.0 Ob .69 34.80 II.S 12.4 .0 4.93 .27 .00'1
0\ 'It! III 9/07/1" II."> &4 14.1) >1.999 31.6 II .50 42.40 7.S .0 23.5 4.90 .14 .010
01 '-12 fli 1/0'11 If, d.S 92 4.0 >1'N'I 31.0 4 2.S1 >55.99 11.3 24.6 .0 4.86 .35 .016
01 92 01 10/121ff, ".2 101 6.U >1999 3302 b 1. '19 46.10 9.9 17.9 .0 4.70 .00 .01B
01 ".:: 111 ltl/03117 tI.2 96 5.0 >l.9'1'1 40.0 0" .27 46.20 7.7 15.5 .0 7.01 • 21 .009
01 92 112 11:1/03177 tl.S 104 4.0 >l.'199 40.0 04 .32 43.70 9.4 23.4 .0 6.34 ,33 .013
II1 '12 OJ lil/OJ/17 tI.b ~6 4.f) >1'199 38.0 011 • :31 >55.99 1.7 22.2 .0 6.43 • ?#, .011
01 '12 :l4 In/03/]7 11.1 04 4.0 >19'1'1 ]3.0 02 .31 39.20 6.6 16.1 .0 5.13 .30 .009
01 93 01 <1/07176 tI.5 72 11. e ">19')'1 3!).6 .. 3.00 11.40 b.5 2.5 1.5 6.94 .16 .OOS
Ul 903 01 1/0,,/16 0.6 92 3.0 ':>l999 40.0 0 1.77 21.90 11.5 11.2 .0 5.8':> .79 .008
01 903 ill 10/12116 tl.3 103 6.0 >199'1 42.0 () 1.88 24.50 19.3 24.0 4.3 5.71 • 19 .008
III 9] 01 lil/03177 tI.l 96 4.11 >199'1 40.0 Ol! .21 45.00 11.6 .0 .0 6.38 .26 .0011
'11 '14 Ul i6/07/16 ".It 12 11.2 'It> IS.#' 1;>4 .50 11.60 16.5 .0 .0 1,.36 2.38 ,OIIl
01 .. 4 01 1/0911#' 5.d 36 6.0 gO 8.0 lib .56 1.86 6.5 16.1 8.0 1.21 1,12 .017
0\ '14 01 10/12116 5.1 40 6.0 80 10.0 120 1.33 10.50 9.4 12,4 .0 1 .2'1 1.98 .019
01 'lit III lA/03/17 "'.0 32 4.0 116 10.0 134 .24 15.10 5.1 10.6 .0 1.01 .64 .014
01 '14 02 lH/l\3/77 4.14 32 4.0 116 11.0 lJ8 .22 12.80 12.7 .0 .0 2.05 .6i! .012
01 9" 03 113/03/17 4.1 32 4.0 116 12.0 132 .25 12.20 1.3 14.9 .0 1.51 1.03 • 017
::l:" 0\ 94 04 18/03177 4.6 36 4.0 108 14.0 134 .cl 12.20 b.ll 11.8 .0 1.94 1.18 .022



















TOTAL CONCENTRATION, COHCEHTRATIOH LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN KERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=OI
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HA
"EAH DEY MEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOf,J
12.17 2.22 90.17 5.22 .1795 . 1518 .1240
40.35 14 .2S 80.17 5.22 .'811 .5033 .3256
18.83 1 .31 80.17 5.22 .2513 .234 9 .2186
11. 13 1 .36 80 .17 5.22 .1558 .1389 .1220
11. 07 2.69 80 . 1 7 5.22 .1716 .1380 . 1045
LEACHING RESULTS PRESEHTED IH ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTIOH AYERAGE REPRESEHTS (MEAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOk HIGH REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION lOY REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED "INUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH).
Table 384.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=Ol
lEACHING,PPI1 TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CA
!'lEAH DEY MEAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW ~;l
185.70 15.47 178.77 9.71 1. 1253 1 .0388 .9523
199.57 11 .84 118.77 9.71 1 . 1826 1.1164 1 .0 SO 1
199.77 39.29 178.77 9.71 1 .3372 1.1175 .8977
51 .27 7.09 178.77 9.71 .3264 .2868 .2471
5.83 2.02 178.77 9.71 .0439 .0326 .0213
LEACHING RESULTSPRESENTEO I H ORDER FOR 1 . 011 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEAC~ED/"fAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESEHTS (MEAH LEACHED PLUS OEYIATiOH/M£AM TOTAL CATION)




rG~~L CO~CEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SA"PLES.
5IT£=01
LEACHIHG,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPI'I FRACTIOH LEACHED
ELE=l'IG
"EAH DEY !'lEAN DEli HIGH A\I E LOW
68.89 8.94 81 .72 3.88 .9524 .8430 .7336
66.63 2 . 1 1 81 .72 3.S8 .8412 .8154 .78~b
]').89 14 .20 81 .72 3.88 1.1515 .9777 .8039
54.00 1 .82 81 .72 3.88 .6831 .660B .6385
6.40 2.88 81 .72 3.88 . 1136 .0783 .0431
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS ( ME AN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH ""',...,1; ""'''''0:-'''''1.1,.,.. (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVrATIOrUMEAH TO TAl CATION)n~~n I\C'I'I.I:..;J:;'I1lw
AND FRACTION LO~ REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH).
Table 386.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS



















































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/I1EAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/HEAH TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATION/I1EAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 387.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS








LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTIOH LEACHED
ELE=FE
"EAN DEY !'tEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
61 .60 4.19 235.83 6.74 .2790 .2612 .2434
20.16 .61 235.83 6.74 .0881 .0855 .0829
2.64 .21 235.83 6.74 .0121 .0112 .0103
.00 .0<) 235.83 6.74 • <) 00 0 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 235.83 6.74 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS ?RESENTEO IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
PRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACiIOH HIGH REPREStNiS (MEAN LEACHEO PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATrON,
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATIOH/HEAH TOTAL CATION>.
Table 388.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS







LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HI
KEAN I)EY MEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
1 .52 1 .02 11 .04 .12 .2300 .1380 .0460
1 . S8 .33 11 .04 .12 .1721 .1427 .1132
2.08 .3 B 11 . (14 .12 .2227 .1881 .1535
1. 00 .00 11..04 .12 .0906 .0906 .090 ,
.'7 .97 11 .04 .12 .1757 .0879 .0000
LEACHIN°G RE SUL TSo PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 389.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS






LEACHIHG,PPI1 TOTAL CATI ON. PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=ZH
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
11 .69 4.63 3.25 . ()9 5.0174 3.5932 2.1691
6.12 2.61 3.25 .99 2.6820 1 .8801 1.0782
5.10 1 .63 3.25 .99 2.0673 1.5666 1.0659
2.75 1 .75 3.25 .99 1 .3842 .8453 .3064
.80 .27 3.25 .99 .3289 .2459 .1629
LEACHING RESULTS' PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01'1 HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (I1EAN LEACHED/"EAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS (I1EAN lEACHE~ PLUS DEVIATIOH/ftEAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED "IHUS DEYIATIOH/"EAH TOTAL CATION).
Table 390.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS



















































LEACHIHG RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO 0.0001" HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 391.
TOTAL COHCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS



















































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/"EAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHEu PLUS ~EYIATIOH/MEHH TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTIOH LOW REPRESENTS (PIEAN LEACHED P1INUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 392.
TOTAL CONCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAHD SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=02
LEACHING,PP/'I TOTAL CATIOH,PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
EI..E=I'IG
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
705 . 17 33.64 122.88 .99 6.0123 5.7385 5.4647
470. 10 87.87 122.88 .99 4.5406 3.8256 3.1105
346.53 65.76 122.88 .99 3.3551 2.8200 2.2849
97.93 10.36 122.88 .99 .8812 .7970 .7127
74.80 .98 122.98 .99 .6167 .6087 .6007
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO 0.0001/'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESEHTS (KEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACKED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATlON)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 393.
TOTAL CONCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS


















































LEACHING RESULTS PRESEHTED IH ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/"EAH TOTAL CATIOH)
AHD FRACTION LOY REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATION/"EAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 394.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCEHTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=02












































LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO 0.0001" HCL.
FRACTIOH AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (~EAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIAIIOH/"EAH TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATIOH/"EAH TOTAL CATION).
Table 395.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS






LEACHIHG,PPI"I TOTAL CATIDH.PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE="N
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
34.28
." 59.90 1 .47 .5883 .5723 .5564
4.40 1 .58 5'.'0 1 .47 .0997 .0734 .0471
1.4' 1 .46 59.90 1. 47 .0487 .0244 .0000
.00 .00 59.90 1 .47 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 59.90 1 .47 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCl.
FRACTTOH AY£~AGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/KEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (KEAH LEACHED MINUS OEYIATIOH/"EAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 396
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENTIH "ERR!TT ISL~HD SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=02
LEACHING,PP/'l TOTAL CATION,PPI1 FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HI
I'IEAN DEV ME AN DEV HIGH AYE LOlli
.~6 .96 3.90 . 2.60 .4902 .2451 .0000
.54 .54 3.90 2.60 .2772 .1386 .0000
.00 .00 3.90 2.60 .0000 .0000 .0000
.76 .76 3.90 2.60 .3901 .1950 .0000
1 .28 .40 3.90 . 2.60 .4311 .3285 .2258
LEACHING RESUL TS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (I'IEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (/'lEAN LEACHeD PLUS DEVIATION/I'IEAN TOTAL CATION>
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/KEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 397.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SA"PLES.
SITE=02
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=nf
"EAN DEY I'IEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW7.67 2. 17 4.92 .19 1.9991 1 .5586 1.11802.54 .00 4.92 .19 .5159 .5159 .51591 .34 .00 4.92 .19 .2722 .2722 .2722
.15 .10 4.92 .19 .0506 .029a .0090
.28 . 19 4.92 .19 .0959 .0575
.01'2
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (I'IEAN LEACHED/"EAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACWED PLUS DEYIATION/I'IEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOY REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATIOH/"EAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 398.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCEHTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS





LEACHIHG,PPtt TOTAL CATIOH,PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CO
"EAN DEY !'lEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
1 .431 .13 10.22 10.22 . 1 9C; 4 .1870 .1 74'
.00 .00 10.22 10.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
. 11 .11 10.22 10.22 .0225 .0113 .0000
.00 .00 10.22 10.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 10.22 10.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHEI)/"EAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED ANO FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SA"PLES.
5ITE=02
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PP", FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=PB
KEAN DEY "EAN OEY HIGH AVE lOW
6.31 .63 99.63 .48 .0697 .0634 .0571
.00 .00 99.63 .48 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 99.63 .48 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 99.63 .48 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 99.63 .48 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LO~ REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED "IHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 400.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS





LEACHIHG.PPI'l TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION lEACHED
ElE=1'I0
!'lEAH f) EY l1EAN DEY HIGH AVE L Old
3.82 .96 7.57 5.05 .6310 .5048 .3787
1 ." .00 7.57 5.05 .2628 .2628 .2629
4.5"2 4.52 7.57 5.05 1. 1 937 .5'68 .OOOCI
.00 .00 7.57 5.05 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 7.57 5.05 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 0 I'l HCL TO O.OOo-lM HCl.
FRACTION AVER~CE REPRESENTS (ME~M LEACHED/MEAH TOTAL C~TION)
FRACTI 0H KI CH REP RE SEHTS (1'1 EAH LEA CHED PLUS I) EYIA TI 0H/1'1 EAH TOT ALe ATI 0H)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED !'IIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 401.
TOTAL COHCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAKPLES.
> SITE=03
•~
0 LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPMw
"EAN DEY tiE AN DEY
530.07 20.11 652. 11 45.22
232.53 5.69 652.17 45.22
36.30 3.27 652. t '7 45.22
14.00 3.47 652 . 17 45.22









LEACHINC RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO 0.0001" HCL.
FRACTION AYERACE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIO~ HiGH REPRESENTS (HEAH LEACHED PLUS DEVI~TI~H/~EAH TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATION/KEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 402.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51TE=03












































LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTION AVERACE REPRESEHTS (HEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HICH REPRESENTS (MEA~ LEACHED PLUS DEY!~TIOH!MEAN TOTAL CATIO~)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN ~ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
SITE=03

































LEACHIHG RESULTS· PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO 0.0001" HCL.
FRACT I 0H· AYE RAG ERE PRE SEN TS (" EAH LEA CHE0 I '"EANT 0 TAL CAT ION )
FRACTIO~ HICH REPRESEHTS CMEAW LE~CHED PLUS DEV:~TIOHIMEAH TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION lOW REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATIOHI"EAH TOTAL CATION).
Table 404.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5ITE=03













































LEACHING RESULTS PRESEtHED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO 0.0001/'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL C~TIOH).
}
Table 405.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN KERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
5ITE=03
LEACHING,PPI1 TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=FE
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
217.20 4.20 1492.33 356.44 .1484 .1455 .1427
3.27 1 .7' 1492.33 356.44 .0034 .0022 .0010
.65 .04 1492.33 35b.44 .0005 .0004 .0004
.00 .00 1492.33 356.44 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 1492.33 356.44 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHIHG RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCl.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED/"EAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED KIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 406.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATIOH LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESEHT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5IT£=03
LEACHING,PP" TOTAL CATION,PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=I'IN
!'lEAN OEV KEAN OEY HIGH AVE LOW
5.91 .41 51 .88 21 . ~ 5 .1218 .1139 . 1061
3.19 .3 1 .51 .88 21 .65 .. 0675 .0616 .0556
.00 .00 51 .88 21 .s 5 .0000 .0000 .000 I)
.00 .00 51.88 21 . ~ 5 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 51 .88 21 ., 5 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 0/'1 HCL TO 0.000111 HCl.
FRACTIOH AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPR~SENTS <MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/ME~N TOTAL CATIOH)
tHD FRACTION LO~ REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAH TOTAL CATION).
Table 407.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD. FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN ~ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
SITE=03
LEACHING.PPK TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HI
"EAN DEY !'lEAH DEY HIGH AYE LOW
.00 .00 5.81 .44 .0000 .0000 .0000
.O¢ .00 5.91 .44 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 5.91 .44 .0000 .0000 .0000
1 .02 .68 5.81 .44 .2928 .1757 .0586
1 .29 .32 5 .81 .44 .2773 .2222 .1670
LEACHING RESULTS 'PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTIOH AYERAGE REPRESEHTS (HEAH LEACHED/!'IEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESEHTS (MEAH LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (!'lEAH LEACHED "IHUS DEVIATIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH).
Table 408.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=03
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION, PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=ZN
/'lEAN DEV /'lEAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
9.45 3.72 3.66 .28 3.5913 2.5775 1.5637
5.88 2.52 .3.66 .28 2.2916 1 .6053 .9189
4.67 4.08 3.66 .28 2.3896 1 .2751 .1607
25.13 7.75 3.66 .28 8.9720 6.8577 4.7434
3.41 .32 3.66 .28 1.0156- .9295 .8434
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTEO IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS OEYIArl0N/~£AN fOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (/'lEAH LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 409.
TOTAL COHCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS






LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CO
"EAN DEY ME AN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
1 . 4 1 1 .41 .76 .76 3.71Q5 1.8553 .0000
2.47 2.47 .76 .76 6.5132 3.2566 .0000
.00 .00 .76 .76 .0000 .0000 .0000
. 11 . 1 1 .76 .76 .2763 .1382 .0000
.12 .12 .76 .76 .3158 .1579 . (1000
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IH ORDER FOR 1 . (111 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCl.
FRACTIOH AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHEO/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FKHCTIu~ HIGH REPRESENiS <MEAH LEACHED PLUS DEVI~TION/MEAN TOT~L CATlOH}
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/I1EAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 410.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN M£RRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=03












































LEACHING RESULTS 'PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCl TO 0.0001" HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/KEAN TOTAL CATION)
FR~CTIG" H!GH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOY REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED MINUS f)EVIATIOH/~EAH TOTAL CATION).
/Table 411.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS






..... LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PP!'Iw
"EAH DEY I'lEAN DEY
2.29 .00 10 .66 .O¢
.00 .00 . .10.66 .00
.00 .00 10.66 .00
.00 .00 10.66 .00



















LEACHING RESULTS' PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO O.OOOl~ HCL.
FRACTION AVERACE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/I'lEAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HICH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOY REPRESENTS (!'lEAN LEACHED !'lINUS DEVIATION/HEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 412.
TOTAL COHC£HTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED ~ND FR~CTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=04






































LEACHIHG RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OK HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS (!'lEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HICH REPR£S£NTS (MEAN LfACHED 'lUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)






TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS


















































LEACHING RESULTS'PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TfrTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOll REPRESEHTS OlEAN LEACHED I1IHUS DEVIATION/MEAN .TOTAL CATION).
Table 414.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CAT.IONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51TE=04
LEACHIHG,PPI'I TOTAL CATIOH,PPI'l FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=MG
MEAN DEY !'lEAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
25.22 1 .34 79,58 12.39 .3338 .3169 .3Q01
15.44 .02 79.58 12.39 .1944 .1941 .1'H7
18.78 3.64 79.58 12.39 .2818 .2360 .1902
14.04 .74 79.58 12.39 .1958 .1 765 .1671
13.29 5.25 79.59 12.39 .2330 .1670 . 1011
LEACHING RESULTS· PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HICH R€PRfSEHTS (M.EAN LEACHED PLUS OEV!ATION/~E~N TOTAL CATION)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESEHT IN ~ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=04
LEACHIHG,PPI"I TOTAL CATION,PPI"I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=AL
"EAN I) EY "E AN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
9. 17 .56 1040.50 171.33 .0093 .008S .0083
8.07 .18 1040.50 171.33 .0079 .0078 .0076
3 . 10 .00 1040.50 171.33 ;0030 .0030 .0030
.00 .00 1040.50 171.33 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .(1) 1040.50 171.33 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/"EAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTIOH LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED "IHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 416.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51TE=04












































LEACHING RESULTS· PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HrCH REPRESENTS (~EAH LEACHE~ PLUS DE¥!ATIOH/"EAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEI/IATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 417.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
5ITE=04
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HI
"EAN I> EY "EAN I>EY HIGH AYE LOlJ
1 .27 .27 9.97 i . 7 i .1717 .141 0 .1104
1 .53 .40 8.97 1.71 .2152 .1706 .1260
.. 72 .72 8.97 ·1.71 .1594 .0797 .0000
1 . 4 o .27 8.97 1 . 71 .1867 .1 S6 4 .1262
1 .c 4 .70 8.97 1 . 7 1 . 1939 .1163 .0388
LEACHIHG RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCl TO 0.000111 Hel.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HiGH RE?RESEHiS (HEAH LEHCHED FLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
:".
Table 418.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS






LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=ZH
PlEAH eEV MEAN DEV HIGH AVE LOW
20.09 1 .45 5.75 1 .19 3.7455 3.4939 3.2423
18.35 9 . 1 1 5.l5 1 . 19 4.7751 3.1913 1.6075
21.42 1 .27 5.75 1 . 1 9 3.9461 3.7252 3.5043
4.84 1 .44 5.75 1.19 1 .0908 .8412 .5915
13.40 9.32 5.75 1 . 1 <) 3.9527 2.3310 .7094
LEACHING RESUL TS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HICH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEAC~ED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATtON)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 419.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IH MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
5ITE=04
LEACHIHG,PPI'I TOTAL CATION,PPI1 FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CO
P1EAN DEI/ "EAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
5.48 .22 15.96 9.94 ,3572 .3434 .32'H
3.75 2.50 15.96 9.94 .3913 .2349 .0783
2.53 1 .86 15.96 9.94 .2756 .158 S .0419
.00 .00 15.96 9.94 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 15.96 9.94 .0000 .0000 .000 I)
LEACHING RESUL TS' PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (I'IEAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
FRACTION HiGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/MEAH TOTAL CAT!O~)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED "IHUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION),
Table 420.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN KERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
$ITE=04
LEACHIHC,PPI'I TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ElE=CR
"EAN eEY !'lEAN DEV HIGH AVE LOW
.00 .00 14.76 1 . a0 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 14.76 1 .80 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 14.76 1 .80 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 14.76 1 .80 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 14.76 1 . SO .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS 'PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOMiREAN TOTAL CATION)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS





LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,P?" FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=NA
"EAN DEY MEAN eEll HIGH AYE LOW
15.40 b.b7 136.00 12.80 .1623 . t 132 .0642
9.00 3.40 136.00 12.80 .0912 .0662 .0412
12.70 4.67 136.00 12.90 .1277 .0934 .0591
6.70 .93 136.00 12.90 .0561 . 0 4~ 3 .0424
12.47 4.78 136.00 12.90 .1268 .0917 .0565
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 011 HCL TO 0.00011'1 He L .
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS <"EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/I1EAH TOTAL CATION>
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS <"EAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 422.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION L£ACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=05
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PP/'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CA
"EAN DEY !'tEAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
'0.97 15.89 101.07 3.58 1.0573 .9001 .7429
85.30 9.87 1'01 .07 3.58 .9416 .8440 .7464
'S.,/) 26.73 101 . I) 7 3.58 1.2104 .9459 . b 8 14
62.97 6.71 101. I) 7 3.58 .6894 .6230 .5566
13.33 6.04 101.07 3.58 .1917 . 1319 .0721
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . I) PI HCL TO 0.000111 HCL,
FR~CT!OH AVERAGE P.EPRESENTS (~EAH LE~CHE~/~EAN TOT~L CATION>
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION lOW REPRESENTS ("EAH LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/"EAH TOTAL CATION).
Table 423.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=OS












































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/"'EAH TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION LOY REPRESENTS (HEAN LEACHED "rHUS OEYIATIONiHEAH'TOTAL CATION).
Table 424.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION l~ACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5ITE=05
lEACHING, PPM TOTAL CATI OH, PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=Al
"EAN DEY !'lEAN DEV HIGH A \I E lOW
22.53 1.31 497.47 52.36 .0479 .0453 .0427
14.77 2.18 497.47 52.36 .0341 .0297 .0253
6.63 1 .36 497.47 52.36 .0161 .0133 .0106
8.60 .00 497.47 52.36 .0173 .0173 .0173
.00 .00 497.47 52.36 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCl TO O.OOOlM He l.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/"EAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN lEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/MEAM TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
)
Table 425.
TOTAL CONCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=05
LEACHING, PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPI'l FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=FE
MEAN !) Ell "EAH DEY HIGH AYE LOY
19.37 1 .90 333.22 52.89 .0638 .0581 .0524
8.43 1 .20 333.22 52.89 .0289 .0253 .0217
2.61 .45 333.22 52.8' .0092 .0078 .0065
.56 .00 333.22 52.89 .0017 .0017 .0017
.00 .00 333.22 52.89 .0000 .0000 .000 (I
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . Of"! HCL TO 0.00011'1 He L.
FRACTIOM AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED !'IIHUS D,EYIATIOH/I1EAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 426.
TOTAL CONCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAI1PLES.
5ITE=05













































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPtESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/I1EAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOUREPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/I1EAN TOTAL CATION).
) )
Table 427.
TOTAL CONCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=05
LEACHIHC,PPI1 TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=ZN
"EAN OEY MEAN DEY HICH AYE LOW
10.94 1.15 2.60 .57 4.6509 4.2090 3.7671
s . 79 2.62 2.60 .57 4.7761 3.76'7 2.7573
10.58 4.41 2.60 .57 5.7667 4.0692 2.3718
4.45 .53 2.60 .57 1.9145 1.7103 1.5060
2. 11 1 .00 2.60 .57 1. 1966 .8128 .42'1
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO 0.00011'1 He L.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION lOW REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/KEAN TOTAL CATION>.
Table 428.
TOT ALe 0 NeE HTRAT I 0H, CON CEHTRAT ION LEA CHE DAN 0 FRACT ION LEA CHED FOR CAT lOtI S
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAKPLES.
SITE=06
LEACHIHG,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PP" FRAtTIOH LEACHED
ELE=HA
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
4.75 .95 389.50 36.13 .0146 .0122 .0098
3.20 .27 389.50 36.13 .0089 .1)082 .0075
3.30 .20 389.50 36.13 .0090 .0085 .0080
4.40 .00 389.50 36.13 .0113 .0113 .0113
3.75 .55 389.50 36.13 .0110 .0096 .0082
LEACHING RESULTS'PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 0 f1 HCL TO 0.0001/'1 HCL.
f RAe TI 0 HAY ERA GERE PRE SEHTS (11 EAH LEA CHEe II'IE AN TO TAL CATI ON )
FRACTIDH HIGH REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVI~TIQH/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH)







TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS
PRESENT IN "ERR!TT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=O~









































. 1 47 1
.1335
.0066
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTIOH AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/HEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACT!OH HIeH RE?RESE~TS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEY!AT!OH/~EAH TOTAL C~TrCrl)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATIOH/MEAH TOTAL CATION).
Table 430.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE~O'
LEACHIHG,PPI'I TOTAL CATION,PP" FRACTION LEACHED
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AilE LOW
7.33 .99 47.41 5.76 .1754 .1546 .133 S
'.53 .67 47.41 5.76 .2151 .201Q .1 S70
10.76 1 .85 47.41 5.76 .2659 .2269 .187'
14.55 2.38 47.41 5.76 .3570 .3068 .2567
4. 02 .17 47.41 5.76 .0885 .0849 .0813
LEACHING RESULTS· PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . o!'I HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (!'lEAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOY REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED I'IINUJ DEVIATION/"EAN TOTAL CATION).
)Table 431.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS







LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH/PPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=AL
"EAH Dsv 11 EAN DEY HIGH AVE LOLl
26.40 2.73 1399.17 141.22 .0208 .0189 .0169
24.60 .93 1399.17 141.22 .0182 .0176 .0169
13 . 1 7 .76 1399.17 141.22 .0100 .0094 .0089
.00 .00 1399.17 141.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 1399.17 141.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.000111 HCl.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN L£ACH£D PLUS ~EvIHTION;fiEHN iurAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESEHTS ("EAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN. TOTAL CATION),
Table 432.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51T£=0'
LEACHINC.PP" TOTAL CATIOH.PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=FE
)
"EAN DEY MEAN DEY HIGH AV£ LOW
54.70 5.8' 523.85 172.43 .1144 .1032 .0921
17.83 1. 30 5.29.85 172.43 .0361 .0337 .0312
3.72 .07 52'.85 1 72 .43 .0072 .0070 .0069
.69 .15 529.85 172 .43 .0016 .0013 . Oot 0
.29 .29 529.85 172.43 .0011 .0005 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAH LEACHED/HEAH TOTAL CATION)
~RACTICN H!GK REPRES£HTS (ME~H LEACH!D PLUS OEVIATION/"£AN TOT~L CATION)






TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5ITE=06
LEACHING,PP/'! TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HI
!'lEAH DEY MEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
1.37 .34 9.83 .52 .1748 . 13~8 .1047
1 .54 .38 9.83 .52 .1946 .1564 . 1182
1.76 .34 9.83 .52 .2136 .1 788 .1439
1 .68 .31 9.83 .52 .2022 .171 0 .1398
.00 .00 9.83 .52 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS, PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.000111 HeL.
FRACTION AYE RAGE REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (HEAH LEACHED PLUS DEVIATrOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 434.
TOTAL CONCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SA"PLES. .....-----
51T£=Ob
LEACHIHG,PPt1 TOTAL CATIOH,PPI1 FRACTION LEACHED
ElE=ZH
"£AM I) EY "EAN DEY HIGH A\IE LOW
13.30 6.70 2.90 .55 6.9064 4.54)26 2.2789
14.10 11 .20 2.90 .55 8.7346 4.8689 1.0031
2.'1 1 .60 2.90 .55 1.5573 1.0059 .4542
2.27 1. 87 2.90 .55 1 .4281 .7837 .13' 2
6.3' 7.46 2.'0 .55 4.7817 2.2071 -.3675
LEACHING RESULTS· PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .0/1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (/'lEAH LEACHED/I1EAH TOTAL CATION)
F~ACT!OH HIGHREPRESEHTS (MEAN LE~tHED PLUS OEYIATIOH/MEA~ TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (/'lEAH LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
) )
Table 435.
TOTAL CONCENTRATIOH, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND S~IL SAMPLES.
51TE=06
LEACHING,PP'" TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=PB
"EAH DEY I1EAN DEY HIGH AVE LObJ
.00 .00 98.33 2.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 98.33 2.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 98.33 2.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
.e 0 .00 98.33 2.22 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 98.33 2.22 . 0 000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.000111 He L.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHEO/I1EAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTiOH nICH REPRESENTS (ME~N LEACHED PLUS OEY!ATIQH!~E~~ TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 436.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS

















































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHEO/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REP~ESENTS (~EAH LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (I'IEAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
)Table 437.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS





eN LEACHING,?P" TOTAL CATIOt"'PPM1.0
"EAN DEli MEAN DEli
253.83 43.9'8 1428.50 82.67
208.20 25. S 7 1428.50 82.67
215.10 30 . 13 1428.50 82.67
190.00 9.60 1428.50 82.67



















LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 ,OM HCL TO O.0001M HCL.
FRACTION AIIERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 438.
TOTAL ~OHCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN HERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SIT£=07





























.112 B .1103 .107 S ~ .
.0264 .0214 .0163 .,",,,,"<J~~
.0166 .0154 .0142
LEACHING RESULTS· PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (ME~~ LEACHED PLU~ DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS <KEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/HEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 439.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=07












































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCL TO 0.0001" HCL
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIO~ HiGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHE~ PLUS DEVIATIOH/MEAH TOTAL CArIOH)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAH TOTAL CATION).
Table 440.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHO FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS
PRESENT 1N "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5ITE=07 ELE=AL
LEACHING,PPI'1 TOTAL CATION.PPM FRACTION LEACHED
MEAN DEY !'lEAN DEY HIGH AYE L 0 ld
1018.97 66.71 6748.33 157.78 .1609 .1510 . 1 41 1
210.00 .00 6748.33 157.78 . I) 311 .0311 .0311
.00 .00 6748.33 1'57.78 .0000 .0000 .0000
.O~ .00 6748.33 157.78 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 6748.33 157.78 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.0001" HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (!'lEAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FR~CTIO» HiCH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEY!~TIOHI"E~H TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (!'lEAN LEACHED I'IIHUS DEVIATION/KERN TOTAL CATION).
)
Table 441.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=07
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=FE
MEAN DEV "EAN DE\I HIGH AVE L 0 &J
207.l33 1 .36 2522.83 27 .56 . I) 83 0 .0824 . Ij 819
15.43 .00 2522.83 27 .56 .0061 .0061 • Co 0 I) 1
1 . 1 7 .40 2522.83 27.56 .0006 .0005 .0003
.75 .16 2522.83 27.56 .0004 .0003 .0002
.79 .20 2522.83 27.56 .0004 .0003 .0002
lEACHltoIG RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 He l.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS ("EAN lEACHE~ PLUS ~EVI4TION/"EAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATIOH/"EA~ TOTAL CATIOH).
Table 442.
TOTAL COHCENTRATION, CONCEHTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5ITE=07











































LEACHING RESULTS PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0" HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHEO/"EAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LE~CHED PLUS DEVIATION/XEAH TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATIOH/"EAH TOTAL CATION).
)Table 443.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
5ITE=07
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ElE=N!
MEAN DE'Y' MEAN DEY HIGH AilE LOId
.75 .75 5.22 .22 .2891 .144 5 .0000
.00 .00 5.22 .22 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 5.22 .22 .0000 .0000 .0000
1 .00 .00 5.22 .22 .1914 . 1914 .1914
.88 .60 5.22 .22 .2836 .1691 .0547
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AYE RAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRES£HTS (!'lEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TO TAL CATION)
AND FRACTION L0 iJ REPRESEHTS (!'lEAH LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/HEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 444.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5IT£=07
LE.ACHI HG, PPM TOTAL C,ATI ON, PPI'I FRACTION LEACHE~
ELE=ZH
HEAN DEV MEAN DEV HIGH AVE LOW
22.56 4.85 13.20 .49 2.0768 1.70~1 1.3414 -~
11 . S5 2.20 13.20 .49 1.0644 .8977 . ? 31 1
11 .42 3,12 13.20 .49 1.1016 .8654 , .6 2 ~ 2
13.6' 13.13 13.20 .49 2.0298 1.0348 .03~9
2.99 1 .73 13.20 .49 .3574 .2263 .0<351
LEACHIHG RESUL TS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 , 0 f1 HCL TO 0.0001/1 HCL.
FRAClIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
fRACTION H!GH REPRESENTS (MEAH LE~CHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/!EAH TOTAL CATION)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAHD SOIL SAMPLES.
)
SITE=07
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CO
I1EAN DEY I1EAN orv HIGH AYE lOW
1 .58 1 .5 a 1 .60 1 . b 0 1.9688 .9844 .0000
3.88 .00 1 . b 0 1 .6<) 2.4250 2.4250 2.4250
.00 .00 1 .60 1 . ~ 0 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 1 .60 1 .60 .0000 .0000 .OQOO
.00 .00 1 .60 1 .60 .0000 .OOOQ .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .0 M HCL TO O.OOOll'l HCL.
FRACTIOH AYERAGE REPRESEHTS ("EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FR~CTIDN HIGH REPRESENTS (~EAH LE~CHED PLUS DEVI~TIOH/MEA~ TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 446.
TOT~L COHCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS






LEACHIHG.PPI'f TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=PB
"EAN I)EV "EAN DEY HIGH Avt LOW
42.30 6.4:' 88.55 6 . 13 .5510 .4777 .4045
3.31 .00 88.55 6.13 .0374 .0374 .0374
.00 .00 88.55 6.13 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 88.55 6.13 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 88.55 6.13 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01"1 HCL TO 0.000111 HCL.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS (I1EAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIQH HIGH REPRESEHTS (ME~H LE~CHED PLUS DEYIAflaH/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTIOH LOU REPRESENTS (MEAN LE~CHED MIHUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 447.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHO FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
SITE:07
LEACHING,??/,! TOTAL CATIOI-LPPI'I FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=110
I1EAN DEY I1EAN DEY HIGH A \I E L 0 bJ
4.05 .71 17.49 1 .10 .2725 .231 e . 1 9 1 1
2.32 .00 17.49 1 . 1 0 .1327 .1327 .1327
.00 .00 17.49 1 . 1 0 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 17.49 1. 10 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 17.49 1 .10 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 011 HCL TO 0.0001M HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIO~ HIGH REPR£SEHTS (MEAH LEnCHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TaTAL CAT!Q~)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 448.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE-08














































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTEO IN ORDER·FOR 1.011 HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/"EAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LO~ REPRESENTS (MEAH LE~CHED MINUS ~EYIATION/I1EAN TOTAL CATIOH).
)Table 449.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
















































. 1 18 ~.
.0323
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .OM HCl TO 0.0001M HCl.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS .(MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATIOH/KEAH TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 450.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS







LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=I1G
"EAN DEli "'EAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
13.82 2.38 5'.02 1 .28 .2745 .2341 .1 '37
10.81 .38 5'.02 1 .28 .189 b .1832 .1767
10.21 .54 5~.O2 1 .28 .1822 .1730 .1639
10.30 3.03 59.02 1 .28 .2259 .1746 .1233
7.80 3.67 5'.02 . 1 .28 .1944 .1322 .06"
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED HI ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011" HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (I1EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAn TOTAL CAilO")




TOT~l CONCEHTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
)
SITE=08












































LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTIOH AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CRTION)
AND FRACTIOH LO~ REPRESENTS (HEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATION/MEAN·TOTAL CATION).
Table 452.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR tArIONS
PRESENT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SA"PLES.
S I TEz08
LEACHIHG,PP" TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ElE =FE
)
"EAN DEY !'lEAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
228.03 4.02 717.17 46.78 .3236 .3180 .3124
66.74 1 .30 717.17 46.78 .0949 .0931 .0912
8.32 .10 717.17 46.78 .0117 . (I 116 .011 S
1 .67 .76 717.17 46.78 .0034 .0023 .0013
.39. .39 717.17 46.78 .0011 .0005 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCl TO 0.00011'1 HCl.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAH lEACHED/I'IEAN TOTAL CATION)
FR~CTIOH HIGH REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIaTION/KEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS ("EAH lEACHED !'lINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION>.
Table 453.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS







LEACHING,PPI'I TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ElE=I'IN
MEAN DEY MEAH DEY HIGH AYE LOW
1 .64 .09 15.13 3.29 . 114 1 .1082 .1023
1 .31 .03 . 15. 13 3.29 .0888 .0866 .0844
.00 .00 15. 13 3.29 .OOO~)' .0000 .0000
.00 .00 15. 13 3.29 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 15. 13 3.29 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESEtHED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (!'lEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (oEAN LEACHED PLUS OEVIAiIOH/MEAN TuTAL CATiOHi
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (!'lEAN LEACHED KINUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH).
Table 454.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCEHTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTlOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51TE=08












































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO O.0001M HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS D£VIATIOH/"£~H TOT~L CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED "IHUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 455.
TOTAL COHCEHTRATIOIL cOflfCEHTRATIOH LEACHED AND FRACTIOH LEACHE!) FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SITE=08
LEACHIHG,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPI'1 FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=ZH
I1EAN DEY I1EAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
22.71 12.05 2.88 .64 12.0823 7.8946 3.7068
2.04 .21 . 2.88
.'4 .7833 .7092 .6350
5.80 3.28 2.88 .64 3.1560 2.0174 .8787
1 .48 .89 2.88 .64 .8223 .5133 .2043
1 . 9'1 .84 2.88 .64 .9556 .6628 .3700
LEACHiNG RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 He l.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED KINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 456.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51TE=08












































LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCl TO 0.00011'1 HCl.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/PIEAN TOTAL CATIOH)
F~AtTION HIGH REPRESENTS (~EAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOM/ME~H T~T~L CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 457.
TOTAL CONCENTRATIOH, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IH "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5IT£=08
L£ACHING,PPI'I TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CR
PlEAN DEY MEAN DEI,' HIGH A\I E LOW
.00 .00 17.85 4.99 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 17.85 4.99 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 17.85 4.99 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 17.85 4.99 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 17.85 4.99 .0000 .0000 .000 (I
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/I'IEAH TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION lOW REPRESENTS (/'lEAH LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION>.
Table 458.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCEHTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESEHT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
LEACHING,PPI'! TOTAL CATIOH,PPI'! FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HA
"EAN I) EY !'lEAH DEY HICH AYE LOW
47.35 6.05 647.00 21.67 .0825 .0732 .0638
45.27 2.11 6.4 7 .00 21.67 .0732 .0700 .0667
34j.47 7.98 647.00 21.67 .0733 .0610 .0487
29.73 1 .29 647.00 21.67 .0479 .0460 .0440
36.07 4.36 647.00 21 .6"7 .0625 .0557 .0490
LEACHING RESULTS PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 011 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (!'lEAN LEACHEO/"EAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIG~ REPRESENTS (AERH LERCHED PLUS DEvIAiIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATIOM)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS







!'lEAH DEY "EAN DEY
74.90 74 .90 910.00 40.67
. I) 0 .00 910.00 40.67
.00 .00 910.00 40.67
.00 .00 910.00 40.67




















LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (!'lEAH LEACHED/KEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED PLUS D£VIATIONiMEAN TOT~L CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAN' TOTAL CATION>.
Table 460.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS






LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CA
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AYE LOij
2338.00 190.00 1965.17 62.56 1.2864 1.1897 1.0930
2217.67 262.22 1965.17 62.56 1.2619 1.1285 .9951
1396.00 105.33 1965.17 62.56 .764 I) .7104 .6568
121.57 1 .82 1965.17 62.56 .0628 .0619 .0609
39.60 2.07 1965.17 62.56 .0212 .0202 .0191
LEACHING RESULTS' PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 011 HCL TO O.OOOlM HCL.
fRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION>
FRACTIO~ H!GH REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVI~TIGN/M£HN TOTHL CRTION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESEHTS (MEAN LEACHED MINUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
)Table 461.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS





w LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPI1 FRACTION LEACHED
"EAN DEV "EAN DEV HIGH AVE LOW
129.45 8.15 160.62 .61 .8567 .8060 .7552
130.57 10 .78 160.62 .61 .8800 .8129 .7458
106.05 12 .46 160.62 .61 .7379 .6603 .5827
30.37 1 .08 160.62 .61 .1958 .1891 .1823
8.84 .54 160.62 .61 .0584 .0550 .0517
LEACHING RESULTS PRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.011 HCL TO 0.000111 HCl.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOHiMEAN TuTAL CATION)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIOHS
PRESENT IN "ERR!TT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.













































LEACHING RESUlTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/"EAH TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (HEAH LE~CijED PLUS DEVIATION/I'IEAH TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (I'IEAH LEACHED I'IINUS DEYIATIOH/"EAH TOTAL CATION).
) )
)Table 463.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
S I TE=O,)












































LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IH ORDER FOR 1.01'1 HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHEO/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACT"IOH HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAH LEACHED MIHUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATIOH).
Table 464.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHE~ FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN !'tERRITT ISLAND SOIL SA!'tPLES.
SITE=09













































LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.011 HCL TO 0.000111 HCl.
FR~CTI0H AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESE~TS (~EAH LE~CHEDPLUS DEYIATION/MEA~ TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATIOH/I1EAH TOTAL CATION).
)Table 465.
) )
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51TE=09
LEACHIHG,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTIOH LEACHED
ELE=H1
"EAN DEY MEAN DEV HICH AYE LOW
.O(l .00 9.77 .15 .QOOO .0000 .0000
1 .34 .26 9.77 .15 .1639 .1375 . 1111
1 .42 .00 9.77 .15 .1454 .1454 .1454
1 .41 .45 9. 77 .15 .1909 .1447 .0985
1 .52 .34 9.77 .15 .1904 .1551 . 11 <3 8
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .0 I'l HCL TO 0.000111 He L.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS <M£AH LEACHED PLUS DEVIHTIOH/REAN TCT~L CATIOH)
AND FRACTION LOY REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION),
Table 466.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51TE=09
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=ZH
"EAN I) E'I" I'IE AN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
15.'8 1 .87 5.42 .74 3 .2913 2.9465 2.6017
18.27 8.28 -5.42 .74 4.8957 3.3b~4 1. 8431
7.62 1 .2' 5.42 .74 1.6425 1.4044 1 . 1664
2.58 .91 5.42 .74 .6443 .4763 .3083
.32 .22 5.42 .74 .0994 . 0 5~6 .019'
LEACHIHG RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO-O.OOOlf'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACKED/"EAN TOTAL CATION) .
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED PLUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED "IHUS DEVIATION/"EAH TOTAL CATION).'
)
)Tgble 467.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
51T£=09
LEACHIHG,PPI'f TOTAL CATIOtLPPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=CO
MEAN DEY !'lEAH DEY HIGH AVE LOW
4.49 .24 1 . 3 1 .03 3.6107 3.4275 3.2443
2.85 2.85 1 . 3 1 .03 4.3511 2.1756 .0000
5.39 .26 1.31 .03 4.3070 4.1120 3.9169
.00 .00 1 . 3 1 .03 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 1 . 3 1 .03 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1.0M HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHEO/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FR~CTIDH HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED MIHUS DEYIATION/"EAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 468.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAHD SOIL SAI1PLES.
5ITE=0'
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=PB
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AilE LOW
1 .97 1 .8'7 75.82 2.~8 .0492 .0246 .0000
.00 .00 .75.82 2.08 .0000 .0000 .0-000
.00 .00 75.82 2.08 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 75.82 2.08 .0000 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 75.82 2.08 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 0 M HCL TO O.OOOlM HCl.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTIOH HIGH REPRESENTS <MEA" LEACHED PLUS OEVIATIOH/hEAH TOTRL CRTiOH)




TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IH MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAI1PLES.
SITE=10
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPI1 FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=HA
MEAN DEY I1EAN DEY HICH AYE LOW
11 .67 4.29 50.00 3.00 .3i9i .2333 .1476
14 . a0 6.33 50.00 3.00 .4227 .2960 . 16 <} 3
14.43 4.38 50.00 3.00 .3762 .2 BB 7 .2011
13.67 4.76 50.00 3.00 .3684 .2733 .1 7B2
7.~0 . ~ 3 50.00 3.00 .1 767 .1580 .1393
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/I1EAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/MEAN TOT~l CHTIOH)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED "INUS DEVIATION/HEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 470.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCEHTRATION LEACHED AHO FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESEHT IN "ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5ITE=10
LEACHIHG,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE="CA
"EAN DEli "'EAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
221.27 11 .29 121.37 6.CJ8 1.9161 1 .8231 1.730\
219.10 20.60 1.21.37 6.98 1 .9750 1 .8053 1.6355
245.97 11 .69 121.37 6.98 2.1230 2.0266 1.9303
106.77 25.89 121.37 6.'9 1.0930 .8797 .6664
16.77 8.02 121.37 6.CJS .2042 .1381 .0720
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . 01'1 HCL TO 0.0001\'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHEO/I1EAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS ("EA~ LE~CHED PLUS DEVI~TIOH/~E~N TOTAL CATIOH)
AND FRACTION lO~ REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED \'lIHUS DEYIATIOH/"EAH TOTAL CATION).
}Table 471.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCEHTRATION LEACHED AHD FRACTIOH LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN ~ERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
SrTE;10
LEACHIHG,PPK TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
MEAN DEli I'IEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
34 .51 .85 35.64 3.69 .9921 .9683 .9445
41 .20 4.40 35.64 3.68 1.2795 1.1560 1.0325
53.65 7.27 35.64 3.68 1.7091 1.5052 1.3013
32.87 3.57 35.64 3.68 1 .0222 .9221 .8220
4.93 .07 35.64 3.68 . 1402 .1382 .1362
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .011 HCL TO 0.00011'1 He L.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATIOH/MEAH TOTAL CATION)
AND FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS ("'EAN LEACHED MINUS DEYIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 472.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION. CONCENTRATION LEACHED AND FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAKPLES.
5ITE=10
LEACHING. PPM TOTAL CATIO",P~I'I FRACTION LEACHED
ElE=AL
"EAN DEY "EAN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
27 . 13 1 . 7 1 170.90 113.67 .1688 .1513 8 .1488
26.S7 3 .71 170.90 18 .67 .1772 .1SSS .1337
5.30 .20 170.90 18.67 .0322 .0310 .0298
.00 .00 170.90 18 .• 7 }OOOO .0000 .. 0000
.00 .00 170.90 18.67 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTSPRESEHTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/KEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS &EVIATIOH/~EAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LOW REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED "INUS DEYIATrOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION).
)
Table 473.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED ANO FRAC'TION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN KERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
"EAN DEY I1E AN DEY HIGH AVE LOW
1 .34 .39 11 .35 .36 .1 S2 4 .1176 .0829
1 .39 .28 11 .35 .36 . 1471 .1225 .0978
1 .35 .31 11 .35 .36 .1460 .1189 .0919
.77 ,52 11 .35 .36 .1 1J 6 .0681 .0227
.00 .00 11 .3 S .36 .0000 .0000 .0000
LEACHING RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 .01'1 HeL TO 0.00011'1 HeL.
5ITE=10
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATION,PPK FRACTIOH LEACHED
. ELE=HI
FRACTION AVERAGE REPRESENTS (I1EAN LEACHED/KEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED PLUS OEYIAiIOH/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
AHD FRACTION LO~ REPRESENTS (KEAN LEACHED "INUS DEYIATION/KEAN TOTAL CATION).
Table 474.
TOTAL CONCENTRATION, CONCENTRATION LEACHED AHO FRACTION LEACHED FOR CATIONS
PRESENT IN MERRITT ISLAND SOIL SAMPLES.
5ITE=10
LEACHING,PPM TOTAL CATIOH,PPM FRACTION LEACHED
ELE=ZN
"EAN OEV MEAN DEY HIGH AYE LOW
12.56 1 .44 2.7C3 .86 5.0123 4.4952 3.'3781
4.46 2.98 2.79 .86 2.6631 1.5979 .5326
5.21 3.47 2.79 .86 3 . 1086 1.8652 .6217
G.67 .93 2.79 .86 2.7196 2.3878 2.0561
1.40 .76 2.79 .86 .7761 .5024 .2287
LEACHIHS RESULTS PRESENTED IN ORDER FOR 1 . OM HCL TO 0.00011'1 HCL.
FRACTION AYERAGE REPRESENTS ("EAN LEACHED/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
FRACTION HIGH REPRESENTS (MEAN LEACHED PLUS DEVIATION/MEAN TOTAL CATION)
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